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PREFACE
In 1981, Lewis Researoh Center's 899 research authors published 384 technical publications
which were announced to and reached the worldwide scientific community. Although the number of
reports published this year has decreased just as the staff has decreased, the number of reports
Published per person per year has increased slightly. Each year the number of technical
presentations given at seminars, society symposia, and Lewis-hosted conferences increases. in
1981, Lewis authors published approximately 66 percent of t' - it research contributions in outside
publications and the remainder as NASA research reports...ewis authors primarily use society
proceedings, seminar presentations, journal articles, and transactions to describe their work. Many
have received awards for their contributions; among them are the following:
The 1981 Lewis Distinguished Paper Award was presented to Krishna Rao V. Kaza and Robert E.
Kielb for their paper entitled "Effects of Mistuning on Bending-Torsion Flutter and Response of a
Cascade in Incompressible Flow." This paper was presented at the Dynamics Specialists
Conference sponsored by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics held in Atlanta,
Georgia, April 9-11, 1991. A description of the paper is given in abstract A81-29465 (p. 92) in this
bibliography.
The Society for the Advancement of Material and Process Engineering (SAMPE) presented its
1981 Best Paper by a SAMPE Member Award" to Ruth H. Pater for the paper she presented at the
Thirteenth National SAMPE Technical Conference held in Mount Pocono, Pennsylvania, October
13-15, 1981. The paper entitled "The Properties of Novel Bisimide Amine Cured EpoxylCelion 6000
Graphite Fiber Composites" by Daniel A. Scola and Ruth H. Pater was published in the
January/February 1982 issue of the SAMPE Journal. The report is described in International
Aerospace Abstracts, vol. 22, no. 6, p. 828 (March 15, 1982).
The Society of Automotive Engineers' Oral Presentation Award was given to Brent A. Miller for his
outstanding presentation of the paper "The NASA Highspeed Turboprop Piogram" by J. F. Dugan, B.
A. Miller, E. J. Graber, and D. A. Sagerser at the SAE Aerospace Congress and Exposition in Los
Angeles, California, October 13-16, 1980. The paper is described in abstract A81-34156
(p. 21) of this bibliography.
In 1981, 312 contractor-authored research reports were produced, an Increase over the previous
year's output of 307. In addition, 25 patent applications were filed and 18 patents were issued.
All the publications in this collection were announced in the 1981 issues of STAR (Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Reports) and IAA (International Aerospace Abstracts).
The arrangement of the material is by NASA subject category, as noted In the Contents. The Lewis-
authored items are listed first, followed by the contractor items. Within each of these groups is listed
report literature, in N-number sequence, followed by the journal and conference presentations, in
A-number sequence.
The various indexes wi g ! help locate specific publications by subject, auth,, contractor
organization, contract number, and report number.
George Mandel
Chief, Management Services Division
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N91 IDW2 * # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
STATUS OF NOISE TECHNOLOGY FOR ADVANCED
SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT c71
James R Stone and Orlando A Gutierrez In NASA Langley
Research Center Supersonic Cruise Res 1979 Fh 1 Mar
1980 p 493 518 refs (For primary document see N81 17981
09 Oil
•ed NTIS HC A23/MF A01 CSCL 20A
Developments in acoustic technology applicable to advanced
supersonic cruse aircraft particularly those which relate to at
noise and its suppression are reviewed The noise reduutg
potential of high radius ratio inverted velocity profile coannt, or
lets is demonstrated by model scale results from a wide to , ge
of nozzle geometries including some simulated flight ca.,es
These results were verified statistically at large scale on a variable
cycle engine (VCE) testbed A preliminary assessment of potential
VCE noise oufces such as fan and core nose is m e!c based
on the testbed date Recent advances in the of, , , r.t. ..ung of
flight effects are reviewed The stati-s of com, ^ , io •t noise
prediction methods is assessed on the basis of recant test data
and the remaining problem areas are outlined 	 M G
NS1-17999 "Ill Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn
Commercial Products Div
VARIABLE STREAM CONTROL ENGINE FOR ADVANCED
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT DESIGN UPDATE c07
Richard 8 Hunt and Robert A Howlett In NASA Langley
Research Center Supersonic Cruise Res 1979 Pt 1	 Mar
1980 p 347 370 refs (For primary document see N81 -17981
0901)
(Contract NAS3 21389)
Avail NTIS 'C A23/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The updating of the engine concept for a second generation
supersonic transport, the variable stream control engine IVSCEI
in terms of mechan.cU design dehndror, and estlmaled parlor
mance rs discussed The design definition reflects technology
advancements that improve system efficiency. durability and
environments were established The components unique to the
VSCE concept. a high performance duct burner and a low noise
cusnnuler nozzle and the high temperature components are
identi f ied as critical technologies Technology advances for the
high temperature components (main combustor and turbines) are
also discussed To address the requirements in this area the
technical approach for nndenaking a high temperature validation
program is defined The multi phased effort would include assorted
rig and laboratory tests then culminate with the demonstration
of a flight type main combustor and single stage high pressure
turbine at operating conditions tnvisioned for a VSCE 	 M G
N81 1S004 * # National Aeronautics and Space Admmistration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR CONTROLLING POL-
LUTANT EMISSIONS FROM SUPERSONIC CRUISE
AIRCRAFT c45
Robert A Duerr and Larry A Diehi In NASA Langley Research
Center	 Supersonic Cruise Res 1979 Pt 1	 Mai 1980
p 535 549 (For primary document see NO1 17981 09 011
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01 CSCL 13B
Gas turbine engine combustor technology fo r the reduction
of pollutant emissions is summarized Variations of conventional
combustion systems and advanced combustor concepts are
discussed Projected results from far term technology efforts aimed
at applying the promixed preveponzed and catalytic combustion
techniques to airc raft combustion systems indicate a potential
for significant reductions in pollutant emission levels
	
M G
A81 29052 " ;. The future of aeronautical propulsion. W. L.
Stewart (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio) In
International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines, 51h, Bangalore,
India, Februar y 1622, 1981, Proceedings. (A81 29051 12-07) Ban-
galore, National Aeronautical Laboratory, 1981, p. KN 1 to KN 11.
This keynote address discusses some of the future challenges and
opportunities confronting aeronautics where propulsion is a key
factor The discussion covers various aircraft types including com
mercial transports, general aviation and military aircraft and identi
ties propulsion technology r equired to accommodate further ad
vancements in these types of aircraft This is then followed by a
discussion of some of the emetginq technologies that, ' properly
exploited, will have significant effect on the engines o, the '90's.
Some comments on further advancements in the traditional tech
nologies are also included.	 (Author)
AS1 30003 ' r, NASA research in seropropulsion. W. L.
Stewart and R J. ii i (NASA. Lew s Research C •nfrr ,
 Cleveland,
Ohio). American Soriety of Mechanical Engineers, Gas Turbine
Conference and Products Show. Houston, Tea . Mar 9 11, 1981.
Paper 81 G7 . 96 11 p Members, S2 00 nonmembers, S4.00.
NASA research activities in the development of civilian and
military aircraft are discussed. The advances made in subsonic and
supersonic transporw commuter aircraft, rotorcraft. V/STOL. and
high performance engines are reviewed, and the problems facing
general aystmn are Considered Comments on some new areas of
technology are also presented	 L.S.
N81-17997 * # Prar and Whi tney Ai r craft East Hartford Conn
Commercial Products Ory
PROGRESS WITH VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES c07
John S Westmoreland 'n NASA Langley Research Center
Supersonic Cruise Res 11179 Pt 1 Mar 1980 p 371 390
refs (For primary document see N81 17981 09 01)
(Contracts NAS3 20048 NAS3 2DO61 NAS3-20602)
Avail NTIS HC A23/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The eva!uahon of components of an advanced Vropulsron
system for r future supersonic cruise vehicle is discussed
These com orients a high performance duc e burner for thrust
augmentation and a low let noise coannutar exhaust nozzle. are
part of the variable stream control engine An experimental test
program nvolvmg both isolated component and complete engine
tests was conducted for the high performance low emissions
duct burner with excellent results Nozzle niodel tests were
completed which substantiate the inherent l et noise benefit
associated with the unique velocity profile possible of a coannular
exhaus nozzle system on a variable stream control engine
Additional nozzle model performance tests have established high
thrust efficiency levels at takeoff and supersonic cruise for this
nozzle system Large scale testing of these two critical components
is conducted using an F 100 engine as the testbed for simulating
the variable stream control engine
	
M G
NB1 . 22012 * 0 Nielsen Engineering and Research Inc , Mountain
View Cold
A RAPID PI:RTUR ►ATION PROCEDURE FOR DETERMIIV-
ING MONU14EAR FL t:W SOLUTIONS: APPLICATION TO
TRANSONIC TURCUMACHINERY FLOWS Fkwl Report
Stephen S Stah ► r a James P Elliott and John R Sprerter
Washington NASA May 1981 95 p refs
(Contract NAS3 208591
(NASA CR-3425
	
NEAR TR 227)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 200
Perturbation procedures and associated computational codes
for determining nonlinear flow solutions were developed to
establish a method for minimizing computational requirements
associated with parametric studies of rrsnsonic flows in
turbomachmes The procedure that was developed and evaluated
was found to be capable of determining highly accurate
approximations to families of strongly nonlinear solutions which
are either Continuous or discontinuous and which represent
vanatrons in some arbitrary parameter Coordinate straining is
employed to account for the movement of or,continurties and
maxima of high gradient regions due to the perturbation The
development and results reported are for the single parameter
perturbauor• problem Flows post both isolated airfoils and
compresso r cascades involving a wide variety of flow and geometry
parameter changes era reported Anantbon is focused in paruculer
on transonic flows which am strongly supercritical and exhibit
large surface shock movement over the parametric range studied
and on subsonic flows which display large pressure variations in
the stagnation and peak suction pressure regions Comparisons
with the corresponling exact nonlinear solutions indicate a
remarkable accuracy and range of validity of such a procedure
J M S
2
s
02 AERODYNAMICS
Includes ae r odynamics of bodies. combinations wings
,otors and control surfaces and infenial flow in ducts
and tutbomacnmery
For related information see also 34 `ltud Mechanics
and Neat rransror
N81-13019 • 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
NASA CONTRIBUTIONS TO RADIAL TURBINE AERODY
NAMIC ANALYSES
Arthur J Glassman 1980 20 p refs Presented at Automotive
Technol Develop Contractor Coord Meeting. Dearborn Mich
t	 11 13 Nov 1980
_	
(NASA TM 81644 E 9356 11 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 31A
A brief description of the radial turbine and its analysis needs
is followed by discussions of five analytical areas design geometry
and performance oil design performance blade row Row scroll
flow and duct Row The functions of the programs areas of
applrcabrhty and Limitations end uncertainties are emphasized
Both past contributions and current activities are discussed
Author
N81 14977'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF INVISCID SUESONIC
BOATTAIL FLOW
R V Chima and P M Gerhart (Akron Umv Ohio) 1981 16 p
refs P r esented at the Nineteenth Aerospace So Meeting
SI Lours. 12 15 Jan 1981 sponsored by Am Inst of Aeronautics
and Astronautics
INASA TM 816SO E 6511 Avail NTIS HC A02/Mr A01 CSCL
OIA
A finite element code tot analysis of mvnscid subsonic flows
over arbtrary nonhltutg plans, or oxnstimmetrne bodies is described
The code solves a novel pmmilrve variable formulation of the
coupled urotationality and compressible continuity equations
Results lot flow over a cylinder a sphere and a NACA 0012 airfoil
verify the code Computed subcntical flows over an oxisymniehrc
bosttaded altetbocy compare well with finite difference results
and experimental data Interative coupling with an integral
turbulent bountfaty layer code shows strong viscous effects on
the mviscid flow Improvements in code efficiency and exlen
soon% to transonic flows are discussed	 Author
Net 14978'# National Aeronautics and Space Adnomslration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SUPERSONIC STALL FLUTTER OF HIGH SPEED FANS
J J Adamczvk W Stevens and R Julies IGE Co Evendale
Ohio) 1981 15 p refs Proposed for presentation at 261h
Ann Intern Gas Turbine Conf Houston 8 12 Mar 1981
sponsored by Am Sec of Mach Engr
(NASA TM 81613 E 612) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
OIA
An analytical model is developed for predicting the onset of
%tipersumc stall bending flunei in axial Row compressors The
analysis is based on a modified two dimensional compressible
unsteady antuator disk theory It is applied to a rotor Wade row
by considering a cascade of airfoils whose gsornstry and dynanuc
tesponse coincide with those of a rotor bind@ element at
85 percent of the span height (measured from the hub) The
rotor Wades are assumed to be unshiouded Ito free standing)
and to vibrate in their first Rovurol mode The offiects of shock
waves and Row separation are included in the model through
quasi steady empirical rotor total pressure loss aril deviation
angle conelatiuns The acbistot disk model predicts the unsteady
so"idynsmrc force acting on the cascade Wading as a function
of the steady Row field entering the cascade and the geumelry
and dynamic response of the cascade Calculations show that
the present model predicts the existence of rr bending flutist
mode at supersovc inlet Mach numbers This flutist mode is
suppressed by increasing the reduced frequency of the system
or by reducing the steady state aerodynamic loading on the
cascade The validity of the model for predict.,., flutter is
donionslrared by cmtelef- ij the meeswed flutter boundary of a
high speed fan stage with its predicted boundary this correlation
uses a level of damping for the blade row (r a the log decrement
of the rotor system) that is estimated from the expenmental
flutter data The predicted Rutter boundary is shown to be in
good ag r eement with the measured boundary
	 Author
Nei 14979* # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SOLUTION OF PLANE CASCADE FLOW USING IMPROVED
SURFACE SINGUTARITY METHODS
Inc R McFarland 1981 14 p refs Presented tot presentation
at 26th Ann Intent Gas Turbine Conf Houston 8 12 Mat
1981 sponsored by Am Soc of Mach Eng(
(NASA TM 81589 E 568) Avail NTIS HC A02/ MF A01 CSCL
01A
A solution method was developed for calculating compressible
inviscid now through a hneer cascade of arbitrary blade shapes
The method uses advanced surface singularity formulations which
were adapted horn those in current external flow analyses The
resulting solution technique provides a fast flexible calculation
tot fluws thin qh turbomachinerN- blade rows The solution method
end su-e e.a ni pins of the mrthol s ^apsbihtios are ptesented
Author
Nei 21027'# National Aeronautics end Space Administration
Langley Research Center Hampton Va
FLUID MECHANICS MECHANISMS IN THE STALL
PROCESS OF HELICOPTERS
Warren H Young Ji Mar 1981 12 p refs Presented at
Svmp on Numerical and Phys Aspects of Aerodyin tlows . Lang
Beach Calif 10-i1 Jan 1981 Prepared in coope,at"i with
Army Aviation Research and Development Command. Hampton,
Va
(NASA TM 81956 USAAVRADCOM TR 81 B 1) Avail NTIS
HC A021MF A01 CSCL OIA
Recent experimental results from airfoile in the Mach number,
Reynolds number or r educed f(equencv ranges typical of helicopter
rotor blades have Identi f ied the most mfluentrd flow mechanisms
in the dynamic stall process The importance of secondary ,
 shed
vortices downstream wake action and the lbw in the sops
rated region i% generally acknowledged but poorly understood
By mesns of surface pressure cross correlations and Row held
measurements in static stall several new hypotheses have been
generated It is proposed that vortex shedding may be caused
by acoustic disturbances propagating forward in the lower
(pressure) surface boundary layer that wake closure is a misnomer,
and that the shed vortex leaves a trail of vortrcity, the, forms a
turbulent free shoo , laye r The known dynamic stall flow
mechanisms are reviewed and the potential Lmportence of recently
proposed and hypothetical flow phenomena with respect to
helicopter blade setuelostic response are assessed
	 J D H
Nei 21029*0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleve .nd Ohio
LOW AND HIGH SPEED PROPELLERS FOR GENERAL
AVIATION PERFORMANCE POTENTIAL AND RECENT
WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS
Robert J Jaraclu and Glenn A Mitchell 1981 29 p refs
Presented at the Nail Business Aircraft Msehna Wichita Kan,
7 10 Apr 1981 sponsored by SAE
Ili TM 81745 E 799) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
01A
The pe r formance of Iowa, Weed 5 foot diamete r
 model
general aviation propellers was tested in the Lewis wind funnel
Performance was evaluated lot venous levels of airfoil technology
and activity factor The difference was associated with inadequate
modeling of Wede and spinner losses for propollo t s round shank
Wade designs Suggested concepts fo r improvement are
11) advanced Wade shapes larrtoils and sweep) (2) tip devices
(Proplels) 131 inlegiated propelle r ; nacelles and 14) composites
3
Several advanced aerodynamic concepts were evaluated in the
Lewis wind tunnel Results show that higo propeller performance
can be obtained to at least Mach 0 8 	 E A K
1151 .22017'/ National Aeronautics and Space Admimstrobon
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
IMPROVED METHOD FOR CALCULATING TRANSONIC
VELOCITIES ON {LADE-TO-{LADE STREAM SURFACES
OF A TURBOMACHINE
Jerry R Wood Apr 1981 26 p refs
(NASA TP-1772. E-128) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
01A
A method was developed to improve the accuracy of an
existing computer program used to calculate transonic velocities
on a blade-to-blade surface of a turbomachrna The method
eliminates problems encountered In obtaining solutions with the
velocity gradient equation when large gradients in velocity occur
through the blade row With the improved method resuhs indicate
that the iransonic solution can be obtained by scaling the velocities
obtained at the reduced mass flow rate where all velocities are
subsonic thereby eliminating the need for a solution of the velocity
gradient equation Solutions obtained with the scaling method
on a two dimensional compressor cascade and on exist turbine
stator show good agreement with experimental data The results
obtained for the stationary blade rows and comparison of anCy rl cal
results obtained with and without the present method suggest
that the method will yield an improved solution for centrifugal
compressor impellers.
	
Author
N51 . 25034e N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SHOCKLESS DESIGN AND ANALI'S1S OF TRANSONIC
BLADE SHAPES
Dlordle S Dulikrovich and Helmut Sobrecacy (DFVLR) 1981
13 p refs Presented at the 14th Fluid ant Plasma Dyn Conf. .
Palo Alto Cold 23 25 Jun 1981 sponsored by the American
Inn of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(NASA TM 82611 E 861) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
01A
A fast computer program was developed to eliminate the
docks by slightly altering portions of the contour of a given
airfod in the cascade The program can be used in two basic
modes (1) An analysis for steady transonic. potential flow through
a gwen planar cascade of airfoils and (2) a design for converting
a groin cascade into a shockless trensonre cascade The design
mode can eutomaticell , be followed by the analysis mode
which confirms that the flow held is shock file The program
generates its own multilevel boundary conforming computational
grids and solves a full potential equation in a fully conservative
form The shockless design is performed by implementing
Satbwclky t fictitious gas elliptic continuation concept	 E A K.
N51 27041'0 National Aeronautics and Space Adminrstretion
Lewis Resea r ch Center Cleveland Ohio
LASER VELOCIMETER FLOW FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF
AN ADVANCED TURBOPROP
J S Serafinr J P Sullivan (Purdue Unr y West La fa yette Ind 1.
and H E Neumann 1981 31 p refs Pr esented at the 17th
Joint Propulsion Cont Colorado Sp r ings 27 29 Jul 1981
sponsored by AIAA SAF and ASME
(NASA TM 82677 E 9 -4 11 Avail NTIS HC A03'MF A01 CSCL
01A
Non intrusive measurements of velocity about a spinner
propeller nacelle configuration at a Mach number of 08 were
performed A laser velocimeter specifically developed for lh*se
massurom*nts in the NASA Lewis 8 foot by 6 foot Suparsauc
Wind Tunnel was used to measure the flow field of the
advanced swept SR 3 turboprop The laser veloci .nelar uses an
argon ion lase r and a 2 color optics system to allow simultaneous
measurements of 2 components of velocity The a n isymmetnc
nature of the p r opelle r nacelle flow held permits two $operate
2 dimensional measu r ements to be combined in to 3 dimensional
velocity Mu Presented are data "ad of and behind the prop
blades and also a limited set in between the blades Aspects of
the observed flow field such as the tip vortex are discussed
Author
N51 . 27042*0 National Aeronautics a r J Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
7ACTORS INFLUENCING THE PREDICTEO PERFORMANCE
OF ADVANCED PROPELLER DESIGNS
Lawrence J Bober and Li Ko Chang (Purdue Unr y
 Lafayette
Ind 1 1981 20 p refs Presented at the 17th Joint Propulsion
Conf Colorado Springs Colo 27 29 Jul 1981. sponsored by
AIAA SAE and ASME
(NASA TM 82676 E 942 AIAA Paper 81 1564) Avail NTIS
HC A02iMF A01 CSCL 01A
The assumptions on wh:ch conventional propeller aerodynamic
performance analyses are based can be seriously violated when
advanced high speed propellers are analyred Studies were
performed using a lifting line rep r esentation for the propeller to
determine the sensitivity of predicted propeller performance to
va r ious assumptions in the analysis Items studied include the
method of determining blade section lih and the effects of blade
section drag camber and blade sweep The effects of nonuniform
flow into the propeller and compressibility were also studied
Comparisons of analytical and experimental results are presented
to demonstrate the overall validity of the results
	 Author
N91 . 29053 * 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Oh.
COLD-AIR PERFORMANCE OF COMP14ESBOR DRIVE
TURBINE OF DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY UPGRADED
AUTOMOBILE OAS TURBINE ENGINE 1: VOLUTE-
MANIFOLD AND STATOR PERFORMANf-E
Richard J Roelke and Jeffrey E Hass 1Aimy Aviation Research
and Development Command; Jun 1981 17 p rats
1Contract EC 77 A 31 10111
(NASA TM 82682 DOE/NASA' 1011 34 E 572
AVRADCOM TA 80 C 201 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
01A
The aerodynamic pe rformance .+f the inlet manifold and
stator assembly of the cumpressor drive turbine was experimentally
determined with cold an as the working fluid The investigation
included measurements of most flow and stsici -exit fluid torque
as war( as r adial surveys of total pressure and f low angle at the
stator m1 /t and annulus ►u rveys of total pressu r e and flow angle
at the stator *tit The stator exit ahermixod flow conditions ;nd
overall stator efficiency were obtsined and compared with their
nesign values and the aaponmentol results from three other stators
In addition an analysis was made to determine the constituent
ae r odynamic losses that made up the stator kinetic energy loss
Author
N51 25064'0 Nstion ► I Aeronsutcs and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cents Cleveland Ohio
SOME ASPECTS OF CALCULATING FLOWS ABOUT
THREE - DIMENSIONAL SUBSONIC INLETS
H C Koo 196 1 20 p eels Presented at the 17th Joint
Propulsion Co.' r Colorado Springs Colo. 27 29 Jul 1981,
sponsored by AIAA SAE and ASME
(NASA TM 62678 E 941) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
01A
Based on the potential flow model computations were carried
out for various th ree dimensioral inlet models Some of these
calculated results are presented in the forms of surface static
pressure ti(, -. angularity su rface flow pstte'n and inlet flow
held Comparisons with experimental data are site rnede M G
N91 31125'0 National Aeonautict and Spec* Administration
Lewis Reseaicti Center Cevelend Ohio
STALL FLUTTER EXPERIMENT IN A TRANSONIC OSCIL
i
IONIC,
.40-
LATINO LINEAR CASCADE
Donald R Boldman, Alvm E Bvgpab, 'n.- George M Mnchalsas
1981 19 p refs :reserrtvid at Wont Ann Meeting of the
Am Soc of Mech Engr. . Wo;`­ rston, C., 15 . 20 Nov 1981
(NASA-TM-61655 E-918) Avail NTlti	 A02/MF A01 CSCL
01A
Two dimensional txco,ivax airfoils were ^ciliated at reduced
frequencies up to 05 based or 111emi-6hord ,nd a free stream
Mach number of 080 to simulate aansonrc vial' flutter in rotors
S teady-state periodicity was confirms I through n sd-wall pressure
m iesurernents. exit flow traverses. brtd flow ustouslizatcon The
inwal hc.v visualization results from P"tter Oats indicated that
the :iKilictirg shock on the airfoils lagged fna auh'il motion by
as n uch as 80 deg These Initial data exhibited an appreciable
amount of scatter. however a linear fit of the results indicated
that the greatest shock phase lag occurred at a pC dive mterblode
phase angle Photographs of the steady-state and unsteady flow
fields reveal some of the features of 0 , la,nbda shock weve on
the suction ,urface of the airfoils
	
T M
NS1 - 311290 N National Aerot-aubcs and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, nev+;iand Ohio
GRID30: COMPUTT_ 11 PROOhi 31 FOR FAST GENERATION
OF MULTILEVEL. THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY-
CONFORMING O-TYP r -,uM11PU TATIONAL GRIDS
Dlordle S Duhkravnc t•
 Sep 19 1 	1 p refs
(NASA-TP-1920 t 5901 Av	 NTIS HC A02/MF All CSC
01A
A fast oa:nthm wee developed fir ac-:urstely generating
boundary •:.ofofmmg, three-dnmen ►ro.sal cons,sutrvefy refined
comyu' atronal nnd+ applicable to arbitr,i wing-body, and axial
t • .ibJinschinery geometr,es the method is based on using an
analytic f inctnon to generate two dimensional grids on a
number of coaxial oxitymmetnc surfaces positioned between the
centerbody and the ov ter radial boundary Thee grids are of
the C type and are cneractented by qua y orthogonality geometric
periodicity. and an adequate resolution throughout the flow held
Because the built-in nonorthogonat coordinate stretching and
sharing Cause the grid Ion" leaving the blade or wing trailing
edge to end at downstream infinity the numerical treatment of
tl.a three-dimensional trading vonex sheets is simplified Author
NS1 - 31129*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SURROGATE-EQUATION TECHNIQUE FOR SIMULATION
OF STEADY INVISCID FLOW FNsel Rispon
Gary M Johnson Washington NASA Sep 1981 40 p refs
(NASA TP 1866 E-583) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
01A
A numerical procedure for the iterative solution of mvrsad
flow problems to described and its utility for the calculation of
steady wbsonic and transonic flow fields is demonstrated
Application of the surrogate equation technique defined herein
allows the formulation of stable fully consemtive type dependent
finite difference equations for use in obtaining numerical solutions
to systems of first order partial drflorentrar equations such as
the steady state Euler equations Steady two dimensional solutions
to the Euler equations lot both subsonic rotational flow and
supersonic flow and to the small disturbance equations for
transonic flow are presented	 Author
AS1 11646 • Optimum subsonic, high angleof-attack no
cellos R 'A Luctens. N U Stockman, earl J H Diedrich INASA,
Lewis Researcn Center. Cleveland, O hiol In International Council
of the Actonaurical Sciences, Congress, 12th, Munich, West Germa-
ny. October 12 17. 1900. Proceedings IA81 11601 02 011 New
York, American Institute of Aeronsuba and Astronautics. Inc.,
1980, Is 530 541 16 refs.
Many prossrned advanced &,,craft 	 Mil especially tilt nacelle.
subsonic cruise, V STOL Aircraft irrlune nacelles that opsrrale over
it
	
range of aerodvnamtc conditions The optimum rlesrgi of
such naceh ps and their inlets is descntse t, including how the inlet
low-speed design conditsorn are selected, the conditions for which
the various regions of the inlet are designed, and appropriate criteria
of merit. For lowspeed operation the optimum internal surface
velocity distr ititiltons and skin friction distributions are described for
three categories of inlets thou• without boundary layer control
IBLCL those with BLC, and those with blow In door slots and
retractable slats. Experimental results are presented that show the
Performance of the various types of inlets- At cruise speed the effect
of factors that reduce the nacelle exteural surface area and the local
skin friction is illustrated These factors are cruise Mach number,
inlet throat sire, fan face Mach number, and nacelle contour The
nntarrelation of these cruise-s- eed far-tors with the design require
resents for good low-speed pert • inane Is discussed. finally an Inlet
design without BLC and an optimised inlet design with slots and slats
are compared to Illustrate the possible reductions In nacelle sire.
(Author)
A81 . 17252 a a Inlet flow distortion in turbomachinery. B S
Seidel, M. D. Matwey (Delaware, University, Newark, Del), and .i
Adamuyk (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). A nor,
can Society of Mechanical Engineers. Gas Turbine Conference and
Products Show, New Orleans, La, Mar 10 13, 1980. Paper
80GT 20, 6 p. 12 refs Members, S1.50. nonmembers, S3.00. Grant
No NsG 3189.
A single stage axial compressor with distorted Inflow Is studied.
The inflow distortion occurs far upstream and may be a distortion •n
stagnation temperature, stagnation pressure or both The blade rows
are modeled as semi actuator disks Losses. quasi steady deviation
angles, and reference incidence correlations are included in the
analysis. Both subsonic and trap
—nic relative Macs numbers are
corsiuered. ' parameter study is made to de t ermine ' e influence of
such vaiiab, s as Mach number and swirl ang le on the attenuation of
the distortion	 (Author)
A81 20703 ' „ Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development and swparstion in V/STOL engine inlets al incidence
with small-crop flow and curvature influences. D C Chou, Z.-J.
Yang (New Mexico, Unwers-ii, Albuquerque. N Mex.), R. W
Luiden, and N 0 Stockman (NASA, Lewis Research Center. Wind
Tunnel and Flight Div . Cleveland, Ohio) American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronauticss, Aaropece Sciences Meeting 19rh. St
Louis. Mo . Jan 12 15. 1981. Paper 81-0254 12 p 33 refs
The study concerns the influence of the three-dimensional cross
flows on the compressible turbulent boundary laver development
and flow separation prediction around V STOL engine Inlets at high
incidence The governing equations for the three dimensional tsound
ary layer flow with small cross approximation are solved numerically
on an intrinsic streamline coordinate system Results are presented to
illustrate the effects of small cross flow, compressibility and stream
line curvatures on the flow Comparisons of the results with the wind
tunnel data for scaled model and with data obtained from another
existing compressible axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer scheme
are included in the analysis.
	
(Author I
A81 20782 a e The experimental verification of a streamline
curvature numerical analysis method applied to the flow through an
axial flow fan. M J Porrga (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohiol Amertt an linnture of Aeronautics and Astronaut
tics. Aerospace Sc eencn Meeting 19th . Sr Lows Mo , Jan 12 15.
1A81, Paper 810363 10 p 1 refs Navv supported research
The experimental verificauon of an env acid, incompressible
through flow analysis method i, presented The primary comporwnt
of this method n an axgymmetrrc streamline curvature technique
which is used to compute the hub to tip flow field of a given
turbomach ne To analyre the flow held in the blade to blade plane
of the machine, the potentiai flow solution of an infinite cascade of
Airfoils is also computed using a source model technique to verify
the accuracy of such An analysis method an rxternive e • perimental
verification investinahnn was condurted US mg an axial flow research
fan Detailed surveys of the blade free regions of the aehnse along
with inira-blacie surveys using rotating pressure sensing probes and
blade surface static pressure taro provide a one to one relationship
between measured and predicted data The results of this uwestiga-
tim indicate the ability of this inviscid analysis method to predict
the design flow field of the axial flow fan test rotor to within a few
percent of the mwsured valurs
	 (Author I
All1 20630 • to Mean rotor wake characteristics of an aero
dynamically loaded 0 5 m diameter fan. L, M, Shaw and F. W Glaser
(NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). -merican dnsrrure
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 19th,
St. Lours. Mo., Jan, 12 15, 19181, Paper 81-0208 16 p 15 refs.
Mean rotor wake properties at several downstrearn distances
behind the rotor of a loaded 1.2 pressure ratio fan were measured
with a cross film anemometer in an anechoic wind tunnel, Mean
wake characteristics in the midspan and near tip region were
determined utilizing an ensemble averaging technique. The upwash
and streamwne components of the velocity behind the rotor indicate
a cot iplex structure superimposed on the major velocity defects at a
downstream spacing of 0.5 rotor chords. Spectral analysts Indicates
high levels of the second and fourth harmonics of the blade passage
frequency in *he midspan region while the blade passage frequency
and Its second and third harmonic are predominant In the tip region.
(Author)
AB1-20831 • x Finite element analysis of inviscid subsonic
boattad flow. R. V Ch ma (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleve
land, Ohio) and P. M. Gerhart (Akron, University, Akron, Ohio).
American :nsfdute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, 19th, Sr. Lours, Mo., Jan. 12 15, 1981, Paper
810276 15 p. 32 refs. Grants No DAHCO: 75 G 0026, No.
DAAU29 77 G 0030.
A finite element code for analysis of inviscid subsonic flows over
arbitrary nonlifting planar or axisymmetfic bodies Is described The
code solves a novel primitive variable formulation of the coupled
urotationalily and compressible continuity equations. Results for
flows over a cylinder, a sphere, and a NACA O( 12 airfoil verity the
code. Computed suberrtical flows over an axisymmetnc boattalled
aherbody compare • elf with finite difference results and expel amen
far data Iterative coupling with an Integral turbulent boundary layer
code shows strong viscous effects on the inviscid flow Improvements
In code efficiency and extensions to transonic flows ate discussed.
(Author)
M1-21212 a Calculation of the flow field in supersonic
inlets using a brclracterrstra method with shock wave tilting. J
Vadyak. J D Huffman (Purdue University. 'Nest Lafayette, Ind.).
and A R Bishop (NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio).
In International Conference on Numerical Methous in Fluid
Dynamics, 6th, Tiflis, Georgian SSR, June 21 20, 1978. Proceedings.
IA81 21169 07 021 Berlin, Springer Vol lag, 1979, p 523 529 8 refs.
Grants No NGR 15005 162, No NGR 15005 191
The results of weakly viscous flow analysis are presented. The
flow field, Including molecular transport, is computed with the aid of
a bicharaelerrstic method The how shock wave and the Internal
shock wave are computed with the aid of a three dimensional shock
wave tilting procedure Characteristic equations are presented, and
numerical integration procedure n discussed Here, an Inverse
marching scheme is employed in which the solution is obtained on
space like planes of constant x and art curves defined by the
intersections of the Internal shock wave with the solid boundaries
The defence between solution planes is wrnved at by the Courant
Friedrichs Lowy stabdrty criterion	 C R
A81 29114 • „ Flow separation in nlers at mcideoce @room.
A. K. Jakubowski (Virginia Polytechnic Inhtrtutr and Stab , Un,vetsi
ty, Blacksburg, Va 1 and R. W. Luidens NASA, Lewis Research
Carter, Cleveland. Ohio) In International Symposium or, Au
Breathing Engines, 5th, Bangalore, India, February 1622 1981,
Procirdings, Symposium sponsored by ICAS, AIAA, UNESCO, et at
Bangalore, India. National Aeronautical Laboratory, 1981 13 p 13
refs. Grant No NsG 3073.
Wind tunnel pressure data arid pictu res ob tained for two
two-dimensional inlet models have been exrmined to study the
internal flow structure and separation a1 largo incidence angles The
inlet models were 12 in. high (diffuser exit h,-ight) and had internal
contraction ratio of 1 21 and 1.17. They were tested at low forward
spends over a wide range of throat Mach numbers (inlet mass flow
rates) and angles of incidence. Chmacteristic features of the internal
flow such as a drastic change of pressure gradient neat the highlight,
local separation t,ubbles and shock /boundary layer interactions have
been indicated and discussed. For a few specific Uses, the expert
mental surface prestun: distributions have been compared with
theoretical predictions.
	
iAuthor)
A81 29979 it Full potential solution of a transonic quasi 3 D
flow through a cascade using artificial compressibility. C Farrell and
J Adamczyk (NASA, Lewis Research Centrt, Cleveland, Ohio).
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Gas TurbmeConference
and Products Show, Houston, Tex, Mar 911, 1981, Paper
81 GT 70. 11 p 12 refs. Members. 52.00, nonmembers, S4 00.
A reliable method Is presented tot calculating the flowfield
about a cascade of arbitrary 2 D airfoils The method approximates
the three dimensional flow in a turbomachmery blade row by
,xsrreetuhg for streamtube convergence and radius change in the
thcoughllow direction. The method is a fully conservative solutan of
the lull potential equation Incorporating the finite volume technique
on a body fitted pe-nodic mesh, with an ar t ificial density imposed In
the transonic region to ensure stability and the cal Lute of shock
waves. Comparison of results for severe' scpernibcal blades shows
good agreement with their hodograph solutions Other calculations
In, these profiles as well as standard NACA blaue sections indicate
that this is a useful scheme for analyzing both the design still
oft-deu,tn performance of turbomaehinery Wading 	 I Author l
A81 30068 ' = Solution of plane cascade How using improved
surface singularity methods. E. R McFarland (NASA, Lewis Re
search Center, Cleveland, Ohio). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show, Houston
Tex., Mar 9 12. 1981 Parer 81 G  169. 9 p. 13 refs. Members,
$2.00, nonmembers. $4 00
A solution method has been developed for calculating compress
Ible inviscid flow through a linear cascade of arbitrary blade "ties
The rrhethod uses advanced SUrfSCP singularity formula t ions which
were adapted from these found in __nreni external flow analyses
The resulting solution technique provides a fast flexible calculation
for flows through turbomachmery blade move The solution method
and some examples of the method's capabilities are presented.
(Author)
AS  39874 • ,, Application of unstaaoy orfod theory to
rotary wings. K R V Kara (NASA Lewis Rewarch Center.
Cleveland. Toledo, University, Toledo, OH) and R G Kvaterr.rk
(NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VAI Journal of
Aircraft vol 18. July 1981, p 604. 605 6 refs.
A clarification is presented on recent work concerning the
application of unsleatfy airfoil theory to rotary wings The apolica
Lion of this theory may be son m consisting of four steps I11 the
selection of art 	 unsteady airfoil thenry, (2) the resolution
J!,
of that velocity which it the tewitanl of arrndynamir anti dynamid-
velocities ai a point rvn the elastic axis u,tn radial, tangential and
penpendacu:sr components, and site angular velocity of a blade
section afi ,,l the d sunned axes. (31 file expression of tilt wd
pitching moment% in terms of the filter components, and 14) the
derivation of explicit expressimm for file components in lams of
flight relotity, icdured flow, r otor rotational Wwd . Made motion
"'whiffs, etc
	 O.0
A81 42 1 77 x e Some aspects of calculating flows about three
dimensional subsom' inlets If C Kan (NASA Lrw 1 % Heseacfs
C-th, Civo, l,nd 0lJl AIAA, SAE, atoll ASME. Jnuir P/urrllsion
Cnrifevance. 11th, Colorado S7voigs, CO. July 2729, 1981. AIAA
Plain 8 l 1 761 17 p l O i c f%
As a consequence of thr growing interest in tri p development of
V,STOL sucraft technoloyy, efforts are being made to create new
drsiprs for a pmpuduon system which call operated over a wide,
range of flight speech, incidence angles, and throttle setlurgs In
exnneetion with Ihrsr efforts, various inlet configurations I+avr 1ri•rn
proposed The high exprrimrrnhd dusts incurred in the study of
vat gnus cadet c i rome , nrs, led to p+r employment of a computational
method for the nwesligation of iWels Attention i% given to the
computer program, paneling and surface stafic pressure. unfacr flow
pattern, and the inlet flow field. Thy reported investigation demon
shales that useful information for initial screenings may be obtained
from potential flow calculations 	 C. R
A81 42210 x e Factors influencing the predicted performance
of advanced propeller designs L J Hulwr (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, UHI and L K. Chang (Purdue University West
Lafayette, IN) AIAA SAE ark/ ASME. Joint Propulsion Confer
encv. 17th, Colorado Springs, CO, Julv 27 29. 1981 AIAA 1 •;riser
81 1564 19 p 9 refs
The assumptions oil 	 conventional propeller aerodynatnic
performance analyses are based call seriously violated when
advanced high speed propellers ere analysed Studies h.ve twin
pritormrd using a Idtinq line representation for the propeller to
d• Irimine the sensitivity of pfedicted pnipellet performance to
various assumptions in the analysis Items which have tern studied
include the nethod of determining blade section lilt and the effects
of blade section dray, camber and blade sweep The effects of
nonumforr. flow into the propeller and compressibility have also
been studied. Comparisons of analytical and experimental results are
ptesenl yd to demunslnatr the overall validity of thr results (AuthorI
A81 42211 r Laser velocssnepr Cow-fold maswroments of
an advanced turboprop J S Serafini. H E Ni umann (NASA Lewis
Hewarch Centef . Lieveland. OH), and J P Sullivan IPurTlue
Unversily. West Lafayi • tle. IN) AIAA SAE and ASME. Joint
Prupuh/on Confererwr 17th CukrraOo Swings. CO, July 2729.
1981. AIAA Paper 81 1568 29 p 18 reh
Non mtiusiv: measurements of velocity aural At Winner
propeller nacelle conlrgtuabor+ at a Mach number of 08 have been
Lerformpd A laser velocrinetri. specifically developed lot these
nreasotrments cat the NASA Lewis 8 by 6 foul Supersonic Wind
Tunnel was used to measure the flow field of the advanced swept
SR 3 p r opelle r The baser vol,wimeter i tft In argon ton pate r and a
2co'dt optics systerm to allow timullanetwi, measurements of
2 components of velocity The is.dvmmetnc nature of the propeller
nacelle flow hrld permits two separate 2 dimensional measurements
to be combined into 3 doornsrunal velocity data Presented air data
ahead o f hid behind the Iwoprllet Made and also a IrmitaJ xet it
between the bladrs Aspects of the observed flow held such as the hp
vortex at, dncusted	 ( Author I
NE1 141176* # 7strort Diesel Allison Indtancpoli% Ind
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF UNSTEADY BLADE
ELEMENT AERODYNAMICS IN CA5CADk3 VOLUMI 2:
TRANSLATION MODE CASCADE Final flepon
R E Riffel and M D Rothfock Doc 1 980 183 p refx
(Contract NAS3 200551
INASA•CR 165166
	 EDR 10361 Vol 21	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A09, MF A01 CSCL 01A
A two dimensional cascade of harmonically oscillating aitfods
was designed to model a near top section from n rotor which
was known to have experienced supersonic translational model
flutter This live bladed cascade had a solidity of 1 52 and a
setung angle of 0 90 lad Unique graphite epoxy anh>ils were
fabricated to achieve the realistic high reduced frequency level
of 0 16 The casca de was tested oven a range of static pressure
ratios approximating the blase element operating conditions of
the rotor along a constant speed line which penetrated the flutter
boindaty The time steady and time unsteady flow field
surrounding the center cascade airfoil were investigated Author
Ig1 . 1M7M/ Scienllfic Research Associates. Inc Glastonbury
Conn
PREDICTION OF LAMINAR AND TURSULRNT PRIMARY
AND SECONDARY FLOWS IN STRONOIY CURVED DUCTS
FM W RaVeel
J ► Krookovsky. W R Bill". and H McDonald Washington
NASA Fab 1991  59 p refs
(Contract NAS3.220141
MASA•CR-33611.
	 RSO.900007.121	 Avail	 NTIS
HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL OIA
The analysis its on a primary secondary velocity
decompoonson in a given occirdmato system. and leads to
approximate goveming equations which correct an a prion inviacrd
solution fo r viscous effects. secondary flows total pressure
distortion, host transfer and internal flow blockage and losses
Solution of The correction equations is occomplisfsed as an trubal
value problem in space using an implicit forward marching
technique The overall solution procedure requires signrficontfy
less computational short than Newer Stokers algorithms The
solution procedure is effective even with the eatrerne local mesh
resolution which its necessary to soh near wall sublevel regions
in turbulent Row calculations Computed solution for both lemnner
and turbulent flow, compared very favorably wrot h available
analytical and ocpenmental results The overall method appears
wry promising as an xonormical procedure for making detailed
predictions of viscous p r imary and secondary Rows in highly
curved passages
	
T M
A81 11628 ' A rapid method for the approximate detarmt
notion of nonlinear solutions Application to aerodvnamrc flow%. S
S Swirara, J P Elliott INu•hrn Engmeennq and Rrseafch. Inc,
Moimtam View, Calif ;. anti 1 R Stirrilrr IStanford University.
Stan ford. Calif 1 In International Council of the Arronautical
Sciences, Connr est, 1?Ih, Munch. West Germaov. October 1217.
19M Proceedugs IASI 11601 0201) New Vol ►
 Amer can Imh
lute of Avone ,tics anti Asttunautics. Inc., 1980, p 324 337 12
reh Contract No NAS3 20836
A method for determining highly accurate approannsatrons to
families of sVOngly nonlinrat solutions which air either continuous
or rltconlinumn. and which represent variations on some anlsttray
parameters. is developed and evaluati •d The pincedurr consists of
dirtining a unit pefturbelicto bV engiluvig two of more nonbreat
soluoom which (fitter from one anolhet by a nominal change in
some grometrtc of flow patamrtrf. and their that unit
terturbetuii to prrdict a family of (elated nonlinear solutions over a
range of param;tet variation Conrdinair strsining it in
determining the unit pertut aloon to account for the movement of
discontinuities and maxima of high gna dims region due to the
p • rhobstinn Although Inc IutKrduir n generally applicable mulls
err presr •ntedd here for nonlairyr artudivnomic applications Attention
is focused in particular on transonic flows which art strongly
surwocritreal and exhibit large sarrface shock movement over the
parametric range studied, and on tubsusme flows which display large
prrssurr variations in the stagnation and peak suction pressure
regions. Flows past both isolated airfoils and compressor
involving a variety of flow and gnurnio parameter changes are
considered. Companions with the coirespord.nq 'exact nonlinear
solutions indicate a remarkable accuracy a tilt range o f validity of
surh a procedure Computational tine is trivial.
	 (Author)
A8121199' Calculation of three-dimensional turbulent
subsonic flows to transition ducts. R Levy. H McDonal(l, and W R.
Bider, (Scientific Research Associates, Inc., Glastonbury, Conn.). In
Internalnon.1 Conterence on Numerical Method% in Fluid Dynamics,
61h, Tiflis , Georgian SSR, June 21 24 , 1978, Prncerdingt IA81
21169 07 02) Berlin, Springer Val lag. 19 i9, p 361 169 10 refs.
Contracts No, NAS3 17522. No. NAS3 19856
A method for computing thiet-dimensional tu r bulent subsonic
flow in Curved ducts is being developed. A wt of tube- ke surface
oriented coordinates is employed for a general class of geometries
applicable to subsonic diffusers with offset bends The geometric
formulation is complex and no previous treatment of this class of
viscous flow problems is known to the authors The duct centerline is
a space curve specified by precewise polynomials. A Frerset frame is
located on the centerline et each axial location. The cross sections
are descried by superelhpses imbedded in the Frenti flame Duct
surfaces are also coordinate surfaces, which greatly simplihrs the
trundary conditions The resulting coordinates are nonorthogonal
An approximate set of governing equations is employed for viscous
flows having strong flow in a primary flow direction The derivation
is coordinate i nvariard and the resulting equations are expressed inIll form These equations are solved by an efficient alternating
direction implicit (ADII method This numerical method is generally
stable and permits solution in difficult geometries using the general
tensor formulation.
	 fAuthorl
A81 30094 1 w Boundary Oyer development on turbine airfoil
suction surfaces O. P Sharma, R. A Wills (United Technologies
Corp .,
 Commercial Products Div., East Hartford, Conn.), R H.
Schhnkil and D. A. Bailey (Undid Technologies Research Center,
East Hartford, Conn I American Soc iety of Mec-Ifarrrca/ fnprnerrs,
Go Turbine Conference and Products Show, Houston, Tax., Mar
912. 19191, Papa 81 GT 204. 12 P. 20 refs Membe -s. 52.00.
nonmembers. S4 00. Contract No NAS3 2nw,46.
The results of a stud y supported by NASA under the Erergy
Efficient Fngme Program, conducted to investigate the development
of bauxdary lavers under the influence of velocity distributions that
simulate the suction sides at two state of the art turbine airfoils, are
presented One velocity distribution repu•srntrd a forward loaded
airfoil ('squared off' design), while the other represented an aft
loaded airfoil ('aft loaded' de,ignl. These velocity distributions were
simulated in a low speed, high aspectfolio wind tunnel specifically
designed for boundary layer, invrstigatsuns, II is intended that the
detailed data presented in this paper be used to develop impruved
tunbulencr model suitable for application to turbine airfoil design.
(Author I
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03 AIR TRANSPORTATION AND
SAFETY
Inclut'es pas►enget and cargo art t r anspo , t ol'n'/bons
and aircraft accidents
For related information see also 16 Space Tra.•soorrarror,
and 85 Urban TecAnolopy and Transportation
NS1- 1S021 s / National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleirelana Ohio
OZONE CONTAMINATION IN AIRCRAFT CABINS:
RESULTS FROM GASP DATA AND ANALYSES
J D Holdeman and G D Nostrom (Control Data Corp
Minneapolis Myron 1 1991 15 p refs Presented at the 19th
Aerospace Sci Meeting St Lours 12 15 Jan 1981 sponsored
by the Amencait Ins! of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(NASA TM 61671 E 693) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCI
01C
The global atmospheric sampling program pertaining to the
problem of won• contamination in commercial airplane cations
is described Specifically analyses of GASP data have confirmed
the occurrence of high ozone levels in aircraft cabins and
documented the ratio of ozone inside and outside the cabins of
two 0747 airliners including the effects of au conditioning
modifications on that folio defined ambient wore climatology
st commercial ai r plane course atti t udes including tabulation of
encounter frequency data which were not available tstore GASP
and outlined p •oeeduras for estimating the frequency of flights
encountering high cabin ozone levels using climatological ambient
ozone data and verified these procedures against cabin measure
entente
	 Author
N81 190S9 s / National Aeronautics and Space Admorntstr Wion
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
PNEUMATIC SOOT FOR HELICOPTER ROTOR DEICING
Bernard J Blahe and Peggy L Evenich In NASA Langley
Hesearch Center The 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Profit
Pt 2 Mar 1981 p 425 443 fats tFor primary dcscurnom ser
N81 19056 1003)
Avail NTIS HC A17,/MF A01 CSCI OIC
Pneumatic deicer boots for helicopter rotor blades were tests)
The tests were conducted in the 6 by 8 h icing research tunnel
on a stationary section of a UH IH helicopter main tutor blade
The !soots were affective in removing ice and in reducing
aerodynamic drag due to ice	 10 K
NSl tf080s / National Aeronautics and Space Adminisustion
Lewis Research Centel 	 Ohio
AIRCRAFT OPEPATIPIG EFFICIENCY ON THE NORTH
ATLANTIC. A CHALLENGE FOR THE 1980'S
Robert Stember4 In NASA Langley Heseench Center the
1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Probl F't 2	 Mar 1981
p 145 451 IF or primary document see NB1 190u6 10031
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCI O1C
A number of changes are ex pected to occur in the nest
tutors which could haw inp(Htant consequences for Atlantic
flight operations lot the nee' Je'ade These changes are idantifien
sod their on aircraft operating efficiency is discusseu
Possible alternatives for North Atlantic eta canters ate re •teweu
and strategies and actw.is are suggested which 'nay give a
conside r able impact ai fuel savtnln to y Yeats to coins	 E D K
WSJ ISM"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Resea rch Center Cleveland Ohio
THE USE OF ANTIMISTING KEROSINE (AMK) IN TUR-
BOJET ENGINES
Harold W Schmidt In NASA Langley Research linter Tits
1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating ►robl Pi 2 Mai 1941
p 4916 510 IFor primary document see NS1 19066 10-031
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 "SCL 01C
The effect of antimisting ►erossne tAMAI bow charectertstrcs
on fan let engines and the impact of degradation requimments
on the fuel system was evaluated It was determined from the
present program that AMK fuel cannot be used without
predegrodetion. although some degradation occurs throughout
the fuel freed system expecoolly in the fuel pumps There is a
tendency, toward FM-9 AMK addrtnee sgC.11ornerstron and gel
formation when the liquid flows at a ctfic.l velocity through
very small peaasgee The dove indicate thia ph@-wmerwn to be
a function of the degree 2f degradation the psaaaga sue the
diHersntial pressure the Turd tempersure and the accumulated
flow time Additionally test results indicate that the 'onS term
cumulative effects of this phenomenon may require more
degradation then the theoretical nrquu.ment deUrmwved from
short term tests	 F D K
NS1 . 19072*# National Aeronautics and Space Ad nicistration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Oho
RECENT OE1flLOPMENT9 IN AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE
REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY
James R Stone and Chart" E Feden In NASA l ingley Res",ch
Center The 1940 Aircraft Safety and Operating Prubl Pt 2
Mar 1991	 p 671 -696 refs (For primary document sae
N91 19056 10 03)
Avail NTIS HCA17/161FAOI fSCLO1C
Some of the more important developments and progress in
let !nd fan noise r eduction and flight effects r.- reviewed
Experiments are ra-cried which show, that none n isymmetnc
coennular nozzles have the potential to reduce let noise for
conventional and inve Red velocity profiles II is shown that on
improved understanding of suppressive linear behavior. coupled
with the new understanding of fen source notes. w-ll soon all yw
the pint optimization of acoustic liner and fain design for IOW
noise If is also shown that fin noise source reduttion concepts
are applicable to advanced turboprops Advances in inflow control
device design are reviewed that appear to offer an adequate
approach to the ground simulation of inflight fan noise 	 R C T
N81 19076* 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
rw,s Hr • ,•arch Center Cleveland Ohio
SURVEY OF AIRCRAFT ICING SIMULATION TEST FACILI
TIES IN NORTH AMLRICA
William 01%t , Fat ,
 198 1 2b p refs
(NASA TM 81707.E 7361 Avail NTIS HC A03/Mf A01 CSCL
O1C
A su rvey was made of the aircraft acing simulation facilities
in North America there arc 12 wind tunnels 2C engine test
facilities to aircraft tanker and 14 low velocity facil ities that
pertorn, evuatt king tests full ni dart time The Icrcatror ld
torts of the facility its sperd and temperature range icrnv , -uud
pa l amrtets. and the , lechmcal person 10 COntart are rurvvsed
Results air hresenl yd to tabular form The Lapsbditre', of path
41a7tty v.err. estimated by rtS to finical contact ,,erson The
adequacy of thor facilities for various types of icing tests is
discussed	 S F
04 AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS
AND NAVIGATION
Includes digital and voice communication with aircraft
au navigation systems isatelhte and around based). and
au traffic control
For related information see also 17 Spacecraft Com
m;:nlcarionv Command and Tracking and 32 Communica-
rrons
A81-20740 • = Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins - Re-
sults from GASP data and analysed J D. Holdeman (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Combustion and Pollution Research Branch,
Cleveland. Ohiol and G. D Nastrom (Crntrol Data Corp.. M nneapo
Ia, Minn.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 19th. St Lours, Mo., Jan, 12 15, 1981,
Paper 810705 10 p 21 refs U.S. Department of Transportation
Contract No FA781VAI 893.
The paper revle^K results from the NASA Global Atmospheric
Sampling Program (GASP) pertaining to the problem of ozone
contamination in commercial aucttif r cabins Specifically, analyses of
GASP data have (1) confirmed the high ozone levels in aircraft cabins
and documented the ratio of ozone inside and outside the cabins of
two 8747 airliners. including the effects of air cunaitionmg
modifications on that ratio. (2) defined ambient ozone clrnsatology
at commercial aircraft cruise altitudes. includin-; tabulation of
encounter frequency data. and (3) outlined procedi..es for c:timating
the frequency of flights encountering high cabin ozone levels using
climatological ambient ozone data and verified these procedures
against cabin measurements	 tAuthor)
A81 28682 ' The coupling between flow instabilities and
incident disturbances at a leading edge. M E. Goldstein (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio), Journal of fluid Mechan-
ics, vol 104, Mar 1981, p 217-246. 25 refs.
It is now generally agreed that an external disturbance held.
such as an mcr elent acoustic wave. car effectively couple to
instabilities of a flow past a trailing edge. One purpose of the presen-
paper is to sho •.v Ih.1 there are situations where a similar coupling
can occur at a leading edge. The process is analyzed and the effects
Of e,epenmentally controllab le parameters are assessed. It is impor-
tant to account for such -^ ­ iena when evaluating the effect of
external disturbances on trans-tion.
	 (Author I
N81 19079'0 Rockwell Internatrenal Corp Los Angeles. Calif
Theirnonynamics Group
LIGHT TRANSPORT AND GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
ICING RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS Final Report
P K hrr ere and G M Gs rk 20 Mar 1981 348 p refs
(Contract NAS3 22186)
(NASA CR 165290
	
NA 81 . 1101	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A15. MF A01 CSCL OIC
A short te r m and a long term icing research and technology
prog r am plan was drafted for NASA LeRC based on 33 separate
research items The specific items listed resulted from a
comprehensive literature search organized and assisted by s
compute r management file and an industry/ Government agency
survey Assessment of the current facilities and icing technology
was accomplished by presenting summaries of ice sensitive
components and protection methods and assessments of penalty
evaluation the experimental data base ice accretion prediction
methods isearch facilities new protection methods. ice
protpoion requirements and i..,ng instrumentation The intent of
the research p.m . — letermine what icing research NASA
LeRC .nust do of sponsor to ultimately provide for increased
-drbiation and sa fety of light transpo rt and gene r al aviation
an C..f a IT	 Author
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05 AIRCRAFT DESIGN, TESTING
AND PERFORMANCE
Includes aucrah simulation ter tint logy
For related information see also 18 Spacet r ,dr Design
resting and Perlmmance and 39 StruCtural Merhanscs
N/1 25066 e N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
L ,wis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EVALUATION OF A PNEUMATIC BOOT DEICING BVBTEM
ON A GENERAL AVIATION WINO MODEL
Alan E Albright (Kansas Unw Lawrence) David L Koh(msn
(Kansas Univ Lawrencel William G Schweikhard (Kansas Unw
Lawrence) and Peggy Evanich Jun 1981 35 p refs
(Grant NAS3 71)
(NASA TM 82363	 KU FRL 464 2)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A03 , MF A01 CSCL O1C
The aerodynamic characteristics of a typical modem general
aviation airfoil were investigated with and without a pneumatic
boot ice protection system The ice piotection effectiveness of
the boot was studied This includes the change in drag on the
airfoil with the boot enlisted and deflated the change in drag
due to primary and residual ice formation drag change due to
cumulative residual ice formation and parameters affecting boot
effectiveness Boot performance was not affected by tunnel total
temperature or velocity Marginal effect in performance was
associated with angle of attack Significant effects on performance
were caused by variations in droplet sire LWC ice cap thickness
inflation pressure. and surface treatment	 T M
AB1 20837 e e long tunnel tests of a glycol exuding porous
leading edge ice protection system on a general aviation airfoil. D L.
Kuhlman, W G Schweikhard (Kars,.n_ tlnrversdy, L.iwr-eve, Kan.),
and P Evanich (NASA. Lewis Rescarcn Center Cleveland. Ohiol.
American Institute of Aeronautcs .Mid Asrronautres. Aerospan
Sciences Metei 19rh. St, Lours. Mo.. Jan. 1215. 1981 Paper,
81 0005 10 p
Tests weir conducted us the k ing Research Tunnel at the NASA
Lewis Research Center to determine the , characteristics of an sere
protection system that distributes a glycol solution onto the leading
edge of an airfoil thiough a porous surface material Minimum fluid
flow ratrs rmpmed to achieve aisle rGnq Inn ice formation) weir
dr°termuprd for various thght conditions ant) angles tit attack The
abil.ty of the system to irmove ice formed on the airfoil before
system activation was also investigated.
	 (Author)
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06 AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
Includes cockpit and cabin display devices and flight
instruments
For related information see also 19 Sptcecratr Instru
menratron and 35 Instrumentation and Photography
FIS1 . 311W N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
FIBER OPTICS FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE/INLET CONTROL
Robert J Baumbrck 1981 13 p refs Presented at the Intern
Symp and Instrument Display Son Diego. Calif, 24-28 Aug
1981 . sponsored by the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers
(NASA TM-82654 E 917) Avail NTIS MC A02/MF A01 CSCL
DID
NASA programs that focus on the use of fiber optics for
aircraft engine/inlet control are reviewed Fiber optics fo r aircraft
control is attractive because of its inherent immunity to EMI
and RFI noise Optical signals can be safely transmitted through
areas that contain flammable or explosive matenals The use of
optics also makes remote sensing feasible by eliminating the
need for ale- r rical wires to be connected between sensors and
computers Using low-level optical signals to control actuators
is also feasible when power is generated at the actuator Each
applica: ,nn of fiber optics for aircraft control has different
requirements for both the optical ca'.tles and the optical
connectors Sensors that measure position and speed by using
slotted plates can use lossy cables and bundle connectors of
data transfer is in the parallel mode If position and speed signals
are multiplexed cable and connector requirements change Other
sensors that depend on changes in transmission through materials
require dependable characteristics of both the optical cables
and the optical connectors A variety of sensor types are reviewed
including rotary position encoders tachometers, temperature
sensors and blade tip clearance sensors for compressors and
turbines Research on a gallium arsenide photoswitch for optically
switched actuators that operate at 250 C rs also described
Author
12
07 AIRCRAFT PROPULSION AND	 stator to rotor throat area ratio An trk:,dance loss model wasselected to obtain best agreement with experimental results
POWER	 Predicted turbine performance is compaud with experimental
results for the design rotor as well as w to results for extended
Includes prime propulsion systems and systems compo-	 and cutback versions of the rotor Sample calculations were
nents, a g gas turbine engines and compressors. and 	 made to show the effects of stator vane and cleararce leakage
on-board auxiliary power plants for aircraft Author
For related information see also 10 Spacecraft Propulsion 
and Power 28 Propepsnts and Fuels. and 44 Energy
Production and Conversion
N81- 10097 0 N National Aennsutics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
COMPARISONS OF FOUR ALTERNATIVE POWERPLANT
TYPES FOR FUTURE GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
T J Wickenheiser. G Knip, R M Plencner and W C Strack
Oct 1980 50 to refs
(NASA-TM-81584 E-561) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21E
Recently completed NASA sponsored conceptual studies were
culminated in the identification of promising new technologies
for future spark ignition. diesel. rotary. and turbine engines The
results of a NASA in-house p-eliminary assessment study that
compares these four powerplants types in several general aviation
applications are reported The evaluation consisted of installing
each powerplani type in rubberized aircraft which are sired to
accomplish fixed missions The primary evaluation criteria include
projected aircraft cost, total ownership cost. and mission fuel
Author
N81 . 11037'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
LOW-SPEED AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF 50.8-
CENTIMETER-DIAMETER NOISE-SUPPRESSING INLETS
FOR THE QUIET, CLEAN, SHORT-HAUL EXPERIMENTAL
ENGINE (OCSEE)
John M Abbott. James H Diedrich. and Robert C Williams
Aug 1978 37 to refs
(NASA TP 1178 E-9542) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21E
Two basic inlet concepts, a high throat Mach number (0 79)
design and a low throat Mach number 10 60) design. were tested
with four diffuser acoustical treatment designs that had face
sheet porosity ranging from 0 to 24 percent for the high Mach
number inlet and 0 to 28 percent for the low Mach number
inlet The tests were conducted in a low speed wind tunnel at
free stream ve;owties of 0 41 and 62 m/sec and angles of
attack to 50 deg Inlet throat Mach number was vaned about
the design value Increasing the inlet diffuser face sheet porosity
resulted in an increase in total pressure loss in the boundary
layer for both the high and low Mach number inlet designs.
however the overall effect on inlet total pressure recovery of
0 991 at the design throat Mach number a free stream velocity
of 41 m/sec and an angle of attack of 50 deg. Inlet flow
separation at ari angle of artack of 50 deg was encountered
with only one inlet configuration the high Mach number design
with the highest diffuser face sheet porosity 124 percent) A R H
NB1-11038'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Researrh Center Cleveland Ohio 	 Propulsion Lab
OFF DESIGN PERFORMANCE LOSS MODEL FOR RADIAL
TURBINES WITH PIVOTING. VARIABLE-AREA STATORS
Peter L Meitner and Arthur J Glassman Nov 1980 15 p
refs
iNASA TP 1708 AVRADCOM TR 80 C-13, E 4551 Avail
NTIS HC A02 /MF A01 CSCL 21E
An offdos.gn performance loss model was developed for
variable stator (pivoted vane) radial turbines through analytical
modeling and expe r imental data analysis Stator loss is determined
by a viscous loss model stator vane end clearance leakage effaces
are determined by a closrance flow model Rotor loss coefficient
were obtained by analyzing the experimental date from a turbine
rotor previously tested with six stators having throat areas from
20 to 144 percent of design area and wen correlated with
NB1-11039'jy National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Czieland. Ohio
SURFACE PYROMETRY IN PRESENCE OF RADIATION
FROM OTHER SOURUS WITH APPLICATION TO TURBINE
BLADE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Donald R Buchele Nov 1980 19 p refs
(NASA-TP 1754. E 396) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
Surface pyrometry is feasible even when the amount of surface
(adistion is exceeded by radiation from surrounding sources To
measure and correct for this interfering radiation, several methods
that use multiple wavelength pyrometry w -e compared by en
error analysis For a specific application o turbine blade
temperature measurement in a turbofan engnw a two wavelength
method was best Auxiliary messure,nents at the same wave.
lengths substantially improve the accuracy of the method	 S.F
N81-12084'jy National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
LOW-SPEED AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF 80.8
CENTIMETER-DIAMETER NOISE-SUPPRESSING INLETS
FOR THE QUIET, CLEAN, SHORT-HAUL EXPERIMENTAL
ENGINE IOCSEE)
John M Abbott, James H Diedrich, and Robe rt C. Williams
Aug 1978 37 p refs
(NASA-TP-1178. E 9542) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21E
Two bask inlet concepts, a high throat Mach number (0 79)
design and a low throat Mach number (0 60) design, were tested
with four diffuser acoustical treatment designs that had face
sheet porosity ranging from 0 to 24 percent for the high Mach
number inlet and 0 to 28 percent for the low Mach number
inlet The tests w! re conducted in a low speed wind tunnel at
free stream velocities of Q. 41. and 62 m/sec and angles of
attack to 50 deg Inlet throat Mach number was varied about
the design value Increasing the inlet diffuser face sheet porosity
resulted in an increase in total pressure joss in the boundary
layer for both the high and low Mach number inlet designs
however. the overall effect on inlet total pressure recovery of
0 991 at the design throat Mach number. a free stream velocity
of 41 m/sec, and an angle of attack of 50 deg inlet Row
separation at an angle of attack of 50 deg was encountered
with only one inlet configuration the high Mach number design
with the highest diffuser face sheet porosity (24 percent) A R H
N61 12089'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF HOLE GEOMETRY AND ELECTRIC-DISCHARGE
MACHINING (EOM) ON AIRFLOW RATES THROUGH
SMALL DIAMETER HOLES IN TURBINE BLADE MATE-
RIAL
Steven A Hrppensteele and Reeves P Cochran Nov 1980
14 p
(NASA TP 1716 E 417) Avail NTIS HC A02/ MF A01 CSCL
21E
The effects of two design parameters electrode diameter
and hole angle and two machine parameters electrode current
and current on time on air flow rates through small diameter
10 257 to 0 462 mm) electric discharge. machined holes were
measured The holes were machined individually rn rows of
14 each through 1 6 mm thick IN 100 strips The data showed
linear increase in air Now rate with increases in electrode cross
sectional area and current on time and little change with changes
in hole angle and electrode current The average flow r ate deviation
(from the mean flow rate for a given row) decreased linearly
13
rwith electrode diameter and increased with hole angle Burn
time and finished hole diameter were also measured
	 Author
N81- 12090'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Geveland Ohio
PROPULSION CONTROLS, 1979
Oct 1980	 147 p refs Proc of symp held in Cleveland
17 19 May 1979
INASA CP 2137 E 477) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL
21E
The state of the art of multivariable engine control is examined
in order to determine future needs and problem areas and to
establish the appropriate roles of government. industries. and
universities in addressing these problems For individual titles
see N81 12091 through N81 12104
K81-12091'# National Aeronautics and Space Admmistration
Levis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
MULTIVARIABLE IDENTIFICATION US-NG CENTRALIZED
FIXED MODES
Walter C Merrill In its Propulsion Cont rols 1979 Oct 1980
p 3 10 refs (For primary document see N81 12090 03 07)
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A procedure to determine a state space model of a
multrvanable system (lambda inputs. m outputs) is presented
The model is suitable for control studies and uses single input
single output (SISO) system data in the identification procedure
The procedure can be defined in three distinct steps First the
systems lambda x m SISO transfer functions are identified by
using any standard or known identification technique for SISO
systems One objective of this step is to identify SISO transfer
functions with as few distinct modes as possible between any
two functions Second. the time domain realization of each SISO
iransf, '-mction r: blamed in a straightforward manner and
comt rued into a total multrvanable realization This total realization
in ,il probability has more state variables than are reg r ured to
define system response In the third step. these excess or
redundant states are removed by using minimal realization theory
The remaining states are related to system centralized fixed modes
Eigenvalue-eigenvector techniques were recently reported that
yield a computationally feasible solution to the problem posed
in step three The procedure is applied to OCSEE data to
demonstrate its feasibility	 Author
NS1-12092'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Geveland, Ohio
PERFORMANCE SEEKING CONTROLS
Kurt Seldner In its Propulsion Controls, 1979 Oct 1980 p 11-17
refs IFnr primary document see N81 12090 03-07)
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A performance logic algorithm iPSL) was developed to
optimize the performance of propulsion systems for component
and sensor degradations by monitoring the perforn.ance of the
engine system and minimizing thrust specific fuel consumption
(TSFCI while retaining a con-.tent engine net thrust Engine
censtram[s such as surge margin speed pressure and temperature
are observed The PSL algorithm was applied to the quiet. clean
short haul experimental engine Engine control set points were
modified for component degradations in order to restore the
nominal net thrust Results show convergence to the optimum
value can be obtained within 60 to 90 seconds which makes
the program acceptable to on line operation with present state
of the art mm:computers Tests indicate that in most cases the
PSL algorithm offers some improvement in thrust specific fuel
consumption over the manual throttle	 A R H
NS1.12093'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
F10O MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL SYNTHESIS PROGRAM:
A REVIEW OF FULL SCALE ENGINE ALTITUDE TESTS
Bruce Lehtmen and James F Soeder In its Propulsion Controls.
1979 Oct 1980 p 2034 refs fFor primary document see
NOI-12090 03.07)
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The benefits of linear quadratic regulator synthesis methods
in designing a multrvanable engine control capable of operating
an engine throughout its flight envelope were demonstrate j The
entire multrvanable control synthesis program is reviewed with
particular emphasis on engine tests conducted in the NASA
Lewis propulsion systems laboratory altitude facility The
multrvanable control has basically a proportional plus integral
model following structure with gams scheduled as functions of
flight condition The multrvanable control logic design is de
scribed. along with control computer implementation aspects
Altitude tests demonstrated that the multrvanable control logic
could control an engine over a wide rang3 of test conditions
Representative transient responses are presented to demon-
strate engine behavior and the functioning of the control loge:
A.R.H.
NB1-12099# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
PROPULSION CONTROL AND CONTROL THEORY: A NEW
RESEARCH FOCUS
John R Zeller In its Propulsion Controls, 1979 Oct 1980
p 89-95 (For primary document see N81 . 12090 03-07)
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Technological developments necessary for the implementation
of advanced digital control concepts for aircraft propulsion are
identified and discussed Developments associated with the
replacement analog controllers with digital control systems.
sensors and actuators. and control modes and software are
reported	 M G
NS1-13068'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
NASA RESEARCH IN AEROPROPULSION
Warner L Stewart and Richard J Weber 1981 24 p Proposed
for presentation at the 26th Ann Intern Gas Turbine Coot .
Hnu:ton. Tax. 8-12 Mar 1981. sponsored by the ASME
(NASA-TM-81633. E-645) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
Selected examples of recent accomplishments and current
activities that are relevant to the principal classes of civil and
military vehicles subsonic transports. commuters. supersonic
transports general aviation, rotorcraft. V/STOL and high
performance Some instances of emerging technologies with
potential hrLh impact on further progress are discussed 	 E D K
N81-14!199 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CURVED CENTERLINE AIR INTAKE FOR A GAS TURBINE
ENGINE Patent
William C Ruehr 1GE, Cincinnati) James L Younghans (GE.
Cincinnati). and Edwin 8 Smith. inventors (to NASA) (GE.
Cincinnati) Issued 2 Sep 1980 6 p Filed 14 May 1979
Sponsored by NASA
(NASA Case LEW 13201-1, US Patent 4220.171.
US Patent Appl SN 038980 US Patent Gass-137-151.
US Patent Gass 181 214) Avail 	 US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 21 E
An inlet for a gas turbine engine was disposed about a
curved centerline for the purpose of accepting intake air that is
flowing at an angle to engine centerline and progressively turning
that intake airflow along a curved path .nto alignment with the
engine This curved inlet is intended for use in under the wing
locations and similar regions where airflow direction is altered
by aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane By curving the
inlet aerodynamic loss and acoustic generation and emission
are decreased
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
14
N81- 16050' ,y National Aeronautics and Space Adnunistiation 	 in cycle efficiency of a rotary combustion engine This is [tie
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COLD-AIR INVESTIGATION OF FIRST STAGE OF 41 2.
STAGE. FAN DRIVE TURBINE WITH AVERAGE STAGE
LOADING FACTOR OF 4.66
Warren J Whitney Thomas P Moffitt and Frank P Behrmng
Jrr, 1981 15 p eels
IN .z.A TP 1780, E 461) Avail NTIS 1IC A02%MF A01 CSCL
21E
The design procedure and the developn.ent of the bading
geometry lot the 4 and 112 stage turbine a r e discussed Results
obtained with the first stage operated as a single stage hsrbme
are presented A free vortex design meets the design +equuenients
without incurring problems such as excessive turning negative
reaction or high Mach number Cold air of the single
stage turbine showed th.: the turbine developed design work
(stage loading factor of 5 26) at an efficiency of 0 86 which
was the efficiency predicted by a re ference rnethod The mass
flow at this condition was 0 88 which occuried at design speed
and a pressure ratio of 1 407. corresponding to n stage loading
factor of 4 35 The effiL ency at this condition was 0 003 higher
than that predicted by the r eference method	 Author
N61 . 16052'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
AN OVERVIEW OF GENERAL AVIATION PROPULSION
'RESEARCH PROGRAMS AT NASA LEWIS RESEARCH
CENTER
Edward A Willis and William C Sirack	 1981	 48 p refs
Proposed for I.iesenlalton at the Neff Business Aircraft Meeting
13 15 Apr 1981 Wichita Kansas sponsorer by SAE
(NASA-IM 81666 t 6861 Avail NIIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21F
The review covers near tern, improvements for current type
prstun engines as well as studies and limited corroborative
research on several advanced g . 'a engine concepts including
diesels small turboprops and both piston and rotary stratified
charge engines Also described is basic combustion research,
cycle modeling and diagnostic instrumentation work that is
required to make new engines a realitq	 T M
NS1 16063"b National Aer0nal111CS and Space Administration
Lew s Research Center Cleveland Ohio
MEAN ROTOR WAKE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN AERODY-
}	 NAMICALLY LOADED 0.5 m DIAMETER FAN
L M Shaw and F W Glaser 1981 18 p refs Presented at
19th Aerospace Sci Meeting St Loins 12-15 Jan 1981;
sponsored by AIAA
(NASA TM 81657 E 6741 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
01A
laea+r nrlur wale in npa+Urs el several downstream distances
tirnind the rotor cif a loaded 1 2 p r essure ratio Ian were measured
with 8 L loss film anemometer in an anea: hoic wind tunnel Mean
wake rheracte r istics in the mmdspen and near tip region were
dete r mined utilizing an ensemble averaging technique The upwash
and sueamwrse components of the velocity behind the rotor
nrdicate a complex structure superimposed on the majo r velocity
defects at a down stream spacing of 0 5 rotor chords Spectral
aealysss indicates high levels o r the second and fourth harmonics
of the blade passage frequency in the midspan region while the
blade passage frequency and its second and third harmonic are
predominant rat the hp region	 Author
N61 16064'M National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cente r Cleveland Ohio
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF IMEP IN A °OTARY
COMBUSTION ENGINE
H J SchoL ► W o Rice and P R Meng 1981 44 p refs
Presented at Intern Symp of Automotive Engf. Detroit
23 27 Feb 1981
(NASA IM 81662 E 6801 Avail N11S HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21E
A real tome indicated mean effective pressu r e measurement
system rs described which is used to judge pr pcsed improvements
foist self contained Instrument that is capable of making real
time measurements of IMEP in a rotary engine Previous methods
used requite data iecordirlg and later processing using a digital
compute r The unrgne features of this instrumentation include
its ability to measure IMEP on a r,cle by cycle rest time basis
end the elunination of the need to differentiate- volume function
in real time Messu,er • ients at two engine speeds (2000 and
3000 rpm) and a lull range M loads are presented although
fl oe instrument was designed to operate to speeds of
9000 rpm	 Author
NS1 16055* # l iatronal Aeronautics and Space Administration
t ewes Hesea+ch Center Cleveland Otto
PROPULSION SYSTEM MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR A
LIFT CRUISE FAN V STOL AIRCRAFT
Gary L Cole James F Sellers and Bruce E linling INASA
-roes Hdsesrch Center) Dec 1980 48 To refs
(NASA IM 81663 1 b811 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSC(
21F
A propulsion system n8thellialICS1 model is documented that
allows calLulation of internal engine parameters during transient
operation A non mealtime digital computer simulation of the model
is p r esented It Is used to investigate thrust response and
modulation requirements as well as the impact of duty cycle on
engine life and design coolant Comparison of simulation results
with steady state cycle deck calculations shu , vo.d good agreement
The model was developed for a specific 3-fan subsonic V/STOI
arerah application but it can be adapted for use with any similar
hfticruise V/STOL conf+guistiun	 Author
NSl-19115 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter, Cleveland, Ohio
APPARATUS FOR SENSOR FAILURE DETECTION AND
CORRECTION IN A OAS TURBINE ENGINE CONTROL
SYSTEM Paul
Henry A Spong, III IGE. Cincinnati) and Robert P Wenger,
inventors Ito NASA) (GE, Cincinnati) Issued 3 Feb 1981 14 p
Filed 24 May 1970 Continuation in part of sbartdonond US
Patent Ape SN-752050 filed 20 Dec 1976 Sponsored by
NASA
(NASA-Case-LEW 12907-2. US-Patent- 4.249.238.
US-Patent-Appl SN-909235. US-Patent-Ape-SN-752050.
US . Patent- Class- 364 -106. US-Patent-pass-60-3924.
US- Patent- Class- 364-431) Avail	 US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 21E
A gas turbine engine control system maintains a $~ad
level of engine performance despite the failure or abnormal
operation of one or more origin* parameter M1laors. The control
system employs a continuously updated angina model which
simulates engine performance and generate signals reprisont-
ing reel time estimates of the engine parameter sensor signals
The estimate signals are tranamtrted to a control computational
and which utilizes them in lieu of the actual engine parameter
sensor signals to control the operation of the engine The estimate
signals are also compared with the corresponding actual engine
parameter sensor signals end the resutting difference signals are
utilized to update the engine model If a particular difference
signal exceeds Specific tolerence limits, the difference signal to
inhoboned from updating the model and a sensor failure Indication
is provided to the engine operator
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
N61-16116' National Aeronautics and Space Admintatrstion
Lawts Research Canter. Cleveland, Ohio
INTEORATED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A OAS TURBINE
ENGINE ►tasatlt
Jack E Cornett (GE Cincinnati Andrew A Saunders. Jr IGE.
Cincinnati). Its E Marvin (GE Cincinnati) and Richard S Bailer
inventors Ito NASA) IGE. Cincinnati) Issued 6 Jan 1981 10 p
Filed 25 May 1978 Continuation in pan of abanclonad US
Patent Ape SN-741066 filed 1 T Nov 1976 Sponawad by
NASA
(NASA Case LEW 12594 2 US Patent 4 242 864
US Patent Appl SN 909600. US Patent App Still 741056,
15
US Patent Class 60 2268 US Patent Clan 60 236
US Patent Chess 60 234 US ?Nenl Ctaas 60 239? Avail US
Patent and Trademark ONtce CSCL 2 I
A control system for a turbofan engine receives signals from
e number of engine seniors and from the engine uparetor and
genoratas control &%gnats One control signal regulates the ton
exhaust nozzle Mee in Order to control inlet throat Mach number
l0 marnts%n a low level of "no npee Add4loonal control signals
regulate fuel bow to control engine thrust and fen pitch to conti rl
tin speed A number of scheAulee are utdued to maintain a
predelermrned relationship between the contt~ parameters
k j 	 and a number of hied and cokulatef umrts cis override the
control signals to prevent unsatisfactory engine performance
Official Guam of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
1 111111 1  19121 . 1 National Aaronsulics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Conte, Cleveland Ohio
SPECTRAL FLAME RADIANCE FROM A TUBULAR-CAN
COMBUSTOR
Russell W Claw Feb 1961 15 p refs,
(NASA TP 1722 : 509) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
An experimental investigation was conducted to determine
the effects of fuel type fuel sir ratio and inlet au pressure on
Ihe spectral Remo radiance emanating from a JTBD can combustor
Spectral radiance measurements from 1 55 to 5 5 micrometers
of wavelength were recorded and analyzed to determine soot
,I	 concentration and Rome temperature at various social locations
in the combustor Two fuels differing in volatility viscosity and
chemical composition were used in this investigation 	 Author
1491 20076• / National A fonsutics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
REASONS FDA LOW AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF
13.4-CENTIMETEA-TIP-0IAMETER AIRCRAFT ENGINE
STARTER TURBINE
Jaffrey E Heas. Richard J Roelko and Paul Hofmann (Sundstrand
Corp Rockford IN) Mai 1991 14 p Presented at the SAE
Aerospace Meeting. Un Angafes 13 16 Oct 1900
(NASA TP 1610 E-540 AVRADCOM TR 80 C 171 Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 211
The reasons lot the low aerodynamic performance of a
13 5 cm tip diameter aircraft engine starter turbine were
invetligated Both the malof and the stage were evaluated
Approximately 10 percent improvement in turbine efficiency was
obtained when the honeycomb shroud ove r the rotor blade tips
was felled to obtain a solid shroud surface Efficiency improve
meats were obtained for three rotor configurations when the
shroud was f111od It rte suggested that the large loss assmsated
with the open hoMycom.0 shroud is due primarily to energy
low associated with gas tranaportotnon so a result of the blade
to blade pressure diferentwl M the tip aectton 	 E A K
NS1 21078' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EXHAUST EMISSION SURVEY OF AN 1`100 AFTERBURN
IRO TURBOFAN ENGINE AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
John E Mies and Rrchifrd R Cullom Mar 1961 26 p rots
(NASA TM 6 1 656 E 6/3) Aved NTIS HC A03 MF A01 CSCL
21E
Emissions of carbon monoude total oxides of nitrogen
'I unburnod hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide from an F 100
afterburmng two spoc4 turbofan enyme &I arnrulaled flight
conditions we r eported For each flight condition emission
measurements we r e "ads for two o r these power levels from
intermediate power inonohaibur Ming I IN cough m, iximum aherbum
mg The date showKl that em gagns very with Right speed
snituoe power level and redel (portion across the notzle Carbors
t monoxide emissionx were low to, intefrnedrate Powe r monaher
burningl and j@n.al ahorburmng but regions of high carbon
monoxide wore !%resent downstream of the Rome holder at
maximum sh Itbu r nrng Unburned hydrocarbon omissions wore
low tot most of the simuloted night conditions The local NOX
conconlfatione and (her• var iabil i ty with powe t level mcreaeed
with encraasinc Regis Mach numb@ , et constant anNude and
decreased when increasing altitude at conslont Mach numbof
Carbon dioxrds emissions ware Proportional to local fuel an ratio
foe all conditions
	
Arrthor
111111911 22064 • 1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lome Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
THERMAL AND FLOW ANALYSIS OF A CONVECTION
AIR-COOLED CERAMIC COATED POROUS METAL
CONCEPT FOR TURBINE VANES
Francis S Sopka 1991	 12 p rots Presented al the 20th
Nall Host Transfer Cant Milwaukee 2 6 Aug 1981 sponsored
by the ASME and the American trial
	
Chemical Engkaers
INASA TM 81749, 64161 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
The heat transfer and pressure drop through turbine vanes
made of a sintered porous metal coated with a thin layer of
ceramic and convection cooled by apanwoo flow Of cooling sit
were analyzed The analysis wee made to determine the fsesibllrty
of using this concept to, cooling very small turbines pnmonly,
for short duration applications such as in miss" engines The
enalysis was matte for gas conditions of approximately 10 and
40 atm and 16" K and with turbww venee made of feh two
Porous metals with relative densities from 0 2 to 0 6 and ceramic
coating thicknosees of 0076 to 0 254 mm	 J M S
N81 240q• 1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Roaaarch Canter Cleveland Ohio
FUNDAMENTAL HEAT TRANSFER RESEARCH FCR OAS
TURBINE ENGINES
Darryl E Metzg rt ed (Arizona State Univ ) 1980 68 p rots
Presented at a Workshop Held at Cleveland 8 9 Oct 1960
(NASA CP 2178 E 6661 Ararl NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL
21E
Thirty &w en exports from industry and the universities joined
24 NASA Lewis staff mennbers in on exchange of ideas on
trends in aeropropulsion research and technology basic analyses
computational an "os basic experiments nest engine onvmon
ment experimenla fundamental fluid mechanics and heal
transfer and hot technology as related to gas turbine engines
The workshop proceedings described include pro workshopinput
from participant pnaentations of current activity by the Lewis
staff reports of the four working gioupa. and a workshop
Summary
	
A R H
114181 -24086 . 1 National Aeronautics and Space Admmrstiation
Lewis Research Center Ctovefend Ohio
ANALYSIS OF EFFECT OF FLAMEHOLDER CHARACTERIS
TICS ON LEAN. PREMIXED. PARTIALLY VA.'; 712ED
FUEL AIR MIXTURES QUALITY AND NITROGEN OXIDES
EMISSIONS
Larry P Cooper May 1961 14 p refs
(NASA TP 1642 E 563) Avail NTIS HC A02 /MF A01 CSCL
211
An analysts was conducted of the affect of Raneholdrnc
dewces on the precombustion fuel sir characteristics and on oxides
of nitrogen INOO smtssions lot combustion of promised partially
vaporized mixtures The analysis includes the interrelationships
of Rameholdet droplet collection efficiency realom getion efficiency
and blockage and the initial droplet size datributron and accounts
for the contfrbartion of diolgot combustion in partially vaporized
nuahries to NO n emissions Application of the analytical
procedures is illustrated and pa	 iorametric piediclno of NO n
emissions ate presented	 Author
s181 240" • 1 National Aeroreulres and Space Administration
Low,$ Research Conte , Cleveland Ohio
INVESTIGATION OF PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION OF
THE CFS'JT90 HIGH BYPASS RATIO TURBOFAN EN
GINES
Joseph A Zromenske In AGARD Turbine Engine Testing Jon
1961 14 p rots IFor primary document me NE 1 24071 15 071
Avail NTIS HC A21, MI A01 CSCL 21F
The extent and magnitude of performance Mlenorstron of
the Pratt and Whitney JT9D and the General Electric CF6 engine
models is presented Overall engine and contributing mO%:_;e
performance dotefroialion with raapacl to Right cycles and/Or
time are enafYted The overall ongnre performance deterioration
analyses eve based on data obtained from historical records
16
special engine !.sts and tests tot specific effects Hardware
Inspection list& from overhaul shops and special module tests
ate the basis for the modular performance deterioration date
used In the analyses Various damage mechanisms such as meal
rube erosion surface roughness and thermal distortion and how
they contribute to performance detenotahon are included in the
modular snalyses Results Indicate that earty, performance
deterioration occurring within the first few Rights of the" engines
is less then 1 percent in course specific fuel consumption ISFC)
that it is event oriented and that It to the result of increased
Weds hp Clearances This performance detarroratwn gradually
Increases to about 2 5 to 3 0 percent lincluding the initial short
term deterioration) after 2500 to 3000 flights where increased
blade tip clearances airfoil quality degradation and thermal
distortion are the contributing causes	 RCT
NS1 . 26078 x jy National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMPARISON OF NASA AND CONTRACTOR RESULTS
FROM AEROACOUSTIC TESTS OF OCSEE OTW ENGINE
H E Bloomer I J Loeffler W J Krerm and J W Coats
Apr 1981 27 p refs
(NASA TM 61761 E 824) Avail NTIS HC A03 /MF
 A01 CSCL
21E
The aerodynamics and acoustics of the over the wing (OTW)
Quiet Clean Short Haul Experimental Engine (OCSEE) were
tested A boilerplate InonRrght werghtl high throat Mach number,
acoustically treated inlet and a 0 shaped OTW exhaust nozzle
with variable positron side doors sera used Some acoustic
directivity results for the type D nozzle and acoustic effects of
variations In the nozzle side door poaltiorrs are Included It was
found that the results are to agreement with those previously
obtained	 L A K
N81 25080"0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
MEASUREMENT OF AERODYNAMIC WORK DURING FAN
FLUTTER
A P Kuikov 1981 16 p refs Proposed for presentation at
the 1981 Wuntar Ann Meeting of the ASME Washington DC.
1520 Nov 1981
(NASA TM 82652 E 9111 Avail NTIS HC A02 /MF A01 CSCL
211
Stationary high response pressure and displacement measure
ments are used to describe • he flutter characteristics of the first
fen rotor of a turbofan engine Flutter occurred at part speed
and at high Incidence Several forward and backward traveling
waves were identified to a predominantly torsional flutter mode
Positive aerodynamic wok contirbutoon was confined to the region
close to the leading edge and was mainly due to modes
corresponding to forward trawling waves of nodal diameters to
the range 3 to 5
	 Author
NOT 25081 x 1 National Aeronautics and Space Adn,mmi,stoon
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF A PART SPAN VARIABLE INLET GUIDE VANE
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A HIGH 8Y►ASS TURBOFAN
ENGINE
George A Bobule IAVRADCOM Research and Technology Labs
Clevelandl Ronald H Sosder and Leo A Burkardt 1981 15 To
rota Proposod too presentation at the 171h Joint Propulsion
Coif Color ado Springs 27 29 Jul 1981 sponsor" by AIAA
ASMF and SAE
(NASA TM 82617 E 669 AVRADCOM TR 91 C 10) Avail
NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSC( 21F
The sblrty of a part span variable inlet prude vane (VIGV)
to modulate the thrust of a high bypass turbofan engine wart
ovalusted at altitude Mach number conditions of 4572 m/06
and 9144 m 093 Fort hp gas generator and supercharger
tartormance were also detennaned both oil 	 Imes and
doing fail throttling The ovalualror, was vll o siod with the
by pass splitler extended forward to nee, the lot, blade loading
edge Gloaa th r ust atlsnjualoon of own 50 percent was achieved
with 50 degree VIGV closure at 100 percent cor rected fen speed
Gas generator supstchsigw performance fall off with VIGV closure
but this loss was reduced when a sphtlen extension was arlcled
The effect of VIVG closure on Was gene r ator performance was
nnrun+al	 Author
NIT 28082*# National Aeronautics and Space Adnnnislration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
JTSD PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION RESULTS FROM
A •(MULATTO AERODYNAMIC LOAD TEST
Edward G Slakolich and William J Slromberg (Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft East Hartford Conn 1 1981 21 p rota Proposed for
presentation at the 1 7th Joint Propulsion Conf Colorado Springs
27 29 Jul 1981 sponsored by AIM SAE and ASME
(NASA TM 8264u 1 895) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21F
	
the results of testing to identify the effects of simulated
	 j
	
aerodynamic flrghl bads on JT9D engine performance are	 1
presented The teat results were also used to refine previous
analytical studios oil impact of aerodynamic flight loads on
performance losses To accomplish these objectives a JT9D 7AH
engine was assembled with everag r production clearances slid
new seals as well as extensive instrumentation to nondo, engine
jatfonnance case temperatures and blade tip clearance changes
A special loading device was designed and constructed to permit
application of known moments and shear forces to the engine
by the use of cables placed around the flight Inlet The
was conducted in the Pratt 8 Whitney Auerah X Ray Test
Facility to psrmd the use of X toy techniques sin conjunction
with least blade Ion proximity probes to nnondot imporlarA engine
clearance changes Upon completion of the test program the
lost enprrs was d-"ssembred and the condition of gas path
pa,ta and final clearances were docunreoted The test results
Indicate that the engine lost 1 I percent in thrubj specific fuel
consumption ITSFC) as measured under see love( static conditions
due to increased operating clearances caused by simulated
flight loads This compares with 09 percent pnodocled by the
analytical olo lel and previous study efforts
	
Author
NSI-260S3 e jy National Aeronautics and Space AJministratton
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
•ELECTED RESULTS FROM COMBUSTION RESEARCH AT
THE LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
Hobart E Jones 1981 13 p refs Proposed tot prossntatron
al the 17th Joint Propulsion Con? Colorado Springs 27 29 Jul
1981 sponsored by AIAA SAE and ASME
(NASA TM $2627 E "01 Avail NTIS HC A02 /MF A01 CSCL
211
Combustion research at Lawns is organized to provide a
balanced program responsive to national needs and the turbine
industry The results of this research is a technology base that
assists the gas turtwne engine manufacturers in developing now
and improved combi.stion systems for advanced civil and military
engines with significant improvements In performance durability
fuel flexibility and control of exhaust anusetons Research efforts
consist of fundamentals and nootelo+g and applied component
sold combustor research	 T M
N81 260"'# National Aeronautics and Space Admin,strarlon
Lewis Reiiesich Center Cleveland Ohio
HIGH RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS OF A TURBOFAN
ENGINE DURING NONRECOVERABLE STALL
Doug Lee Api 1981 27 p refs
(NASA TM 81759 E 8221 Avail NTIS HC A03 /MF A01 CSCL
21E
High response meaauremenls of a Pratt and Whitney F 100(31
tu rbofan engine at a simulated Mach number end altitude of
1 2 arid 3000 no 410000 h) respectively wereretard" during
a nonrecoverable stall The nonrecoverable staff occurred as a
r esult of incorrect scheduling of the high compressor variable
vanes (RCVVI during an expennental engine Control investrgalron
Record" date nd.colos rotating stall Origin along on the high
17
pressure compressor From this region the disturbance propagates
upstream into the fen and downstream throughout the core
compressor The rotating stall remained in the core compressor
until the engine was shutdown The fan exhibited some rotating
stall but the amplitude of the pressure oscillation ► were less
severe Data indicates that the fan was able to recover from
the stall Fail inlet temperature (FTIT) had been decreasing
until stall developed in the high pressure compressor From this
time FTIT increased towards its maximum temperature limit
The rising FTIT during nutrecoverable stall may be the result of
incomplete combustion in the combustor and additional combus
tion occurring through the turbine
	 Author
11 1 28148'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
TURBINE BYPASS EYGIN[. A NEW SUPERSONIC CRUISE
PROPULSION CONCEPT
Leo C Fiancncus 1981 15 p refs Presented at the I Ith
Joint Propulsion Cont Colorado Springs Colo 27 29 Jul 1981
sponsored by AIAA SAE and ASME
(NASA TM 82608 E 8551 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21r
Engine performance and mission studies were carried out
lot a single spool Turbine Bypass Engine concept Comparisons
were made between the TBE a ronvenbonal single spool turbojet
and the Pratt d Whitney Variable Stream Control Engine The
airplane assumed for the study was a Mach 2 32 commercial
supersonic tianspor/ The nominal mission was a 4000 nautical
miles total range with a 300 nautical miles subsonic cruise log
The figure of merit was the minimum takeoff gross weight for
the mission Comparisons of the three engines were also made
for the 4000 nautical miles totdl range with longer subsonic
clw.4 legs	 Author
N$1 2814{ 0 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SMALL GAS TURBINE COMBUSTOR STUDY FUEL
INJECTOR EVALUATION
Carl I Norgien and Stephen M Ridrf6.baugh 	 1981	 20 p
refs Presented at the Joint Propulsion Cow Colorado Springs
Colo 27 29 Jul "81 sponsored by AIAA SAE and ASME
(NASA TM 82641 E 8911 Avail NTIS HC A02; MF A01 CSCL
211
As part of a continuing effort at the Lewis Research Center
to improve performance emissions and reliability of turbine
machinery an investigation of fuel injection techrique and effect
of fuel type on small gas turbine combustors was undertaken
Performance and pollutant emission levels are documented over
a r ange of sir- lated flight conditions lot a reverse flow combustor
configutshon r,song simplex pressure atomizing spill flow return
and splash cons aublast injectors A parametric evaluation of
the effect of increased combustor loading with each of the fuel
injector types was obtained Jet A anti an experimental referee
broad specification fue l were used to determine the @Hatt of
fuel type	 Author
N81 27094'0 fletrunal Aetonsutres and Space Admmistration
Lewis Research renter Cieveland Ohio
THE SUPERSONIC FAN ENGINE AN ADVANCED
CONCEEPT IN SUPERSONIC CRUISE PROPULSION
Leo C Fianciscus 1981 13 p refs Presented at the 171h
Join, Propulsion Cont Colutoodo Spr,ngs Colo 27 29 Jul 1981
sponsored by AIAA SAE and ASME
(NASA TM 82657. E 9231 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
211
Fngone performance and mrssiti studies were carried out
loo turbojet) engines eouipped with supersonic through flow fans
the mission was lot a commercial supersonic transport with a
Mach 2 32 cal ,zil The advantages of the supersonoc fen
engnuts a r e discussed in terms of mission r ange comparisons
with other engine types The effects of tar, efficreticy inlet losses
and engine weoght on engine performance and mission range
are shown The tango of a supersonic I r ensport wmh supersa,rc
fan engines could be 10 to 20 percent better their 	 other
types having the sent@ technology core	 Author
NS1 270118'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
MIXING EFFECTIVENESS TEST OF AN EXHAUST GAS
MIXER IN A HIGH BYPASS TURSOFAN AT ALTITUDE
R R Culloni G A Bobuls and L A Burkardt 1981 13 P
refs Pirelli at the 171h Joint Propulsion Conf Colorl6u
Springs, Colo 27 29 Jul 1981 sponsored by AIAA SAE end
ASME
(NASA TM 82663 AVRADCOM TR 81 C 24 F 9381 Avail
NITS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL 21E
Thermal mixing effectiveness characteristics of an eighteen
lobe scalloped and unscalloped partial forced nicer were
measured in a high bypass turbofan engine Data we : also
obtained without the mixer installed i e free mixing Tests were
conducted at four combinations of simulated flight conditions
hurt 0 3 to 0 8 Mach number and from 6 096 meters
120000 ill to 13 715 m 145000 h1 altitude mixing chamber
lengths of L/0 052 and 065 were testers For this range of
test conditions and mixer configurations the forced mixing
effectiveness vaned from 59 to 68 percent Values of mixing
effectiveness and total pressure loss were calculated from
temperature and pressure data obtained at the mixer inlet and
e.hausl nozzle exit
	
Author
NOT 29MG6 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
THE E3 COMSUSTORS: STATUS AND CHALLENGES
Daniel E Sokolowski and John E Rohde 1981 24 p rots
Presented at 17th Joint Propulsion Conf Colorado Springs Colo.
2729 Jul 1981 sponsored by AIAA SAE and ASME
(NASA . TM 82884 E 9041 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
rho Assign fabrication and initial testing of energy efficient
engine comuu stors developed for the next generation of turbofan
engines for commercial aircraft are described The combustor
designs utilize an annular configuration with two tone combustion
for low emissions advanced liners fa improved durability and
short curved-wall dump predi lu ►ers for compactness Advanced
cooling tochmaues and segmented construction characterize the
advanced liners Linear segments are made from castablis
turbine type materials	 MG
NB1 . 29129s National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SUPERCRITICAL FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM Patent
Cecil J Marek and Larry P Cooper inventors Ito NASA) issued
26 Feb 1980 4 p Filed 19 Jun 1978 Supe r sedes N78 27122
1 1 6	 1 8 p 2353)
INASA Case LEW 12990 1 US Patent 4 189 914
US Patent Appl SN 916854 US Patent Class 60 726
US Patent Class 80 3906 US Patent Class 26128
US Patent Class 431 2 US Patent Class 60-737) Avail 	 u5
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 21E
A fuel injection system for gas turbines is Aescnbed including
a p ii of high pressure pumps The pumps provide fuel and a
carrier fluid such as au of pressures above file critical pressure
of the fuel A supercritical mixing Chamber mines the fuel and
carrier fluid and the mixture is sprayed into a combustion chamber
The use of fuel and a carrier fluid at supercrlUcal pressures
promotes rapid mixing of the fuel in the combustion chamber
so s ► to reduce the formation of pollutants and promote cleaner
burning Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
18
111081 30130's National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lows Hrseuch Center Cleveland Ohio
ROTOR WAKE CHARACTERISTICS RELEVANT TO ROTOR
STATOR INTERACTION NOISE GENERATION
Loreto M Shaw and Joseph R Bolombn 1981 25 p tots
Presented at 7th Acoustic Cont Palo Alto Cold 5 7 Oct 1981
Sponsored by AIAA
iNASA TM 82703 E 9841 Avail NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL
211
Mean and turbulent wake properties at into@ social locations
behind the r otor of an esiottynemically loaded 1 ' pressure ratio
tan were measured using a stationsry cross film anernometet In
an anechorc wind tunnel Wake characteristics at four radial
immertions across the duct at tout ddferem tan speeds were
determined uldumg a signal enhancement technique This
shapes of the waveforms of the mean rotor relative and mean
upwash velocities were shown to change significantly across
the span of the blades In addition an increase in fan rotational
spood caused an Increase in the maximum wake turbulence
intensity levels near the hut) and tip Spectral analysis was used
to desc r ibed the complex nature of the rotor wake	 Author
N61 31196'0 National Aeronautics and Space Admonrshat)On
Lewis Hrsaarch Center Cleveland Ohio
ADVANCED SUBSONIC TRANSPORT ► FIO►ULSION
Donald L Noted Carl C Cropluch Roger Chamberlain Edward
T Meleason and Gerald A Kraft 1981 32 to rats Presented
at the Intern Au Transportation Corot Atlantic City NJ 26 2P
May 1981 sponsored by AIAA and SAE
,NASA IM 82696 E 9791 Avail NTIS HL A03/MF A01 CSCL
21E
A brief review of the current NASA Energy Efficient Engine
IE131) Protect is presented Included In this review are the
factors that Influenced the design of these turbofen engines and
ten advanced technology Incorporated in them to r educe fuel
consumption and Improve environmental characte ristics In
addition factors suc h as the continuing spiral In fuel cost that
could Inhurnce future aircraft propulsion systems beyond those
represented by the E(3) engines are also discussed Advanced
tec rr nologtes that will address these Influencing (actors and provide
viable f uture pr rpu l { I on systems are described The potential
impo rtance of othe r orot)ulsion system types such as geared
tans and turboshah engines is presented	 T M
N81 31198'0 Notional Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIAGNOSTICS
Jul 1981 ?T7 p rats Conf hold at Cleveland 6 7 May
1981
(NASA CP-2190 E 845) Avail NTIS HC A17jMF A01 CSCL
211
Engine du t ablit y and performance retention concepts are
discussed Othe r topics include engine diagnostics fo r performance
r etention and engine condition monitoring systems For individual
lilies see N81 31197 th r ough N81 31217
NS1 31206*0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
AN INTRODUCTION TO NASA'S TURBINE ENGINE NOT
SECTION TECHNOLOGY (HOST) PROJECT
Daniel J Gaunthw and C Robert Ensign in ofs Aircraft Engine
(.agnostics	 1961	 p 153 173 (For primary document ace
N81 31196 22 071
Avert NTIS HC A17 1 MI AOI CSCL 21E
An ovorvrew of f eeaarch to develop and improve the sccut@cir
of current analysis methcrds so that increased durability can be
designed into future engines is presented Emphasis is placed
on rmproveo accurscv in IrfP prediction Component design
including descfrptron of the thermal and ae rodynamic envuon
ments the matwisl a mechanical response the interactions
between environmental and structural response and high
temperature instrumentation capable of measuring near nr.gnne
environment effects are addressed Component tests impicnod
modeling of the physical W)enomens and lasts to verity the
proved models are also discussed	 J M S
N61 31205'N National Aeronautics and Speca Administration
Lewis Research Center "levelond Ohio
CONSERVATION OF STRATEGIC AEROSPACE MATERIALS
MOSAM)
Joseph R Stephens in its Aircraft Engine Diagnostics 1981
p 189 207 lets (For primary document see N81 31196 22 071
Avail NTIS HC A17 MF A01 CSCL 21E
Research efforts to reduce the dependence of the aerospace
industry on strategic metals such as cobalt (Co) Columbium
ICb) tantalum ITal and chromium ICtl by providing the materials
technology needed to mmrmite the strategic metal content of
critical aerospace components tot gas turbine engines are
addressed Thrusts in three technology areas ere identified neat
e lan actrvities in the area of strategic element sub^htuhon
intermediate range activities in the area of materials processing
and long term high risk activities in the a loe of now classes
of high temprature metallic materials Specifically the r ole of
cobalt in nickel base and cobalt be%@ superelloys vital to who
aerospace industry is examined along with the mechanical and
phys ica l properties of mtormetalbcs that will contain a minimum
of the snagetic metals	 J M S
A81 20834 ' •, Fuel/air nonunoformity Effect on nitric oxide
emissions. V J Lyons (NASA Lewis Research Centel, Cleveland
Ohio) Amarrcan Institute o f A prothubrs aiN Astronautics Aare
Vince S,- rerkvs Meietvnp. 19th. Sr Lours, Mo Jar) 12 15. 1981 Parier
81 O321 12 p 22 rrf%
An analytical and rx pwnmental study wax Iwotoimed to deter
mine the effect cal Inlet trii r l w4i twotrle nonumtonmity on NOI%)
emimium. The lneoretical NO(t) levels weir verified it a flame tube
rig at inlet an temperatures of 600. 700. and 800 K. 0 3 MPa toy
pf "Ute, 25 m sec reletrncr velocit y , overall equivalence ratio of 0 6
and res Hlence time near 0 002 set: The theory lutfich an Incrrase Ill
14010 emissions for rno p ned fuelJaii nonunilunnity low .weUye
ttlurvalence rat)cvs less ihati 0 7, while tot average equivalence ratios
twat slonchnometrrc. increasing the nonuc lormoty will decrease
NOlxl emissions The results can tw used to predict the dr9fre of
unclormrty of furl an profiles necessary to achieve NOI%) emissions
quah for attuar engine , that use lean premixed, pnrvaporirrtl
Combustion systems	 IAu t hoe I
AS1 22531 • it Core norte measurements from a small, general
aviation turbofan engine. M Rrshotluo and A Kaiehme r (NASA.
Lewis Research Center, Fluid Mechanics and Acoustics Div.. Cleve
land, Ohio) Acor lsurair Sorcery of Amertca. 4fortvn9, 100fh, Los
Anglers. Cattf, Nov 1721 , 1980. Perrier 27 p 10lets
As part of a program to nwestogair combrslor and other core
forsor s, simultaneous mr sivernents of intrinal fluctuating presune
and far field nnru• weir made• w,ih a JT15D tuthortan engine
Acoustic wavrgurAr probes, located in the engine at the comlwntw.
at the turbine exit and in the coo p nottle wall	 re, we used to measure
I nlrinaI }lucluatmq pressures, Low frequency acosntic power drier
mined at the Core nottle exit cor,esponds In level to the far held
so-cri powe' at engtw speeds below 65% of maximum, the
appuach condition At engine sherds above 65 ♦ of maximum the
Ill noise dominates rn the far fwl4i .
 gr eatly excredinq that of the
core. From coherrnce mrasuremrnls, .t is shown that the combustor
Is the dome neni soutcr of the low Irepuencv corr noise The tetults
obtained from the JT 15D engine weir compared with those iittained
prorviously from a YF 102 engine troth engines hovnig r everse flow
annular combntnn and briny in the tame site class 	 IAuthotI
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M129940' • Superhybrld compwrle Wade impact studio
C C Champ. R F Lark, and J. H Smdeu (NASA. Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio) American Socie y of Mechanical Enginarrs
Gas Turbine Conferorrce and Products Show Houston. Tex . Mar
9 12 19 181 Pays& 81 GT 24 8 is
 
5 ref Members. $2.00, nonmem
bers. $4 00.
An investfgatioin was conducted to determine the feasib ility of
suterhybnd comnpcnite blades for meeting the mechanical desig n and
impact resistance reguiremnnb of large fan blades for aircraft turt.-ne
engine applications. Two design conrYpts were evaluated (11 leading
edge spar (TiComl arid 12) center spar (TiCore), both with
supahybnd composite shells The mvesthgstuon was both analytical
and extvcnmental The results obtained show promise that super
hybrid composites can be used to make light v._rght, high quality,
large fan blades with gocid structural integrity The blades tested
successfully demonstrated then ability to meet steady state oposlinq
conditions, overslheed, and to 	 bud impact requirements (Author)
AB  29954 • ,r Development of a low NOix/ lean premixed
annular combustor. P B Robrrb, A J Kkibasco (Solar Turhmn
International, San Duyo, Calif 1, and N J Sakes (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio), Ameravn Society of Mechanical
ErVinevin Gas Turbrnr ConferrncY and Products Show. Houston.
Tie. Mar 9 12, 1981 Paper 81 G  40 8 it 9 or is Members, S2 00.
nnnmembers, $4 00 NASA supported research
The results of an experimental atmospheric rig test pfositann
developed to define it low NO(xI annular combustor of 066 m
diameter for high altitudr aircraft applications are pieseitetl. The
test program strategy adopted evaluates the emission characteristics
of a baseline configutatdon and subst luently exammrs the sensitivity
of the emission signatures to variation in the key design features.
The lean premixed combustor in sxrsvimmetnic annular form demon
strafes the capabdnty of Operating at reduce) pressure, simulated
high altitudr, supersonic cruise conditions with NOIx) emtssuns
below 1 .0 g NO21kg fuel The testing shows that for the full range of
low emissions operation from Title it) cruise, a variable dilution putt
system is necessary. but that fuel switching can tie avoided and a
single furl injection system used
	 LS.
AS  30006 • + Low NO/x/ and fuel flexible gas turbine
oombuaors. H. G. Lew, S. M. DeCorso. G. Vrrmes, D. Carl
(Westinghouse Electric Corp., Concordville, Pa I. W. J Havener
(Westinghouse Electric Corp„ Madison, Pa.). J. Schwab (Westrrng
house Electric Corp., Prttsbcugh Pa.), and J. Notardonsto (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) American Socrory of
Mechanical Ersgoneens, Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show,
Houston, Tex , Mor. 9 11, 1981. Pap& 81 GT 99 13 p 12 lets
Members, $2.00 nonmembers, $4.00 Research su pported b ► the
U.S Department of Energy. Contract No DEN3 146.
The feasibility of various low NOW emission gas turbine
combustor configurations was evaluated. The configurations selected
fix fabr ication and testing at full pressure and temperature involved
rich Iran staged combustion utihtnng diffusion flames, rich Ivan
prevaporitedipremnx flames, and staged catalytic combustion. The
test erg consisted of a rich bunter module, a quench module, and a
Iran combustion module. Test results sir obtained tot the combustor
while burning prifoleum distillate f uel, a coal derived liquid, and a
petroleum residual fuel The results indicate that rich test, diffusion
flames with low fuel bound mirogen conversion are achievable with
very high essmbustoon efficiencies 	 L S
A81 30033 '	 Design and development of the combustor
inlet diffuser for the NASA , GE energy eMicssnt crone F E Sab1a
J R Tivio, (Grnrral Co Evendsor Of, -,) I. end D J
Gauntot, (NASA Lewis Rneareh Center Clevelaod, Jh • ul Amer,
ran Soc efv of MKMn seal Er pyirKl/S Gas Turbiry C !r. /! MKY NIB
Prockncb Show Houston, Tr. Mar 9 12 1981 Paper Of G T 129 9
p Mrmher. 5200 nnnmemben. 54 00 Contract No NAS3 20643
Results of an exprrumental -nvett,pabon of the ariodynsm,c
performance of a split duct annular .,combustor inlet diffuser system
are presented Several diffuser conlrgunations were investigated in
3X scale water table lasts still the preferred design was evaluated in
full scale annular airflow nscidel tests Pressure recovery arid flow
losses were determined s a function of prediffuse, inlet velocity
profile, flow extraction at the predifhn+r exit. anti distribution of
flow in the combustor Inez velocity profile and turbulence levels
were found to have a pronounced effect on s ystem performance
Flow extraction at the pretiffusrr a-.it
 was found to have little
influence on system performance Generally, the annular split duct
diffuser system was found to satisfy the performance objectives fa
the engine
	 (Author)
A81 30067 or If A study of aacernal tool vaponcatton. E J.
Steirls. L Chtappetta (United Technologies Resgs !h Center. Eat
Hartford. Conn.), and C E Baker (NASA, Lewis Research Center.
Cleveland, Ohio) American Society of Mechanical Enjimovirs Gas
Turbine Conference and Products Show Houston. Tex Mar 9 12,
1981 Paper 81 G  158 9 p 16 refs Members. $2 00, nonmembers,
S4 00 Contract No NAS3 21971
Candidate external vaporizer designs for an aircraft gas turbine
ritgme are evaluated with respect to fuel thermal stability. inlegra
lion of the vaponier system into the aircraft engine, engine and
va:.onter dynamic response, startup end attitude restart, engine
performance, control requirements, safety, and maintenance The
selected concept n shown to offer potential gams in engine
performance in terms of reduced specific fuel consumption and
improved engine thrust/weight ratio The thrust/weight improvement
can tie traded against vaporization system weight 	 V L
ABI-30078 • a Supersonic stall flutter of high-speed tons. J. J.
Adamczvk, V.. Stevans (NASA, Lewis Flesserch Center. Cleveland,
Ohio), and R. Julies (General Electric Co., Evendale, Ohio).
American Society of Mechanical Enrgtnesers. Gas Turbine ConferenoY
and Products Show, Houston, Ttx., Mar 912, 1961, Pater
81-GT 184. 8 p . 11 refs. Members, $2.00. nonmembers, 54.00.
An analytical model is proposed for predicting the onset of
supersonic stall trending flutter in high speed rotor. The analysis is
thrsed on a modified two-dimensional, compressible, unsteady sctua-
tor disk theory. The stability txwndsty predicted by the analysis is
shown to be m good agreement with the measured boundary of a
high speed fan The prediction that the flutter mode would the a
forward traveling wave wnsitive to wheel speed and srrodynam-c
loading is confirmed by experimental measurements- In addition, the
analysis shows that reduced frequency and dynamic head also da y a
significant role in establishing the supersonic stall bending flutter
boundif v of •n unshioudnf fan. 	 L Sr
A61 32544' An automated procedure fv. _4voloping hy-
brd computer simulations of turbot.- ungrrses. J R Starch. S M
Kroosrl. and W M 8rurirn (NASA. Lrwi 4elerch Center, Cleveland,
Ohool ACM. SCS IEEE and /MACS Annua ls Srrrularion Sitmpos,
um. fifth Tampa Fla Mar 18 20 1981 Paper 17 p 10 errs,
This paper offer a systematic. computer soloed, hell
documenting methodology too developing hybrid compiler simule
lions of wthofari rngrnn The methodislogy that is presented malls. ..
arse of a host program that can run on a large d pgotal computer and a
-actin' depiindrnl target Ihyhnd) program The host p•ogram
pritorms all of the calculations and data mang pulabans that are
needed to transform user-supplied engine design information to a
form suitable lot the hytsrid computer The host ptoyoam also Vtms
the sell conts,nrd eng g nr moilri to match sprcifrel drsoyn point
inlormatiah A test case is described and comprrsons trtwrrn
hybrid simulation still specified rngtne 1 perfomance ry ta are ponent
led
	
(Author I
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A81 32549 s or Factun which influence the behavior of turbo
fan forced muar nozzles 8 H Andrrson anti L A Povinelli (NASA,
Lewis I'mea#eh Centro, Ar!ocivnam!cs Analysis Section. Cleveland
Ohio) Antera-ao Irsshhdr of Aeronasita s anti Asbnnaurics Arm
span $darkri Mwhng 19tn, St Louis. Mo Joel 	 15, 1981, Paper
810274 28 p 14 refs
A fin, s diffeirnee procedure was u!,esl to compute the mixing
for three • .prnmrntally trilled mixer go nmrtr.es Gait all, ermanl
was obte:red between analysis will experin,-rot whea t the mrechamsms
resprnsible for secontdary flow generation were properly malelvcd.
votticoty !r nrration slue to flow tummy will voracity generated
w•!tt , !n the- u• rtterbWV lots Imitate' weir found to to important.
Resu a air presented for two different temperature tatius between
fare f core streams and for two different free-strram turbulence
levels It was concluded that the dominant mechanisms in turbofan
mixrrs is associated with the secondary flows arrsnnq within the lobe
region and their 	 within the nixing section. 	 (Author)
A81 34152 ' Improved components for ong ne fuel savings
R J Antl still J E McAulav (NASA, Lewis Research Crntri.
Cleveland, Ohio). Society of Autumouve Engineers. Aeiouo•rt r
Conyess and fitposdion, Los Angeles. Calif. Oct 1316, 1980
Paper 801116 17 p 11 refs.
NASA prgrarns for developing fuel saving technology Include
the Engine Ccvnlnnrnt Improvement Project for short tr • n Improve
meats in existing air The, Performance Improvers: it aechon
is to defmr aomporhe•nt technologies for impr.wotg fuel e l aaney for
CF6. JT90 and JTBD turbofan engines Sixteen cot ^ tots were
developed will nine Weir testeol while four air already in use, oy
airlines. It all sixteen concepts are successfully inbahro •d the !lain
will be fuel savings of mar than 6 billion gallon over the lilelem. • of
the engines. The Improvements Include moddicatior,s in fans,
mounts, exhaust nozzles, tuthme desrance and turbue Wastes D.B.
A81 34154 , Performance deterioration of commercial high
bypass ratio turbofan engines C M Mehalre and J A Zomianski
(NASA. Lewis Rneardl Cenlei, Cleveland, Ohoo) Sorrrty of
Automorne Engineers 	 Congress and Exposition, Los
Angeles Calif , Oct 13 16, 1980. Paper, 901118 14 p . 'r7 refs.
NASA programs for improving aircraft engoe fuel efficiency
mcluth• the ErVere Component Improvement Project of which the
Engine Diagnostics section is to Identify performancer deterioration
factors for the J f9D and CF6 high hvpess ratio turbofan engines and
to develop technology fur fuel cornumpt.on reduction The program
tests and inspects engines, examines deteriorated elements, formu.
lates deterioration tirnds still madrls, identifies sprcncc causative
events to modules and detr!menrt mechanisms Results show that
thort term parriormer.o• drtrrlorahort a less their of cruise
specific fuel consumption aid is caused by flight loads or thermal
damagr due to rubbing of turbine Wadi- lips against sfeatits.
Law tern tlaterroration is 2 5 3%of cruise sieuhc fuel consumption
alter 'r ed 3000 flights and rnsdhamsms air thermal damage to Wade
ti ps with iubbt• . n and damaged airfoils and parts	 D.B.
AS1 A4156 • A status report on the Energy Elficiant Engine
Project L E Macioce. J vS Schaefer, slid N T Saunders (NASA,
Lewis Researc h Center, Cleveland Ohuhl Society of Automotive
Engineers Arropacr Congress and Exposition Los Angeles Calif
Oct 13 16 1980 Paper 801119 18 p 18 refs
The Erergv Efficient !ngrw (E31 Protect is directed at
prorrdn!g. bV 1961, the advance•+ technologies which could to uswl
for a new grr:rration of iuel cohservativr tutbolan engines This
pape r surnmantes the icopr of the entire project and the Current
status of thew efforts Included is a dericttplron of the preliminary
designs o f the tully doo-vrlopr •d engines, the potential benefits o f these
afvanvd ertgrrwt, awl highlights of scmr of the clmpnrw•nl
technology elftrts eonthictr(l to date	 (Author)
All 34156'	 Tf•a NASA high speed turboprop program J
F Dugan, 8. A Miller, E J Grauer, and D A Sagii (NASA.
Leon Reararch Centro, Clrvelaml, Ohio) Society of Automornoe
Engineers Aeroaoate,
 Congress and Exposition, Los Angelos. Calif.
Orr 13 16. IM) Pape ► 801120 21 p 21 refs.
NASA's Advanced Turtwnpwop Project is a three phaer effor•
initiated sit to provide lechnologv rrwhrsess for Mach 0 7 to 01J
turbr>fxoppowrr^d aircraft with the potential tot furl savings an•t
DOC irductions of up to 30 and 15%. respectively, rela t ive to
current in service aircraft This papsr rrvews the status of ft-ii, I in
the areas of prolovllei arrMcoullics, propeller stria, iris, turboprop
installed performance, aircraft cabin envnnnment, and hnboprop
rnp!m, and aircraft studies CurlerI plans to establish large stale
propeller eharaes rnstra and to conduct high speed propeller flight
research tests using a modified fortified aircraft are also pirrnied
(Autha I
All 34166 t Loss model for ofldesrgn performance nasty
us of radial turbines with pivoting reserve, vanaMs area stators P L
Mi-dner IU S Airily. P r opulsion Latnvalory, Cleveland, Ohiol and A
J Glauman (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio).
Sot tea ry of Automotive Ergineen Aero pare Congress and IF xposs
non, Los Arxrrlrs Calif.. Oct 13 16, Ifte Paper 801135 11 p. 6
refs
An offadrs,an performano loss model for a radial turbine with
pivoting, variable area stators is developed through a combination of
analytical modeling and expert rental data analysis A viscous loss
mti, tel is used for the variation in stator loss with setting angle and
stator vane end clearance Irakage effe. - nedicted by a rirarance
flow motlrl The- variation of into# less coefficient with stator setting
angle is obtained by means of an analytical matching of experimental
data lot a rotor that was tested with six stators, having throat areas
from 20 to 144 N of the design area An incidence loss model -
selected to obtain best agreement with experimental data The ,tatur
vane endeleaanc • leakage- madrl predicts increasing mass flow and
decreasing efficiency a a result of end clearances, with changes
Iseeommg significantly lager with decreasing stator area-
	 O.C.
A81 34168 ' An experimental evaluation of the perfor
manor deficit of an aircraft engine tune# turbine J. E Haas (U 5
Army, Roni,wch and Tromoltxly Laburatur,r •s, Clrvriand, Ohrol. R
J Roelkr (NASA. Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio). and P
Heimann (Sundstrand Corp., Rockford, III I Somers ofAutomornve
Engineers Awnsrmare Confrrss and Expowtion. Los AngNrs. Calif
Orr 13 16. 1980 Paper 801137 10 p
An exprrimental nnvestrgat,on is presented to determine the
arrodvtiamic prilormahcr deficit o f
 a 13 5 centimeter hp diameter
aircraft engine starter turbine The two phased evaluation comprised
both the stator avid the stag y
 performance slid the experimental
doosign is desenbnl in detail nata obtained from the investigation of
their honryeomb shrouds clearly showed that the filled hurw•vcomb
reached a total efficency of 080, 82 points higher than the open
honeypomb shroud, at tlesign equivalent conditions of s peed bid
blade let steed ratio It was concluded that the L ose of an open
htaw•vcomb throud caused the large performance deficit fur the
slarir r turbine Further resrVr dt is suggevtrd to azintan stator inlet
txnr • dav laver "we ...error•, is	 F e
AS1 34169 • Comp t,vir well concept for high temperature
turbine shrouds Hset transfer arsalyals. L P Ludwig and F S
SlryrAa (NASA ,
 Lswvn Resrar,r, Centro Cleveland, Ohio) Sor r rry of
Automotive Engineers Arrospare Congress rod ExpOadion Los
Argrlri Calif Orr 13 16 1980 Paper 801 138 9 p 13 re ft
The variables a f fecting the drs,gn of a cumt usite turbine shroud.
consisting of a metal base, art of porous metal. and an
outer la eat o f vitna stabilized tsrcnnia. art analyzed Results show
that significant reduction on the ctwnlongraor to gas fl;.w ratio are
21
22
indicated for the composite shrouds compared to an all metal %fits Rl
that was only ompangrment all coolest The gncsd sisulaling prnl,rrtres
of the ceramic irducrd the temise•satufrt of the porous metal and
sii Plsorl wall sign,ficantty. For a gwmn ferrous metal censdv and
coolant In gas flow ratio, ,ecre,nung the trueknets of the porous
metal and increasing eviamic thickness resulted its lower support wall
Irmlrs' tuxes To maintain given allowable inlet layer trmprutwrf
and coolant to gas-flow ratan, porous metal density or thermal
corxluctivity must increase as the ratio 0 the thickness of the
-MIJIMIc to Porous metal decreases It is condudled that a 1 78 mm
thickness of porous material with a denulov of 0 2 and a 1 78 mm
thocknell of ceramic appears to be a good composite wall configure
loon for the nsum+cl conditions
	 E 8.
AS  34170 ' Future challenges in Isi flight propulsion
control integration. S P Hoth . R i Wile, IUnrted Tischnniog,es
Cor p ,. Pram and JVhdnry Aircraft Group, West Palm peach. FlmA,
and J Mihalnew (NASA, Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Orhool.
Society of Automorlse Erfgrneers, Aerotpace Congress and Exports
roan, Los Angeles. Calif , Oct. 13-16, 1980. Paper 801140 15 p 6
left,
A survey of propulsion control requur Yments forming part of an
advanced V STOL control requirements study her to date deter
mined, among other findings 111 that I sle dependence of V'STOL
flying qualities on propulsive lift makes It nrcrstary tit
propulsion control rrqunements ratty in a development program 121
that V.'STOL controls of the future should iei,rve the p.lut of
control functions and elevate him 10 the Positron of a flight
operations manager, with substantial gains in capahillty and or
sa fety. and 01 that research is required to define the V'STOt.
control systrm reliability requirements and %peahr component
reliability allocations An interactive, integrated design Process tot
the restoration of these oblecl Vas is also described
	 D C.
A81 34177 • Some advantages of methane in an aircraft gas
turbine. R W Graham and A J Glassman. (NASA, Lewis RewaiM
Center, Cleveland. Ohio) Society of Automotive Engfcmers, Aero-
spare Congress and Exposition, Los A nOeees, Calif, Oct. 13 16,
1980, Paper 801154. 9 p 22 refs.
Because liquid mr0ane may be obtained from existing natural
gas sources or produced synth!!ically from a rope of other
hydrocarbon sources (coal, bocmws. shaie, organic waste), .1 q
c snsedered AS an aviation fuel -it simplified cycle analysis of the
performance of a turboprop rngofw intended for operation at Melt
0.8 and 10,688 m altitude Performance comparisons are given for
tour roses m which the turbine coiling art is either root cooled of
cooled to 111, 222, and 333 K, and the adva ntage and problems
that may he expected from direct use of the cryogenic fuel in tutbme
cooling are rincus%rd It is shown that while I1 I mrthane combustion
charaetensli" are atipr ec,ably different from those of Jet A fuel and
will require the development of different combustor designt, and (2)
the pate untrgra p nn of methane eryntanks into transport aircraft
%truclunrs poses a major dro s,gn prohlem, a highly 1ul;aMK,ent
turboprop engine fueled by methane a ppears to br feasible	 O.C.
A81 38084 ' A nonlinear /sYpsllsron system simulation
toeehrusWe tot prkited simulators. J. R Mihaluew (NASA Lrwn
Rewarc'fi Center [Ieveland, UHI IEEE. ISA. SCS SMCS Amoral
P, ►tst)urgh Confereno, r on ModelLrg a •ld S,muletrnn, 17th, P,rrs
hurgrr PA Apr JOMev 1 . 1981. Paper. 12 p 6 ,ef%
A ,ral time digital simulation technique providing the capabil,
Ile nenled to evaluate propulsion sy stem performance and aircraft
system interaction on NASA manned flight simulator . is discussed
A par.rheler cuorlat,on technique is used with real and pseudo
dynamrcy in a %table integration convergence loop, The cycle tome
reported sun 2 0 most on one computer and 5.1 ern on the simulator
computer The model was hound to be stable and accurate with time
up to 50 stn. It is conelusledl that the program no generated a
valuable simulation fechnology and flight rimulatni rsponenee by
Prn:nlrrnq Jr- adequate level of detail to evaluate Propulsion sv$lerm
ern a emulated flight rovnonment.
	 E 8
AS  40842 s Ef/act of a part span variable inlet guile wane
on the perlormanw of a high bypass turbofan engine V A Nebula
IU S Army, Propulsion Lato , afo , y, Clrvriao.' OHI R H Sorties.
and L A Burkarr;t (NASA, Lewes Research Center, Cleveland, OH).
A/AA SAE and ASME . Ioinr Propulsion Conrersrrrr tlrh CoAcre
des Surmos CO. July .77 	 P29. 1981 AIAA arrrt 81 1362 9 p 7 refs
The ability of a part span anahle inlet quodr vore In rtnstlulate
the thrust of a hrrih bypass turhofsn crilfine was evaluated at
allrtudr Mark number , ondit.ons of 4572 no V 6 and 9144 m/0 93
Foemtip, gas generatni and supercharger performance weir also
determined. Isnth ores opefeing lines mr.d during pan duct lhrntUmg
The evaluation was repeated with the bypass tpldtet r,xtendsid
forward to near the fan blade balhnq edge Gnw% Ihrittt attrouation
of over 50% was achieved with 50 story variant@- "Het guide vane
closure at 100% corrected fail Gas generator supercharges
pterformance fell off with variable Inlet guide vane clusurr the this
kiss was reduced when a Wolfer extension wan added The e f fect of
vanablr inlet guide vane cicsswr on goes generator peffsxmancr was
minimal	 (Authus I
A81 40659 ' , Selected results from combustion research at
the Levels Research Center R E Junes (NASA. Lewis Hewe.rch
Center Clevelnul .
 UHI AIAA SAE and ASME. Juml Propulsion
Conf@-rerue ?fin. Coloristic, Springs CO. July 2729, ?981. AIAA
Paper 81 ?,192 9 is 13 refs
Combustion research at Lewis ot onganued to pfovsde a tsalanced
program responsive to national needs and the qas tunbine industry
The results of this research is a technology trase that Assists the gas
turbine engine manufacturers in developing new and improved
combustion svitems for advanced civil and mldary angires with
significant improvements on performance. durability, fuel fig.,b,14y
and control of rxhaust emissions Research efforts "insist of
fundamentals anti modeling, and applied component and combustor
research This paper reports on some c f
 the progress and results that
have teen achervrd recently in all three research areas
	 (Author)
A81 40963 ' JT9D performance datersoravon results from a
simulated aerodynamic load test E G Stakulich INASA Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, CHI and W J Strombrrg (United
Technologies Corp Pratl and Whdnev Aircraft Group. East Hot
ford, CTI AIAA. SAE. and ASME. Jomnr Propulsion Conrerence,
17th. Colorado Spr ings. CO. July 27 29 190' AIAA Paper 81 1588
16 it
This paper presents the results of testing to Identity the effects
of simulated aerodynamic flight load% on JT9D engine performance
The test results were mist, used to refine previous analytical stud-es on
the impact of aerodynamic flight loads tit, per!ormanrr losses To
accomplish these objectives JT9D 7AH engine was assembled with
average production clearances and new seals as well as extensive
instfunsentatnon to monitor engine perlotmaue, cafe temperefures,
and blalr tip claarance changes A special loading device was ►
des,gnrdl and constructed 10 permit application of known moments
rid shoat rotor% to the engine by the use of cables ploord around the
flight inlet The test was conducted rn the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
X Ray Test Facility to permit the use of X toy techniques in
conjunction with laser Mae tilt pfcumdy proles to monilof
,mportanl engine clearance changes Upon currpletiun of the trip
program, the test engine was disassembled. and The conditno.s of gas
path parts and #total clearances were documented The test results
indicate that the engine lust I 1 percent ui thrust specific fuel
consumption ITSF C), as measured under sea level static conditions.
sue to increased operating cearances caused by simulated flight
load$ TL,s c ,v vof m with 09 percent V.tedtcled by the analytical
mrxsrl and previous study efforts
	 I Author I
AS1 40971 t r Turbine bypeon engine • A new supertonic
cruise propulticn concept L L: Fraicisc'us (NASA. Lewis Research
Center L irvrnand, UHI AIAA SAE. aril ASME. ,event Propuh_rora
CoWerrrwr 17th, Curorelio Springs. Lv. July 2729 ►981 AIAA
Parer 81 1596 9 p 7 tots
toslOw
 (efinrmance arid studies weir carried out few
single spool turbine bvpis engine (TOE 1 conept Comparrsom were
rn.ele letwrtrn the TOE a conventional ai spatial tsnleopet and the
Pratt and NRutnev Variable Stiras, Conitul Engoe (VSCEI The
atplane assumed leer Ilia• st.idv was a Mach 2 322 1'omnMlciAl
sutrawilic 1 , antlwlrt Thr I initial r: tt t enr) was a 4000 n rill fo p A,
range with a JIM n mi Nrbsomr -tot%. leg The ligun•
 of merit well the
freent­ , ,s takeoff ytust weight lot We nuoiun Comparisons of the
the" engines were also male for the 4000 n m. total tar Jr with
10"ife, subsonic Cruise legs
	 (Author)
AB1 40973 t r	 The su personic tan engine • An advanced
concept its supersonic crustal, propulsion L " Francisco, (NASA
L .. w,, Re.-airh Center A„alvsts Office, Cleveland. OHI-
AIAA SAE and ASME Jrvnl Pruruls on L'nnlnerx r ?Jfh, Cobra
do Si'rilya CO. Julia 27 29, 1981 AIAA Pai/er 81 1599 9 It t n,
Enymr perfutmance aaio mission studies weir conducted liar i
nove l tultxdan ro,pnl• concept inCurlloratiny a supersonic through
flow Ian and comparisons were male with two supr r sonic transport
ISSTI engine ouncepls o f eltrvalrnt thrust Anil
sophistication It was found that in the use of an SST with aCrulw•
speed of Mach 2.32, the Ihiough flow fail engire mat, yield ranges 10
I,,- 20N quite, than the two alteinat ves considered The engine hr a
conventional core with the super sonic fan briny driven by a
oorncentrec low pieuuer turbine that is uncouple,l with the tongle,
high pressure turbine compt ss.)r core spool Amuny the topics
discussed are the mrthr„h o f analy%,s empiuyrfl and pwerturhtlson
studies concerning NrWwWnic fan adiabatic effici ency, fat. discharge
Characteristics and propulsion system weight 	 O C
AS142176 e . The E3 combustors Status and challenge. D
E Sokulowsio and J. E Runde INASA Lew,, Hr,.ra,ch. rioter,
Cleveland, ON). AIAA, SAE, and ASME..xnt Prgpuluon Conroe
eenM f7rh Cnlnrardo Srr •nys, CO. July 2729. 19F 1, 41AA Pape,
81 f353 23 P 1 7 vie
The technology programs for the Energy Elf-c,enl Engine IE31
Zomhutloe% P n e outlined, status aid test rctult% to date arc
summated, and present and future Challenges indicated The
NASA spon%uted programs, whedn are being conducted at the
Conceal Electric Company and Pratt h Whitney Aircraft ar e making
imp ortant te(hnologv alvanurs Both combcstne dinigas utilise an
annular configuration W -th two ?line combustife , 'or low emissions.
advanced friers la improved duiandrtvr and shot! curvedwall,
dump p,ed.fluwfs foe cs o mpaciness. Advanced rool-rig technique%
and %egmmited construction cllaaclerite the advanced Ions in both
1, Varest Liner segrna•nt% air matr from castable turbine type
matetusi% At th,, lute, analysis and dr%-Qn act,% tie% have been
comp leted. experimental evaluations a r e progiesiong Test results air
vmiff,mg built design cwmepts for combusWrn, cooling, and mrchan
ical wtowety. All gob Applies capable of being net with the
reception of NOW
	
IAuthorl
AS 1 42 1" '	 Low and high %goad prot»Ilers foe
aviation Perlormanco potential and recent wind tunnel Mot result.
R J Je • ack and G A kl-t&e l INASA I cw-% Rcsee, rh (role
Clrwiter d . I Ill) Su, eery ill Aurrwnohs► Erill•inelra, 8uurnlas Aircraft
41alrrtnp and Exp,wtion W.chors, KS, Alw J 10, 196 1 Peper
810601 :7 p 24 ref
A survey % peesel,ted of current rrwarch e f ff• .t1 Ir gt „oral
ov.al.on low speed propebm design and high sped prupfan design,
with attention on such faaturn a% Ill advanced blade shale% with
novel anfo,h and sweep. (2) tip dlsveon. 43) iter-aced p ,navilarl
r%acaror designs. 141 also ruled tpennr%. 451 1,ghtwerght. al l Composite
Mae oonstructeon, and (6) Contrarotat-ng poplar, %vstrtrM The
poirs.teal oree, all rrnprovemenit asa)c.afed w-M ?hour design midi,
ration% are calculated to he al 10 15% fro low speed rotors and
15 30"1 lot high speed ones Emt)ha%,% % placed on no,e reduction,
Wade drag, perlormx w prediction methods and w rid tunnel letting
of alternative rotor conhquauum Extensive use .I graphs is made in
p oitotrttance Comparisons between allerr,.doee blade and totoe
des rgrns.
	 O.C.
AA1 42778 ' An overview of general Aviation plop,d run
research programs at NASA 1 -wn Research Centel E A %V n,% .,pl
W C St-,r t INASA Lew,, He,ramfi Ce"fel ClcvelAnd . OHI
Soctrfy of Aufnrnuf,w foyrneevs 8i.5 1 104F.s% Aa,ralr Mre'urp And
E vlwnir,on W,r li,6t AS Anr, 1 10 1981 Piver 810624 21 p 19
toes.
Th.% paper pirsrnts a brief overview and technical huyhl,gM% cal
ge neral aviation fili al
 
pnep,elsimn research efforts and %ludles which
haw•
 born underway at NASAL Lewis ReseAvch Center (LrRCI for
the past sevrial years Tfr• irvlew cover% near term unpiovemanh leer
arernt type pntun engines , ,n wlfl is stlrlfe% and limited cnieob„ta
live n'%r• 11 C:1 ,, sevel Al ,wlv An(Ytl 9 a rnu e r concepts, inchad,riy
drrsrh, %mall hntMgwnp% and nth piston and rotary stNidned %harge
enq,om Aho deunlr•d is hasic conitrusl,un rr%ratrh, cycle miwleliny
and diaynostu ensl umentation work that will he teruited In make
the new engines a reality The discussion rmpha%itr% the most
recently completed studirs end the basic undetlyn,y imearce work,
Which have not been reported previously
	
(A,dhue)
A81 44225 ' Mixing eHeevvenesi toil of an exhaust gas
meet in a high bypass turbofan at altitude H R Cull, m. L A
&aka,dt (NASA, L e w- 1 He-sr Arch Lenirt, Cleveland. UHI ai•ll G A
Bubula (US Army, Prupuls,on Laboratory .
 Cleveland. UH) AIAA
SAf and ASME Join.* Propulsion Corderrry a I7fh Colorado
;4ar,nois . CO July "29 1981 AIAA Palter 81 1495 10 P 6 refs
Thermal mixing e ffestteveness chatactaristics of air (G.w
scalloped and unicalloped. partial, forced mixer were mvnuned lit a
high bypass turbofan enyner Data we e r also obtained without it%t-
mi%et installed Ir her noting rest) Werr (7orwf:)cird a l foul
combinations, of simulated flight conditions from 03 to 08 Ma••h
,numlre and I,um 6,096 ...ctets 120,000 itl to 13.115 m 145000 ft1
Nioude Mixing chantx • r irngihs of L D 0 52 and 0 65 weer tested
For this range of test conditions and m, n et configurations the formal
mixing vffectiveneu varied hum 59 tit parent Values of mixing
eflrctivoneu anti lolAl pees%u, • lees% were calculate) fallen trmpria
lure and pressure data obtanlet at the comer inlet and r%ha ist nottlr
exit	 1 Author 1
AA 1 49621 e f terhomach,reery nose studnn of the ArRo
oei OCGAT elegise with inflow .•)ntrol J G R1 ,A,dh• , L
Homyak, and D D Cnruhk INASA Lewis Research Center,
Clevelarrl . OHI A,rw,, an Ins?, hire lit Aeroreauttcs and Ar"oriaiu rill,
Aownarctaishrs Conlerrescr 7th Palo A:to CA Orr 5 7 1981 Paper
81 2049 16 p 1; ref%
The AiRe%eatch Quiet Clear Gertmal Aviation Turt)nlon engine
sun tested or, a vertical fill fa, facility to mranrr the acoustic
performance of two inflow control device IIM o f similar design,
and three inlet l i ps GI different external shape. Fa held dueCtnwfvy
patterns calculated by existing analyses were f with ihr
rnrawted fair fundamental tdade passr.ig frequency (RPF IF
 and
broadband (late Installing or, ICD oar an ong or with hardwall ducts
reduced the BPrtF) fix,e rw,vwAwre ... the to field Whrn thu ICD
wM n,%f lied ou An engine with active auustic panels, tun. veto, titxe
an tear forward guanfa,t was comparable to that ei the 1'. e ltwall trials
an the aft guadrarl, however tnnr ,fuse was aftrnua?ed dry the large
acoustic panels -n ihr t)vpass dirt to such a doper that rho ICD had
little et tect Tests to compels, pirefortrance of ICD% oils hardwill
inlet ducts showed only enwncne dAferlsncetin the OV(F i due-fvity
patterns, while hroadtiand noise wad, the tans fast both Fasrwad
quadrant RPFfF1 and broaldbad directivity pettletns weer found to
be simda 1nr the inlet rip% t ►slenl with a ho dwall inlet duct At help
fan speeed%, howeve r 	%hapr O• the a,alybcal multhmodrl Iwo
23
pat t ern from the exhaust nozzle was flatter than the
 measured
patterns. The sources of loties from several pro p agating single modes
found in the forwardquadrant BPF(F) data were att r ibuted to
rotor/strut interaction and the rotor alone pressure field. 	 J. F.
AB  48628 ' Effects of blade vaneratio and rotor-stator
spacing on fan none with forward velocity. R P Woodward and F
W G.aser (NASA. Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. OHI American
Institute or Attroratifics and Astronautics, Aeroacoustics Conference.
dalo Alto CA. O:r 5.7, 1987 Parlw.;i cJ?2 12 p 30 refs
A research fa i stage is acoustically tested i i an anechoic wind
tunnel with a 41 m sec tunnel flow Two stator vane numb.rs giving
cut on and cut off conditions are tested at three rotor stator spacings
ranging from 0-5 to 2.0 rotor chords. Hot-film anemometer
turbulence measurements are made at the leading edge of the stator
for each spacing. and a croved film anemometer is radially
trensversed to define streamwise snd upwash characteristics of the
rotor blade wikes. Trends m the acoustic results are observed in the
front and aft quadrants at 80% design fan speed. Aft quadrant results
demonstrate a fundamental tone 9 d8 lower for the 25 vane stator
than tot the 1 I ,ane stator, while overtone levels are 3 d8 higher
The cut-off trrtenon strongly Controls fundamental tune level at all
spactn¢, and spacing trends of the wake defect uuwash component
show gout- agreement with corresponding cut on acoustic tone levels.
D L G
A81 48635 • - Comparison of predicted engine tore noise
with current and proposed aircraft noise certification requirements.
U H von Glahn and 0 E Groesbec\ (NASA. Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland. ON). American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics Aeroacoustics Conference, 7th, Palo Alto, CA, Oct
5 7, 1981 Paper 8/ 2053 1 1 p 15 refs.
Predicted enyine core noise levels for subsonic CTOL aircraft
engine: are compared with measured total aircraft nose levels and to
current and nroposed federal nurse certification regtii,ements.
Companso" art rnade at FAR 36 measuring stations and take into
consideration boo i jll and cutback power operations at takeoff The
spectral shape irst d for the prediction of core noise is identified as
the spectral envelope w , th a Perr ot at 400 Hz which is assumed to be
shifted in flight by a Doppler smft in frequency Preceived noise
levels are comFUted for appropriate engine power settings at desired
flight conditions, and reductions in sidchne noise levels are made to
account for let and airframe shielding effects Results indicate that
cote noise can provide a barr.er to the proposed EPA stage 4 and 5
fed-al nt -e rules for wide body aircraft, with the most severe core
noise p-culem occurring at takeoff and sideline measuring stations
D L G
N81-12086'of general Electric Co. Evendale. Ohio	 Aucrah
Engine Business Gene;
ENGINE DIAGNOSTICS PROGRAM: CF6-6 i'll ENGINE
PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION
Ray H Wulf Nov 1980 208 p refs
nContract NAS3 206311
(NASA CR 159867) Avail NTIS HC A101MF A01 CSCL
21E
Cockpit cruise recordings and test cell data in conjunction
with hardware inspection results from airline overhaul shops were
analyzed to define the extent and magnitude ^f oerformence
deterioration of the General Electric CF6 50 high bypass turbofan
engine The magnitude of short term deterioration was isolated
from the long term and the individual damage mechanisms that
were the cause for the majority of the performance deterioration
was identified It was determined that the long term engine
performance deterorattn characteristics were different for the
3 aircraft types currently powered by the CF8 50 •-spine but
these differences were due to operational conside r ations (flight
length and takeoff derstel and not to differences associated with
the aircraft type Unrestored losses that is performance
deterioration which remains after engine refurbishment represents
over 70 percent of the total performance deterioration at engine
shop visit Superficial damage such as increased surface
roughness. leading edge shape changes on airfoils and increases
in the average clearances between rotating and stationary
components is the major contributor to these losses Seventy
one percent of the unrestored losses are cost effective to restore.
and if implemented could reduce fuel consumed by CF6-50
engines by 26 million gallons in 1980
	 R.C.T.
NS1- 12086'# General Electric Co. Cincinnati. Ohio
CORE COMPRESSOR EXIT STAGE STUDY. VOLUME 3:
DATA AND PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR SCREENING
TEST CONFIGURATIONS
D C Wisler Nov 1980 53 p refs
(Contract NAS3-200701
(NASA-CR 159499
	 RBOAEG313-Vol-31	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Rear stage blading designs that have lower losses in their
endwall boundary layer regions were developed Test data and
performance results for rotor B. stator B. and stator C blading
designs that offer promise of reducing endwall losses relative to
the baseline are given A low speed research compressor was
:he principal investigatrve tool The tests were conducted using
four identical stages of blading so that the test data would be
obtained in a true multistage environment
	 S F
N8T-12087 • # Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group. East Hartford.
Conn
ROTOR REDESIGN FOR A HIGHLY LOAD'D 1800 FT/SEC
TIP SPEED FAN. 2 Final Report
C R Bolt Dec 1980 185 p refs
(Contract NAS3.20591)
(NASA-CR-159879
	 PWA-5523.921
	 AvsIL	 NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Tests were conducted on a 05 hub/ti) ratio single-stage
fan designed to produce a pressure ratio of 2 2E0 at an efficiency
of 83 3 percent with a rotor top speed of 548 6 m sec
1 1800 ft/secl The rotor was designed utilizing a quasi three
dimensional design system and four-part multiple circular arc
airfoil sections The rotor is the third in a series of single stage
fans that have included a precompression airfoil design and a
multiple -circular -arc airfoil design The stage achieved a peak
efficiency of 82 8 percent after performance had deteriorated by
0 6 of a point The design mass flow was achieved at the Peak
efficiency point and the stage total pressure ratio was 2 20,
which is lower than the design goal of 2 28 The surge margin
of 13% from the peak efficiency point exceeded the design goal
of 7%	 Author
N61-12066'# AResearch Mfg Co. Phoenix, Ariz
LOW-COST DIRECTIONALLY-SOLIDIFIrD TURBINE
BLADES. VOLUME 2
R E Dennis. G. S Hoppon. III. and L G Hurst Apr 1979
41 p
(Contract NAS3 20073)
(NASA CR 159562 A Research-21 2953 2 Vol 2) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21E
An endothermically heatect het-hnology was used to manufac
lure :ow cost directionally solidified. uncoiled nickel alloy blades
:or the TFE731 3 turbofan engine The MAR M 247 and MER-M
100 • Hf blades were finish processed through heat treatment.
machining. and coating operations prior to 150 four engine tests
consisting of the following sequences 111 50 hours of simu
lated cruise cycling (high hug ie evaluation) 121 50 hours at
the maximum continuous power (sting (stress rupture endurance
(low cycle fatigue) None of the blades visually showed any
detrimental effects from the test This was verified by post test
metallurgical evaluation The specific fuel consumption was
r educed by 2 4% with the uncoiled blades
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NB1 12094 s 0 Pearl aril WholneV Auctstl Group Last Harthxd
Corn,	 G•nunw.r.at
 Products Div
DESIGN Of A MULTIVARIA61.E INTEGRATED CONTROL
FOR A SUPERSONIC PROPULSION SYSTEM
tewaid C beanie In NASA Lewis Research Cents, Propulsion
Controls 1979 Oct 1980 To 35 47 lets (For primsty docunent
see N81 120W 03 071
A• .. N11S HC A071MF A01 CSCL 21E
An inlet/angina nottle integrated control mode lot the
propulsion system of art stgnetaonoc comnerc-ril aucrsh
was studied Results. show that integration of Ihetu control
functions call iefllt tit opeishonal anti p oiloinimtc ► beimlits
lot the propulsion systom For eUmple this mtwgistec control
mute may make it possible to minimize the use of inlet bytes
noon Mr shock position control This 	 be of benefit ill
aircraft as a insult of nitntmtnng ill bypass hlwecl drag effects
121 petlurMhont to the aucrsh iKnlung hem the swfo Ih,usl
*"act of the bypass bloods and 13 1 {,dentist a istarts of the
inlet A coix ,eptual ntegisted control i noadv was dovolupod
whw• h n+akes use of nian V Host, coupling paths belwoon inlet
slid ongine control vanshlos and mlot and engine sensott vanatAv%
A mulitvsrtabl• control design lachn.quo Msod upon lies-
quad,alx regulator thoory was fee the foodback
tlain. for this control to allow a snnulahon ovalustion of the
hanehts of the intagialod conhol mtxtw	 Aulhot
Nei 12096e 0 Platt and Wh.trev Aucrah Group East Hartford
Conn	 Govotnnionl P,txfu, Is Div
PROPULSION CONTROLS
Ronald 0 Hackney In NASA Lewis Research Centws Propulsox,
l-pnhalc 1979 Oct ) ga(l p 49 59 refs (For primary tkx'umww
aea Nat 12LM 03 07)
Avail NTIS HC A07WIF i.01 CSCL 21E
lix'roosod system ioquoremenis and functional inlogtsha,+ with
the aucrah have platod an incresse.d demand on control system
capabldV anti tMiabilotV To provitle thoso at an •ffoidable cost
and weight and because of the &I-1 advs.wos rn olectito.c
twchoologv hvAhxnwchanical systems lie hwing phssad out ui
fav„n of digital sloctronw' systems the Itansition is osDOCtwtl to
be oodorlV loom eloctromc trimming of hydromwchanical controls
to full Authority digital oleo trust o: control I uturs prtpulexn+ syst*tii
, ontiuls will be hrghlV tehsblo full autfKiritV digital eloctranc
with selected component and circuit rodutdancy to provide the
required satoev and tohanddV R pkindencV may include a CCmploto
bat ►up conl,ol of • ddlwiwnl lethnologv lot single engine
applocotoons The protwlsion content will he rwqunott to commit
mcote faprdly with the various Right and how control avionics ss
Limit of an integrated control concept
	 A R H
491 12096'a An Force Aero PrtnioWt lab Wright Pettorson
Af 0 Uhu,
FUTURE AIR FORCE AIRCRAFT PROPULSION CONTROL
SYS TEMS THE EXTENDED SUMMARY PAPER
Charles, A Skits on NASA town flrararch Conte, Propulsion
Conl.uls 1979 Dal 1980 p 63 67 Jot pr imary d(wurnent
%so Na 1 12090 03 071
Avail NTIS HC A01 OAF A01 CSCL 211
HVdrt+n+sochanw'al ctxntrul tochnoh gv s.mpty cannot compete
against the porfrnmance honohts ohe.od IoV elochnnx-s futuir,
m.htsry aucrah proputsunl 101111101 syt,hams will ties full aulho-11V
,hgnal olst-tiorxc n1w,op:na osso , base ►vatema Anhcipahng the
411v whon mcroprocosstu lochnologV well po,mt the integralo,.
And management of aircraft night control file Control and
prop-Ismn control tratwms the Au lore! Aero Protoulsinn
Laboratory in devalupur+g , ontiol loge- algorithms tot a tool lime
adapl,ve conlit+l end diagnostic ndorn+also n svatem	 A R H
NS1 12097 e 0 Roon,g M htary Airplane Develol .... ont Sesttir
Wash
SHOULD WE ATTEMPT GLOBAL (INLET ENGINE AIR
FRAME) CONTROL OESIGN7
Christopher M Csihn In NASA Lewis Asseaich Cattle,
Poopulsior. Controls 1979 Oct 1980 p 71 82 (For primary
document set NOI 1209C 03 071
Avail N11S HC AO7 , MF A01 CSCL 71F
Ill* foesihdnv of multivenshle dnsign of the onhro snplam,
control system is bti@AV odoltosood An murinr ,thatw stryr ..1 trial
duaclxin n to design+ a control tot an mlot engine augmental
roVidoni bV using mullrvanablo lochn.ques The supetsonrr' cruiso
'serge s, Ale inlet rosestch program is dest'nbett which well l,tovtde
an c>Mwrtunrly to dervNop mlegiste anti wind lintel lost a
cont" Mt a mixed comn,osson mlwt and veriablo cycle ongmo
The mlegratod propulsion airfran+r tnotiol pritgr•m is also
discussed whit to will introduce the p,oblonl of implomenting MVC
within a dult.Miletd procossrng evxinot s otchdecture requiting
real limo decomlx+silion of the global dosrgn unto nxieterdonl
modules in refptmse to hattfws.o tomnwnw'aGOn laihries M G
NOT 12004'e Over roll Pivotal Alhsn.. Ind+onalxMrs hail
ROAD MAP TO ADAPTIVE OPTIMAL CONTROL
Roho,t Bove, it, NASA	 Loots Research Conto, Propulsion
Conhols 1919 Oct 1980 it
	
67 (Foo primary doetumont
sees NO 1 12090 03 071
Avail NTIS HC A07iMF A01 CSCL 21F
A buldmg bltx'k coal rot struclu,0 loading toward •clopl.vo
optimal control too let /ngurort n dovelopod this sf+p,oach
sirnpl.hos the atndrhon of — fo•turea and allows tit, resew
chocknut of the conhol by provnlmg a baseline syslem hit
Companion Alm, .1 n pnned+lo to ohnn siv Certain tnslti , es that
do ,oil have pavotl by loony soloi'tivw ... the addition r.I now
buildu+g bltx' ►► In too 1,Mth1 It, the ti•alhn• systenn The —runtum
ink appnech spe, rh, Alll, ailtlreuoa Iho noo , t In, achve uMnldtca
Iton nl the plonl tit
	
tunhuilod .n tool hit! and tool tenor
,q,hmusiwe+ of tho ,ontnA to, the wlonW—t pla,l
	 M h
Nat 12100'0
	
Virginia Poltlwchn.t r ust and 5totw Linn,
Plot look u.g
ENGINE IDENTIFICATION FOR ADAPTIVE CONTROL
hottw,t G leonalyd and Eow- M A , na,r In NASA tow,• Rosoarch
Conle y
 P,ttpulson Controls 1919 Oct 1980 1+ 97 104 rots
(For pr,maty document see NO I 12090 03 07l
Ilira,+t Ns(', 31191
Avail NTIS HC A07/W.F ,A01 CSCL 211
An ationlpl to ol% iain a dynamo modol Inn a hertx,lan gas
luft o tong.no
 h„ the wrlxte, of a,faptivo umtiM •s arscrrbod
ihw toil.... omw ,l, for adaptive conhol uxfrt Alo that a dV^a'nw'
model should be w+onhhod from list* sampled dw,ng ong.no
opoutw+n Thy ,tynsr-, ,nodal identified was of the loom of
linear d,ftwnlnU..l equalons with time varvmg coo"o%eents A
tuitions ongi ne n however • highly nonlinear system so the
wfonl.f.ed n ,txfol would he valid only ovot a sin All area nee, the
ol,wrsting pond ihni otl.wung frhluenl updsbng of the i oolh. ends
lit IN. motN+l Ihotwlorw l is notesso" Thal the uitrnhhw. use
only (Kent nIonnition to ledun.. rls tun, hun Thw Opm,foor
sele'lad mnunutotd rho ►quato ail the wqualror, •Hors 11rx,wn
I oe, systems were used to tnst the cho,a, twuvh. s of the ,denthf.a
It we% found that the lsstfoomanco was dwlxr.xlwnl on the - 1 umb...
of data points used no the compulohons and ,ton the lime
interval nor whw-h the list• taints wo-e oblA,ned I"tolmionaiv
r esults sing an ongue deck lit. the quirt .lean %N,,thoul
osperunonlal eng.,w ud,,Pto that Iho ,donl.hwd model ptwale is
the onguie mutton well whole th* 1 8 y sullx-ent dynamo
onformstion that 1% ',ho,i the o iU —ir ,s in transient operslron
MG
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N81 12101'l7	 Purdue Umv, Lafayatte Ind	 School of
Mechanical Engineering
MULTIVARIABLE NYOUIST ARRAY METHOD WITH
APPLICATION TO TURBOFAN ENGINE CONTROL
Nary G Leininger hi NASA Lewis Research Center Propulsion
Controls 1919 Oct 1980 p 105 110 refs (For primar, document
see NEI 1 12090 03 07)
Avail NTIS HC A07!MF A01 CSCL 21E
Extensions to the multivanable Nyquist array (MNAI method
are used to design a feedback control system for the quiet
clean shorthaul experimental engine The results of this design
are compared with those obtained front the deployment of an
alternate control system design on a full scale nonlinear real
time digital simulation The results clearly demonstrate the
utility of the MNA syntheses procedures lot highlt nonlinear
sophisticated design applications 	 MG
N81 12102'0 Bendrx Corp Detroit Mich	 Energy Control
Div
MULTIVARIABLE SYNTHESIS WITH TRANSFER FUNC
TIONS
Joseph L Peczkowskr In NASA Levis Research Center
Propidsion Controls 1979 Oct 1980 p 111 127 refs (For
primary document see N81 12090 03 07)
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A transfer function design theory for multivanable control
synthesis is highlighted The use of unique transfer function
matrices and two simple basic relationships a swithesis equation
and a design equation are presented and illustrated This
multivanable trar.: fer function approach provides the designer
with a capability to specify directly des , ed dynamic relatro 'reps
between command variables and controlled or response variables
At the same time insight and influence over response simpirfica
irons and internal stability rs afforded by the method A general
comprehensive multivariable synthesis capability is indicated
including nonminrnum phase and unstable plants Gas turbine
Engine examples are used to illustrate the ideas and method
MG
N81 13057'0 Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group East Hartford
Conn Commercial Products Div
MODEL AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS FOR TWO
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE CCANNULAR EXHAUST
SYSTEMS AT SIMULATED TAKEOFF AND CRUISE
CONDITIONS Final Report
D P Nelson 17 Dec 1980 10 p refs
(Contract NAS3 200611
tNASA CR 159818
	
PWA 5550 37)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A04I MF A01 CSCL 21E
Wind tunnel tests were conducted to evaluate the amudynamic
performance of a coannuiar exhaust nozzle for a proposed
variable stream control supersonic propulsion system Tests were
conducted with two simulated configurations differing primarily
in the fan duct ikrwpaths a short flap mechanism tot fan stream
control with an isentropec contoured flow sputter and an iris
fan nozzle with a conical flow splitter Both designs feature a
translating ptunary plug and an auxiliary inlet elector Tests were
conducted at iskeoff and simulated cruise conditions Data
were acquired at Mach numbers of 0 0 36 0 9 and 2 0 for a
wide range of nozzle operating conditions At simulated supersonic
cruise both configurations demonstrated good performance
comparable to levels assumed in earlier advanced supersonic
propulsion studies However at subsonic cruise both configure
from exhibited performance that was 6 to 7 5 percent less than
the study assurnptions At take oM conditions the ens configuration
pefforn.ance approached the assumed levels while the short
flap design we% 4 to 6 percent less 	 Author
NS1-1881'# Teledyne Continental Motors, Mobile, Ala Aircraft
Products Div
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY SPARK-IGNITION AIRCRAFT
PISTON ENGINE DESIGN STUDY Final Report
Kenneth J Stuckas Nov 1980 127 p refs
(Contract NAS3-21272)
INASA-CR 165162) Avail NTIS MC A07/MF A01 CSCL
21G
The advanced technology. spark ignition, aircraft piston engine
design study was conducted to determine the improvements that
could be made by taking advantage of technology that could
reasonably be expected to be made available for an engine
intended for production by January 1 1990 Two engines were
proposed to account for levels of technology considered to be
moderate risk and high risk The moderate risk technology, engine
is a homogeneous charge engine operating on svgas and offers
a 40% improvement in traneportateon efficiency over present
designs The high Fait technology engine. with a stratified charge
combustion system using kerosene-based let fuel. projects a 65%
improvement in transportation efficiency Technology enablement
program plans are proposed heroin to set a timetable for the
successful integration of each item of required advanced
technology into the engine design 	 Auth
N81 15002'# Pratt and Whitney Annals East Hartford Conn
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE DIFFUSER COMBUSTOR
MODEL TECHNOLOGY
W 8 Gardner Jun 1980 62 p refs
(Contract NAS3 20646)
(NASA CR 16 9,157	 PWA 5594122)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A full scale full annular ditfuser/combustor model test rig
was tested to investigate how configurational changes affect
pressure loss and flow separation characteristics The rig was
characterized by five major modules inlet predrffuser strut.
simulated combustor and full combustor The predrffuser featured
a short curved wall dump design Performance goals included
(1) a separation free predrffuser flow held. (2) total pressure
loss limited to 3 0 percent in the predrffuser and shrouds and
13) an overall section pressure loss of 5 5 percent P sub 73 at
the design airflow distribution The results indicated that the
preddluser configurations operate well within the program goals
for pressure loss and demonstrate sepa r ation free operation over
a wide range of inlet conditions	 R C T
N81 15003'# Spectron Development Labs Inc Costa Mesa.
Calif
FUEL INJECTOR CHARACTERIZATION STUDIES Final
Report
Michael J Houser and Wd;.am D Bachalo Oct 1980 54 p
refs
(Contract NAS3 21288)
(NASA CR 165200	 SOL 80 2122 13F)
	
AveI	 NOS
HC AO4i MF A01 CSCL 211
The stomrzabon of several general aviation pistol , engine,
manifold port fuel in jectors was investigated The injectors were
installed in a test rig and ope r ated under simulated conditions
Laser interfetometric techniques were used to optically puobe
the spray droplet fields for droplet cite and t elocety at numerous
spatial locations throughout the held	 R C T
r
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N1111 15004 6 # General Electric Co Cincinnati Ohio	 Aircraft
Engine Group
A!RODYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS OF NASA J86 13
PLANAR PRESSURE PULSE GENERATOR INSTALLATION
K Chung W M Mosny and W G Steanken Nov 1980
168 p refs
(Contract NA53 21259)
(NASA CR 16514l	 R80AEG4291	 Avert
HC A08 MF A01 CSCL 21E
A digital computer simulation model for the J85 13/Planar
Pressure Pulse Generator tP3 GI test installation was developed
by modifying an existing General Electric compression system
model This modification included the incorporation of a novel
methc,d lot describing the unsteady blade Ifi force This approach
significantly enhanced the cap9bdity of the model to handle
unsteady flows In addition the frequency response Lharactensttcs
of the J85 131 P3G test installation were analyzed in support of
selecting instrumentation locations to avoid standing wave nodes
within the test apparatus and thus low signal levels The feasibility
Of employing explicit analytical expression for surge prediction
was also studied	 J M S
NS1 15005 "if General Electric Co Cincinnati Ohio	 Aircraft
Engine Group
TF34 ENGINE COMPRESSION SYSTEM COMPUTER
STUDY
W M Hosny and W G Steanken Jun 1979 93 p refs(Contract NA­
 20599)
INASA-CR 159889
	 R78AEG6121
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A05'MF A01 CSCL 21E
The stability of the tan and the compressor components
was e%ami ned individually using linearized and time dependent
one dimensional stability anal %is techniques The stability of
the fan core integrated compres, on system was investigated
using a two dimensional compression system model The
analyucdl equations on which this model was based satisfied
the mass a•isl momentum radial momentum and energy
conservation equations for flow through a finite control volurre
The r esells gave Bit simulation of the how through the
compression system The speed lines of the components were
reprMfuced the points of instability were arri ,
 otely predicted.
the icxatio ns where, the instability was indrdted in the fan and
the core were Indicated and the variation of the bypass ratio
during flow throttling wes calculated T he validity of the
analytical techniques was then established by competing these
r esults with test data and with results obtained from the steady
state c ycle deck	 J M S
N81 15006'M Pr att and Whitney Amcraft Group East Hartford
Coon	 Commercial Products Div
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF ADVANCED MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUTURF. AIRCRAFT TURB:NE
ENGINES Final Flagon
G F Stephens Aug 1980 49 p refs
(Contract NAS3 200721
(NASA CR 165225	 PWA 57551	 Avad	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21F
The materials technologies studied included thermal bartiLr
coatings for turbine airfoils turbine disks cases turbine vanes
and engine and nacelle cimposde materials The cost.'benelit of
asch technology was determined in terms of Relative Value defined
as change in ralu(n on investment times probability of ,access
divided by development Lost A r ecommended final ranking of
technologies was based primarily on consrderabon of Relative
Values with secondary conside r ation given to changes in other
economic parameters Technologies showing the most promising
cost; benefits were thermal ba r net coated temperature nacelle
engine system composites 	 T M
N81 15051 • N General Electric Co Cincinnati. Ohio
	 Auuah
Engine Group
CORE COMPRESSOR EXIT STAGE STUDY VOLUME 2
DATA AND PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR THE BASFLINE
CONFIGURATION
D C Wlsler Nov 1980 176 p refs
(Contract NAS3 20070)
(NASA CR 159498	 RBOAEG312 Vol 21	 Avail	 NITS
HC A09 /MF A01 CSCL 21E
The db(ective of the program is to de velop ieai stage bladury
designs that have lowe r
 losses in their anlwall boundary layer
regions The overall technical approar7i can this efficiency
improvement program utilized Gene r al tlectncs Inw Speed
Research Compressor as the punr,pal mvestiyalive tool Tests
were conducted in two ways using four identical stages of
bleding so that test data would be obtained in a true multistage
environment and using a single stage of blading so that comparison
with the multistage test tesults cuulu be made
	
T M
NS1 16067'N Avco Lycoming Div Stratford Conn
DESIGN ANC EVALUATION OF AN INTEGRATED QUIET
CLEAN GENE PI AL AVIATION TURSOFAN (OCOAT) ENGINE
AND AlRCRIFi PROPULSION SYSTEM Final Report, Dec.
1979 - Apr. 1 LW
Jon German Phi' •n Fogel, and Craig Wilson Apr 1980 226 p
refs
(Contract NAS3 205841
(NASA CR 165185 LYC 80 27) Avail	 NASA Industrial
Application Center CSCL 21E
The engine and nacelle system design was to demonstrate
the apphcabrlityr of large turbofan engine technology to small
turbofans suitable tot the general aviation market The design
was based on the LTS 101 engine family for the core engine
A high bypass fan design (BPR 9 4) was incorporated to provide
reduced fiiel consumption for the design mission All acoustic
and pollutant emissions goals were achieved A discussion of
the preliminary design of a business let suitable for the developed
propulsion system is also Included Large engine technology can
be successfully applied to small turbofans and notse or pollutant
levels need not be constraints for the design of future small
general aviation turbofan engines	 T M
N61-f7079* # General Electric Co Oncinnab Ohs	 Aircraft
Engine Group
TURBINE MODEUNG TECHNIQUE TO GENERATE OFF-
DEMON PERFORMANCE DATA FOR BOTH SINGLE AND
MULTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOW TURBINES Co mwilas ROP*M
Aug. 1979 - Iws. 1900
G L Converse Fab 1981 46 p refs
(Contract NAS3-21999)
(NASA-CR 165244	 R8IAEG219)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21E
This technique is applicable to larger axial flow turbines
which may or may not incorporate variable geometry in the first
stagy stator A user specified option will also permit the calculation
of design point coding flow levels and the corresponding change
in turbine efficiency The modeling technique was incorporated
into a time sharing computer program in order to facilitate its
use Because this -sport contains a description of the input output
data values of typical inputs and example caws it is suitable
as a user a manual	 T M
N81 17079* # Pratt and Whitney Aircraft G roup East Hartford
Conn
COMBUSTOR LINER DURABILITY ANALYSIS Final
Report
V Moreno Feb 1 981 84 p refs
(Contract NAS3 21836)
(NASA CR 165250	 PWA 5594 19)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC AOS/MF A01 CSCL 21F
AI. 10 month combustor liner durability analysis program
was inducted to evoluste r ^e use of advanced three dimensional
t- answnt (Nat transfer and nonlinear slres&-slrsin analyses for
27
modeling the cyclic therinomechanical response of a simulated
combusto r Itn*r specimen Cyclit life prediction technology for
creep/fatigue interaction is evaluated for a variety of state of-the
art tools for crack mnation and propagation The sensitivity of
the 	 models to a change in the operating conditions is
also assessed	 A R H
NS1 . 170E0* / Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group East Hartford,
Conn Commem-W Products Div
Jlw-19/17 HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE ROOT DIS-
CHARGED BLADE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Crawtsosesr Repeat M• 1579 - Ass. IWO
A S Janus 14 Feb 1981 60 p rate
(Contract NAS3-20630)
(NASA-CR 165220.	 PWA 6615 -138)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The JT90 two pressure turbine blade and /ant were modified
using a more slficisnt dads cooling system. improved airfoil
aerodynamics. more effective control of secondary Rows. and
improved !!fads top sealing Engine tasting was conducted to
determete the effect of thee* improvements on performance
The modified turbine package demonstrated significant thrust
spaci11 fuel consumption and exhaust gas temperature improve-
mento in a" level and shitude engine tests Inspection of the
improved blade end noel hardware after tasting revealed no unusual
wear or degradation	 R C T
N51 - 17051'/ Pratt and Whit ney Aimish Group. Ent Hartford
Conn Commercial Products Div
MODEL AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS FOR TWO
VARIABLE CYCLE ENOIRIE COANNULAR EXHAUST
SYSTEMS AT SIMULATED TAKEOFF AND CRUISE
CONDITIONS. COMPREHENSIVE DATA REPORT.
VOLUME 1: DEMON LAYOUTS
D P Nelson Jan 1981 40 p rob
(Contract NAS3 20061)
1NASA-CR-169819-Vol-1 PWA 5550 50-Vol 1) Aved NTIS
HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL 211
The design layouts and detailed design drawings of cwnnular
exha:ist nozzle modals for a supersonic propulsion system era
presented The layout drowvngs show the assembly of the
component parts for each conNuration A listing of the component
parts a also green	 M G
N51 . 17052* / Pratt and Whitney Aircrah Group East Hartford.
Conn Commercial Products Div
MODEL AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS FOR TWO
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE COANNULAR EXHAUST
SVSTEMS AT SIMULATED TAKEOFF AND CRUISE
CONDITIONS. COMPREHENSIVE DATA REPORT.
VOLUME 2: TABULATED AEROYNAMIC DATA BOOK 1
D P Nelson Jan 1981 400 p rats
(Contract NAS3-20061)
INASA-CR 169819 Vol-2-5k 1 PWA 5550,50 Vol 2 Bk 1)
AvW NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Tabulated data from wind tunnel tests conducted to evaluate
the aerodynamic performance of an advanced cwnnular exhaust
nozzle for a future supersonic propulsion system are presented
Teets were contluted with two twit configurations (1) a elan
Rep mechanism tot fan stream control with an isensroptc contoured
Row spliner and 12) an in* fan nozzle with a conical Row spltttei
Both designs feature a tranvzleti ng primary plug and an auxiliary
inlet elector Tests were conducted as takeoff and simulated
cruise conditions Data were acquired at Mach numbers of 0.
0 36 0 9 end 2 0 for a wide rang* of nozzle operating conditions
At simulated supertonic crutes both configurations demonstrated
good performance comparable to levels assumed in earlier
advanced supa^sonic propulsion studies Howevot at subsonic
cruse both configurations exhibited performance that was 6 to
7 6 percent less than the study atiumpitone At takeoff conditions.
the iris configuration performance approached the assumed laves
while the short fop design woo 4 to 6 percent less Data are
provided through toot run 25
	
M G
NS1- 17012* / Pratt and Whitn" Aircraft Group. East Hartford.
Conn Corinmettief Products Div
MODEL AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS FOR TWO
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE COANNULAR EXHAUST
SYSTEMS AT SIMULATED TAKEOFF AND CRUISE
CONDITIONS. COMPREHENSIVE DATA REPORT.
VOLUME !: TABULATED AEROOYNAMIC DATA BOOK 2
D P Nelson Jan 1941 448 p rota
ICoMract NAS3-20061)(NASA-CM-1594119•Vol-2 -Bk - 2. PWA-5550.60 - Val - 2.9k-21
Avant NTIS HC A1S/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Tabulated aerodynamic data from cwnnular nozzle parlor.
manor tests are grvi n for test runs 25 through 37 The data
include nozzle, thrust coefficient ferameten. nozzle discharge
coefRcients, and static pressure tap measure net
	
M G
FIS1 -1705+*/ Pran and Whitney Aircraft Group East Hartford
Conn Commercial Products Dry
MODEL AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS FOR TWO
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE COANNULAR EXHAUST
SYSTEMS AT SIMULATED TAKEOFF AND CRUISE
CONDITIONS. COMPREHENSIVE DATA REPORT.
VOLUME 2: TABULATED AERODYNAMIC DATA BOOK 2
D P Nelson Jan 1941 487 p rah
IConlroct NAS3.20061)
(NASA-CA 169419 Vol-2-Sk-3. PWA-6660-6-Vol-2-8► -3) Avail
NTIS HC A20/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Tabulated date from wind tunnel teats evaluating the
^orodynemrc performance of cwnnular exhaust nozzles are green
for
	 rune 37 through 65
	
M G
N81-17085 * /' Pro" and Whitney Aircraft Group East Hartford.
Conn Commercial Products Div
MODEL AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS FOR TWO
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE COANNULAR EXHAUST
SYSTEMS AT SIMULATED TAKEOFF AND CRUISE
CONDITIONS. COMPREHENSIVE DATA REPORT.
VOLUME 3: ORAPHICAL DATA BOOK 1
D P Nelson Jon 1941 411 p rob
(Contract NAS3 20061)
(NASA-CR 169819-Vol 3 S 1 PWA 6660 . 50-Vol-3 Bk-11
Avail NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A graphical presentation of the aerodynamic data acquirsd
dunng cwnnular nozzle performance wind tunnel tests is given
The graphical data consist of plots of nozzle gross thrust coefficient.
fen mule discharge coefficient and primary nozzle discharge
coefficient Normalized model component static pressure
distributions are presented as a function of pnmary total pressure,
fan total pressure and ambient static pressure for selected
operating conditions In addition the supersonic cruse conhgurs-
tion data include plots of nozzle efficsorxy and secondary-to-fen
total pressure pumping characteristics Supersonic and subsonic
cruise data era green	 M G
N41 . 170E8*/ Pratt 	 Whitney Aircraft Group East Hartford.
Conn Commercial Products Div
MODEL AERODYNAMIS TE5T RESULTS FOR TWO
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE COANNULAR EXHAUST
SYSTEMS AT SIMULATED 'T AKEOFF AND CRUISE
CONDITIONS. COMPREHENSIVE DATA REPORT.
VOLUME 3: GRAPHICAL DATA NOOK 2
D P Nelson Jan 1941 462 p
(Contract NAS3 200611
(NASA CR 159819 Vol 3 Bk 2. PWA 6650 50 Vol 3-8k-2)
Avail NTIS HC A21/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Graptucal date from wind tunnel tests of variable cycle engine
cwnnular exhaust nozzles are given Specifically aerodynamic
data tot takeoff condiltons are presented	 M O.
28
NS1 . 17087# General Electric Co. Cincinnati Ohio
	
Aircraft
Engne Group
SAMARIUM COBALT (SEECO) GENERATOR/ENOIIIIE
INTEGRATION STUDY Fltnl Report. A4W /977 - 0sop.
1979
Herbert F Dismal. Erb Richter, Charles F Tribal, Robert C
Webb, and Max Baumgardner Wright Patterson AFS. Ohio
AFWAL Apr 1940 3441 p refs
(Contract F33816 . 77-C-2018. AF Prol 3145)(AD-A092904. R79AEG123. AFWAL-TR-W2022) Avail
NTIS HC A15/MF A01 CSCL 21/5
This study consists of integrating a generator/sonar internally
on the origin@ rotor shah, providing both secondary electric power
and engine starting The integrated engine generator/starter
(IEG/SI has been snelyzed and conceptually , deeigred For three
power levels and three engine cet@gones The preliminary layouts
and supporting analysis of the rate earth, permanent magnet
machine indicate that the IEG/S concept r a technically Feasible
approach to secondary power extraction and engine starting
G RA
N81 17999 * M General Electric Co Cincinnati Ohio
VCE EARLY ACOUSTIC TEST RESULTS OF GENERAL
ELECTRIC4 HIGH-RADIUS RATIO COANNULAR PLUG
NOZZLE	 e71
Paul R Knott J F Breusch P K 8hutism R K Mslligi and
V L Doyle In NASA Langley Research Center Supersonic
Cruise Het 1979 Pt 1 Mar 1980 p 417 452 refs (For
primary document see N81 17981 09 01)
(Contracts NAS3 20582 NAS3 21608)
Avail NTIS HC A231MF A01 CSCL 20A
Results of variable cycle engine IVCE) early acoustic engine
and model scale tests are presented A summary of an extensive
series of far held acoustic advanced acoustic and exhaust plume
velocity measurements with a laser velocimeter of inverted velocity
and temperature profile high radius ratio coannular plug nozzles
on a YJ101 VCE static engine test vehicle are reviewed Select
model scale simulated flight acoustic measurements fo r an
unsuppressed and a mechanical suppressed coonnular plug nozzle
are also discussed The engine acoustic nozzle tests verity previous
model scale nose reduction measurements The engine measure
ments show 4 to 6 PNdE1 sh quadrant let noose reduction and
up to 7 PNd8 forward quadrant shock noose reduction relative
to a fully mixed conical nozzle at the some specific thrust and
mixed pressure ratio The influences of outer nozzle radius ratio
inner stream velocity ratio and area ratio are discussed Also
laser volocimeter measurements of mean velocity and turbulent
velocity of the YJ 101 engine are illustrated Select model scale
static and simulated flight acoustic measurements are shown
which corroborate that coannular suppression is maintained in
forward speed	 M G
111081 . 190E8 s 0 General Electric Co. Evendale Ohio 	 Aircraft
Engine Group
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE: FLIGHT PROPULSION
SYSTEM PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AND DESIGN Topical
Report. Jiin. • Pow 1978
R P Johnston R S Beeler R 0 Bobmger C L Broman R
D Grevitt H Hetneke P R Holloway J S Klem D 0 Nash.
and P Ortiz Jun 1980 276 p refs
(Contract NAS3 20643)
(NASA CR 159583
	 R79AEG6231	 Avail	 NTIS
HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The characteristics of an advanced flight propulsion system
IFPSI suitable for introduction in the late 1980 s to early 1990 s
was more fully defined It was determined that all goals for
efficiency environmental considerations and economics could be
met or exceeded with the possible exception of NO n emission
In evaluating the FPS all aspects were considered including
component design performance weight initial cost maintenance
cost engine system intagral,m lincluding nacelle) and aircraft
integration considerations The cu r ient FPS installed specific fuel
consumption was reduced 14 2% from that of the CF6 50C
reference engine When integrated into an advanced subsonic
study transport the FPS produced a fuel burn savings of 15 to
23% and a direct operating cost reduction of 5 to 12% depending
on the mission and study aircraft characteristics relative to the
reference engine
	
E D K
001- 19117 ►/ A1Resea(ch Mfg Co Phoenix. Ariz
GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE ENGINE (GATE) STUDY
FNuI Report
C F Baerst and D G Furst 6 Feb 1979 274 p refs
(Contract NAS3 20755)
(NASA CH- 169482. AiResearch 21 2997) 	 Avail	 NTIS
HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The fsesibitrty, of turbine engines for the smeller general
aviation aircraft was investigated and a technology program for
developing the necessary technology was identified Mapr results
nnckeded that definition of the 1981% general aviation market the
identification of turboprop and turboansh engines that meet the
requirements of the aircraft studies a berwfit analysis showing
the superiority of gas turbine engines fo r portions of the market
studied and detailed plans for the development of the recee nary
technology	 J M S
NS1 . 19118"1 Detroit Diesel Allison. Indianapolis. Ind
CERAMIC APPLICATIONS IN TURBINE ENGINES iemisn
mail Propreas Report. 1 Jul. 1979 - 3 Dec. 1979
Michael S Hudson Michael A Jonovicz and Franklin A Rockwood
May 1980 157 p refs
(Contracts DENS 17 EC 77 A 31-10401
(NASA-CR 15996b.	 EDR 101561	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Ceramic material characterization and testing of ceramic nozzle
vanes tudDins lip shrouds and regenerators disks at 36 C above
the baseline "none TIT end the design analysis fabrication and
development scirvi"s are described The design of ceramic
components for the next generation engine to be operated at
2070 F was completed Coupons simulating the critical 2070 F
rotor blade was hot spin tested for failure with sufficient margin
to quality trntered silicon nrnide and srntared silicon carbide
validating both tlw attachment design and finite element strength
Progress made in increasing strength minimizing variability and
developing nondastrucirtre evaluation techniques is reported
E A K
NS1 19119'/ AiResearch Mfg Co Phoenix, Ariz
GCOAT MIXER COMPOUND EXHAUST SYSTEM DESIGN
AND STATIC SIG MODEL TEST REPORT
W L Blackmors and C E Thompson 31 Oct 1978 336 p
refs
(Contract NAS3 20585)
(NASA CR 135386	 AiResearch 21 28611	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A15/MF A01 CSCL 211
A mixer exhaust system was designed to meet the proposed
performance and exhaust let none goals for the AiResearch
OCGAT engine Some 0 35 scale models of the various nozzles
were fabricated and aerodynamically and acoustically tested
Preliminary optimization engine Cycle matching model test data
end analysis are presented A final mixer exhaust system is
selected for optimum performance for the overall night regime
A R.H
N91 . 191""1 Avco Lycoming Div Stratford Conn
DESIGN OF AN EXHAUST MIXER NOZZLE FOR THE
AVCO LYCOMING QUIET CLEAN GENERAL AVIATION
TURBOFAN IGCOAT)
John F Hurley Leonard Anson and Craig Wilson Aug 1978
46 p refs
(Contract NAS3 205941
(NASA-CR 159426
	 LYC-78 36)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21E
This report describes the design configuration and method
used to design the forced engine exhaust to bypass air mixing
29
system for Lycoming to OCGAT engine This mixer is an integral
part the total engine and nacelle system and was configured
to reduce the propulsion system noise and fuel consumption
levels	 Author
N61 . 20076e/ Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. West Palm Beach,
Fie Gowmment Products Div
EXTENDED FREQUENCY TURSOFAN MODEL Final
Report
J R Meson, J W Perk. and R F. Joak l 15 Dec 1960
104 p refs
IContriect NAS3-21607)
(NASA-CR•168261; 	 FR-13963)
	
Avail:	 NTIS
HC AO6/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The fen model was developed usin g two dimensional modeling
techniques to add dynamic radia l coupling between the core
stream and the bypass stream ,A the fan When incorporated
into a complete TF-30 engiry, simulation. the fen model greatfy
improved compression system frequency response to planar inlet
pressure disturbances up to 100 Hz The improved simulation
also matched engine stability limits at 16 Hz. whereas the one
dimensional fan model r4K oared twice the inlet pressure amplitude
to stall the simulation W th verification of the two dimensional
fan model. this program 'ormulated a high frequency F-100131
engine simulation using row by row compression system
characteristics In addition to the F-10013) remote splitter fan,
the program modified the model fan characteristics to simulate
a proximate sphtter varsion of the F-10(N3) engine 	 TM
1161 . 22061'/ General Electric C-,, Cincinnati. Ohio
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE FLIGHT PROPULSION
SYSTEM: AIRCRAFT/ENGINE INTEGRATION EVALUA-
TION Etiaase Report. Jon. 197E - Nan. 167E
R. F Pen Jun 1980 328 p refs(Contract NAS3-20643)
(NASA -CR-169664. 	 R79AEG274)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Rasutts of aircraft/engine integration studies conducted on
an advanced flight propulsion system are reported Economic
evoluetiors of the preliminary design are included and indicate
that program goMs will be trial Installed afc. DOC. noose arcs
emissions were evaluated Aircraft installation considerations and
growth were reviewed	 J M S
0061-22062'/ General Electric Co, Lynn. Mau
QUIET CLEAN GENERAL AViAT1ON TURSOFAN (QCGAT)
TECHNOLOGY STUDY, VOLUME 1 FYsM Report
Dec 1975 193 p refs(Contract NAS3-19429)
(NASA CR-164222.	 R75AECO26-Vd•'1	 Avail.	 NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The preliminary design of an 9.9ione which satrefies the
requirements of a quiet, clean, general o-ootoon turbofan (OCGAT)
engina is described Also an experimental program to demonstrate
pedwmance is suggested Tice T700 OCGAT engine preliminary
design indicates that it will radiate noise at the same level as
an aircraft without engine noise. hew exhaust emissions within
the EPA 1961 Standards, have lower fuel consumption than is
available in comparable size engines and have sufficient life for
five years between overhauls
	
M G
MI-22Me / General Electric Cc Evendale. Ohio
DEMON CONCEPTS FOR LOW-COST COMPOSITE TUR-
SOFAN ENGINE FRAME Flnel Report
S C Mitchell and L J Scoffer Oct 1980 70 p refs
(Contract NAS3-22160I
INASA CR 165217	 R8IAEG311)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A04/1101F A01 CSCL 21E
Design concepts for low cost. lightweight composite sisgona
from" were applied to the design requirements for the frame
of a commercial high bypass engine Four alternative composite
frame design concupts dentifled which consisted of generic typo
components and subcomponents that could be adapted to use
in different locations in the engine and the different engine sass
A variety of materials and manufacturing methods were projected
with a goal for the lowest number of parts at the lowest
possible cost After a preliminary evaluation of all four frame
concepts. two designs were Rejected for an extended dowgn
and evaluation which narrowed the find selection down to one
frame that was significantly lower in cost and slighty lighter
than the other frame An implementation plan for this lowest
cost frame is projected for future development and includes
prospects for reducing its weight with proposed unproven.
innovative fabrication techniques
	 Author
ABI .20767 • - A model for the analysis of poemixing-
prevaponzing fuel-aft mixing passages. 0. L. Anderson, L. M.
Chiappetta, and J. B. McVey (United Technologies Research Center,
East Hartford, Conn.(. American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 19th, St Lours, Mo., Jan
1215, '981, Paper 810305. 11 p. 16 refs Contract No. NAS3
21269.
A model for predicting the distribution of liquid fuel droplets
and fuel vapor in prem,xing prevaporizmg fuel air mixing passages
has been developed. The analysis involves successive application of
computer codes which calculate the two dimensional or axisymmet
r,c air flow field, calculate the three dimensional fuel droplet
trajectories and evaporation rates, and calculate the fuel vapor
diffusing through a moving air A description of the more
important features of the model and the results of a design study on
two premixing fuel air passages are presented.
	 (Author)
A81-29987 • rr Interactive multi-mode Wade impact analysis.
A. Alexander (Hercules, Inc , Allegany Ballistics Laboratory, Cum
berland, Md.). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Gas
Turbine Conference and Products Show, Houston, Tex., Mar 9 12,
1981, Paper 81-G7' 79 11 p Members, $2.00, nonmembers, 54 00
Contract No. NAS3 20091.
This paper describes the theoretical methodology used in
developing an analysis for the response of turbine engine fan blades
subjected to soh body (bud) impacts and the computer program that
was developed using this methodology as its basis This computer
program is an outgrowth of two programs that were previously
developed for the purpose of studying problems of a similar nature (a
three mode beam impact analysis and a multimode beam impact
analysis). The present program utilizes an improved missile model
that is interactively coupled with blade motion which is more
consistent with actual observations. It takes into account local
deformation at the impact area, blade camber effects, and the
spreading of the impacted missile mass on the blade surface In
addition, it accommodates plate type mode shapes. The analysis
capability in this computer program represents a significant improve
ment in the development of the methodology for evaluating
potential fan blade materials and designs with regard to foreign
object imp,rt resistance	 (Author)
A81-30093 • ; Effect of time-dependant flight loath on tur
bofan engine performance deterioration. B L. Lewis (Teledyne, Inc ,
Teledyne CAE, Toledo, Oho), A. Jay (United Technologies Corp.,
Commercial Products Div., East Hartford, Conn.), and E. G.
Stdkohch (NA : A, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Oho). Ameri-
can Society , Mechanical Engineers, Gas Turbine Conference and
Products Show, Houston, Tex , Mir. 9-12 1961, Paper 6VGT-203. 6
p . 8 refs. Members. $2.00. nonmerbers, 54.00. Contract No.
NAS3 0632
A i analytic evaluation of the dynamic effects of two flight load
cond: ,. ons of the JT9n ':! 1I propulsion system, is conducted.
Predicted performano ih.mges assocrat-4d with a once per flight
vertical gust and a typical revenue service r.ndmg are cs CUlAted. The
predicted dynamic load effects on thrust ss°odic fu-I consumption
are found to be negl r Ne. The results indicate that the quasi steady
state approach to fhgr t lo: ds modeling is adequate W nveshgate the
factors important to the deterioration process
	 LS.
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09 RESEARCH AND SUPPORT
FACILITIES (AIR)
Includes airports, hangars and runway$; auu
and overhaul facilities wind tunnels shock tube
and engine test blocks
For related information see also 14 Grouna
Systems and Facilities (Space)
A81 34158 •	 Description of the warm core turbine facility
and the warm annular cascade facility recently installed at NASA
Lewis Center. W J Whitney, R G Stahe, and T. P. Moffitt
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio). Society of
Auromodve Engineers. Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Los
Angeles, Calif, Oct 13 16, 1980. Paper 801122. 9 p.
The two new facilities have been installed and operated at their
design or rated conditions The important feature of both of these
facilities is that the ratio of turbine inlet temperature to coolant
temperature encountered in high temperature engines can be
duplicated at moderate turbine inlet temperature. Included in the
discussion are the limits of the facilities with regard to maximum
temperature, maximum pressure, maximum mass flow rate, turbine
size, and dynamometer torque-speed characteristics. 	 (Author)
2 ASTRONAUTICS (GENERAL)
Forextratecreslnal exploration see 91 lunar end
Planafary E.plorafnon
A81 20642 ' Requvertoanti and preliminary concept of a
Zero Gravity Combustion Facility for Spaeelab. R I DeWitt
(NASA. Lewis Re%emch Center Cleveland. Ohml American institute
of Aeronautics into Astrorrautws Aerospao, Sonenres Mretvey. 191h,
St l noes Mo Jan 12 15 1981. Paper 810165 6 p 17 refs
This paper dtKCrdoes Ihr preliminary concept. specifications. and
restuurments of a reusable Zero Gracaty Combustion Facility tot use
by experimenters aboard the Spacelab payload of the Svact,
Transportation System Orhitrr The prolxned facility allows a wide
variety of comhustron rsearch t-%Iwr,mrnts. Irttm rapid toounmq to
long trim smoldering, .n a row gravity environment Included is trw
philosophy behind the drsrgn the basic facility concept ^Tself and a
descripbon of the hardware vequr. ed to implement the concept
(Autho• I
AS  46059 '	 Overvnw study of combustion experiments in
a space laboratory, T H Cochran (NASA 1 ewer Re%e.uch Canter,
Sv%hens Cuncrph and Spate E xpenrooents Rr,uch, Cleveland, OH)
ht Combustion t • rolleFiments to a retrogravity laboratory. IA81-
46057 22 12) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astionaubcs, 1981, p 7 12.
A program of reduced gravity fluids rrsearch was mnl,ated in the
lair 1950% The primary motivations lot this program was a roved to
chaiactrrue the behavior of propellants in a space envoonment In
the conduction of rxpeliments, use was made of drop lowers
.Ireecra f t, avid ballistic rockets. There remained a core of problems
which could not be solved with the aid sal the employed approaclses
Proposal% tot Spacelah experiments weir, therefore, submitted A
committee came To the overall conelustot That there was a broad
rings,
 of combustion experimentation that should be conducted m
spare AT. examination it the analytical models which exist too
numerous combustion phenomena reveals that these, are 'veto G'
the-ortr% Experimentation to space will permit these theories to he
Tested and establish a firm basis upon which rn build an understand.
rng tit more complicated combustion processes. Realistic tit space fire
safety criteria ate needed to eliminate the risk of major fire hafards
in space Such cnl pna can only he obtained thttxsgh longterm
reduced gravity experimenlatton.
	 G.R.
A81 46068 e r Combustion experimentation aboard this space
transportation system. R I DeWitt (NASA. Lewis Research Ceotet.
Sp ,sce Propulsion D.v., Cleveland. OH) In Combustion expecrments
to a rejuglavny latxaatory (A81 46057 22 12) New York, Amen
can Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 1981, to 245258
A description is presented of the prelrmutavy concept, specific&
trons . and general requirements of a proposed Combustion Facility
(CF1 for the Spacelab pavinad of the Space Transportation System.
The CF will permit in experimenter to tri p suitably con Unrrd liquid,
gas. or solid fuels He cars specdy and t•stablrsh The compwsttiun and
pressure level of the atmosphere iris which the combustton will take
Owe It will be possible to characterize the experiment with
common types of instrumentation as well as selected specialized
equipment, to study the combustion process casually Try direct
osbnervation and toy motion picture coverage, and to obtain time
histories of pertinent r%penmental paameters During an expert
mental period, the CF will depend on Spacelab resources Tor power,
heat rejection, and vac uum Activating the CF and preparing it tot
the Yatnxrs experiments, performing Ihr experiments, ar , J %hulling
Flown the l arildv will be largely manual operations perfoNmed Iry
flight personnel	 G R
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5 LAUNCH VEHICLES AND SPACE
VEHICLES
Includes boosters manned orbital laborato • res reusable
vehicles and space stations
NS1 13079' M National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Ueveland Ohio
ELECTRIC PROPULSION CHARACTERISTICS, APPLICA-
TIONS. AND STATUS
Joseph E Maloy Carl R Dulgeroff (Hughes Research Labs
Malibu Calif) and Hobert E Poeschel tHughos Research Labs
Malibu. Calif 1 1981	 14 1 - refs
N:,SA-TM 81630 E 6401 Avail NTIS HC AU2/MF A01 CSCL
20C
A comparative review of the principles of ion Ihfuste' and
chemical rocket ope r ations ,s presented The 30em mercury ion
thruster development and the specifications imposed on if by
the Solar Eleclnc propulsion System program are discussed The
30cm thruster operating range efficiencyr wear out lifetime and
interface requirements are described 	 T M
N81- 12136 r 0 Dayton Univ Ohio
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY S1-oELLITE AND COM-
MUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE USER EXPERI-
MENTS FOR 1967 1980 REFERENCE BOOK. VOLUME 1
Final Repo"
Nicolas A Engler uohn F Nash. and Jenny 0 Strange Aug.
1980 263 v 4 Vol
(Contracts NAS3 21370 NAS3 19699 NA53 20392)
(NASA CR 165169 Vol 1 UDR TR 80 99 Vol 1) Avail NTIS
HC Al2 r MF A01 CSCL 228
A description of each of the satellites is given and a brief
summary of each user experiment is prnenteo A Cross Index
of Jser Experiments sorts) by various parameters and a listing
of keywords ve(su3 Experiment Number are presented	 Author
N81 12136 * # Dayton Umv Ohio
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE AND COM-
MUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE USER EXPERI-
MENTS FOR 1967 1980 REFERENCE BOOK. VOLUME 2
Final Repo"
Nicholas A Engler zohn h Nash and Jenny D Strange Aug
1980 370 p refs 4 'Jol
lContracts NAS3 21370. NAS3 19699 NAS3 20392)
(NASA CR 165189 Vol 2 UDR 'R 80 100 Vol 21 Avail NTIS
HC A16/MF A.01 CSCL 22B
The experiments are grouped by type of service offered. for
example education he filth services and data transmission A
brC!w.q.aphy of reports uy accession number and by author are
alto presented A listing of keywords versus report number is
presented	 Author
N81 12137'a Dayton Unr y Ahro
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELUTE AND COM-
MUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE USER FX ►ERI-
MINTS FOR 101117 1960 REFERENCE BOOK. VOLUME 3:
USER FORM SURVEYS Final Report
Nicholas A Engler John I Nast, arid Jenny D Strange Aug
1960 340 p r efs 4 Vol
(Contracts NAS3 21370 NAS3 19699 NAS3 302921
(NASA CR 165169 Vol 3 UOR TR 80 101 Vol 3) Avail NTIS
HC A15 ME A01 CSCL 228
Questionnaires taceived from the satellite users are pre-
sented Questionnaires were sent to users in 1976 1977 and
1979 The form ♦ reflect user viewpoints of the systems Author
NB1 12139 * 0 Columbia On,v New y ors	 Dept of Electrical
I nginer,ing
NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES-
MULTIPLE ACCESS AND NETWORK STUDIES Final
Repo"
T E Stern. M Schwartz. H E Meadows H K Ahmar J G
God's I S Goi and K Matsmo Jul 1980 174 p refs
(Contract NAS5 25759)
(NASA CR 165145 ER 1) Avail NTIS HC AO8/MF A01 CSCL
228
Following au overview of issues involved in the choice of
promising system architectures for efficient communication with
mull:ple small inexpensive Earth stations serving helergenerws
user populations performance evaluation via analysis and
11 lotion lot six SS/TDMA (satellite -switched !time drvrsron
multiple access) system architectures is discussed These
,.onhgurations are chosen to exemplify the essential dternetrves
available in system design Although the performance evolusttor
analyses are of fairly general applicability whervever possiNv
they are considered in the context of NASA* 30/20 GHz
studies Packet switched systems n r@ considered, with the
assumption that only a part of trantponder capaat is devoted
to packets the integration of circuit and t•acket switched irs"ic
being reserved for further study Three types of station M cess
are distinguished fixed IFA) demand (DA). and random @cress
(RA) Srmdady. switching in the satellite can be assigned on a
fixed (FSI or demand ( OS' boo-, . or replaced by a buffered
store and forward system tSF) onboard the satellite Since not
all access/ switching combinations are practical. six systems are
analyzed in detail thiee FS SYSTEMS. FA/FS OA/ES. RA/FS
one DS system. DA/DS and two SF systems. FA/SF. DA/SF
Results aru presented primarily in terms of delay-throughput
characteristics	 J M.S.
NI /-21100* 0 Vought Corp Dallas Tex
STUDY OF THERMAL MANAGEMENT FOR SPACE
PLATFORM PPPLICATIONS
John A Oren Dec 1980 104 p refs Prepared in cooperation
with Hughes Aircraft Co Los Angeles, TRW Systems Redondo
Beach Calif Hamilton Standard Hertford Conn General
Dynamics/Astronautics San Diego Calif and Lockheed Missiles
and Space Co Sunnyvale Calif
(Contract NAS3-22270)
(NASA -CR-106238 Rept2 . 53020/0111-52678) Avail NTIS
HC AO/ /MF A01 CSCL 222
Tachmques for the msnagsmenl of the thermal energy of
large space platforms using many hundreds Of lul pwalts over a
10 year life open were evaluated Concepts for heal rejection
host transport within the vehicle and interfacing were analyzed
and compared The hest rejection system@ were parametrically
weight opbmiiad over conditions for heat pipe and pumped fluid
approaches Two approaches to achieve reliability weft) compared
for performance weight volume projected area reliability cost
and operational characte r istics Technology needs are assessed
and technology advancement recommendations are made E A K
NS1 27169*0 Systems Science and Sohwarr La Jolla Calif
ANALYSIS OF THE CHARGING OF THE SCATHA (PIB 21
SATELLITE Final Report Mar 1979 Oct 1980
P R Stannard l Kati M J Mandell J J Cassidy D E
Park& M Rotenbeig and P G Steen Dec 1980 249 p refs
Sponsored in coopersbon with AFGL
(Contract NAS3 21762)
(NASA CR 165348
	 SSS R 61 4798)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A11iMF AD1 CSCL 228
The charging of a large nbleet on polar Earth orbit was
investigated u, order to obtain a preliminary indication of the
response of the shuttle orbile , to such on environment Two
NASCAP (NASA Cha r ging Analyzer P,ogrsml models of SCATHA
(Satellite Chaig ig at High Alldudesl were used in simulations
of charging events The p r ope rties of the satellites constituent
materials we r e Compiled and , *presentations of the experimentally
observed plasma spectra were construcled Actual charging events
as well as those using test @nwtonments were simulated
Nume r ical models for the ummaoon of plrt,cle anuttets and
iletetrors were used to onalyre that ope r ation of those devices
onboa rd SCATHA The •"act of highly cha rged su r face ,egions
on the charging conductivity within a photosheath was used 10
m1@11i1e1 results from the onboard electric field experiment
Shadowing calculations wars carried out for the satellite and a
table of @"active illuminated a reas was compden	 I D H
6 SPACE TRANSPORTATION
Includes passenger and cargo mace transportation e g
shuttle operatiens and r exue tnchmques
For r elated information see also 03 Art Iransporrafron
and Soler( and 85 Urban lechriolopy and Iranspo,;auon
All-19936 1 a Modelling of environmentally Induced dis-
charges In grosynehronous satellites. N J Stevens (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) (IEEE, US Defense Nuclear
Agency ht Propulsion Laboratory. and DOE Annual Conference ore
Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects. 17th, Ithaca, N Y . July 15 18,
1980) IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS 27, Dec.
1980, p 1792 1796 29 nets
The NASCAP computer code is used to compute the charging
and discharging characteristics of a typical communications satellite
In geosynchronous orbit For the case of a severe suhstorm, satellite
surface differential charging in sunlight is found to be substantially
less than that required to produce discharges in ground simulation
studies. A discharge process is postulated involving discharges
triggered at edges (or imperfection) followed by discharges to space
The characten:bcs of such discharges are parametrically varied to
evaluate the possible effects on the satellite It has been found that
discharge chaucteristics interred from satellde monitors could be
caused by predicted space discharges. that single cell discharges to
space can reduce surface potential over entar satellite, and that
low density electron oalectory computations indicate that discharge
generated electrons may not return to the satellite by Icnq
tra jectories Current transients predicted do not agree with the
available ground simulation results indicating that additional work
must be done both analytically and experimentally to undristand
and fully explain these discrepancies.
	 (Author 1
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7 SPACECRAFT
COMMUNICATIONS, COMMAND
AND TRACKING
Includes telemet ry space communications netv%orks
astronavtgahon and r adio blackout
for r elated in In, ma bon see also fl1 4rrcralr Communrce
toms eno fyavrOmhon and +2 Cnmmunecafvnnv
N81 30172'N Nat.onal Ae r onouhcs and Space Administration
Lewis Hesearch Cent• • Cleveland Ohio
THE 30 20 OHs EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNICATIONS
{ATELLITE SYGTEM
Joseph N Srvo 1 981 tU p refs Proposed lot presentation
at 1981 Nal l Telecommun Cont New Orleans 29 Nov 3 Dec
1981 spon ►o , ed by IEEE
iNASA TM 62683 t 9661 Avail NTIS HC A02 Mf A01 CSCL
22A
NASA is continuing to pursue an agressrve satellite com
mumcalroni technology development program focused on The
30 20 GHr frequency band A tevlew of the p rogram progress
to date is p r esented Included is a discussion of the technology
P r ogram status as well as a description of The experimental
system concept undo , study Expected system performance
characteristics together with spacecraft and payload configuration
details including weight and power budget is presented Overall
program schedules of both the technology development and The
flight system development sit included	 Author
:35
18 SPACECRAFT DESIGN, TESTING
AND PERFORMANCE
includesspacecraft thee rshal and envuonmanlal control
and aftdude control
For life support systems see 54 Man/ System Technolopv
and life Support Fo r related inlo.mation see also OS
Aircraft Oesrgn Testing and Performance and 35 Structural
Mechanics
NOT 32187 * 0 Hatonal Aeronautics and Space Admrnistratiai
Li—ii HesearCh Center Cleveland Ohio
REVIEW Of BIASED SOLAR AARAAY PLASMA INTERAC
TIUN STUDIES
N Joh,i Stevens 1961 17 p rel y. Presented at ► rheentth
Intern Nec Propulsion Corti Las Vegas Nov 21 23 Apr 1981
sponsored by AIAA Japan Socialy for Aeronautical and Space
Sciences and DGLR
NASA IM 82b93 E 9731 Avad NIIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCI
21C
The Solar Electric Propulsion Svstem ISFPSI is proposed
for a variety of space rnissions Powe , for operating SFPS
obtained from large solar ortav wings capable ul gnneraling fair-
of kilowatts of power ?o minimiir r esistive losses in tire- sole
array bus lines the a ttav is designed to operate at voltages, ul.
to 400 volts Thrs use of high voltage can increase mleras lion
between the biased sola r cell interconnects and pla ►m• elrvupn
ments With th,ulitett ot,n r at rng the ►ystem giuund rs ma.rrlaine-i
,.t space plasma potential which esuoses lartle arras of tti•
arrays at the uperaling voltages This can mciease interactions
v ith twlh the natural and enhanced tharged particle environment.
AvedrWe data on intutat lions twlween biased solar atiev surfaces
acid plasma environments a r e summan rred The apparent
.lationship betwero colleetien phenomena and solar cell sue
ar.d effect of aoov sue on interaction% air discussro The impact
of thew interactions on SIPS performance is presented	 T M
A81 20400 ' Y Engineering manugarrwnt and innovation R
A Graham (NASA. Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio)
Mrrhan, ai Engineering vol 102 Oct 1980. p 26 28
Although improved manag e ment methods can enhance the
poi lormance of some enterprises. thev can lower that of research
organizations The prevalent use o f
 cost-effec t rvr tress criteria ar a
management tool overvalues identifiable short term accomplishment
at the expense of long term research efforts, which often serve as the
antecedents upon which a new. seemingly unrela ted technologv is
late( founded Medical instruments used in the treatment of
ernphysems, for example evolved from NASAspontored rrsrech
devoted to the measurement of the compositi ­
 of the atmospheres
of the planets 1 he best manager is the manager who creates an
onvironme:t that enables his research engineers to pursue ideas with
a minimum of interference Such on environment consists of broad
research obtec^tivas. adequate facilities, and proper technical support
Within a framework o4 p r udent trending, the manager's a.m is to
cultivate innovation.
	
R S
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I	 1 9 SPACECRAFT
'	 INSTRUMEN' `.TIONI For related information see also 06 Aircraft lnsfrumenC
from and 35 Instrumrrife -i^ ind Photography
N81 116$0'0 National Aeronautics and Space Admrnistrsteon
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohso
AN AUYOMATED PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPING HYBRID
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF TURBOFAN ENGINES
John R Sruch and Susan M Krosel 1900 19 p refs Proposed
for presentation at the 14th Ann Simulation Symp Tamps.
Fla 18 20 Mar 1981
(NASA TM 81605 E 598) Avail NTIS HC A02/Mf A01 CSCL
0418
A systematic. computer aided self documenting methodology
for developing hybrid computer simulations of turbofan engeses
rs presented The methodo logy makes usa of a host program
that can run on a large digital fr)mputef and a machine dependent
target thybodl program The host program performs all of the
calculations and date manipulations needed to transform
user supplied engine design information to a form suitable for
the hybrid computer The host program also items the self
comained engine model to match speciieed design point
information A test use is descnoed and comparisons betwwn
hybrid semulatioer and spec d-ed engine performance data are
pro"-tad
	
SF
001-1$119r / National Aeronautics and Space Admnrattation
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
SPACECRAFT TRANSMITTER RELIABILITY
1900 18 p refs Synopsis of Workshop hold in Cleveland,
25-26 Sep 1979. sportwod by NASA and An Force
(I.ASA C► 2159. E 682) Arad NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL
175
A workshop on specsicrah trensmitio- reliability was hold at
the NASA Lewis Research Canter on September 25 and 26,
1979 to discuss present knowledge and to plan future research
areas Since former papers were not submitted this synopsis
we$ derrved from audio tapes of the workshop The following
sublacts were covered users experience with specs transmitters.
cathodes power supplies and interfaces and specifications and
quality assurance A panel discussion ended the workshop T M
NBI . 171J7e / National Aeronautics ano Special Admirnis.rats311.
Lewis Research Center Clw"4nd. Ohio
IPMRdNMENTAL CHARGING EFFECTS MONITOR$ FOR
O?ERATIONAL SATELLITFO
Jo" C Sturman 1951 11 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 1981 Aerospace Ind / Test Maw Symp \ponseored by
the Instr Soc of Am Indanspdrs, 26-30 Apt 1941
(NASA TM -91669 E 6911 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 229
A set of three instruments wed developed that can provide
eeAy, detection of potentially dangerous geomagnetic substoem
cordrhors and monwir the speacreh response The sat consists
of three instruments A Surface Voltage Sensor that measures
the characteristic energy of collected aleczrone or ions from
. 100 to 20000 volts a logarth,mir current d notify saineof or
Nanioommseta r that measu r es Inca electron flux by measuring
Currents from 10 to the menus 9th power to 10 to the minus
5th power A and a Transient Events Counter that counts the
spurious pulses from electrostatic discharges that are Coupled
into the spacectah wiring harness An amplrluds threshold con
be set to count onty pulses that are large enough to cause
circuit nWfunction Porlormance crierectenstica specifications and
applKation of these instruments are dis[ • rMed Sets weight and
power requirements were mmemited The Surface Voltage Sensui
and Nanoommats r are packageo together in a box that to
101 by 11 3 by 95 r mi and woighs 092 fig The ifenernt
Evrits Counter r,sessures 101 by 11 3 by 54 cm and weighs
0 55 kg Both apersts hum a nomnar 26 V do input and reourre
a total of 3/ 4 wan far hoth Although designed for Right use
tires inollurneels are also suitabl e for IOW'story use	 T M
NB1 . 20172 % Notional Aerorwutrce and Specs Adminietrotbn
Lewis Research Canter. Cleveland. Ohio
DIA010OWnC •YMM D•NEYN PCA THE ION AUXILIARY
rRDIV:E,IDN BYST N 0APS1. PUGHT TOM OF TWO
S or.. MERCURY ION
E • Hurst and 0 2 Thom" IMuphss Aircraft Co am Anlpelee)
1 •• 1 33 p Presented at the 1 Sth Intern Elec Propulsion
Coif Lea Vegas Nov. 21 23 Ap • 1981. sponsored by A14A.
Japan Society for Aeronautical and Specs Sciericee and DOLR
(NASA-TM-$1702. E-727) Avnl NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21C
The mecharstcal thermal electrical desgn and the ground
teat results of four types of detectors are explained '`1e DSS is
designed to measure the thruster efflux rnotersel deposition and
S/C potential ,eleltvis to the local pleeme in the sticinsMV of two
6 cm mercury ion thrusters The DSS consists of two qua u
crystal mrcrobelento (OCM) detectors. one potential probe. new
solar call afrsys seven ion collectors and two electronic
packages	 TM
A61 38057 e , Enrtronrrnsntal charging eHe.ts nionnors for
operatt^nal satellites. J C Sturman (NASA, Lewis 5eteach Center,
Clrveland, CHI Instrument Society of Arrerlca, International
Aerospace Instrurrserrtarton Symposium, Indianapolis, /IV, Apr
26 30, 1981, Pper, 9 p 1 1 refs
A vet of threw instruments has Leen developed that can provide
early detection of putent,nlly dangrrrms geoma(lnrtic substorm
conditions, and monitor the spacecraft response The set consists of
three instruments III a 'surface voltage sensor' that measures the
characteristic erwrgv of collected electrons or inns from r 100 to
20,000 volts. 47) a 'nanoammrter' or Inflarethmec current density
sensor that measures local electron flux by measuring currents from
10 io the 9th to 10 t o the 5th A and (31 a 'transient events
saunter' that counts the sliuriuus pulses from electrostatic dnchargrs
that are coupled into the spacecraft wiring harness Perfurmance
dim Kierntics, sprcihcaliorn and ipplicitiof o f these instruments
are discussed	 (Author)
ASIA2207 • ;, Shuttle compatible cryogenic :quid storage
instrumentation/data needs W L Allen IThinkni Corp , Wasatch
Jot . Brigham City, LIT) A/AA. SAE. and ASME. Joint Propulsion
Coriferenrc IIth Colorado Spr;rigs, CO. JuIF 27 29, 1981. A/AA
Piper Of 1550 10 p 12 refs
Result of an assessment of a designer's data needs for solid
rocket motor instrumentation is described, along with the s:ate of
the art arse specialized instrumentation used to da re It is drier mired
that soled rocket motor data obtained during static testing Ares riot
always agree with flight test data, cid more ouannlstive data is
,necessary for motor design The must pions sing rsrw Night test
instrumentation, data lediniques for future flight programs we
presented microwave horns. 'rrasorocs, thetmov n,on, in situ
transersors, isotopes, and pared w. recovery of flight hardware It .s
noted that a development effort (mmow-m one to two years) and
adequate funding will be required to hsvr these concepts available
for the design of future solid rocket motors.
	 J F
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20 SPACECRAFT PROPULSION AND
POWER
Includes main propulsion systems and components e g
rocket engines and spacecraft auxiliary power sources
For r elated information see also 07 Aircraft Propulsion
18 Propellants and Fuels. and 44 Energy Producrron and
Conversion
N81-11219'/ NTPOnal Aeronautics and Specs Administration
Lewis Reese. h Center. Cleveland. Ohio
PERFORMANCE OF A MAGNETIC MULTIPOLE LINE-CUSP
ARGON ION 'kRUSTER
James S Sovev 1981 12 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 15th Intent Floc Propulsion Conf. . Las Vegas. Nov.
21 . 23 Apr 1981 cosponsored by the AIAA. the Japers :x
for Aeronautical and Space I cie ices. end Deutsche GessN chaff
Fuel Lutt- and Raumfa .
(NASA-TWI-81703.E 2 1 Avail NTIS HC A02 /MF A01 CSCL
71C
A 17 r:m diamstr! linr c -.i ion thruster was evaluated
with inert Vases whr-h ore carAAate propellants for on orbit
std orbit transfer propuis ran functions for Largo Spate Systems
A semiempencal relationship was generated to predict thruster
berm current in terms of plasma parameters which would allow
initial thruster optimization without ton extraction and the
associated large vacuum facilities The sensrtmty of performance
to changes in discharge electrode configurations and magnetic
circuit was evaluated and is presented After final optimization
n propellant utilization efficesncy of 0 9 at a discharge chamber
power expenditure of about 260 w per beam ampere was
obtained Th:se performance parameters are the highest yet
oc'.eeved with argon propellent 	 Author
N9t- 192200 / National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Res"r_h Caner Cleveland. Ohio
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF THE 1-CM MERCURY
ION THRUSTER
M A Mentenieks 1981 13 p refs Proposed for Presentation
at the 15th Intem Elec Propulsion Conf. . Las Vegas. Nov.
21-23 Apr 1981. ce,%ponsored by the AIAA. the Japan Soo
for A:rnnautical and Space Sciences. and Deutsche Gesselschaft
Fuer Luft- and Roumfahrt
(NASA-TM-81720. E-755) Avail NTIS HC A02/1 1.41' A01 CSCL
21C
A preliminary charectenzation of the per formance copabtlmes
of the 8-em thruster in order to initiate an evaluation of its
application to LSS propulsion requirements Is presented With
minor trnustar modifications. the thrust was Increased by about
a factor of four while the discharge voltage was reduced from
39 to 22 volts The thruster was operated over a range of
specific impulse of 1950 to 3040 seconds and a maximum
total efficiency of about 54 percent was attained Prelrmni -,
analysis of component lifetimes- as determined by temperature
and spectroscopic line intensity measurements. indicated
acceptable thruster lifetimes are anticipated at the high power
level operation	 T M
that soma materials do protect die matenat (H•13 at") and do
reduce thermal fatigue Otemondhks films haw many useful
ap0mations A series of expenments were conducted to define
and optimize new approaches to the manufacture of such films
A duel beam system using argon and methane goose was
developed to generate th me films
	
T M
AIS t -11222'M National Aeronautics and Spay Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
SENT 11 1990 EXTENDED FLIGHT THRUSTER EXPERI-
MENTS
W R Kerslake and L R. Ignoczak 1981 27 p refs Presented
at 15th Intern Elee Propulsion Conf. Las Vegas. Nevada.
21-23 Apr 1961. sponsored by Japan Society tor Aeronautical
and Space Sciences and PGLR
(NASA-TM-81685. E-695) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21C
The flight rssutts obtained from and 1 979 through December
1980 are presented Near continuous solar power to 1979 and
1980 tram enabled long periods of thruster endurance testing.
Three of four propellant tanks were exhausted with no significant
change in thruster system operation before being empty A new
plasma mode thrust was characterized and direct thrust
measurements obtained Other tests. including boom neutralization
by various neutralizer sources, give insight to electron conduction
ar:-ross plasmas in spa" and provide a besis to model neutraliza-
tion of thruster arrays.
	 E.DA
NS1-20173'IF National Aeronautics and Spa" Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
ANALYSIS OF COSTS OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE AND
SILICON SOLAR ARRAYS FOR SPACE POWER A ►►LICA-
I IONS
Kent S JeMerms Mar 1981 16 p refs
(NASA-TP-1811. E 536) Avail NTIS HC A02 /MF A01 CSCL
IOA
A parametric analysis was performed to compare the costs
of silicon and gallium arsenide arrays for Earth orbital missions
The missions included eloctnc power in low Earth orbit (LEO).
electric power In gsoeynchronous Earth orbit (GEO). and hewer
for electric propulsion of a LEO to GEO orbit transfer mission
Inputs to the analysis for all missions included launch and
purchase costs of the array For the orbit transfer mtesion, the
launch and purchase costs of the electric propulsion system were
added Radiation flux as a function of attitude and radiation
tolerance as a function of cell type were to determine
power degradation for sech mission Curves were generated that
show the sensitrinty of launch-enay cost and total mri aion cos:
to a variety of input parametere for each mission Thaw parameters
Included mission duration, cover gless th ckness, array specific
cost. array specific mass. and solar toll efficiency. Solar
concentration was considered and the oansitivitme of Cwt to
concentration ratio, c--...entrator coots, and concentrator mace
were also evaluated Resufts indicate that solar cell development
should give a high priority to reducing orray coats and that the
development of low cwt. lightweight. Molar concentrators should
be pursued	 Author
N91-19221'/ National Aeronautics and SpeCe Administraton
Lewis Research Canter. Cleveland Ohio
ION BEAM DEPOSITED PROTECTIVE FILMS
Michael J Mirtich 1961 16 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 15th Intern Elec Propulsion Conf. . Las Vegas. Nov ,
21 23 Apr 1981 sponsored try the AIAA. the Japan ioaetY
for Aeronautical and Space :sciences, and Deutsche Gesselschaft
Fuer Luft and Reumfohrt
(NASA TM-81722. E-759) Aver! NTIS HC A02/11AF A01 CSCL
21C
Singh or dual ion beam sources were Used to deposit then
films for different opplrcattOns Metal and metal oxide films wtra
evaluated as protective coatings for the motenals Film adherence
win measured and the most promising films were then tested
under environments similar to operating conditons It was shown
N11 .20179'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. 0ewland. Ohio
SOME EFFECTS OF THERMAL-CYCLE-INDUCED DEFOR-
!AATION IN ROCKET THRUST CHAMBERB
Ned P Hennum and Raymond G Price, Jr Apr 198; 24 p
refs
(NASA-TP -1634.
 E-553) Aved NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21H
The deformation process observed in the hot gas side wall
of rocket combustion chambers was investigaged for three different
liner materials Five thrust chambers wort cycled to failure by
using hydrogen and Oxygen a propellants at a chamber pressure
of 414 MN/cu m The defcr —
_ — was observed nondestruc-
tively at midlife points and dastrucirvely after failure occurred
The cyclic life results are prseentod with on accompanying
discussion about the problems of Irfe prediction associated with
38	 )
,Ak
the types of failures encountered in the present work Date
Indicating the deformation of the thrust chamber liner so cycles
are accumulavad are presented for eacn of the test thrust
chambers From these deformation data and observation of the
failure sites it a evident that modeling the failure process as
classic low cycle thermal fatigue is inadequate as a life prediction
method	 R.0 T.
N81 . 201771 N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland. Ohio
SIMPLIFIED POWER SUPPLIES FOR ION THRUSTERS
Robert P Gruber 1981 24 p refs Presented at the 15th
Intern Elec Propulsion Conf. Las Vegas. Nov. 21-23 Apr
1981
(NASA-TM-81725. E-785) Avail NTIS HC A02!MF A01 CSCL
21C
The initial development and demonstration of power supplies
with an order of magnitude reduction in parts count. leading to
increased reliability at lower weight while still maintaining thrust
system performance are discussed Two new self-regulating keeier
power supply circuits were developed and tested One supply
comprises 14 parts and uses an input voltage range of 18 to
38 volts. the otter operates from 200 to 400 volts end requires
22 components A technique for controlling Poster power to also
demonstrated	 T.M.
N81 . 2017r/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio
RECENT WORK ON AN RF ION THRUSTER
Richard O Lae and Shigeo Nakanishi 1981 12 p refs Presented
at the I5th Intern Elec Propulsion Conf . Las Vegas Nev .
21-23 Apr 1981, sponsored by AIAA. Japan Sr%aety for
Aeronautical and Space Sciences and OGLR
(NASA TM 81734, E 802) Avail NTIS HC AC2/MF A01 CSCL
21C
An experimental investigation ut an rl ion thruster using an
immersed coupler in an argton discharge is reported The conical
cod used to couple :1 power into the discharge, is placed inside
the discharge vassal The discharge was sell sustained by
100-150 MHz rf power at low environmental pressures The
ion extracts, was accomplished by conventional accelerated grid
optics from an unoptimizrrd 8 cm diameter ion thruster 	 TM
Is81-201 78/ / National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
EXTENDED OPERATING RANGE OF THE 30-cm ION
THRUSTER WITH SIMPLIFIED POWER PROCESSOR
REGUIREMENTS
V K Rawlm 1981 15 p refs Presented at the 15th
1981 cospoisored by the AIAA Japan Soc for Aeron and Space
So and DGLR
and Space Sci and Deut Gas fur Luh and Reumfohrt
INASA TM 81729 E 772) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21C
A two grid 30 cm diameter mercury ion thruster was operated
with only six powe , supplies over the baseline J series thruster
power throttle range with negligible impact on thruster parlor
mane An analysis of the functional miadel power processor
showed that the component mass and parts count could be
reduced considerably and the electrical efficiency increased slightly
by only replacing power supplies with relays The input power.
output thrust and specific impulse of the thruster were then
extended still using six supplier from 2880 watts. 0 13 newtons.
and 2980 seconds to 9130 watts 037 newtons and
3820 seconds respectively Increases in thrust and power density
e ,able reductions in the number of thrusters and power
processors required for most missions Preliminary assessments
of the impact of thruster operation at increaseJ thrust and power
density on the discharge characteristics pe.rwmance. and lifetime
of the thruster were also made	 E D K
N81-20180// National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cent ,., Cleveland. Ohio
FREE RADICAL PROPULSION CONCEPT
C E Hawkins and S Nakanishi 1981 25 p refs Presented
at 16th Intern Elec Propulsion Conf . Las Vegas Nevada.
21 23 Apr 1981. sponsored by AIM. Japan Society for
Aeronautical and Space Sciences and DGLR
(NASA-TM- 01770. E 8131 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL
21C
A free radical propulsion concept utilizing the recornomation
energy of citstiocat id low molecular weight gases to produce
thrust was examined The concept offered promise of a propulsion
system operating at a theoretical impulse. with hydrogen. as
high as 2200 seconds at high thrust to power ratio. thus filling
the gas existing between chemical and eleeSrostatic propulsion
capabilities Microwave energy used to disrociato a continuously
flowing pas was transferred to the propellant via three body
recombination for conversion to prope!ant kinetic energy Power
absorption by the microwave plasma discharge was in excess
of 90 percent over a broad range of pressures Gas temperatures
inferred from gas Jynsmic oqustsona showed i-iu0 highcr
temperatures from microwave hosting than from eler.',othermal
healing Spectroscopic analysis appeared to corroborai, the
inferred temperatures of one of the gases tested 	 R C i
N81 . 21121 0 N National Aafonsutcs and Space Administration
Lewis Hesearch Center. Cleveland, Ohio
CHARACTERISTICS OF 30-CENTIMETER MERCURY ION
THRUSTERS
Joseph E Meloy. Robert L Fwschel (Hughes Research Lab.
Malibu. Cabf ). and Carl R Cugeroff (Hughes Research Lab.
Malibu. Calif) 1981 24 p refs Presented at 15th Intern
Elec Propulsion Conf Las Vegas, Nevada 21 23 Apr 1981. 
sponsored by AIAA. Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space
Sciences and DGLR
INASA TM-81708. E 7351 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21C
The technology develop.nent of the 30 centimeter J series
mercury ion thruster for prime propulsion application in solar
electric propulsion systems is described Thruster dee r jn is
reviewed A standardized set of test and data recording procedures
formulated to allow for the characterization of the J series thruster
is described Characteristics measured ore the magnetic befits
characterization. the neutralizer characterization. perveance the
minimum eV/ion measurement. and the electrical and propellant
utilization efficiency measurements Test results are presented
J D H.
N91 .220Me / National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio
PARTICLE AND FIELD MEASUREMENTS ON TWO J-SER-
IES 20 CENTIMETER THRUSTERS
Wetter C Lathes 1981 27 p refs Presented at the 15th
Intern Propulsion Conf. Las Vegas. Nov. 21 . 23 Apr 1981.
Wonaond by AIAA. Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space
Sciences land DGLR
(NASA-TM-81741. E-794) Avail NTIS HC A03 /MF A01 CSCL
21H
Tests were performed to charactenze the particles and holds
asaooisted with two 30 cm mercury son thrusters operating
independently and simultaneously Flux rates and energies of
iorip and their distribution around the thrusters were determined
Faclity, effect ions were measured and their eflect on thruster
created flux measurements was assessed The flux rate and
distribution of sputtered metal atoms was determined and
compared with theory and previous measurements Mapping of
the potential fie" in the nasr sanity of the thrusters was
accomplished	 Author
39
40
NS1-26173'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research .canter Cleveland Ohio
DETERMINAT1 13N OF OPTIMUM SUNLIGHT CONCENTRA
TION LEVEL IN SPACE FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE SOLAR
CELLS
Henry B Ludis 1981 8 p refs Presented at the 15th
Photovoltaic Spec Conf Kissimmee Fla 12-15 May 1981
sponsored by the Inst of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(NASA TM-82843 F 898) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The solar call diode equation was used to calculate the
optimum values. or range of values of concentration ratios A
variety of temperature vs concentration assumptions were used
and cell area and series resistance were varied The coefficients
of the diffusion and recombination terms vary strongly with
temperature while the hgtt generated current is a weak function
of temperature and propcsrtlonal to concentration The study
indicates that the call • -mperature vs concentration ratio
assumption is critical It appears that concentration levels o1
approximately 100X are feasible in space 	 TM
N81-26174'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
:.awns Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SERI 2 THRUSTERS. STILL TICKING AFTER ELEVEN
YEARS
W R Kerslake 1981 23 p refs Presented at the 17th Joint
Propulsion Coot Colorado Springs Colo. 27-29 Jul 1981
sponsored by AIAA SAE and ASME
(NASA-TM-81774 E-835)Avail NTIS HC A02/MF AOt CSCL 21 C
The performance and durability of the ion thruster system
and components are discussed Interactions between the ion
!hwster and the space plasma-spacecraft interfaces were
The application of the results of testing the thruster
to designing future ion thrusters is emphasized 	 T M
NS1 . 30102* 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
A CASE HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Aug 1981 28 p refs
(NASA TM 82818, E 870) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21H
A sequence of events occurring over the last 25 years are
described that chronicle the evolution of ion-bombardment electric
propulsion technology Emphasis is placed on the latter phases
of this evolution where special efforts were made to pave the
way toward the use of this technology in operational space
flight systems These effort s consisted of a planned program to
focus the technology toward its end applications and an organized
process that was followed to transfer the technology from the
research technology NASA Cente r to the user -development NASA
Center and its industry team Major milestones in this evolution
which are described include the development of thruster
technology across a large sire range the successful completion
of two space electric rocket tests SERT I and SERT 11 development
of power processing technology for electric propulsion completion
of a program to make the technology ready for flight system
development and finally the technology transfer events Author
11 11181 . 31262, # National Aeronautics and Spoca Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF THREE MONITORING
INSTRUMENTS FOR SPACECRAFT CHARGING
John C Sturman Sep 1981 28 p refs
(NASA TP 1800 E 603) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
22B
A set of instruments which provide early detection of
potentiall y dangerous geomagnetic substorm conditions and
monitor the spacecraft response are discussed The set consists
of a sensor that measures the charac r enstic energy of collected
electrons or tons from • 100 to 20000 V a logarithmic
current dentify, sensor that measure i local electron flux and a
transien t events counte r that count, the spurious pulses from
electrostatic discharges that coup le into the spacecraft wrong
harness Design details and performance charrectensues o r the
three instruments are given Size weight and power requirements,
are minunizen
	
E A K
A81 27207 ' Radiation damage annealing mechanisms and
possible low temperature annealing in silicon solar calls. I Weinberg
and C. K. Swartz (NASA, Lewis Research Lenten, Cleveland, Ohin).
In Photovoltaic Specialists Conlerence, 14th, San Diego Calif..
January 7 . 10, 1980. Conference Record. (A81-27076 11-441 New
York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc . 1980, p
858862 9 refs.
Deep level transient spectroscop y and the Sho6 l ey-Read Hall
recombination theory are used to identify the defect responsible for
reverse annealing in 2 ohm-cm n+/p silicon solar cells. This defect,
with energy level at Ev + 0.30 eV, has been tentatively identdle,4 as a
boron-oxygen vacancy complex. It has been also determined oy
calculation that the removal of this defect could result in sigmficit it
annealing at temperatures as low as 200 C for 2 ohm-cm and lower
resistivity cells.	 V. L.
A81-29528 • rt SERT II 1980 extended flight thruster experi-
ments. W. R. Kerslake and L. R. Ignaczak (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio). AIAA, Japan Society for Aeronautical and
Space Sciences, and DGLR, International Electric Propulsion Confer
once, 15th, Las Vegas, Nev., Apr. 21 .23, 19181, AIAA Paper 81-0665.
18 p. 14 refs.
The SERT I I spacecraft, launched in 1970, has been maintained
in an operational, but intermittent status since 1971. This paper
presents the flight results obtained from mid 1979 through Decem
ber 1980. Near continuous solar power in 1979 and 1980 has
enabled long periods of thruster endurance testing. Three of four
propellant tanks have been exhausted with no significant change in
thruster system operation before being empty. A new plasma mode
thrust has been characterized and deect thrust measurements
obtained. Other tests, including beam neutralization by various
neutralizer sources, give insight to electron conduction across
plasmas in space and provide a basis to model neutralization of
thruster arrays.
	 (Author)
A81-29542 • -- Simplified power supplies for ton thrusters. R.
P. Gruber (NASA, Lew a Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). AIAA,
Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, and DGLR,
International Electric Propulsion Conference, 15th, Las Vegas, Nev .
Apr 2/ 23. 1981, AIAA Paper 81-0693 12 p. 22 refs
A program addl less complex and potentially lower cost
ion thruster systems has been started at the NASA Lewis Research
Center This paper discusses the initial development and demonstra
trop
 of power supplies with an order of magnitude rrouetion in parts
count, leading to increased reliability at lower weight, while still
maintaining thrust system performance Two new self-regulating
keeper power supply circuits were developed and tested. One supply
comprises 14 parts and uses an input voltage range of 18 to 36 volts.
the other operates from 200 to 400 volts and requires 22
components. A new technique for controlling heater bower rs also
demonstrated.
	 (Author 1
A81-32897 • r Extended operating range of the 30-cm ton
thruster with simplified power processor requirements. V. K. Rawlin
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). AIAA, Japan
Soctery for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, and DGLR, Inter-
national E/ecrric Propulsion Conference, 15rh, Las Vegas, Nev., Apr.
2123, 1981, AIAA Paper 310692. 13 p . 25 refs.
A 30-cmdiameter Hg ion thruster similar in design to the
J-series thruster was operated at fixed conditions with only five
power supplies and was throttled over the baseline power range with
six supplies. An dysis o f the functional model power processor
showed that the component mass and parts count would be reduced
by about 14 and 35% resPectuvely, and the electrical Mhctenrs
would be increased about 1.614 by replannq power supplies with
relays By introducing new circuit designs dditionai reductions in
the component mass and parts, as wel l a •. an incease in electrical
rfficrencv would br • expected. The impact on thruster prrformanex-
of reducing the number of p -
 wee supplies was to lowe^ the
propellant utd1zaUUn efficiency about 1 ON and raise the electrical
eNrceengc values from 0.2 to 1.3% over the throttle range.
	 L.S.
A81-329M e Is Free radical propulsion concept C E. Haw
kins and S. Nakanish- (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland.
Ohio). AIAA Japan Society for Aeronautical and Spice Sciences
and DGLR, International Elect r ic Propulsion Conference 15rh, Las
Vegas. Nev.. Apr 21 23 1981, AIAA Paper 8 f 0676 24 i
The concept of a free radical propulsion system, rulinnq the
recombination energy of dissociated low molecular weight gases to
produce thrust, is analyzed. The system, operating at a theoretical
impulse with hydrogro. as high as 2200 seconds at high thrust it,
power ratio, is hypothesized to bridge • the qdP between chemical and
electrostatic propulsion capabilities. A comparative methodology is
outlined by which characteristics of chemical and electric propulsion
for orbit raising mission can be investigated It is noted that tree
radicrls proposed in rockets previously met with difficulty and
complexity in terms of storage requirements. the present study
proposes to eliminate the storage requirements by usnnq electric
energy to achieve a continuous flow product of free radicals which
are recombined to produce a high velocity propellant Microwave
energy used to dissociate a continuously flowing gas is t r ansferred to
the propellant via thine body recombination for conversion to
propellant kinetic energy. Microwave plasma discharge was found q n
excess of 90 percent over a broad range of pressure in preliminary
experiments, and microwave heating compared to electrothetma
Iwabnq showed much higher temperatures sir gasdynamic equations
E.B
A8135625 • Recent work on an RF an thruster. R 0. Lee
,end S Nalsanishi (NASA, Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio)
AIAA, Japan Society for Aeronautical and Sp,* r Sciences any
DGLR, tnrernatconal Electric Propulsion Conference 15th, Las
Vegas Nev Apr 2123, 1981 A/AA Paper 81 0678 12 p. 17 refs
Preliminary results of an RF ion thruster usr-ng an immersed
coupler in an argon discharge are presented. Conventional ion
accelerator optics are used to extract an coo beam An account is
given of the operation o! an un-; umized thru-ter over a range of
input powers. propellant flow .ales, frequencies. and magnetic field
strengths. It is noted that lifetime and overall efficiency factors have
riot yet been extensively inve.ingaled. The results obtained establish
the feasibility of this apprcaeh and the potential for future
improvements. The conical coil employed to couple RF power into
the discharge is placed inside the discharge vessel The discharge is
witsustarned by 100150 MHz RF power at boa environmental
prPssurrs (app,oximately 000001 torrl. The eon extraction is
accomplished by mnvenbonal actv e lerator grid optics from an
unoptimrrrtl 8 cm diametri ion thruster 	 C R.
A81 37569 • v Characteristics of 30 centimeter mercury ion
thrusters. J E Maloy (NASA. Lewis Research Center. Cleveland
Olin I, R L Poeschel, and C R Dulgeroff (Hughes Research
Labir alorres, Malibu Car t 1 A/AA Japan Sorcery to, Awonaeirrral
and Space Srwtos and DGLM International Elrrtrn Pnspursion
ConfPrence 15th Las Vetoes Nev Apr 21 23 1981 AIAA Paper
81 0715 22 p 9 serfs
The technology development of the 30 cm J series mercury ion
thruster for prime propulsion application in solar electric propsultion
systems has been conducted) at NASA Lewis Research Center This
develop —rnt Included the tabrrration and lettinq of the 30 cm
thruster Tn' present J series thruster design n the result of an
intensive elh 0 fit real and potential design drf,ciennes
thal were d ncovered durinq o hal endurance structural. and
perfurmanrr tuts A standardized set u' test and data recording
proredure was formulated Io allow lot char acle,,181-on of the
J series thruster Their paper briefly reviews the design of the J series
thruster and presents a compilation of recent test results that define
f the Jwiiesthrustee char actrnstra
	
(Author)
A81 38068 ' a Ion beam applications research A 1981
summary of Lawn Research Center proerems. B A Banks INASA
Lewis Hesearrh Center, Cleveland, OH' AIAA, Japan Sozvety for
Aerun.rutrral arxl Space Sciences and DGLR, Intenwrtondi Electrct
Propulsion Conference. 15th. Las Vegas, NV, Apr 2122, 1961
AIAA Pepe, 81 0669 71 p 101 reh
In 1975 the NASA's Lewis Research Center initiated a technolo
qy specific sprnoll piogranito more broadly rtdrze benefits resulting
from ion theustri terhnoltxgv An Ian Hedn Applications Research
(19AR) program was organised to enable the development of new of
improved materials, producb, and processes through the nonpiopul
.evil aPPlrcallon of ion thruster technology Focused efforts to
identify, evaluate, develop and (sister dPphcatiuns to the user
ahmc.anity wet y conducted A summary of The NASA Lewis
Researctn Center's urhouse, gr3nl, anti contract projects involving
IBAR is given Specific JPphcJtion efturts ublinng ion leeam slluttel
etrhing, deposition, and texturing are discussed is well as ion source
and component technology applications 	 lAu:hor)
A81 33070 • Diagnostic system design for she Ion Auxiliary
Propulsion System tIAPSI Flight test of two 8 cm mercury on
thrusters. L B. Hurst (NASA. Lewis Research (:eater, Cleveland,
OHI and G. Z. lhomas (Hughes Aircraft Co., Los Angeles, CA)
AIAA, Japan Society for Aerurwut,cal and Spare Sciences and
DGLR lnternarronal Electric Prottrrzlsion Conference. 15th, Las
V--gas. NV Als:. 2123 1981, A/AA Paper 81 056t, 31 p.
The experiment If design of a Duagnuslic Subsystem (OSS) as
pail of air Auxiliary Propulsion System (IAPS) to be flown on
P80 1 sPacecrah III Mav 1983 is discussed The DSS is composed of
several detectors measuring thruster efflux, material deposition and
spacecraft potential relative to the local space plasma in the vicinity
of two 8 cm mercury ion thrusters The detectors consist of two
OCM unils measuring frequency in thr range of two to 65 KHz Nine
solJI cell arrays have the capalullly of mt• aewrngCurrent and voltage•
frons 0600 enA and 00.9 V Seven wn collectors cat, measun • ion
currents v%oh beds voltages o f 0, 25. 55 and 96 V The potential
Morse can measure current at 16 different commandible levels
varying from one- to 5 K microamperes within a voltage range of 25
to 175 V The analysis of the ground based data indicates that the
hsidware is qualified eon flight, with the detectors and electronic
units having passed all functional and environmental tests Block
diagrams are 4ive• n and the funcinahal parameters of Ile different
design configurations are• described	 E.8
A81 38071 ' Performance of a magnetic multipole line-cusp
ergoo on thruster. J S Sovey INASA Lewis Research Center,
ClevelJnd GHI AIAA Japan Srsriely for Aemrytirmal and Space
Sciences and DGLR International Ele, tree Propulsion Conference
15th, Las Vegas NV, Apr 21 23 1981, AIAA Paper 81-0745 10 p.
I1 refs.
The perturmence of a 17 cm di, meter line cusp eon iMuster,
usmq argu i and xenon proM •Ilants, is investigated Banc optunuation
of the thruster was accomplished without iori extraction and tests
were conducted with small vacuum facilities and power supp l ies. The
evaluation of the sensitivity of the performance to changes in
discharge electrode con f iguratiom and the magnetic circuit is
discussed Final optimrzaboo r esults show that an argon propellant
utilization r l ficrelxy of 09 at 260 W of discharge power per bream
ampere, was obtained with a thruster having 20 tows of magnets and
10 tubular anodes. The average ion tse-an, current densities were as
high as 13 mA sit 	 The results are considered to be the highest yet
rx'hirved with argon propellant.
	 E B
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A81 38072 ' Particle and field measurements on two J
serves 30dsntemeter thrusters. Vy C Latham (NASA. few,, Research
Center. Cleveiarul. OHI AIAA. J,tp.en Soe'rery for Arronarrrtca/ arid
Spray I "vices .111.1 DGL R, heterrsetuorral Electra Propulsion Conter
vex 15th. Las Veµes. NV. Ater. 2123, 1981, AIAA P.gier 81-0128
75 1 '3 refs
An experimental i veshgitrun under complete compute, conitol
of the ahai,ieteristes 111 particles and fields eminitiny from mercury
horns idinent ern thiuslero 0-senes. 30 crn diameter). operating
urdependenliv and snnullrneuusly, n discussed Results show that
The flux rata of sptitlen •d meld alums leaviny a single tli,uster has
I-n Her ten iontit and the data is in  agreement with lxevious test
results. The (lux lat e and energa•s of isos leaving single and
twothiusta conhytnalions have bran established for a variety of
Mann current levels and combinations involving the two thrusters,
and the data are sufficient to esialilnh upi.wi bound% Flrnatmy
lotentral nledsurenlrnts made in the near vicinity of the thrusters
indicate that the fields are weak, plus or minus a few vulb. The jests
may he siynncCant for Ire Sdda1 Electric Propulsion System (SEPSI
planners.
	
E 8
A81 40934 • - SEAT II thrusters Still ticking shot eleven
years. W R. Kerslake (NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
OH) AIAA. SAE and ASME Joint Propulston Conte retwe, 17th
Colorado Spron%is. CO. July 27 29 1981. AIAA Paper 81 1539 13 It
14 refs
The Space Electric Rocket Test II (SEAT 11) spacecraft was
launched in 1970 with a primary objective of demonstrating
long-term operation of a space electric thruster system. An overview
is presented of all the SEAT II testing conducted during the time
from 1970 to 1981 Thruster testing and interaction results me
considered taking into account ion beam thrustery, distant neutral
nation. and the plasma beans thrust In a discussion of durability
testing, attention is yrven to the main cathodes, the ne•utialimi
cathodes, the main keeper insulator, the H V yard msulahsrs, the
neutsaliter propellant tanks, and the main propellant tanks The
most important result of the study is related to the confidence
gained that mercury bombardment inn thruster systems can be Molt
arid operated in space on a routine basis with the same lifetime and
performance as measured in yrouro testing. 	 G. R,
A81 42198 ' a	 Propellant management for low thrust chemr
cal propulsion systems K M Hamlyn .
 R If (Martin
Marietta Artospace. Denver, CO), and J. C Aydelott (NASA . Lewis
Research Center Cleveland, 0141 AIAA, SAE, and ASME. Joint
Propulsion Conference, 17th, Colorado Springs, CO, Ady 2729,
1961, AIAA Paper 81 1453 9 p. 8 refs
Low Ihnmf chemical propulsion systems (LTPS) will be required
for orbital tn,osfe, of large span systems (LSSI The work reported
in this palter was conducted to determine the proprllant require
mrints, preferred propellant managemem technique, and Mopulsron
system sites for the LTPS Propellants were liquid oxygen I11,02)
combined With I,qu:d hvdrOgrn ILH21 liquid methane or lirrosene
Thrust levels of 100. 500, and 1000 Ihf were cnmh ned with 1, 4,
and 8 perigee burns for from low earth orbit to grosynchro-
nous earth orbit This matrix of systems was evil ,led with a
mulhlayer insulation (MLII or a spray on foam insulation Vehicle
trnq results indicate that a toroidal tank configuration is needed for
the LO2 1 LH2 system Multiple pengre burns and MLI allow far
wprtiM LSS psVlosd capability Propellant tettlinq, combined with a
single screen device, was found to be the hghteo and least complex
propellant mmnatlrment technique	 (Author)
N61.20174'/ Hughes Research Labe Malibu Calif
RETROFIT AND VERIFICATION TEST OF A 70-am ION
THRUSTER Final Rail . 9Dee. 1977 - 16 Jun. 1990
C R Oulgeroff and R L Poeschel Dec 1990 140 p
(Contract NAS3 21062)
IN/1SA-CR 166233) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL
21H
Twenty modifications were found to be necessary and were
approved by d"Ign review The" dealgn modiAations wen
lnoorporo"d In the thruster doourtssnte (drawings and procsdutes)
to define the J "rl" thruster Sixteen of the design revisions
were Implemented In a NO "rtes thruster by rstrpNt modification
A atandard4sid set of teat procedurse wee formulated. end the
retrofit J "ri" thruster design wife verified by teat Some df}fkulty
w" observed with the modification to the Ion optic• assembly,
but the overall affect of the design modification "tiefles the
design objectives The thruster w" tested over a wide range of
operating parameters to demonstrate Its capabilities.
	
T.M.
N61-211226 / Aerolet Liquid Rocket Co. Sacramento Calif
LOW-THRUST CHEMICAL ROCKET ENGINE STUDY Final
Contractor Report
J A Mellish Mar 1981 152 p refs
(Contract NAS3 21940)
(NASA CP 165276) Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL
21H
Engine data and information are presented to perform system
studies on cargo orbit transfer vehicles which would deliver large
space structures to geosynchronous equatorial Orbit Low thrust
engine performanct. weight and envelope parametric date were
established preliminary design information was generated and
technologtes for liquid rocket engines were identified Two major
engine design drivers were Considered in the study cooling and
engine cycle options Both film cooled and regeneratvely cooled
engines were evaluated The propellant combinations studied were
hydrogen/oxygen methane'oxygen and kerosene/oxyge n T M
NS1-21126'/ Rockeldyne Canoga Park. Calif
LOW-THRUST CHEMICAL ROCKET ENGINE STUDY Firsel
►rogues Report. Jul. 1976 - Nov. 1N0
J M Shoji Mar 1981 340 p refs
(Contract NAS3 21941)
(NASA CA165275
	
RI/RD80 237)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A15/MF A01 CSCL 21H
An analytical study evaluating thrust chamber cooling engine
cycles and preliminary engine design for low thrust chemical
rocket engines for orbit transfer vehicles is described Oxlgen/
hydrogen oxygen/ methane and oxygen; RP 1 engines with thrust
levels from 444 8 N to 13345 N and chamber pressures from
13 8 N /sq cm to 689 5 N/ sq cm were evaluated The physical
and thermodynamic properties of the propellant theoretical
performance data and transport properties are documented The
thrust chamber cooling limits for regenerative/ radiation and
film/radiation cooling are defined and parametric heat transfer
data presented A conceptual evaluation of a number of engine
cycles was performed and a 2224 1 N oxygen/ hydrogen engine
cycle confsguraton and a 2224 1 N oxygen/methane confiCtostion
chosen for preliminary engine design Updated parametric engine
dais engine design drawings and an assessment of technology
required are presented	 J,D.H
IN/-22079'/ International Applted Physics Inc Dayton Ohio
THE ELECTRIC RAIL GUN FOR SPACE PROPULSION Fined
Rapot 24 Jos. 1N0 - 20 Jan. 1N1
Devil P Bauer. John P Barber and C Julian Vshfberg Feb
1N1 160 p
(Contract NAS3-224751
(NASA CR 1453121 Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL
21H
An analytic feasibility,
 investigation of an electric propulasoes
concept for space applicatan to descrsbed In this concept.
42
a .^
clusslstatic thrust due to inertial reaction to repetilivafy accelerated
pallets by an electric isil gun is used to propel a spacecraft
The study encompasses the mal•w subsystems reouired to an
electric root gun propulsion system The me", performancw and
eonhgwatron of each sun- •-.ism nee described Based on an
analytic model of the syst .n made and performance. the electric
rail gun mission performance as a reusable orbital transfer vehicle
IOTVI is analyzed and compared to a 30 cm Ion thruster
system (BIMOO) and a chemical propulsion system (IUS) tot
payloads with masses of 1150 kg and 2300 kg For system
power levels in the range from 25 kWfel to 100 kW(el an
electric rail gun OTV is more attractive than a BIMOD system
for low Earth orbit to peosynchroraus orbit transfer durations in
the range from 20 to 120 days	 E O K
A81 18363 ' High performance cryogenic engines for orbit
transfer vehicles . L B Basshanh (Aerolet Liquid Rocket Co.,
Sao .nentu. Calit I International Astronaurocit Fetteration Interrw
tronaf Astronautical Congress, 31sr, Tokyo. Japan Sept 2228,
1980, Paper 80 F 253 25 p 8 sets Contracts No NASB 32999, No
NASB 33574. No NAS3 21940. No NAS3 219W
Evaluations of 02 H2 engine candidates In the 10K to 30K lb
thrust class tot Manned Orbit Transfer Vehicles IMOTV) and engine
candidates using 02 H2. 02 RP 1, arid 02 CH4 in the 100 to 3.000
lb thrust range tot Cargo Orbit Transfer Vehicles (COTV) air-
discussed Both space vehicles are par t of the larger SPS concept. It is
shown that the Advanced Expander C y cle 02 H2 engine for MOTV
meats further study and Invesugations COTV engine study has so
far indicated that conventionally cooled 02 H2 and 02 1 CH4 engine
candidates should be evaluates/ further. •.yhile advanced cootinq
schemes are required for 021RP 1 concepts With regard to MOTV, it
is concluded that while no existing system meets the requirements of
the Orbit Transfer Vehicles, the need for twin expander cycle engines
is established because a single engine cannot piov,de a tulerdhle
man safety profile With regard to COTV, it is stressed that advanced
cooling concepts must he considered of other propellant combing
uors die to become competitive with 02 H2 Multistage centrifugal
pumps are seen as the most promising concept. 	 C.R.
A81 19937 • The effect of solar array voltage patterns on
plasma power losses. M J Mdnde.11, I Katz. P G Steen. and G W
Schnuelle (Systems Science and Software. La Jolla, Calif ) IIEEE
U S Defense Nuclear Agency. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and DOE
Annual Conference on Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects, f 7rh
Ithaca, N Y , July 15 18, 1960 1 IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
Science, Vol. NS 27, Dec 1980, p 1797 1800 Contract No
NAS3 21762.
The use or high voltage solar arrays in space is discussed in
connection with the draining of array power by currents flowing
between exposed surfaces through the surrounding plasma The
possibility of reduong the power loss by arranging solar cell strvngs in
repeated small area modules to eliminate any large areas at high
potentials is investigated. It is found that the difference in power loss
between modular and linear patterned high voltage arrays is fairly
small Although the use of modular patterns can reduce the effective
mean potential by about 10%, for the type of configuration being
considered there is also a 10% increase in sheath area, leading to only
a few percent change in total power loss It is concluded that plasma
power loss should riot be a primary consideration in designing the
physical arrangement of high voltage arrays.	 C.R.
with both the hexagonal and hemispherical shaped thrusters. The
hemispherical thruster design yielded the best performance. ionizing
75 to 96 percent of the xenun propellant with a discharge energy
consumption rate of 185 to 320 eV/ion Argon operation of the
same thruster achieved 60 to 80 percent propellant ionization at 215
to 370 eV on	 (Author)
A81 29552 '	 Results of the Mission Profile Life Test first
test segment Thruster J1 E L James (Xerox Electro Optical
Systems, Pasadena. Calif 1 and R T Bechtel (NASA, Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala ). AIAA, Japan Society for Aeronau
—a/ and Space Sciences. and DGLR, International Electra- Propul
stun Conference. 15rh Las Vegas Nev , A pr 11 13 1981. AIAA
Paper 810716. 13 p. 8 refs. Contract No. NAS3 20399
A series of long term test segments of 30 cm diameter mercury
bombardmew thrusters is being conducted as the Mission Profile Life
Test The first 4000 hour segment has been completed with the J
series thruster, J1 Thruster and power processing units were
controlled by computer with sohware algorithms governing normal
functions of star tup, throttle, and shutdown its well as automatically
handling a vdnety of off normal conditions. Thruster operation
includes a discussion of the test chronology describing notable events
and their significance Posttest examination provides insight into
thruster lifetime Results are consistent with mission requirements of
15,000 hours at 2A	 (Author 1
A81-295,61 ' , Parasitic current losses due to solar electric
propulsion generated plasma. I Kati, D. E. Parks. M J. Mandell,
and G W Schnuelle (Systems, Science and Software. La Jolla.
Calif.1. AIAA, Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences
and DGLR, Internarrorral Electric Propulsion Conference. 15th, Las
Vegas Nev. Apr 2123. 1981, AIAA Paper 810740 7 p 9 refs,
Contract No. NAS321762
Solar electric propulsion is a leading candidate tot many
upcoming space missions Under many circumstances plasma pro
duced by charge exchange reactions within the ion beam dominates
the ambient environment near the spacecraft T)it calculations
presented here contain a predictive h , .ltodynamic model for the
charge exchange plasma expansion, and a fully three dimensional
model for the structure of the pl asma sheath around the solar array
wing. Results of calculations for several configurations and voltage
levels indicate that with kilovolt biases power losses of approximate
ly 10 percent or more are likely, even with only one engine in
operation, and that ameliorative measures should focus on the
inboard portion of the solar arrays 	 (Author)
A81 20625 • v Adapting magnatoelactrostatic containment to
insrt Sm thrusters. W D Ramsey and E L James (Xerox
Electro Optical Systems Pasadena, Calif 1, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronaurics Aerospace Sc/ersres Meeting, f9th. St
Louis, Mid Jon 11 15 1981, Paper 810140 6 p 6 re's Contract
No NAS3 21345
Two different types of 12 cm mapnetoelectrostatic containment
IMESCI ton thtusters have been adapted to argon n )non operation
Discharge chamber optimization produced excellent petfotmance
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23 CHEMISTRY AND MATERIALS
(GENERAL)
Includes biochemistry and organic chemistry
Net- 16123'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
NEW ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANES
Warren H Philipp. Charters E May and L)-Chen Hsu 1980
14 p refs Presented at Fall Meeting of Electrochem Soo.
Hollywood. Fla 5-10 Oct 1960
(NASA TM 81670. E 641) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
078
A tachnique for the preparation of ion exchange films
cot rposed of radiation crosslinked polyscrytic acrd and crosslinked
polyacrylate salts is presented Results suggest that radiolytic
crosslinkmg occurs at the alpha carbon on polyscrylic acrd via
hydrogen abstraction by hydrogen atoms produced by the redrolytic
decomposition of water Conditions of reaction media and radiation
dose are discussed for optimum crosshnking Practical use of
crosslinked polyscrylate ion exchange films for the removal of
metal cations from dilute solution was demonstrated on a
laboratory scale The wet strength of membranes comprising
various polyacrylate salts is correlated with water content of
the swelled membrane	 J M S
N91-I1129'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
ION SEAM APPLICATIONS RESEARCH. A SUMMARY OF
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER PROGRAMS
Bruce A Banks 1981 73 p refs Presented at 15th Intern
Elec Propulsion Conf Las Vegas. 21-23 Apr 1981 sponsored
by AAA Japan Soc for Aaron and Space Sci . and DGLR
(NASA-TM 81721. E-7581 Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
20H
A summary of the ton boom applications research (IBAR)
program organized to enable the development of materials.
products and processes through the nonpropulsive application
of ion thruster technology is given Specific application efforts
utilizing ion beam sputter etching deposition and texturing are
discussed as well as ion source and component technology
applications	 E D K
NS1-29160' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CROSS-LINKED POLYVINYL ALCOHOL AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME Pasant
Li-Chen Hsu, Dean W Sheibley and Warren H Philipp . inventors
Ito NASA) Issued 9 Jun 1981 4 p Filed 30 Apr 1980
I NASA-Case -LEW 13101 2 US-Peten14272470
US-Patent-App6SN-145271. US-Patent-Appl-SN-971473.
US Patent Class 264104 US-Patent Class 260-17 4UC
US-Patent Class -429 27 US Patent Class 42928
US Patent Class 428 139 US Patent Class-429 249.
US-Patent Class 429253 US Patent Class 525.56
US Patent Class 525 611 Avail U S Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 07C
A film 
-
forming polyvinyl alcohol polymer is mixed with a
polyaldehyde polysaccharide cross linking agent having at least
two monosaccharids units and a plu r ality of aldehyde groups
per molecule pr eferably an average of at least one aldehyde
group per monosaccharide units The cross linking agen t such
as a polydialdehvde starch is used in an amount of about 2 5 to
20% of the theoretical amount required to cross-link all of the
available hydroxyl groups of the polyvinyl alcohol ,)oiym*r
Reaction between the polymer and cross-linking agent is effected
in aqueous acidic solution to produce the cross linked polymer
The polymer product has l oyw electrical resistivity and other
properties rendering it suitable for making separato rs for
alkaline batteries
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
A81 29566' % Magnitoelectrostabc thruster physical geom
etry tens. W D Ramsey (Xerox Electro Optical Systems, Pasadena,
Calif 1. AIAA, Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences.
and DGLR, Imertfatioral Electric Propulsion Conference. 15th, Las
Vegas. Nev., Apr 2123, 1981, A/AA Paper 810753. 11 p Contract
No NAS3 21345
Inert gas tests are conducted with several magnetoelectrostatic
containment discharge dumber geometries. The configurations
tested :nclude three discharge chamber lengths, three boundary
magnet patterns; two different flux density magnet materials.
hemispherical and conical shaped thrusters having different surface
to- volume ratios: and two and three grid ion optics. Argon mass
utilizations of 60 to 79% are attained at 210 to 280 eV/ion in
different test conhquratiorn. Short hemi thruster configurations are
found to produce 70 to 92`b xenon mass utilization at 185 to 220
eV/ion.	 C. R.
A81 29567 ' „ Performance capabilities of the B-cm Mercury
ion thruster. M A Mantenieks INASA, Lewis Research Center.
Cleveland, Ohio) AIAA Jd;ran Society for Aeronautical and Space
Sciences, and DGLR. loremational Electric Propulsion Conference,
15th. Las Vegas Nev, Apr 21 23, 1981. AIAA Pa, er 81 0754. 9 P
11 refs.
The paper presents an initial characterization of the perfor
manse capabilities and constraints of the 8em Hq ion thruster
system with a view to evaluating its application to large space system
Propulsion requirements. With minor thruster modifications, the
thrust was increased by about a factor of four, while the discharge
voltage was reduced from 39 to 22 volts. The thruster was operated
over a range of specific impulse of 1950 to 3040 seconds, and a
maximum total efficiency of about 54% was attained at a discharge
voltage of 24 volts and thruster input power of 0.49 kW	 V L.
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24COMPOSITE MATERIALS
Includes laminates
NS1-12171 * # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
LAMINATES AND REINFORCED METALS
C C Chamis Oct 1980 47 p refs
(NASA TM 81591 E 570) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
11D
A selective review is presented of the state of the art of
metallic laminates and fiber reinforced metals called metallic matrix
laminates (MMLs) Design and analysis procedures that are used
for. and typical structural components that have been made from
Mli are emphasized Selected MMLs. constituent materials.
typical material properties and fabrication procedures are briefly
described, including hybrids and superhybrids Advantages,
disadvantages, and special considerations required during design,
analysis. and fabrication of MMLs are examined Tabular and
graphical data are included to illustrate key aspects of MMLs
Appropriate references are cited to provide a selective bibliography
of a rapidly expanding and very promising research and
development field	 J M S
N81 . 16132'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
PREDICTION OF COMPOSITE THERMAL BEHAVIOR MADE
SIMPLE
Chnstos C Chomis 1981 33 p refs Presented at the 36th
Ann Conf of the Soc of the Plastics Ind (SPI) Reinforced
Plastics/Composites Inst. Washington. DC. 16-20 Feb 1981
(NASA TM 81618. E-624) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
11D
A convenient procedure is described to determine the thermal
behavior Ilhermal expansion coefficients and thermal stresses)
of angleplied fiber composites using a pocket calculator The
procedure consists of equations and appropriate graphs for various
1 • or theta) ply combinations These graphs present reduced
stiffness and t h ermal expansion coefficients as functions of I+
or theta) in order to simplify and expedite the use of the
equations The procedure is applicable to all types of balanced.
symmetric fiber composites including interpty and mtraply, hybrids
The versatility and generality of the procedure is illustrated using
several stop by step numerical examples 	 Author
1451 . 17170' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
METHOD FOR ALLEVIATING THERMAL STRESS DAMAGE
IN LAMINATES Partaea
Charles A Hoffman John W Weston and Norman W Orth.
inventors (to NASA) Issued 8 Jul 1980 6 p Filed 6 Apr
1978 Supersedes N78 . 22163 (16 13. p 1675)
(N. SA Case-LEW-12493 1, US Patent -4.211,354
US Patent Appl-SN 893857 US Patent Clogs 228-118,
US Patent Class 228170 US Patent Class 228 174
US Patent Class 228 190 US Patent Class 156 292) Avad: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 1 10
A method is provided for alleviating the stress damage in
metallic matrix comp)sites. •,uch as laminated sheet or foil
Composites Discontinu-tin are pofutrvely, introduced into the
interface between the layom so as to reduce the thermal stress
produced by unequal expans on of the material- making up the
composite Although o numtsr of discrete elements could be
used to form one of the layers and thus carry out This purpose.
the discontinuities are prelerebly produced by simply drilling holes
in the metallic matrix layer or by forming grooves in a grid
ern in this layer
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
N81.17170# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter. Cleveland. Ohio
LOWER-CURING-TEMPERATURE PMR POLYIMIOES
T T Serafint. P Dalvigs. and R 0 Vsnnucci 1981 17 p
refs Presented at Thirty-Sixth Ann Conf of the Reinforced
Plestics/Composites Inert of the Soc of the Plastics Ind. Inc..
Washington. D C, 16-20 Feb 19111
(NASA-TM-81705. E-734) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL
11D
Studies were performed to achieve a lower-curing-temperature
PMR polyimide The use of m-smrioetyrene as the and-cap instead
of the monoalkyl aster of 5-normbornene-2.3 dicarboxylic acid
was investigated in typical PMR formulations Model compound
studies were al— performed Differential scanning Calonnietry
studies were performed on model compounds and neat resins
to establish then melting and curing characteristics The elevated
temperat,oe weight loss characteristics of neat resins and graphite
fiber composrtes were determined The room temperature and
short-cane 260 C (500 F) mechanical properties of the compoortes
were also determined The use of m-aminostyrene end-Cap
reduced the i-nal cure temperature of PMR resins by about 55 C
(100 F). but the composites prepared with these moins are bmned
to use temperatures of about 260 C (500 F(.	 Author
11 1181 . 21174'l National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
ION BEAM SPUTTER ETCHING OF ORTHOPEDIC IMPLANT-
ED ALLOY MP35N AND RESULTING EFFECTS ON
FA71OUE
Edwin G Wintucky. Mark Christopher. Eugene Bahnuik. and Simon
Wang Mar 1981 35 p refs Presented at 15th Intern Electric
Propulsion Conf, Las Vegas, 21 23 Apr 1981 sponsored by
AIAA. Japan Soc for Aeron and Space Sci and DGLR
(NASA TM 81747, E 782) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
11F
The effects of two types of argon ion sputter etched surface
structures on the tensile stress fatigue properties of orthopedic
implant alloy ►AP35N were investigated One surface structure
was a natural ,exture resulting from direct bombardment by 1 keV
argon ions The other structure was a pattern of square holes
milled into the surface by a 1 keV argon ion beam through a
Ni screen mask The etched surfaces were subjected to tensile
stress only in fabguw tests designed to simulate The cyclic load
conditions experienced by the stems of artificial hip joint implants
Both types of sputter etched surface structures were found to
reduce the fatigue strength below that of smooth surface
MP35N	 Author
N81 . 2514t'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
TUNGSTEN FIBER REINFORCED SUPERALLOYS: A
STATUS REVIEW
Donald W Petrasek and Robert A Signorelli 1981 70 p refs
Presented at the 5th Ann Conf on Composites and Advan
Carom Meter Merritt Island Fla 18-22 Jan 1981 sponsored
by the American Ceramic Society
(NASA TM-82590 E 837) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
11D
Improved performance of hest engines is largely dependent
upon maximum cycle temperatures Tungsten fiber reinforced
superalloys (TFRS) are the first of a family of high temperature
composites that offer the potential for significantly raising hot
component operating temperatures and thus leading to improved
heat engine performance This status review of TFRS research
emphasizes the promising property date developed to date the
si v tus of TFRS composite airfoil fabrication technology and the
areas requiring more attention to assure their applicability to
hot section components of aircraft gas turbine engines
	 Author
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NS1 . 261400 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
NONLINEAR LAMINATE ANALYSIS FOR METAL MATRIX
FIBER COMPOSITES
C C Chamis and J H Sinclair 1981 18 p refs Presented
at the 22d Structural Dyn and Mater Conf Atlanta 6 8 Apr
1981 sponsored by AIAA. ASME. American Society of Civil
Engineers and AHS
(NASA TM e2598 E 763) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11D
A nonlinear laminate analysis is described for predicting the
mechanical behavior (stress strain relationships) of anglepbed
laminates in which the matrix is strained nonlinesrly by both
the residual stress and the mechanical load and in which additional
nonlineantres are induced due to progressive fiber fractures and
ply relative rotations The nonlinear laminate analysis INLA) is
based on linear composite mecnanhcs and a piece wise linear
laminate analysis to handle the nonlinear responses Results
obtained by using this nonlinear analysis on boron fiber/aluminum
matrix angleplsed laminates agree well with experimental data
The results shown illustrate the , i situ ply stress-stfmn beho or
and synergistic strength enhancement 	 Author
N91-25160'ly National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Clevtland Ohio
OXIDATION-INDUCED CONTRACTION AND STRENGTH
ENING OF MORON FIBERS
James A DiCarlo and Timothy C Wagner 1981 35 p refs
Presented at the 5th Ann Conf on Composites and Advanced
Mater Merritt Island Fla. 18 22 Jon 1981 sponsored by the
American Ceramic Society
(NASA TM 82599. E-846) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF AO1 CSCL
11D
An investigation was conducted to measure and understand
the physical and mechanical effects that occur in boron fibers
during and &her thermal treatment in a controlled oxygen argon
gaseous mixture Of principal concern was the optimization of
this treatment as a secondary processing method for sr, iih-
cantly improving fiber tensile strength Strengthening was
accomplished by an oxidation induced axial contraction of the
fiber and a resulting axial compression of strength limiting flaws
within the fiber s tungsten bonde core Various physical observe
trons were used to develop mechanistic models for oxidation
contraction and flow formation Processing guidelines are
discussed tow possibly excejdrng the 5 5 GNj sq in strength limit
and also for achieving fiber strengthening during applicrtion of
boron containing diffusion barrier coatings 	 E D K
N61 26161'# National Aeroruuocs and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMPUTER CODE FOR INTRAPLY HYBRID COMPOSITE
DESIGN
C C Chamss and J H Sinclair 1981 15 r refs Presented
of the 5th Conf on Fibrous Composites in Struct Design New
Orleans 27 29 Jan 1981 sponsored by DOD and NASA
(NASA TM 82593. E-8411 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
I I D
A computer program is described for mtraply hybrid composite
design IINHYDI The program includes several composite
micromeschanics theories mtraplyr hybrid composite theories and
a hygrothermomechanrcal theory These theories provide INHYD
with considerable flexibility and capability which the user can
exercise through several available options Key features and
capabilities of INHYD are illustrated through selected samples
E D K
NMI 211111179"	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
METHOD FOR ALLEVIATING THERMAL STRESS DAMAGE
IN LAMINATES Patent
Charles A HoHmsn John W Weston and Norman W Orth
inventors Ito NASA) Issued 19 May 1981 5 p Filed 20 Feb
1980 Division of US Patent Appl SN 893857 filed 8 Apr
1979 US Patent 4 21 1 354
INASA Case LEW 12493 2 US Patent 4 267 953
US Patent Appl-SN 122987. US Patent 4.211.364,
US Patent Appl SN 893857. US Patent Class-228 118.
US Patent Class 226 1901 Avail 	 US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL IID
The method is for metallic matrix composites such as
laminated sheet or foil composites Non-intersecting discrete
discontinuities are positively introduced into the interface between
the layers so as to reduce the theinal stress produced by unequal
expansion of the materials making up the composite The
discontinuities are preferably produced by drilling holes in the
metallic matrix layer However a plurality of discrete elements
may be used between the layers to carry out this purpose
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
N81 27198'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ION SPUTTER TEXTURED GRAPHITE Patent Application
James S Sovey Ralph Forman Arthur N Curren and Edwin G
Wintucky inventors Ito NASA) Filed 15 May 1981 14 p
INASA Case LEW 12919 1 US Patent Appl SN 2643781 Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL 11D
A specially textured surface of pyrolythc graphite which
exhibits extremely low yields of seconda r y electrons and
reduced numbers of reflected primary electrons after impingement
of high energy primary electrons is described An son flux having
an energy between 500 eV and 1000 eV and a current density
between 10 mA/ad cm and 60 mA/sq cm produces surface
roughening or texturing wt ich is in the form of needles or
spires Such textured surfaces are especially useful as anode
collector plates in high efficiency electron tube devices 	 NASA
N81 . 32194'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Resea r ch Center Cleveland Ohio
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON GRAPHITE FIBER REIN-
FORCED PMR-15 POLYIMIDE
Tito T Seref nr and Morgan P Hanson 1980 23 p refs
Presented at Symp Composite for Extreme Env ion Bel Harbor
Fla 11 12 Nov 1980 Sponsored by Am Soc for Testir.4 and
Materials
,NASA TM 82625 E 8831 Avail NTIS HC A02j MF A01 CSCL
11D
Studies were conducted to establish the effects of thermo
ovdative and hydrnthermal exposure on the mechanical properties
of T300 graphs,-- fabric reinforced PMR 15 composite+ The effects
of hydrothermal exposure on the mechanical properties of HTS-2
continuous graphite fiber composites were also investigated The
thermo-oxidative stability characteristics of T300 fabric and 7300
fabric , , PMR 15 composites were determined Flexural strengths
of specsmens were determined The useful lifetime of T300
l abnc; PMR 15 composites in au at 316 C was found to be
about 100 hours Theuseful Idetrmes in au at 228 and 280 C
were determined to be 500 and 1000 hours respectively
Absorbed moisture was found to reduce the elevated temperature
properties of both the T300 fabricate and 4TS 2 continuous
fiber composites The moisture effect was found to be sever
srble	 Author
A81 29411 ' Nonlinear laminate analysis for metal matrix
fiber composites. C C Charon and J H Smclass (NASA, Lewis
Research Center. Structures and Mechanical Technologi es Div ,
Cleveland, Ohio). In Structures. SUuctural Dynamics and Materials
Cunfeience, 22nd, Atlanta, Ga. April 68. 1981, Technical Papers
Put 1 IA81 29377 12 391 New York, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1981, p 313 324 11 refs
(AIAA 8105791
A nonlinear laminate analysis is described for predicting the
mechanical Mehavioi (strew-strain relationships) of angle ply lams
nates on which the matrix its stiauxed nonlurearly, by bush the resmual
stress and the mechanical load and in which additional nonlmearities
are induced due to itogressive fiber fractures and ply relative
intahons The n-,dinar laminate analysis is based on linear
composite mechanics and a piece wise linear laminate analysis to
handle the nonlinear responses Results obtained by using this
46
nonlinew analysis on boron fiber/aluminum matrix angle ply lamb
hates agree will with experimental data The results shown illustrate
the in situ ply stress strait behavior and syneigu.rc strength
enhancement.
	 (Author)
A8143602 • Feasibility of Kevlar 49iPMR-15 polyimid• for
high temperature applications. M P Hanson (NASA, Lewis Hesedreh
Center, Cleveland, OH) In Materials 1980. Proceedings sat the
Twelfth National Technical Conference, Seattle, WA, October 7 9.
1980 tA81 43601 20 231 Arusa, CA, Societ y lot the Advancement
Of Material and Process Engineering, 1980. 1) 1 14 6 refs
Kevlar 49 aramid organic fiber reinforced PMR 15 polyimide
laminates were chaiacten[ed to determine the applicability of the
material to high temperature aerospace structures Kevlar 49i3501 6
epoxy laminates were fabrcated aril characterised for comparison
with the Kevlar 49,PMH 15 polyimide material Flexural strengths
and muduh and interlarmnar shear strengths were determined from
75 to 600 F fur the PMR 15 and from 75 to 450 F for the Kevlar
49 3501 6 epoxy material The study also included the effects of
hydruthermal arid elevated temperature exposures on the
flexural strengths and moduli and the inteilaminar shear strengths.
(Author)
AB1 43603 ' Properties of PMR polyimrde composites made
with improved high strength graphite fibers. R D Vannucrt (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, UH) In Materials 1980, Proceed
mqs of the Twelfth National Technical Conference, Seattle, WA,
October 7 9, 1980 (A81 43601 20 23) Azusa, CA, Society for the
Advancement of Material and Process Engineering, 1980, p . 15-30. 7
refs.
Recent graphite fiber developments have resulted to high
strength, intermediate modulus graphite fibers havinq improved
thermooxidattve resistance. These improved fibers, obtained from
various commercial supp l iers, were used to fabricate PMR 15 and
PMR 11 polyimtde composites Studies were performed to investi
gate the effects of the improved high strength graphite fibers on
composite properties after exposure to air at 600 F. The use of the
more oxidatively rnntant fibers did not result in improved per-
formance at 600 F Two of theimproved fibers were found to have
an adverse effect on the long term performance of PMR composites.
The influence of various factors such as fiber physical properties.
surface morphology and chemical r . -tp.1sitnon are also discussed
(Author 1
A81 43635 ' Influence of excess diamrne on properties of
PMR polyrmde resins and composites. F I Hurwitz INASA, Lewis
Research Cemer, Cleveland, OH) In Materials 1980. Proceedinys of
the T •yelfth National Technical Conference. Seattle. WA. October
7 9. 1980 IA81 43601 20 231 Arusa. CA, Society for the Advance
ment of Material and Process Engineering, 1980, p 517 530 6 tees.
This preliminary study explores the influence of 1 10 percent
molar excess MDA on the molecular weight distributici and
theological proprtt-n of an ^midizeo PMR system Molecular weight
distribution is characte r ized by gel permeation chromatography of
the imidized molding compound, shear viscosity is related to changes
in average molecular weight The thermo oxidative stability at 600 F
glass transition temperature, flexural arid rnterlammar shear proper
ties of PMR po)ytmtde iCrhun 6000 gtaphrte fiber composites air
compared as a function of the percent excess MVA in the monomer
reactant mixture 	 (Author)
AB 1- 4662 ' a Computes code for imri ply hybrid clemposne
design. C C Chamts and J H S­04,r INASA . Lewis Rewarch
Center Cleveland, OHI. US Department of Defense and NASA.
Lonfertincr on Fibrous Cnmposites in Structural Design, 5th, New
Orleans. LA, Jan. 2729, 1961, P.._— 13 p 9 refs.
A computer program has been develoW Ind is described herein
for intraplV hybrid composite design IINHYDI The program
includes several composite micromrchanics theories, intraply hybrid
composite theories and a hygrothermomechanical theory These
theories provide INHYD with considerable flexibility and capability
which the user can exercise through several available options Key
features and Capabilities of INHYC are illustrated through selected
samples-
	
tAuthoi )
AS1-44664 a 4 Oxidation-induced contraction and strengthen
Ing of boron fibers. J. A. DiCarlo and T. C. Wagner (NASA, Lewis
Hesearch Center, Cleveland, OH). American Ceramic Society. Annua/
Conference on Composites and Advanred Ceramic Materials, 5th,
Merntr Island, FL, Jan. 18 22, 1981, Paper 33 p. 16 refs
An investigation of the physical and mechanical effects of
thermal treatment to a controlled oxygen argon atmosphere on
Linton fibers is reported, with attention to the optimization of such
treatment a$ a secondary processing method for improvement of
fiber strength. The strengthening mechanism is commised of an
oxidation induced axial contraction of the fiber, accompanied by
axial compression of strength limiting flaws within the filer's
tungsten boride core. It was found that rhea an oxidation conirae
lion of 0 34, near 900 C. and a slight surface etch near 100 C, the
average tensile strength of 203 micron fibers increased from 500 to
800 list. Various physica l observations are used to develop mechan
isttc models of oxidation, contraction, aril the formation of new
flaws to the boron sheath at contractions greater than 0.3%.
	 O.0
A81 44665 ' r. Tunpten fiber reinforced superalloys • A
status review. D W. Pettasek ail H A. S gnorelli (NASA, Lewis
Hewarch Center, Cleveland, OH) Amertun Ceramic Society, Annual
Conference on Composites and Advanced Ceramic Marena/s, 5rh,
Merritt Island, FL, Jan. 18 22, 1981, Pipet. 68 p 58 refs.
After a review of refractory metal fiber r alloy matrix Composite
development, a discussion is presented of the fabrication techniques
used to production of tungsten fiber reinforced superalloys ITFFiSI,
their most significant properties, and their potential applications in
the hot section components of gas turbine engines. Emphasis is given
the development of airfoil fabrication technology, with a view to the
production of TFRS turbine blades, and attention is given the
firstgeneration TFRS material. a tungsten alloy fiberlFeCIAIY
composite currently under evaluation Detailed properties, design
aneria and cost data are presented for this material Among the
properties covered are suns rupture strentllh, high and low cycle
fatigue, thermal fatigue, impact strength, oxidation and corrosion
and thermal conductivity	 O.C.
N81 10112 * 0 TRW Inc Cleveland Ohio Materials Technology
Lab
TUNGSTEN WIRE REINFORCED SUPERALLOYS FOR
1093 C (2000 F) TURBINE SLADE APPLICATIONS Ftnal
Rephn
G I Friedman and J N Fleck Oct 1979 72 p refs
Cpntraci NAS3 200841
(NASA CR 1bd720
	 TRW ER 8135)	 Avail	 NT15
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 11D
Various combinations of fiber and matrix materials were
fabricated and evaluated for the purpose of selecting a specific
combination that exhibited the best overall properties for a turbine
blade application A total of seven matrix alloys including Hsstelloy
X Nimonic 80A Inconel 600 Inconel 625 IN 102 FoCiAIY
were investigated reinforced with either 218CS tungsten or
W HI C fibers Based on preliminary screening studies FeCIAIY.
Inconel 600 and Inconel 625 matrix composites systems were
sele( led for extended thermal cycle tests and for property
evaluations which included stress rupture impact and oxidation
resistance Of those investigated the feCrAlY matrix composite
system exhibnivd the best overall properties required for a turbine
blade application The W Hf C/FeCrA'Y system was selected
for further property evaluation Tensile _uength values of ip to
724 MPS 1105000 psi) were obtained for this material at
982 C and 607 MPS of 1093 C
	 Author
— l
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N81 12172'# Purdue Unlit Lalavette Ind	 School of
Aeronaut" and Astronautics
CONTACT LAW AND IMPACT RESPONSES OF LAMINATED
COMPOSITES Interim Report
L T Sun and 5 H Yony Feb 1980 112 v refs
(Grant' NsG 3185)
(NASA CA 159884	 CML 80 11	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A06 /MF A01 CSCL IID
Static idonlat,on tests were performed to determine the law
of contact between a steel ball and glass/epoxy , and graphite/
epoxy laminated composites For both composites the power
law with an index of 1 5 was found to he adequate for the
loading curve Substantial permanent deformations were noted
shot the unloadirig A high order beam finite element was used
to compute the dynamic contact force and response of the
laminated composite subjected to the impok.t of air sphere
This program can be used with either the classical Herman
contact law or the measured contact low A st .iple method is
introduced for estimating the contact force and contact duration
in elastic aapscts	 Author
N81 . 192290 / Fiber Motor". Inc. Biddeford. Mares.
FABRICATION OF ALUMINUM OXIDE FIBER f1E1NPf'IICIG
ALUMINUM MATRIX COMPOSITES Fit1M Repast
J E Hack and G C. Strempek Nov 1990 89 p refs
iContract NA53.211313)
INASA-CA- 166194) Avail Issuing Activity CSCL 11D
The mechanical fabrication of polycristalknis slurnints fiber
reinforced aluminum oompoertw wen accompholieW Wire preform
material was prepared by liquid metal in/ilaration of slumma fiber
bundles The wires were subsequently fabricated into bulk
compoette material by hot drawing Exterial" matchanicel. thermal
and chemical Mating was conducted an prNorm bulk malarial
to develop a procew and materials data babe In addition, a
preliminary in~i9obon of mechanical forming of bulk Aumnns
fiber reinforced aluminum Clompoarte material wee conducted
Author
1111811-19233" 0 Fiber Materials Lit: Biddeford Maine
FABRICATION DEVELOPMENT OF ALUMINA/ALUMINUM
COMPOSITES Firth Replan
G C Strompek and D E Kiser Nov 1980 41 p refs
IContrect NAS3 215441
INASA CA 1651951 Avail Issuing Activity CSCL 110
The mechanical fabtcation of polycrystalline alumina fiber
rernlorced A201 aluminum albs composite Mat and angle shapes
its described Wire preform material was prepared by liquid metal
infiltration of alumina fiber bundles The wits was made solo
test samples by hot pressing hot ismilatnc pressing and puhrusan
Sa.nples were examined for metallographic and mechanic quality
and hot pressing was selected for fabricating het and angle
shapes A series of processing mteretions was performed and
Al203 A201 hat and angle sections were produced for testing
JM5
FIS1 211300 # Du Pont de Nemours IE I I and Co Wilmington
0ef	 Texti le Fibers Dept
ULTRA HIGH MODULUS ORGANIC FIBER HYBRID
COfAPOS!TES
A R Champion 15 Mat 1981 103 p refs
lContract NAS3 218371
(NASA CA 165226
	
RSC 3897 8)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL IID
An experimental organic fiber designated fiber D was
characterised and its performance as a reinforcement lot
composites was investigated The fibs , has a modulus of 172 GPa
tensile strength of 3 14 GPa and density of 1 46 gm/cu cm
Unidirectional Fiber D i epoxv Iaminstes containing 50 percent
fibor by volume was evaluated in flexure shed , and compression
at room tamperstute and 121 C in both the as fabricated condition
and after humidity aging lot 14 days at 95 percent RH and
82 C A modulus of 94 1 GPa Cexu rs strength of 700 MPS
shin strength of 54 MPs and compressive strength of 232 MPa
were observed at room temperature The as fabricated composites
at elevated temperature and humidity aged material at room
temperature hod properties 1 to 20 percent below thew values
Combined humidity aging plus evaluated temperature testing
resulted in even lower mechanical properties Hybrid composite
laminate, of Fiber D with Fiber FP alumina o r Thornal
300 graphite fiber were also evaluated end significant increases
in modulus flexure, and compresave strengths were observed
E D.K.
A81 11336 ' CVDvrodueed boron iillsments. F. E Wawnen
(Virginia. University. Charlottesville. Va L H E De Bolt, and R D
Suplmskas (Avco Corp. Avso Spec-alty Materials Div, Lowell,
Mau ) (American Cafamxc Society. Amaral Conlererrsa on Compor
ices and Advanced Materials. 2nd and 3rd, Cocoa Beach, Fla , Jan
22 25, 1978 and Jan. 21-24, 1979) Ceramic Engineennr7 and $crevice
Plccefdmgs, vol 1, July Aug. 1880, p. 34E 355 11 rats. Contract
No NAS3 20577.
A technique for producing boron filaments with an average
tensile strength of 6.89 GPa has been developed which involves
longitudinal splitting of the filament and Clore (substrateI removal by
etching Splitting is accomplished by a pinch wheel device which
continuously splits filaments in lengths of 3.0 m by applying a force
to the side of the filament to create a crack which is then propagated
along the axis by a gentle sliding action. To facilitate the sphthnq, it
single 10 and tungsten sub trate is used instead of the usual 0 5 mil
substrate A solution of hot 30% hydrogen peroxide its used to
remove the core without attacking the boron An alternative
technique is to alter the residual stress by heavily etching the
filament. Average strengths in the 4.835.52 GPa range have been
obtained by etching an 8 mil filament to 4 and 	 V L
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25INORGANIC AND PPYSICAL
CHEMISTRY
Includes chemical analysis e g chromatography
combustion theory electrochemistry and photochem
st ry
For related information see also 77 Thermodynamics
and Statistical Physics
N81- 13108 s N National Aeronautics and apnce Adminisirstur
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
IMPO4OVEMENT AND SCALE-UP OF THE NASA REDOX
STORAGE SYSTEM
Margaret A Reid and Lawrerrce H Thaller 1980 ° p refs
Prevented al 15th Intersoz Energy Conversion Engineering Conl
Seattle, 18-21 Aug 1980
(Contract DE-A104-GOAL 12726)
(NASA-TM 81632 DOE/ NASA/ 12726-6. E 644) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL 10C
A preprototype 1 0 kW redo& system (2 kW peak) with 11
kWh storage capacity was burp and integrated with the
NASA/DOE photovoltaic test facility el NASA Lewis This full
function redo& system includes four sub ► tacks of 39 cells each
(1/3 cu ft active area) which are connected hyd,aulrcally in
parallel and electrically in series An open circuit voltage call
and a set of rebalance cells are used to continuously monitor
the system x.ate of charge and automatically maintain the anode
and cathode reactants electrochemically in balance Recant
membrane and electrode advances are summarized and the results
of multicell stack tests of 1 cu h are described
	
R C T
NS1- 13106'K National Aeronaut-^s and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cantor Cleveland. Ohio
ACCURACY OF TRACE ELEMENT DETERMINATIONS IN
ALTERNATE FUELS
Leslie A Greenbauer Song 28 May 1900 22 p refs Presented
at May Cool of the Soc of Appl Spectry of Cleveland and the
Am Chem Soc Anal Topics Group of Cleveland Ohio 28 May
1980
(NASA TM81609. E SW Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
07D
A review of the techniques used at Lewis Research Center
ILeRC) in trace metals analysis is presented urcludirry the Fasuia
of Atomic Absorption Spertiometry, and DC Arc Emission
Spectrometry of blank levels and recovery experiments for several
metals The design of an Intertaboratory Study conducted by
LeRC is presented Several factors were investigated including
laboratory . analytical technique fuel type concentration and
ashing additive Conclusions drawn from the statistical analysis
will help direct research efforts toward those areas most
responsible for the poor mterlabnratory analytical results Author
NSI . 171W# National Aeronaut" and Space Administration
Lawns Research Cantor Cleveland Ohoo
ACCEPTANCE TESTS AND MANUFACTURER RE.
LATIONSHIPS FOR 20 AMPHERE-HOUR SEALED NICKEL-
CADMIUM CELLS USING DISCHARGE PARAMETERS
Herald F Lssibecki Nov 1900 31 !) rob
(NASA TM-61619 E 625) Aved NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
10C
One Hundred and forty tax 20 ampote hour sealed nickel
cadmium tolls from into manufacturers were detected using
prohmmory,
 testa which do not require life lasting and do not
redizce the expected life of the calls Differences between indmodual
cattle were also defected using thew tests allowing a comparison
of v inaGArryr Of teal constwctotn by mist' between manufacturers
Author
N81 19246*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
LewisResearch Canter Cleveland Ohio
NEAT ► IeEB TO REDUCE ENGINE EXHAUST Ei.mISS10a18
Patient AMMaatlen
Donald F Schultz inventor Ito NASA) Filed 30 Jan 1980
17 p
(NASA Cose-LEW-12590-1 US Patent App1-SN 229693) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 218
A fuel combustor employing heat transfer devices for
improving ,ombuslion efficient/ and rediRing engine exhaust
emissions is described The fuel combustor consiats of an
elongated coming with an air inlet conduit portion at one end
An elongated hest pipe is mounted longitudinellyr in the casing
and is offset from and extends &longer($* an intermediate
combustion space The hew pipe is in hosting transmitting
relationship with the air intake conduit for hosting incoming Orr
A fuel conduit has a pontoon engaged in Mat transfer to
latonship Of the heat pipe for preheating the fuel The offset
positron of the heat pipe relative to the combustion space
minimizes the quenching effect of the hest pipe on the gaseous
products of combustion as well as reducing coking of the fuel
on the Treat pipe thereby Fmprnvnng the efficiency of the
combustor	 NASA
11 81 . 28188'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveand Ohio
SYNTHETIC BATTERY CYCLING
Lawrence H Thaller 1901 13 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 16th Iniersoc Energy Conversion Eng Conf Ahants.
9 . 14 Aug 1981 sponsored by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineering
(NASA TM-61767 F 820) Avail N TIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10C
The use of interactive computer graphics is suggested as
an aid in Penory s f atem development Mathematical represen.t&,
lions c' simplistic but fully reprasantatwe functions of many
electrochemical concepts of current practical interest will permit
battery level charge and discharge phenomena to be analyzed
in a qualitative manner pror to the assembly and testing of
actual hardware This technique is a usebd addition to the variety
of tools available to the battery,
 system designer as he bridges
the gap between interesting single cell life test data and reliable
energy storage subsystems
	 E D K
11181 26203 * # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewi, Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ZIRCONIUM CARBIDE AS AN ELECTROCATALYST FOR
THE CHROMOUS/CHROMIC REDOX COUPLE Patent
Application
Randall F Gohn. Margaret A Rood and Chiang Yuan Yang.
inventors Ito NASA) Filed 22 May 1981 17 p
(NASA Case LEW 13246 1 US Patent Appl SN 266255) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 07D
Zirconium carbide is used as a catalyst in a REDOX call for
the oxidation of chromous ions to chromic ions and for the
reduction of chromic tons to chromous ions The nrconium
carbide is coated on an inert electronically conductive electrode
which is present in the anode fluid of the cell	 NASA
N81 31309* # National Aeronautics and Space Administrot on
Lew is Research Cantor Cleveland Ohio
DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY CONSIDERATIONS FOR REDOX
CELLS AND $TitCPr.
Dab K Stalnaker and Arthur Liebe r man Sep 1981	 13 p
refs
(Contract DE A104 80AL 127261
(NASA TM 82672 DOE/NASA/12726 10 E 9541 Avail
NTIS HL A02 Mt A01 CSCL 108
Individual rodo n flow teas are ar r anged eiectncally in series
and hydraulically in parallel to form a single assembly called a
stack The hardware currently being tested in the laboratory has
on active electrode a rea of either 310 sq cm or 929 so cm
Four 310 sq cm sucks each consisting of 39 active cells were
49
incorporated into a 1 0 kW preprototype system The physical
design of the stack is very critical to the performance and
efficiency of the redon storage sytem This report will discuss
the mechanical aspects of the cell and stack design for the
current Redox hardware with regard to sooting the internally
as well as externally minimizing shunt cu r rents and minimizing
the elect-ical resistance of the stack
	 E D K
NS1 . 16176'/ Tenneeees Technological Unit . Cookeville Dept
of Engineering Science and Mechanics and Mechanical Engineer
ing
PERTURBATION SOLUTIONS OF COMBUSTION INSTABIL
ITY FROBLJEMs
A Googerdy, J Peddieson. Jr, and M Ventrice Oct 1979
66 p refs
(Grant NGR-43- 003-015)
(NASA-CA-159643) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
211
.\ method involving approximate model P^elysn using the
Golerkin method followed by an approximate solution of the
resulting modal-amphtude equations by the two-variable perturbs
trop method Imethod of multiple scales) is applied to two problems
of pressure sensitive nonlinear combustion instability in liquid fuel
socket motors One problem exhibit* self coupled instability while
the other exhibits mode-coupled instability In both cases it is
possible to carry out the entire linear stability analysis and
significant portions of the nonlinear stability analysis in closed
form In the problem of "If-coupled instability the nonlinear
stability boundary and approximate forme of the hmri-cycle
amplitudes and g owth and decay rates are determined in closed
fpm while the exact limit cycle amplitudes and growth and decay
rates are found numerically In the problem of mode coupled
instability the limit-cycle amplitudes are found in closed form
while the growth and ' decay rates are found numerically The
behavior of the solutions found by the perturbation method a•e
in agreement with solutions obtained using complex, numerical
methods	 Author
N61-16177"# Aerolet Liquid Rocket Co. Sacrrmento. Calif
HIGH-DENSITY FUEL COMBUSTION AND COOLING
INVESTIGATION Fin# Rpost. Oct. 1677 Aug. 1680
Rich J Labotz Don C Rouser, and Hairy W Valler Sep 1980
114 p refs
(Contract NAS3 21030)
INASA CR-1651771 Avail NTIS HC A06/M"r A01 CSCL
218
The analysis design. fabrication ind testing of several
engine configurations are discussed with respect to the comburtion
and hest transfer characteristics of LOX/RP 1 at chamber
pressures It twesn 6595 and 13790 kPa 11000 and 2000 paial
The different "one configurations discussed include 8274 kPs
and 13790 kPa (1200 psi@ and 2700 psral chamber pressure
injectors with hke doublet and preatomued triplet elements tooted
arid uncoated acoustic resonators, and graphite regenerstritely
cooled and calorimetric chambers ranging in length from 27 9 to
37 5 cm 111 to 15 in! A high presawe LOX/ RP 1 spark igniter
is also evaluated	 R C T
50
26 METALUC MATERIALS
Includes physical chemical and mechanical properties
of metals e y corrosion and maiahurgy
NB1 11111 • / National Aeronsutcs end Space Administration
Lewis Research Centel Cleveland Ohio
COMPLETION OF EVALUATION OF MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES FOR B^AI COMPOSITES CONTAINING 0 2tm-n
DIAMETE R BORON FIBERS
Thomas J Moore and Paul E Moorhead Sep 1980 39 p
rots
(NASA TM 81573 E 543) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
11D
Four fabricators produced a total of 54 9' I i00 AI
8 6061 Al and 8/2024 At panels for evaluation The a ply
unidirectional 45 to 50 volume percent panels ware made using
0 20 min diameter boron fibers which were obtained Lom a
single supplier Hot press consolidation wet carried out in vacuum
except for one set of dry woven tape panels which were hot
pressed in sir A single testing conirsctor conducted nondestructive
inspection metallogcaphy frsctogroph , and mechanical property
tests The mechanical property tests included 21 and 260 C
tensile lasts and 21 C sheer tests Panel quality as measured
by nondestructive evalustlon was generally good as were the
21 C tensile properties The panels hot pressed in au delaminsted
in the tee' • Shear strength values were lower in these
panels B a tensile strengths were not affected by the delamma
tions because of the rotation between the tensile loading diver nn
and the delominstiorls Composite tensile strength was found to
be proportional to the volume percent boron and the aluminum
ni rather than to the tape used or fabrication technique
Suitability of these composites for 260 C service was confirmed
by tensile tests
	 R K G
N21 11170"1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Centel
	 Ohio
EFFECT OF MECHANICAL SURFACE AND HEAT TREAT
MENTS ON EROSION RESISTANCE
Joshua Salik and Donald H Buckley 1980 10 p refs Proposed
for presentation at tad Intern Cant on West of Materials
Francisco 30 Mai	 1 Apr 1980
(NASA TM 815K0 E 326) Avail NTIS Hr A02/ MF A01 CSCL
IIF
The effects of mechanical su r face treatments as we l l as
host .restments on the erosion r esistance of 6061 aluminum
alloy and 1f r 45 steel were studied Mechanical surface treatments
wars found to have little of no @Hatt on the erosion resistant•
This is due to the formation by particle impact of a work hardened
surface layer regardless of the initial surface condition The erosion
resistance of Al single crystals is found to be independent of
orientation This is due to destruction of the surface microstructure
and lormation el a polycrystalline surface laver b, the impact of
@rodent particles as oLsvrve] by X ray diffrsction Vii upon
solution treatment of annealed 6061 aluminum the increase in
hardness is accompanied by art in arosrori resistance
precipitation treatment which causes a further increase in hardness
r esults in slightly lower e r osion r esistance Using two types or
*rodent particles glass Wads and crushed glass the erosion
rate is found to be strongly dependent on orodant partic le shape
being an order of magnitude nigher lot station with crushed
glass as compa red to glass beads While for erosion with gists
beads heat treatment of 1045 steal had a profound eflocl on
its Oros-on resistance little or no such *"act was ubservod for
siuston with crushed glass	 R K G
N11111 12210*0 Natronai Aemriautres and Space Administration
Lewis Nesmith Center ClevelsnI Ohio
THE ROLE OF OXIDATION IN THE FRETTING WEAR
PROCESS
Not#err C Btu 1 980 25 P falls Prupused Ion pre . million of
the Inte r n Conf sin Wee r of Mate, San Francisco of Mar 1
Aar 1961 iponto red by AMSE and Japan Sot of Mach Ergr
Prepared in cooperation with A r my Aviation Research and
1111191 12211' a N@tirinal Aeronautics and Span Administration
Lewi% Resew, h Canter Cleveland Ohio
NiCIA I TERNARY ALLOY HAVING IMPROVED CYCLIC
OXIDATION RESISTANCE Patent Application
C A Barrett inventor Ito NASA1 Filed 23 Ott 1980 b p
(NASA Case LEW 13339 1 US Patent Appl SN 1997691 Avail
NTIS HC A02IMF A01 CSCL 11t
NrCrAI alloys wets improved by Iha addition of tnconrunr
These allays re in the beta or gamma/gamma prime • beta
regtun n r Ihn ternary system Zirconium was added in a very
low amount between 0 06 and J 20 weight percent ohere was
a narrow optimum zirconium level at the low value of 0 13 weight
percenl Maximum r esistance to cyclic ox idation was achieved
when the tucunruni addition ii of :`a optimum value NASA
Development Command Cleveland"
(NASA TV. 81570 AVRADCOM TA 80 C 15 E 5381 Avail
NTIS HC A02,'MF A01 CSCL IIf
Fretting elmenmenfs were conducted on titanium a somas
of No Cr Al alloy% and art high temperaturc turbine albs,
al room temprr lure and at elevated temperatures i i n o t and in
various inert enVltonnlenit It vlae found that depending on
temperature and environment the fretting behavior of the materals
examired could be classified according to lour g-neraltypes of
behrvior Briefly these types of behavior ware 111 the complete
absence of osidation as in inert environments genotally leading
to low rates of frertirig wea r but high fretting friction 12 1 gradual
attullon of surface oxide with each fretting stroke found in
these experiments to ope r a te in concert with other dominating
mechanisms 131 rapid oxidation of surface fatigue damage sites
resulting in undermining ar.d rapid disintegration of the load
braving surface still 141 the lormalron of coherent protective
oxide film resulting in low tales of fretting wear An analytical
model predichnit -.ond•hon% favotebte to the fourth lype of oehavinr
was outlined	 Author
NB1 160BS'N National Aaionauncs and Span Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE STIRLIIkJ ENGINE HEATER
TUBE ALLOYS FOR 1000 HOURS •T 700 C Final Report
John AMtsencilt Nov 1980 35 o refs
(Contract EC 77 A 31 10401
INASA TM 81576 E 548 DOE/ NASA/1040 10) Aval NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL IIF
Six luting alloys were endurance tested in a diesel fired,
Stirling engine simulator materials test rig for 1000 hours of
760 C while pressurued at 17 let 21 MPs with either hydrogen
or helium The alloys tested we r e N 155 A 286 Iry oloy 800
19 90L Nitrurur 40 and 316 stainless steel The alloys wets
in the tubing Hydrogenof thi  wall tub Hydrog n permeated rapidly
through the tube walls of all son alloys when they were heated
to 760 C Helium was readily containec! Creep r upture failures
occurred in four of the six alloys pressurized with hydrogen
Only tvvo alloys survived the 1000 hour endvanca tesl with no
failures Simultaneous exposutt to either hydrogen or hokum
and the combustion environment aid not seriously degrade the
tensile strength of the six alloys in room tcenpetature or 760 C
tests shot exposure Decreases in room tsmperctute ductility
were observed end ate attributed to aging rather than to hydrogen
embattlement in three of the alloys However there may be a
hydrogen •mbrittlement effect in the N 155 19 90L end Nnronic
40 alloys
	
Author
Ng 1 1SOM'F National Aeronautics and Space Admmstrauon
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
DEPOSITION AND MATERIAL RESPONSE FROM MACH
03 NURNER RIG COMBI:STION OF SRC 2 FUELS Frnxtl
Report
G J Santoto 1 J Kalil C A Stearns G C Fryburry and J
R Juhnson Oct 199J 47 p refs
(Contract IF 77 A rl 2593)
(NASA TM 81634 E 647 DOE; NASA/2593 201 Avail NTIS
HC A03;MF AJ1 CSCL 11F
Collector# at 11 73K (900 CI wars exposed to the combustion
products of a Mach 0 3 burner rig furr-td with various ndusTr lal
turbele liquid fuels from wlvent tehned coals Four fuels were
employed a naphtha a light a i a wash wlvent and a mid heavy
51
OT
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distillate blend The response of four superalloys (IN 100, U
700 IN 792 and M 509) to exposure to the combustion gases
from the SRC 2 naphtha and resultant deposits was also
determined The SRC 2 fuel analysis and insights obtained during
the combustion exoenence are discussed Particular problems
encountered were fuel instability and reaCons of the fuel with
hardware components The major metallic elements which
contributed to the deposits were copper. iron, chromium
ca:, ium aluminum nickel snccen t itanium, zinc and sodium
The deposits were found to be mainly m.,tal oxides An equilibrium
thermodynamic analysis was employed to predict the chemical
composition of the deposits The agreement between the predicted
and observed compounds was excellent Nc hot corrosion was
observed This was expected because the deposits contained
very little sodium or potassium and consisted mainly of the
unreactive oxides However. the amounts of deposits formed
indicated that fouling is a potential problem with the use of
these fuels	 Author
NS1- 192M'# National AeronautK- and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio
IMPROVED :IEFRACTORY COATINGS Ps ontot AopYcatlon
William A Prainard. inventor (to NASA) Filed 29 Sep 1980
8 p
INASA-Caw-LEW-22169-2. US-Patent Appi-SN-191746) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 t'SCL 11F
[he adhesion. friction and wear properties of sputtered
refractory coatings on substrates of materials that form stable
nitrides are enhanced by placing each substrate directly below
a titanium carbide target of a commercial rodiofrequency diode
apparatus in a vacuum chamber Nitrogen is bled into the system
through a nozzle resulting in a small partial pressure of about
0 5% to 2 5% during the first two minutes of deposition The
flow of nitrogen is then stopped, arid the sputtering .rh.
reduced to pure argon through a nozzle without interrupting t
sputtering process When nitrogen is deliberately introduced durir,,
the crucial interface formation, some of the titanium at the interface
reacts Io form titanium nitride while the metal of the substrate
also forms the nitride These two nitrides atomically mixed together
in uis interfacial region act to more strongly bond the growing
titanium carbide dialing ss it forms on the substrate	 NASA
NS1- 1§210'# National Aeronautics and Space Admin,stration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
EFFECTS OF ERODANT PARTICLE SHAPE AND VARIOUS
HEAT TREATMENT$ ON EROSION RESISTANCE OF PLAIN
CARSON STEEL
Joshua Solik and Donald H Buckley Jan 1981 10 p refs
(NASA-TP-1755, E 326) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11F
Erosion tests were conducted on 1045 steel samples which
had been subjected to different heat treatments The weight of
material removed upon erosion with glass Beals and crushed
glass was measured The data show that there is no correlation
between hardness anJ erosion resistance The erosion rate was
strongly oependent or the shape of @rodent particles, being an
order of magnitude higher for erosion with crushed glass than
with glass beads Heat treatment had a profound effect on the
erosion resistance when the @rodent particles were glass beads
but little or no effect when the particles were crushed glass It
is thus concluded that different mechanisms of material removal
are involved with these two @rodents This conclusion is supported
by lye surface morphology of annealed 1045 steel samples which
had been eroded by these two types of *rodent particles SEM
micrographs of the eroded surfaces show that for erosion with
glass beads it is deformation educed fracture of surface layers
Author
NS1 . 16211'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Resea rch Center Ueveland Ohio
THE EFFECTS OF TRACE IMPUNITIES IN COAL-DERIVED
LIQUID FUELS ON DEPOSITION AND ACCEIARATED HIGH
TEMPERATURE CORROSION OF CAST SUPERALLOYS
Cad E Lowell Daniel J Deadmore Gilbert J Santoro. and Fred
J KOM 1981 19 p refs Presented at the 26th Ann Intern
Gas Turbine Conf.
 . Houston, Tex . 8 12 Mar 1981. Sponsored
by ASME
(Contract EF- 77-A-01.2593)
(NASA-TM-81878.
 DOE/NASA/2593-22)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A02 /MF
 A01 CSCL 11F
The effects of trace metal impurities in coal-derived liquids
on deposition high tompe ature corrosion and fouling were
examined Alloys were burlier rig tested from 800 to 1100 C
and corrosion was evaluated as a function of potential impunties
Actual and doped fuel test were used to define an empirical life
prediction equation An evaluation of inhibitors to reduce or
eliminate accelerated corrosion was made Barium arid stron
tium were found to limit attack Intermittent application of the
inhibitors or silicon additions were found to be effective techniques
for controlling deposition without losing the mhi;zitor benefits A
computer program was used to predict the dew points and
compositions of deposns These predictions were confirmed in
deposition test The potential for such deposits to plug coding
holes of *. bine airfoils was evaluated Tests i ndicated that,
while a potential problem exists- it strongly depended on minor
impurity, variations.
	 M G
N§1- 16212'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
MICROSTRUCTURE OF Al203 SCALES FORMED ON NiCrAI
ALLOYS P%.D. Thesis - Collins INeaaarn Reserve Univ.
James Leo Smisfek Jan 1981 287 p refs
(NASA-TM-91678: E-664) Avail NTIS HC A13/MF A01 CSCL
11F
The structure of transient scales formed on pure and y or
Zr-doped Ni- 15Cr-13AI alloys oxidized for 0 1 hr at 1 100 C
was studied by the use of transmission electron microscopy
Crystallographically oriented scales were found on all three alloys
but especially for the Zi-doped NICrAI The oriented soles
consisted of alpha-(AI.Cr)203, Ni(AI,Cr)204 and gamma Al203
They were often found in intimate contact with each other such
that the close-packed planes and directions of one oxide phase
were aligned with those of another The prominent structural
features of the oriented scales were approximately equal to
micrometer subgrains. voids. antiphase domain boundaries and
aligned precipitates were also prevalent Randomly oriented
alpha-Al203 was also found and was the only oxide ever observed
at the immediate oxide metal interface These approximately
0 1 micrometer grains were populated by intragranular voids
which decreased in size and number towartis the oxide metal
interface A sequence of oxidation was proposed in which the
comoosnon of the growing scale changed from oriented oxides
nch cat Ni and Cr to oriented oxides rich in Al At the some
time the structure cianged from cubic spinels to hexagonal
corundums with apparent precipitates of one phase in the matrix
of the other Eventually randomly orienied pure alpha-Al203
formed as the stable oxide with an abrupt transition there was
no grodusi loss of orientation no gradual compositional change
or no gradual decrease in precipitate density
	 9 C T
NS1 . 1S1§S'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. C1ew l.nd, Ohio
THE EFFEUT OF THERMAL CYCLING TO 1100 DEGREE C
ON THE ALPHA (MO) PHASE IN DIRECTIONALLY SOLIDI-
FIED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME-ALPHA ALLOYS
Fredric H Hart 1981 15 p refs Presented at the 110th
Ann Meeting of -..e Am Inst of Mining, Met and Petrol Eng
Chicago 2226 eb 1981
(NASA TM-81 f
 88. E-725) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11F
In gamma%gamma prime alpha eutectic alloys (NI-MO-AI).
Ihe resistance of the alpha phase to morphoiogical changes during
thermal cycling was found to be dependant on the structure
to; mad during directional solidification Fine, smooth alpha fibers
survived up to 1000 five minute cycles to 1100 C with minor
miCrostruCtural contour changes while coarser and irregularly
shaped alpha fibers tended to spherodize A mechanism to explain
52
this phenomenon is proposed It is suggested that on heating
to 1 It)() C the alpha phase is likely to undergo morphological
changes until ditteentisd thermal expansion creates of stress free
interface between the alpha phase and it.@ gamma/ gamma prime
mat'. n 	 Author
of porous Mal material ui,dei the rub surface A model describing
the blade top loading is proposed and is based on the propepatwn
of an Mastic strosa wave through the Mal material as the Mal
material to dynemicalty compresaed b y the blade tp 4adrnp
edge	 E 0 K
N8l•10273 "1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center 0oveland Ohio
CREEP AND RESIDUAL MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
CAST SUPERALLOYS AND OXIDE DISPERSION
STRENGTHENED ALLOYS
J Daniel WhmenMrger Feb 1981 69 p rots
(NASA TP 1781 E 472) Avail NTIS HC A04IMF AOr CSCL
lit
Tensile stress rupture creep and residual tensile properties
after creep testing were determined for two typical coot superalloys
snd tour advanced oxide dispersion strengthened (nDS) alloys
The superalloys stemmed included the nickel-base &"
8 1900 and the cobah•ba" 0" MAR M609 The -srckel base
ODS MA 757 IN IOCR-4A1-0 6Y203 and the iron base ODS
on" MA-956 IFs-200 5A1 09Y203) were studied
whits limited testing was conducted on the ODS nr_kel-be"
alloys STCA (No 16Cr 4 6AI-2Y203) with a without To and
YD•NICrAI (Nr 18Cr-6Al•2Y203) Elevated temperature telling
was conducted from 114 to 1477 K except lit STCA and
YO NICrAI asoys. which were onlyr tested at 1366 K The residual
tensile properties of B 1900 and MAR•M5O9 are not reduced
by prior creep testing Moraine at IHat up to 1 percent) while
the room temperature tensile properties of 005 nickel-base alloys
can be reduced by small amount& of prior creep strain lleas
than 05 percent) The iron be" ODS alloy, MA 966 does not
appear to be susceptible to creep degradation at least up to
strain& of about 0 25 percent Howsver MA 956 exhiats unus, sl
creep behavior wh:ch apparently involves track nuclMtion and
growth	 Author
NSl-1S27N/ National Aeronautics and Siisce Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SIMULTANEOUS ION MUTTER POLISHING AND DEPOSI
TI ON
Sharon Rutledge Bruce Banks and Marko Order I:.xron Unry
 I
Jon 1901 20 p refs
(NASA TM 81679 E-705) Avail NTIS HC A021FAF A01 CSCL
11F
Results of etponment, to study ion beam sputter polishing
in conjunction with simnhanecus depoaition as a mean of polistng
copper surfeces are presented Two types of simultaneous ton
sputter polishing and deposition were used in these experiments
The first " utilized sputter polishing simultaMOUS with vapor
deposition and the second typo utilized sputter polishing
umuhenuous with sputter deposition The etch and deposition
rates of both techniques were studied as well as the surface
morphology and surface roughness	 Author
N81 2W245'0 National Aeronautics and Space Ad-onoto bon
Lewis Reseerch Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIC VARIABLES ON PUS CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF Ti•SA1 4V
Robert C Bill Jan Wolak (Weshu.gion Unry Seattle) and Donald
W Wroand@r Apr 1961 21 p reh Prepared on Cooperation
with Army Aviation Resesarch and Development Command
Clevelerd Ohio
(NASA TP 1836 AVRADCOM TR 80 C 19 k 4421 Avail
NTIS HC A02i MF A01 CSCL IIF
Espsnments simulating rub interactions Wv,00n 71 -0AI.4V
Wade tops and various seal materials were conducted The number
of Wade lips and the Wads top geometry wo re varied to "lormme
their effects on rub forces and or, west phenomena Contact
was found to be Quite urstsady lit all Wade top geomatrisf
except for those incorporating deliberately rounded blade lips
The unisteaOy contact was cherectienoted by ling periods of rubbing
contact and inc,eaeorg blade top that termoreted in sudden rapid
metal removal sometimes occompsnoed by testing and disruption
NS1 21173'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SPUTTERED PROTECTIVE C04TINGS FOR DIE CASTING
DIES
Michael J Momch Cuo-Yo Nosh Kass Western Reserve Unry )
and John F Wallace (Case Western Reserve Unr y 1 1981 14 p
rota Presented at The 1981 Intern Corot on Met Coatings
San Francisco 6	 10 Apr l e81
iNASA TM 01735 E-903) Avail NTIF HC A02/Mf A01 CSCL
11F
This investigation determined whether selecleC ion been,
sputtered coatings on H 13 die steel would hove the potential
of improving the thermal fatigue behavior of the steel used as a
die in orturninum doe casting The coatings wait seloctsd to teat
candidate insulators aril metals capable of providing protection
of the die suttees The studies indica te that 1 micrometer thick
W and Pt coatings reduced tic. t hermal fatigue more than any
other coating tested and are candidates to be used on a die
surface to increase die life
	 E D K
N81 21193'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
STEADY . STATE BOUNDARY LUBRICATION WITH FOR-
MULATED C-ETHERS TO 260 C
William R Loomis Apr 1981 16 p refs
(NASA 71111, 1812 1 480) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
07C
Shady state wear and friction studies were made at boundary
lubrication conditions in a pin on lHk (puts iron on rotating
CVM M 50 stood sliding friction apparatus with five C &the•
formulated fluids tmodofi d polyph@nyl *that phosphtous
Hier organic acid and other additives) Conditions included 20
150 and 260 C disk temperatures dry air test atmosphere
1 kilogram load 50 rpm disk speed and test times to
130 minutes Results were compared with those obtained with
a formulated MIL L 27502 candidate @star and the C other
bast fluid Three of the C other formulations pave better lubrication
then both reference fluids undo , most conditions The other two
C other formulations yielded higher west tat@& and fngion
coefficients then the C @the • bass fluid for most of the t@mrtoitature
range Only one C eth. formulation showed consistently higher
steed), state weer rates than the **tot	 M G
NS1 . 22161'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Clevelend Ohio
EFFECTS OF PLASMA MRAY PARAMETERS ON TWO
LAYER THERMAL BARRIER
Stephan Slocum Mar 1991 22 p refs
(NAFA TM•81724, E•764) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11F
The power level and the type of arc gas used during plasma
spaying of a two favor thermal (Nitre, system (18S) were tound
to affect thto lrle of the system L y le at 1096 C in a cyclic
furnace lost was improved by about 140 percent by o ncfea"
the power ..urwV plasma way applications of the bond and
thermel berroer coatings This improvement to duo to increases
in the densities of the bond and thermal barrier coatings by
3 and 6 percent respectively The" increases in denerttes ere
agonralent to stout 45 and 30 percent reduction in
porosities, respeclrtrely The addition of hydrogen to the argon
arc gas NO the some effect as the reduction in power level
and caused a reduction in IDS Irte	 Author
rI J
NOI-242S0e 0 National Aeronautics and Space Adm uatration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
METHOD FOR DEPOSITING AN OXIDE COATING Patent
ApNaatlon
G E McDonald invento. Ito NASA) Filed 23 Mar 1981 8 p
(NASA Case LEW 13131 1 US Patent Appl SN 246772) Avail
NTIS HC A02 1 MF A01 CSCL 1 IF
A meal oxide coating is plated onto a metal substrate at
the cathode from on acid solution which contains an oxidizing
agent The process is particularly useful tot producing solar
panels Conventional plating of the cathode avoids the presence
of oxidizing agents Coatings made in accordance with the
invention are stable both at high temperatures and while under
the influence of high photon flux in the visible fangs
	
NASA
NS1 2S1{l a National Aeronautics and Space Adnanisliatnoo
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CORROSION RESISTANT THERMAL BARRIER COATING
Patient
Stanley R Levine Robert A Miller and Philip E Hodge inventors
(to NASA) Issued 10 Ma r 1981 3 p Filed 31 Oct 1979
Supersedes N80 1 1 142 (18 02 p 0160)
(NASA Case LEW 13088 1 US Patent 4 255 495
US Patent -App) SN 089779 US Patent Class 428 632
US Patent Class 428 471 US Patent Class 428 678
US Patent Class 428 679 US Patent Class 428 680) Avail US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 11 F
A thermal bamer coating system tot protectirg metal surfaces
at high temperature in normally corrosive environments is
described The thermal banar coating system includes a metal
alloy bond coating the alloy containing nickel cobalt iron or a
combination of these mauls The furthet includes a
Corrosion resistant thermal borrow oxide coating containing at
least one alkaline earth silicate The preferred oxides are calcium
silicate barium silicate magnesium silicate or combs nations of
these silicates
OHyal Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
NS1-28189'# National Aeronautics and Space Adnn istiatrai
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ION PLATING FOR THE FUTURE
Tolivaldrs Spalvins 1981 9 p refs Presented at the 24th
Ann Tech Conf of the Soc of Vacuum Coolers Dearborn Mich
12 14 May 1981
(NASA TM 82630 E 8641 Avail NTIS HC A02JMF A01 CSCL
I I F
The ion plating techniques are classified relative to the
mstrurrrntel set up evaporation media and mode of transport
A distinction is drawn between the low vacuum (plasmol and
high vacuum iron boom) techniques Ian plating technology is
discussed at the fundamental and industrial level At the
fundamental level the capabiltloes and limitations of the plasma
Iweporant flux) and film characteristics are evaluated Arid on
the industrial level the performance and potential uses of ion
plated films are discussed
	
Author.
N91 261910 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALKALI CORROSION IN HIGH
VELOCITY GABES
Carl E Lowell Steven M Sndrk and Daniel L Deadmore May
1981 37 p refs
lContrsct If 17 A 01 2593)
rNASA TM 82591 DOE/NASA 2593 26 E 830) Avail NTIS
riC A03 MF A01 CSCL l IF
The effects of potential impurities in coal derived hqutds
such as No K Mg Ca and Cl on the accelerated corrosion of
IN 100 U 700 IN 792 and Mar M509 were investigated using
a Mach 0 3 burner rig for times to 1000 hours in one hour
cycles These impurit:an were in jected in combination as aqueous
solutions into the combustor of the burner rig The experimental
matrix utilized was designed statistically The extent of cofrt.}non
was determined by metal recession The metal recession data
were fitted by Imea , regression to a polynomial axpiessoon which
allows both interpolation and extrapolation of the data As
anticipated corrosion increased rapidly with No and K and a
narked mexmium in the temperature @spon ge was rooted tot
many conditions In contrast corrosion decreased somewhat as
the Ca Mg and Cl contents increased Extensive cucrosion was
ubse • ved at concentrations of No and K as low as 0 1 PPM at
long times
	 AuThor
NS1 26234a 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Ressaich Cantu Cleveland Ohio
HIGH TEMPERATURE CYCLIC OXIDATION FURNACE
TESTING AT NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
Charles A Barrett and Carl E Lowell 1981 15 p tats Presented
at the Symp un Ind Methods tot Testing of High T emp Envoran
Phoenix Ariz 12 May 1981 sponsored by American Society
for Testing and Materials
(NASA TM-21773 E633) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
i1F
A standardized method of testing the cyclic oxidation
resistance of various alloys in static err to 1200 C was developed
and is routinely used at NASA Lewis Research Canter Test
samples are automatically raised and lowered into a resistance
wound furnace for a series of fixed interval hosting and cooling
cycles Spell catchers collect the accumulated spell from each
sample The samples are weighed intumtnentl y to generate
specohc weight change/time data At various test times the
samples and the accumulated spell tie onelyzed by X-toy
diffraction A computer program uses this grwrmetric and X toy
d y te as input to print out the oxidation curves and specify
1 11 I81 . 282318a 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
FRETTING WEAR AND FRETTING FATIGUE HOW ARE
THEY RELATED?
Robert C Bra 1981 25 p refs Proposed to. presentation at
the Joint Lubrication Cont Now Orleans 4 7 Oct 1981
sponsored by American Society of lubrication Engineer and ASME
Prepared in cooperation with Army Aviation Research and
Development Command Cleveland Ohio
(NASA TM 82633 AVRADCOM TR 81 C 16 E 715) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IIF
Results from hubhshed literature and results obtained
experimentally using a frenrng wear apparatus are examined to
determine how fretting was' ai'	 long fatigue are related
The effects of various expen 	 eremeters including slip
amplitude, number of fretting c^ yes xluency of fretting motion
experimental atmosphere temperature and the performance of
coatings and surface treatments are surveyed All of the results
examined indicate that fretting wear and fretting fatigue are
influenced in a consistent and analogous manner by controlled
variations in experimental conditions That is conditions that
tend to accelerate fretting want also accelerate fretting fatigue
failures Correlation of the performance of coatings on material
under fretting "at and fretting fatigue conditions is rather
tenuous partly because similar contact conditions for fretting
fatigue and fretting wear are not wadable for very many
materials	 A R H
NS/ 26236'0 National Aeronautics and Span Admrmstrat•on
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS FACING
CANDIDATE ALLOYS FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE STIRLING
ENGINE
Joseph R Stephens 1981 12 p refs Proposed iot presentation
at the Envir gn Degtodatton of Eng Mater Coetf Blackburn.
Va 21 23 Sep 1981
IContrect DE A101 77CS 510401
(NASA TM 82632
	
DOE/NASA/51040 29	 E 6871
Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL I IF
The materials research program in support of the Automotive
Stooling Engmo Project focuses on the hot heater head of the
engine including the hooter head tubes cylinders and regenerator
housings which are Considered to be .ne moat critical components
from a materials viewpoint Ttie s needle .,--%% of investigation
54
.. !'_
in the program involve hydrogen permeability testing doping of
the hydrogen working fluid 10 reduce Fern,-^hihty rates.
oxAstion/corrosion studies creep rupture evaluation and
assessing effects of hydrogen environment on mechanical
properties Emphasis is placed on the materials challenges that
result from the use of hydrogen as the worxrng Rurd
	 S F
1 1 1811 27268'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
MATERIAL RESPONSE FROM MACH 0.3 BURNER RIG
COMBUSTION OF A COAL OIL MIXTURE
G J Santoto F D Calfo. and F J Kohl Jun 1981 24 p
refs
(Contract EF 77 A 01 2593)
(NASA TM 81686 DOE/NASA/2593 23 E 718) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IIF
Wedge shaped specimens were exposed to the combustion
gases of a Mach 0 3 burner rig fueled with a mixture of 40 weight
percent micron sue coal particles dispersed in No 2 fuel oil
Exposure temperature was about 900 C and the test duration
was about 44 one hour cycles The alloys tested were the nickel
base superalloys, IN 100 U 700 and IN 792 and the cobalt
base superalloy Me; M509 The deposits on the specimens were
analyzed and the extent of corrosion, elusion was measured The
chemical compositions of the deposits were compared with the
predictions from an equilibrium thermodynamic analysis The
expon.^enta i
 results were in very good agreement with the
predictions	 Author
11 81-27288"N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ADVANCED AIRCRAFT ENGINE MATERIALS TRENDS
R L Dreshheld Hugh F Gray Stanley R Levine and Robert
Signorelli 1981 18 p refs Presented at the 26th Ann
Intern Gas Turbine Cont Houston T ex 8 12 Mar 1981
sponsored by ASME
(NASA TM 82626 F 8791 Avail NTIS HC A22/MF A01 CSCL
11F
Recent activities of the Lewis Research Center are reviewed
which are directed T_ -vard developing materials for rotating hot
section components for aircraft gas turbines Turbine biode
materials activities are directed at increasing metal temperatures
approximately 100 C compared to cut-ant directionally solidified
alloys by use of oxide dispersion strengthening or tungsten elioy
wire reinforcement of nickel or ion base superalloys The
application of thermal banner coatings offers a promise of
increasing gas temperatures an addi t ional 100 C with current
cooling technology For turbine disk alloys activities are directed
toward reducing the cost of turbine disks by 50 percent through
near net shape fabrication of prealloyed powders as well as
towards unproved performance 7n addition advanced alloy,
concepts and fabrication methods for dual alloy disks are being
studied as having potential for improving the life of future high
performance disks and reducing the amount of strategic materials
required in these components
	 E D K
N81 29231' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
BURNER RIG EVALUATION OF THERMAL BARRIER
COATING
Michsel A Gedw ll Feb 1901 23 p rats
IContrect EF 77 A 01 2593)
(NASA TM 81684 DOE/NASA/2593 76 E 712) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
Eight plasma &preyed bond coatings were evaluated for their
,.Nential use with ZrO2 Y203 thermal barrier coatings (TECs)
wr ^ch are Wing developed for coal derived fuel fired gas turbines
Lon. at lives -n cyclic burner rig oxidation to 1050 C were
achieved with the more oxidation resistant bond coatings
These we.e Ni-141Cr 134A1 0 10Ar No 14 1C4 144AI 018Y
and No 15 8Cr 12 8AI 0 36Y on Rene 41 The TOC systems
parlor mad best when 0015 cm thick bond coatings war.?
employed that were sprayed at 20 kW using argon 3 Sv/o
hydrogen Cycling had a more life limiting influence on the TIC
then accumulated time at 1050 C
	 Author
N81 28233* 0 National Aeroiautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
ADHESION AND FRICTION OF TRANSITION METALS IN
CONTACT WITH NONMETALUC HARD MATERIALS
Kozuhrea Myoshi and Donald H Buc.. ley 1981 19 p refs
Presented at i iitam Conf on the Sci 0 Hard Maur Moran.
Wyoming 23 28 Aug 1981
(NASA TM 82605 E 853) Avail NTIS HC A,'2/MF A01 CSCL
I I F
Sliding friction experiments were conducted with the mauls
yttrium .
 titanium. tantalum. zirconium vanadium neodlri-arum iron.
cobalt nickel. tungsten. platinum rhenium ruthenium and
rhodium in sliding contact with single crystal diamond silicon
carbide pyrolytic boron nitride. and fertile Auger electron
spectroscopy analysis was conducted with the metals and
nonmetals to determine the surface chemistry and the degree
of surlace cleanliness, The results of the investigation indicate
the adhesion and friction of the transition metals in contact
with diamond. silicon carbide boron nitride and fertile are related
to the relative chemical activity of the metals The more chemically
active the metal the higher the coefficient of friction and the
greater amount of transfer to the nonmetals
	 E D K
N81-29206e / Notional Aeronautics and Space Admrnlstratlon
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
NASA'S ACTIVITIES IN THE CONSERVATION OF STRATE
GIC AEROSPACE MATERIALS
Joseph R Stephens 1980 24 p refs
(NASA . TM-81617 E 623) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11F
The pnmery oblsctive of the Conservation of Strategic
Aerospace Materials (COSAM) Program is to help reduce the
dependence of the United States aerospace industry on strategic
metals by providing the materials technology needed to minimize
the strategic metal content of cntical aerospace components with
prime emphasis on components for gas turbine engines Initial
emphasis was placed in the area of strategic dement substinction
Specifically. the role of cobalt in nickel base and cobalt base
superalloys vital to the aerospace industry is being examined in
great detail by moons of cooperative university-industry
government research efforts Investigations are underwe/ in the
area of new classes of alloys Specifically a study was undertaken
to investigate the mechanical and physical propertier of
intermstallics that contain a minimum of the strategic metals
Current plans for the much larger COSAM Program are also
presented	 E D K.
NS1-2120Se/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COBALT: A VITAL ELEMENT IN THE AIRCRAFT ENGINE
INDUBTRY
Joseph R Stephens 1901 15 p refs Prevented at the Workshop
Consery Technol for Critical Meter 15 17 Jun 1981 sponsored
by Dept of Commerce
INASA-TM 82862 E-9341 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
I I F
Recent trends in the United States consumption of cobalt
indicate that superalloys for aircraft engine manufacture require
increasing amounts of this strategic element Superalloys consume
a Irons share of total US cobalt usage which was about
16 million pounds in 1980 In excess of 90 percent of the
cobalt used in this country was imported principally from the
African countries of Zaire and Zambia Early studies on the roles
of cobalt as an alloying element in high temperature alloys
concentrated on the simple Ni Cr and Nimonrr alloy series The
role of cobalt in current complex nickel base superalloys is not
well defined and indeed the need for the high concentration of
cobalt in widely used nickel base superalloys is not firmly
established The current cobalt situation is reviewed as it applies
to superalloys and the opportunities for research to reduce the
consumption of cobalt in the aircraft engine industry are
described	 E D K
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N81 33273* # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
A NEW DIFFUSION INHIBITED OXIDATION RESISTANT
COATING FOR SUPERALLOYS
Michael A Gedwill Thomas K Glasgow and Stanley R Levine
Aug 1981 21 p refs
(NASA-TM-82687. E-9881 Avail NTIS HC A02 /MF A01 CSCL
11F
A concept for enhanced protection of superalloys consists
of adding an oxidation and diffusion resistant cermet layer
between the supetelloy and the outer oxidation resistant metallic
alloy costing Such a duplex coating wa s
 r—seared with a
physical vapor-deposited IPVDI NiCrAl y
 coating in cyclic oxidation
at 1 ISO C The substrata alloy was MA 754 - an oxide-dispersion-
strengthened superalloy that is difficult to coat The duplex coating
applied by plasma spraying outperformed the PVD coating on
the bases of weight change and both macroscopic and metal-
lographic observations	 Author
A81-14998' Adherence of an beam sputter deposited
metal films on H 13 steel. M J M-rtrch %NASA, Lewis Flrsearch
Center, Cleveland, Ohio). American Vacuum Society. Nauorkr/
Symposium, 27th. Detroit. Mich.. Os. 14 17 1980. Paper 15 P. 6
refs
An election tombanlment argon ion source sputter deposited
17 metals and metal oxides on H 13 steel. The Idms fanged 1 to 8
, nicrumeten in thickness and their adherrnce was ;IeMrrel l y greater
than the capacity of the measuring device, adherence quality
depended on proper precleamnq of the substrate belme deposition.
N2 or die was introduced for correct stoicheoenetiv in metallic
compounds Au, Ag, MqO, And Ta5S13 films 8 mictorss thick have
Ixsnd strength equal to 1 micron coatings, Ihr bond strength of purr
metallic films up to 5 microns thick was greater than the rnoxy to
hlm bond 113000 psi) The results of exposures of coated material to
temperatures up to 700 C are presented 	 A T
A81 10765 ' The influence of isothermal ,,nnealing on the
molybdenum fibers of a directed solid gamma+gamma prime alpha
alloy (Der Emfluss nothermer Gluhung auf die Molybdanfasern eerier
gerichtet erstanten gammalgamma prime alpha-Legerungl. J. D
Wtnntentirrger (NASA, Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio), G.
Wirth (Deutsche Forschungs- and Versuchsanstalt fur Lull and
Raumtahrt. Cologne, West Germany), and R Owen (Gould Labora-
tor es, Cleveland, Oho) Scripta Metailurgeca, vol. 14. Oct. 1980, p-
1115, 1118 7 refs In German.
The mechanical characteristics of the directed solid eutectic
N AI Mo (gamma gamma pnmel alpha alloy at high temperatures
make it useful in the blades of gas turbines Structural changes are
observed for the alloy under isothermal annealing parlicularly the
formation of moiytxfenum plates at the grain boundary and an
increase of the gamma phase m r elation to the gamma prime phase.
Molybdenum lamellas appear it the grain boundary above 1100 C
which can have a negative influence on the mechanical properties.
The change in the structure near the grain boundary with the
increase in temperature is illustrated through a sequence of pictures.
RC
A81 12266 • = Cyclic behavior of turbine disk alloys at 650
C. B A Cowles. D L Sims, J R Warren (United Technologies Corp.
Pratt and Whitney Aucrah Group. West Palm Beach, Fla.). And R. V.
Miner Jr (NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). ASME.
Trwesarrions, Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology, vol
102. Oct 1980. p 356 363 12 refs
Five gas turbine disk alloys representing a range of strengths and
processing methods were tested for resistance to both cyclic crack
initiation and propagation at 650 C ruing a 0.33 Hz fatigue cycle and
a cycle incorporating a 900 s tensile dwell At the low strain ranges
pertinent to disks, resistance to crack initiation increased with
increasing tensile yield strength among the alloys, though the
Advantage was somewhat smaller for the creep fatigue cycle. CVdic
crack growth resistance, however, decreased with increasing strength
and very markedly so for the dwell cycle
	 (Author)
A81 12920 • Thermal hanrer coatings for )seat engine com
portenb. S R Levine. R A. Miller, and P E. Hodge (NASA, Lewis
+"arch Center, Cleveland, Ohio). SAMPE Quartsriy, vol 12. Oct.
1980, p 20 26. 25 refs,
A comprehensive NASA Lewis program of coating development
for aircraft gas turbine blades a nd vanes is presented Improved
ceramic laver composition$ are investigated, along the Ire bond
films and the methods of uniform deposition of the coatings. the
thermomechanical and fuel impurity tolerance limits of the coatings
are Iwmq studied Materials include the Zr02-Y203 1 l'i AIY system.
the effects of the bond coat and zirconka composition on coating life
and Mach 1 hurnn nq test results ate discussed. II is concluded that
Diesel engines can also utilize thermal Wrier coatings, they have
been used successfully on piston crowns and exhaust valves o%
shipboard engines to combat lower grade fuel combustion corrosion.
A.T.
A81 itsb59 • The effect of zirconium on the cyclic oxida-
tion of NiCrAI alloys. C A Barrett. A S. Khan, and C. E. Lowell
NNASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio) Electrochemical
Society. Journal, vol 128. Jan 1981. p 25 32 18 reh
This paper examines results with cyclic oxidation tests of
N 19 20) Cr (15 30) At (x)Zr alloys carried out at 1100 C and 1200 C
in static au The concentration of zirconium varies from 0 to 0.63
atomic percent Significant aluminum penetration is found in
metallographic and erection microscopic examination of oxidized
surfaces Smal l amounts of zirconium lead to minimal penetration.
and with increased zirconium content pronounced oxide penetration
is observed.	 R C
A81 22530' Accuracy of trace element determinations in
alternate fuels. L. A. GreenbauevSenq (NASA. Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio). Socrery for Applied Spectroscopy and
Ameriran Chenrrcal Society. May Conference, Cleveland, Ohio, May
28, 1980 Paper 20 it 	 refs
NASA Lewis Researcn Center's wnik on accurate measurement
of trace level of metals in fuels is presented. The differences
between laboratories and between Analytical techniques especially
for concenbatios bxrlow 10 ppm, ate discussed, detailing the Atomic
Absorption Spectrometry 1AASI and DC Arc Emission Spectrometry
(dc arc) techniques used by NASA Lewis. Also presented is the
design of art 	 Study svluch is sunsedennq the following
factors laboratory, .inalylical technique, f uel type, concentration
and ashing additive- 	 N.D.
A81 22535 ' NASA's activities in the conservation of strate-
gic aerospace materials. J R Stephens NNASA Lewes Research
Center, Cleveland. Ohiol American Society for Metals, Fall Meeting,
Cleverisnd, Ohio, Oct 28 30, 1980. Paper. 22 p 7 eels
The United States imports 50100 percent of certain metals
crdeeal to the aerospace ndusti,, nameiv, cobalt, columbium,
chromium, and tan Ulum In an effort to reduce this deprn6mce on
hofregn sources. NASA rs planning a program called Conservation of
Stiarrgee Aerospace Mater als (COSAMI, which will provide technol
r iqy minimizing strategic metal content in the components of
ae• tospacr slrucitues such As aircraft engines With a proposed starting
(fair of October 1981, the program will consist of strategic element
substitution, process technology development, and alternate mateei
ah research NASA's two fold pre COSAM studies center on, first,
substitution research involving nickel base- and cobalt base super
alloys (Waspaloy, ,Jd.met 700. MAE M247 , Rene 150, HA 1881 used
in turbine disks, low-pressure, blades. turbine blades, and combustors.
and. sreond, aheireate materials research devoted initially to investi
gating possible structura l applications of the mterrtselallre alloys
nickel alumenide and non alummeder	 A.S.
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A81 24104 • v Elevated temperature mechanical properties
and residual tensile properties of two cast superalloys and several
nickel base oxide dispersion strengthened alloys. J D Wfintentergei
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) Merallurgnal
Transactions A Physical Metallurgy and Materials Science vol 12A.
Feb 1981,p 193 206 14refs.
The elevated temperdbne tensile, stresstuptute and creep
properties and residual terssile properties after creep stian'.uq have
been determined for two cast superalloys anti several wrought
Nr 16Cr 4A1 I I oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloys The
creep behavior of the ODS alloys is similar to that of previously
studied ODS nickel alloys. In general, the longitudinal direction is
stronger than the lorry transverse direction, and creep is at least
partially due to a diffususrial creep mrchanrsm as ClISIMsoed free
tones were observed after creep rupture test gg The tensile proper
Ices of the nickel base superalloy B 1900 and cobalt base superalloy
MAR M509 are not degraded by peon elevated tPolPerature Creep
straining (at least up to 1 pct) between 1144 and 1366 K. On the
other hand, the room temperature tensile properties of ODS
nickel base alloys can be reduced by prior creep stiarns of G5 pot or
less between 1144 and 1477 K, with the long transverse direction
being more susceptible to degradation than the longrtudusal drrec
lion.	 (Author)
481 32546 ' The effect of thermal cycling to 1100 C on the
Alpha Moi phase in directionally solidified gamma/gamma
Prima-alpha alloys. F H. Flan (NASA. Lewis liesr.mh d:rrlter
00trelaod. Oh,ol American Institute of Mining. Mlemilurgoeal and
Perroleurn Enyineers, Annual Aferrting, 110rh, Chice,Yo. ill., Feb.
22-26. 1981, Paper. 13 p 16 rots.
Spet-inrns of gamma gamma prime alpha (Mot eutectic alloy
were thermally cycled or isothermally exposed at temperatures of
1075 to 1100 C. Transmission electron microsco py examination of
cycled specimens indicated that even an exposure of 10 minutes
effected noticeable changes in the shape of the alpha phase. and that
the changes were cumulative as more cycles wore Idded, The cross
sections of fine, smooth fibers changed from rectangles to octagons,
while 'amellae and irregular shapes spheroidrred. These effects are
attributed Ili the differences In thermal expansion .oeffioonts
belwe•e , the alpha phase and the gamma/gamma prine matrix, and
to the Myhre diffusion rates prevailing at elevated temperatures
Where the configuration of the alpha phase is a simple shape, such as
a fiber, Increasing the temperature - e ventually brings about a stress
tree interface between the alpha ;'b ase and the matrix by differential
thermal expansion. Where the shape of the alpha phase is more
complex, a stressed interface persists to hryher temperatures where
diffusion produces the more drastic morphological changes (Author)
A81 27944 ' The effect of mechanical surface and heat
treatments on the erosion resistance of 6061 aluminum alloy J
Sahk. D Buckley. and W A Btaurard (NASA. Lewis Reseach
Center Cleveland. Ohio) Wear v 1 65, Jan 1, 1981 if 	 358 17
refs
The effects of Toth mechanical surisee treatments and heat
treatments on the erosion resistance of 6061 aluminum allo y were
studied In order to gam ,i better under • -ding of material prottertres
which affect erosion behavior It was ..nd thdi mechanical surlace
treatments have Idttle or no effeCt on the erosion reststAoCV This 1+
due to the formation by particle impact of a work haidersed surface
layer. independent tit the initial surface ;undition The erosion
resistance of aluminum single crystals was found in lie Ind ,, p a dent
of orientation, which Is due to destruction of the surface miciosbuc
lure and formation of a polycrystalline surface layer b y the particle
Impact as observed by X ray diffraction Although on solution
ordlment of annealed aluminum 6061 the Increase In hairiness Is
accompanied by an dherease In erosion re$i%tdrt:e, precipitation
treatment (which causes a further itMrease eh hardness) tesults m a
%Itahtly lower rancor. iesistance
	 (Author)
A81 29973 ' Effect of fuel nitrogen and hydrogen content
on emissions in hydrocarbon combustion. D A B,Itkr- and G
Woltbrimb INASA Lewis Rewarcn Center Cleveland. Ohio)
4merecan Society of Mechanical Erprnrers Gas turbine Cnnferrncw
and Proolucrs Show Houston rex Na, 912 198 1 Panr•
81 GT 63 13 it 22 refs Members. S2 00 ^oomemnors $4 00
Contract No DE A101 77ET 10350
The • esulfS of an Invest gytion of the e f fect Of o{serating
conditrOns and fuel properties on emission for the two stage
otimbusthon of fuels with significant organic nitrogen content air
presented The way tin which the emissions of nrtrogrin modes and
Carlson monoxide are affected try the decorated hvdrog • n convent
and the Icreiasea organic nitrogen content of coal deaved furls is
discussed Limited measurements of smoke from the rich bear.
ctsmlustion of simulated svncrude fuels Indicate relatively high
smoke emissions tin spite of the very lean secorsd stage burning. This
fact together with the high observed carbon monoxide emissions.
suggests that trade-offs will he necessary between the conditions that
mdnrmrre NOx and those that control CO and smoke emissions. C.R.
A81 38066 ' „ Frictional Pod morphological characteristics of
ion plated soft, metallic films. 1 Spakim and R Burek (NASA
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, OH). American Vacuum Society.
International Conference on Weseilturgovel Coatings. Son Franctwo,
CA, Apr 6-10. 1981. Paper 12 if 6 refs.
lull plated metallic films if to films applied by other
deposition technrgues offer a lower friction coe.hcient, longer
endurance lives and exhibit a gradual increase in friction coefficient
after the film has been worn off The- friction coefficients of metallic
films are affected by the degree of adherence thickness and
nucleation and growth characteristics The effective film thickness
tot the munmum friction coefficient was established for Air °ti
films. The nucleation aril growth characteristics during ion plating
lead to a fine, continuous crystalline structure, which contributes to
It lower faction coe f f icient.	 (Author)
A81 3OD67 • - Sputnred proterctn f coatinp for die dusting
des. M. J Mulich (NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland OH1
C, y Niels. and J. F Wallace (Case IVrstein Reserve University.
Cleveland, OH). Amerx:an Vacuum Soroety. Interrurional Confer
erste off 	 Coatings. San Frark:)sco, CA Apr. 6 10, 1981.
Paper. 12 P. 5 refs
Three experimental research designs iivestigatrng candidate
materials anti utucesses Involved in protective die surface coating
procedures by sputter deposition, using ion beam technologies, are
I ilstLSsed. Various pretest results show that none of the coatings
remarried completely intact for 15,000 test cycles. The longest
lifetime was observed tot coatings such as tungsten, platinum, and
molybdenum which reduced thermal fatigue. but exhibited oxodation
and suppressed crack Initiation only as lung as the ,cming did nil
fracture Final test results cunfumed earlier f indings and coatings
with Pt and W proved to be the tardidate malenals in he used on a
are surface to Increase ate Ire In the W waled specimens, which
iemai ed intact on the surface after the r mal fatigue testing, no
oxidation was found under the costing. slthsough a few cracks
formed tin the surface where the coating broke down. Further
research es ptarnrfell 	 E.8
A81 38069 ' Ion beam sputter etchrrng of orthopedic im
plant alloy MP35N and resulting effects on fatigue properties L G
..-,,luck,. M l:hnstapfi- • r iNASA. Lew-, Hrsedreh Center, Clrveland.
01-11, E. Bahnuilt (Cau•
 Wesieto Reserve University. Cleveland, OH1.
and S. Wang AIAA kirldin Soo wty for Aeronautical and, Spare
Srreaces, aoa OGLR Infernatxnsal Elorfrn Pmouisu>rf Conference,
f5th. Las Vega. NV, Apr 2123, 1981 A/AA Prism 810671. 31 p.
13 refs
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A81 43384 ' Oudellon and hoi corrosion of coaled and
bare oxide dispersion strengthened superalloy MA 755E. T K
Glasgow and G J Santoto (NASA Lewis Ri-%varch Center. Cleve
land, OH) OAri iron of Mera /s, Will 15, Apr 1981. p 251 276 9
refs
Cyclic hot corrosion and oxidation of an extsrro,rental ux.de
dispersion strengthen ed (OOS) superalloy MA 755E weir cunuucted
in a hot gas stream at Mach 0 3 The response of the ODS alloy, bare
or with urotectWe coatings, was similar to that of a conventional cast
alloy, If : 792. in hot collusion at 900 C However, during oxidation
at 1100 and 1150 C the ODS alloy doffried hum the cast alloy Illy
developing a greater amount of subsurface porosity Compared with
a diffused alunomde coating, all team vapor deposited
NICrAIY coating offered superior oxidation protection and decreased
porosity formation In additional testing, the tendency to form
por urtV was associated with the large grains of recrystallized powder
metallurgy alloys but was independent of the presence of air
drspef shoe.	 (At•thor I
A81 44653 ' High temperature cyclic oxidation furnace
testing at NASA Lewis Research Center. C A Baen • lt avid C E
Lowell (NASA Lewis Heseeuch Center, Cleveland. VH) American
Six tery lot Testing and Materials. Symposium oil Methods
for Tesrmv cat H,0 rrmlwrarum Environments, Phuenrx, AZ. May
12, 1981 Paper 13 to 18 refs
A standardized method of testing the cyclic oxidation resistance
of various alloys in stdt , an up to 1200 C has been developed and
routinely used at the NASA Lewis Research Center Test samples are
automatically rioted and lowered into a resistance wound furnace fur
a series tit filled nhtcival heating and cooling cycles Spoll catcher
or llect the accumulated spill horn each sample The samples are
M-IiIhed intermittently to en •nerale specific weight change with time
data At various test times the samples and the accumulated spall are
analyzed by X ray diftracUUn A computer pnuyram is itself to print
out the specific weight chang e versus lime (148-1 end the X ray data .n
tabular form arid to plot the specific weight change versus time data
to a publishable format The data are also organrteel and indexed. So
far %evetal hundred Fe . Ni and Co base alloys have teen tested
using this basic procedure and will form the basis of a set ies of cyclic
oxiddhon handbooks lit le published by NASA Such specific weight
dihdngr time data have been used to estimate the oxidative metal
consumption by several computer vicideliny techniques both to rank
alloys and to estimate lif e	(Author)
A8144657 • - Assessment of variations in thermal cycle life
data of thermal barrier coated rods. R C Hendricks and G
McDonald (NASA Lewis Research Center Cleveland OH) Amen
run Vacuum Sox tery, Internatronal Conference on Metallurgical
Coatings, San Francisco, CA ,
 Apr 6-10. 1981, Paper 11 it 10 refs
The reported study had the purpose to examine variations in
cyclic life at d ire adhesives cohesive coating strength Possible effects
of heating rate, stress reversal, temperature level, and ceramic
depos.trnn methods ion coating life weer also investigated Life cycle
data fm 22 Thermal barrier coated rods were examined and found to
to statistically modeled try normal or log normal distributions The
sample mean was 1330 cycles with a standard deviation of 520
cycles Adhevve,coheseve pullofl strength data for 20 thermal harrier
asated flat head piston specimens weir taken. The average putloff
stress was 9 MPa with A standard deviation of 4.2 MPa It was found
that variations in healing rate call
	 significant variations in
the life cycle data	 G R
AS 1 44663 or o Synergistic erosionlcorronon of superalloys in
PFS coal combustor effluent 5 M Bento.d G H Zellers and C E
I owell INASA Lewis Research Centel. Cleveland. OH) American
Ceranin Sol wry Annual Meti 82nd Chwago, IL. Apr 28 30,
1980 Paper 25 it 13 refs
Twe Ni based sureralloys were exposed to the high velocity
effluent of a pressurized fluidited teed coal combustor IPFBC)
Targris were 15em diameter rotors operating al 40000 rpm and
small flat plate specimens Above air rate Ihreshuld (approxi
nhatehf 10 microns tail. the targets were eluded to bare metal The
Ixesence of accelerated oxidation at lower erosion rates suggests
enlWiunieorosiun synergism Various mechanisms which may con
tribute to the observed oxide growth enhancement include erosive
removal of protective oxide layers, oxide and subsurface cracking,
and chemical interaction with sulfur in the gas and deposits through
ddmayed surface layers
	 (Author)
A81 48143 ' Mechanical prop.rrtles of weldments In experi-
mental 1`9-120,01n-0.2Ti and Fe-12Mn•1Mo-0.2Ti alloys for aryoganic
service. J R Stephens, W R Wozke (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OHI, and J. H Jevletian (Oregon Graduate Center,
Beaverton, OR) (American Welding Society, Annual Meeting. 62nd.
Cleveland, OH. Apr. 5 10, 1981.) Helding Journal. Research Supple
merit Vol. 60. Sept 1981, P. 177 s to 184 s. 16 refs.
Mechanical properties of weldments in two Fe 12Mn experrmen
tal alloys designed for cryogenic servlc were ev-.luated. Weldments
were made using the GTA welding process. Tests to evaluate the
Weldments were conducted at 196 C and included equivalent
energy fracture toughness tests. ailogenous transverse weld, notched
transverse weld, and longitudinal wuld tensile tests. and all weld
metal tensile tests. The Fe 12Mn 0 2T and Fe l2Mn iMu 0.2Ti
alloys proved weldable for cryogenic service, with weld metal and
fecal affected tone properties comparable with those of the base
rnee tal. Optimum properties were achieved on bed alloys, weld
metals, arid heataffe.ted tones after d two step heat trrdtment
cunsnhno M austenitrting at 900 C followed by tempxe riny at 500 C.
..ee Mo-containing alloy offered a marked impruvement oil cryogenic
properties over those of the Mo-free alloy. Molybdenum increased
the amount cat retained dustenrte and reduced the amount of epsilon
martensil a observed in the n1.CrnitntCbne' of the two alloys (AuthorI
A81 49217 • Thermal darner coatrrsy for superalloys. R A
Miller, S R Levine, end P. E. Hodge (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH) In Sup e rahoys 1980 Proceedings of the Fourth
International Symposium, Champion, PA, September 21 25, 1980
IA81-491 76 2476) Metals Park, OH, American Societ y for Metals,
1980, p. 473480. 15 rots.
The current status of ceramic thermal barrier coatings for
protection of turbine aofoil components is reviewed. Test results for
an early duplex coati ng system Zr02 12% Y203'Ni 16% Cr-6%
AI Q6% Y. improved system Zr02 8% Y203 ,Ni 17% Cr 5% At 0 35`b
Y. end an/fuel impurity tolerant systems based on Zr02 . 8A, Y203.
2CaO Si02, and a MgO NiCrAIY cermet are discussed Preliminary
test results at 800 C lot a graded Zr02 8% Y203'Ni 20% Ct 11%
Al 0.4% Y coating system show that the coating can survive at least
500 for on the presence of 50 porn V plus other fuel contaminants and
additives.
	 V.L.
NS1 -16206 Pittsburgh Vow Ps
AN INVESTIGATION OF HOT CORROSION MECHANISMS
IN NICKEL BASE ALLOYS Ph.D. Thesis
Tar Tau Huang 1980 218 p
Avail Univ Microfilms Order No 8028015
The mechanisms by which metals and alloys are attacked
by gaseous environments when deposits are present on then
surface were determined A large number of different metal and
alloy specimens were exposed to an Oxygen atmosphere with
various ash coatings and oxidized specimens wets examined by
ordinary light and scanning electron microscopy to zherectenze
the morphology and structure of this scale dsvel000d at various
stage s
 of oxidation Alloy microstructure and oxidation products
were identified through X ray diffraction electron deffrectoon and
E DAX analysis techniques in order to obtain a more conclusive
picture of the mechanism of hot corrosion	 Dossed Abet,
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EL"V.
N81-19277'N Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group East Hartford,
Conn
TURBINE BLADE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS USING
THIN FILM TEMPERATURE SENSORS
H P Grant. J S Paybyszovirski. and R G Gaing 17 Mar
1981 65 r refs
(Contract NAS3-208311
(NASA CR-165201	 PWA-5604-31)	 Avail	 N11S
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL IIF
The development of thin film temperature sensors to discussed
The tricr nology for sputtering 2 micron thin film platinum versus
ple.,oum 10 percent rhodium thermocouples on alumina forming
coatings was improved and extended to applications on actual
turbine Wades Good adherence was found to depend upon
achieving a proper morphology or the alumina surface Problems
of adapting lobncation procedures to turbine blades were
uncovered. and improvements were recommended Testing at
1250 K at one atmosphere pressure was then extended to a
higher Mach No 10 61 in combustor Row for 60 hours and
71 thermal cycles The mean time to failure was 47 7 iurs
accumulated during I hour exposures in the combustor Calibration
drift was about 0 1 percent per hour. attributable to oxidation
of the rhodium in the thin films An increase in film thickness
and application of a protective overcoat are recommended to
reduce drift in actual engine testing 	 M G
I1 181-202M'N Colorado State Univ Fort Colhns
	
Dept of
Mechanical Engineering
PASSIVATION OF CARBON STEEL THROUGH MERCURY
IMPLANTATION Final Report, 1 Fab 1960 1 Feb. 1981
Paul J Wilbur and Raymond S Robinson Feb 1981 36 p
refs
(Contract NAG3 25)
tNASA CR-1652921 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
11F
An experiment in which carbon steel samples were implanted
with mercury ions from a broad beam ion source and their
corrosion charactenabcs in air were evaluated, is described
Mercury doses of n law mA min/square cm at energies of a
low hundred electron volts are shown to effect significant
improvements in the corrosion resistance of the treated surfaces
In a warm moist environment the onset of rusting was extended
from 15 min for an unlreated sample to approximately 30 his
for one implanted at a dose of 33 mA min/square cm with
1000 eV mercury tons	 Authn.
1181-221M'^ Case Western Reserve Unrv. Cleveland. Ohio
MICROSTRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
BULL( AND PLASMA-SPRAYED V203-PARTIALLY STABI-
LIZED ZIRCONIA Annual Report
Peter G Valentine and Ralph D Maser Aug 1980 46 p refs
(Grant NsG-3252)
(NASA CR-1651261 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF 01 CSCL IIF
Bulk 6 O wetpht percent yttns partioliv stabilized znconta IPSZI
was studied by light microscopy transmission electron microscopy,
% ray onetyws microMrdness taming. and frsours toughness
testing The as recerved PSZ contain, d spheradel and grain
boundary precipitates up to 4 micrometers in size Spheroids up
to 1 26 micromet fs were matastable tetragonal large spheroids
wets monoclinic Gnnchng the PSZ into powder did not cause a
significant amount of letregonal to transform to monoclinic This
indicates that transformation toughness its not a significant
mechanism in PSZ Aging the PSZ at 1500 C caused the fine
telregonal precipitates to grow from 0 06 to 0 12 micrometers,
in 250 minutes A peak hardness of 1400 kg/sq mm was
attained after 50 minutes Solution annealing and quenching
the as received PSZ eliminated the large precipitates. but fine
tetrsigonal precipitates reformed on quenching Aging at 1500 C
caused the fine 0 02 mictomertars tetragonal precrprtates to grow
into plates about 0 10 by 050 micrometers A peak hardness
of 1517 kg/sq mm was obtained after 250 minutes On ',irttwr
aging monochruc prncipitates formed 9" grain bout., two
The fracture toughneW of the aged and unaged solution ann,aled
and quenched PSZ was found to be between 2 ]nd 3 MN
/square root of m cubed This range of fracture toughness is
consistent with PSZ's that do not undergo transformation
toughening	 Author
A81 10706 ' it Effect of TMP variables upon structure and
properties in ODS alloy HDA 8077 sheet. M F Rothman diet H M
Tawdncy (Cabot Corp., Kokomo, Ind.). Airemavoiwl Conference on
Superafloys. 4rh, Champion, Pa., Sept. 2125, 1980, Paper 10 p.
Contract No NAS3 20072,
The effects of oxide content level and variations ui Ihermo-
mechanical processing upon the final structure and properties of
HDA 8077 sheet have been systematically examined. It was found
that creep strength and formability are substantially influenced by
both oxide content and TMP schedule Variations in creep properties
obtained appeal to cu relate with observed microstructures. (Author 1
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2 % NONMETALLIC MATERIALS
I nl'•udes physical chemical and mechanical properties
of plastics eloslomers lub r icants polymers. textile%
adhesives and ceramic marmots
N1111 10170'F National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF SUBSTRATE SURFACE FINISH ON THE
LUBRICATION AND FAILURE MECHANISMS OF MO
LYBOENUM DISULFIDE I -L1MS
Hobert L f usaro 1980 40 p refs Proposed for presentation
at Annual Meeting of the Am Soc of Lubrication Engi Pittsb-,r
11 14 May 1981
(NASA TM 81595 t 97151 Avail NTIS HC A03/10 A01
CSCL I I H
An optical nucroscope was used to study the lubrication
and failure mechanisms of rubbed Iburnishedl MoS2 films applied
to three substrate surface finishes
	 polished sanded and
sandblasted as a function of sliding distance The hrbncatro.,
mechanism was the plastic flow of thin films of MoS2 between
flat plateaus on the rider and on the metallic substrate If the
substrates woe tough flat plateaus were created during run in
and the MoS2 flowed across them Wear life toes extended by
increasing surface t oughness since valley% in the roughened
substrate served as reservoirs lot MoS2 and a deposit site lot
wear debris In moist air the failure mechanism was the
transformation of metallic colored MoS2 films to a Mack powdery
mate r ial that was found by X ray dif fr action to consist pnrinanly
of alpha non and Mo03 powders In dry argon the failure
mechanism was the gradual depletion of the MoS2 film from
the contact region by transverse flow Analysis of the wen debris
on the wear track at tadure showed it consisted mainly at alpha
iron and some residual MoS2 No molybdenum oxides were
found	 M 6
NOT 11214* 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter 0eveiand Ohio
POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE TRANSFER FILTH STUDIED
WITH X RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY
Donald R Wheeler Nov 1980 11 p lots
(NASA TP 1728 f 4141 Avail NTIS HC A02o Mf AOI CSCL
1113
Polyteliefluoroethyiene (PTFE) was tubbed against nickel in
ultrahigh vacuum at loads up to 3 9 N and speeds up to
94 mmj sec The transfer film formed urn the nickel was analyzed
using X rev pholor*ctron spectroscopy The hint was indntnnguish
able from bulk PTFE except for the possible presence of a small
amount of NeF2 The transfer film was found to be about
1 molecule (05 nml thick under all conditions but at speeds
above 10 mm , sec there was evidence of bulk transfer can the
form of fragments as well The thickness measurements required
a choice among conflicting published values of the inelastic mean
free path for electrons in polymers The values chosen gave
internally cunststant •asulls
	 Author
NOT 12225' M National Aeronautics and Space Admiustrabon
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF LOAD. AREA OF CONTACT AND CONTACT
STRESS ON THE WEAR MECHANISMS OF A BONDED
SOLID LUBRICANT FILM
Robert L Fusaro 1980	 22 p refs	 Prepared for the 3d
Intern Cont on Wear of Motor San Francisco 30 Mar 	 I Apr
1 98 1 sponsored by the Am Soc of Mach Eng
#NASA TM 81563 F 525 1 Avail NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL
I I H
A pin can disk type of Inction and west apparatus ton used
to study the effect of load contact stress and ride r area of
contact on the faction and wool prope r ties of polyrmsde bonded
graphite fluoride films Different older area contacts were obtained
by initially generating flats lwith areas of 00035 0 0071 00145
and 0 0240 cmr on 0 476 cm radius hemssphanrally lipped rrAers
Different prole( tad contact sites%*% were obtained by applying
loads of 2 5 to 56 8 N to the flats Two film wear mechanisms
were observed The first was found to be a linear function of
contact stress and was independent of rider area of contact
The second was found to increase exponentially as the stress
increased The second alw appear Sd it) be a function of rdp
con'71 area Wee: isso lsof-n each mechanism were empirically
de.rvsd from the experimental data hr Varietal Incisor , , coefficients
increased with increasing rider contact area aria with sliding
dwatron This was related to the build up of thick order transfer
films
	 Author
N81-13140 x / National Aeronautics and Space Administrstion
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF MILLING AND LEACHING ON THE STRUCTURE
OF SINTERED SILICON
H C Yoh (Cleveland State Unity Ohio) T K Glascow and T
P Hartsell 1980 15 p refs Presented at Ann Meeting of
the Am Ceram Soc Chicago 28 30 Apr 1980
(NASA 'M 81601 E 5911 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
07r
Sent*ring was performed in He for 18 faun at 1200 1250
and 1300 C Compacts of as received Sr did not density during
sintering Milling reduced the average particle site to below
0 5 micrometer and enhanced densifrcat on 11 75 9/cc) Leaching
milled Sr further enhanced densdreation 11 90 9/cc mex I and
decreased structural coarsening After sintering the structure of
the milled and leached powder compacts appears favorable for
the production of reaction bonded silicon nitride
	 Author
N81 11079's National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lew,, Heseaw, Center Cleveland Ohre
CHANGES IN SURFACE CHEMISTRY OF SILICON CARBIDE
100011 SURFACE WITH TEMPERATURE AND THEIR
EFFECT ON FRICTION
Katuhisa Miyoshr and Donald H Buckley Nov 1980 12 p
refs
(NASA TP 1756 E 4751 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
070
Friction studies were conducted with a silicon carbide (00011
surface contacting polvery:ull,ne iron The surface of silicon
carbide was pretreated 111 by bombarding it with argon ions
for 30 minute% et a pressure of 1 3 pascals ill by heating it
at 800 C for 3 hours in vacuum at a pressure of 10 to the
minus eighth powe •
 pascal or 13 , by heating it at 1500 C far
3 hours in a vacuum of 10 to the minus eighth power passer
Auger emission spectroscopy was used to determine the presence
of silicon and carbon and the form of the carbon The surfaces
of silicon carbide bombarded with argon tons or preheated to
800 C revealed the main Sr peak and a cart de type of C peak
can the Auger spectra The surfaces preheated to 1500 C #*vested
only a graphite type of C peak in the Auger spectra and the Sr
peak had diminished to a barely perceptible amount The surfaces
of silicon carbide preheated to 800 C gave a 1 5 to 3 times
higher co*ffcienl of friction than did the surfaces of silicon carbide
preheated to 1500 C The coefficient of friction was lower in
the
	
Ill 210
	
direction than in the
	
101 1)0 - direction that
is it was lower in the preferred crystallographic slip direction
Author
11191 . 172150 	 Nathonall Aaeonwttoa aeld S pew Adff4FA trtnton.
Lnarts Research Center. Cleea kri . Oho
CURING AGENT POFI POLrSP1GIEIDES AND EPMV BEGINS
AND 000111 1"i CURED TWOEINRN Pasoan
Trio T Sereftia. Poor Ddergs. and Raprtand D Veresuca. OreeMOm
Ito NASA) teased 13 Jon 19111  S p FrUd 30 Aug 1979
Srperasd xi 1 ,074-41346 117 - 22. p29261
INAal1-Case-LEW- 1322E-1.
 US-PwarR-4.244.967.
US-Patent- App-SM- 070771. US-Poom- (lass-206r37EP.
US-Petent-Clan-200-324S. US-hlsnt- Ores- 240-326N.
US-Patent-Clan-Sn-117 US-Pawn -Ghee-624 119
US- ►stead- Clam-62E-3221 Aeed US P~t arl Trsdarnark
016oe CSCL 07C
A wring for a polyreposeda a dowrlasd svHsc+ osntaere a
dnglaM aryl redlcM auch as pherryoohe a tetreeelsrn aryl radmW
such as a Mtraesbnt bentena rarJseel An oplande n end Sy
60
admixture with the curing agent The cured potty product retains
the usual properties of cured apoitidee and in addmon, has a
higher char residue shot burtrrg, on the order of 46% by weight
The higher char reosdue is or value in provision" release to the
atmosphere of carbon fibers from capon flber-poo on"
composites in the event of buffing of the compoua
OfM1etal Gaaeste of the U S Patent find Trademark OoMos
N61-172040/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
DYNAMICS OF SOLID 018MMI1ONS IN OIL DURING THE
LUSPICATION OF POINT CONTACTS. PART 1: GRA-
PHITE
C Cueario (llfinoa Unry Urbana) and H E Slrney, 1961 29 p
te% Proposed fig presentation at the Ann Meeting of the Am
Soc of Lubrication Eng . Pittsburgh 11 14 Mw 1981
(NASA TM 81693 E-410 1)  Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL I I H
A Hertsian contact was lubricated with dispersed graphite
on mineral oils under boundary lubrication conditions The contact
wait 
optically observed under pure rolling. combined rolling and
sliding. and pure sliding conditions The contact was formed
with a steel bell on the flat surface of a glass disk Pho-
tomrcrograph o are presented which show the distribution of the
graphite in and around the contact Friction and surface damage
are also shown for conditions when the be" note are used alone
and when graphite to added to the base Oils Under pure rolling
and combined rol l -rig and siding conditions it a found that for
low speeds, a graphite film can form which will sparate the
contacting surfaces Under pure sliding conditions graphite
accumulates at the infer and sweeps around the contact. but
very Isle of the graphite passes through the contact The
accumulated graphite appears to act as a barrier which reduces
the supply of oil available to the contact for boundary lubrication
Friction data show no clear short term beneficial or detrimental
effect courted by addition of graphite to the be" al However.
during pun sliding, more obrasron occurs on the polished bells
lubricated with the dispersion then on these IuWicated with the
times oil alone All observations were for the special case of a
highly-polished bell on a glass surface a rid may not be applicable
to other geometries and materials	 to rougher surfoces
Author
Joseph C Kolecki and Thomas J Raey Dec 1960 21 p rots
(NASA TM 81622 E 6321 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
IDA
The surlabAtty of cummorcial (terrestrial) motor arrays for use
in low Earth orbit is examined It a shown that commercial
solar arrays degrade under thermal cycling because of material
flexure and that certain types of silicones used in the construction
of trees arrays outgas severml►r Based on the resuhs modifications
wear me" The modified array retains the essential feature@ of
typical commercial arrays and can be easily built commercial
fabrication techniques at low cost The modified array us" a
metal troy for containment but eliminates the high outgassing
potting matenift and gle s cover sheets Cells are individually,
mounted with an adhesive and individually covered with glass
cutter slips, or clear plastic tape The modified array to found to
withstand seven thermal cycling for long intervals of time M G
N111 . 111296' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
COMPOSITION AND METHOD FOR MAKING POLYIMIDE
RESIN-REINFORCED FABRIC Passert
Tito T Serafin and Peter Delvigs inventors Ito NASA) Issued
13 Jon 1981 4 p Filed 6 Apr 1979 Supersedes N79-24061
(17	 15 p 19471
INASA Case LEW 12933 1 US Patent 4.244 853
US Patent Appl-SN 027557 US-Paten Class 260334R
US Patent Gass 427 221. US Patent Cli-s 427 379
US Patent Class 529-353) Avail 	 US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL I I E
A composition for making polyrmide resin rern!orced fibers
or fabric is discussed The composition includes a puryfunctional
ester a polyfunctronal n mine and an end capping agent The
composition is impregnated into fibers or fabric and heated to
form preprog material The tack retention charecter:stres of this
prepreg material ere improved by incorporating into the compost
bon a liquid olefinic mate r ial compatible with the other ingredients
of the composition The prepreg material is heated at a higher
temperature to effect formation of the polyimrde rosin and the
monomeric additive is incorporated in the pohyrmde polymer
structure
Official Garerts of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
MI-17266s i National Aeronautics and Space Admrn:uration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
EVALUATION OF BOUNDARY LUBRICANTS USING
STEADY-STATE WEAR AND FRICTION
WdMm R Loomis and William R Jones. Ji 1961 26 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the 360, Ann Meeting of the Am
Soc of Lubrication Eng Pittsburgh 11 14 May 1981
(NASAL TM 81601. E-7161 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
11H
A friction end wear study was made at 20 C to establish
operating limits and procedures for obtaining improved (sproduci-
belly and relrabihty in boundary lubrication testing Ester be"
and Cother base fluids were used to lubricate a pure iron odor
in sliding contact with a rotating M 50 steel disk in a pin on disk
apparatus Results of a parametric study with varying bads and
speedo slowed that satisfactory test conditions for studying the
direction and wear characteristics in the boundary lubrication
regime with this test device were found to be 1 kilogram Iced
7 to 9 motors per minute (50 rpm) surface speed dry err test
atmosphere lies than 100 ppm H2O) aura use of a time stepwise
procedure for measuring wwi Highly reproducible steady state
wear rates resulted from the two fluid studies which hod a
linearity of about 99 percent @liar initially higher wear rates
and friction coefficients during run on periods of 20 to
40 minutes
	
Author
461 17266 4 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cancer Cleveland Ohio
COMMERICAL ITERRESTRIAU AND MODIFIED SOLAR
ARRAY DESIGN STUDIES FOR LOW COST. LOW POWER
SPACE APPLICATIONS
1 1011111 19300'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center 	 Ohio
SURFACE CHEMISTRY AND FRICTION BEHAVIOR OF THE
SILICON CARBIDE 100011 SURFACE AT TEMPERATURES
TO IWO DiG C
Kaiuhiss Miyosht and Donald H Buckley Mar 1981 14 p
refs
(NASA TP 1813 E 542) Avail NTIS HC A02'MF A01 CSCL
1IC
X-ray photoelectron and Auger electron spectroscopy ansiy%es
and friction studies veers conducted with a silicon carbide 10001)
surface in contact with iron c various I*mperatures to 1200 ur
1500 C in a vacuum of 10 to the minus 6th power Ps The
results indicate that there is n significa n t tomperehire influence
On both the surface chemistry and friction prope ruet of silicon
ca r bide The principal contaminant of adso r bed amorphous carbon
on the silicon carbide surface in the as received stars is removed
by simply heating to 400 C Above 400 C graphae and carbide
type carbons a r e the primary species on the silicon :8rbrde surface
in addition to silicon The coefficients o f friction of polyt rot stal line
non sliding against a single crystal silicon carbide 10001) surface
war* high of temperatures to BOO C Similar coefficients Of friction
were obtained at r oom temperature after the silicon carbide was
p r eheated at various temperatu r es up 800 C When the friction
experiments were conducted above 800 C or when the specimens
were p r eheated to above SnO C the coefficients of friction were
dramatically lower At 800 C the silicon and carbide type carbon
are at a mommum intensity in the XPS spectra With incroissing
temperature above 800 C the .oncont,al.on of the graphite
increases r apidly on the surface wheress thous of the carbele
type carbon r.d whcon denser* opidry	 Author
61
11 161 21,1278 * N National Aeronaut" and Specs Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
DYNAMICS OF SOLID DISPERSION/ IN OIL DURING THE
LUBRICATION OF POINT OF CONTACTS. PART 2:
MOLYBDENUM DISULFIDE
C Cusano (Illinois Unty Urgans-Chompaignl and H E Sliney,
1961 27 p refs Proposed for presentation at Ann Meeting
of the Am Soc of Lubrication En9r.
 . Pittsburg. 11-14 May
1951
INASA TM-61709. E-410. 21 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL I I H
A Herizian contact consisting of a steel bell in contact with
a glass disk is lubricated with MoS2 dispersions end observed
by optical microscopy at vofious slide/roll conditions In general
the behavior of MoS2 end graphite are Similar Thal is. the
solids tend to enter the confect and form a film on the
contacting surfaces whenever a rolling component of motion is
used but solid particles seldom enter the contact during puns
sliding The MoS2 has more pronounced plastic flow behanor
than graphite However tea polished steel ball is more readily
scratched by MoS2 than by graphite Under the conditions of
thew studies lower friction and wear are observed with puts
al rather than with the dispersion* However under other
conditions lauch as different contact geometry or rougher surfaces)
the solid lubricant dispersions might be beneficial 	 E D K
NS1 21196*N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Hesearch Center Cleveland Ohio
A $PUTTERED 21RCONIA PRIMER FOR IMPROVED
THERMAL SHOCK RESISTANCE OF PLASMA SPRAYED
CERAMIC TURBINE BEALS
R C Bill J Sovey and G P Allen 1981 14 p refs Presented
at the 3d Intern Coot on West of Mater San Francisco
30 Mar 1 Apr 1981 Prepared in cooperation with Army
Aviation Research and Development Command Cleveland
(NASA TM 81732 AVRADCOM TA 81 C8. E 742) Avail
NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL 07C
The development of plasma sprayed yttrrs stabilized )ntcon.a
IYSZI ceramic turbine blade tip seal components is discussed
The YSZ layers a r e quite thick 10040 to 0090 in I The service
potential of seal compone n ts wnh such thick ceramic layers is
cyclic thermal shock limited The mast usual failure mode is
ceramic favor delommabon el or very near the inte rlace between
the plasma sprayed YSZ layer and the NiCiAIY bondcoat
Deposition of a thin RF sputtered VSZ pnmer to the bondc'Mt
prior to deposition of the thick plasma sprayed YSZ laver was
found to reduce lamina , cracking in cyclic thermal shock testing
The cyclic thermal shock life of one ceramic seal design was
increased by a factor of 5 to 6 when the sputtered YSZ primer
was incorporated A model based on thermal response of plasma
sprayed YSZ particles impinging on the bondcoat surface with
and without the sputtered YSZ primer prordes a bans for
understanding the function of the primer 	 M G
11111.22 1193*/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Rasearch Center, Cleveland. Ohio
ILACT110N REFLECTION AND SECONDARY EMISSION
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPUTTL'".-TEXTURED PYROLYTIC
ORAPHITS SURFACES
Edwin G WrntuCky. Arthur N Curren and James 5 Sovey 1991
19 p rats Prowled at the Intern Cool on Met Coatings
San Francisco 6-SO Apt 1991 sponsored by AVS
(NASA TM-81766. E-518) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11D
Low secondary and reflected primary electron emission from
the collector electrode surface@ is important for optimum Collectot
efficiency and hence for high overall of ictenq, of microwave
amplifier tubes used in communication satellite@ and in military
systems Ion sputter tenunng of the surface *"actively suppres
sas electron *mission from pyrolytrC graphite which is a promising
collector electrode material Secondary and reflected pnmyry
electron emission characteristics of sputter tenured pyiolytic
graphite surfaces with microstructures of various sires and
densities are presented The microstructure wnh the lowest
electron emission levels less than those of soot consists of a
den" array of tall, thin spires	 EDK
N61 . 241297' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
IN-SITU CROSS UNKIND OF POLYVINYL ALCOHOL
Patent
Warren H Philipp L Chen Hsu and Dean W Sharbley inventors
(to NASA) Issued 14 Apr 1961 4 p Filed 18 Jan 1990
Continuation of abandoned US Patent Appl SN971475 filed
20 Dec 1978
(NASA Cue LEW 13135 2 US Patent 4 262 067
US Patent AppI SN- 113014 US Patent Class 429 139
US-Patent Class 429 27 US Patent Class-429 28
US-Patent Class 429 249 US Patent Class 429 253
US Patent Class 264 104 US Patent Gass 264-105
US Patent Class 525 81 US Patent-App1 SN-971475' Avail
US Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 07C
A method of producing a Crosslinked polyvinyl alcohol
structure such as a battery *operator membrane or electrode
envelops is described An aqueous solution of a film forming
polyvmvl alcohol is admixed with an aldehyd* aosslinking
agent a basic pH to mhibn crosslinking The crosslmung agent
perlerably a drsldehyde such a glutorald*hyde is used in on
amount of from abou t 1;" 21 to about 20% of the theoretical
amount required to crosshnk all of the hydroxyl groups of the
polymer The aqueous admixture is formed into a desired physical
she" such as by testing a shest of the solution The %host is
then dried to form a self supporting film Cro%slinking is then
affected by immersing the film i n aqueous acrd soiul,pn The
tesullant product has excellent properties fo r use as a battery
separator
Ott,^.al Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
N81 22190* /	 National Aeronautics anJ Space Adm:mstration 114161 24266*N
	
National Aeronautics	 rid Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio Lewis Research Center 	 Cleveland	 Ohio
LASER SURFACE FUSION OF PLASMA SPRAYED CERAM. THERMAL	 BARRIER	 COATING SYSTEM	 HAVING
	
IM
IC TURBINE BEALS Panient ApMeatlon PROVED ADHESION	 Patent Application
Don)Id W	 W,"ndst and Robert C
	
8,11	 inventors Ito NASA! R	 C	 8.11 and J	 S	 Sovev
	
inventors Ito NASAI	 Filed 28 JanFiled
	
11	 Me,	 1961	 11	 p 1981	 7 p
INASA Case LEW 13269 1	 US Potent Appl SN 242795) Avail INASA Case LEW 13359 1	 US I'stent Appl SN 2292331 Avail
NTIS
	
HC A02/MF A01	 CSCL 07C NTIS
	 HC A02/1MF A01	 CSCL I IA
An sbradable lining that is dapoaned on a shroud forming a A	 metallic bond coat on a substrate is primer coated by
gas path teal in Iurbomechrnery, is described	 Improved thermal depos,tm	 an	 .On	 thermal9	 apunerad ceramic film	 A ce r a mic
shock resistance a affected throw 	 the delibsists introduction9h barrier	 coating	 a	 then	 plume sprayed	 onto	 this	 pnmer	 filmi prim
of miciocrocks which will not propagate appreciably upon exposure The sputter deposited pnmer coating improves the mtegnty and
to the Thermal shock environment in which a turbine *reel must strength of the interface between the plasma sprayed ceramic
function	 The microcratks are introduced by laser Surface fusion layer	 and metallic	 bond colt	 Improvement of the integrity of
t reatment of the ceramic	 The ceramic surface is laser stoned the interlace insures stronger adherence between the metal and
to form a continuous donee layer As this layer cods and sol,drRas the ceramic
	 NASA
shrinkage results in the formation of a very 	 fine c r ack	 network
which	 precludes
	
the formation of a catastrophic	 crack during
thermal Mock exposure	 J D H
f
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CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENTS OF A POLYF"RNYL
ETHER TO 190 C ON M-SO STEEL
William R 'ones Jr Jun 1981 16 p refs
(NASA TM 82628 E 8311 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
07C
Contact angle measurements were performed for a polyphony$
ether o i steel in nitrogen A bllog plate and a sessile drop
apparatus were used Surface tension was measured with a
maximum bubble pressure apparatus Critical surface energies
of spreading were found to be 30 1 and 31 3 dynes cm It was
concluded that the potyphenyl ether is iftefently autophobrc and
will not spread on its own surface film	 Authot
NS1 27279. 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CROSS-LINKED POLYVINYL ALCOHOL AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME Patent Apobcatton
Dean W Sherbley Lon* L Rieke# Lt Chen Hsu and Michelle
A Manro inventors Ito NASA) Filed 10 Jun 1981 14 p
INASA Case LEW 13504 1 US Patent Appl SN :72234) Avail
NTIS HC A02'MF A01 CSCL 07C
A method is described for producing cross linked polyvinyl
alcohol '3attery separators A Idnh forming polyvinyl alcohol resin
is admixed in aqueous solution with a draldehydw cross hoisting
agent which is capable of cross linking the polyvinyl alcohol
resin aria a water soluble acrd Aldehyde The acid sidehis contains
a reactive aldehyde group capable of reacting with hydroxyl
groups in the polyvin y l a.cohol resin and an ionizable acid
hydrogen atom The amount of acid aldehyde is from. 1 to 5%
by weight and is sufficient to reduce the pH of the squeous
admixture to 5 or less The admixture is then formed into a
desired physical shape such as by casting a sheet or felt- and
the shaped material is then heated to simultaneously dry ant
cross link the article
	
NASA
081 27282. 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lawn Research Cente r Cleveland Ohio
CORRELATION OF IDEAL AND ACTUAL SHEAR
STRENGTHS OF METALS WITH THEIR FRICTION PROPER
TIES
Kazuhrsa Mryoshi and Donald H Buckley Jul 190 1	 2 p
refs
INASA To 1891 E 7011 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF as CSCL
11F
The rotation between the ideal and actual shea r strengths
and (action prope r ties of c lean metals in contact with clean
diamond boron nitride silicon carbide manganese zinc ferrite
and the metals themsel ves on vacuum is discussed An estimate
of Ih.o ideal shear strength for metals is obtained from the shear
modulus the repeat distance of atoms in the direction of Cheat
of the metal and the inte r planat spacing of the shearing planes
The coefficient of faction for metals is shown to be correlated
with both the ideal and actual shoat strength of motels The
higher the strength Of the metal the lower the coefficient of
faction occurs	 Author
N81 31388-0 National Aeronautics anti Spac r+ Admmrsitabon
Lewis Research Centel
	 Ohio
EFFECT OF YTTRIA ADDITIVES ON PROPERTIES OF
PRESSURELESS SINTERED SILICON NITRIDE
Alan Ares fop 1901 11 p refs
INASA TP 1899 E-751) AvMI NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCI
11G
Sr3N4 base ceramics were made from milled Sr3N4 contain
ing 11 1 wt% S#02 and oxide addit#ves by pressureless sintering
at 1760 C The four point average moduli of r upture we t @ 460
515 and 515 MPa at room temperature and 270 256 and
227 MPa at 1400 C 'or compositions with 3 67 7 22 and
14C wt`s V203 r especbvoh The oxidation resistance of these
compositions decreased with increasing V203 in the 600 to
1400 C range and no su r face oxide cracking or %polling was
noted Partial substitution of Al203 tit V203 reduced both
stength and oxidation resistance
	
Author
081 32249* 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cente r Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE DIAMOND
SURFACE ON THE STRENGTH OF 1'HE DIAMOND MCTAL
INTERFACE
Stephen V F*pper 1981 18 p r efs P r 000sed for presentation
at the 28th Nail Symp of the Am Vacuum Soc Anaheim
Calif 2 6 Nov 1981
INASA TM 62714 E 9981 Avail NTIS HC A02 1 MF A01 CSCL
11G
A diamond surface undargoes a transformation in its electronic
structure by a vacuum anneal at opproslmstely 900 C The polished
surface has no electronic states in the bend gap whereas the
annealed su r face has both occupied and unoccupied mules in
the and gap and exhibits some electrical conductivity The effect
of this transformation on the strength of the diamond metal
interface was investigated by measuring the static friction farce
of an atomically clean meta sphere on a diamond Oat in ultrahigh
vacuum It was found tha t low frictUoi tweak bonding) is essOCi ited
with the diamond su r face devoid of gap states whereas nigh
friction Istrong bonding) is associated with the diamond au face
with gap states Exposu re of the annealed surface to excited
hydrogen also leads to weak bonding The interfacial bond is
discussed tar forms of interaction of the metal conduction bond
electrons with the bond gap states on the diamond surtaci
Effects of su ff ice electrical conductivity on the onwfecisl bond
are also be conside red	 A R H
N81 33293-F National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
RELATIONSHIP SETWEEN THE IDEAL TENSILE STRENGTH
AND THE FRICTION PROPERTIES OF METALS IN CON
TACT WITH NONMETALS AND THEMSELVES Final
Report
Kazuhisa Miyoshi and Donald H Buckley Washington NASA
Sep 1981 10 p refs
INASA TP 1883 E 5871 Avail NTIS HC A02i MF A01 CSCL
I I N
The adhesion and friction properties )f metals in contact
with diamond boron nGfi a silicon carbide manganese zinc
ferrite and the metals themselves in vacuum was investigated
An estimate of the ideal unsaxisl tensile was obtained in terms
of the equdrbriu rn surface energy inurptanrr spacing of 1^• planes
perpendicular to the tensile axis and the Young s modulus of
elasticity The coefficient of friction for metals was found to be
related IO the ideal tensile strength o f metals The higher the
strength of the metal the lower the coefficient of f r iction A H H
A81 12630 or harrier coating Burner rig hot
oorrosion test results P E Hodge. S Sticura. M A Goodwill. I
Zaplatvrnkv and S R Levine (NASA. Lewis ResratCh Conte#.
Cleveland, Ohre) Journal of Mrrends for Errwpy Systems, vol. 1.
Mar 100. p 47 58 14 refs Contact No EF A 31 2593,
A Mach 0 3 twiner rig test program was conducted to examine
the sensitivity of thermal Writer coatings to Nit and V Contaminated
combustion gases simulating potential utility got turbine envrron
ments Coating life of the standard Z#02 12Y203 No 16 2Cr 5 6AI
06Y leomposnron is wt %) NASA thermal Miner coatoN system
which was developed for aircraft gas to br^es was significantly
reduced in such environments Two thermal harrier costing ,sterns,
Ca2Sr04 N 16 20 5 6AI 0 BY antl Zr02 8Y203'Nr 16 4C,5 1 Al
0 15Y and a less ensulative cermet coating system. 50 vol ! Mg0 50
vol `Nr 1960 171A1097Y'Nr 16 2C 56A1 4OBY were identified
n having much improsed corrosion resistance compared to the
standard cwting	 IAuthof)
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A81 15984 ' Competabeir evaluation of ineulating plop"
ties ul irlrmasprayed ceramic coatings I ZalrlatVnskv (NASA,
Lewis Rns•aich Cente.. Clrsessilarrtl. 0hrol (American C►romre Corr
sty, Annual Cariference on Ccoirrsirres; after Advanred Materials, 4th,
Cocoa Barth. Fla Jan 201 21. 1980) Ceramic Erqureerr q and
Science Proi'eerlerps vo l 1, no 7 8 18! July Aug 1980 to 609 623
15 lets
A simple .rili to- ewluahng the thermal ^rAUlatina capass3olillit
Of ceramic coatings was devised. It is brwd on mnntaing :he
temperature of floe uncr-al!td back surface of a thin surforalloy disk
while its front surface, coated with !h ► ceramic material, .1 exposed
IV the- high temperature environment of an sr!artric muffle turn".
The results obtained indicate that 7vCOna containing E wt`s, v203 is
a better thermal insulator than barium tnconale or crlc,um
orlhosiliorat. 	 (Authurl
ASI12529 ' E"wt of milling and leaching on the structure
of sintared silicon. N. C. Yoh (Cleveland Slate Univeofity, Cleveland
Uhiol, 1 K Gnaagow, and T Is . Herbell (NASA, Lewis ReseAirh
Center, Cleveland, Ohiol. American Ceramic Society, Annuar Meer
•ng. Chrrayis Its, Apr 28 X 1980. Paper 13 p 7 refs
The effects of attrition milling and acrd I,i4ching on the sinter inq
howshassi And the tesu hanl structures of Iwo com rnerc , a l silicon
powders wtvr nsvestigAhtrd Sintering was priloverinered in He fur 16
hour at 1100. 1150, and 1,100 C Compacts o f as received Si did not
density during sintering. Millnsg reduced the average particle site In
Irelove 0.5 microns and enhanced tfensificahon )1.75 91cc). Leaching
milled Sr further enhancrd rlrnsificalicen (1 90 g.'CC Max I and
decreased structural cuaiwn^nq After sintering, the structure of the
milled and leached powder compacts appears favorable tot the
product-n of :eact , or, bonded uhron nitride 	 IAutho,)
AS  28974 •	 Effect of ZP02. M90 and Y203 addibuns can
the sinicrablity of a milled S13N4 with 13.5 wt> 5102 A Arias
tNASA, Lewis RPS vr(h Centre	 0,-vr1ant1 Ohio). Jnu,nAri of
Materials Scierrc'e vol 16. Mar 1961, p 787 7fs3 20 reh.
The s.nderabil.tV of alpha S:JN4 with 0 5 07 egcivolPnt pr's cent
of CP02. MQO. of Y203 hat bin st.rdietd in the tempristurr iangr
1650 1820 C by, dertsity mrautrmenr • slid X ray dirlrartion
analysis Maximum densities were obtAnwd on the range 1 765 1 820 C
ant wet r 99 S% of theoretical with 2 5% Ce02 98.b% of theOnsts
with 1 24 to 1 87% MVO. steel 99 2% of thrionelieal wnih : 4'i, Y203
Densilrrs 94"l l, or rear of theoretical wealur weir obtained with as
little as O 62 eyuivalrnt per ,tent additive
	
V L
A8133659' Effect of wbtean surface finish on the
lubrication arnf failure mochare Tess of molybdenum dleulhde films
R t Ftisaro (NASA, Lewis Rrsrarch Center, Ctrvrland, Ohio)
American Society of Luhrrcarinn Fngrnaen Annua l Meroall, 36Th
Prrrshurph, Pa.. May 11'14 1981, Praprmt Al AM SO 1 12 p. 17
rift
An oplo"I microscope was instill to study the , lubrication and
failure mechanisms of rubbrd Oxormshed) MoS2 films Anplserl to
three eutntrale surface finishes polished, sanded, and sandtownt ► d
As a knetion of sliding distance Ttw, lubrication mechanism was the
plastic flow of thin films of MoS2 between flat plateaus can t1w older
ant, on the metallic subatissi If the sul»bate was foirgh, flat
I latraus were ciliated (filling 'run in' and Uri MoS2 flowrd across
t hem. Wear life was extended by increasing surface roughness since
valleys can the roughened substrate served as reservoirs for MoS2 and a
deposit site tut *Pa. debts* In moist ai r the failure mechanism was
thr transformation of rtwtalli r colored MuS2 films to a black,
pnwdery material that was Intent, by X ray diffraction to consist
1r imarily of alpha -ton and Mo03 powders Ls dry argon, the failure
mechanism was the Cad-ial depletion of the MoS2 film from the
contact region by transverse !,sw. Ana lysis of the wear debris oil
wear track at tsilure shovet if consisted mainly of alpha coon and
some rnsidual MoS2 No molybdenum oxides were found. (Author)
AS 1 33P60 '	 D fnamtcs of hoard dispersions in oil during the
lubrication of point contacts 1 Graphde. C Cusanu Ilnhnois.
Unwess-ty, Urbana, Ill.l and H E Shnr/ (NASA. Lewis Research
Cerster, Cleveland, Ohio) American Sorters of l uhrrcation Engs
veers, Annual Mewing 36rh Pirraxwor- It Ps Mery 11 . 14. 1981
Preprm os
 SI AM 50 3 7p 10 refs
A Herttran contact is lubricated with dispersed graphite in
mineral oils under boundary lubrication conditions The contacts are
optically obsetvrd under purr rolling, combinod rolling And sliding
and purr sliding conditions The contact is formed with a steel bell'
on the flat surface ul a glass disk Under pure rolling a-lid combined
swilling and sliding conditions, it is f ound that, lot low sFiseds, a
graphite film coil form which will separate the. conladrng u,rfara In
tint ant, under purr sliding conditions, graphite aecumuldes at the
inlet and sw:eps afourl0 tht c...:.lit, but ver y !Mle of graphite pass"
through tie contact Tne accumulated graphite appears to act as a
banner whits` reduce. the suppl y of oil available to the cientact for
boundary Iubrrcal,or Friction data show no clear short4.rm
hrnrf • cral or elrt r imeital effect reused by Addiliun of gnaWi to to the
thaw oil. However, during pure sliding more abrasion occurs or. the
polished bells Will catrd with the , dispersion than on those lubricated
with the tsasr list alane
	
(A,,- ,r)
A81 32545 • - Fracture tnughneA of btnttle materials data
mined with chevron notch specimens. J L Shannon 7i R T.
Bubsey. A S p ierce INASA Lewis Research Center, Clrveland,
Ohio). and D Muni IKarlsiuhe.. nversitnt. Kri.ntofachuroysilintium
Karlsruhe GmBH, Karlsruhe, Wes' fermanvl. Soctlfl FrasKarse dr
Wrallurgar. mfsernarto , sarl Conference on Fracture. Sth, rinses,
France, Ma 29 Apr J t 981, Paper. 15 p. 11 rah.
Short bar doors tud, and fou, point bond chavion notch sped
nwns were used to determine the plane strain fracture toughness of
hot putted silicon nitride And srnlnad aluminum oxide bitty
ceramics. The unique advanlagrs of this spot.rison t ype are 111 the
productiun of a sharp natural crack during the early stage o f test
loading .
 to that no pteetaeking is regus,r Ard (21 the load passrs
through a maximum at a constant, .naterial independent crack
Irngth to width tatsu for specific gromealry. to that ro point last
crack measurement is required The plan strain fr acture toughness is
wopon,onai to '1N maximum test load and 1 ,nctions of the
ipecnnsiver. georrestay Slid erNitc compl iance A l though inOts orb
rained for silicon n.tride are in gaod mutua l Agreement and re'attvedy
free of geumetry and s to effects. aluminum oxide tewifs werr
affected in both thew r espects by the rising crack growth resistance
curve of the material	 O C
A81 35045 ' The generation and morphology of set**.
crystal silicon carbrde was panicles under Adhesive conditions. K
Mivush, and D H Buckles (NASA Lewis it-warm Crntrr,
Cleveland. Ohio) Wew. vol 67, Apr 1 . 14191, p 303 J19 22 reh
SIM.rog friction experiments were pnformW in vacuum at room
tempe r atu re on a plane type S,C su r face in cunlart wrth non ttaWil
binary alloys Multiangular sold spher ical wen oartiCles weir found
to loan as a result of multipass sliding The multiongu!a' particles
were produced by primary ar,d seconoary packing of the 0001,
101 )10, ar , (1 11( 120 plane typ., d ra y age plane under the Hetilion
stress held of local inel 31 c deformation torso When alloy surfaces
are in contact wdh silicon carbide under a luatf of 0 2 N. the alloy
NourKf the contact area is subtel'ter1 10 stresses mat Art Cl~ to ttie
Plsstic limit in the Plastic defo r mation reginn and or exceed i! 11 we
also found mat spherical was' path •:Irs may M M ,fdueetl by two
mrUsan,sms a {xrnnyihaped fracture along the cneul_r stress
trNectorirs unefrr the local inelastic deformation torso, and the
writion and fatigue of wes t particln	 E B
r4
All1 3.9066 e a Electron reflee• ron and toaxxlory emission
chwacter%Jue of sputter, textured pyrolytic graphite wrfams E G
N',ntuckv, A. N Curren, and J S Sovey (NASA Lewis Research
Cen • et, Clryeland OHI Arnertraru Varuum Smse.y, lntwnarronN
Conference, o.r MHanuryical roatnrpt San Frarctaro, CA Apr. 6 10,
1981 Pan,, 16 p 7 refs,
syl-^wrrnents are presented of secondary electron emission aid
reflected primary election characteristics of sputter textured piliro
litic graphite surfaces with microstructures u t various t+zes and
densities, mare with an Auger c illutifrical minor analyzer in a
high vacuum chamber at pressures below 1.33 a 10 to the 7th Nisq
m 110 to the 9th torrl. A droll tall, thin, spore like mncrothucture.
obtained at ion energise of 1000 eV end ion current densities of 5
mA sit cm, r s the most effective The secondar y electron emission
from such a surfacr It lower than that of soot. whose secondary
emission is Amonq the lowest sit any material, At a primary electron
energy of 1000 rV. the ,Pcondar y electron emist,on yield of smooth
CU is obil 350% girdles than the lowest value utAained for
tputtrrf e etured pvfNdre graphite The reflrcted primary electron
inde n of
 smooth Cu is A factor of 90 gre ater If the secondary
electron enrssrun yield is reduced to 0.3. which is possible with
!{otier • texturrd pvrolitic P Aai'^te , the traveling wave tube collector
eHrciency could be improver) Iry as much as 4's over that for smooth
copper.	 K.S.
A81 42024 ' Dissolution of bulk specimens of stllcon ni•
true W F Davis and E J Merkle (NASA Lewis Research Cooler,
f,levela.rd. OH) Arralleftcal Cnemrstry June 1981, p 1139
An accurate chemical character slot ion o f silicon nitride het
become Important in connection with current efforts to inewpurato
wlnpone ilt of this matrn.d unto advani -ed tiril engines Howe,tt,
there a.a problems concerning a chemical arhalysis of bulk silicon
nitride. Current analytical methods require the pulvettahon of bulk
specimens A pulveritation ptocedurr making use of pending middle
Inn the other hand, will nlroduce contaminants A description is
given of a dissolution procedure- which cvercomr these difficulties.
11 has ton found Ihal up to at least 0 6 9 wild pieces of various
samples or hot pressed and reaction hood,-1 silicon nitride can be
decompxowd ,n a mixture of 3 mL hydtofluoric acid and 1 ML nitric
will overnight at 150 C in a Pan tomb High purity silicon nitride ,s
aimpletely soluble in nitric acid after treatment in the tomb.
Followurg decomposition, sdx:on and hydrofluoric acid are volatd.
tied an.l insoluble fluorides are converted :o a soluble form
	 G.R
AB14 e 658' a Pit-lunging thermal barrier coated specimen
Ice by thermal cycle management. R. C Hendltw' G McDonald
(NASA. Lewis Res^31Jt Center, Cleveland, OH), and t: P Poolo,
(Harvard Unrversily, Camtxtdgr, MAI Amerrcan Vacuum Socrery
Inttrna Nana/ Conlenrscis on lfebllurgicat Coatings. Sari Francfacn,
CA . Apr 6 10, 1981, Paper 10 p I 1 refs
Thermal he , - w mat.ngs a,Orvrt : t the heated ode of eng,ne
cs rrspooenh such as seats combuotw, and blades of a gat turbine
offer a potentia l increase to efhUrnhr through dw list , of higher gat
temperatures or less cooling air a benefits rising from extended
cornpc.rtont life by reducing component metal temperatures The
oonsiclared uwer..gahoo has Me dbfecbw to show that while a
thatmai barrier coated ITBC) tpsumen can be btuught to a heed
irProwalwe using various fuel air tal,o IF At valuen,. lower calculated
sueatt*s a, asuxtsted with lower IF At values This -molte% that
conitol of (F 'At values (r.a. are . of heat n°lyd) -luting the slathrg
tran,rem and to a letter extent uuruig shutdown and operation.
artless a potential method of mprowng TBC bfettna Ihrough thermal
circle management.
	 G R
861 1018!'# Ulhasystems p oi Iry rid Calf
♦ HOSPHAZENE DIAMINE6 Coneroetor Report. Jun 1979
Aid- 19M
K I P acrO rea D H Hanle T I Ito stun R H Krattr Oct
1980 61 p ten
:Contract NAS3 220191
(NASA CM 165141	 SN $342 FI	 Avail	 NTIS
HC AO4/MF A01 CaCL 1113
The synthesis of a Spill phosphatene dramme was
optimized other phosphorus containing dNmmes were prepared
and their eflwct upon cerlahn characteristics of epoxy resins
prepared via reaction with MY 720 in particular chat yield of
elevated temperatures was evaluated The syntheses of the
phosphatene diamose resul ti ng from the intarachon of rrnainylon,,
drarilme with 4 4 boidipheny tphosphinoibiphe ny l we' simplified
into a one story process giving 77 percent yield of the pure
p r oduct Using the; procedu r e a related dramme contpnin(,
btudiphonylphosphuxolmethane was obtained in a 70 percent
yield P r eparation of another class of phosphorus conta • rung arnoNs
based upor p amrnoph*nyldiphentrl phosphine was unsuccessful
she inability to produce p aminophenylithlum was responsible
for this ra lure Seven epoxy resins employing Ataldite M y 720.
diamo,ocdiphenylsutforre and tw 1 of the phosphorus containing
diamines were prepared cheraclerited and their char steold
capacity at elevated temperatures assessed Based or these
investigations the resins containing phospho r us appear to exhibit
significantly better char formation character sllcs than materials
haroened using Conventional amines without importing the other
p,operties measured	 R K G
1481 14082'# General Electric Co Ph,ladelphra Pa 	 Advanced
Energy Programs Dept
IMPROVED CERAMIC HEAT EXCHANGER MATERIALS
Final Report
Hai ry w Rauch De, 1 980 39 p
ICortharts NAS3 19891 F C 77 A 31 1011
DE A101 77CS 510401
INASA CP, 159678
	 DOE/ NASA, 9698 21	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A03i MF AO1 CSC( 07C
The development and evaluation of materials for potential
application as heat exchanger structures in automotive gas turbo*
engines is discussed Test specimens m the form of small
monolithic bars were evaluated tot thermal esponsron and
dhm*rhsronel stabdtty before and after exposure to sea saes and
tulhutrc acid followed by short and long term cycbng at
temperatures up to 1200 C The material finally selected GE 7806
con►ots of the oxides Zf02 MgO Al203 S102 and is described
generically as ZrMAS The original ve r sion was bated on a
commercially available cottlaude IMASI fill However a clay, talc
mixture was demonstrated to he a salesfoctory very low cost
source of the rordrerise IMASI phase Seve ral full site honeycomb
regenerator cores about 102 cm thick aria 55 cm diameter
was fabricated front both the fill and mineral versions of GE 7808
The .nuoaycomb calls in these cores had rectangular dimensions
of about 0 5 men n 2 5 mm and a wall thickness of opprOUnhately
0 2 men Us* test date show that GE 7806 is significantly more
stable at 1 100 C in the presence of sodium than the alummossdreate
referent  n.atonals In addition thermal exposure up to 1100 C
with and without Sodium present ( quits in essentially no change
m thermal expansion of GF 7906	 M G
N81 17263'P ACurex Corp Ma • rrtoei Vow Cad Aerosherm
Div
61rNTNE6i8 OF IMPROVED PHENOLIC AND POLYEMA
RE61N8 FMW Rep,t
C 8 Delano 27 Sess;) 1660 79 p rah
IContiacl NAS3 220251
INASA CR 165180
	
FR 9042/ASI	 Awed	 NTIS
HC A06/ MF A01 CSCI 07C
Thirty sewn cured phendre resin compoaniuns were prpered
and tested lot their ability to provide improved char residues
and moisture tesrtance own stale of the art *posy resin composite
matrices Cyenate epoxy rovdac and vinyl ri lei towns were
investigated Cha t promote r additives were fount to increow
the onaerobrc char yield at 600 C of opoxy novolocs anu inno
Mors Most* resrstam citanate and yrnyl *slot compoaMsxns
wets msevigated M composite matrices rich T1omel 300 grapfrle
fiber A ci r anate cOrtnpOSrte m r h r provided state CO the aft
composite mechanical piopertree before and *ties humifrty,
exposure and an ane*robsc chat vield d 46 percent m 600 C
TM ornslondnng mpralwe rssoterve of the meta n was not
comptetill rdallied to the composite Vol plot ie tria showed
promise as canddates for improved composite matrus oyst*ms
Author
!d^
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28PR0PELLANTS AND FUELS
Includes rocket prcpellants igniters. end oxidizers.
storage and handling and aircraft fuels
For related -f—matron see also 07 Aircraft Propulsion
and Power 20 Spacecraft Propulsion and Power and
44 Energy Production ono Conversion
NS1 14103' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research tenter Cleveland Ohio
ATOMIC HYDROGEN STORAGE METHOD AND AP-
P^RATUS Patent
John A Woollam inventor Ito NASA) Issued,j1 Oct 1980
4 p Filed 6Feb 1979 Supersedes N79 18455 117 09 p 1157)
Division of US Patent Appl SN 837794 filed 29 Sep 1277
US Patent 4 193 827 which is a division of US Patent Appi
SN 675432 filed 13 Apr 1976 US Patent 4 077 788
(NASA Case LEW 12081 3 US Patent 4.229.196
US Patent 4 193 82 7 US Patent 4 07 7 788
US Patent Appl SN 009887 US Patent Appl SN 837794.
US Patent Appl SN 676432 US Patent Class 62 40
US Patent Class 62 47 US Patent Class 62 18
US Patent Class 62 12 LO S Patent Cla,s 55 2
US Patent Class 423 648R US Patent Class 156 344
US Patent Class 149 1 US Patent Class 44 7R)
	 Avail	 US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 21 D
Atomic hydrogen for use as a fuel or as an explo'•rve is
stored in the presence of a strong magnetic field in exfoliated
laye red compotnds such as molybdenum disulfide or an elemental
lave' material such as graphite The compounds maintained at
liquid helium temperatures and the atomic hydrogen is collected
on the surfaces of the layered compound which are exposed
during delaminal,on lexfoliation) The strong magnetic held and
the low temperature: combine to prevent the atoms of hydrogen
from recombining to form molecules
Official Gazette of '1e U S Patent and Trademark Office
NS1-242111'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewa °. earth Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFEC .''F HYDROPROCE", -r,NO SEVERITY ON CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF JET FUF ••r; All OSCO 2 AND PARAHO
DISTILLATES
George M Prok. Froncts.-a J Flores and Gary T Song Jun
1.981 20 p rats
(NASA-TP-1768 E-617) Aval NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
210
Jet A boiling range fuels and broad property research fuels
were produced by hydroprocessrng shale oil distillates and their
properties were measured to chsracte , ize the fuels I he distillates
were the fraction of whole shale oil boiling below 343 C from
TOSCO 2 and Parsho s1 -ic rudes The TOSCO 2 was hydropro-
cessed at medium severity and the Paraho was hydroprocessed
at high medum and low severities Fuels meeting Jet A
requirements except for the freezing point were produced from
the medium seventy TOSCO 2 and the high severity Parsho
Target properties of a broad property research !uel we re met by
the medium severity TOSCO 2 and the high severity Parsho
except for the freezing point and a high hydrogen content Medium
and low stventy Parsho jet fuels did not meet thermal so bility
and freezing point (egiiirements 	 E D K
N81-25232'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
AVIATION TURB I NE FUEL PROPERTIES AND THEIR
TRENDS
Robert Friedman 1981 27 p refs Proposed to presentation
at the West Coast Intern Meeting Sall 3-6 Aug 1981
sponsored by tl,s Sot:-ety of Automotive Engineers
INASA-TM-82603 E-8511 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21D
Fuel property values and the i trends were studied through
a review of a recognized wide ranging somple population from
actual fuel inspection date A total of 676 fuel samples of Jet
A aviation turbine fuel were compiled over an eleven year
period Results indicate that most fuel samples have one to
three near specification properties, the most common being
aromatru, smoke point. and freezing point	 R C.T
N81-2924!'# National Aeronautics and Space Ad nmistration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
PERFORMANCE TESTS OF A OAS BLENDING SYSTEM
BASED ON MASS-FLOW CONTROLLERS
Albert Evans Jr Aug 1981 16 p refs
INAdA TP 1b96 E 629) Avail NTIS Hir • n?/ k!F A01 CSCL
21D
The system provides many of the gas mixtures required f„r
ca4Grating analytical instruments used in engine exhaust gas
analysis and is capable of Wendmli, from one to four additive
gases with either of two carrier gases in concentrations from
20 ppm to 50% Twc mrxiures can be flowing simultaneously
Performance tests were made to determine the stability accuracy
of the system while it was in limited use for a period of
2 years The accuracy of the Wender was measured by comparing
binary mixtures from the Wender with National Bureau of
Standards standard reference materials Analytical instruments
were used to make these comparisons The expected accuracy
of 2% was obtained in some of the tests by the majority snDwed
a systematic biAs of -5% Although these tests revealed subtle
instabilities in the flow controllers that contr)butod to the random
scatter of data the accuracy of wel test meters and bubblu
flowmeters used for calibration is marginal for this purpose A
simple procedure Is recommended that should enable the full
potential of the system to be realized
	 E D K
NB1-31380'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Uhio
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF HYDROCARBON TYPES IN JET FUELS
Constance S Bucher Aug 1981 1C p refs
(NASA-TM-82674 E 9571 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21D
The concentration of hydrocarbon types in conventional pt
fuels and synfusls can be measured vising a computerized Infrared
spectrophotometer The :omputerizod spectrophotometer is
calibrated using a fuel of known aromatic and olefmrc content
Once calibration Is completed other fuels can be rapidly analyzed
using an analytical program built Into the compute r The
concentration of saturates can be calculated as 100 lerceni
minus the sum of the aromatic and oletinic concentratior s The
ans"is of a number of let fuels produced an average star i-d
deviation of 1 76 percent for ii type, and on. cf
399 percent for olefinic types Other substa r.ces such as Is
and organic mixtures can be analyzed iur then hyorocarbun
content	 Author
A81 11612 ' Advanced fuel system technology for utilizing
broadened property aircraft fuels G M Reck ;NASA Lew
Research Caiter, Cleveiand. Oh o). In International Council of the
Aeronautical Sciences, Congress, 12th. Munich, West Germany,
October 1217, 1980, Prrceedmgs- (AB1 1160102 . 01) New York,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc. 1980, p
129-143. 28 refs.
Fact, .- which will determine the future supply and cost of
aviation turbine fuels are discussed. The must significant fuel
properties of volatility, fluidity, composition, and thermal stability
are discussed along with the boiling ranges of gasoline, naphtha let
fuels, kerosene, and diesel a' Test. were made to simalate the low
temperature of an aircraft ruel tank to determine fuel tank
lem• perstures tot a 9100 km flight with and without fuel heating the
effec' of N con tent in oil shale derived fuels on the Jet Fuel Thermal
Oxidation T esler breakpoint temperature was measured imally,
compatibility of non-metall.c gaskets, sealants, and coatings with
increased aromatic content let fuels was examined.
	 A.T.
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A81 30056 ' s	 Evaluation of concepts for controlling r r;eaust
inns inns from minimally processed petroleum and synthe t .c fuels
L H—wil G W Beal (U n, led Technnlogw, Corp Gi.vrriinio,t
Products Div., West Palm Beach, Fla 1 R A Sedecrltrrst (United
Technolugrrs Corp Pnve Systems Div . South Windsor, Conn 1. and
D Shulti (NASA, Lewis Research Centel, Cleveland. Ohio) Aineri
can G%-rety ul Me. - hairntel ErpulerfS GAS Turh,rir•
 urnlwrrit-c ant!
Proditicrs Show Houston. Tex Mar 9 12 1981 Peeper 81 GT 151 8
Is Members. $2 00 nonmembers $4 00 Researcte su ppr vr tell by the
U.S Department of Energy and NASA
Rich lean comb us is concepts deesrgned tie enhance I ich euershm
floss chemnl v and incl e ase combustor flexrbihty for NOlkl ieduc
time with minimally processed fuels ere examined Prucrs%es such.,
rich product ircucuilaleom in  the reds chamber, rich Iran annihilation
and ttraAuated air or stailed rich ombustion to ielease
bound ninotg•n III sleps of reduced equivalence ratio are discussed
Vitiations to the tsaseline rapid quench section are consid e red, •Ind
the effect of r esidence time in flit,
 rich tone is investigated The
feasibility of tni nq uncooled non metallic mate; als fur the rich tone
combuslion constiuehon is also it.,liessed The preliminary insults
Indicate that itch priniatsi toile slatted combustion pitivlde% envnun
nnellidlly acceplable operation with residual and'OI synthetic coal
rk. "ved luluul lurk	 L S
AS  44661 ' Safety, management of complex research oper
ations W J Brown (NASA, Lewis Research Centre, Cleveland OH)
Anierrtan NucieNr Society, lWernanunal Svsfern Safety Conference
Stn Denver CO. Juts,
 
2631 1981 Aiper 18 p
Complex research and lechnoluttv operations present many
varied potential hatdrds which must be addressed in a disciplined
independent safety review and approval process The research and
technology effort at the Lewis Research Centel is divided Into
programmatic areas of aeronautics, spree and energy. Potential
ha/ads Italy from high energy furls to hydrocarbon fuels. high
iveltnrr systems to high voltage systems, toxic chemicals to
iadloactrve malerals and high speed rotating marhirsery to high
powered lasers A Safety Permit System presently covers about 600
pult • ntrally fla/did .... 5 ope'.Iln irlf I II ,- SaleIv Itl rlllagl'lllt•Ill
 Prrnlydin
drsuvilled ire this paper ei t1elleved to llr d olafllr j dt'tllr it,' manllanlirlq
.vl excellent vafrty l ecoid dt the Lewis Resi • anch Center	 IArthml
081 12266'0 United Technologies Corp lASt Harilwil Conn
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE STABILITY OF AIRCRAFT
FUELS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
Alexander \,tanos arid Pie ,
 e J Marteney Dec 1980 31 p
sets
CContiact NAS3 215931
(NASA CR 165165
	
R80 954440 171	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A03 MF A01 CSCL 21D
An isiperemema l -iudv of fuel stability was conducted in an
apparatus which simulated oil gas turbine fuel system
Two fuels were tested Jet A and Number 2 Horne Heating oil
Jet A Is an aircraft gas turbine fuel currently in wide use No
20H was selected to represent the properties of future turbine
fuels particularly experimental Reference Broad Specification
which udder NASA sponsorship was considered as a possible
nix' •eneration fuel Tests were conducted with varying fuel flow
rat, delivery pressures and fuel pietrestments (Including
preheating and daoaygenalion) Simulator wall temperatures were
vaned twilsveen 422K and 672K at fuel flows of 0012 to
0 22 Kg sec Coking rate was determined at four equally spaced
locations along the length of the simulator fuel samples ware
collected fo r infrared analysis The dependence of coking rate in
Jet A may be correlated with surface leniperature via an activation
energy of 9 to 10 kcal, mole although the results indicate that
both bulk fluid and su r face tempeisture affect the l ate of
decomposition As a consequence flow fate which controls bulk
temperature must also be considered Taken together these
results suggasl that the deconsposition reactions ate initialed on
the su r face and contrntie in i t a bulk fluid The coking tale data
fur No 2 HH oil are very highly Temperature dependent above
approximately 533K This suggests that bulk phase reactions
can become controlling in the formation of coke	 Author
1191-19319.1 Pratt and Whrtnay Aircraft Group East :4artford
Conn Commercial Products Div
•IN ABB9B9MENT OF THE UBE OF I4TIMIBTING ; UFL
Ili TURBOFAN ENGINE• Flrsel Report 9p. 1979 - K`ev.
r9BG
A Fgrentino, R DeSero and T. Fiona Nov 1990 146 p
ruts
(Contract NAS3- 22046)
(NASA CR- 165269	 PWA-6697.29)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A07/MF .+01 CSCL 21D
The effects of antic n sti^; keroMne on the performance of
the components from the fuel system and the combustor of a
JT9D aircraft engine wen revaluated The problems associated
with antimiating keroeene were identified and the extent of
Shearing or degradation required to allow the engine components
to achieve satisfactory operation were determined The parlor.
mane of the Combustor was assessed in a high pressure facility
and in an altitude relight/cold ignition facility The performance
of the fuel pump and control system was evaluated in an open
loop simulation	 R C.T.
N91 21213'# Beech Ancrah Corp Boulder Colo
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF AN IN-SPACE CRYOGENIC
FLUID MANAGEMENT FACILITY
G S Willen D H Rlenner and D C Husivedt Apr 1981
229 p refs
(Contract NAS3 22260)
(NASA CR 165279
	 BAC-ER 14967)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC All/MF A01 CSCL 21H
The conceptual design of a Spacelab experiment to develop
the technology associated with low gravity propellant management
is presented The proposed lacdrty consisting of a supply tank
receiver tank pressurization system instrumentation and
supporting hardware Is described The experimental objectives
the receiver tank to be modeled and constraints imposed on
the design by the space shuttle Spacelob and scaling require
nlents are described The conceptual design including the general
configurations flow schematics Insulation systems instruments
lion requirements and internal tank configurations for the supply
tank and the receiver tank is described Thermal structural fluid
and safety and reliability aspects of the are analyzed
The facility development plan Including schedule and cost
estimates for the facility Is presented A program work breakdown
structure and master program schedule for a seven year program
are included	 J D H
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conliol enginve,,ng
dol,lav anyu,es.,ti t) and cryogalics
11191 16327 *0 National Psronoutres and Span Admmiatralta,
Laws Research Center Cleveland Ohio
TEXTURING POLYMER SURFACES BY TRANSFER CABT-
ING ►asam ApMogNon
Bruce A Banks Albert J Weigand and James S Sovev Inventors
Ito NASA) Filed 19 Dec 1980 7 p
(NASA Case LEW 13120 1 US Patent Anpl SN 218597) Avail
NT;S HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 13H
A surface of a fluorocarbon polymer Is exposed to a beam
of Ions from a source Ij texture 11 The polymer which is to be
surface roughened to then coat over the textured surface of the
fluorocarbon polymer Aber curing the Cast polymer Is peeled
oil the textured fluorocarbon polymer and the peeled off sudsce
has a negative replica of the tr' • ned surface the microscopic
surface texture provides large surface as for adhesive bonding
In card,ovosc Lila, prosthesis applications the surfaces are jelled
on lot the development of a thin so rolient well nounshaal
lhrombus	 NASA
Net 19129'0 National AslonautK_s and Space Adnion,stiallon
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
MECHANICAL BONDING OF METAL Patent Application
Bruce A Ranks Inventor Ito NASA) Filed 26 Nov 1980 8 to
(NASA Casa LEW 12941 1 US Patent Appl SN 2108321 Avail
NTIS HC A02/1VIF A01 CSCL 13H
The metal surfaces of the structures that are to be bonded
arts exposed to an Ion beam topeth rt with a target of low sputlenng
vrtsld material This matallal deposits on the surfaces and creates
sites of sputter resistance which evolve Into peaks of a conehkr
surface microetrur'ture The textured metal surfaces are srrangeod
in face to lace relationship and compressed together with plastic
dolormollOr, which mechanically interlocks the cone A large
interlace area is ptoduced whic?, mmimt:es thermal and oltsclit;al
losses Also no electrical power or host is ieysntwd during metal
joining The process can be performed in snhe. au or vacuum
NASA
NB1 26293"/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lew,s Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SAFETY MANAGEMENT OF COMPLEX RESEARCH
OPERATORS
Wduan+ J Brown 30 Jul 1981 20 p refs Proposed for
ptesentrtion at the 5th Imam System Safety Con! Denver
30 Jul 1981
(NASA IM 81772 E 832 1 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
131
Complex r esearch end technology operations present vaned
potential heralds which are "Itr ssM in a d,sciphned independent
sateq t oviow and app r oval process Potential hafPds very from
high energy f uels to hydrucarbou, fuels high p,essuio systems
iv high voltage systems toxic chemicals to isd,0aclive nlalerals
and high speed totaling machinery to high powered losetf A
Safety Patina System presently covers about 600 polrntially
hazardous operations The Sefefy Menagernent Program, dascnbed
is believed to be a -slut facto r in maintaining an excellent
sa/at" tacord	 SF
A81 27148 x s	 Glotsal calibration of terrestrial reference cells
srnf errors involved in using different inadiance monitoring tech
rvques 14 R Clout INAS•1 L: Irvels,ul
OIsW1 h, Phulovolla„ Spta',a6sts Conference. 14th San 0-ew
!slit JaruurV 7 10 1980, Conference Rrc'x„d (AB1 2!016 1144)
New ynrk. Iralrtute of Elretrtcal and Electronics Enyn,eets, list:
1980 It 500 505 1 rots
Atli IIXi6I " r Sunw limitations m applying class" END
film thickness formulas to a high speed hearing .1 J Co y IU S
Ani l.
 1'n,pnh.un l ahivalulv Clevrlunt. Oh-) and I V TnrUks
(NASA. Lewis Rrsralch Centet, Cleveland, Ohio) Arrsrr„ on 5rts'rrfy
of Mecharimal frspifieters imi Arrrrre•sn &k-trfy of Lubr„yfron
frprrneen Confur y 2 Inrrrnarwrral (uhrnshon Confrrrrxr San
Fran, rx o Calif Auy t821 19M ASMf Pater 8V C2 Lub 1,7 It,
29 tits Moolotirn, $11 50  oonmenitlers $3 00
ElelohvAtsxfvnamic him Ihicknrs, ion mre,..ioil Ioi a 20 nun
lwll brainy ,sing 0a• capacItanstr technnlur • TM• braru,ywa, lhnnt
loaded l0 90. 448. end 718 N 1 hr ronespondu,y nukunum stir„i•s
an the inner race wem 1 28 2 09. and 2 45 Gl a Test sow d% an4•d
horn 400 to 14,M) 1pio F.Ino thickness nie.nuremem% wrrr liken
with lout dlffrrrrn lubucaots (A) %Vnthellc poisflnhc, till %Vntheli,
I\oaflriur w,lh additives, Icl neulwnhll",lyol tiros) islet Orel u,y
MIL L 23699A specthcahurn, orul till +vmltet-c sycloalyy,ati,
Iryd101041til— Itacl,un }hod The test Iseaung was mist lubticatrd
Test Irngwv ahu r, weir 300, 338 and 393 K The owa,wod n•vrlb
wear coolpaled to theoretical Is-d.ction, usury the Itll mules of
Gnrho,. Archaid end Cowk,ng, Dovon and H gymsun. and Hamrock
and Dawson There was gooxl ayteenwnl with theory at low
dimrn ... oss sowed. Not the hlnl via, mudi smile, than Ihetuv
prerlicb at h.yfwr slwrth This was title to k'nrmahc stuvation and
u,,••I,hra, heat tl,;l eltech	 (Au I hot )
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32C0MMUNICATI0NS
includes land and global communications commumce
lions theo r y and optical communications
For r elated Information see also 04 Anrisfr Commurrres
irons and Nav,gabon and 17 Spacecraft Communication
Command and rracArng
N81 10235'# National Aeronautics and Space Admmebatioo
Lew-, Hasaarrh Center Cleveland Ohio
AN ECONOMICS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF LAND MOBILE
RADIO TELEPHONE SERVICES
8 1, Leroy and S M Stevenson 13 Nov 1980 15 p lets
Presented at INTELCOM SO/Los Angeles Cont Los Angelis
10 13 Nov 1940
(NASA TM 81476 E 5891 Avail N11S HC A021MF A01 CSCL
178
The econoniu ,niviaction of the lenislrral and satellite
systems if considered Parametric equstion% are formulated to
allow sxaminaliorl of necessary user thresholds and growth rate
as a function of system costs Conversely first order allowable
systems costs are found as a function of user thresholds and
growth rates T • an%rtrons between satellite and terrestrial service
systems are exanwned User growth role density tuner/yeac/sq
kml is shown to be a key parameter in the analysis of systems
compatibility The concept of system design matching the
pnce^demand curves is introduced and examples are given The
role of satellite systems is critically examined and the economic
conditions necessa r y for the introduction of sstellde %ervice ate
identified
	 Author
N81 10240'# National Arronasibcs and Space Administration
lewls Heseatch Center Cleveland Ohio
EXPERIMENTAL I NVESTIGATION OF INTERMODULATION
EFFECTS AND RELATED EFFICIENCIES ASSOCIATED
WITH TWO AND THREE SIGNAL OPERATION OF A
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
Thomas A Fox Oct 1980 30 p refs
(NASA TM 81576 E 546 1
 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A0 1 CSCL
178
An experimental investigation of multiple signal operations
using air tiandwidth traveling wave tube (TVo was
conducted in order to approximate the behavior of a TWT being
developed for multichannel digital communication Test results
include the intermodulation effects as well as cullectot and overall
efficiencies associated with two and three discrete signal
operations Data are presented for operations that covet
approximately a 4 d8 range in combined signal output power
up to the maximum RF px,wer achievable in each case iFor
multiple signal operation the term maximum power Is more
appropriate than saturation) The power assot rated with intermod
Illation p r oducts wen very small at operating levels 4 dB below
maximum power but it approached 15 percent of the total
combined output al maximum power lot the two signal case
and 20 percent for the three signal s ose The maximum RF
output powers in the multiple signal cases were 20 to 25 percent
lower than the saturated output level for any of the signals
inserled individually In general troth the collerf •.r is live stage
dep r essed collector was used) and overall ti,t)v efficiencies were
adversary affected du r ing multiple signal operation in is manner
related to t he power levels Involved At 4 dS below maximum
where the rmrrinodulation effect% were %moll it was possible to
achieve collector and seerall efficiencies with multiple signals
that are comparable to single vgnal efticie rKres This change
gradually unti l
 at rnlxirnur , RF output the collecto r eflt(tencie%
were several percentage points less a nd the overall efficiency
as much as 10 percentage points less is change of 25 percent)
than single ftrquency values The large overall efficienc y loss is
partially due to the Ines in collector eHKren(y but largely due to
the loss in usable RF power that is associated with the
intetmo dulehon power The three signal tests were slways the
more severely affected 	 Author
N81 10241'1 National Aeronautics and Space Adminisliblloll
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SATELLITES USING THE 30, 1 20 GHa BAND
Joseph N Sivo 1980 16 p To be presented at the 1980
Nail Telecommunications Coif Houston T exas 30 Nov
4 Dec Sponsored by IEEE
NASA TM 81600 E 586) Avail NTIS HC A02! Mf A01 CSCL
Ila
A review of the future options open to satellite system planners
focuses attention art use of the 30 ,120 GHt band Very
broad handwwlths available coupled with a primary allocation
for fixed satellite service make the hand very attractive NASA
in concert with the system and service supplier industries is
planning a research end dovelopment program armed at Right
demonstration of 30/20 setelhte systems which It is hoped will
lead to operational system use in the early 1990s The
communication system concepts and the spacecnah systems
necessary to support these for operational use in 1990 and
heyiond are discussed	 Author
A81 21911 ' Carrier Inierfes..: .. for frequency
sharing between satellite systems trammrttmg fraq-.nay modulated
and digital television signal, S P Barnes (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio) tit National Telecommunications
Conference. Washington, D C . November 27 29 1979 Confrrence
Record Volume 3 (A81 21831 08 321 Piscataway. N ,1 Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1979, p 57 5 1 57 5.6.
As the data rates required for digitally encoded television are
reduced, satellite systems employing the transmission of digitally
encoded television will become attractive It is likely that television
transmitted In this format will tie adjacent to or i n the sane
frequency (sand ss television transmissions cat other modulation
formats, so a knowledge of carrier to interference power ratan as a
function of assessed picture quality sell be required tot frequency
sharing between these different modulation formats This Deter
presents the results o, subjective and quantitative tests describing the
• nults of nnterteience to a particular digital lrlevrsron system from a
frrctuency modulated (FMI television system, and for interference to
an FM television system from a digital television system.
	 (Authorl
AS  22528' a An economic systems analysis of land mobil*
radio telephone services. 6 i LeRoy and S Al Sleven ,a (NASA,
cewe Hesr.nrh Cente l Cleveland, Ohrol. r iorrton House, INTEL.
COM 80 L os Atipriess Conferenn, Los Anyr in , Calif„ Nov. la 13,
1980, Peltier 14 p 1 n•fs
This papa rivals with the economic miriaction of the Irrioli
and satellite land mobile tadni service systems. The cellular. flunked
and %atellite land mobile systems air descl hied. Piltdolellts.equations
ate totmulatrd to allow examination of firer%sorry user thresholds and
alt ow it, tales as functrors of system costs. Conversely, fusel older
,dlowat/l, • systems costs are found as a function of user thresholds
ant gtowth sates. Transitions tsetwern satellite and terrestrial service
systems air examined. User y,owth late density (user-yra;km
wumedl is shown tit ties, parameei in the analyse of systems
cnmpwdbrbty The concept of system drvgn matching the twice
demand curves is mboduced and evmpirs ate given. The sole of
satellite systems is critically examined and the economic conditions
nrcrssary for the Intl lwdlll'h0r1 of %atellih , g4srce .l r r dentified	 L S
AST 33532 ' Advanced communications satellites. J. N
Siva • (NASA, tcsvis Research Center Clcvrland, Ohml American
AsITn,N/fic.91 Sch ,ery Mw) Arfter/can Institute of Aerrrria/rres Nwl
Ast ronadrfrrs Anrtiral Afairrrno nn Saran Fnhancmo 7och'sl royr
Levarrshrp. Rott,vn Mass. Orr 2023. 1980. AAS P,frKrr 80206 .d
P, 9 refs
The paper ptr%rnls satellite system concepts that are likely in
the 1990's and may bring a new dimension to satellite cimmunica
tion srrvrcr% The NASA 3070 GHt communications satellite
cirmdwstroton jwayram .s discussed with emphasis on the rriaied
technology development Two grnrtal tv pes cat services are eum
mid flunking %efvrcies and customer premises services	 P.T H
1'
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A81 39144 ' High power densities from high temperature
material interactions J F Mona (NASA. L ,-wn Research Crater.
Cleveland, 01-11. Aniern iti p Insty lule of Aeronautn-s and Astronautics.
lhermtKrhysr •s Cozrfere w •e. 161h, Pilo Alto, CA. June 1325. 1981,
Paine 81 1161 15 p. 84 iefs. Contract No. EC 17 A 31 1062.
ihrrmIon " vilrryl conversion ITEC) and metallic iluid heat
pitses lMFHPs), oftenng unique advatrtir}`i, ui terrestrial and space
energy piuces%ing by vutuv of opeimiog can working -fluid vapunrta -
tion'condeoselion cycles that accept ymat thermal power densities at
high hanfiefitun • s. %hart' complex matrnals probleon. Simplified
f	 equations art- presented that verity and solve such problems,
rl sugrlestnng the w%sibility of cost effective applications in the near
trim for TEC and MF HP devices. Arming the problems discusserl are
the limitation cat alkali metal corrosion. pfotection against hot
i, %windl gases. exivcnal and internal vaporization. interfacial reap
nuns and diffusruit. expansion coefficient matching, and cierp
r	 deformation	 0. C.
N81 10242'# Mitre Corp Bedford Mass
SECOND YEAR TECHNICAL REPORT ON BOARD PROCES
SING FOR FUTURE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS
William T Brandon Warren K Green Murray Hoffman Paul N
Jean William R Neal and Brun E White Oct 1980 255 p
refs
(Contract F 19628 80 C 00011
(NASA CR 165155	 MTR-8164	 TR 2)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 170
Advanced baseband and microwave switching techniques for
large domestic communications satellites operating in the 30120
GHz frequency bands are discussed The nominal baseband
processor throughput is one million packets per second (1 6
Gb/s! from one thousand T1 carrier rate customer premises
terminals A frequency reuse factor of sixteen is ±ssurned by
using 16 spot antenna beams with the some 100 MHz
bandwidth per beam and a modulation with a one b/s per Hz
bandwidth efficiency Eight of the beams are fixed on major
metropolitan areas and eight are scanning beams which
per:odically cover the remainder of the U S under dynamic control
User signals are regenerated (demodulated, remoiulated) and
message packages are reformatted on board Frequency division
multiple access and time division multiplex are employed on
the upbnts and downlinks respectively tot terminals within the
coverer)• area and dwell interval of a scanning beam Link
establishment and packet routing protocols are defined Also
described is a derailed design of a separate 100 x 100 microwave
switch capable of handling nonregenerated signals occupying the
remaining 2 4 GHz bandwidth with 60 dB of isolation at an
estimated weight and power consumption of approximately 400
kg and 100 W respectively 	 M G
70
33ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Includes test equipment and maintainability compo-
nents e g tunnel diodes and transistors microminiaturiza-
tion and integrated circuitry
For related information see also 60 Computer OPerabons
,rnd Hardilliare and 76 Solid State Physics
N81 . 11315'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
MODULAR INSTRUMENTATION SYBTEM FOR REAL-TIME
MEASUREMENTS AND CONTROL ON RECIPROCATING
ENGINES
William J Rice and Arthur G Birchenough Nov 1980 14 p
refs
(NASA TP 1757 E 455) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
148
An instrumentation system was developed for reciprocating
engines Among the parameters measured are the indicated mean
effective pressure or theoretical work per cycle. and the mass
fraction burn rate a measure of the ccmbustion rate In the
cylinde r These computations are performed from measured
cylinder pressure and crankshaft angle and are available In real
time for the experimenter A 100 or 200 consecutive -cycle sample
is analyzed to r educe the effect of cyclic variations in the engine
Data are displayed in bargraph form. and the mean and standard
deviation a-e computed Other instruments are siso described
Author
N81-16384* N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleve l and Ohio
GYROTRON TRANSMITTING TUBE Patent Application
Henry G Kosmahl inventor (to NASAI Filed 24 Dec 1980
9 p
INASA Case LEW 13429 1 US Patent Appl SN 2202121 Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 09A
An R F transmitting tube for the 20 GHz to 500 GHz range
comprises a gyrotron and a multistage depressed 5 collector A
winding provides a magnetic field which acts on spent. spinning
or orbiting electrons changing their motion to substantially forward
linear motion in a downstream direction The spent electrons
then pass through a focusser into the collector Nearly all of
the electrons Injected Into the collector will remain within an
Imaginary envelope as they travel forward toward the end collector
plate The apertures in the collector plates are at least as large
in diameter as the 5 envelope at any particular axial positron
NASA
N61 163SS* N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS IN
AEROPROPULSION SYSTEMS
William C Nieberding and J Anthony Powell 1981 5 p refs
Proposed for p —sonlatton at High Temp Electron Conf Tucson,
Ariz 25 27 Mar 1981 sponsored by NASA DOE and IEEE
INASA TM 81682 E 7081 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
I	 09C
 This paper discusses the needs for high temperature electronic
and electrooptic devices as they would be used on aucrah engines
in either research and development applications or operational
applications The conclusion reached Is that the temperature at
which the devices must be able to function is in the neighborhood
of 500 to 600 C either for research and development or for
operational applications In research and development applications,
the devices must function in this temperature range when in
Ilia engine but only for a moderate period of time On an
i operational engine the reliability requirements dictate that the
devices be able to be burned in at temperatures significantly
higher than those at which they will function on the engine
The major point made is that semiconductor technology must
be pushed well be yond the level at which silicon will be able to
function	 Author
NS1.20359'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
LewisResearch Canter Cleveland, Ohio
THREE-AXIS ELECTRON-SEAM TEST FACILITY
James A Dayton Ji and Ben T Ebihars Mar 1961 8 p
(NASA-TP-1836 E 592) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
09C
An electron beam test facility. which consists of a precrac^
multidimensional manipulator built into an ultra-high-vacuum bell
j ar was designed fabricated and operated at Lewis Research
Center The position within the bell jar of a Faraday cup which
samples current in the electron beam under test is controlled
by the manipulator Three orthogonal axes of motion are controlled
by stepping motors driven by digital indexers and the positrons
are displayed on electronic totalizers In the transverse directions,
the limits of travel are approximately - or - 2 5 cm from the
center with a precision of 2 54 micron (0 0001 in ). in the axial
direction. approximatety 150 cm of trevel are permitted with
an accuracy of 12 7 micron (0 0005 In 1 In addition, two manually
operated motions are provided. the pitch and yaw of the Faraday
cup with respect to the electron beam can be adjusted to within
a few degrees The r-urrent is sensed by pulse transformers and
the data are processed by a dual chennel box car overager with
a digital output The beam tester can be operated manually or
it can be programmed for automated operation In the automated
mode, the beam tester is controlled by a microcomputer (Installed
at the test site) which communicates with a minicomputer at
the central computing facility 'he date are recorded and later
processed by computer to obtain the desired graphical presenta-
tions	 Author
N81 21281*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
ELECTRIC VEHICLE MOTORS AND CONTROLLERS
Richard R Secunde 199 1 33 p refs Presented at the 5th
Intern Workshop on More Ea rth Cobalt Mag nets and their
Appl ication s Roanoke. Vs . 7 . 10 Jun 1981
(Contract DE A101 77CS- 51044)
INASA-TM 81780 DOE/NASA/51044 . 18. E-823) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 09C
Improved and advanced components being developed include
electronically commutated permanent magnet motors of both
drum and disk configuration o n unconventional brush Commutated
motor. and sc induction motors and various controllers Teat
results On developmental motors. Controllers. and combinations
thereof indicate that efficiencies of 90% and higher for Individual
components and 80% to 90% for motor/Controller combinations
can be obtained at rated power The simplicity of the developmen-
tel motors and the potential for ultimetely low cost electronics
Indicate that one or more of these approaches to electric
vehicle propulsion may eventually displace presently used
controllers and brush commutated do motors	 E D K
NS1 . 243400 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
LADDER SUPPORTED RING SAN CIRCUIT Patent
Appilloortkiri
H G Kosmahj. inventor Ito NASA) Filed 3 Apr 1981 11 p
(NASA-Case-LEW-13570 1 US Patunt Appl-SN-251009) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 09A
An Improved slow wave circuit especially useful in back
ward wave oscillators is comprised of rings disposed between
and attached to respective stubs which are themselves attached
to opposing srdewalls of the wavegurde To the end that opposed
Interacting magnetic fields will be established to provide a wry
high coupling impedance for the slow wave structure. axially
orientated bars are connacted between rings in alternate spaces
and adjacent to the attachment points of stubs Similarly axial
bars are connected between rings in the spaces which do not
include bars and at points adjacent to the attachments of bars
The rings may be hail rings of 180 deg tic and may be formed
of flat metal ribbons
	
NASA
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N91 26352 * # National Aeronautics artd Space Administration
Lewis Research Cents ,
 Cleveland Ohio
ANALYTICAL PREDICTION AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFI-
CATION OF PERFORMANCE AT VARIOUS OPERATING
CONDITIONS OF A DUAL-MODE TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
WITH MULTISTAGE DEPRESSED COLLECTORS
James A Dayton. Ji Henry G Kosmahl Peter Ramms. and
Norbert Stankiewrcz Jul 1981 27 p refs
(NASA TP 1831 E-5771 Avail NTIS HC A03,'MF A01 CSCL
09C
A comparison of analytical and experimental results Is
presented for a high performance dual mode traveling wave tube
(TWT) operated over a wide range conditions The computations
are carried out with advanced multidimensional computer
programs These programs model the electron boom as a series
of disks or rings of charge and follow their trajectories from the
if Input of the TWT through the slow wave structure refocusing
system to their points of impacts In the depressed collector
TWT performance collector effrcrencv and collector current
distribution are computed and compared with measurements
Very good agreement was obtained between computed and
measured TWT perfotmance and collector efficiencies and the
compute• design of a highly efficient collector was demon
strated	 Author
N81 30350*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
PERFORMANCE OF COMPUTER-DESIGNED SMALL-SIZED
FOUR STAGE DEPRESSED COLLECTOR FOR OPERATION
OF DUAL-MODE TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
Peter Ramins and Thomas A Fox Aug 1981 14 p refs
(NASA TP 1832 E 643) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
09C
A computer designed axisymmetnc 2 4 cm diameter four
stage depressed collectors was evaluated In conjunction with an
octave bandwidth dual mode traveling wave tube (TWT) The
TWT was operated over a wide r ange of conditions to simulate
different applications The collector performance was optimized
(within the constraint of fixed collector geometry which was
designed for operation of the TWT at saturation) over the range
of TWT operating conditons covered For operation of the
dual mode TWT at saturation average collector efficiencies of
81 112 and 82 percent for the high and low modes respectively.
were obtained across an octave bandwidth leading to a three fold
increase in the TWT overall efficiency For operation of the TWT
in the linear low distortion range collecto r efficiencies of 87 to
92 percent were obtained leading to TWT overall eHruencies
as high as 35 percent For operation of the dual mode TWT
over a 10 to 1 range in output power ove r all efficiencies of
14 to 41 pe r cent were obtained	 Author
A8132547' High temperature electronic requirements in
arropropulsion systems. W C Nletterdmy and J A Powell (NASA,
Lev.Is Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) NASA, DOE and IEEE.
Nigh temperature Elec tronics Conference, Tucson Ariz, Mar
25 27, 19181 Paper 3 p
This paler discusses the needs for 'ugh temperature electronic
and electro-optic devices as they would tw used on aircraft engines in
either research and development applications, or operational apphca
bons. The conclusion reached Is that the temperature at which the
devices must be able to function Is In the neighborhood o f 500 to
600 C either for R&D or operational applications. In R&D
apphiat ons the devices must function In this temperature range
when in the engine but only lot a moderate period of time. Or , an
orr !rational engine, the reliability requirements dictate that the
ede,rces be able to be burned In at temperatures significantly higher
than those at which they will function on the rngme The major
point made Is that semiconductor technology must be pushed well
beyond the level at which silicon will be able to hutction. 	 (Author)
N81 10301 • # TRW Defense and Spsr.e Systems Group Heocindo
Beach. Calif	 Power Conversion Electronics UPpt
APPLICATION HANDBOOK FOR A STANDARDIZED
CONTROL MODULE ISCM) FOR OC DC CONVERTERS.
VOLUME 1 Final Report. Jun 1976 Jan 1980
Fred C Lee M F Mahrnoud and Yuan Yu Apr 1980 240 p
refs Prepared in cooperation with Virginia Polytechnic Inst and
State Unry Blacksburg 2 Vol
(Contract NAS3 20102)
(NASA CR 165172. TRW 29922 6001-RU-01) Avail NTIS
HC All/MF A01 CSCL 09C
The standardized control module (SCM I was developed for
application in the buck boost and buck/boost DC DC converters
The SCM used multiple feedback loops to provide Improved input
line and output load regulation. stable feedback control system
good dynamic transient response and adaptive compensation of
the control loop for changes in open loop gain and output filter
time constraints The necessary modeling and analysis tools to
aid the design engineer In the application of the SCM to DC DC
Converters were developed The SCM functional block diagram
and the different analysis techniques were examined The
average time domain analysis technique was chosen as the basic
analytical tool The power stage transfer functions were developed
for the buck boost and buck/ boost converters The analog signal
and digital signal processor transfer functions were developed
for the three DC DC Converter types using the constant on
time constant off time and constant frequency control laws
RCT
N81 11314 * N TRW Defense and Space Systems Group. Redondo
Beach Calif	 Power Conversion Electronics Dept
USER'S DESIGN HANDBOOK FOR A STANDARDIZED
CONTROL MODULE (SCMI FOR DC TO DC CONVERTERS,
VOLUME 2 Firsal Report. Jun. 1976 - Jan 1980
Fred C Lee (Virginia Polytechnic Inst and State Uriv ) Apr
1980 162 p rets Prepared by Virginia Polytechnic Inst and
State Univ
(Contract NAS3 201021
(NASA CR 165173 TRW 29922 6001 RU-01-Vol-2) Avail
NTIS HC A081MF A01 CSCL 09C
A unified design procedure Is presented for selecting the
key SCM control parameters for an arbitrarily given power stage
configuration and parameter values such that all regulator
performance specifications can be met and optimized concurrently
In a single design attempt All key results and performance Indices.
for buck boost and buck/ boost switching regulators which are
relevant to SCM design considerations are Included to facilitate
f requent references	 A R H.
N81 142270 Siemens A G Munich ( West Ge(many) Unterneh
mensbeteich Bouelemente and Zentralbererch Techmk
INTEGRATED RC-CIRCUITS IN ALTA-TECHNOLOGY ON
ONE SUBSTRATE Final Report
Helmold Kausche Wclf Dieter Muenz and Hans Werner
Postzlbeiger Bonn Bundesmmisterium fuer Forschung and
Technologre Dec 1979 60 p refs In GERMAN ENGLISH
summary Sponsored by Bundesmirtrs.arium fuer Forschung and
Technol 
ogre(BMFT FB T 79 107	 ISSN 0340 7608)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A04, MF A01 Fschinfor mat ionsrentrum, Karlsruhe West
Germany OM 12 60
To r each the goals of this program - r e . the realization of
integrated RC circuits In AITa technology on one subsrate
two ways were investigated first the single layer technique
with resistors and capacitors from one layer and then the double
layer technique with a To rich layer for the resistors and an
AT rich laye r for the capacitors The compensation of tempera
lure coefficients of R and C is done by reactive sputtering (AITa 0)
or by use of a sandwich dielectric of AITs oxide and S102 The
double layer technique was optimized with production equipment
and reached preproductior s tandards Samples of highly stable
RC circuits rac • rve fdt 4tirs) were r ealized The technology also
Includes the integration of crossovers 	 Author
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NS1 1 ,11IM"If THW Systems Group Redonoo Beach L:ahl
K SAND HIGH POWER LATCHING •WITCH Final Report
M J Mhnar W S Piotrowski and J E Rau* 19 Dec 1990
49 p reh
(Contract NAS3 217511
(NASA CR 165159
	
Rept 34037)
	
Avail
	
NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 09A
A 19 GHz waveguide (etching switch with a bandwidth of
1400 MHz and an exceptionally low Insertion loss of 0 26 dB
was demonstrated The RF and driver fertile% are separate
structures and can be optimized individually This analysis for
each structure is separately detailed Basically the RF section
features a dual tuinstue junction The circulator consists of a
dielectric tube which contains two ferrite rods and a dielectric
spacer separating the fertile parts along the center of symmetry
of to,- .isveguide to form two i islrles This subassembly is
indexed and locked in the center of symmetry of a uniform
junction of three watIeguides by the metallic transfo • mers Installed
In the top and bottom walls of the housing The switching junction
and its actuating circuitry met all RF performance objectives
and all shock and vibration requirements with no physical damage
or performance degradation It exceeds thermal requirements by
operating over a 100 C temperature range ( 44 C to • 56 CI
and has a h.yh power handling capability allowing up to 100 W
of CW input power	 A R H
N11 . 11991f e N SRI International Corp Menlo Pork Calif
Physical Electronics Group
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM ON A COLD CATHODE
ELECTRON GUN Final Report
C A Spindt Mey 1979 02 p refs
(Contract NAS3 210096 SR I Proj 6413)
(NASA•CR-159570
	
SR1-6413)
	 Airsil	 NTIS
HL A05/MF A01 CSCL 09A
A prototype electron gun with a field emitter cathode capable
of producing 95 mA on a 1/4 mm diameter beam at 12 kV
was produced Achievement of this goal required supporting
studies in cathode fabrication :athods performance gun design
cathode mounting and gun fob-.cation A wrist of empirical
investigations advanced fabrication technology More stable
emitters were produced and multiple cone failure caused by
Chain reaction discharges were reduced The cathode is capable
of producing well over 95 mA, but a substantial collector
development effort was required to demonstrate emission levels
in the 100 mA region Spate charge problems made theta
difficult to scMOV* Recommendations e ra made for future process
and materials investigation Electron gun designs wets modeled
and tested A pa i r of two electrode gun structures were
fabncsted and tested one gun was delivered to NASA Cathodes
were pretested up to 100 mA at SRI and delivered to NASA
for test in the gun structure	 Author
MI 22278'1 Hughes Aircraft Co. Culver City Calif 	 Electro
Optical and Dais Systems Group
FABRICATION AND TESTING OF POLYVINYLIDENE
FLUORIDE CAPACITORS
Robert S 9uritz Jun 1960 115 p reta
(Contract NAS3 21042)
(NASA CR-159501	 FR 90 76 9521	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 09A
Hiyh energy density capacitors made from metallized
polywnylidene fluoride him were built and tested Termmstrons
of aluminum babbitt tin babbitt and all bobbn were evaluated
All bebbll terminations appeared to be better The 0 1 mocrofored
and 2 mrcroforad capacito r s were made of 6 micrometer
material Capacitance dissociation factor and insulation resistance
measurements were made over the ranges 55 C to 125 C and
10 Hs to 100 kHz Tw*Ive of forty one 0 1 mK.ofared capacitors
survived a 5000 hour do plus ac life test Under the same
conditions the 2 mocrotarao capacitors e n hobrted civerhealintill
because of excesarve power loss Some failures occurred after
low temperatu r e exposures lot 48 hours No failures ware caused
by vrbratoon or temperature cycling	 J M S
A81 21675 v e Analysis and design of an adaptive multi loop
controlled two winding buck/boost regulator M F hlahmoud and F
C Lee (V.ryrri,a Poh lechn-r Inshtub , and State Umvers.ty. Blacks
Mug, Va I Institute of Elect rical and Electronics Engineers. Infer
national Telecontmunrcaaons Energy Conference, Washington, D.C.
Nov. 2629, 1979, Paper. 10 ;1 refs Contract No NAS3 20102.
Small signal low frequency Irnvar average model is der wed for a
multi loop controlled two winding buck boost converter employing
average techniques and the describing funcl.on method. The model
rrveals that a well devgned multi loop control can provide a
second oid^r lei  adaptive to output filter jwranietet changes due to
component tolerances. temperature changes, aq.ng , arid the effect of
duty cycle modulation. It also can provide stabilization effect by
shifting the positive zero to the tell hall S plane. Design guidelines
are formulated to optimize regulator loop dependent chat acteiWics.
(Arithor l
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34FLUID MECHANICS AND HEAT
TRANSFER
Includes boundary layers hydrodynamics fluidics mass
transfer and ablation cooling
For related Information see also 0: Aerodynamics and
77 rhermadvnamres and Statistical Physics
1481 . 12368'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research kenter Cleveland Ohio
TURBULENT SOLUTION OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EOUA.
TIONS
H G Darssler 1980 23 p rats Presented at Thirty Third
Ann Meeting of the Div of Fluid Dili of the Am Phys Soc .
llha(e NY 2325 Nov 1980
(NASA TM 81621 E 6311 Avail NTIS HC A02rMF A01 CSCL
20D
The unaveraged Nervier Stokes equations are solved numeri-
cally in order to study the nonlinear physics of incompressible
turbulent flow Initial three dimensional cosine velocity fluctuations
and periodic boundary conditions are used No mean gradients
are present The three components of the mean square velocity
fluctuations are equal for the initial conditions chosen The resulting
,olution shows characteristics of turbulence such as the
nonlinear excitation of small scale fluctuations For the higher
Reynolds numbers the initially nonrandom flow develops into on
apparently random turbulence 	 J M S
N81 12363'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CURVED FILM COOLING ADMISSION TUBE Patent
Application
R W Graham and S S Pspell inventors Ito NASA) Filed
27 Oct 1980 12 p
(NASA Case LEW-13174 1 US Patent Appl SN 2006341 Avail
NTIS HC A02' IF A01 CSCL 20D
Effectnra film cooling to protect a wall surface from a hot
fluid which Impinges on or flows along the surface is proposed
A film of cooling fluid having increased area is provided by
changing the direction of a stream of cooling fluid through an
angle of f•om 135 degrees to 165 degrees before infecting it
through the wr:l into a hot flowing gas at an angle to form a
cooling fluid film Cnohng fled is supplied to the orifice from a
-soling fluid source via a turbulence convol passageway having
a cu rved portion between two straight portions The angle through
which the direction of the cooling fluid is turned results in less
mixing of the cooling fluid with the hot gas thereby substantially
Increasing the length of the film in a downstream direction
NASA
NOT 13301'0 Natonal Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING ADIABATIC WALL TEMPERA
TUBES WITH SIN3LE HOLE COOLANT INJECTION INTO
A LOW SPEED CROSSFLOW
C R Wang S S Papell and R W Graham 1981 10 p
refs Proposed for presentation at the 26th Ann Intern Gas
Turbine Conf Houston Tex 8 12 Ma y
 1981
tNASA TM 81620 E 6281 Avail NTiS HC A02 Mf A01 CSCL
20D
Assuming the local adiabatic wall temperature equals the
local total temperature In a low speed coolant mcsing layer.
integral conservation equations with and without the boundary
layer effects are formulated for the miring layer downstream of
a single coolant infection hole oriented at a °J degree angle to
the crosaflow The" equations are solved numerically to determine
the center line local adiabatic wall temperature and the
effKtnve coolant coverage area Comparison of the numerical
results with an existing film cooling experiment indicates that
the present analysis permits a simplified but reasonably accurate
prediction of the cenferlme affectivenefs e • d coolant coverage
area downstioorn of a single hula ciosshow sheemwise injection
at 30 degree mdinatwn angle 	 Author
N81-13302'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
LewisResearch Center Cleveland Ohio
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR STAGGERED
ARRAYS OF SHORT PIN FINS
G James VanFossen 1981 15 p refs Proposed for presentation
e1 the 26th Ann Intern Gas Turbine Conf Houston. Tex.
8 12 Mar 1981 sponsored by the ASME
(NASA TM 81596 E 658) Avad NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20D
Short pin fins are often used to increase that heat transfer
to the coolant in the trailing edge of a turbine blade Due primarily
to limits of casting technology it is not possible to manufacture
pins of optimum length for heat transfer purposes in the trailing
edge region In many cases the pins are w short that they
actually decrease the total Mat transfer surface area compared
to a plain wall A heal transfer data base for these short pins is
not available in the hteratwe Hest transfer coefficients on pin
and endwall surfaces were measured for several staggered arrays
of short pin fins The measured Nusselt numbers when plotted
versus Reyno lds numbers were found to fall on a single curve
for all surfai- s tested The neat transfer coefficients for the
short pin tons (length to diameter ratios of 1, 2 and 2) were
found to be about a factor of two lower than data from the
literature for longer pin arrays Ilength to diameter rstios of
about 81	 Author
1081 . 18231'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF FLOWS IN CURVED
DIFFUSER$ WITH CROSS-SECTIONAL TRANSITIONING
USING A THREE-DIMENSIONAL VISCOUS ANALYSIS
C E Towne and 8 H Anderson 1961 19 p refs Presented
at 19th Aerospace Sci Meeting St Lours 12 . 16 Jan 1981
sponsored by AIAA
(NASA TM-81672 E 696) Avail NTIS HC A02 I MF A01 CSCL
20D
A three dimensional analysis for fully viscous, subsonic
compressible flow is evaluated An appioximale form of the Nervier
Stokes equations is solved by an implicit spatial marching
technique Calculations were made for flow In n circular S duct
and in the F 16 inlet duct The computed total pressure contours
and secondary flow velocity vectors are presented Ouahtative
comparisons with experiment are shown for both ducts The
analysis is used to show how the cross Becton transitoning in
the F 16 inlet suppresses the development of a secondary flow
vortex	 Author
N81 16240'# National Aeronautics and Space Adminmisbon
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE BEHAVIOR OF
TURBOFAN FORCED MIXER NOZZLES
B H Anderson and L A Povinelli 1981 30 p refs Prepared
for 19th Aerospace Sc. Meeting St Lours r2 15 Jan 1981.
sponsored by AIAA
(NASA TM 81668 E 6891 Awl: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
200
A finite difference procedure was used to compute the mixing
for three experimentally tested mixer geometries Good agreement
was obtained between analysis and experiment when the
mechanisms responsible for secondary flow generation were
properly modeled Vortiuty generation due to flow turning and
vorlicety generated within the cente rbody lobe passage were found
to be important Results a r e presented for two different
temperature ratios between fan and core streams and for tv.o
different free stream turbulence levels It was concluded that
the dominant mechanisms in turbofan mixe r s is associated with
the seconda ry flows arising within the lobe region one then
development within the mixing section
	 author
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li 16241'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
A FOUR CYLINDER STIRLING ENGINE CONTROLS
MODEL
Carl F Luienzo and Carl J Deniele 1980 25 p refs Presented
at Automot, a Technol Develop Contractor Coordination Meeting
Dearborn. Mich 11 13 Nov 1980
tContraci DE A101 77CS 51040)
(NASA TM 81646 E 9356 7 DOE/NASA/5ln40 211 Avail
NTIS HC A0:/MF A01 CSCL 108
A four working space double acting piston Stirling engine
simulation was deveooped fur controls studies Two simulations
one for detailed fluid behavior and a second model with simple
fluid behavior but containing the four working space aspects
and engine inertias. validate these models separately than upgrade
the four working space model by incorporating the detailed fluid
behavior model for all four working spaces The single working
space model contains the Ietailed fluid dynamics The four working
space (FWSI model was built to observe the behavior of the
whole engine The drive dynamics and vehicle inertia effects are
simulated The capabilities of the model are exercised to look at
working fluid supply transients short circuit trs..sients and
piston tong leakage effe-is 	 SF
Nil - 15417'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Researcn Center Cleveland, Ohio
SAPILLARY AND ACCELERATION WAVE BREAKUP OF
UQUID JET$ IN AXIAL-FLOW AIRSTREAMS
Robert D Ingehc Jan 1981 13 p rah
(NASA-TP 1791 E 537) Avail NTIS HC AJ2/MF A01 CSCL
20D
Empirical correlations of reciprocal mean drop diameter with
airstream momentum were derived from capillary and acceleration
wee breakup of liquid fats atomized by cross stream infection
into axial flvw airstreams A scanning radiometer was used to
obtain data over an airstream momentum range of 3 7 to
25 7 g/sq cm sac Transition from capillary to acceleration wave
breakup was obtained at a c•9Kal Weber-Reynolds number of
1000000	 E D K
N@1-16421'# 4ational Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research t inter Cleveland Onto
THE EFFECT OF INFLOW VELOCITY PROFILES ON THE
PERFORMANCE O T SUPERSONIC EJECTOR NOZZLE$
Allen R Bishop
	 I A 1	 8 p refs Presented at the 19th
Aerospace Sci Meeting St louts. 12 . 16 Jan 1981. sponsored
by AIAA
(NASA-TM- 81673.
 E-697) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
200
The effect of initial velocity prold• on the performance of
exteyrmmetric supersonic ejector nozzles is discussed Two different
initial profiles in each of two different geometries are analyzed
told the importance of using realistic starling conditions to predKt
supersonic nozzle performance is demonstrated
	
Author
N81 119331'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center Hampton Va
GEOMETRIC METHODS IN COMPUTATIONAL FLUID
DYNAMICS
Peter R Eiseman In Van Kalman Inst for Fluid Or ion Shock
Boundary Layer Interaction in Turbumachmes Vol 2 1980
181 p refs (For primary document see N61 18328 GO 34)
(Contracts NAS3 22117 NAS1 15810.
AGARO OTAN DPP 80 110071
Avail NTIS HC A14 /MF A01 CSCL 20D
General methods for the construction of geometric compute
tional fluid dynamic algorithms are presented which simulate a
variety of flow fields in various nontrivial regions Included are
basic developments with tensors various forms for the equations
of motion generalized nunierical methods and boundary
conditions and methods for mesh generation to meet the strong
geometric constraints of turbomachihes Coordinats generation
is shown generally to yield mesh descriptions from one of more
trans f ormations that are smpothly joined together to form a
composite mesh	 Author (ESAI
N191.213100# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Reseetth Center Cleveland Ohio
ACCELERATION WAVE BREAKUP OF LIQUID JET@ WITH
AIRSTREAM@
Robert D Ingebo 1981 10 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the SlImp on Fluid Mach , Boulder Colo 2224 Jun 1981
sponsored bit
(NASA TM 81717 E 750) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20D
Characteristic mean drop diameters were determined for
downstream and upstream infection into nonswirling end swirling
sirflows The effects of the aerodynamic and liquid surface forces
on the mean drop size were obtained with a scanning radiometer
Water let breakup was studied primarily in the acceleration wave
regime with values of WeRe • 10 to the 61h power and the
following empirical expression was obtained 0(o)/Dim) -C
(WeRel to the 04 power where D(o) and Dim) are the orifice
and mean drop diameters, respective ly We and Re are the Weber
and Reynolds numbers defined as repectively We - rho(alD(o)V(r)
/sigma and Re - D(o)Vtr)/nu where Viol and rho(a) ere airstream
relative velocity and density, »pactively and sigma and nu are
surface tension and kinematic viscosity of the liquid. respectively
The proportionally constant C was evaluated as follows for
downstream injection C - 0 023 with nonswnling airflow. and
C 0 027 with swirling airflow For upstream injection, the
empirical expression D(o)/Dlm) - 00045 (WeRa) to the
05 power was obtained with nonswrrling airflow Experimental
conditions included a water flow rate of e8 liter per hour and
an at fluw rate per unit a rea range of 4 8 to 25 2 gmj sq cm
sec at 293 K and atmospheric pressure 	 A R H
N81 . 21313'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
EVALUATION OF A METHOD FOR HEAT TRANSFER
MEASUREMENTS AND THERMAL VISUALIZATION USING
A COMPOSITE OF A HEATER ELEMENT AND LIQUID
CRYSTALS
Steven A Hippensteele Louis M Russell and Francis S Stooks
Apr 1981 22 p refs Presented at the 26th Ann intern Gas
Twbine Conf Houston Tex 8 12 Mar 1981 sponsored by
ASME Original contains color illustrations
(NASA TM81639. E-656) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20D
Commercially avadsble elements of a composite consisting
of a plastic sheet coated with liquid crystal another sheet with
a thin layer of a conducting material (gold or carbon). and copper
bus bar strips were evaluated and found to provide a simple
convenient accurate and low cost measuring device for use in
heat transfer research The particular feature of the composite
is ability to obtain local heat transfer coefficients and isotherm
patterns that provide visual evaluation of the thermal performances
of turbine blade cooling configurations Examples of the use of
the composite are presented	 Author
Ni/ 21314'# Neiiunal Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Resesi,.h Center Cleveland Ohio
FLOW THROUGH AXIALLY ALIGNED SEQUENTIAL
APERTURES OF THE ORIFICE AND BORDA TYPES
R C Hendricks and T Trent Stetz 1981 17 p refs Proposed
for prrsentation bi the 20th Nell Heat Transfer Cant Milwaukee
2 . 5 Aug 1981 sponw-ed by ASME and AlChE
(NASA TM 8 681. E 7071 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
200
Choked flow rate and pressure profits data were obtained
and studied for two axially aligned sequential configurations
consisting of four Bords type inlets of 1 9 1 /D with two separation
distances of 08 and 30 diameters and four orifice type inlets
of 05 1 / D with two separation distances of 066 and
32 diameters Data were obtained using fluid nitrogen cove the
reduced inlet temperature and pressure range 088 	 T/T sub
c gas and P/ P sub c to 2 A low coefficient reduced temperature
plot tin be used to represent the flow rate data for each geometry
At the larger separation 'istances the p r essure profiles dropped
sharply at the entrance a nd partially recove r ed within sac" of
the Borde and ordrut inlet configurations the e n Ception being
the last inlet where at low entrance temperatu res fluid jailing
75
could occur For the smaller spacings fluid letting was prevalent
throughout each of the inlet configurations at lower inlet
1 •mperatures These results are in quali tative agreement with
data of tubes with single Borda or sharp edge orifice type inlets
to 105 1/D and water flow visualization studies
	
DOE
NS1 . 2231Oa # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
HEAT PIPES CONTAINING ALKALI METAL WORKING
FLUID Peasant APyUcetlon
James F Morris. inventor Ito NASA) Filed 16 Mar 1981 8 p
(NASA Case LEW 12253 1. US-Patent Appl FN-243682) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
The improvement of high temperature evaporation condera-
tion heat transfer devices which have important and unique
advants2es in terrestria l and spade energy processing is discussed
The device is in the form of a heat pipe comprising a sealed
container or envel000 which contains a capillary wick The
temperature of one end of the heat pipe is raised by the input
of extremely hot and corrosive heat f rom an external heat source
A working fluid of a corrosive alkali meta' transfers this heat ;o
a heat receiver remote from the heat source The container and
wick are fabricated from a %uperalloy containing a small percentage
of corrosion inhibiting or gettenng element Larithenum scandium.
yttrium, thorium and hatniurr are utilized as the alloying metal
NASA
.4111-24381 a 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland. Ohio
VME FLOW PHENOMENA ASSOCIA'ED WITH ALIGNED.
lEOUENTIAL APERTURES WITH GONDA-TYPE INLETS
Robert C Hendericks and T Trent Ststz May 1981 	 63 p
refs
(NASA-TP-1792 E -479) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
70D
Choked flow rate and pressure profile data were taken and
studied for a configuration consisting of four axially aligned
sequential Borda tubes of 1 9'ength diameter ratio with separation
distances of 0 8 and 30 tube diameters For either coos the
flow rate data could be represented by a flow coeM.cient reduced
temperature plot At a separation distance of 20 tube diameters
the pressure profiles dropped sharply at the entrance and recovered
within each Borda tube except at low tompsrstures where ;laid
letting through the last 9ords tube occurred At a "potation
distance of 0 6 tube formng was prevalent end application of a
significant backpres sire did not Sher the lotting These results
agree with other data for tubes wnh Bards or sharp edge orifice
inlets and with a wate r flow visualization study reported herein
Author
N111-243115'# National Aeronautics and S pace Administretron.
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
FORCED AND NATURAL CONVECTION iN LAMINAII
DIFFUSION FLAMES
John B Haggard. Jr Jun 1981 24 p fits
(NASA TP 1541. E-4571 Avail NTIS Hr A02/MF A01 CSCL
20D
An experimental investigation was conducted on methane.
'*miner let diffusion Marmot with coaxal to cod-sir flow to
examine flame shape* in zero-grawty and it situations where
buoyancy aids innrmal gravity flame or hinder, (inverted-
gravity flemosl the flow velocities Fuel nozzles fanged in sue
from 0 05 1 to 0 305 cm inside radius wNle the coaxial
convergent sit had a 1 4 cm r r1*r 1it radius at the fuel
exit plane Fuel flows ranged from 1 55 to 103 cu cm/sec end
air flows from 0 to 597 cu cm; sec A compiler program developed
under a previous government Contract wee used to calcultle
the characteristic dimensions of no, mal and taro-gravity flames
only The results include a Comparison uetween the experimental
data and the computed exist fla re lengthe for normal gravity
and zero gravity which she .red good agr eement Inverted gravity
flame width was cofrele -r with the ratio of fuel nozzle radius
to ave r age fuel velGCrty, Flame extinguishment upon entry into
weightlessness was studied end it was found that relatrvelY
low forced-sir velocities (*pproximatety 10 cm/sec) are sufficient
to sustain methane flame combustion in zero gravity Flame color
is also d;scusaed.	 Author
N81 28385'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cantu Cleveland Ohio
DEPRESSURIZATION AND TWO-PHASE FLOW OF WATER
CONTAINING HIGH LEVELS OF DISSOLVED NITROGEN
OAS
Robert J Simoneau Jul 1981 46 9 refs
INASA TP 1839 E 218) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
20D
Depressunzahon of wate r containing va r ious concentrations
of dissolved nitrogen gat was studied In a nonflow depiessun:a
tion experiment. water with vary high nitrogen content was
depressurized at rates from 009 to 050 MPs per second and
a metastable behavior which was a strorg function of the
deprossurization rate was observed Flow experiments were
performed in an exisymmatric. converging diverging nozzle. a
two dsmcnsicnitil. converging nozzle with glass sidowalls and a
sharp edge orifice The converging diverging nozzle exhibited
choked flow behavioi ►von at nitrogen concentration levels as
low as 4 percent of the saturation level The flow rates were
independent of concentration level Flow in the two dimensional
converging visual nozzle appeared to have a sufficient pressure
drop of the throat to cause nitrogen to come out of solution
but choking occurred further downstream The orifice flow motion
pi.tures showed considerable oscillation downstream of the
orifice and parallel to the flow Nitrogen bubbles appeared in
the flow at back pressures as high as 3 28 MPs and the levwi
at which bubbles were no longer visible was a function of nitrogen
concentration	 E A K
N111 . 293114'# National Aeronautics and Space Admintsiration
Lewis Research timer, Cleveland Ohio
INFLUENCE OF THERMAL SOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON
HEAT TRANSFER FROM A CYLINDER IN CROSS FLOW
S Stephen Papell Aug 1961 10 to refs
INASA TP 1894E 8271 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20D
Local heat transfer data over the loading surface of a cylinder
in crossflow were obtrined for a Reynolds number range of
50000 The cylinder was operated at trolh uniform wall
temperature and uniform-heat-flux thermal once of 80 deg from
the front stagnation point the uniform wall temperature heat
transfer coefficients were as much as 98 percent lowe r than
the uniform hoot flux data Between the stagnation point and
60 deg around the cylinder there were no significant differences
in the data This region of the cylinder is r vithm the cylindrical
curvature region of the front end of a real turbine so it was
concluded that either thermal boundary condition could be used
to model turbine flow over that r egion of the blade Results of
evaluating t he exponent x in the f undamental felahonship
Nu ffRe) sup x which is used in data correlation show the
exponent varies as a function of local positron on the cylinder
even in the laminar flow r egion The value of or increases
Imearly from 0 50 at the stagnation point to 0 59 at 60 dep
a round the cylinder This linear trend continued into •he separation
region at 80 deg for the uniform wall temperature data but n
increased markedly in the separation region tot the uniform heat
flux d31e
	
A R H
1481 30390'a National Aeronautics and Space Aomrnntiation
lrwis Homer, h Center Cleveland Ohio
SEP SIMOD VARIASLF CONDUCTANCE HEAT ► IPFS
ACCEPTANCE AND CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
Joseph A Hemminge r Aug 198 1 175 p sets
INASA TM 82635 F 857) Avail NTIS HC AO8'MF A01 CSCL
20D
A ►errs% of six heat pi p es similar in design to those flown
on the Comunrcations Technology Satellite Hermes for use in a
p r ototype Saar Elect r ic Propulsion vIMOD thrust nodule are
evaluated The results of acceptance and cha r acte r ization tests
pe r for med on the heat pipe subassemble a r t repo r ted The
pe r formance of all 'he hest pipes met or exceeded design
specifications	 J D H
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N81 30391 * # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EXPERIMENTS ON FLOW THROUGH ONE TO FOUR INLETS
OF THE ORIFICE AND SORDA TYPE
R C Hendricks and T Trent State 1981 18 p refs Presented
at the Cryogenic Eng Conf j Intern Cryogenic Meter Coot San
Diego Calif 10 14 Aug 1981 sponsored by NBS
(NASA TM 82680 E 9631 Avail NTIS HC A02, , MF AOt CSC(
20D
Choked flow rate and pressure profile data were taken on
sequential analty aligned inlets of the orifice and Bordo type
The configuration contested of from two to four inlets spaced at
two nominal separation distances of 0 7 and 30 diameters At
the nominal 30 diameter spacing. the reduced flow role follows
a simple empirical relauon based on the reduced flow rate for a
single inlet At the nominal 0 7 diameter spacing fluid letting
was prevalent of low temperatures and flow rates were the
same as for a single inlet	 Author
A81 29983 ' Most transfer coefficients for staggered arrays
of short pin fins. G J VanFosseo (NASA, Lewis Research Centel,
Cleveland, Ohio) American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Gas
Turbine Conference and Products Show, Houston, Tea , Mar. 9 12,
1981. Paper 81 CT )5. 11 p 14 lets Members, S2 00, nonmembers,
54.00.
Short pill fins are often used to increase the heat transfer to the
coolant it the trading edge of a turbine blade. Du p
 primarily to limits
of casting technology, if is not possible to manufacture pins of
optimum Irngth for heat transfer purposes in the raihnq rclgr • trillion,
lit cases the pins are sea short that they actually decrease the
total hrot transfer surface area compared to a plain wall. A heat
transfer data base for these short pins is not available in the
literal we Heat transfer coefficien t s on pin and endwaII scar f aces were•
measured tot several staggered arrays of short pin fins. The measured
Nussrlt numbers when plotted versus Reynolds number weir found
to tell on a single curve for all surfaces tested The heat transfer
coefficients for the short pin fins (length to diameter ratios of 1/2
and 21 were fowl to be about a factor of two lower than data from
the literature for longer pin arrays (length to diameter ratios of about
8).	 IAuthot 1
Measurements made over a ranch of air and fuel flows are discussed
Measured spectra are compared with spectra calculated rising a simple
analytical model.	 (Author I
A81 19264 a is Turbulent solution of the Navier Stokes oWa-
horn. R G. Drisslrr INASA, Lewis Researh Cenler, Cleveland,
Ohio) American Physecaf Society, Annual Meeting. 33rd, Ithaca.
N, Y., Nov. 23 25, 1980, Paper 21 p 16 ref
To study the nonlinear physics of Incompressible turbulent
flow. the unaveraged Navier Stokes equations are solved numerically
Initial three dimensional cosine velocity fiactustions and parodic
boundary conditions art- used No mean giariients are presrnt The
three components of the mean square velocity ftactuabos are equal
for the initial conditions chosen The resulting solution shows
chaacteristics of turbulence, such as the nonlinear excitation of
small scale fluctuations For the higher Reynolds numbers the
initially nonrandom flow develops into an apparently random
turbulence	 (Author)
A81 29996 ' Some modifications to, and operational ex
penances with, the two-dimensional, finite difference, boundary.
layer code, STAN5 R E Gaugler (NASA Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio) American Society of Mechanical Ergirreers, Gas
Turbmr Conference and Products Show. Houston Tex Mar 9 12.
1981 Paper 81 GT 89 5 p 16 refs Memtwrs, $200 nonmembers.
S400
The two dimensional. finite difference boundary layer code
STAN5, is the primary tool used at the NASA Lewis Research Center
for predietinq turbine blade qas side heal Irarnfri coefficients A
number of modifications have been male to the ptogiam to enhance
its usefulness for these calculations Experience rat using STAN5 has
Identified some Inoblems cat the pnxprare that can Ire tredted tfuough
program input, without modifyinq the- program These Include the
presence of a small se paration bubble near the leading edge, and the
effect of full coverage film cooling oil to turbulence Some
of the techniques itself to treat these problems are dncohed
(Author 1
A81 29998' Analysis for predicting adiabatic wall tempera
tures with single hole coolant Injection into a low speed crossflow C
R Wang, S S Nalsirll, end R W Graham (NASA. Lewis Research
Gisler, Cleveland, Ohio) American Society of Mechanical Eripineers
Gas Turhinr Conference and Products Show, Houston. Ter., Mar
912 1981 Papa 81 G T 91 7 p. 12 refs. Members. 52 00
nonmembers, 54 00
Assuming the local a ianatrc wall temperature equals the local
total temperature In a low speed coolant mrxmq layer. Integral
conservation equations with and without the b oundarle layer effects
are formulated for the mixing layer downstream of a single coolant
Injection hole oriented at a 30 degree angle to the crossflow These
equations air solved numerically to determine the cris per Iwe local
adiabatic wall temperature and the effective coolant coverage area
Comparison of the numerical resulb With art film cooling
experiment Ind.cales that the present analysis permits a simplified
but reasonably accurate 	 of the centerline effectiveness and
coolant covenagr • area downstream of a single hole adssflow
streamwlse InjecbOn at 30 sfe •g inchodtron angle
	
(Au (hilt I
A81 1B638 ' , r
 Pressure spectra and cross spectra at an area
contraction in a ductile combustion system. .I H Wit, NASA,
Lewis Research Center. Clewrlatd, Ohiol and D U Raftopoulos
(Toledo Unvenrty, Toledo, Ohio) American Socialist,
 
of Mechanical
Engineers Century 2 Aerospace Conference Son Francesco Cahf ,
Aug 13 /5, 1980 Paper 80 C2Aero 9 7 p Members. S1 50,
nonmembers, $3 00
Pressure spectra and crostipeclra at an was contraction In a
liquid fuel, ductef, combustion nose test fa it ,y a:e analyzed
11 1141 . 2O31113 a jy Scrantific Research Associates Inc Glastonbury.
Conn
A THREE-DIMENSIONAL TURBULENT COMPRESSIBLE
SUBSONIC DUCT FLOW ANALYSIS FOR USE WITH
CON[TRUCTED COORDINATE SYSTEMS FNsel 1110040
R Levy H McDonald W R Briley and J P K roskovaky
Washington NASA Apr 1981 40 p refs
(Contract NAS3 21735)
(NASA CR 3389) Avail NTIS 11C A03/MF AO1 CSCL 200
An approximate analysis Ia presented which is applicable to
n000rthogonal coordinate systems having a curved centerline and
planar transverse coordinate surfaces normal to the cerdedrne
The primary flow direction is taken to coincide with the local
direction of the duct centerline and is hence normal to transversef
coordinate planes The formulation utilizes vector components
(velocity vortecity transport equations) defined in terms of kcal
Cartesian directions aligned with the centerline tangent although
the g•eeernmg equations themselves are expressed in general
nonorthogonel coordinates For curved centerlines these vector
quantities are redefined in new local Cartesion directions at each
sireamwrea locotron The use of local Cartesian variables and
fluxes leads to governing equations which require only first
dernortwes of the coordinate transformation and this provides
for the aforementioned ease to using constructed coordinates
A9H
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NB1 22313 * # Martini Engineering Richland Wash
A COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE TRANSIENT RE
S►ONU OF A 4 CYLINDER STIRLING ENGINE WITH
BURNER AND AIR ►REHEATTER IN A VEHICLE Fhvl
pope"
W R Martini Me, 1991 182 p refs
'ContractsDEN3 226 DE A101 77CS 510401
(NASA CR 165262	 DOE/NASA/0226 1)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A09 /MF A01 CSCL 108
A wins of computer programs are presented with full
documentation which simulate the transient behavior of a modern
4 cylinder Siemens arrangement Stirling engine with burner and
sit Cold start. cranking idling acceleration though
3 gear changes and steady speed operation are simulated Sample
results and complete operating instructions are given A full source
code listing of all programs are encl , died	 Author
A81.15537 v Full coverage film cooling. 1 Three
dimensional measurements of turbulence structure. II Prediction of
the recovery region hydrodynamics. S Yavutkurt. R J Moffat, and
W M Kays (Stanford Unrvwsily, Stanford. Calif I Journal of Flom
Mechanics, vnl 101. Nov 13. 1980, p 129 178 46 refs Rewarch
sponsored by the Scientific and Terhoiul Research Council of
Turkey. Contract No. NAS3 14336.
Hydrodynamic measurements of turbulence structure were
performed with a tnaxial hot wife in The full coverage and the
recovery rrgrom following an array of injection holes undev
isothermal conditions at amb4crot temperature and pressure tot
blowing ratios of 0 9 arid 0 4. High level! of turbul ence kinetic
ahefgy (TKE) were determined lot low blowing, and low TKE Levels
were found for the high blowuhq levels, in The recovery region, the
flow can be represented by a model with an outer boundary layer
and a 2 dimmisional inner boundary layer Recovery region hydro
dynamics can be, modelled by considering that a new boundary layer
started to grow immediately after the end of blowing, the Prandtl
mixing icnylh dntribut,om calculated from the values if mean
velocity and turbulent shear stirssm vane consistent with the
presence of a dual boundary layer structure in the recovery region.
The program used here contains a one equation model of turbulence.
using turbulence kinetic rn.•rgy with all mixing length, this
?dimensional, finite difference program can predict the mean
velocity and turbulence kinetic energy profiles based o.r Initial
values, boundary conditions, and a closure condition 	 A.T.
A81 18021 , is Evacuation induced pressure ddlerentrals in
multilayer insulation systems. A P M Glassford (Lockheed Rr
%ea,ch Laboratoolis, Palo Alto. Calif.) AIAA Journal, voi 19. Jan
1981, p 104 112 5 refs Contract No NAS3 14377
The pressure differential% induced &cruse three types of multi
layer insulation systems during evacuation have been metal-red and
compared with values predicted using an ideahted parallel plate
geometric motel The system, Irsfed were double slum sited Millar
with a Tissugles or silk net spacer and crinkled single aluminized
Mylar Test samples were circular The influence of purge yes type,
.:yen density, sample dianirter, and temperature wall
env •stigatod The experimental approach was to measure the absolute
pressure history and corresponding pressure differential induced
across the insulation during evacuation The measured pressure
differentials were nondimetwonalited anti cumparrl with those
predicted by the parallel plate moelel as a function of Knudsen
m;mber It was conc lud_d tbau the vocalist plate mu lrr is a/nlusle
for making ergineenng analyses The influence of ail parameters,
except layer deosity. is well rrpresrnled by the mesrfel Represents
lion of the influence of level is ins satittadoy, tut can M
,mWoved by modification of the flat plate rlodel to allow tut the
mire obvious practices norndealeties, such a crinkling, or The
presence of a net spacer	 (Author )
AB1 24924 a Heat transfer from a row of impinging lets to
concave cylindrical surfaces. P Hry(ak INew .lets^v 1-1,fote of
lechnnlogy Newark, N J.), Internarrnnal Journd of Near and Man
Transfer, vol 24. Mar 1981, p. 407 419 39 -h. Contract NO
NAS3 111 I5
Startup from the first principles, and with erne exlrnmerstally
obtained panam±ter, all lot stagnation heat transfer n
derived, applicable to round, impitprng lets_ The results obtained
with a row of an Iris impinging on all heated surface u, a
small sale setup characteristic of a t yp ical turbine blade have been
loured compatible w.th the averaT heat transfer from a geometrically
similar, steam -heated surface scaled up ten times, and comprrable
with the results of other rwestigators. These findings were linked to
the flow fields likels In exist in The gas hubine blades. internally
exiled by a row of round lets or a single let of equivalent width T:x
magnitude of heat transfer coeffictents Obtained here with impingina
tits aplvoaches that normally assilciair rd with force' convection of
water and evaperaTrve cooling. 	 (Author)
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351NSTRUMENTATION AND
PHOTOGRAPHY
Includes remote sensors measuring ,nstiuni and
gapes detectors cameras and photographic supplies and
holoq,aphi,
tea, aerial photography we 43 farrh Resources For
elated information sae also 06 Aircraft InsitumrnFafion
and 1 9 Spa[cii Insfrumpntafoon
NO1-164266 N National Aeronaut" and Specs Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
MINIATURE DRAG-FORCE ANEMOMETER
L N Krause one to C Frabck 1961 17 p refs Proposed for
presentation at the g rid Intern Symp and Ind St Louis
6 10 Apr 1961, sponsored by ASME the ISA and NOS
(NASA•TM 31600 E 706) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
144
A miniature dray force anemometer is described which is
capable of measuring untlaady as well as steady state velocity
head and How direction It consists of a cantilevered beam with
strain gages located at the base of the beam as the force measuring
element The dynamics ol the beam are like those of lightly
damped socord order system with a natural frequency as high
as 40 krlohortz depending on beam geometry and material The
anemometer is used in both forward and reversed How
Anemometer characteristics and fieveral designs are presented
along with discussions of several spplicstions
	 Author
N61 . 16429"/ Not • onal Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
SPECIFYING AND CAUSRATINO INSTRUMENTATIONS
FOR WIDESAND ELECTRONIC POWER MEASUREMENTS
Daniel J Lasso and Donald H Weillle Dec 1 960 20 p refs
(Contract EC 77 A 31 10441
INASA TM 61545
	
DOE/NASA/1044-8)
	 Avid	 NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 149
The wdtband electric power measurement related topics of
electiorrc wattmeter calibration and a, sc;!:cation are discuss"
Tested calibration techniques are described in detail Analytical
methods used to determine the bandwidth requirements of
instrumentation for switching circuit vit"lorme are presented
and illustrated with examples from electric vehicle type spplrcs
lions Analog multiplier wattmeters digital wattmeters and
catculating digital oecdloscopes ere compared The instrumentation
characteristics which are critical to accu r ate wrdebond power
rseasurement are oascnbed
	 J M S
A.81 A1732 ' Experimental analysis of IMEP in a rotary
mmburtwn engine. H J Sdvick. W J Hice, and P H Mrng (NASA.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, UHI Society of Autoournoe
Enpmer" International Constrain ark! Expoul/on Detroit. M,. feb
2327 1981 Paper 810150 42 p 14 refs
This exl rnmenul work demonstrates the use of a NASA
designed, rail time Indicated Mean Effvi Pressure IIMEPI
measurement system which will be used to judge pr Aimed improve
.rentt in cycle efficiency of a rotary com!xustion engine The is the
lust sell c-nUined instrument that is capable of making reel time
metswemants of IMEP in a rotary enyove Previous method% used
require data reeurdrny and Islet woo mmy using a digital computer.
The unique features of this m%trumentalion include its ability to
insure IMEP on a cycle by cycle, real time Mss and the
Nomination of the need to differentiate the volume funcsron in real
tune Mesuruments at two uygirse speeds 12000 and 3000 RPM) and
a full tanye of luarh are presented, although the instrument sun
drsognivi to operate to speech of 9000 RPM	 IAulho,I
A8147642 ' , Holographic flow visualization of time-varying
shock waves. A. J Decker (NASA, Lawn Research Canter, Cleveland,
OH) Applied Optics, vol 20, Sept 15. 1981, p 31203127 8 refs.
Rapirl double xposuni, difluse dlumunsn,un holography it evalu
aced analy tically and experimentally at a flow visualization method
for timew varying shock waves Conditions are determinto that
mounoze the dstance focalization enroil trolween the surface or
curve of interfereneo-lnnge localization and the shock surface,
Treated stxcfically are the cast ,% of shuck waves in a transonic
compressor rotor for vAVch there is laser anemometer data out
comparison and shock waves in a flutter cascade	 (Author)
A81 48950 • Gauge calibration system based on piston
manometer. I Warshasnky (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH). Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology, vol. 11,
July Aug 1981, p . 243 249 12 refs.
An unhaked calibration system is described that permih
absolute raliMatinn with a piston manometer on the range 0,0002 in
6 Pa, with a probable error of 5 microPa r 0.8%. or it the range
O 00008 to 002 Pa, with a probabl y error of 2 mrerotia 4 1%.
Procedures and techniques that permit this performance are detailed.
For hot cathode' ion gauges, the magnitudes of syttematnc corrections
for envelope temperature and grid current are also indicated.
(Author)
A81 17906 ' Surface flaw detection in structural ceramics
by scanning photoacoustuc spectroscopy. P K Khandrlwal, P W.
Heitman (General Moto% Corp., D y trrnt Diesel Allison Div., India.
napohs, Ind 1. T D Wakefield Milford Instrument Lal»ratories,
Inc., Oherlin, Ohio), and A. J. Silversmith Applied Physics Le'r-s,
vol 37, Nov. 1, 1980, p 779 781 9 refs. Research tupported by the
U.S Depa'tment of Ene r gy. Contract No DEN3 , 7
Laser scanned photoacousfrc spectroscopy has been used to
detect tightly dosed surface cracks in three structural ceramic
indtrtials untried silicon nitride, reaction bonded silicon nitride,
and sintered silicon carbide It it that the amplitude of the
photoaeoustic signal from the flaws is greater for the silicon nitrides
than for silicon carbide. which is attributed to the lower
diffusivity of silicon nitride as well as differences in the grain sin
distribution and chemical composition. Signal amplitude. repro
ducibilrty, and &-"I To noise ratio are acceptable for effective flaw
detection	 V
A81 30000 to  Evaluation of a method for heat transfer
measurements and thermal visualization using a composite of a
Mater element and liquid crystals. S A Hd ppersteele. L M Russell,
anti F S Stepka (NA,e,A, Lewes Reseatdn Center, Cleveland, Ohio)
Amnriurn Society of Merhanreal frrpurarrs Gas Turh,ne,Conference
and Products Show, Houston Trx., Mar 912 1981 Paixrr
81 GT 93 9 p 16 refs Members. $2 DO, nonmembers. $4.00
Commercially available elements of a cucePos'le consisting of 1
plastic sheet coated With liquid crystal, anuuner sheet with a thud
layer of a conducting material (gild or carb,bul, and copper bun !w
strips were evaluated and found to provide a simple, r;t 1s­o_n,ctnI,
accurate, and low-cost nnentiony deice for use nn h,.at transfer
research The )articular feature of thv nompusite or is ability to
obt.m local heal transfer corfficietits and soth!rm patterns that
lsrovide visual evaluation of the thermal perlorm6nc-n of turL..r
Wade cuolmy configurations E.ampirs of Ifie use of the composite
we presented	 (Author)
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vehicle operating cordrbons Estimated wavdht and site of these
transmissions we.e comparable to or less than equivalent
'.ncludes auxiliary systems loon powerl machine
	
automatic transmission The design of each concept was carried
elements and pi a sses and mechanical equipment	 through the design layout stage	 A R H.
N81 . 11s04'#	 National Ae r onaubcs and Space Administration. N81.13368'	 National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationLewis Resea.: h Center	 Cleveland	 Ohio c
 TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SILICON Lewis Research Center	 Cl C	L,	 dELABTOHYORODYNAMIC LUBRICATION OF ELLIPTICAL
ICA
CARBIDE CONTACTSKazuhisa Mi1 ':rshi and Donald H	 Buckley	 1980	 20 p	 refs Bernard J
	
Hamrock	 1981	 13 p refs Proposed for presentationProposed for presentation at the Intern Con! on Wear of Materials
San Francisco	 30 Mar	 1 Apr	 1980 at the 1st Symp INTERTRIBO 81 	 Stbske Pleso. Czechoslovakia.
(NASA TM 81547 E 5051 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 27 29 Apr 1981
110 (NASA-TM-81647, E 663) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
The
	
anisotropic	 friction,	 deformation	 and	 fracture	 behavior IIH
of	 single	 crystal	 silicon	 Carbide	 surfaces	 weu	 investigated	 m The determination of the 	 minimum	 film	 thickness within
two categories	 The categories were called adhesive and abrasive contact is considered for both fully flooded and starved conditions
wee(respective)roc sses	 In ;he adhesive wearp	 y	 process, the A fully flooded conjunction is one in which the film thickness is
on.	 friction	 and	 wear	 of	 silicon	 carbide
	 were	 markedly not	 significantly	 changed	 when	 the	 amount	 of	 lubricant	 isclopo
daper.dent on crystallographic orentation	 The force to reestablish increased	 The fully	 flooded results presented show the mflu-
the shearing fracture of adhesive bond at the interface betw^en ence of contact geometry on minimum film thickness as expressed
silicon	 carbide	 and	 p etal	 was	 the	 lowest	 in	 the	 preferred by the ellipticity parameter and the dimensionless speed	 load.
orientation of silicon carbide slip system	 The lractunng of silicon and materials parameters	 These results are applied to materials
carbide occurred near the adhesive bond to metal and it was of high elastic modulus (hard EHL) such as metal. and to materials
due to primary cleavdges of both prismatic 1101 	 1)01 and basal or low eastic modulus (soh EHL), such as rubber 	 In addition to
i0001) )lanes	 R C T the	 film	 thickness	 equations that are developed. contour plotsof pressure and film thickness are given which show the essential
features of elastohydrodynamwaily
	 lubricated corn_-nctions	 The
crescent sheped region of minimum film thickness, with its side
N81 11396'#
	
National Ae-onaulics and Space Administration lobes in which the separation between the solids is a minimum.
Levin ,
 Research Center	 Cleveland	 Ohio
clearly emerges in	 the numerical	 solutions	 In addinon to	 the
3 presented	 for	 the	 fully	 flooded	 results	 15	 more cases are
E :FELT OF TANGENTIAL TRACTION AND ROUGHNESS used for hard EHL contacts and 18 case', are used !or soh EHL
ON CRACK INITIATION,,
 PROPAGATION DURING ROLLING contacts	 in	 a	 theoretical	 study	 of	 the	 influence	 of	 lubricantCONTACT staryation	 don fm thickness and pressure
	 rom the starved -esults
Nonmune Soda ( Tokyo Unry Japan) and Takashi Yamamoto (Tokyo for	 both	 hard and
	 soft	 EHL contacts, a simple and importantUnry of Agriculture and Technology. Japan) 	 1980	 37 p	 refs dimensionless
	
inlet
	 boundary	 distance	 is	 specified	 This
	
inletProposed for presentation at the 36th Ann 	 Meeting of ASLE. boundary distance defines whether a fully flooded ur a starvedPittsburgh. 11	 14 May
	 1981
(NASA TM 81608. E PO41 Avail NTIS HC A03; MF A01 CSCL damage and phase change processes 	 Gasses of useful expen-
20K ments in this area are given 	
Author
Rolling fatigue	 tests	 of	 045	 percent	 carbon	 steel	 rollers
were ca r ried	 out using a lour	 roller type rolling contact 	 fatigue
tester	 Tangential traction and surface rouynness of the
	 holder
N81 14322'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Acimmistralionmating	 rollers	 were	 varied	 and	 then	 effect was studied	 The
insultsinwca!, that the fatigue life decreases when 	 fraction	 is Lewis Reseal-h Center	 Cleveland. Ohio
applied in live same directio n as teal of rolling	 When tire direction COMPARISONS OF MODIFIED VASCO X-2 AND AISI
of fraction is reversed
	
the life q ,"eases over that obtained with 9310 GEAR STEELS
zero traction	 The roughness of h,;rder 	 mating roller	 also has a Dennis P	 Townsend and Erwin V Z.,retsky 	 Nov	 1980	 19 p
marked mf uence on life 	 The smoother the mating roller	 the refs
longer	 the life
	
Microscopic observation of specimens revealed (NASA TP 1731	 E 070)	 Avail WA,	 HC A02/MF A01	 CSCL
that	 the	 initiation	 of	 cracks	 during	 the	 early	 stages	 of	 life	 is 131
more	 st r o ngly influenced by the surface	 roughness	 while the Endurance tests were conducted with four groups of spur
propagation of these cracks in the latter stages is affected mainly gems ma nufactured from three heats of consumable electrode
by the tangent al tra ,^ihon	 Author vacuu•n melted ICYM) modified Vasco X 2 	 Endurance tests were
also conducted with gea •s manufactured from CVM AISI 9310
Bench type roll-9 element fatigue tests were conducted with
both r iatenals
	 Hardness measurements were made to 81 1	 K
here was no statistically significant life difference between the
1 1 81 13367 6 #	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration two	 materia l s	 Life	 differences	 between the	 different	 heats of
'_ewrs Research Cuter Oeveland Ohio modified	 Vasco	 `( 2	 can	 be	 attributed	 to	 heal	 treat	 variation
DESIGN STUDIES OF CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANS- and	 resultant	 hardness	 Carbunzatton	 of	 gear	 flanks	 only	 can
MISSIONS FOR ELECT\IC VEHICLE^ el mmete tooth fracture as a primary failure mode for modified
Richard J	 Parker	 Stuart H	 Loewenthal r and Gec •ge K	 Fischer Vasco X 2	 However	 3 tooth surface fatigue spoil can act as a
1981	 18 p	 refs	 Presented at	 SAE	 Condr	 Detroit	 23 27 nucleus of a it oth baciure failure for the modified Vasco X 2
Feb	 1981 Author
1Contract EC 77-A 31	 1044)
INASA TM 81642	 E 588	 DOE; NASA/ 1044 1:1	 Avid	 NTIS
HC A02, MF A01	 CSCL 131 N81 16367'#	 National Aeronautics acd Space Admrnistiotion
Preliminary design studies were performed on four contra- Lewis Research Centel	 Cleveland	 Ohio
uously vsriabie transmission ICVT) concepts for use wit s, a flywheel AXIAL FORCE AND EFFICIENCY TEST$ OF FIXED CENTER
equipped electric vehiclr. of 1700 kg gross weight	 Requirements VARIABLE SPEED BELT DRIVE
of the CVT - s vrei rr a •.,aximurn torc,ue of 450	 N to	 1 330 lb h;. David J
	 Bents	 1981	 31	 p	 refs	 Proposed for presentation
A mak„num output -rower of 75 kVv 1100 hpi 	 and a flywheel w Soc of Automotive Engr Intern Congr and Exposition. Detroit
speed range of 28 001 to 14 000 rpm	 Efficiency	 size
	 weight 23 27 Feb	 1981
cost. reisbdity	 mointainaurlity	 and controls were evaluated for lContract DE A101	 77CS-54044)
each of the four concepts which included a steel V belt type
	 a INASA TM 81652
	
DOE/NASA/51044 13.
	
E 6691	 Avail
flat rubber bait type	 a to roidal traction type. and a cone	 roller NTIS
	
HC A03/MF A01	 CSCL 131
traction	 type	 All	 CVTs	 exhibited	 relatively	 high	 calculated An	 i-,,vesUpation	 of	 huw	 the	 axv.!	 force
	
varies	 wi • h	 the
efficiencies 168 percent	 to 97 percent) ova: a broad range of centerline force it different speed ratios
	 speeds	 and Wads	 and
80
— - 
err — —
how the drive s transmission eliciency is affected by these related
forces is descrihed The tests intended to provide a preliminary
performance and controls characterization for a va r iable speed
belt drive continuously variable transmission iCVTI consisted of
the design and construction of an experimental test rig geornetti-
cally similar to the CVT and operation of that rug at selected
speed ratios and power levels Psta are presented which show
how axial forces exerted on the driver and driven sheaves vary
with the cente r line force at constant vanes of speed ratio speed
and output power. how the transmission efficiency varies with
centerline force and how it is also a function of the V belt
coefficient and the axial forces on both sheaves as normalized
functions of the traction coefficient 	 TM
NB1 15474'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
SELF ACTING GEOMETRY FOR NONCONTACT SEALS
u P Allen 1981 19 p refs Proposed for presentation at
Ann Meeting of ASLE Pittsburgh. 11 14 May 1981
(NA S A TM 81659. E-473) Avail NTIS HC AC2, MF A01 CSCL
I,A
Performance of two self acting seal designs for a liquid
oxygen (LOX) turbopumo was predicted over ranges of pressure
differential and speed Predictions were compared with test results
Performance of a radial face seal for LOX was predicted up to
448 N/cu cm and 147 m/sec Performance of a segmented
circumferential seal for helium • vas predicted up to 69 N/cu
cm and 189 m; sec Results conk-mod predictions of noncontact
operation Qualitative agreement between test and analysis was
found The LOX face seal evidently operated with mostly liquid
in the sell i ling geometry and mosllf gas across tho dam
Author
N$1-17435'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION FOR THE
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A NONCONTACTING MECHANI-
CAL FACE SEAL
B M Auer and I Elston Nov 19dO 47 p refs
(NASA-TM 81638 E 650) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
11A
A computer program is presented which achieves a numerical
solution to. the equations of motion of a noncontactmg mechanical
face seal The flexibly-mounted primary seal ring motion is
expressed by a set of second order differential equations for
,hree degrees of freedom These equations are reduced to a set
of first order equations and the GEAR software package is used
to solve the set of first order equations Program input includes
seal design parameters and seal operating conditions Output
from the p rogram include velocities and displacements of the
semi ring abcut the axis of an inertial reference system One
example problem is described
	 M G
NS/-17435'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
DESIGN OF SPUR GEARS FP IMPROVED EFFICIENCY
Neil E Anderson (Army Awatr„ aeses.ch and Development
Command Cloveland) and Stuart H Loewenthol 1981 17 p
rah Presorted of ASME Western Design Eng Conf Anaheim
Calif. 9-11 Dec 1980 and pr oposed for presentation at ASME
Design Eng Conf Chicago 27-30 Apr 1981 Prepared in
cooperatio- with Army Aviation Research and Dewlopmen:
Command. ,.vvitland
(NASA TM-81825 E-630 AVRADCOM TR C1-C-31 Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 131
A method to calculate spur gear system loss for a wide
range of gear g.^metnes and operating conditions was used to
determine design requirements for on efficient gaarset The effects
of spur gear size pitch ratio pitch line velocity and bad on
efficiency were determined Peak officioncios were found to be
greater for large diameter and fine Ditched gears and tare (no load)
Iosaes were found to be significant	 R C T
NB1 15391'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
HISTORY OF BALL BEARINGS
Duncan Dowson (Leads Umv England) and Bernard J Hamfock
Feb 1981 84 p refs
(NASA TM 81689E 209) Avail NTIS HC A05/11.01F A01 CSCL
131
The familiar precision rolling element beatings of the twentieth
century are products of exacting lechnobgv and sophisticated
science Their very eff.ctiveness and basic simplicity of form
may discourage further interest in their history and development
Yet the full story covers a large portion of recorded history and
surprising evidence of an early recognition of the advantages of
rolling motion over sliding action and progress toward the
development of rolling element bearings The development of
rolling element bearings is followed from the earliest civilizations
to the end of the eighteenth century The mfluen r-.e of general
technological developments particularly those concerned with the
movement of large building blocks road transportation instru
ments water -raising equipment. and windmills are discussed.
together with the emergence of studies of the nature of rolling
friction and the impact of economic factors By 1800 the
essential features of bJl and rolling element bearings had emerged
and it only remained for precision manufacture and mass
production to confirm the value of !hose fascinating machine
elements
	 Author
N81 - 18392'ly National Aeronautics and Space Administra ton
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio
INTRODUCTION TO BALL BEARINGS
Bernard J Hamrock and Duncan Dowson Feb 1981 86 p
refs
INASA-TM-81690 E-209) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
131
The purpose of a ball tearing is to provide a relati%u positioning
and rotational freedom while transmitting a load between two
structures usually a shah and a housing For high rotational
speeds (e g in gyroscope ball bearings) the purpose can be
expanded to include rotational freedom with practically no wear
in the bearing This condition can be achieved by separating the
bearing parts with a coherent film of fluid known as an
elastohydrodynamrc film This film can be maintained not only
when the bearing carries the load on a shaft but also when
the tearing is preloaded to position the shah to within micro-
or nano inch ac r:uracy and stability Background mfprn , shon on
ball bearings is provided different types of ball bearings and
their and kinematics are defined bearing materials
manufacturing processes and sepa r ators are discussed It is
assumed for the purposes of analysis thei the bearing carries
no load	 Author
NS1-1!455' National Aar. tactics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cldvelend. Ohio
METHOD OF COLD WELDING USING ION BEAM TECHNOL
OGY Patent
Bernard L Soler inventor Ito NASA) Issued 20 Jan 1981
5 p Filed 28 Jul 1978 Supersoft: N78 28459 116 19
p 2534)
INASA-Case LEW 12982 1 US Patent 4 245 768
US Patent-Appi-SN 929084 US Patent Class 228 116
US Patent Class 228 205 US Patent Gass 204 192E1 Avail
US Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 13H
A method for cold welding metal joints is described In
order .o remove the contamination layer on the surface of the
metal an ion beam generator is used in a vacuum envu.Ntmenl
A gas such as xenon or argon. is ionized and accelerated toward
the metal surface The beam of gas effectively sputters away
the surface oxides and conlammaticn layer so that clean underlying
metal is exposed in the area to be welded The use of this
method allows cold welding with minimal deformation Both
similar and dissimilar metals can be Cold welded will- this
method Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
81
NS1 19468'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Heseatch Center Cleveland Ohio
PERFORMANCE OF JET AND INNER RING LUBRICA"D
76 MILUMETER BORE BALL BEARINGS OPERATING TO
2.5 MILLION ON
Fredrick Schuller T end Hans R Signer	 Feb 1981	 15 p
rots
(NASA TP 1808 E 515) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF AOt CSCL
131
Parametric tests were conducted with a 35 millimeter bore.
angular contact ball bearing having a singe outer land guided
cage Lubrication was achieved by flowing oil through exist grooves
and radial holes machined in the inner ring of the bearing Test
conditions were a thrust load of 667 N (150 lb) shah speeds
from 48.000 to 72 000 rpm and an oil inlet temperature of
394 K (250 F) Data from tests where the distribution of the
total oil supplied to the inner ring was 50 percent for beariurg
lubrication and 50 percent for bearing inner ring cooling were
compared with those where the distribution panern was
25 percent lubrication and 75 percent cooling Successful
operation was experienced with both the 50 50 and 25 75 percent
flow distribution patterns to 2 5 million DN The 50 50 percent
flow pattern provided the cooler bearing operation of the two
inner ring lubricated bearings The let lubricated bearing had
lower Outer ring ai.d higher inner ring temperatures than the
inner ring lubricated bearings Maximum power loss of 2 8 kW
(3 7 hp) was experienced with the 25 75 percent flow distribution.
and maximum percent cage slip of 7 0 occurred at 72 300 rpm
with the 5050 percent flow distribution	 Author
M81 . 19459 6 #
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ADVANCED CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSIONS
FOR ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLES
Stuart H Loswenthal 1980 29 p refs Piesented at Electric
and Hybrid Vehicle Advanced Vehicle Seminar Pesadena Calif
8 9 Dec 1980
IContracl DE A101 77CS 51044)
(NASA TM 81718 DOE/NASA;51044 17. E 752) Airal
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13F
A brief survey of post and present continuously variable
transmissions ICVT) which are potentially suitable for oppl.cation
with electric and hybrid vehicles is presented Discussion of general
transmission requirements and benefits attainable with a CVT
lot electric vehicle use is given The arrangen •ent and function
of several specific CV T concepts are cited along with their
development status Lastly the results of preliminary design
studies conducted under a NASA contract for DOE on four CVT
concepts for use in advanced electric vehicles are reviewed
Author
NB1- 20424'# National Aeronautics and S pace Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SPUTTERING AND ION PLATING FOR AEROSPACE
APPLICATIONS
T Spolvins 1981	 14 p refs Proposed for presentation at
Nail Cord of the Am Efectroplsters Soc Boston 28 Jun
2 Jul 1981
(NASA TM 81726. E 778) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
13H
Sputtering and ion plating technologies are reviewed in terms
of their potential and present uses in the ae r ospace industry
Sputtering offers great universality and flexibility in depositing
any material or in the synthesis of new ones The sputter deposition
process has two areas of interest thin film and fabrication
technology Thin film sputtering technology is primarily used for
aerospace mechanical components to reduce friction wear
erosion. Corrosion high temperature oxidation diffusion and
fatigue and also to sput.ar construct temperature and strain
sensors for aircraft engines Sputter fabrication is used in intricate
aircraft component manufacturing Ion plating applications are
discussed in terms of the high energy evaporant flux and the
high throwing power Excellt ' adherence and 3 dimensional
coverage are the primary attributes of this technology
	
Author
NS1-21368'# National Aeronoutics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Oevelanu: Ohio
EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON HYDRODYNAMIC
BEARINGS
Bankrm C Majumda, and Bernard J Homrock 1981 24 p
refs Proposed for presentation at Joint Lubrication Cord New
Orleans. 5 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by ASME and ASLE
(NASA TM 61711 E-098) Avail NTIS HC A02i MF A01 CSCL
131
A thsursticol analysis on the performance of hydrodynamic
oil bearings is made considering surface roughness effect The
hydrodynamic as well as asperity contact loso is found The
contact pressure was calculated with the assumption that the
surface height distribution was Gaussian The average Reynolds
equation of partially lubricated surface was used to calculate
hydrodynamic load An analytical expression for average gap was
found and was introduced to modify the average Reynolds
equation The resulting boundary value problem was then solved
numerically by finite difference methods using the method of
successive over relaxation The pressure distribution and
hydrodynamic load capacity of plane sit-Jet and journal bearings
were calculated for various design data The effects of attitude
vid roughness of surface on the bearing performance were shown
The results are compared with similar available Solution of rough
sur face beennps It is shown that I1) the contribution of
con tact load is not significant. and (2) the hydrodynamic and
contact load increase with surface roughness	 Author
11 111111 20423'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
LIFE ANALYSIS OF MULTIROLLER PLANETARY TRACTION
DRIVE
John J Coy (Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Cleveland Ohiol Douglas A Rohn and Stuart H Loswenthal
App 1981 16 p rots Prepared in cooperation with Army
Aviation Research and Development Command Cleveland
(NASA TP 1710 AVRADCOM TR 80 C-16 E 484) Avail
NTIS HC Ant; MF A01 CSCL 131
A contact fatigue life analysis was performed for a constant
ratio Multirotler T r action Drive The analysis was based
on the Lundbe•g Palmgren method for rolling element bearing
life prediction Life adjustment factors for materiels processing
lubrication and traction were included The 14 7 to 1 ratio drive
consisted of a Sicilia stage planetary configuration with two
rows of stepped planet rolle.s of five rollers per row having a
roller duster dismeter of approximately 0 21 m a width of
006 m arrd a weight of 9 kg Drove system 10 percent
ranged from 18 800 hours at 16 6 kW (22 2 hp) and 25 000
sun roller speed to 305 noun at maximum operating concidevr„
of 1 49 kw 1200 hp) and 75 000 rpm sun roller speed The.
erect of railer diameter and rolls center location on h;e were
dete r rnrrrd It was found that an optimum f. geometry exists
Autho•
11 101-22317'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Oeveland Ohio
COMBUSTION OF SOLID CARSON RODS IN ZERO AND
NORMAL GRAVITY Ph.D. Thetis Toledo Univ. . Ohio
Charlorr M Spackle, May 1981 181 p refs
(NASA TM 81728 E 771) Avail NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL
218
In order to investigate the mechanism o f carbon combustion
and to assess the importance of gravitational induced convection
on the process zero and nurmal gravity experiments were
cc,rducted in which spectroscopic carbon rods were resistance
ignitred and burned in dry oxygen environnents In the zero
gravity drop tower tests a blue Mme surrounded the rod showmp
that a gas phase reaction in which carbon monoxide was oxidized
to clt rbon dioxide was taking place The ratio of flame dinmeter
to rod diameter was obtained as a function of time i t was
found that this rdito was inversely proportional to both the
oxygen pressure and the rod diameter In the rurmal gravity
tests direct mass spectrometric sampling was used to n.easure
gas phase concentrations The gas sampling probe was positioned
nest the circumfe r ence of a horizonlairy mounted 0615 cm
dtamater carbon rod either at the top or at angles of 45 deg
to 90 deg from the top and yreldeil concentration profiles of
82
CO2 CO and 02 as a function of distance horn the surface
The mechamcm controlling the combustion process was found
to change from chemical process control at the 90 deg and
45 deg probe positions to mass i,ansfer contrcl at the 0 deg
probe positron at the top of the rod Under the experimental
conditions used carbon combustion was characterized by two
surface reactions 2C r 02 yields 2CO and ('02 • C yields
2CO and a gas phase reaction 2CO • 02 yields 2CO2 J M S
001 . 223BBe/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lever Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
MULTIPLE PLATE HYDROSTATIC VISCOUS DAMPER
Peam AppIloordm
L P Ludwig. inventor Ito NASA) Filed 27 Feb 1981 7 p
(NASA-Case-LEW 12445-1 US Patent-Apiel SN 238887) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 131
A device for damping radial motion of a rotating shah is
described The damper comprises a "ties of spaced plates
extending in a radial direction A hydraulic piston is utilized to
place a bed in the" plain Each annular plate is provided
with a suitable hydrostatic beating geometry on at least one of
its feces Thai structure provides a high degree of dampening in
a rotor case systain of turbomachinery, in general The tamper
r particularly useful in gas turbine engines
	 NASA
N91 24442' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohm
SELF-STABILIZING RADIAL FACE SEAL Patent
Izhok Etsion inventor Ito NASA) ITechnmn Hesear:h and
Development Foundation Ltd Haifa Israel) Issued 7 Jan 1981
6 p Filed 17 Nov 1978 Supersedes N79 12445 117 03 p
0333) Sponsored by NASA
(NASA Case LEW 12991 1 US Patent 4 260 166
US Patent Appl SN 961 832 US Patent Class 277 96 I Avail
US Patent and Trademark Office CSCL I IA
A self stabilizing radial face seal comprises an axial member
and a primary seal ring luxtaposihoned to a seal seat At least
one t rimary seal Fong and seal seal unit is affixed to the axial
m o m )or to as to rotate with it The primary seal ring has a
front face which opposes a face of the seal seat The seal has
both high pressure and low pressure regions of fluid and seal
seat is provided with a porous ring like circumferential structure
in the fare of the seal seat opposite the front face of the primary
seal ring
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
N81 26447' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cente r Cleveland Ohio
CIRCUMFERENTIAL SHAFT SEAL Patent
Lawrence P Ludwig inventor Ito NASA) Issued 12 May 1961
4 p Filed 7 Dec 1979 Supersedes N80 18401 118 09
p 1145) Division of US Patent App) SN 672219 f iled 21 Mar
1976 US Patent 4 212 477
(NASA Case LEW 12119 2 US Patent 4 266 788
US Patent Appl SN 102004 US Patent Class 277 193
US PLtent Class 277 153 US Patent 4 212 477
US Patent Appl SN 672219) Avt,l US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 11A
A circumferential shah seal comprising two sealing rings
held to a rotating shah by means of a surroundm j elastomenc
band is disclosed The rings are segmented and are of a rigid
sealing material such as carbon or a polyimrde end grafMte
fiber composite
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
NS1-264/9'11 National As ,onautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SURFACE GEOMETRY OF CIRCULAR CUT SPIRAL BEVEL
GEARS
R L Huston tConcinnah Unry
 1 and John J Coy 1 981 23 p
refs Presented at the NASA AVRADCOM Symp on Advan
Power Transmission Technol Cleveland. 9 1 1 Jun 1981 and
proposed for presentation at the Design Eng Tech Conf Hartford
Conn 20-23 Sep 1981 sponsored by the American Sooty
of Michamcal Engineers
(Grant NsG-31881
(NASA . TM-82822, E-973 AVRAOCOM-TR-81 C-13) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 131
The tooth surface principal radii of curvature of crown (flat)
gears were determined Specific results are presented for involute
straight and hyperbolic cutter profiles It is shown that the
geometry of circular cut spiral bevel gears is somewhat simpler
than a theoretical logarithmic spiral bevel gear 	 A R H
N81-27623 * N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SURFACE FILMS AND METALLURGY RELATED TO
LUBRICATION AND WEAR Ph.D. Thesis Tokyo Inat of
Technology
Donald H Buckley Jul 1981 218 p refs
iNASA TM 82645, E 9001 Avail NTIS HC A08r MF A01 CSCL
IIH
The nature of the inbolugical surface is identified and
characterized with respect to adhesion friction wea r and
lubricating properties Surface analysis is used to identify the
role of environmental constituents on tribologrcal behavior The
effect of solid to solid interactions for metals in contact with
metals ceramics semiconductors carbons and polymers is
discussed The data presented ind.cate that the tnbological surface
is markedly different than air solid surface The environment
is shown to affect strongly the behavior of two solids in contact
Results also show that small amounts of alloy!ng elements it
base metals can alter markedly adhesion friction and wear by
segregating to the solid sur'sce 	 A R H
N81-27624'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
OPTIMAL TOOTH NUMBERS FOR COMPACT STANDARD
SPUR GEAR SETS
Michael Savage IAkrun Unry I John J Coy and Dennis P
Townsend 198 1 33 p refs Proposed for presentation at the
Design Eng Tech Meeting Hartford Conn 2023 Sep 1981
Sponsored by ASME and presented at the NASA AVRADCOM
Symp on Advan Power Transmission Technol Cleveland 9 11
Jun 1981 P-spared in cooperation with Army Aviation Research
and Development Command Cleveland
tGrant NAG3 55)
(NASA TM 82614 E 865 AVRADCOM TR 81C 151 Avail
NTIS HC A03, MF A01 CSCL 131
The design of a standard gear mesh is treated with the
objeurve of minimit,ng the gear site for a given ratio pinion
torque and allowable tooth strength Scoring pitting fatigue
bendwy fatigue and the kinematic limits of contact ratio and
interference are considered A design space is defined in terms
of the numbe r of teeth sin the pinion and the diarnetral pitch
This space is then combined with th, objective function of
rnmimum center distance to obtain an optimal design region
This region defines the number of pinion tenth to- the most
compact design The number is a function of the gear ratio
only A design example illustrating this procedure is also given
Author
N81 27625'0 National Aeronartics and Space Administration
Lewis Hesearch Center Clevelend Ohio
A METHOD OF SELECTING GRID SIZE TO ACCOUNT FOR
HERTZ DEFORMATION IN FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF
SPUR GEARS
bnn J Coy and Charles Hu Chih Chao Northwestern Univ 1
1981 27 p rots Proposed for p r esentation at the Design
Eng Tech Conf Hartford Conn 20 23 Sell sponsored
by ASME Prepared in cooperation with Army Aviation Research
and Development Command Cleveland
(NASA TM 82627 E 7Y8 AVRADCOM TH 81 (; 14) Avail
83
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 131
A nnsthod of selecting gild site for the firuta element
analysis of gear tooth deflection is nresented The method Is
based on a finite element study of two cylinders .o line contact
where the cntenon for establishing element site was that there
be agreement with the classical Herman solution tot deflection
The results are applied to calculate deflection for the gear specimen
used In the NASA spur gear test rig Comparisons are made
between the present results and the results of two other methods
of calculatior. The r esults have application in design of gear
tooth profile modifications to reduce noise and dynamic loads
SF
NOT 2.'528'# National Aeronautics and Space Alnunistral on
t ewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECT ON FINITE OIL JOURNAL
BEARINGS
B C Malumdar and B J Hamrock 1981 27 p refs Proposed
for presentation at the Intern Conf on Optimum Resources
Utilization through Tnbo Tenotechnol end Maintenance Mar-Age
ment at the Indian Inst of Technol New Delhi. 30 Nov
5 Dec 1981
(NASA TM 82639 E 8941 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
131
A theoretical study of the pe r formance of !mite oil Iournal
beannys is made considenng the surface roughness effect The
total load supporting ability under such a condition derives from
the hydrodynamic as well as asperity contact pressure These
two components of load are calculated separately The average
Reynolds equation for partially lubricated surfaces s used to
evaluate hydrodynamic pressu re An analytical expression for
average film thickness • s obtained and introduced to modify the
average Reynolds equation The resulting differential equation Is
then sowed mimerically by finite difference methods for mean
hydrodynamic pressu r e which In to n gives the hydrodynamic
load Assuming the surface height distribution as Gaussian the
aspe r ity contact pressure is found The effect of surface toughness
parameter surface pattern eccen;nUly ratio and length to
diameter ratio on hydrodynamic load and on side leakage Is
investigated It is shown that hydrodynamic load increases with
Increasing sufface roughness when both journal arid bearing
surfaces have Identical roughness structures or when the Ioumal
only has a rough surface The trend of hydrodynamic load is
reversed of the journal surface is smooth and the bearing surface
is rough	 Author
N31 29443'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
STRESS CONCENTRATION IN THE VICINITY OF A HOLE
DEFECT UNDER CONDITIONS OF HERT21AN CONTACT
Takashi Yamamoto tTokyo Umv of Agriculture and Technology),
Masao Eguchi iTokyo Umv of Agriculture and Technologyl and
Kosho Muraysms (Tokyo Unly of Agricultu re and Technologyl
1981 25 p refs P r oposed tot presentation at the Joint
Lubrication Conf Now Odears 5 . 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by
ASME and the American Society of Luot(cation Engineers
tNASA TM 62649 E 9071 P.voil NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20K
Two dimensional photoelaStic stress cnalyses were conducted
fo r epoxy resin models containing a hole de f ect under the
con- itions o f Hortzian contact Stress conce n tations around the
defect were determined as a function of several )sramelors
The *"act of tangential traction on the st r ess concentration wait
also determined Sharp stress concent r ations occur in the
vicinity o f
 both the left and the r ight side cl the hole The
s t ress concentration becomt t mot e distinct the larger the hole
diameter and the smaller distance between the hole and the
contact suryce The stress concentration is greatest wren the
disk imposing a norms' load is located at the contact surface
directly over the hole The magnitude and the location of stress
Concentration vanes with the distance between the Herizuen
contact arse and the h ale The area involved in a process of
rolling contact fatigue is confined to n Ma l low region at both
sides of the hole It was found that the effect of tangential
t r action is cor ipafatively small o n fhe stress concentration arc .nd
the hole	 E A K
1481- 28444'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
SIMPLIFIED SOLUTION FOR STRESSES AND DEFORMA-
TION
Bernard J Hamrock and David E Brews 1981 25 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the Joint Lubrication Cont i New
Orleans 5 . 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by the Am Soc of Lubrication
Eng and ASME Prepared in cooperation with Army Aviation
Research and Development Command Cleveland
(NASA TM 82847, E-905 AVRADCOfi 81-C 14) And
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Conventional contact deformation analysis for ball beai
gun and cams involves tedious iterative procedures or the use
of design charts A simplified approach that makes the elastic
deformst.on at the center of contact easy to calculate was
previously reported The range of solidity in which the" equations
ern be used is extended A simplified approach to the calculation
of the location and magnitude of subsurface stresses developed
	
In machine element opflicatlons is included 	 S F.
N81 . 29438'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
ANALYSIS OF STARVATION EFFECTS ON HYDRODYNAM-
IC LUBRICATION IN NONCONFORMING CONTACTS
David E Brows and Bernard J Hamrock 1981 32 p refs
To be presented at the Joint Propulsion Cnnf of Lubrication
Engr and ASME. New O t eens. 5 7 Oct 1981 Prepared in
cooperation with Army Aviation Research and Development
Command Cleveland
(NASA TM 82668 E-773, AVRADCOM-8 1 -C-17) Avail NTIS
HC A031MF A01 CSCL 131
Numerical methods were used to determine the effects of
lubricant starvation on tire mlr.mum film thickness under
conditions of a hydrodynamic point contact Starvation was
effected by varying the fluid Inlet level The Reynolds boundary
conditions were applied at the cavitation boundary and zero
pressure was stipulated at the meniscus or inlet boundary A
minimum fill-thickness equation as a function of both the ratio
of dimensionless load to dimensionless speed and Inlet supply
level was determined By comparing the film generated under
the starved Inlet condition with the film generated from the
fully hooded Inlet an dxpression for the film reduction factor
uses obtained Based on this factor a starvation threshold was
defined as well as a critical ly starved Inlet The changes in the
Inlet pissure bui l dup due to changing the avoiloNe lubricant
supply are presented In the form of three dimensional isometric
	
plots and also In 'he form of contour plots	 .author
NB1 29439'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Oh o
ENDURANCE TESTS WITH LARGE-BORE TAPERED-
ROLLER BEARINGS TO 2,2 MILLION ON
Richard J Parker H R Signer Ilndustrial Tectonics Inc ). and
S I Pinel (Indust r nsl Tectonics. Inc ) 1981 23 p refs Proposed
for presentation at the Joint Lubrication Conti New Orleans
5 7 0.t 1981 sponsored by Am Soc of Lubricat-on Engr and
ASME
(NASA TM-82669 E-726) Ava'I NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
131
Endurance life tes,s were run with standard design and
optimized high speed design 120 65 mm 14 750 in ) bore
tapered roller bearings at shaft speeds of 12 500 and
18 500 rpm respectively Standard design bearings of vacuum
m6lted AISI 4320 %nd CBS 1000M and high-speed design
bearings of CSS-1ODOM and through hardened AISI M-50 were
run under heavy combined radial and thrust load until fatigue
failure or until a preset Coto" time of 1100 hours was reached
	
Standard design bearings made from CBS 	 1000M material an	 I
to a 10 percent life approximately six nines rated catalog life
Twelve identical bearings of AISI 4320 materiel ran to ten times
rated catakp life without failure Cracking and fracture of the
cones of AISI M 50 hig ti speed design bearings occurred at
18 SOO rpm due to high tensile hoop stissses Four PBS 1000M
high speed design bearings ran to twenty four times rated
catalog life without any spelling, cracking or fracture failures
Author
81
"r.
N81 294400 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
EFFECTS OF ULTRA-CLEAN AND CENTRIFUGAL FILTRA-
TION ON ROLUNG-ELEMENT SEARING LIFE
Stuart H Loewenthal. Donald W Moyer (Tnbon Bearing Co 1
and William M Needelmon (Pall Corp. Glen Cove. N y 1 1981
34 p refs Proposed for presentation at the Joint Lubrication
Coif New Orleans 5 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by ASME and
Am Soc of Lubrication Engr
INASA TM 82660 E 9291 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
131
Fatigue tests were conducted on groups of 65 millimeter
bore diameter deep groove ball bearings in a MIL-L 23699
lubricant under two levels of filtration In one test series, the oil
cleanliness +vas maintained at an exceptionally high level (better
then a class '000 per NAS 1638) with -1 3 micron absolute
barrier filter These tests were intended to determine the upper
limit' in bearing life under the strictest possible lubricant cleanliness
conditions In the tests using a centrifugal oil filter contemn
nests of the type found in aircraft engine filters were injected
into the fitters supply line at 125 millig rams per bearing hour
Ultra clean lubrication p roduced bearing fatigue lives that were
approximately twice that obtained in previous tests with
contaminated oil using 3 micron absolute filtration and ap
proximately three times that obtained with 49 nrcron filtration
It was also observed that the centrifugal oil filter had approximately
the some effectiveness as a 30 micron absolute filter in preventing
bearing surface damage	 Author
N81 31660'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
SALL BEARING MECHANICS
Bernard J Hamrock and Duncan Dowson (Leeds Unnv ) Jun
1981 105 p refs Repr from Sall Bearing Lubrication
Chapter 3 Sep 1981
(NASA TM 81691 E 209) Avail NTIS HC A06 , 'MF A01 CSCL
131
Load deflection relationships for different types of elliptical
contacts such as those found in a ball bearing a r e developed
Simplified expressions that allow quick calculations of deformation
to be made sirti^ ilr from a knowledge of the applied load the
material properties. and the geometry of the contacting elements
are presented Ball bearings subjected to radial thrust and
combined ball loads are analyzed A design c r iterion inn fatigue
life of ball beatings is developed The section of a satisfactory
lubricant as well as describi ng systems that provide a constant
flow of lubricant to the contact is considered 	 Author
N81 33494'e National Ae , onaubcs and Space Administration
Lewis Resea r ch Center Cleveland Ohio
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION ASSESS-
MENT OF APPLICABILITY TO ADVANCE ELECTRIC
VEHICLES
Stuart H Loewenthal and Richard J Pa r ker 198 1 31 , refs
Presented at the 41h Elects; Vehicle Council Symp Baltimore
21 23 Oct 1981
(Contract DE A101 77CS-51044)
iNASA TM 82700 DOE/NASA'51044 23 E 9831 Avail
NTIS HC A03 MF AO1 CSCL 13F
A brief histoot ai account of the evolution of continuou.1v
variable transmissions iCVTI fo r automotive use is given The
CVT concepts which are potentially suitable for application with
electric and hybrid vehicles are discussed The arrangement and
function of seve r al CVT concepts ate cited along with their cu•rent
developmental status The results of prelimina ry design studies
conducted on four CVT concepts for use in advanced electric
vehicles are discussed	 R C T
A81 17900' x Tribological properties of silicon carbide in
metal removal process. K Mryoshi and D H Buckley (NASA. Lewis
Research Center. Cleveland, Ohiol. American Society of Mechanical
Erigi tiers, International Symposium on Metalworking Lubrication
Sari
	
Calif , Aug 18 19, 1980, Paper 16 p 21 refs
This paper reviews material properties of adhesion, friction and
wear of single crystal silicon carbide in contact with metals and
alloys involved in a metal removal process such as grinding The
tnbological properties in the metal removal processes are divided into
properties which remove metal by adhesion between sliding surfaces,
and metal removal by silicon carbide sliding against a metal,
indenting it, and plowing a series of grooves of furrows. The paper
also deals with fracture and deformation characteristics of the silicon
carbide surface, the adhesion. friction and metal transfer to silicon
carbide is related to the relative chemical activity of the metal.
Atomic sire and content of alloy ing elements play a domindm lute in
controlling adhesion and friction properties of alloys The friction
and abrasive wear decrease as the shear strength of the bulk metal
Increases	 (Author 1
A81.18847 • x Kinematic correction for roller skewing. M
Savaqe (Akron, University, Akrun, Ohio) did S H. Loewenthal
(NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveldnd, Ohio) American Society
of Mechanical ngmeers, Design Engineering Technical Conference,
Beverly Hills, Cahb , Sept. 28 Oct 1, 1980, Paper 80-DET-76 10 p
14 lets Members, S1 50. nonmembers, 53.00 Grant No. NsG 3077
A theory of kinematic stabilization of rolling cylinders is
developed for high speed cylindrical roller bearings. This stabilization
requires race and toiler crowning to produce changes in the rolling
geometry as the roller shifts axially. These changes put a reverse skew
in the rolling elements by changing the rolling taper Twelve basic
possible bearing modifications are identified in this paper. Four have
single transverse convex curvature in the rollers white eight have
rollers with compound transverse curvature composed of a central
cylindrical band of constant radius surrounded by symmetric bands
with txith slope and transverse curvature. 	 IAuthor 1
A81 18668' Calculated and experimental data for a
118-mm bore roller bearing to 3 million ON. H H Coe and F T
Schuller (NASA. Lewis Research Center, Clevelan0 Ohio). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and American Soceery of Lubrica
Non Engineers, Century 2lnternarional Lubrication Conference. Sari
Francisco, Calif, Aug 18 21 1980, ASME Paper 80 C2 Lub 14 8 p
16 refs Members. $1 50. nonmembers. S3 00
Operating characteristics for a 118 mm bore cylindrical roller
beating were calculated using the computer program CYBEAN The
predicted results of inner and outer race b-mperatures and heat
transferred to the iubrtcant generally compared well with expenmen
tal data for shaft speeds to 3 million ON (25 . 500 rpm), radiA loads
to 0900 N (2000 lb), and total lubricant f low rates to 00102 cu
mimin 12 7 gal mini	 IAuthor(
A81 18683' Dynamic characteristics of a high speed rotor
with radial and axial foil bearingsupports. L Lida IV J Alderson
(NASA. Lawn Research Cer ter, Cleveland. Ohio). and S W. Doroff
(US Navy. Office of Naval Research. Atlmgton, Va 1 Amerman
Jut cry of Mechanical Engineers ark/ American Society of Lubrrca
Lion Eigineers Century 2International Lubrication Conference, San
Francesco. Calif Aug 18 21 1980 ASME Paper 80 C2 Lub 35 10
p 15 refs Members. S1 50. nonmembers. 5300 NASA Navy
sponsored research.
An asymm"ric rotor 119N. 4 3 lb). supported radially and
axially by compliant bearings is subjected to severe excitation by
rotating unbalance in t'le 'prtchmg' mode at ,peeds to 50.000 rpm
The resilient, air lubricatecd beatings provide very effective damping,
so that regions of resonance and instability can be traversed with
amplitudes and limit trajectories within acceptable bounds A novel
journal bearing is introduced, in which a resilient support is furnished
85
by the outer :urn of the coded foil element tent to form art
polygon The experimental apparatus and procedure are described,
and the response of the rotor and flexible support system are
documented by otcdloscope records of motion.
	 (Author)
A81 18684 e
 M Design and performance of compliant thrust
bearing with spiral groove membranes on resilient supports. L Licht.
W J Anderson (NASA, Lewis Ritiedreh Center, Cl e veland. Ohio).
and S W Doroff (U.S. Navy. Office of Naval Research, Arlington,
Va.) Arnerrcan Society Of Mechanxal Engineers and American
Society of Lubrication Engineers, Century 2lnternatronal Lubrica
lion Conference. San Franc sco. Ca,d , Aug 18 21, 1980, ASME
Paper 80-C2 , Lub36 12 p 20 refs Members, S1 50, nonmembers,
S3 00 NASA Navy sponsored research
Novel thrust bearings with spiral groove flexible membranes
mounted on resilient supports were designed and tivu performance
demonstrated Advantages of surface compliance were combined
with the super ern load capacity of the spiral groove yeometry Loath
of 127 15ON were supported on an area 42 sq cm, at speeds of
43.000 45,000 rpm and mean clearances of 1520 microns Support
worthiness was proved when tested in con junction with foil
journal bearings and a 19N rotor, excited to a pitching male by a
total unbalance of 43 micron N.	 (Author)
A81 18695' = The adhesion, friction, and wear of binary
alloys in contact with single crystal silicon carbide. K. Mryoshi and
D H. Buckley (NASA, Lewis P,sedrt:li Center, Cleveland, Ohio),
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and American Society of
Lubrication Eryrrwers, Century 1 International Lubncarron Confer
ence, San Francisco, Calif Aug 1811, 1980, ASME Paper
80 C2 _cab 53 8 p 10 refs Members, $1 50, nonmembers. $3 00
$!,ling friction experiments were conducted with various
Iron ease alloys (alloying elements were Ti, Cr, Ni. Rh, and WI In
eonten with a single Crystal silicon carbide (0001) surface In
vacuum. Results indicate atomic sire misfit and concentration of
a poymg elements play a dominant role In controlling adhesion.
friction, and wear properties of non base binary alloys The
controlling mechanism of me alloy propertie, is air effect
involving the resistance to shear fracture of cohesive bonding in the
alloy The coefficient of friction generally increases with air
in solute concentration The coefhcieot of friction increases as the
solute to non atomic radius ratio increases or decreases f am unity.
Alloys having higher solute concentration produce more transfer to
silicon carbide than do alloys having low solute concentrations. The
chemical activity of the alloying element Is also an important
parameter in controlling adhesion and friction of alloys	 (Author)
A81 18738 ' Lubrication of rolling element bearings. R J
Parker (NASA, Levers Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and American ,Society of Lubrica
Iron Engineers. Century 2 International Lubrication Conference, San
Francisco, Calif., Aug 1821, 18180, Paper. 24 p 47 refs.
This paper Is a broad survey of the lubrication of rolling element
bearings. Emphasis Is art critical r i esign aspects related to speed,
temperature, and ambient pressure ,.;.vrronment. Types of lubrrca
lion including grease, pets, mist, wick, and through the race are
discussed. The pater covers the it 	 development, present state
of technology, and the future problems of rolling- element bearing
lubrication	 (Author)
A81 18739 • I, Practical applications of surface analytic tools
in tobology. J. fenante (NASA. Lewes Resta(ch Center, Cleveland,
Ohio) American Society of Mechanical Engineer, and American
Society of Luhrrrarinn Engineers. Century 2 International Luhnca-
lion Conference- San Francisco, Cali f Aug. 18 21, 1960, Paper 43
p 34 refs
Many M the currently, widely used tools available fat surface
analysis are described. Those which have the highest applicability for
giving elemental and/or compound analysis for piublems of interest
in Inbology and are truly surface sensitive (that Is, less than 10
atomic layers) are presented. The latter group is evaluated in detail in
Terms of strengths and weaknesses Emphasis is placed on post facto
analysis of experiments performed under 'real' conditons (e g., in air
with lubncantsl. It IS further Indicated that such equipment could be
used for screening and quality control
	 (Author)
A81 29531 • ii Ion beam texturing of heat transfer surfaces.
P. K. Agdrwdl, E. L Park, Jr (Mississippi, University, University.
Miss.), and A J Weigand (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohio) AIAA, Janan Society tot Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
andDGLR, International Electric Propulsion Conference, 15th, Las
Vegas, Nev., Apr. 21 23, 1961. AIAA Paper 81-0670- 7 p. 21 refs.
NASA supportedresearch,
Nucleate boiling heal transfer is examined as a means of energy
conservation Nucleate boiling curves were obtained for on beam
textured copper surfaces, untreated cooper surfaces, copper surfaces
which had been polished and surfaces which had been coated with a
plasma deposited polymer Results show that texturing aids heat
transfer while polishing has the opposite effect. The polymer
coatings did not change nucleate boiling behavior Aging effects were
observed for untreated and for polished surfaces, while no such
effects were noticed for textured surfaces. These data suggest that
aging may be dependent on surface mrcrogeomet e y, which rs
important in nucleate boding heat transfer.	 D. K.
A81.29532 • r, Ion beam deposited protective films. M 1
Mvtich (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveldnd, Ohlol AIAA,
Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, and DGLR,
International Electric Propulsion Conference, 15th, Las Vegas, Nev,
Apr 21 23. 1981, AIAA Paper 81-0672 11 p. 13 refs.
Sputter deposition of adherent thin films on complex geometric
surfaces by ion beam sources is examined in order to evaluate three
different t y pes of protective coatings for die materials. In the first
experiment, a 30 cm diameter argon ion snurce was used to sputter
deposit adherent metallic films up to eight microns thick on H 13
steel, and a thermal fatigue test specimen sputter deposited with
metallic coatings one micron thick was immersed In liquid aluminum
and cooled by water for 15.000 cycles to simulate operational
environments. Results show that these materials do protect the steel
by reducing thermal fatigue and thereby increasing die lifetime, The
second experiment generated diamond like carbon films using a dual
beam son source system that directed an eight cm argon ion source
beam at the substrates. These films are still in the process of being
evaluated for crystallinity, hardness and Infrared abr ­Frpiron. The
third experiment coated a fiber glass bean shield Incorporated In the
eight cm diameter mercury Inn thruster with molybdenum to ensure
proper elect r ical and thermal properties The coatinq maintained ;is
integrity even under acceleration tests. 	 D. K.
A81 29958 ' Ultra-lean combustion at high inlet tempera-
tures D N. Anderson (NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohrnl American Society of Mechanicai Engineers Gas Turbine
Conference and Products Show, Houston. Tex . Mar 9 12. 1981,
Paper 81 G  11 9 p 13 refs Members. $2 00 nonmembers, $4.00
Combustion at inlet air temperature% of 1100 to 1250 K was
Studied for application to advanced automotive gas turbine engines.
Combustion was initiated by the hot environment, and therefore no
external Ignition source was used Combustion was stabdired without
a flameholder The tests were performed in a 12 cm-diameter test
section at a pressure o' 250 000 Pa, with reference velocities of 32 to
60 m; s and at maximum combustion tem peratures of 1350 to 1850
K Number 2 diesel fuel ii injected by means of a multiple source
fuel miti Unburned hydrocarbon emissions were negligible for all
test conditions Nitrogen oxide emissions were less than 1 9 q
NO21kg fuel for combiustron temperatures below 1680 K Carton
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monoxide emissions were less than 16 g CO/kg fuel for combustion
temperatures greater than 1600 K, inlet-air temperatures higher than
1150 K, and residence times greater than 4.3 ms.
	
(Author(
A81 .30013 ' Design and preliminary results of a fuel flexi-
ble industrial gas turbine combustor. A. S. Novick, D. L. Troth
(General Motors Corp, Detroit Diesel Allison Div., Indianapolis,
Ind.), and H. G. Yacobucci (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio). American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Gas
Turbine Conference and Products Show, Houston, Tex. Mar 9 12.
1981, Paper 81 G 108. 10 p. 1S refs. Members, $2.00, non
members. $4.00. Research supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy
The design characteristics are presented of a fuel tolerant
variable geometry staged air combustor using regenerative/convective
, ,oling. The rich/quench/lean variable geometry combustor is
designed to achieve low " i 0(x) emission from fuels containing fuel
bound nitrogen, The phy, _a) size of the combustor was calculated
for a can annular combustion system with associated operating
conditions for the Allison 570 K engine. Preliminary test results
indicate that the concept has the potential to meet emission
requirements at maximum continuous power operation. However,
airflow sealing and improved fuel/air mixing are necessary to meet
Department of Energy program goals.
	 L.S.
A81 30029 e d Evaluation of advanced combustors for dry
NO/x/ suppression with nitrogen bearing fuels in utility and
industrial gas turbines. M B Cutrone, M B. Hilt (General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N.Y.). A. Goyal, E. E. Eksted, (General Electric
Co., Evendale, Ohio), and J Notardonato (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio). American Society c r Alechanical Engineers,
Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show, Houston, Tex., Mar
912 1981, Paper 81 GT 125 10 p Members, $2.00, nonmembers,
$4.00. Research supported by the U_S. Department of Energy,
A81 31238 ' The transfer of polytetrafluoroethylene
studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. D R. Wheeler (NASA,
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohioi. Wear. vol. 66. Feb 16.
1981, p 355 365 19 refs.
A oolytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sphere of radius 4.8 mm was
rubbed r,gdinst nickel arid Morsel at speeds from 0 94 to 94 mm,'s
and at ii,ads from 019 to 19 N. The transfer film of PTFE on the
metal was examined with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy in ail
cases the film was found to be indistinguishable from bulk PTFE A
trace of metal fluond. was observed whether the rubbing took place
on oxidized or atomically clean metal. Thr film was of the orJet of a
molecule thick for the entire range of loans and did not increase with
repeated passes over Use same rubbed area. An erratic increase in
thickness at rubbing speeds above 10 mm/s was taken as evidence of
random transfer of bulk material. 	 (Author)
A81 38059 • Simulation and visualization of face seal mo-
tion stability by means of computer generated movies. I Etsion and
B M Auer (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. CH I . Brash
Hydrodynamic Research Association, Fluid Sealing Conference,
tee,fivvenhorst, Netherlands, Apr. 1-3. 1981, Paper. 17 p. 6 refs.
A computer aided design method for mechanical face seals is
described. Based on computer simulation, tfee actual motion of the
flexibly mounted element of the seal can be visualized. This is
achieved by solving the equations of motion of this element,
calculating the displacements in its various degrees of freedom vs.
time, and d.splaymg the transient behavior in the fain , of a motion
picture Incorporating such a method in the de r igin phase allows one
to detect instabilities and to correct undesneble behavior of the seal.
A theoretical hack ground is presented. Details of the motion display
technique are described, and The usefulness o f the method is
demonstrated by an example of a noncon r acting conical face seal.
(Author)
A81-44654 " Ion plating for the future. T Spalvins (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). Society of Vacuum Coaters,
Annual Technical Conference. 24m. Dearborn, Ml, May 12 14 1981,
Paper 7 p 12 refs.
The ion plating techniques are classihtd relative to the mstru
mental set up, evaporation media and mode of transport. Distinction
is drawn between the low vacuum (piasma) and hiyh vacuum (ion
beam) techniques. Ion plating technology is discussed at the
fundamental and industrial level. At the fundamental level, the
capabilitues and limitations of the plasma (evapurani flux) and film
dieractenstir. are evaluated. On the industrial level, the performance
and potential uses of ion plated films are discussed
	 (Author(
A81-44655 ' x Sputtering and ion plating for aerospace appli-
cations. T Spalvins (NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. OH),
American E/ectroplaters Society National Conference, Boston, MA,
June 28 July 2. 1981. Paper 12 p 13 refs.
Sputtering and ion plating technologies are reviewed in terms of
their potential and present uses in the aerospace industry. Sputtering
offers great universality and flexibility in depositing any material or
in the synthesis of new ones. The sputter deposition process has two
areas of interest thin film and fabrication technology Thin film
sputtering technology is primarily used for aerospace mechanical
components to reduce friction, wear, erosion, corrosion, high
temperature oxidation, diffusion and fatigue, and also to sputter
construct temperature and strain sensors for aircraft engines. Sputter
fabrication is used in intricate aircraft component manufacturing.
Ion plating applications are discussed in terms of the high energy
evaporant flux and the high throwing power. Excellent adherence
and 3dimensional coverage are the primary attributes of this
technology.	 (Author)
A81-44659 • i, NASA five-ball fatigue tester Over 20 years
of research. E V- Zaretsky, R. J Parker, and W J Anderson (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH  American Society for
Testing and Materials. International Symposium on Contact Rolling
Fatigue Testing of bearing Steel. Phoenix, AZ. May 12 14. 1981,
Paper 55 l) 60 refs
The paper reviews, from both a te-hnical and historic perapec
live, the results of research conducted using the NASA Five Ball
Fatigue Teste r The rest rig was conceived by W J Anderson in late
1958 The first de l i was generated in March 1959 Since then a total
of approximately 500,000 test hours have been accumulated on a
group of eight test rigs which are capable of running 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. Studies have been conducted to determine the effect
on iol!ing-element fatigue li r e of contact angle, material hardness.
Chemistry. h a t tieatmen,, and processing, lubricant type and
chemistry, elastohydrodynamic film thickness, deformation and
wear, vacuorn, and temperature as well as Hettzian and residual
stresses Correlation was establish d between the results obtained
using the five ball tester and those obtained with full scale rolling
element bearings.	 (Author)
A81-46493 • 1 he role of the micro environment on the
tribological behavior of materials. D H. Buckley (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH) In Life cycle problems and
environmental technology, Proceedings of the Twenty sixth Annual
Technical Meeting Ph lade:ph a. PA. May 12 14 1980, IA61
46476 22 381 Mt Prospect. IL, Institute of Environmental Sciences.
1980, p. 124 130. 10 refs.
The paper reviews studies of the role of the microenvironment
in the adoes ,on, friction, and wear behavior o f mate, rials in solro state
con r ari The microer,vrronment is defined as the environment on the
surface of solids in solid slate contact Pruperties of the environment
ere discussed which exert an influence on the adhesion, friction,
wear, and lubrication of matena„ n contact. The effect of the
environment on lubricants and their prope rties is considered with
respect to the interaction o f lubricants with material s urfaces ,,
contact, the effect on the abilitV of luhncan e s to provide protedwe
surface films is also condceted. It is concluded that naturally
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N81 13369'0 St-ake, Research Corp Ballston Lake N y
MEASUREMENT OF ROD SEAL LUBRICATION FOR
STIRLING ENGINE Final Report, Mar :979 - Jun 1960
Allan I Kreuter Jul 1980 62 p refs
IContraci DEN 3 22 EC 77-A-3110401
(NASA CR 165157. DOE/NASA/0222 SRC BOTR 621 Avail
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 11A
The elestohydrodynamre behavior of sliding elastome is seals
for the Stirling engine was analyzed using an experimental
apparatus to deteri.ime the instantaneous oil film thickness
throughout the cyclic reciprocating motion Tests were conduct.
ed on two com nercial elattomeric seals a 'T' seal (76 mm
0 D and 3 8 mm between backing rings) il rd an 0 ring (76 mm
0 D and 5 3 mm diameter  Testing condisons included seal
dur,imeters of 70 and 90 sirdmg velocities of 0 8 2 0. and 3 6
m/s and no pressure gradient across the seal Both acrylic and
aluminum cylinders were used Measured oil film thickness profiles
were compared to results of the elastohydrodynamic analysis
The comparison shows an overall quehtalive agreement Friction
and oil leakage measurements were also made at these sliding
speeds The fluid used was a typical synthetic base automotive
lubricant It is concluded that this first time experimental analytical
comparison for oil film thickness indicates the need for some
improvements in the analytical model and in the experimental
technique	 A R H
081 16366'0 Eaton Engineering and Research Center. South
field Mich	 Engineering and Research Center
SMALL PASSE NCER CAR TRANSMISSION TEST. DODGE
OMNI A -404 TPANSMISSION Final Report
M P Bulold Sep )980 355 p
(Contracts DEN3 124 DE A101 77CS 51044
EC-77-A 31 1044)
INASA CR 165181 DOE/NASA/0124 5 ERC LIB 80173;
Avail NTIS r	 A16 , MF A01 CSCL 13F
The small passenger car transmission test was initiated to
supply electric vehicle manufacturers with technical information
r egarding the performance of commercially available transmissions
This transmission was tested in accordance with a passenger
car automatic transmission test code (SAE J651b1 which
required drive performance coast performance and no load test
conditions Under these test conditions the transmission attained
maximum efficiencies in the mid eighty pe r cent range for both
drive pe r formance test and coast performance tests 	 R C T
NS1 . 17434'0 Geceral Elecinc Co. Cincinnati Ohio
PROGRAM TO DEVELOP SPRAYED. PLASTICALLY RE-
FORMABLE COMPRESSOR SHROUD SEAL MATERIALS
Fk1M Report, Jul. 1976 - Aug. 19W
J D Schell and J D Schell Jan 1980 148 p refs
(Convect NAS3 20054)
(NASA CR 165237	 RBOAEG4581	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL IIA
A study of fundamental rub behavior for 10 dense, spreved
materials and eight current compressor clearance materials was
conducted A literature survey of a woo variety of metallurgical
and thermophysicel properties was CondoCtad and correlated to
rub behavior Based on the results the most promising dense
rub material was Cu 9A 1 Additional studies on the effects of
porosity incursion rate blade solidity and ambient temperature
'1e 1e carried out on aluminum bronze (Cu 9AI 1Fe) with and
without a 5158 Feltmeta! undertayer A further development
eHOn was conducted to assess this property requirements of a
po.ous aluminum prone seal material Strength thermal cycle
capabilities 	 and oxidation resistance machmabilny and
abrodabihty at several porosity levels were examined 	 TM
NS1 17437'0 Rockeldyne Canoga Park Calif
LOW THRUST CHEMICAL PROPULSION S v STEM PUMP
TECHNOLOGY FInM Report. Oes. 1179 Slp. IBM
J W Meadville 20 Oct 1980 411 p
(Cunaact NA S3 21955)
(NASA CR 165210
	
RI/PD80 2221	 Avarl	 NTIS
HC A`8/M ►
 A01 CSCL 13K
A study was conducted within the thrust range 450 to
9000 N 000 to 2000 pounds) Performance analyses were mad:,
on centrift• gal pilot, Bank@. drag. Teals gear. piston lobe, and
vane pumps with liquid hydrogen, liquid methane. and liquid
oxygen is propellants Gaseous methane and hydrogen driven
axial impulse turbines, vane expanders, piston expanders and
electric motors were studied as drivers Data are presented on
performance, sizes. weights. and estimated service lives and
costa	 T M
N$1-21366'0 Mechanical Technology Inc Latham N y
AN EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF OIL PUMPING
RINGS
Martin W Eusepi. Jed Walowrt, and Maurice Cohen Apr 1981
117 p refs
(Contracts DEN3-119, EC-77-A-3110401
(NASA-CR 185271 DOE/NASA / 0119 . 81/1. M11-81TR31
Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 131
The design and construction of a reciprocating ten vehicle
to be used in evaluating hydrodynamic oil pumping p ings are
d.scussed In addition, experimental test data are presented for
three pumping ring designs that were constructed from Tin Based
Babbitt (SAE 11) Bearing Bronze (SAE 660) and Mechanical
Carbon Graphite (Union Car-)ide Grade CNF-.I) Data of pumped
Row rate versus delivered pressure. as well as friction loo are
reported for the following conditions frequencies of 10 ?5 and
45 Hz st rokes of 25 4 mm (1 00 in) 38 1 mm 11 50 in ) and
508 mm (200 m) oil inlet tempersture of 49 degrees
1120 degrees), and pumping ring close-in pressures of 133 MPa
11500 lb/square inch A 20W40 automotive oil was used for
all tests The maximum delivered pressure was 1 i MPa
(1600 lb/square inch An analysis of hydrodynamic oil pumping
rings was performed and the results of the analysis were compared
to measured test data	 SF
A81 10707 ' r Development of low cost directionally
solidified turbine blades. G. S. Hoppm, III M. Fulfil (A,Research
Manufacturinq Company of Arizona. Phoenix, Ariz.), and L. W. Sink
(TLernay Manufacturing, Phoenix, Ariz ). International Symposium
on Superalloys, 4th, Champion, Pa., Sept. 2125, 1980, Paoer. 10 p.
Contract No. NAS3 20073
A low cost directionall y solidifieu (Df i casting of turbine blades
of high stress rupture n discussed The process uses an exothermical
ly heated mold, a newly deslgnF•i ; ,;lid blade was cast fur the
high pressure turbine of the TFE731 3 turbofan engine Ni based
alloys Mar M 247 drift Mar M 200 - Hf were used. The solid DS blade
replaced a conventionall y
 cast IN100 component, a 40'* cost saving
is expected, with a 2 4% reduction in the takeoff specific fuel
consumption. The DS Mar M 247 blade has been selected for
product-on in the TFE731 3B 1D0, acid atdvancrl version of the
T F E 731 3
	 A.T.
A81 15796 ' Computer aided roll pass design in rolling of
airfoil shapes. N Akgerman, G D Lahol , and T Allan (Battelle
Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio) Journal o f Applied
Meralvznrlre t, vol 1, July 1980, p 3040. 9 refs Contract No.
NAS3 20380
This trailer describes two Computer aided design (CAD) pro
grams devel-iped for morlelinq the shape rolling process for airfoil
sections The first program, SHPROL, uses a modular upper bound
method of analyses and predicts the lateral spread, elungation. and
roll torque The second program. ROLPAS, predicts the stresses, roll
separating force, the roll torque anti the details of metal flow by
simulating the rolling process, usi ng the slab method of ainivsn
ROLPAS is au interactive program, it offers graphic display
rapabrtlhes and allows the user to interact with the computer via a
keyboard, CRT and a light pen The accu racy of the computer zed
models was evaluated by (a) r olling a selected airfoil shape at room
temperature from 1018 steel end isothermally at high temperature
from T, 6AI .4V. and (b) comparing the experimental results with
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computer predictions The comparisons indicated that the CAD
systems, desrrrhed here., are useful for practical engineering purposes
and car, be utilized in roll pass design and analysis for anfol arxl
similar shapes	 (Author I
A81 18680 e a Structural and compositional characterization
of NF sputter-deposded No Cr + Coi films. B Bhushan lklecharn
cal Technology, Ise , Latham, N Y I Amerre'an Society of Merchant
cal Engineers and American Society of Lubrication Engineers
Century 2 International Lubrication Conference, San Francisco,
1761of., Aug 18 21. 1980. ASME Paper 80C21Lub•31. 7 p 9 refs.
Member., $150, nonmembers. $300 Research sponsored by the
U S. Deem urnent of Energy. Contract No DEN3 43
An RF sput tered chrome oxide coating with metallic binders
was developed. The chrome oxide coatinq has high temperature
capaMlities and is wear resistant, and ha, some self-lubricating
properbs A nichrome metallic binder was added in the coating to
improve its ductility without significant loss in the hardness. The
sputtering parameters were optimized to obtain a smooth coating
with the maximum adherence The coatings were app'oed using
biassputten and sputter deposit nwdes on the heat healed end
anneaL-d toil substrates The coating applied on annealed foils using
the sputter . epos • l mode was smooth and had the best adherence.
Metallurgical examinations showed that the coating was NaCr
Cr2O3. The coatrny as applied was amorphous and it crystallized
duru,q substrate heat t,eatownt	 (Author)
AB  18693 or „ Friction and wear results from sputter
deposited chrome oxide with and without nichrome metallic binders
and enterlavers. B Bhu •,hd) IM0'e1a111ea 1 Technology. Inc , Latham
N Y I American Society of Mechanical Engineers and American
Society of Lubrication Engineers, Century 2 International Lubreca
don Conference. San Francisco, Calif Ar,y 1821, 1980 ASME
Paper 80 C2.'Lub 49 10 p. B refs. Members, S1 50 nonmembers,
5300 Research sptmsored by the US Department of Energy,
Contract No DEN3 43
Friction and wear tests were conducted on optimized sputtered
Cr2O3 and Cr2O3 with metallic binder coatings The coatings were
applied on the bearing su rface of journal foil air hearings and .,mre
tested against chromecarbidecoated journal surfaces. The ubjectivc
of the study was to develop a coating system whirh would withstand
9000 start stops and high speed rubs (maximum acceleration. 100 y%l
in temperatures ranging from room temperature to 650 C The
Cr2O3 coating completed the test sequence and the coating
consisting of 02O3 with metallic burden com p leted 3000 start
stops The coef f icient of faction of the coatings at 650 C was found
to he about hall that at room temperature. It was concluded,
thefefore, that the coatings should perform much better in a high
temperature envnonmew alone The decrease in friction at high
temperature is attnbutetl to oxidation and interactions of the
coatings and suhxtiates at the interface temperature
	 IAuthorl
A81 22664 • Design, durabhhty and low cost processing
technology for composite fan exit guide ones S S Blecherman
(Un,ted Technologies Coil), Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group,
Middletown. Conn ) In The 1960's Payoff decade for .(vaned
materials. Proceedings of the Twenty fifth National Sympos,um and
Exhibition, San Diego, Calif, Ma y 68 1980 IAB1 22636 08 2i1
Azusa. Cali f
 Society tot the Acludncernent of Ma'eriai and PtLms
Engineering. 1990, p 403417 5 refs Cont r act No NAS3 21037
A program was conducted to design, fab,i—vte and test a
durable. Imv cent - hghbori composite tan exit gi ode vane for high
bypis ratio gas turbine engine application Eogh' candidate male ti.
at design combinations were evaluated by NASTilAN finite elensent
anslys+l Four of these candidate systems were . elected for compos
rte van# fabrication by two vendors A core anti :hell vane design was
chosen in which the unidirectional graphite core fiber was the same
for all candidates. The shwjl material. Cher orientation and ply
ronhiuration cower varied Material tells were perlotmed on raw
material and composite sperhmens to establish %iw.ihcation require-
merits Composite vanes were rondestructively inspected and subse
quently fatigue tested n, both dry and 'wet' conditions The program
provided relevant data with respect to design analysis, materials
Properties, inspection standards, improved durability, weight benefits
and part price of the composite fan exit quide vane	 (Author)
A8130014 e a Low NO/x/ combustion systems for burning
heavy residual fuels and high-fuel-bound nitrogen fuels. D. J. White,
A. Batakis, R. T LeCren (Solar Turbines Internatonal. San Diego,
Calif.), and H. G. Yacobucc, (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio). American Scxrery of Mechanical Engineers, Gas
Turbine Conference and Produces Show, Houston, Tex Mar. 9.12.
19181, Paper 81 G  109 11 p. Members, Sk,00, nonmembers, 54.00
Research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
Design concepts are presented for lean lean and staged rich-lean
combustors. The combustors are designed for the dry reduction of
thermal NO(x), control of NO(x) from fuels containing high levels of
organic nitrogen, end control of smoke from low hydrogen content
fuels. The combustor concepts are tested with a wide variety of Iuels
including a middle distillate, it based heavy residual, a coal
derived synthetic, and ratios of blends of Thes.^ fuels. The configura
tions of the lear lean and nch-lean combustion systems are provided
along with a description of the test rig and test procedure. 	 L.S.
A81 30060 ' Fabrication of injection molded %entered zlpha
SiC turbine components R S Storm, R W Ohmory, and F. J.
Fiechetie fCarborundum Co.. Niagara Falls, N.Y I American Society
of Mechanical Engineers Gas T,rrbine Conference and Products
Show Houston, Tea-. Mar 9 12. 198 1 Paper 81-G r 161 6 p 5 refs
Members. 52.00. nonmembers, S4.011 Research supported by the
U S Department of Energy Contracts No DEN3 17, No DEN3 168,
No 1)EN3167.
Fabrication of a so.tered alpha silicon carbide turbine blade by
injection molding is described An extensive process variation matrix
was carried boor to define the optimum fabriceuon conditions
Variation of molding parameters had a significant impact on yield.
Turbine blatles were produced in a reasonable yield which met a rigid
quality and dimensional specification Anplieatinn of injection
molding technology to more complex components such m integral
roturs is also described}	 (Author)
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38QIJALITY ASSURANCE AND
RELIABILITY
Includes product sampling procedures and techniques
and quality control
NS1- 28488'# National Aeroneutics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
ACOUSTO-ULTRASONIC CHARACTERIZATION OF FIBER
REINFORCED COMPOSITES
Alex Vary 1981 14 p refs Prevented at the Office of Naval
Res Conf A Critical Rev	 Tisch for the Charactenralron of
Composite Motor. Cambridge Mass. S. 10 Jun 1981
(NASA TM 82651 E 910) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 14D
The scousto-ultrasonic technique combines advantageous
aspects of acoustic emission and ultrasonic methodologies
Acousto ultrasonics operates by introducing a repeating series
of ultrasonic pulses into a material The waves introduced simulate
the spontaneous stress waves that would arise if the material
were put under strolls as in the case of acoustic emission
measurements These benign stress waves are detected by on
acoustic emission sensor The physical ar,engement of the
ultrasonic (input) transducer and acoustic. emission (output) sensor
is such that the resultant waveform carries an imprint of
morphological factors that govern or contribute to material
performance The output waveform is complex, but it can be
quan[dued in terms of a stress wave factor The stress wave
fa-tor which can be defined in a number of ways, is a relative
measure of the efficiency of energy dissipation in a material If
flaws or other material anomalies exist in the volume being
examined their combined effect appears in the stress wave
facto r	 S F
N81 33492'# Naoo dal Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE ON THE MOD
2 WIND SYSTEM
W E B Mason and 8 G Jones (Boding Engineering and
Construction Co Seattle Wash I 1981 16 p refs Presented
at 5'h Biennial Wind Energy Conf and Workshop Washington
5 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by Solar Energy Res Inst and DOE
IContrect DE A101 79ET 203051
,NASA TM 82717 DOErNASA/203056 E-1015) Avail
NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL 14D
The Safety Reliability and Quality Assurance IR&OAI
approach developed for the largest wind turbine generator the
Mod 2 is desc r ibed The R&OA app roach assures that the machine
is not hazardous to the public or to the operating personnel is
operated unattended on a utility grid demonstrates reliable
operation and helps establish the quality assurance and
maintainability requirements for future wind turbine projects
The significant guideline -onsisted of a failure modes and effects
analysis IFMEAI during the design phase hardware inspections
during parts fabncatron and three simple documents to control
activities doling machine construction and operation 	 E A K.
A81 19656 '
	
Ultrasonic measurement of material proper
ties A Vary (NASA. Lt-w,% Research Center, Materials and Struc
tares Div.. Cleveland, Ohio) In Research techniques In
nondestructive testing Volume 4 IAB1 19651 OG 381 London,
Academic Press. 1980. p 159 204 121 refs
The state of the art of ultrasonic methods is reviewed with
reference to the basic measurements, signal acquisition and process
ing, strength property rid morphological condition measurements,
and industrial applications The emphasis is placed on techniques
that indicate quantitative ultrasonic correlations with material
strength and morphology relevant to the reliability of load hearing
structures
	 V L.
AB1-33867 • Self•aetireg geometry for noncortaet seals. G.
P Allen (NASA, Ler - is Research Center, Cleveland, Oh o), American
Society of Lubrec.rroon Engineers, Annual Me, rwg, 36th. Prftsburgh,
Pis_ May 11 14, 19d 1. Preprint 81 AM 56 7 5 1, 6 refs
Two hydrodynamic self ,acting seal designs for a LOX turbo
Iximp were analyzed m order to predict performance. A rsdial face
seal r oseal LOX at 310 N/sq cm and 32.000 rpm (130 mh) was
analyred for pressure differentials of 1. to 448 N/sq core and speeds
from 98 to 147 m/s- A segmented Circumferential seal to-seal helium
it 34.5 ur 69 N/sq cm and 157 mh vtas analyzed for pressures of 35
to 86 N/sq cm (10 N/sq cm ambient) and speeds trom 94 to 189 m/s.
Test results confirmed noncontect operation near the design speed
and pressure, and relatively good qualitative agreement between test
and analysis. The face sr-al was found to operate with mostly liquid
in the pads end mostly gas across the dam.
	 E.B.
AB 144660 • , Acousto-ultrasonic characterization of fiber
reinforced composites. A Vary (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH). U.S. Navy, Conference on a Crir.ca/ Review'
Technique for the Characterization of Composite Mater •a/s, Cam
bridge, M4, June 8 10, 1981, Paper. 13 p 12 refs
The scousto ultrasonic technique combines advantageous as
per-ts of acoustic emission and ultrasonic methodologies, Acousto
ultrasonics operates f v introducing a repeating s.ries of ultrasonic
'sulses into a material . w„a s  introduced simulate the sponlane
ous stress waves that would are: ­
 if the material were put under stress
as in the case of acoustic emission measurements. These benign stress
waves are detected by an acoustic emission sensor. The physical
arrangement of the ultrasonic (input) transduce r and acoustic
emission (output) sensor is such that the resultant waveform carries
an imprint of morpholor, cal factors that govern or contribute to
material performance. The output waveform is quite complex, but it
can be quan[ht zed in terms of a 'stress wave factor' The stress wave
factor, which call defined in a number of ways, it essentially a
relative measure of the efficiency of energy dissnpatior. in a material.
If flaws it other material anomalies exist in the volume being
examined. then combined effect will appeal in the sites% wave factor
(Author I
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39 STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
Includes structural element design and weight analysis
fatigue and thermal stress
For applications sea 05 Aircraft Design resf,ng and
P erformance and IB Spscerra/ r Design resang and
Performance
N81 11412'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cle+eland Ohio
SUPERHYBRID COMPOSITE SLADE IMPACT STUDIES
C C Charms R F Lark and J H Sinclair 119801 16 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the 26th Ann Inlem Gas Turbine
Conf Houston Tex 9 12 Mar 1981
(NASA TM 81597 E 5801 Avail NTIS I;C A02/MF A01 CSCL
20K
The feasibility of supe(hybnd composite blades for meeting
the mechanics' design and impact resistance requirements of
large fan blades for aircraft turbine engine applications wits
investigated Two des g.i concepts were evaluated enc l ing edge
spar ITiComl and center spar ITiCorel both with superhybnd
composite shells The investigation wus both analytical and
experimental The results obtained show pror vse that superhybnd
composites can be used to make light weight high quality large
fan blades with good structural mtegrdy The blades tested
successfully demonst.ated their ability to meet s eadv state
operating conditions overspeed, and small bird in pact require
ments
	
A R H
N81 11417'# National Aeronautics ar ia Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Oho
METHOD FOR ESTIMATING CPACK EXTENSION RESIS-
TANCE CURVE FROM RE:IDUAL STRENGTH DATA
Thomas W Orange Nov 1980 15 p refs
NNASA TP 1753 E 4391 Avai l NT,S HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20K
A method is presented for estimating the crack enenston
resistance curve IR curve) from residual strength Imaximum load
against initial crank length) data for precracked fracture specimens
The method allows additional information to be inferred from
simple test results and that information is u ad •o estimate the
failure loads of more complicated structures Numerical drfforenba
loon of the residual strength dots is required and the problems
that it may present are discussed 	 R C T
N81-12448'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Lleveland Ohio
STABILITY OF IARGE HORIZONTAL AXIS AXISYMMETRIC
WIND TURBINES Ph D Thesis Delaware Unw
M S Hrschbem g rid M I Young DDelaware Umv Newark
1980 37 p refs Presented at 3d Mimi Cord on Alternative
Enerqy Sources Miami 15 17 Dec 1980
(NASA IM 81623 E 633 Avail NTIS HC AG3/MF A01 CSCL
20K
The stability of large horizontal axis air-symmetric power
producing wind turbines was examined The analytical model
used included the dynamw coupling of the rotor tower and
power generating system The aerodynamic loading was derived
from blade element theory Each rotor blade was permitted tow
principal elastic bending degrees of freedom one degree of
freedom in torsion and controlled pitch as a ngre body The
rotor hub was mounted in a right naceue which m-y yaw freely
or on a controlled manner The tower can tend in two principal
directions and may twist Also the rotor speed ran Wry ;rod
may induce perturbatruu reactions within t a re power generating
equipment Stability was determined by the eigenvalues of a
%*1 of linearized constant coefficient ddletentral equations All
-vaults presented are based on a 3 bladed 300 It diameter,
2 5 megawatt wind turbine Some of the parameters varied wore
wind speed rotor speed structural stiffness and damping the
affective stiffness and damping of the power generating system
and the pnncipol bendr.ig duectrons of the rotor blades Unstable
or weakly stable behavior can tae caused by aerodynamic forces
clue to motion of lire color blades and tower rri the plane of
rotation or by mechanical cuupvng between the rotor system
and the tower	 Author
N81-184!2'# Na• ronal Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
EXPERIMENTAL COMPUAfsCE CALIBRATION OF THE
COMPACT FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SPECIMEN
D M Fisher and R J Bustard Dec 1940 11 p nets
(NASA TM 81665. E . 685) Avert NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20K
Compliances and stress intensity coefficients were dot :rmined
over crack length to width ratios from 0 1 to 0 8 Displacements
were measured si the load points. load line and crack mouth
Special flxturing was devised to permit accurate measurement
of load point dlsplecement The results are in sgrsement with
the currently used results 0 bounda ry collocation, analyses The
Winona which occur in stress, intensity coefficients or specimen
energy input determinations made from load line displacement
measurements rather then from load point measurements are
emphasized
	
Author
0081 . 184540 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Levis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
EFFECTS OF MISTUNINGON SENDING-TORSION FLUT-
TER AND RESPONSE OF A CASCADE IN IN-
COMPRE"ISLE FLOW
Kne4ns Rao V Kau (Toledo Unrv. . Ohio) and Robert E Kielb
120 20 p rota Proposed for prosentatron at Dvn Specialists
Conf Atlanta 9 11 Apr 1981 sponsored by AIAA
(Contract EX 76 1-01 10281
(NASA TM 81671
	
1028
	 1026 29, E 699) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL 20K
The effect of small differences between the individual bled*&
(mstuning) on the seroelasbc stability and response of a cascade
were studied The se r odynamrc inertial ar d structural coupling
between the bending and torsional motion : of each bled* and
the aerodynamic coupling between the btc des was considered
A digital computer program cvas developed to conouci parametric
studies Results indicate that the mistumng hat a beneficial effect
on the coupled bending torsion and uncoupled torsion flutter
On fc cod response however the effect may be either benefic:al
or adve,sw depending on the engine order of the forcing function
The results also illustrate that it may be femble to utilize mrstuning
as n passive control to increase flutter speed while maintaining
forced response at an acceptable level
	
A R H
N81-264!2'# Natio-al Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
AEROELASTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A CASCADE OF
MISTUNED SLADFII IN SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC
FLOWS
Robert F Kielb and Krishna Rao V Kate (Toledo Unry ) 1981
18 p rah Propossd for presentaton at the 11th Biennial Eng
Div Corot Hartford Conn 2U 23 Sep 1981 sponsored by the
American Socrsty of Mechanical Engineers
IGr.nt NaG 3'391
INASA TM 82631 E 886) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20K
The effects of mrstuning oar flutter and forced response of a
cascade in subsonic on sutwonic and supersonic flaw were
investigates, The ae r odynamic and structural coupling between
the bending arse torsional mo'icns and the aerodynamic coupling
between toys blades were studied It is shown that frequency
mislumng always has a beneficial effect on flutter For the cascade
considered the potential for r aising flutter speed is g r eater in
subsonic then in supersonic flow Preliminary results 10r structural
damping mrstunmg show that there are no additional benefits
over adding damping mrstuning may have either a beneficial or
an adverse &Hatt or ,
 faced i*spot , oepcndrng nn the engine
order of the e n citctron and Mach numbe r	A R 14
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N81 33497'# National Aeronautics and Space Administraton
Lot— Hesearch Center Cleveland Ohio
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS VERIFICATION FACILITY
STUDY
Louis J Kiraly Murray 5 Huchbein James M MCAlerse and
David P Fleming At-9 1981 21 p refs
(NASA TM 82675 E 9581 Avail NTIS HC A02'Mr A01 CSCL
20K
The need for a structural dynani verification facility to
support sir rclures programs was studied Most of the industry
operated facilities are used tot highly focused research component
development and problem solving and are not used fog Use
generic understanding of the c o upled dynamo( response of major
engine subsystems Capg N iMirs for the proposed facility include
the ability to ooth excite and measu r e coupled structural
dynamic response of @lash( blades on elastic shafting the
mechanical siniulation of various dynaical loadings mptesentative
of those seen in operating engines and t ;is measurement of
engine dynamic deflections and interface forces caused by
alternative engine mounting configurations and compliances
( A K
A81 18792 ' On the equivalence between somiempirical
fracture analyses and R curves. T, '7 Orange (NASA. Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohm) In Fracture mechanics. Proceedings of the
Twelf ih National Symp(w.im, Washington University, St Loins, Mo ,
May 21 23. 1979 (A81 18776 06 391 Philadelphia, Pa.. American
Society for Testing and Materials. 1980. p 478 499 11 refs
The relatronsh p between the R curves and semoempitical liar
lure analyses (SEFAI is investigated theoietically using a hypo
thebeal material. Equivalent R-curves (ERCI are developed tot real
rnaterials usmq data Irom the literature It is show r, that for each
SEFA there is an ERC whose magn itude and shale are determined
by the SEFA formulation and i t s empirical parameters The ERC is
equ walent in the' it predicts exactly the same relationship between
the fracture sties% and the initrel crack length (residual stiengih) as
the SEFA. It the rffecttve R curve is unique, then the various
empirical parameters cannot be constant, and vice versa However,
for one of the eEFA examined, Newman' SEFA, parameter
variations air small enough to be within the range of normal data
-.ratter for real maters,,,	 V L
481 22526 • Stability of large horizontal -aan aanymmetrie
wind turbines. M S Hitsrhbrein (NASA Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio) Arid M I. Young (Delawae, University, Newark,
Del ) Miami hlrrrrialtorml Cofifwrnr a on Alrernarrvir Energy
Sources 3rd. Worm , FN Die 15 17. 1980 Paper 35 it 19 refs
The stability of latge horizontal axis, axisvmmebre. uower
pior'ucing wand turbines is examined 7vrthm the framework of an
analytical model which inc l udes dynamic couplinq of the rotor.
lower, and power rtenefating system. The aerodynamic Icatmq is
derived from Wade element theory Stability, is determined by the
eigenvalues of a set of loneanzed constant coefficient differential
equations All result presented are based nn a 3 bladed, 300 11
diameter. 2 0 MW wind turbine It is shown that unstable cat weakly
liable behavior can le' iJtnrd by aerodynamic forces due to motion
of Itir rotor blades ante tower in the plane of rotation of by
mrdtancal courol between the rotor system and the towel 	 V.L.
AS  29096 ' , Effects of mntuning on blade torsional flutter
A V. Srmivasan IUmted Technologies Rewarch Cornier, Eas'
Hartford, Conn.) and A. Kurkov (NASA. Lera rt Research Center,
Cleveland, Olstol. In International Sympostum on Air 8(rething
E r ginws. Stn, Bangalore, India, February 16 22. 1981, Proceedings
IA8129061 12 ,071 Bangalore, National Aeronautical Laboratory,
1981, p 59 1 to 598 9 refs Co•ttract No NAS3 t1A03
An analytical model for 'the prediction of fan blade flutter is
presented and evaluated using data from NASA tests on an advanced
high performance engine For the cascade condition. appropriate to
the tint pouts studied. the aeresdynannc Wror; cannot predict
sutsnibral flutter. Under the assumptions of a tuned a&sembly, the
Imninsry part of the aerodynamic coefficients does indicate flutter
for a limited number of interblade phasr moles, but these mterblW ►
phase angles are close to those at wh,rh the acoustic resonance is
prerhrtrd. Upon us•nq the individual blade frequencies and solving
the mistuned system with aerodynamic (renting only, the results
show a siabl► system. Eigentrrrtors calculated for the mrstunce
system demonstrate the presence o f several harm ,)nics in sac'-.
mistunrd mode Incluunn of both mechanical arid aerodynamic
nouplrng in the solution of the regenpi oblem n'luences not only the
frequencies but also damping in Ilse system with a trend toward
stability
	 L.S.
A81 29465 to	 ["acts of mntursing on banding torsion flutter
and response of a cascade in incompressible flow. K R V Kua
(NASA. Lewis Research Cente r
 Toledo, Uni%rrsity,
Toledo, Olool and R E Kielb (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Structures Branch, Cleveland, Ohio) In Structures, Structural
Dynarnro arid Materials Conference, 22nd, Atlanta, Ga, April 68
1981, and AIAA Dynamics Specialists Conference, Atlanta, Ga
April 9, 10. 1981, Technical Palwrs Part 2. (A81 29428 12 ,01 ) New
York, American Irtstnute of Ae r onautics and AsUCnautics, Inc.,
1981, p 320 331 21 refs (AIAA 810802)
This paper presents sit investigation of the effects of blade
rnistuning on the aeroelastic stability and response of a cascade to
tncompreuibdr flow. The aerodynamic, inenial, and ssructura:
coupling between the tenting and torsional motions of each blade
and the aerodynamic couplinq between the blahs are included in the
formulation. A digital computer program was developed to conduct
parametric studies. Results indicate that O,r mestunmg has a
beneficial effect on the coupled bendmq tnrsion and uncoupled
torsion flutter The effect o f mrstuning on forced response, however.
may to either beneficial or adverse, depending on the engine of of
the forcing function Additicnally, the results illustrate that it may
be feasible to utilize mistuning as a pasvvr control to increase flutter
speed while mamtan,.ng forced response at an acceptable level
IAuthn, I
Nt1- 17450'& # Netionll Aeronautics and Space Administration
.awn Research Cooler. Clevoiond, Ohio
COMPOSITE CONTAINMENT BYBTEMS FOR JET ENGINE
FAN BLADES
G T Smith 1981 19 p falls la rearemed at the 38th Ann
Cord of the Reinforced Plestica/Compwrstes lead of the Scc of
the Plarscs Ind Inc Wtnhrrsgton. D C. 16-20 Feb 1991
(NASA TM-81875 E-7001 Awed NTIS MC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
The ilea of compoartM in tin blade contain of systems a
woriedigatect and the associated structural benefits of the composite
system design are rdanr/sed Two basic types of containment
structures were rnvesligeled The shod finned concept was
evaluated using K"ar/%.poery lamnates for Mrs which were
mounted in 8061 6 aluminum rrsg The ling fm concept
was evaluated with Kesler /epc y 8A14V titanium and 2024 T-3
aluminum fins The unfinned confsguretione coneated ref the
base line &last shoot a cwcumlorontmft onanted aluminum
honeycomb and a Kstdar loth filled rang Results obte •Md show
that a substantial reduction in the fan blade comarnmem system
weigh is possible Minimization of dome" wrthm the engine
orating from impart' rmaraclion between blade dai and this
engine structure is also a and	 M G
491 19471'0 Te.l,on Bell Aerospace Co B."alo N y
AEROELAPTIC AND DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALY
US OF A SLADDER SHROUDED DISK
G C C `. math and it Elchuri Aia, 1980 152 p eh
lConhact NA53 203621
(NASA CA 159728
	
D7536 941001	 4vad	 NTIS
HC AOB, , Mf A01 CSCL 209
The delive ry and demonsbattort of a compute, program to,
rho analysis of aerOelaatK and dynamic props bes is reported
Approaches to flutter and forced vrbralson of mtstursed once
and Iraneiont N r othermoela►licit , ere descnbod	 R C T
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NS1 ISW* # Textron Ben Aerospace Co Buffalo N Y
NASTRAN LEVEL 16 THEORETICAL MANUAL UPDATES
FOR AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF @LADED D13CS
V Elchun and G C C Smith Mar 1980 24 p refs
IConbact NAS3 20382)
(NASA CR )F9823
	
Di536 9410021	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A02IMF A01 CSCL 209
A computer program based on state of the all compressof
and structural technologies applied to Waded shrouded disc v.as
developed and made operational in NASTRAN level 16
Aeroetastrc analyses, modes and flutter Theoretical manual
updates are included	 51
N1111-1194811"# Textron Bell Aerospace Cc Buffalo N Y
NASTRAN LEVEL 16 USER'S MANUAL UPDATES FOR
AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF @LADED DISCS
V Elchun and A M Gallo Mar 1980 167 p eels
IContract NAS3 203821
INASA CR 159824	 02536 941003)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A081MF A01 CSCL 20K
The NASTRAN seroela ►hc and llutte, capabr6ty was extended
to %olve a class of problems assouated with anal flow our
bomacherwa The tapobi itiosa of the program are bnefly dreussed
The aerodynamic data peneer sg to the bladed disc sects. the
/eeo I -ad lerodynamre model the steady esrcthermoslastrc
'de,epn/analyses' formulations, and the modal. Rutter. and
subcntmal roots analyses are defcrt red Sample problems and
their solutions are included
	 R C T.
MS1-1NS2'/ Textron WI Aerospace Cc Buffalo. N Y
IEA@TIIAN LEVEL 16 PROORAMMER'8 MANUAL UPDATES
FOR AEROELAST1C ANALYSIS OF BLADED DISCS
A M Gallo and 8 Dale Mar 190 9 p refs
(Contract NAS3-203821
(NASA-CR-16926.	 D2636-841004)	 Avail	 NTIS
NC A06 /MF A01 CSCL 20K
The programming routwoo for the NASTRAN level
16 propam are presented Particular emphases is placed on M
appNcatan to esroolaattc analyl/a, rreode dwelopment. and Rutter
analyses for turbromacAma blades.
	
R.C.T
M81-1VSi'/ Textron Ball Aerospace Co 8uffelo N Y
NASTRAN LEVEL if DEMONSUATIO14 MANUAL UP-
DATES FOR AEROELA8TIC ANALYSIS OF @LADED
DISC$
V [.Chun and A M Gallo Miller. '. 80 15 p refs
(Contract NAS3 203821
(NASA CR- 16928.	 D2536-9410061
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A02 /MF A01 CSCL 20K
A computer program based on state of the an compressor
and structural technolograe eppred to bladed shrouded dean was
devNoped end made operational -n NASTRAN Wal 19 The
problem$ encompassed Include esrowlenrc enallrses modes and
Rutter The de norstrateon manual updates are deecrtbed L F M
A81 14162 ' Continuous analysis of stresses from arbitrary
surface loads on a half span J C Ben IBattehe Columbus
L At K) I  r or irs. Columbus. OIi-nI Inranlhonal Journal of Solah and
Structures vol 16, no 12, 1980 p 1069 1091 11 rrfs Research
supported by Battelle Memorial trnblute anrd Bell Aerospace Co-.
Contracts No F3M15 72C 1739 No NAS3 17760 No NAS3
21020
A M-e form of elemental surface load on a half space it
introduced_ prrwminq a lluasr-pyramidal var,abon of load which is
dos-tdy better in each of four recurgulse parts of a srl.facr recrangle
AFKrrorrmaboets o f Arbitra ry fwd distributions by sums of sum
rirrrsents are continuous. precewise linear in two directions and wall
adaptable The loads may, be normal of tangential The expthol
sn'utrons obtained for all strew a'sd drspl"mrionr componenh due to
each elemental load involve only elementary funcirom, are Irer of
9.3
43 EARTH RESOURCES
Includes emote sensing of earth resources by aircraft
and spacecraft photogiammetry and aerial photography
For instrumentation see 35 I nsfvumenrarro r and
Photograph,
are compiled for the foreign commodity production forecasting
iFCPFI protect of the agriculture and resources inventory surveys
through aerospace remote sensing program 	 R C.T.
N61-26617'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
DESIGN DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHUCHULI VILLAGE
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM Final Report
Anthony F Ralafeaak, Richard W Vasreek. and Richard Delem!tsrd
May 1961 100 p
[Contract DE-A101-79ET-204851
(NASA-TM-82650. DOE/NASA12 048 5-1 01 Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 108
A stand a.JM photovoltaic IPV) power system for the village
of Schuchuh (Gunsightl Arizona on the Papago Indian Reservation
is a limited energy. all 120 V (dc) system to which loads
cannot be arbitrarily added and consists of a 3 5 kW (peak) PV
array 2380 ampere-hours of battery storage an electrical
equipment building a 120 V Id c ) electrical distributiotl network.
and equipment and automatic controls to provide control power
for pumping water into an existing water system. operating
15 refrigerators. a clothes washing machine a sewing machine.
and lights for each of the homes and communal buildings A
solar hot water heater supplies hot water for the washing machine
and communal laundry Automatic control systems provide voltage
control by limiting the nur..be- of PV strings supplying power
during system operation and battery charging and load manage-
ment for opersting high priority at the expense of low priority
loads as the main battery becomes depleted 	 A R H
N51-13426'0 Houston. Umv Tex. Dept of Mathematics
NUMERICAL TRIALS OF HISSE
Charles Peters and FranF Kampe Principal Investigators 5 Aug
1980 28 p refs Sponsored by NASA. USDA Dept of Commerce.
Dept of Interior and Agency for International Development
ERTS
(Contract NAS9 14689 Prof AgRISTARS)
IE81 10069. NASA CR 160881. SR-HO-004771 Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 02C
The mathematical description and implementation of the
statistical estimation proceJure known as the Houston integrated
spatial / spectral estimator (HISSE) is discussed HISSE is based
on a normal mixture mods: and is designed to take advantage
of spectral and spatial information of LANDSAT data pixels.
utilizing the initial classification and clustering information provided
by the AMOEBA algorithm The HISSE calculates parametric
estimates of class proportions which reduce the error inherent
in estimates de , ;ad from typical classify and count procedures
common to nonperametric clustering algorithms It also singles
out spatial groupings of pixels whic.^ are most suitable for labeling
classes These calculations are designed to sod the analyst/
interpreter in labeling patches with a crop class Jebel Finally.
HISSEb initial perfo r mance on an actual LANDSAT agricultural
ground truth data set is reported 	 E D K.
N81 . 13428'0 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services
Co Inc Houston Tex
NORMAL CROP CALENDARS VOLUMIL 2: THE SPRING
WHEAT STATES OF MINNESOTA, MONTANA, NORTH
DAKOTA. AND SOUTH DAKOTA
William L West, III Principal Investigator Aug 1 980 24 p
refs Sponsored by NASA USDA Dept of Commerce Dept of
Interior. and Agency for International Development ERTS
l Contract NAS9 15800 Prol AgRISTARSI
IE81 10070 NASA CR 160867 SR LO-00485.
LEMSCO 15034 JSC 16814) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 02C
The c r ate crop calendars for the principal spring wheat
producing states within the United States are presented These
crop calendars are an update of those produced for the large
area crop inventory experiment multilabehng task during 1978 and
NS1-13427 * 0 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services
Lo. Inc Houston Tex
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN CROP CALENDAR
SHIFT ALGORITHM FOR ESTIMATION OF SPRING WHEAT
DEVELOPMENT STAGE
D E Ph•nney. Principal Investigator Sep 1980 20 p refs
Sponsored by NASA. USDA. Dept of Commerce. Dept of Interior.
and Agency for International Development ERTS
(Contract NAS9-15800. Prof AgRISTARS)
(E81 . 10071. NASA-CR-160865. SR-LO-00476:
LEMSCO-15115. JSC-16377) Avail. NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 02C
An algorithm for estimating spectral crop calendar shifts of
spring small grains was applied to 1978 spring wheat fields
The algorithm provides estimates of the date of peak spectral
response by maximizing the cross correlation between a reference
profile and the observed multitemporal pattern of Kouth-Thomas
greenness for a field A methodology was developed for estimation
of crop development stage from the date of peak spectral response
Evaluation studies showed that the algorithm provided stable
estimates with no geographical bras Crop development stage
estimates had a root mean square error near 10 days The
algorithm was recommended for comparative testing against
other models which are candidates for use in AgRISTARS
experiments	 ED K
NS1-13425'0 Lockheed Eng.nooring and Management Services
Co. Inc . Houston. Tex
LIMITED AREA COVERAGE/HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURE
TRANSMISSIOr. ILAC/HRPT) TAPE IJ GRID PIXEL
EXTRACTION PROCESSOR USER'S MANUAL
S 0 OBnen, Pnncipal Investigator Sep 1980 14 p Sponsored
by NASA. USDA, Dept of Commerce. Dept of Interior. and
Agency for Intemattonal Development ERTS
(Cantract NAS9-15800. Prot AgRISTARS)
(E81-10072. NASA-CR-160666.EW-LO-00702.
LEMSCO-15326. JSC-18374) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 058
The program. LACREG. extracted all pixels that are contained
in a specific U grid section The pixels. along with a header
record are stored in a disk file defined by the user The program
will extract up to 99 U grid sections	 Author
N61 . 13425'0 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services
Co. Inc. Houston. Tex
LIMITED AREA COVERAGE/HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURE
TRANSMISSION (LAC/HRPT) DATA VEGETATIVE INDEX
CALCULATION PROCESSOR USER'S MANUAL
S O OBrten. Principal Investigator Sep 1980 14 p Sponsored
by NASA. USDA Dept of Commerce. Dept of Imenor and
Agency for International Development ERTS
;Contract NAS9 15900. Prof AgRISTARS)
(E81-10073. NASA-CR-180870. EW-LO.00703.
LEMSCO-115327 JSC-16375) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 08F
The program. LACVIN. calculates vegetative indexes numbers
on limited area coverage/high resolution picture transmission
data for selected IJ grid sections rho IJ grid sections were
previously extracted from the full resolution data tapes and stored
on disk files	 Author
94
C - -Z_
N81 13430'11 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services
Co Inc Houston You
EROS TO UNIVERSAL TAPE CONVERSION PROCESSOR
S 0 08rren Principal Investigator Sap 1980 11 p Sponsored
by NASA USDA Dept of Commerce Dept of Interior and
Agency for International Development ERTS
(Contract NAS9 15800 Prol AgRISTARS)
IEBI 10074 NASA CR 160669 EW LO 00705:
LEMSCO 15357. JSC 1638?I Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 058
The function of the EROS processor is to allow a user to
select a specific area from a full frame LANDSAT image which
is written on tape in the EROS format The area of interest is
read from the EROS formatted tape and converted to the JSC
Universal format and written onto another tape This tape can
then be read by the IMDACS processing system and normal
analysis Can be performed	 Author
NS1 13431'0 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services
Co Inc Houston Tex
NORMAL CROP CALENDARS VOLUME 1: ASSEMBLY
AND APPLICATION Of HISTORICAL. CROP DATA TO A
STANDARD PRODUCT
William L West. 111 .
 Principal Investigato r Aug 1980 21 p
refs Sponsored by NASA USDA Dept of Commerce Dept of
Interior and Agency for International Devrlopment ERTS
(Contract NA59 15800 Prot AgRIST":rS)
IE81 10075 NASA CR 160868 SR LO 00484
LEMSCO 15033 JSC 168131 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 02C
The approach used in the collection collab. rn_ and compilation
of normal crop calendar for the foreign comrnodityr production
forecasting IFCPF1 project of the AgRISTAIS program is
described	 ,. ; H
N81 . 13432'N Lockheed Engineering and Management Services
Co Inc Houston Tex
EVALUATION OF RESULTS OF US CORN AND SOYBEANS
EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT: CLASSIFICATION PRO-
CEDURES VERIFICATION TEST
J G Carnes and J E Baird. Pnncoali inves!rgetore Sep 1980
39 p refs Sponsored by NAS_ U°OA Dept of Commerce.
Dept of Interior and P-Jiti, r 1•der, stional Development
ERTS
(Contract NAS9 15800 Prul ACA. 'A.IS)
(EB1 10076. NASA CR-160873 '. LO 00423
LEMSCO 14386. JSC 163391 Avail NTIS Ir,C A03/MF AOI
CSCL 02C
The classification procedure utilized in making crop proportion
estimates for corn and soybeans tieing remotely sensed data
was evaluated The pntcoJurn was derived during the transition
year of the Large Area ,top Inventory Experiment Analysis of
variance techniques were applied to classifications performed by
3 groups of anaMt% who processed 25 segments selected from
4 agrophysical units IAPU s) Group and APU effects were
assessed to determine factors which affected the quality of the
classifications The classification results were studied to dot irmine
the offoctereness o f the procedure in producing corn and soybeans
proportion wimstes	 A R H
NS1 . 13433'0 Lockheed Engineering and Management Services
Co Inc Houston Tom
LIMITED AREA COVERAGE. HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURE
TRANSMISSION. LAC HRPT TAPE CONVERSION PROCES-
SOR USER'S MANUAL
S 0 08rron Principal Investhtytot Sep 1980 14 p Sponsored
by NASA USDA. Dept of Commerce Dept of Interior and Agency
for International Development ERTS
(Contract NAS9 15800 Prof AgRISTARS)
IEF 1 10077 NASA CR 160871 F  LO 00701
LEMSCO 15325 JSC 163731 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 056
The program LACSEG converts LAC/HRPT data tapes to
the CSC defined Universal format The Universal formatted data
tape is then processed the normal way by the FAS IMDACS
system	 Author
N81 33539'0 Invuonmenidl 14—dich and Technology Inc
Concord Mass
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SFA ICE FEATURES USING
SIDE LOOKING AIRBORNE RADAR tSLAR) AND LANDSAT
IMAGERY Final Report
James l: Barnes and Chnlon J Bowlev Principal Investigators
Cleveland NASA	 Lewis Research Center Ma, 1981 71 p
l ets Original contains imager,, 	 Original photography may be
purchased front
	 EROS Data Center Sioutt Falls S D 57198
ERTS
iContract NAS3 219241
IEBI 10044 NASA CR 165335 P 3970 Fl Avail
HC 404 MF A01 CSCL 08L
A comparative anal ,,sib. of sea ice features was carried Out
using X Band real aperture side looking atibo r ne radar ISLARI
and LANDSAI imagery The SLAR data were collected by the
NASA LeRC C 131 ancrah on lhghis ove r the Markenne Delta
and Prudhoe Barrow Bred% of the southern Beaufort Sea and
the Norton Sound area of the eastern Gering Sea The LANDSAT
date were for dales a+ near as puss,ble to the dales of the
SLAR nnssium the analysis of the data sample available for
the investigation indreales the SLAR imagery ties distinct
advantages over LANDSAI lot idenlifying certain features and
ice IVpes It is further miLcateo trial the capabdd,, for SLAR
observe ice through clouds is essential for art 	 ice
ndotmatrun system	 H C T
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44 ENERGY PRODUCTION AND
CONVERSION
Includes specific energy conversion s ystems a 9 fuel
calls and batteries global sources of energy fossil fuels
silisoohvs.cmi conversion hydroele^tnc power and wind
pow e
For related information see also 07 Aircraft Propulsion
and Pori er 10 Spacec raft Propulsion and Power 28
Propellants and r uels and 85 Urban Technology .eird
Tra-sporropon
NB1 . 11448'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
PERFORMANCE OF A STEEL SPAR WIND TURBINE BLADE
ON THE MOD-0 100 kW EXPERIMENTAL WIND TURBINE
Final Report
Theo G Keith Jr (Toledo Univ I Timothy L Sullivan and Larry
A Vaerns Sep 1980 24 p reh
(Contract EX 76 1 01 1028)
(NASA -TM 81588 DOE/ NASA 1028 27 E-5671 Avail NTIS
HC A02-MF A01 CSCL 108
The performance and loading of a large wend rotor 38 4 m
in diameter and composed of two low cost steel spar blades
were examined Two blades were fabricated at Lewis Research
Center and successfully operated on the Mod 0 wind turbine ar
Plum Brook The blades were operated on a tower on which
the natural bending frequency were altered by Wsci ng the tower
on a leaf spring apparatus It was found that neither blade
performance nor loading were affected significantly by this towai
softening technique Rotor performance exceeded prediction
while blade loads were found to be in reasonable agreement
w'th those predicted Seventy five hours of operation over a
five month period resulte'1 in no deterioration in the Wade
Author
Il  11445'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLE SYSTEM R D
Harvey J Schwartz 17 Sep 1980 15 p refs Presented at
Intern Coref on Transpo rtation Elect r on Dearborn Michigan
15 17 Sep 1960 sponsored by the Vehicle Technol Soc and
Inle t of Elec and Electron Engr tad Soc of Automotiva Engr
slid Inst C' Elsc Engr
(Contract DE A101 77CS 510441
INASA TM 81806 E 599 DOE/NASA/51044-11) Avail
NTIS HC A02 i MF A01 CSCL 108
The w0•k being done to characterize the level of current
p.opulsion technology through component tasting is described
Important interactions t.Itwee n the baltfrry and the propulsion
system will be discussed Component development work
involving f r action motors motor controllers and transmissions
are described and current results are presented Studies of
advanced electric and hybrid propulsion system studies are
summarized and the status of propulsion system development
work supported by the project is described A strategy for fostering
joint industry; government projects for commercialization of
Dropulsion components and systems is described briefly	 TM
fe 12642' National Aeronautics anO Spore Adnunrslration
I rwi^ Research Center (Jeveland Ohio
SOLAR CELL SYSTEM HAVING ALTERNATING CURRENT
OUTPUT Patent
John C tvan3 Jr inventor ito NASAi Issued 12 Aug 1980
6 p F4ert 10 Aug 1979 Ccenimuatfon in part of abominned
US Patent Appl SN 915050 filed 9 Jun 1918
INASA Casa I I W 11806 2 US Patent 4 21 7 633
US Patent AM)i SN 065816 US Patent (lass 363 27
US Patent Class 136 249 US Patent Class 136 291
US Patent Class 183 60 US Patent Gass 363 147
US Patent Appel SN 915050) Avail US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL IDA
A monolithic mullejunction solar cell was modified by
fabricating an integrated ruQnt inverter on the back of the call
to produce a device capable of generating an alternating current
output In another embodiment integrated curcurt power
conlitomng electronics was incorporated in a m. dule containing
a s , )lar cell power supply
Officia l Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
NB1-13M3 s 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Levers Research Center Cleveland Ohio
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS IN THE DOE/NASA
WIND ENERGY PROGRAM
Harold E frleusladter 1980 18 p refs Presented at Symp
on Detection Diagnosis and Prognosis Santa Monica Calif
7 9 Oct 1060, sponsored by NBS
(Contract EX 76 1.0110281
(NASA TM 81603. E-5941 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
108
Four categories of data systems each respond-fill to a distinct
information need are presented The categories are control
technology engineering and performance The focus is on the
technology date system which consists of the following elements
sensors which measure critical parameters such as wind speed
and direction output power blade loads and strains and town
v,brations remote multiplexing units IRMU) mounted on each
wind ;urdne which frequency modulate multiple n and transmit
sensor outputs the .nsirumentaUOn available to record process
and oisplay these signals and centralized computer analysts of
data The RMU characteristics and multiplexing techniques are
presented Data processing is illustrated by following a typical
signal through instruments such as the analog tape recorder
analog to digital convertor data compressor digital tape rocorGer
video (CRT) display and strip chart recorder	 Author
NB1-13464/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
I ewes Research Center Cleveland Ohio
STATUS OF COMMERCIAL PHOSPHORIC ACID F')EL CELL
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Marvin Warshay Paul R P(o ► plus Steven N Simons and Robert
B '.mg 1 981 12 p refs Proposed for presentation at 19th
Aerospace Sci Meeting St Louis 12 15 Jan 1981 sponsored
by AIAA
iContract DE A10379ET 11272)
INASA TM 81641 E 859 DOE/NASA/11272 2) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
In both the electric utility and onsds integrated energy system
applications reducing cost and increasing reliability are the main
technology drivers The longstanding barrier to the atlesnment
of these goals which manifests itself in a numbee of ways was
materials The differences in approach among the three motor
participants iUmted Technologies Corporation Westinghouse
Electric Corpofatfoni Energy Research Corporation and Engelhard
Industries) and their unique technological features mcludinj
electrodes matrices mtercell cooling bipolar /separator plates
electrolyte management fuel selection and system design
phiksophy are discussed	 Author
F481 13466*# National Aeronautics and Space Administrstron
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
IGNITION OF LEAN FUEL-AIR MIXTURES IN A PREMIXING
PREVAPORIZING DUCT AT TEMPERATURES UP TO
1000 K
Robert R la(ene Dec 1980 18 p refs
(Contract DE A101 77CS 510401
INASA TM 81645 E 9356 3 DOE/NASA/51040 19) Avail
NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL 21B
Conditions were d nefmrned in a premixing pievaporizeng fuel
preparation duct at whr;h ignition occurred An sin blast type
fuel injector with nineteen fuel injection points was used to
provide a uniform spatial fuel sin mixture The r ange of inlet
condit-ns whore ignition occurred were inlet au temperatures
of 600 to 1000 K err pressures of 180 to 660 kPa equivalence
ratios (fuel air istio divided by stotchiometnc fuel all rahol from
0 12 to 1 05 and velocities from 3 5 to 30 m/s The duct was
insulated and the diameter was 12 cm Mining lengths were
vaned from 16 5 to 47 6 and residence times ranged from 4 6 to
107 ms The fuel was no 2 diesel Results show a strong
effect of eoutvalence ratio pressure and temperature on the
R ,
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conMtrorns where ignition occurred the data did not fit the
most commonly used model of auto ignition A correlation of
the conditions where ignition would occur which appl y to this
test apparatus over the conditions tested is Ip- VI ph, to the
1 3 power 062 a to the 2804/T power where p is the
pleasure in We V is the velocity in m/e phi is the equivalence
ratio and T is the temperature in K The data scatter was
considerable varying by a maximum value of 5 at a given
temperature and equivalence ratio There was wide spread u,
the autoignitton data contained in the references	 A R H
NS1 14396"# National Aeronautics end Space Administration
Lewis Research Conte, Cleveland Ohio
CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF COAL DERIVED LIQUIDS
Daniel L BUI2an1 and Hobert H Tacna 1981 25 p nets
Presented at 26th Ann Intern Gas Turbine Cont Houston Tex
8 12 Mar 1981 sponsored ble ASME
(Contract DE A101 77ET 10350)
(NASA TM 81594, E 661 DOE/NASA/10350 -21) Avail
NTt -
 HC A02'MF A01 CSCL 108
A noble metal catalytic rear for was tested with three grades
of SHC 2 coal derived liquids naphtha middle ctrstdl rtte arM a
blend of three parts middle dis t illate W one part heavy distillate
A petioleun, derived number 2 diesel fuel was also tested to
provide a direct comparison The catalytic reactor was tested at
inlet temperatures from 600 to 800 K reference volccdres from
10 to 20 m/s. lean fuel are and a pressure tat 3 x 10 to
the 51h power Ps I:cmrpared to the diesel the naphtha gave
slightly better combustion efficiency the noddle distillate was
almusl identical and the middle heavy ttlend was slightly
poorer The coal derived liquid fuels contained from 0 58 to
095 percent nrtiogro by weight Conversion of luel nitrogen to
NOx was appwsunalely 75 percent for all three grades of the
Wall derived IrguidS	 Author
NOT 14397"0 National Arronautncs and Space Adnnmislratioi,
Lew.. Hesrarch (:enter Cleveland Ohio
APPLICABILITY OF ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE HEAT
ENGINES TO SOLAR THERMAL POWER
Donald G Boten,and Odvid G Evans still I Alger 1981
26 It refs Presented at SAE Intern Erg Cungi and Exposition
Detroit 23 21 Feb 1981
IConiract EX 76 A 29 1060)
(NASA TM 81658 E 675 DOE/NASA/10604 1 Avail NTIS
HC A03/ MF A01 CSCL 108
The roquuemems of a solar thermal power system are
reviewed and conpaird with the piedu-tod characteristics of
automobile engines under development A good match is found
in terms tit power level and elleceency when the autaanohile
engines designed for maximum powers of 65 100 kW 187 to
133 hill are operated to file nominal 20 40 kW electric ocdput
reteurement of the safer thermal application At these reduced
piower revels it approm That the autlonotrvr gas turbine and
Sterling eng,no% have the potenial to deliver the 40 - percent
effrc,rncy tria l of the %tier thermal program	 M G
N81 14398'0 Ne % at Aeronautics and Space Admmnstnatiun
I ew- He%earch Center l levelana Ohio
ULTRA LEAN COMBUSTION AT HIGH INLET TEMPERA
TUNES
David N Andoison 1981 20 p refs Presented at 26th
Intern Gas Turbine Cunt Houston Tex 8 21 Mar 1981
sponsured by ASME
(Conusct EC 17 A 31 11011
(NASA TM Fittest) E 677 DOE'NASAr'1011 331 Avail NTIS
HC A112 Mf AU  CSCL 718
Combustion of inlet an tengirriatutei of 1100 to 1250 K
wa% %tudierl fur spnbcation In advarK ell aulumubve ga% turbine
engines Combustion was initiated by the IxN environment and
therefore no external ignition source was used Combustion was
stablbted without a f lamerhulder The tests were performed in a
12 cm dramseler test section at a p,e%swr of 2 5 x 10 to the
Sth power Ps wilt+ reference vol-does of 32 to 60 misec and
at rnaumum combustion tempetatti e, of 1350 to 1850 K
Nurntren 2 diesel fuel wa% irgected by means of a mulhpre source
fuel mirctor Unburned hydrocarbons emissions weir negligrMe
fur all test conditions Nitrogen oudes emissions were lass than
1 9 g N07 kg furl to, combustion temperatures below 1680 K
Carbon nnonoxdde emissions were less than 16 g CO,7kg fuel
for con• bustior, ten,persluces greater than 1600 K inlet are
hamporalures lughe, than 1150 K and residence times greater
than 4 3 nucioseconds
	 Author
N81 14399"0 National Aeronautics and Space Administraton
Lewis Hesoercl, Center Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF FUEL NITROGEN AND HYDROGEN CONTENT
ON EMISSIONS IN HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION
Dav-d A Brttker and Nary W011t.iandt 1981 24 p tots Presented
at 26th Ann Intern Gas Turbine Cool Houston Tex 8 12 Mar
1981 sWnsored by ASMF
(Contract DE A101 77ET 10350)
(NASA TM 81612 E 614 DOE; NASA 10350 19) Avail NTIS
IIC A02'Mf A01 CSCL 108
How the oinlasiuns of nitrogen I . s and carbon monoxide
are affected by (11 the decreased hy,. ,fan content and 121 the
.tic tossed orgaoK nitrogen content of coal derived fuels is
investigated Previous CRT experimental work in a two stage
Iame tube has shown the effrecliveness of rich loan two stage
cumbustion in reducing fuel ndrogen conversion to nitrogen oxides
Previous ther —etrcal work gave preliminary indications that
emissions hands from the flame tube experiment could be
pr,n/rcted by a two stage well %tired reactor wmbu:tof model
using a detailed chemical r pechanrsm for propane onQttion and
nitrogen oxide formation Acktdronal computations are reported
and comparisons with experimental results lot two additional
fuels and a wide range of operating conddeeu,s are given fuels
used in the mudelu,g are pure propane a propano toluene mixture
and pure toluene These give hydrogen contents 18 11 and 9
percent by weight respet lively Fuel tw card nitrogen contents of
0 5 and 1 0 percent were used Results we presented for oxides
of nitrogen and also carbon moncoude concentiatrnns as a function
of pnmaiv equivalence ratio hydrogen content and fool bound
n,lrogen content
	 Author
NS1-1640"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ELECTRONICALLY COMMUTATED do MOTORS FOR
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Edward A Maslowskr 1981 18 p rots Prepared tot presentation
at Soc of Automotive Engr Intern Congi and Exposition Detroit
23 27 Feb 1981
IConlroct DE A101 77CS 51044)
(NASA TM 81654 E 657 DOE/NASA /61044 141 Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 09C
A motor development program to explore the feasibility of
electronically commutated de: motors (also known as brushless)
for electric cars is described Two different design concepts and
a number of design variations based on these concepts wo
discussed One design concept is based on a pe r manent magnet
medium speed machine toted at 7000 to 9000 rpm and powered
via a transistor invertet power conditions( The other concept is
based on a permanent magnet high speed machine toted at
22 000 to 26 000 rpm and powered via a thynslot inverter
power conditronet Test resells are presented tot a medium speed
inoto, and a high speed motor each of which have been fabricated
using samanum cob.." permanent magrat material 	 Author
N91 16456"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NEAR TERA ELECTRIC
VEHICLE (ETV 1) BREADBOARD PROPULSIO.4 SYSTEM
OVER THE SAE J227s DRIVING SCHEDULE D
Noel B Sargent and Miles O Dustin 1981 15 p tots Prepared
for presentation at Sc- of Automotive En`r Intern Con li and
Exposition Detroit 23 27 Fab 1961
(Contract DE A101 77CS 510441
(NASA TM 81664 E 684 DOE NASA/51044 15) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 106
The electric test vehicle one Iffy 11 was t.udt from the
ground up with present state of the art torhoo4ogy Two vehicles
97
were built and are presently, being evaluated by NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) A duplicate set of propulsion system
components was built mounted on a breadboard and delivered
to NASA s Lewis Research Center for testing on the road bad
s-mulator IRLS) Driving cycle tests completed on the system
are described	 E 0 K,
N61 . 1SS28'JI National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
HIGH VOLTAGE PLANAR MULTIJUNCTION Potent
Appll xotwn
J C Evans Jr A T Char inventors (to NASAL and C P
Gorada Filed 24 Dec 1980 15 p
(NASA-Case LEW 13400 1 US Patent App! SN-219677) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
A &War cell which provides high output voltages. comprises
a semiconductor wafer in which a number or array of voltage
generating regions or unit cells are formed Each of the unit
cells has two regions of opposite conductivity type fog, n-
and p r I which are separated by a gap region The unit cells
are connected together by metal contacts so that their outputs
are additive Field regions separated by gaps ovaries, the uhit
calls Cells are formed in both feces of the wafer. a Circular
wafer is employed	 NASA
NB1-1S62S'ry National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
HIGH VOLTAGE V-GROOVE SOLAR CELL Patent AppNca-
tion
John C Evans Jr An To Char and Chandra P Goradis Filed
24 Dec 1980 11 p
(NASA -Case LEW 13401-1 US Patent App) SN 2196761 Avail
fiTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSC I , IDA
The fabrication Of the cell is described The solar coil features
a pluielity of discrete voltage generating regions or unit cells
which are formed in a single generally planar semiconductor
body The unit cells compress doped regions of opposite
conductivity type separated by a gap or endnffused regions Meal
contacts connect adjacent cells together in series so that the
output voltages of the individual cells are additive In some
embodiments doped field regions separated by gaps overlie the
unit cells but the cells may be formed in both faces of the
sealer	 TM
N61 . 1SSS2'jy National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFICIENCY AND
PERFORMANCE LIMITS IN KLYSTRON AMPLzF1ER8 USING
MULTIDIMENSIONAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS; MULTI
STAGE DEPRESSED COLLECTORS: AND THERMIO141G
CATHODE LIFE STUDIES
H G Kosmohl In NASA Johnson Space Canter Solar Power
Satellite Microwave Transmission and Reception Dec 1980
p 206-213 rah (For primary document see N81 16633 07-44)
Avail NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL IDA
An extensive parametric investigation was performed of the
extraction of energy in output gaps of klystron amplifiers using
3 D computer programs Due to complexity of the program which
used a hydrodynamic axially and radially defoimable disk ring
model and the resulting long Computing time the investigation
was limited to the output gap by far ;he most important and
difficult part of the klyr ron interaction Results show that for a
confined flow focused beam throughout the penultlmste cavity
radial velocities remain very small and the boom is highly laminar
It was therefore concluded that possible errors resulting from
treating only the output cavity in 3 D would remain small T M
1111411 15670'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Resea rch Center Cleveland Ohio
PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS FOR 1000 MWo MHD/
STEAM POWER PLANTS
C C P Pan 1 gat 15 p refs Presented at the 19th Aerospace
Sect Meeting. St Loues. 12 . 16 Jan 1961; sponsored by AIM
(Contract DE A101-77ET-107691
(NASA TM -81667 DOE/NASA/ 10769 . 13. E-668) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 106
The effects of MHD generator operating conditions and
constraints on the performance of MHD/steam power plants
are investigated Power plants using high temperature combustion
au preheat (2600 F) and plans using intermediate temperature
preheat (1100 F) with oxygen enrichment are considered
Variations of these two types of power plants are compared on
the basis of fixed total electrical output (1000 MWe) Results
are presented to show the effects of generator plant length and
level of oxygen enrichment on the plant thermodynamic efficiency
and on the required generator mass flow rate Factors affecting
the optimum levels of oxygen enrichment are analyzed It is
shown that oxygen enrichment can reduce magnet stoned
energy requirement
	
Author
N91- 16671'/ NetK"l Aeronautics and Space AdmMnstration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
OFF-DESIGN ANALYSIS OF A OAR TURBINE POWER-
PLANT AUGMENTED BY $TEAM INJECTION LIRINO
VARIOUS FUELS
Robert J Stochl Nov 1980 29 p refs
(NASA TM-81611, F-609) Avail NTIS HC AC3/MF A01 CSCL
108
Results are compared using coal derived Mw and intermediate
heating valve fuel gases and a conventional distillate The results
indicate that steam infwOtlon provde:! substantial increases in
both power and efficiency within N-, svaiiab-z CompreiieOr surge
margin The results also indicate that these performence gains
are relatively insensitive as to the type of fuel Also. in a
cogeneration application, steam inlectton could provide some
degree of flexibility by varying the split between power and
process steam	 T M.
NSl 1S6M'jy National Aai3noutics and Space Administration
Marshall Specs Flight Con , jr, Huntsville Ala
DEVELOPMENT AND T!STING OF HEAT TRANSPORT
FLUIDS FOR USE If ACTIVE SOLAR HEATING AND
COOLING SYSTEMS ' irnel Report
John C Parker Jan 1981 43 p Sponsored in cooperatiun
with DOE Prepared in part by Houston Chemical Corp Corpus
Chrisv. Tex
(Contract NAS8 32255)
INASA TM 823951 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
108
Work on heat t r ansport fluids for use with active solar heating
and cooling systems is described Program objectives and how
they were accomplished including problems encountered during
testing are discussed	 S F
NS1- 17631'/ National Aeronautics and Space Admon.el-ation
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
SPACE PHOTOVOLTAIC RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
1950. HIGH EFFICIENCY. RADIATION DAMAGE AND
BLANKET TECHNOLOGY
1980 395 p rah Conf held in Cleveland 15-17 Oct 1960
(NASA-CP 2169. E-469) Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL
IDA
The application of silicon solar cells are discussed with respect
to then importance in the exploration of space Several aspects
of the techrology associated with the development of photovOltsic
devices are reported Foe indrvduoi titles see N81 17532 through
N81 17576
N81 . 17536'/ National Aeronautics end Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
THE EFFECT OF MINORITY CARRIER MOBILITY VARIA-
TIONS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF HIGH VOLTAGE
SILICON SOLAR CELLS
V G Weue r end M P Godlewskt In its Space Photovoltatc
Res end Technot 1980 p 29 35 refs (For primary document
98
we N81 17631 06-44)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A multistep diffusion processing schedule is described which
allows the attainment of high open circuit voltages in 0 1 ohm/cm
silicon cells The schedule consuls of a deep pnmary diffusion,
followed by an acid etch of emmitter surface which is then
followed by a shallow secondary diffusion A correlation is matte
between the observed voltage increases and the time of primary
diffusion Results indicate that as the primary diffusion time
increases, the voltage rises monotonically 	 FICT
1US1 . 17p41'# National Aeronautics and Space AdminlatraHon
Lowe Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
THEO P' T1CAL RESULTS ON THE DOUSLE- COLLIE CTINO
TANDEM JUNCTION POLAR CELL
Chandra Goradis IClevelond State Unni I. John Vaughn (Cleveland
Slits Unw ) and Coemo R Beraws In its Lewis Research
Canter Space Photovoltaic Res and Technol 1980 p 51-59
refs (For primary *tcument w+ N81-17531 08-44)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF AO, CSCL ',QA
Results of computer calculations using a one dimensional
model of the silicon tandem junction solar cell with both front
and back current collection are presented Using realastcally
achievable geometrical and material parameters. the model
predicts that with base widths of 50 micrometers and
100 micrometers hid base restativnaes between 1 ohm/cm and
20 ohm/cm. beginning of life efficiencies of 14% to 17% and
end of life efficiencies of 12% to 14%. after about seven veers
in synchronous orbit can be obtained	 Author
NS1-17884'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
ANNEALING Of RADIATION DAMAGE IN LOW RESISTIV-
ITY SILICON SOLAR CELLS
I Weinberg and C K Swartz In its Space Photovoltaic Res
and Tochnol	 1980 p 181 . 186 (For primary document see
N81-17 531 08-44)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The reduction of the temperatures required to restore cell
performance after irradiation was investigated with emphasis on
the anneaunr,
 charectenet .s of tv,o groups of cells containing
different amounts of oxygen and Carlson Examination of defect
behavior in irradiated boron doped silicon leads to the tentative
conclusion that further reduction in annealing temperature could
be achieved by decreasing the carbon concentration and erther
neutralizing the diveconcy and/or minimizing its formation as a
result of irradiation A signiftcant reduction in the temperature
required to remove radiation induced degradation in 01 ohm
centimeter silicon solar alts was achieved.
	
A R.H
NSl 17567'jy National Aeronautics and Sipace Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
RADIATION DAMAGE IN SILICON NIP SOLAR CELLS
I Wsir.berg C Goredra (Cleveland State Univ ). C K Swartz.
and h M Hermann In its Space Photovoltaic Res and Technol
1760 p 199-206 refs IFoi primary document see NS1-17531
06 44)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF AW CSCL 10A
The performance parameters of n( • 1 p p( a ) silicon solar
calls of varying thicknesses with boron doped p base resrstrvnies
of 1250 and 84 ohm centimeters were determined High injection
theory was used to analyze the sxperimontal data Results from
an analysis of open circuit voltages show a much greater
contribution to V(oc) from the back junction then is the caw
for the lower resistivity in common ufe The base minonty,
carrier dietribution is see n to be significant in determining the
contribution of VfBI the base contribution to Vloc) Although
VIBI is small its value increases with increasing radiation Ruence
In this connection it is noted that with illumination from the
pi • ) side the sign of V(8) becomes positive and V(B) iiiii
becomes an additive term to Vloc) Diffusion lengths determined
under high injection conditions tae significantly greater then those
obtaina l under low injection while damage coefficients under
low injection of* higher then those obtained under high injection
conditions	 A R.N
NS1-17651'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
GaAs HOMOJUNCTI rN SOLAR CELL DEVELOPMENT
Dennis .I Flood, Clifford K Swartz. and Russell E Hart. Ji In
its Some Photovoltaic Res and Technol 1980 p 239.247
rots IFor primary document sea N81 -17531 Oft-44)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The Lincoln Laboratory n( . I/y/p( i ) GaAs shallow homolunc
tion all structure was successfully demonstrated on 2 by 2 cm
GaAs substrates Air mas+ zero efficiencies of the sewn calls
produced to dais range from 13 6 to 15 6 percent Current voltage
II-V) characteristics. spectral response. and measurements were
made on all sewn cells Preliminary analysis of 1 MeV slectroq
radiation damage data indicate excellent radiation resistance tot
these cells
	 Author
N81 . 178M'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
PROTON RADIATION DAMAGE IN SULP N-GaAs
D C Liu. J W Blue, D J Flood, and W E Stanching In its
Space Photovoltaic Res and Technol 1980 p 286-275 refs
Prepared in cooperation with Notre Dome Unrv. Ind. (For primary
document see N81 17531 06-44)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Bulk samples of To-doped n-type GaAs were irradiated using
10 MaV to 24 MeV protons to fluences between 2 x 10 to the
11th power protons/sq cm and 2 it 10 to the 14th power
protons/eq cm Majority carrier electrical effects were measured
using the vanderPauw techniques end it was observed that
radiation damage was minimal at the 10 to the 11th power
proton/eq cm fluence For the higher Ruencee, corner removal
was proportional to Delta E/Delta x for the protons indicating
ionization interactions between the protons and atoms Thermal
annealing was observed at 155 C
	
Author
NS1 . 17871'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN LIGHTWEIGHT SOLAR CELL
MODULES
J U Broder and A F Forestien In its Space Photovoltaic Res.
and Technol 1980 p 345-349 refs IFor primary document
see N81-17531 OB-44)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Two types of lightweight solar all modules were prepared
Tha goal is to achieve a module with a power to wtright ratio
of 350 wefts per kilogram Both structures use thin cells
approximately 50 micrometers thick and glees covers ap-
proximately 75 micrometers thick In one structure the glass is
bonded to the module using 93 . 500 silicone odhoents. while
the other relies on heat and pressure bonding using FEP as the
adhesive Specific powers of about 335 watts per kilogram were
achieved	 J M S.
NS1-11{81'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio
IMPROVED THERMIONIC ENEROV CONVERTER{ Is to
ApIMoetJon
James F Morris inventor Ito NASA) Filed 19 Feb 1981
11 p
INASA Coils LEW-12443 . 1. US Patent Appl SN 235797) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The of ooricy of thermionrc energy conveners to improved
by reducing plasma losses This is achieved by internal distribution
of tiny slsonad Cesium diodes driven by the therms: gradient
between the primary emitter end the collector The tiny aliened
diode distribution comprises protrusions of the emitter motorist
from the main emitter face which contact the main Collector
fag thermally but not electrcalt% , The main collector ends of
the protrusions are separated from the main collector by a thin
layer of insulation such as aluminum oxide The diode affect
will increase with the use of metals that adsorb cesium lies
really for the mom smatter ends of the tiny protrusions and
metals that odsorb cesium more readily for the main collector
ode of the protrusions	 Author
99
►_r
N21 216/6'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ACCEPTANCE TESTS AND MANUFACTURER RE-
LATIONSHIPS FROM THE 20A H STANDARD CELL DATA
Harold F Lsibeckl In NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
The 1980 Goddard Space Flight Center Battery Workshop Mar
1981 p 243 . 265 (For primary document we N91 -21493 12.44)
Avail NTIS HC A19/MF A01 CSCL IOC
Seventeen performance tests were used to classify spacecraft
battaries in four standard groups established by manufacturers
Tests included capacity delivered values, end of charge voltage
values and internal shorts Variance ratios are hated 	 S F
N81-21 637"I111 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
THE NASA-LERC WIND TURBINE SOUND PREDICTION
CODE
Larry A Voisin&
	 1981	 10 p refs Presented at Second
DOE/NASA Wind Turbine Dyn Workshop Cleveland 24 . 26 Feb
1981
(Contract DE A101 76ET 20366)
(NASA TM81737 DOE/NASA/20366 1 E-808) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 108
Development of the wind turbine sound prediction code began
as part of an effort understand and reduce the noise generated
by Mod 1 Tone sound levels predicted with this code are in
good agreement with measured data taken in the vicinity Mod 1
wind turbine (less than 2 rotor diameters) Comparison in the
far field indicates that propagation effects due to terrain and
atmosphcnc conditions may amplify the actual sound levels by
6 d6 Parametric analysis using the code shows that the
predominant contributors to Mod 1 rotor noise are (1) the velocity
deficit in the wake of the support lower (2) the high rotor
speed. and (3) off optimum operation 	 SF
N81 . 22484"o National Aeronautics and Space Adm•nistratrnr.
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
ADVANCED INORGANIC SEPARATORS FOR ALKALINE
BATTERIES AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME Patent
APPNoatlon
Dean W Sh*.bley inverior (to NASAI Filed 27 Feb 1981
16 p
(NASA Case LEW 13171 1 US Patent AppISN 238790) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
A method of looming a flexible porous battery separator
comprising a costing applied to a porous. flexible substrate is
discussed The costing comprises (11 a thermoplastic rubber
based resin which is insWuble and unreactive in the alkaline
electrolyte (2) a polar organic plasticizer which is reactive with
the alkaline electrolyte to produce a reaction product which
contains a hydroxyl group and/or a carboxylic acrd group and
(31 a mixture of polar particulate filler materials which are
unreactive with the electrolyte The mixture comprises at least
one last filler material wherein the volume of the mixture of
filler materials is less than 45% of the total volume of the fillers
and the binder the filler surface area per gram of binder is
about 20 to 60 so m/gr and the amount of plestrcuer to sufficient
to coat each filler particle
	
NASA
1 11181 22472'0 National Ae:onsutics and Space Admrmsttabon
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMPARISON OF UPWIND AND DOWNWIND ROTOR
OPERATIONS OF THE DOE NASA 100-kW MOD-O WIND
TURBINE
John C Glasgow Dean R Miller and Robert D Corrigan 1981
12 p refs Presented at the 2nd DOE/NASA Wind Turbine
Dyn Workshop Cleveland 24 26 Feb 1901
(NASA TM 81744 E 798 DOE/NASA1028 31) Avail NTIS
HC A02!MF A01 CSCL 100
Three aspects of the lest results are compared rotor blade
bending loads rotor teete r response and nacelle yew moments
As a result of the lose it is shown that while mean flatwise
bending moments were unaffected by the placement of the rotor
cyclic flatwvise bending tended to increase with wind speed for
the downwind roto r while remaining somewhat uniform with
wind "ad for the upwind roto r reflecting the effects of increased
flow disturbance for a downwind rotor Rotor taster response
was not significantly affected by the rotor location relative to
the tower but appears to reflect reduced taster stability nas.
rated wmd speed for both configurations Teeter stability appears
to return above wind Wood. however Nrcelle yaw moments
are higher for the upwind rotor bill do not indicate significant
design problems for *.that conhgu, aion 	 T M
N81- 224701 / National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS FOR 200 . 1000 MWe
MHO/STEAM POWER PLANTS
Peter 1 Steiger 1981 11 p refs Presented at the Nineteenth
Symp on the Eng Aspects of Magnetohy 4-odyn . Tullahoma.
Tent 15-17 Jun 1981
(NASA-TM-811 7 9. DOE/NASA/ 10789 . 16 E-538) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 109
The effects of MHD generator length. level of or/gen
enrichment and oxygen production power on the performance
of MHD/steam power plants ranging from 200 to 1000 MW in
elecaical output are investigated The plants considved use
oxygen enriched combustion air preheated to 1 100 F Both plats
in which the MHD generator is cooled with low temperature
and pressure boiler feWwater and plants in which the generator
is cooled with high temperature solid pressure boiler hodwater
are considered For j.,ants uang tow emperatur boiler teed-
water for generator cooling the maximum thermodynamic
efficiency is obtained with shorter generator rand n lower level
of oxygen enrichment com„and to plants using high temperature
boiler feedwator for generator coolinj, The 9anaralor length at
which the maximum plant efficiency occur increases with power
plant size for plants with a generator cooled by low temperature
feedwater Ala/ shown is the elationship of the magnet stored
energy requirement of the generator length and the power plant
performance Possible cost/performance tradeoffs between
magnet cost and plant performance er indicated	 Author
NBl•22477 0 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
REVIEW OF BTAND-ALONE PHOTOVOLTAIC APPLICATION
PROJECTS SPONSORED B y US DOE AND US AID
William J Bifeno 196 1, 12 p refs Presented at the Ann	 I
Cent of the Am Sect of the Intern Soler Energy Soc . Inc.
Philadelphia 26-30 May 1991
(Contract DE A101 79E1 204951
(NASA-TA1-01738 DOE/NASA/20485 . 9. E -809) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IOA
Esfeironce with tic photovoltaic systems (without backup
power) and ranging in output from 23 to 3 600 peak wi in
a wide range of environmental conditions and with a wide range
of insoistion is described Cooperation of NASA with other
gcvemment agencies resulted in the installation o r an err pollution
rtWrotof in New Jersey. a seismic sensor in Hawaii power
lookout lowers in national forests in California an electric power
system for a Papego Indian village in Arizona and a power
system for a grain mill and water pump in Tanger ine. Upper	 i
Volta Significant operational results are discussed and system
reliability is assessed for the 20 experiments, systems installed
since 1976 Additional systems to be installed oversees ate 	 Ihighlighted and economic factors are considered 	 A R H
N81 . 2247Se / National Aeronautics and Specs Administration
Lewis Reveerch Canter, Cleveland Ohio
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SILICON WAFER
SURFACE ROUGHNESS AND ITS EFFECT ON THE FULL
STIIENGTH OF PLATED METALS
Guy D Spree 1961 8 p tats Presented at the 15th Photovoltaic
SpeCrNrsts Coif Kissimmee Fla 12 15 May 1981
INASA-TM-61763 E 8261 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
t0A
Plated silicon wafers with surface roughness ranging from
04 to 130 micrornchad wets subjected to tensile pull strength
tens Electroless Ni/slectrolees Cu/elect r oplated Cu and
100
elxtroless No/ electroplated Cu were the two types of olate
cont"Is tested It was found that smoother surfaces hod higher
pule strengt ti than rougher chemically etched surfaces The
presence of IM electroleas Cu layer was found to be important
to adhesion The mode of fracture of the contact as it left the
silicon was studied and it was found that in almost all cases
separation was due to fracture of the bulk .Alton phase The
correlation between surface roughness and mode of contact failure
is presented and interpreted	 Author
N81-23085*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
A NONLINEAR PROPULSION SYSTEM SIMULATION
TEHNIOUE FOR PILOTED SIMULATORS
James R Mih.loew 1981 14 p refs Presented at the 121h
Ann Pittsburgh Conf on Modelling and Simulation 30 Apr -
1 May 1981 sponsored by IEEE IBA SCS SMCS
(NASA TM 82600 E 847) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
In the past propulsion system simulations used in flight
simulators have been extremely simple This resulted in a loss
of to isaltsm since significant engine and aircraft
interactions were neglected and important internal engine
parameters were not computed More detailed propulsion system
simulators are needed to pwmd evaluations of modern aircraft
propulsion systems in a simulated flight enrronment A real
time digital simulation technique has been developed which
pruvedes the capaodities needed to evaluate propulsion system
performance and aircraft system interaction on manned flight
simulators A paramete r correlation technique is used with real
and pseudo dynamics in a stable integration convergence loop
The technique has been applied to a muttrvanable proputsrot
system for use in a pilule d NASA flight simulator p.ogram Cyc e
time is 2 0 ms on a Univac 1 1 10 computer and 5 7 ms on t to
simulator computer a Xerox Sigma 8 The model is stable i nd: lator
 with time steps up to 50 ins The program evalutiod
the simulation technique and the propulsrr system digital cor;rpl
The simulation technique and model used in that program are
described and results from the simulation are presented A,,thor
NS1 231BS'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Low- ,, Research Center Cleveland Ohio
TRACTION O f"VE FOR CRYOGENIC BOOST PUMP
Scott Meyer and R E Cunne!ly Mar 1981 23 p refs
(NASA TM 81704 E 730) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21H
Two versions of a Nasvytis multiroller iraciron drive were
tested in liquid oxygen for )oesiblo application as cryogenic boost
pump speed reduction drives for advanced hydrogen oxygen rocket
engines The roller drive with a 108 1 reduction ratio was
successfully run at up to 70000 rpm input speed and up to
14 9 kW 120 hpl input power level Three drive assemblies were
tested lot a total of about three hours of which approximately
one hour was at nominal full speed and full power conddions
Peak efficiency of 60 percent was determined There was no
evidence of slippage between tillers for any of the conditions
tested The ball drive a version using balls instead of one row
of rollers and having a 3 25 1 reduction ratio failed to perform
satisfactorily	 M G
N91 23206'1 Natinnel Aeronautics and Space Admintstvtinn
Lew% Research Center Cleveland Ohio
INEXPENSIVE CROSS LINKED POLYMERIC SEPARATORS
MADE FROM WATER SOLUBLE POLYMER&
I. Chen Hsii o+d Dean W SA*rbley 1979 16 p Fels Presented
et Ann Meeting of the f lec poch*m Sot Inc Los Angeles
14 19 Oct 1979
(NASA TM 81819 1 7871 Avail NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL
070
Polyvinyl akohol IPVAI croashnked chemically with aldehyde
r eagents produces membranes which deraonsUate co- rlrt^on
-esislance dimensional stability low ionic Feststrvdy loss
diffusively and low tint dandnte panotnation Fate which make
there suitatne for use as a lkaline battery separator Their are
intrinsically low in cost and environmental health and safety
problems associated with commercial production apntar minimal
Preparation property men5uremenls and cell lest results in Ni In
and Ag /2n tolls air described and discussed	 Author
NS1-23243'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMBUSTION SYSTEM PROCESSES LEADING TO COR-
ROSIVE DEPOSITS
Carl A Stearns Fred J Kohl and Daniel E Rosner l y al* Unn,
 1
1981 25 p refs Presented at the NACE Intern Conl on
High Temp Corrosion San Diego Calif 2 . 5 Me, 1981
tConttect EF 77-A 01 2593)
(NASA TM 81752 DOE/NASA/2593-27 E 744) Avail NTIS
HC A02/' IF A01 CSCL I IF
Degr Jalion of turbine engine hot gas path components by
high temperature corrosion can usually be associated with deposits
even though other factors may also play a significant role The
ongms of 1M corrosive deposits are traceable to chemical reactions
which take place during the combustion process In IM case of
hot corrosion/sulfidatron sodium sulfate was established as the
deposited corrosive agent even when none of this salt enters
the engine directly The sodium sulfate is formed during the
combustion and deposition processes from compounds of sulfur
contained in the fuel as low level impurities and sudrum
compounds such as sodium chloride ingested with intake art
In other turbine and power generation situations corrosive
and/or fouling deposits can result from such metals as Il. .tassium
non, calcium vanadium magnesium and silicon 	 Author
N41 23244'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
THE FRACTURE MORPHOLOGY OF NICKEL BASE SUPER-
ALLOYS TESTED IN FATIGUE AND CREEP-FATIGUE AT
660 C
John Gayda and Robert V Miner Apr 1981 26 p refs
(NASA TM 81740 E 793 ) Avail NTIS HC A03!MF A01 CSCL
I I F
The fractu re surfaces of compact tension specimens from
seven nickel base superalloys fatigue tested at 650 C were studied
by scanning electron microscopy and optical metallography to
determine the nature and morphology of the crack surface in
the region of stable growth Crack propagation testing was
performed as part of an earlier study at 650 C in an using a
033 Ht fatigue cycle and a creep fatigue cycle incorporating e
900 second dwell at maximum load In fatigue alloys with a
grain sue greater than 20 micrometers HIP Astrology Waspaloy
and MERL 76 exhibited transgranulai fracture MERL 75 also
displayed numerous fracture sites which were associated with
boundaries of prior powder panicles the two high strength.
line grain alloys IN 100 and NASA 118 7 exhibited intergranular
ItWur* Rene 95 and HIP plus forged Astrology displayed a
mixed failure mode that was transgranular in the coarse grains
and mtengranular in the fine grains Under creep letigve conditions
fiecture was found to be predominantly intergranuler in ell seven
alloys	 L F M
N41 23246 % 0 National Aeronautics and Space Admm4ttation
Lewis Research Centel 	 Ohio
SYNERGISTIC EROSION CORROSION OF SUPERALLOYS
IN PFB COAL COMBUSTOR EFFLUENT
S M Bentord G R Zellers and C E Lowell 1981 27 p
tots Presented at 82d Ann Meeting of the Am Cater. Six
Chicago 28 30 Apr 1981
INASA•TM 81715 E 7481 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
ttF
Two Ni ba ►*rf superelloys were *%posed to the high velocity
effluent of a ptessu, ited fluduod bed coal combustor Targets
were 15 cm diameter totots operating at 40 000 tpm and small
flat plate specimens Above an elusion Sat* threshold the targets
war• eroded to flare metal 1ho p',esence of accele r ated a n tdation
u tower *cosron rates suggests etosron cor rosion synergism
Various mechanisms which may ca+tnbute to the observed oxide
101
growth enhancement include erosive rer • ovsl of protective oxide
layers. oxide and subsurface cracking anr! c. , innical interaction
with sulfur in the gas srw deposits thrar damaged surface
layers	 Author
N81 23278'# National Aeronautic- and Space ldmansnation
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Oh.
TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AND HERMAL STABILITY
OF VARIOUS TYPES OF POLYIMIDE .:ILMS
Robert L FLs aro 1981 23 p refs Propn^mcl fcr Presentation
at Joint Lubrication Conf New Orleans, 4 . 7 Oct 1-381. aronsortid
by Am Snc of Lubrication Engr
(NASA TM 91765 E 710) Avail NTIS HC A02'MF A01 CSCL
07C
Thermal exposure experiments at 315 and 3bO C weie
conducted on seven different types of polyir is films to deter-nine
which was the m%st ,hermally stable and adne r er. The polyimides
were ranked acr.ording to the rate W sonic' they lost weight
and how well they adhe 1 to the metallic substrate Fnc' in
and wear experiments were conducted at 25 C iroom temperer i a)
on films bonded to 440C H1 sta nfess steel Friction. film wear
rates wear mechanisms, and t^3nsfer films o' the seven films
were investigated and co l ic-4: i ­ r polyimides were found to
411 into two groups as far as friction and wear properties were
concerned Group one had low- .ricticw bui an order of mcgnitude
higher film wear rate than :.id grow- 'r ^ The wear mechanism
was predominately adfrsive bu' 	 y site of the wear oarlicles
were larger for gir, i p p': po'nintuas	 Author
NS1-'.3411'# Nationar Aerone.ucs and Sp.ce Administration
Lees research Center Cleveland Ohio
PROLONGING THERMAL BARRIER COATED SPECIMEN
LIFE BY THERMAL CYCLE MANAGEMENT
Robert C Hendricks. G McDonald. and Nicholas P Poolos
(Harvard Unry 1 1981 12 p refs Presented at the Intern
Conf on Met Coatings. San Francisco. 6 10 Apr 1981 sponsored
by the Am Vacuum Soc
(NASA TM-81742. E-795) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
200
Measurements were made of the rate of increase in
temperature of a Zr02 BY203 thermal barrier coated (TBC)
specimen for various values of fuel/air IF/A) ratios when the
specimen is exposed to a 0 3 Mach burner flame For rod
specimens in a carousel the heating rates increased with IF/A)
ratio and were higher at the inwr,,Z facing surface for a given
IF/A) Plate specimens were mere sensitive to burner variations
Calculated results tae given for the radial stress in the coated
rod specimens for variations in (F/AI ratios from 0 04 to 0 065
Over this range. the radial siruss varies from 4 3 to 5 3 MPs
The results indicate that controlling the hosting rate of a TBC
by controlling the Ili ratio offers a potential method to
prolong TBC cyclic Ide. uncontrolled (F/A) ratios wall produce
scatter in exp e rimental results Geometric arrangement can have
an equivalent effect but is usually fired by design 	 R C T
1491-23419'# National Aeronautics and Spec@ Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
ASBESSMENT OF VARIATIONS IN THERMAL CYCLE LIFE
DATA OF THERMAL BARRIER COATED RODS
Robert C Hendricks and G McDonald 1981 13 p refs Presented
at the Intern Conf on Met Coatings. San Francisco. 6 . 10 Apr
1961 sponsored by the Am Vacuum Soc
INASA-TM-8174]. E 796) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20D
An analysis of thermal cycle life data for 22 thermal barrier
coated ITBC) specimens was conducted The Zr02 BY203/ NiCrAIY
plasms spray coated Rene 41 rods were tested in a Mach 0 3 Jet
A/air burner flame All specimens were subtected to the some
coating and subsequent test procedures in an effort to control
three parametric g r oups material properties geomei ry and heat
flux Statistically the data sample space had a moon of 1330
cycles with a standard deviation of 520 cycles The data were
described by normal or log normal distributions but other models
could also apply the sample size must be increased to clearly
delineate a statiotrcal failure model The statistical method3 were
also applied to adhesive/ cohesive strength data for 20 TBC discs
of the same composition. with similar results The temple space
had a mean of 9 MPs with a standard deviation of 4 2 MPs
R C T
N81 . 23438'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
AN INTEGRATED EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS SYSTEM WITH
SELF-CONTAINED DATA PROCESSING AND AUTOMATIC
CAU814ATION
R C Anderson and R L Summ to 1981 15 p refs Presented
at the Aerospace/Test Mess :vmp. Indianapolis 2730 Apr
1981 sponsored by Instrument Soc of Am
(NASA TM 81592. E-786) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
14B
An integrated gas analysis system designed to operate in
automatic, semiautomatic and manual modes from a remote
control panel is described The system measures the carbon
monoxide oxygen, water vapor, total hydrocarbons carbon dioxide.
and oxides of nitrogen A pull through design provides in
creased reliability and sliminatss the need for manual flow rate
adjustment and pressure correction The system contains two
microprocessors to range the analyzers calibrate the system.
process the raw data to units of concentration and provides
information to the facility research computer and to the
operator through terminal and the control panels Miller initial
setup the system operates for several hours without significant
operator attention	 EAA
N61-23482'# National Aeronautics and Space Adm.ustratoon
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
NASA FIVE-BALL FATIGUE TESTER: 011:1111 20 YEARS OF
RESEARCH
Erwin V Zaretsky, Richard J Parker. and William J Anderson
1981 57 p refs Presented at the Intern Symp on Contact
Rolling Fatigue Testing of Beating Steel. Phoenix. Ariz. 12-
14 May 19131, sponsored by the Am Soc for Testing and
Mster
(NASA TM 82589, E-720) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
148
Studies ware conducted to determine the effect on rolling-
element fatigue life of contact angle material hardness. chemistry
heal treatment and processing lubricant type and chemistry.
elastohydrodynamic film thickness deformation and wear. vacuum.
and temperature as well as Herizian and residual stresses
Correlation was established between the results obtained using
the five bell tester and those obtained with full scale rolling-
element bearings
	 E.D.K.
N81 . 23"G* # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
MEGA18 - COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ANALYSIS AND
EXTRAPOLATION OF STRESS-RUPTURE DATA
C Robert Ensign May 1981 46 p refs
(NASA TP 1809 E 4951 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
7.0K
The computerized form of the minimum commitment method
of interpolating and extrapolating stress versus time to failure
data MEGA16 is described Examples are given of its many
plots and tabular outputs for a typical set of date The program
assumes a specific model equation and then provides a family
of predicted isolhermals tot any set of data with at least
12 stress rupture results from three different temperatures spread
over reasonable stress and time ranges It is written in FORTRAN
4 using IBM plotting subroutines and its runs on an IBM
370 time sharing system	 M G
102
s
F11111111111 23490'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
LUBRICATION FUNDAMENTALS
Bernard J Hamrock Apr 1981 6 p refs
(NASA TM-81762. E 8251 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11H
A lubricant is any substance that is used to reducer friction
end worst ano to provide smooth running and a satisfactory life
for machine components Lubrication fundamentals are discussed
and the various lubrication mechanisms are defined These include
hydrodynamic elostohydrodynamic mixed boundary and extiama
pressure Before the various Iubricatror. mechanisms are presented
it is desirable to define confo. mal and non^onformal s- daces
JMS
NS1-23605'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Ohio
RESPONSE OF NICKEL TO ZINC CELLS TO ELECTRIC
VEHICLE CHOPPER DISCHARGE WAVEFORMS
Robert L Cataldo 1981 10 p refs Presented at the Ele.:
Vehicle Council Symp 8 Baltimore. 21-23 May 1981. sponsored
by the Elec Vehicle Council
(Contract DE-AIO1 77CS-51044)
(NASA TM-81713. DOE/NASA/51044 . 16. E-746) Avail
NTIS HC A01/MF A01 CSCL 10C
The preliminary results of simulated electric vehicle Chopper
controlled discharge Of a Nickel/Zinc battery shows delivered
energy increases of 5 to 25 percent compared to constant current
discharges of the some average current The percentage increase
was a function of chopper frequency the ratio of peak to
average current and the magnitude of the discharge current
Because the chopper effects are of a complex nature electric
vehicle battery/speed controller interaction must be carefully
NS1 23609'# National Aeronautics and Space Admin•st-lion
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF CATALYTIC COMBUS-
TION WITH HEAT REMOVAL AT NEAR STOICNIOMETn:C
CONDITIONS
Daniel L Bulzen 1980 16 p refs Presented at t i re 4th
Workshop on Catalytic Combust Cincinnati, 14 15 Pviav 1980
(Contract DE-A101 77CS 51040)
(NASA TIM 81748 DOE/NASA/5104n
 23 E 814) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Two concentric tube configurations were tested Tests were
conducted at an inlet pressure of 150000 Pa inlet fuel air
mixture temperatures from 780 to 960 K. combustion air flow
rates from 0 78 to 1 5 g/s. equivalence ratios up to 0 90 and
a range of cooling air flow rates Propane and propylene fuels
were used Both configurations used air Rowing through the
center tube for cooling and combustion in the annulus on the
catalytic surface One configuration had the catalyst applied to
the outside surface of the inner tube Conversion of the fuel
was very low for this configuration The other configuration had
the catalyst applied to the inside surface of the outer tube
Conversion of the fuel was considerably better in this configura-
tion	 TM
FIS1 . 23610'# National Aeronsu:ics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF ACOUSTIC OSCILLA-
TIONS IN AN H2 02 FIRED HALL GENERATOR
Ban Phillips 1981 13 p refs Presented at the 19th Symp
on the Eng Aspects of Magnetohydrodyn Tullahoma Tenn
15 17 Jun 1981
(Cot., act DE A101 77ET 107691
(NASA TM 81756 DOE/NASA/ 10769-15 E-8191 Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Burner pressure osullations and mterelectrode voltage
oscillations measured in an open cycle supersonic flow Mall
generator are presented The ionized gas for the channel was
supplied by seeding the approximately 1 lb/sac of hydrogen
Oxvwv^ Combustio n products with cesiu m Since both the
burner and the channel were located within magnetic fields
exceeding 4 Tesla during operation an infinite probe pressure
measurement technique *AL used to ressure burner pressure
oscillations Calibration of the burner pressure transducer using
a resonance tube technique is presented Evidence is pre anted
for the existence of the first longitudinal mode of oscillations
(5000 Hr) within the burner Interelectrode voltage oscillations
were simultaneously measured al two separate axial stations
The magnitude change and the phase shift between the two
signals was interpreted as a decaying magnatoacoustic wave
driven by the burner that propagates at local gas plus sonic
velocities The amplitude of the electrical voltage oscillations at
the start of the power producing region of the channel varied
with the magnetic field This variation is compared with the
results of a simple perturbation snallrsis Arguments are presented
for using an unsteady model for analyzing wave processes in
channels	 Author
NS1-23611'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter. Gevelend. Ohio
ASSESSMENT OF DISK MHD GENERATORS FOR A SASE
LOAD POWERPLANT
Donald L Chubb. F D Retallick (Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Pittsburgh). C L Lu (Westinghouse i:lectnc Corp Pittsburgh).
M Stella (Westinghouse Electric Ccrp. Pittsburgh). J D Teare
(MIT) W J Loubsky (MIT). J F Louis (MIT), and B r trio
IMIT) 1981 17 p refs Presented at the 19th Symp in
Engr Aspects of Magnetohydrodyn , Tullahoma. Tenn . 16-17 Jun.
1981
(Contract DE A101 77ET-107691
(NASA-TM-82609 DOE/ NASA/ 10769 . 17. E-649) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Results from a study of the disk MHD generator are presented
Both open and closed cycle disk systems were investigated.
Costing of the open cycle disk components (nozzle, channel.
diffuser. radiant boiler, magnet and power management) was
N61 . 23625'M National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis ;,esea(ch Center Cleveland Ohio
THE EFFECT OF MINORITY CARRIER MOBILITY VARIA-
TIONS ON SOLAR CELL SPECTRAL RESPONSE
V G Warier M P Godlewski and R J Tnvisonno 1981
12 p refs Presented at the 15.h Photovoltaic Spec Conf
Kissimmee. Fla 12 15 May 1981 sponsored by the IEEE
iNASA TM 82604 E 852) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
IDA
Analysis of multistep diffused high voltage 0 1 ohm-cm solar
cells suggests that the increased voltage capability of these calls
is correlated with localized variations in the base minority
carrier mobility An attempt to calculate the behavior of those
cells revealed unexpected results It is shown contrary to what
was expected that spatial variations in the mobility effects severe
changes in the short circuit current and the spectral response
Variations in cell output as a result of imposing abrupt linear,
and exponential mobility variations are presented
	
Author
N$1 23626'f1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
PERFORMANCE OF HIGH RESISTIVITY n • pp • SILICON
SOLAR CELLS UNDER 1 MeV ELECTRON IRRADIATION
I Weinberg C Goradrs C K Swartz and A M Hermann 1961
12 p refs presented at the 15th Photovoltaic Specialists C7nf.
Kissimmee, Fla 12-15 May 1981 sponsored by the IEEE
INASA TM-82610 E 856) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
IDA
High resistivity (1250 and 84 ohm cm) nl • )ppl • 1 silicon
solar calls were irradiated and their performance eveluateJ as a
function of fruence The greatest degradation in power occurred
for the higher resistivity call The data were analysed under upon
circuit conditions and the components of V sub oc jeterrnined
as a function of fluent• It was found that the voltage contributions
from the front and back junctions decreased while the base
component IV sub B) increased with fluence The anomalous
behavior of V sub 8 was attributed to an incraam in the base
minority carrier gradient with fluence An argument that the
increased power degradation in the 1250 ohm cm calls was
attributable to an increased voltage drop in the base i t
 presented
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Diffusion lengths calculated untie, high injection conditions were
signifwantly greater than those determ r ied under low injection
This was attributed to a saturation ul recombination centers
under nigh injection conditions
	
Author
F181-23927'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
REDUCED ANNEALING TEMPtRATURES IN SILICON
SOLAR CELLS
I Weinberg and C K Swartz 1961 10 p refs Presented at
the 15th Photovoltaic Spec Conf Kissimmee. Fla . 12 15 May
1981 sponsored by the IEEE
INASA TM 82597. E 842) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSC:
l0A
Calls irradisted toe fluence of 5x10000000000000/square
cm showed short circuit current on annealing at 200 C. with
complete annealing occurring at 275 C Cells irradiated to
1 00 000 000 000 000/square cm showed a reduction in
annealing temperature from the usual 500 to 300 C Annealing
kinetic studies yield an activation energy of 11 5 • or 2) eV
for the low fluence low temperature anneal Comparison with
activation energies previously obtained indicate that the presently
obtained activalunn energy is consistent with the p r esence of
either the divacancy or the carbon interstitial carbon substitu.
tional part a result which agrees with the conclusion based on
defect behavio r in boron doped silicon	 SF
N81-24519' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
HEAT EXCHANGER AND METHOD OF MAKING Potherb"
Anthony Fortin" and John M Kazaroff. inventors Ito NASA) Issued
20 Jon 1tt'l 5 p Filed 23 Apr 1979 Supersedes N79-23383
117 14 p 180) Division of US Patent Apps SN 858482
US Patent -4 199.937 filed 30 Nov 11177
INASA-Case LEW 12441 3 US Patent 4.245.469.
US Patent ApoSN 032307 US Patent Class 50 204
US-Patent Class-602137. US-Patent Class-239-127 1
US-Patent 4 199937 US Patent App( -SN-858462) Avail US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 106
A Met exchanger of increased effectiveness is disclosed A
porous metal matrix Is disposed in a metal chamber or between
walls through wMch a heel transfer fluid is directed The porous
metal matrix has internal bonds and is bonded to the chamber
in or0er to remove all thermal contact resistance within the
composite structure Utilization of the invention in a rocket
chamber is disciosed as a specific use Also disclosed is a method
of constructing the Mat exchanger
Official Gazette of this S Patent and Trademark Office
N91-24921' National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
TOROIDAL CELL AND SAMMY Pother"
William J Nagle. inventor Ito NASA) Issued 14 Apr 1981
7 p Filed 28 Mar 960 Supersedes NOD 33857 (16 24.
p 3299)
INASA Case LEW 129181. US Patent 4 262 064
US Patent-Apps SN 134455. US Patent Class 429 94
US Patent Class 429 120 US Patent Class 429160
US Patent Class 429 164) Avail	 US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 10C
A toroidal storage battery designed to hanJls relatively high
amp hour foods is desc ribed The cell it a wound core
disposed within a par, of twoidal channel shaped electrodes
spaced sport by nylon insulstor The shape of the case electrodes
of this toroidal ce; l allows a first planar doughnut shaped surface
and the inne, cylindrical case well to be used as a trial electrode
end a second planar,:.sped surface and the outer
cylindrical case well to be used M a second ooctrode Connectors
may be used to reck two or more toroidal calls together by
connecting sub.tantie.ry the entire surface site of the first
eisctrods of a r ,r<I cell to subsionually the entire surface area
of the second electrode of a second cMl The central cavity of
each torodal . ell may be used as a conidu-.t for pumping a fluid
through the let—del cell to thereby cod the cell
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
N91 24933'# National Aeronautics end Spars Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
EFFECTS OF FUELANJECTOR DESIGN ON ULTRA-LEAN
COMBUSTION PERFORMANCE
David N Anderson 1951 14 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 16th Intersoc Energy Conversion Frig Conf, Atlanta.
9 14 Aug 1981
(Contract DE -A101 77CS 510401
(NASA-TM 82624 DOE/NASA/81040 . 211. E-8771 Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Emissions data were obtained for six fuel injector configura-
tions tested with ultra loan combustion Fuel injectors included
three multiple source designs and three configurations using a
single air assist injector Only the multiple source fuel injectors
provided sc..eptabie emissions Values of 16g CO/kg fuel 1 99
HC/kg fuel end 19 g NO2/kg fuel were cbtened for the
combustion temperature range of 1450 to 1700 K for both a
high blockage 19 source injector and a low blockage 41 source
injector It was shown that high fuel injector pressure, drop may
not be required to schwv, low emissions performance at high
inlet sit temperature when the fuel is wall dispersed in the
airstream	 E A K
#111 . 24934'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
NASA PREPROTOTYPE REDOX STORAGE SYSTEM FOR
A PHOTOVOLTAIC STAND-ALONE APIPLICATION
Norman H Hagedorn 1981 13 p To be presented at the
Intersociety Energy Conversion Eng Conf Atlanta 9 . 14 Aug
1991, sponsored by ASME
(NASA-TM-82607 DOE/ NASA/ 12726 . 8 E-884) Aved NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IOC
A 1 kW preprototype radox storage system underwent
characterization tests and was operated as the storage devico
for a 5 kW (peak) photovoltaic array The system is deuribed
and performance data are presented Loss mechanisms are
discussed and simple design changes loading to significant
increases in efficiency are suggested The •fleas on system
performance of nonequilrbnum between the predominant species
of completion chromic ion in the negative electrode reactant
solution are indicated
	
Author
N81 . 24936'# National Aeronautics end Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
TEST EVALUATION OF A LAMINATED WOOD WIND
TURBINE BLADE CONCEPT Final Report
James R Faddooul May 1961 48 p refs
(Contract DE A101 7FE'. 20320)
INASA Tkf 81719 DOE/NASA/2032030 E-753) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 108
A series of tests conducted on 4 root and section of a
Iamnatao wood wind turbine blade are reported The blade to
hub transition of the wood blade uses steel studs cost into the
wood D spur with a Idled epoxy Both individual studs and a
full scale short length root section were tasted Results indicate
that the bonded stud concept is more then adequate for both
tM 30 year life fatigue loads and for the high wind or hurricane
gust loads
	 E A K
N91 24939'# National Aeronautics and Space Admrustrat on
Lewis Research Center Cloveland Ohtu
LABORATORY EVALUATION OF # PILOT CELL SATTERY
PROTECTION SYBTEIai FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC APPLICA-
TIONS
Robert L Cataldo and Ralph D Thomas 1981 14 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the 16th Intersoc Energy Conversion
Eng Conf Atlanta 9 14 Aug 1991
(Contract DE A101 79ET 204851
INASA TM 81714 DOE/NASA/20485 7 E-7471 Avail NTIS
HC A02IMF A01 CSCL 10C
An energy sto r age method for the 35 kW battery power
system was investigated The Pilot Cell Battery Protection System
was tested for use in photovoltaic power systems and results
show that this is a viabie method of storage battery cuntrol
the method of limiting battery depth of discharge has the following
104
advantages 11) temperature sensitivity 12) rate sensitivity and
(3) state of charge indication The pilot cell concept is of interest
in remote alnnd alone photovoltaic power systems .he battery
can be protected from damaging civaidecherge bit the
proper ratio of pilot cell capacities to main battery capacity
EAK
1 1 181 . 24689a / National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
LIOHTNINO ACCOMMODATION BY8TEM8 FOR WIND
TURBINE OENERATOR BAFETY
H Bankaltls 1901 16 p refs Proposed tot presentation al
the 6th Intern System Solely Coal Denver. 26 31 Jul 1981
IControct DE A101 76ET 203201
(NASA TM "260i DOE/NASA/20320 31, E-848) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF AW CSCL 100
The wind turbine set" program identifies the naturally
occurring lightning phenomenon as a hazard with the potential
to cause loss of program objectives injure personnel damage
system instrumentation structure or support equipment and
facilities Several candidate methods of lightning accommodation
for each blade were designed. analyzed and tested by submitting
sample Wide aecbons to simulated lightning Lightning accom
modulton systems for composite .-lodes were individually
developed Their oMectivanis" was evzlualed by submitting the
systems to simulated lightning sbrkes The test data were analyzed
and system designs were reviewed on the basis of the analysts
081 -28457'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lawn Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
OVERVIEW DOE/NASA AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINE
AND BTIAUNG PROJECTS
Donald G Beremand 1901 17 p Presented at the Hest
Pump Contractors Program Integration Meeting. McLean. Va
2 4 Jun 1981
(Contract DE A101 77CS 510401
(NASA TA( 82637 DOE/NA SA'51040 28 F 890) Avail
NTIS HC A02 1 MF A01 CSCL 108
An overview on the progress of the automotive gas turbine
and automotive Stirling engine technology projects is presented
The following items are reported (1) formulation and execution
of projects in accordance with the Auto Propulsion Research
and Development Act of 1978 121 substantive technology
accomplishments. and (3) future path Cottons of the progems
E A K
N81 26480'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY OF A COAL GASIFICATION
COMBINED CYCLEPOWERPLANT FOR INDUSTRIAL
COGENERATION
Harvey S Bloomfield S G Nelson IMcKee (Davy) Corp I H F
Straight (McKee IDavy) Corp 1 T K Subemanem (McKee IDavy)
Corp I and R G Wlnkloplock IMcKee (Davy) Corp) Met 1981
49 p
(Contract NA53 22105 AEI
(NASA TM 81667 E-723) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
108
A conceptual design study was conducted to assess technical
feaubthty envuoomente' characteristics and econo m ics of coal
ga ►tfw.jji The feasibility of a Coal gasification combined Cycle
coc!ineetgn powe(planl was examined in response to energy
,eeds and to national policy aimed at decreasing dependence
on oil and naluei gas The powe r plant p r ovides the steam heatirg
and boseloed electrical requirements while serving as a prototype
for industrial cogeneration and a modulai budding Nock lot utility
applications The following topics are discussed 11) screening
of candidate gasification sulfu r removal and power conversion
components 1 21 definition of a rele v ance system (3) quanlifrcation
of plant emissions and waste streams 14) estimates o f Capita:
and Operating costs and (51 a procurement and construction
schedule It is concluded that the ptopoted poweiplant is
technically feasible and envi• onmentalty supe r ior	 E A K
N01 27657'11 National Aeronautics and Space Admmrstiatron
Lewis Researr, h Cattle+ Cleveland Ohio
ADDITIVE FOR ZINC ELECTRODES Patent Application
0 tt Soltrs 0 W SheiMey, sort W J Nagle inventors (fu
NASA) Filed 10 Jun 1981 7 p
(NASA Case LEW 13286 1 US Patent Appl SN 2724061 Avail
N11S HC A021MF A01 CSCL 10C
An improved tint. electrode for alkaline calls includes up to
about ten percent by weight of BelOH12 SH2O with shnim five
percent being preferred The Jinc electrode may or may viol be
amalgamated with mercury 	 NASA
NS1 27890'0 National Aeronautics anti 	 Admrm%tiation
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
NEAT TRANSPARENT NIGH INTENSITY HIGH EFFICIENCY
SOLAR CELL ►stem Application
J C Evans Ji inventor Ito NASAI Filed 15 Man, 1981 13 it
(NASA Case LEW 12892 1 US Patent Appl SN 264380) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL LOA
A heat Irsnaparenl high intensity star call with improved
efficiency is described The surface of each solar cell has a
plurally of grooves Each groove has a vertical face and a %landed
face that is covered by a re flecting melt: Light rays are lrflec:ed
from the slanted face through the vertical face where they traverse
a photovoltaic junction As the light rays travel to the slanted
face of an adji,cont groove they again traverse the junction
The underside of the reflecting coating directs the light rays
toward the opposite surface of sola r cell as they traverse the
ptnc!ion again When the 11ght rays travel through the solar cell
and reach the saw toothed grooves on the under side the process
of reflection and repeatedly traversing the function again takes
place The light rays ultimately emerge from vine solar cell Thesis
solar coils ere particularly useful at very high levels of insulation
because the infrared or heat levitation passes through the cells
without being app r eciably at)sofbed to heat five cell	 NASA
N41 27604'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMPATIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVE FUELS WITH AD
VANCED AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINE AND STIRLING
ENG111ES A LITERATURE SURVEY rmal Report
James Czi and David Horvath May 1981 44 p refs
1Contract DE A101 77CS 51040)
(NASA TrA 81754 DOE/NASA/5104024 E 7921 Avail
NTIS HC A03/ MF A01 CSCL 106
The application of alte r native duels in advanced automotive
gas turbine and Slnbng engine+ is discussed on the basis of a
literature survey These alternative engines a r e briefly described
and the aspects that will influence fuel selection are identified
Fuel p r operties and combuslrorn properties are drscussvd with
considetetion given to advanced materials and components
Alternative fuels from petroleum coal oil shale alcohol sns4
hydrogen are discussed and some backg r ound 1s given about
the origin and production of these fuels Vial req:wemenrs lot
automotive gas turbine and Stirling engines are developed and
the need for certain resaach efforts is discussed future res etch
efforts planned at Lewis a re described	 Author
NS1 27606'0 National Aeronautics and Sl av Administration
1 roars Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMPARATIVE RADIATION TESTING OF SOLAR CELLS
FOR THE SHUTTLE POWER EKT I!NSION PACKAGE
Coamo R Saraono CI1Nord K Swarli anti 	 E Ha l t Jf
1981 4 p left Presented at the 15th Photovoltaic Spec
Cord Kesrnimee Fla 12 15 Ma il  sponsored by IEEE
INASA TM 82656 E 9221 Avail NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL
1GA
1r•. °owar E n tonsion Package IPEPI 4 the prime focus of a
dervish_- eni ptogtani to p roduce low cwt solat cello The PEP
is a 32 kilowatt nexible substrole iep revable solar * ,ray %yotem
for use on the Space Shuttle Solar cell cost will be reduced by
increasing colt area and simplifying coif and covs r gtass fabrics
Lion processes and specifications The cwt goal i% to produce
coils bit.ov. $30 per watt Two and ten ohm cm .,dicon cells
wet ♦ investigated Lis paper describes a unir)ue r adiation damage
lest and side by side comparison of candidate cell types with
pro srd post irradiation airplane calibration of outer space
short circuit Collor it
	
Author
NET 27*M* # National Aeronautics and Space Admin ,fration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
THE MOD 2 WIND TURBINE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Flltial Fl"wrt
Bradford S Linscott J ann T Donnell .ADD Consu4ants Inc 1
and Larry H Gordon Jul 1981 24 p refs
lConvact DE A101 79ET 203051
(NASA TM 82681 DOE/NASA/23305 5 E 965) Avail NTIS
HC A02 MF AO1 CSCL 106
A major phase of the Federal Wind Energy Program the
Mod 2 wind turbine a second generation machine devaja»d by
the Boeing Engineering and Construction Co for the U S
Department of Energy and the Lewis Research Canter of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration is described The
Mod 2 is a large (2 5 MW power rating) ho r izontal axis wind
turbine designed far the generrtlon of electrical power r`a utility
networks Three machines were built and are located in a cluster
at Goodnoe Hills Washington All technical aspects of the protect
air drscribed des^grn approach S . gFl,hL& I innovation lectures
the mechanical system the electrical powe r system Ilia control
,v-.Ion, and the sa fety system	 Author
NI1 27616*# Notlanel Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL BATTERY SEPARATOR CONTAIN
ING INERT FILLER Patent 1pplicetton
Dean W Sherbley Li Chen Hsu and Michelle A Manto. inventors
Ito NAS>) Filed 10 Jun 1981 14 p
INASA Case LEW 13556 1 US Patent Appl SN 272233) Avail
NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL IOC
A cross linked polyvinyl alcohol battery %operator 1s disclosed
A particulate filler inert to alkaline electrolyte of an alkaline
battery is incorporated in the separator in an amount of 1 20%
by weight. based on the weight of the polyvinyl alcohol and rs
dispersed throughout the product Incorporation of the filler
enhances performance and increases cycle life of alkaline
batteries when compared with batteries containing a similar
sepa r a tof not containing Idler Suitable fillers include tdanales
silicates tuconates alumrnates wood floor lignin and Idanis
Particle sue is not greater than about 50 microns 	 NASA
NE1 27616'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Laws Research Center Cleveland Ohio
METHOD OF FORMING OXIDE COATINGS Patent
Apphoca tion
G E McDonald inventor Ili NASA) Fled 10 Jun 1981 7 p
(NASA Case Lew-13132 1 US Patent Appl SN 2721521 Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
This invention 1s concerned with an improved plating process
for covering a subst r ate with a black meta l oxide film The invention
is particularly directed to making a hosting panel for a soar
collector A compound is olocitooderpo oled from an nqueous
solution containing cobe't metal sails onto a metal _..bsvate
This compound 1s converted during plating into a black highly
absorbing oxide coating which cume-na hydrated oxides This 1s
achieved by the inclusion of an )xuc. ^ng agent in the plating
bath The onclusor, of an oxidizing agent in the plating bath is
contrary to standard electroplating practice The hydrated oxides
are converted to oxides by treatment .n a hot balk such a%
boiling water An oxidizing agent may be added to the hot liquid
vesting bath	 NASA
NS1 29619'0 National Aeronautics anu Space Admrmayslan
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
PUMPING POWER CONSIDERATION$ IN THE DESIGNS
OF NASA REDOX FLOW CELLS Furl Repon
Mark A Hoberecht Jun 1981 12 p refs
Contract DE -104 80AL 12726)
NASA TM 82598	 DOE/NASA/12726 7)	 Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
Pressure drop data for sir different cell geometries of varw.rs
flow port mandold and cavity dimensions are presented The
r6don/energy/storL911 system uses two fully soluble 1060 n couple%
as anode and cathode llurds Scotto fluids ire Dumped through a
radox cell. or stack of cellr wholc firs electrochemical ri actrzns
take place al porous carbon felt e lectrodes Pic tsure uroJ losses
are therefore aesouated with that system due to the continuous
flow of reactant solutions The exact pressure drop within a
redo% flow cell is directly dependent on the Row rate as well on
the various cell dimensions Pumping rowel requiremen t s fcr a
specific sot of call operating conditions s u e found for various
cell geometries once the flow rate and pressure drop are
determined These pumping powe r requrerrants contribute to
the overall system parasitic energy losses which must be
minimized the choke of cell geometry becomes critical E D K
N81 296290 # National Aeronautics and Syace AdmtnurratrOn
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMPARISON OF PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL TEMPERATUT1Es
IN MODULES OPERATING WITH EXPOStD AND EN
CLOSED BACK SUNFACES Final Report
David Nomkoong and Frederick F Simon May 1981 21 p
refs
(Contract Do A101 79ET 20485)
INASA TM-01769 DOE/NASA/20465 9. E-831) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A-)1 CSCL 10C
your different photovoltaic module designs were tested to
determine the cell temperature of each design The call
temperatures were compared to those Obtained on identical design
using the same nominal operating Cell tomparsfuro INOCT)
concept The results showwl that the NOCT procedure does not
apply to the enclosed Configurations due to Continuous transient
conditions The enclosed modules had higher cell temperatures
than the open nodules. and insulated modules higher than the
uninsufsted The severest pwformant.e loss 	 when translated
from call temperatures	 17 5 % for one ancloo" ins iletod
module as a compared to that module mounted openly 9A.K
NE1 2@822* # National Aeronautics and Space Admrnrstrston
Lewis Research Cantor Cleveland Ohio
COMPARISON OF INTEGRATED GASIFIER-COMBINED
CYCLE AND AFB-BTEAM TURBINE BYBTEMB FOR
INDUSTRIAL COGENERATION
Joseph J r yinrger Jc-nn M Abbott and Raymond K Bums
1981 27 p refs ► recanted at 114th Intersoc Energy Conversuv+
Engl Conf Atlanta 9 14 Aug 1961. sponsored by ASME
;NASA-TM-82646 E 9061 Avert NTIS HC A03/MF AC1 CSCL
lug
In the cogeneration technology, ahemotivrs study ICTAS) a
numbe r of a'lvanced c.wl fired ayotems were exartvnad on'
systems using a integrated coal pserfrel IGCC or 0 fluid rid
combustor AFB were found to yield i-tractrve cot .n melon res Ats
in industrial cogeneration a ppli cat ions k enge O' arts repurements
and cogeneration siting atroteg • a using round rut" based on
CTAS were used in comparrnf on I riCC end on AFS The effect
of time variations in sole requrromelas and the sencotinni y to fuel
and olectrrcdy, price ossumntrons ere examined T.Ire economic
tdtematives of industnal or utility ownership art also uOnerdored
The results indicate that the IGCC elrstem has potentially higher
fuel and emission savlrvge and could be an attractive option for
utility cwrNrship If.* AFS steam turbine, system has a po,en
11a11y higher return on investment and could be ottfWtve aeoumrng
industrial cwnershlp	 ARM
ME1 201 W'# Nal:onal Aeronautics and Space Anmrnralratron
Lewis P.~,ch Center Cleveland Ohio
CHARACTERIZATION, PQRFORMANCE, AND PREDICTION
OF A LEAD-ACID SAT1E114r UNDER SIMULATED ELEC-11C
VEHICLE DRIVING REQUIREMENTS FWAW Rgeet
John G Ewashrnka and John M 6orN May 1941 26 p refs
IContrect DE A10177CS-61044)
NASA TM $1771 DOE/NASA/61044 19. 1 . 717) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 1DC
A state of the an 6 V battery module in currant use by the
electnc vehicle industry was tested at the NASA Lewis Re
106
search Center to determine its performance characteristics under
the SAE J227a driving schedules 8. C and D The printary,
objective of the tests was to determine the .Recta of periods of
recuperation and long and shin panda of ebctncol regeneration
in improving the performance of the battery nodule and hence
extenong the vehicle range A secoadery objective was to
formul li::s a computer program that would predict the performance
of ».is battery module tot the above driving schedules The results
show excellent correlation between the laboratory tests and
predicted resuf s The predicted performance compared with
laboratory tests was within -24  to -37 percent for the D
schedule. - 0 5 to -7 1 percent for the C schedule, and better
then -11 4 percent for the B schedule
	 Author
M1I1-291 24a # NaUarl Asraaubca and Space Admonistrabon
Lewis Research Center 	Ohio
SOLAR THERMAL POWER SYSTEMS PARABOLIC DISH
PROJECT Annual TeeJtrt1, Regain
V C Truscello 15 May 1981 94 p refs Prepared in cooperation
with ;PL Calrformc Inst of Technology Pasadena
(Contracts NAS7 100. DE-AT04.SIAL16228)
(NASA-TM-82371. JPL-PUB-81-39. DOE/JPL-1060-45) Avail
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The status of the Solar Thermal Power Systems Project for
FY 1980 is summarized Included +s a discuwon of the project's
goals program structure. and progress in parabolic dish
technology Anafyrses and test results of concentrators receivers.
and power converters are discussed Progress toward the
obN oozes of technology feasibility
	 readiness. system
feasrb oty. and system readiness are covered
	
EAK
N81-29624' Nat ional Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CATALYST SURFACES FOR THE CHROMOUS CHROMIC
REDOX COUPLE Patent
Jose D Goner (Goner Inc Waltham Mass I and Kathleen J.
Cahill inventors Ito NASA) (Goner Inc Waltham Mass I Issued
2 Jun 1981 8 p Filed 27 Jul 1979 Supersedes N80 18557
118 09 p 1165) Sponsored by NASA
(NASA Case LEW 13148 2 US-Patent 4 270 984
US Patent Appl SN 061555, US Patent 4 192 910
US Patent Appi SN 964754. US Patent Gass 204 2 11 Avail
u S Patent and Trademark Office CS, L IOC
An electricity producing cell of the reduction oxidation
(REDOX) type divided into two compartmeris by a membrane
i.+ disclosed A ferrous; ferric couple in a chloride solution serves
as a cathode fluid to produce a positive electric potential A
chromic/chromous couple in a chloride solution serves as an
anode fluid to produce a negative potentia l The electrode is an
electrically conductive inert material plated with copper silver
o r gold A thin layer of peed plates onto the copper silver or
gold laver when the cell is he rag chrrged the lead ions being
available from lead chloride which hay been added to the anode
fluid if the REDOX cell is then d i scharged the lead depletes
from the negative electrode and the metal coating on the
electrode acts as a catalyst to increase current density
Off•cial Gazette of the U S Pat°nt and T r ademark Office
NS1 . 28628a / National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter. Cleveland Ohio
TESTS OF AN OVERRUNNING CLUTCH IN A WIND
TURBINE FW*l Report
Robert C Seidel and .teary G Planner Jul 1981 13 p refs
(Contract DE A101 76ET 20320)
(NASA-TM-82853 DOE/NASA/20320 . 32 E-914) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
An overrunning clutch that slopped freety, under reverse torque
was tested in the drive train of the Mod-0 wind turbine In low
variable wind conditions the clutch engaged and disengaged
smoothly without perturbation or oscillations The clutch permitted
the generator to be connected to the ions using a relay instead
of an automatic synchronizer The alternator was connected to
the line when the rpm reached 95% of synchronous speed and
it motored to synchronous speed in about 0 15 seconds with a
momentary power spike of 50 kW The performance of the clutch
was the same with and without this Rued coupling The ideal
power with the clutch was 5 to 7 kW compared to up to
50 kW without the clutch The overrunning Notch merits
consideration in future wind turbine designs as a means of
simplifying the control system. increasing energy capture. and
increasing the life of Wades and electrical switch gear 	 ARM
N81 . 2861/ e / National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
ALKALINE BATTERY CONTAINING A SEPARATOR OF A
CRO&S-LINKED COPOLYMER OF VINYL ALCOHOL AND
UNSATURATED CARBOXYUC ACID Patent AppNcatbn
U-Chen Hsu, Warren H Philipp. Dean W SherWey and Olga D
Gonzalez-Santini.. inventors (to NASA) Filed 10 Jul 1981
12 p
(NASA-Caw-LEW-13102-1 US-Patent App(-SN-282298) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
A battery separator for an alkaline battery separator comprises
a crosWinked copolymer of vinyl alcohol units and unsaturated
carboxylic acrd units The crosslinked copolymer is insoluble in
water, has excellent innate diffusion and oxygen gas barrier
properties and a low electrical resistivity A polyaldehyde
crosslinking agent is preferred
	
NASA
NS1 -310622 a # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF ELEC-
TRODES FOR THE NASA REDOX STORAGE SYSTEM
Margaret A Reid. Randall F Gann. Jerre S L •ng. and JoAnn
Charleston Sep 1980 17 p refs Prepared for Electrochem
Soc Meeting. Hollywood. Fla. 5-10 Sep 1980
(Contract DE-A104-80AL-12726)
(NASA-TM-82702 DOE/NASA/12726-13. E-7391 Avad
NTIS HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL 10C
Electrodes for the Redox energy storage system based on
iron and chromium chloride reactants is discussed The physical
properiws of several lots ^f felt were determined Procedures
were developed for evaluating electrode performance in g ab scale
cells Experimental procedures for evaluating electrodes by cyclic
voltammetry are described which minimize the IR losses due to
the high internal resistance in the felt (distributed resistance)
Methods to prepare electrodes which reduced the coevoluton
of hydrogen at the chromium electrode and elemonate the drop
in voltage on discharge occasionally wen with previous electrodes
were discussed Single cells of 0 3329 h area with improved
membranes and electrodes are operating at over 80% voltage
efficiency and coulombc efficrencos of over 98% at current
densities of 16 to 20 amp % R
	
E A.K.
N81-30662'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Oeveland Ohio
TEST RESULTS OF THE CHRYSLER UPGRADED AUTOMO-
TIVE GAS TURBINE ENGINE. INITIAL DESIGN Final
Report
David Horvath Guy H Ribble Jr Edward L Warren and James
C Wood Jul 1981 66 p refs
(Contract DE-AI01 77CS 510401
(NASA TM-61660 DOE/NASA/51040-22. E 676) Avail
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 108
The upgraded engine as built to the original design was
deficient in power and had excessive specific fuel consumption
A high instrumented version of the engine was tested to identify
the sources of the engine problems Analysis of the data shows
the majo r problems to be pow compressor and power turbine
efficiency and excessive inierstvge duct losses In addition high
HC and CO emission were measured at idle and high NOx
emissions at high energy sFeeds	 TM
107
All
N51-30663'# Notional Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
GUALIFICATION -TESTING OF SECONDARY STERILIZABLE
SILVER-ZINC CELLS FOR USE IN THE JUPITER ATMO-
SPHERIC ENTRY PVOBE
Michelle A Manzo Jcl 1981 16 p
(NASA TM 82638, E-833) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF AC1 CSCL
IOC
A. series of qualification tests were run on the secondary
steril,zable silver oxide zinc cell developed at the NASA Lewis
Research Center to determine if the cell was capable of providing
mission power requirements for the Jupiter atmospheric entry
probe The cells were tested for their ability to survive radiation
at the levels predicted for the Jovian atmosphere with no loss
of pe formance Cell performance was evaluated under various
temperature and loading conditions, and the cells were tested
under various environmental conditions related to launch and to
deceleration into the Jovian atmosphere The cell performed
acceptably except under the required loading at low temperatures
The cell was redesigned to improve low temperature performance
and energy density The modified cells improved performance at
all temperatures Results of testing cells of both the original
and modified designs are discussed	 Author
NB1-3 1 6270 0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
RESULTS OF THE ETV-1 BREADBOARD TESTS UNDER
STEADY-STATE AND TRANSIENT CONDITIONS
Noel B Sargent and Miles 0 Dustin Aug 1981 16 p refs
Presented at the Elec Vehicle Council Symp 6 Baltimore
21-23 Oct 1581
(Contract DE-A101-77CS-51044)
(NASA-TM 82867 E-944 DOE/NASA/51044-21) Avail
NTISHC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Steady state tests were run to character , .e :he system and
component efficiencies over the complete speed-torque capabilities
of the propulsion system in both motoring end regenerative modes
of operation The steady state data were obtained using a battery
simulator to separate the effects on efficiency caused by changing
battery state-of-charge and component temperature Transient
tests were performed to determine the energy profiles of the
propulsion system operating over the SAE J227s driving
schedules	 TM
N81-32605• # National Aeronautics and S pace Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
A REDOX SYSTEM DESIGN FOR SOLAR STORAGE
APPLICATIONS
A W Nice and Norman H Hagedorn 1981 9 p refs Presented
at the 4th Battery and Electrochem Contractors Conf , Washing
ton 0 C 2 . 4 Jun 1981 Sponsored by DOE
(Contract DE A104 SOAL-12726)
INASA-TM 82720 DOE/NASA/12726 . 14. E-10191 Avail
NTIS CSCL 10A
Redox ene r gy storage systems developed for solar power
applications and utility load leveling applications are descnhed
The technology readiness of Redox energy storage for transfer
of the technology tc industry for product development and
commerruaWation by industry is addressed the design features
of Redox systems for application to stand alone or residential
storage r equirements are described Redox system designs with
3 to 10 kW powe r output and storage times of 6 to 250 hours
a te summarized and performance characteristics presented
J M S
N81 33631'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
eµ,s Research Cente r Cleveland Ohio
ADVANCES IN MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGY FOR THE NASA
REDOX ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
Jeri S Ling and JOAnn Cha r leston 1980 1 8 p refs Presented
at EIQCE r dchem Soc Meeting Hollywood Fla 5 10 Sep 1980
(Contract DE A104 80AL 12726,
INASA TM 82701 DOE NASA 12726 12 E 738) Avail
NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCL 10A
Amon exchange memb r anes used in the system se rve as a
charge t ransferring medium as well as a reactant sepa r ator and
are the key enabling component in this storage technology Each
membrane formulation undergoes a series of screening tests for
area-resis t ivity static (non flow) diffusion rate determination and
performance in Redox systems The COIL se r ies of membranes
has by virtue of its chemical stability and high ,on exchange
capacity demonstrated superior properties in the redox environ
Tent Additional resistivity r esults at several acid and iron solution
concentrations iron ddfus,on rates and time dependent iron
fouling cf the various membrane formulations are presented in
comparison to past standard formulations
	
T M
AB1-110-'i4 • Control of volume resistivity in inorganic-
organic separators. D W. Sheibley and M A. Manzo (NASA. Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). Electrochemical Society, Journal,
vol. 127. Nov. 1980, P. 2392 2397 9 refs.
Control of resistivity in NASA inorganic-organic separators is
achieved by incorporating small percentages of high surface area,
fine particle silica with other ingredients in the separator coating.
The volume resistivity appears to be predictable from coating
composition, that is, from the surface area of filler particles in the
coating. The a ppr oach has been applied to two polymer
I plastichzer'-filler coating systems, where the filler content of each is
below the generally acknowledged critical pigment volume concen-
trat,on of the coating. Application of these coating systems to
0.0254 cm thick (10 mill fuel-cell grade asbestos sheet produces
inexpensive, flexible, microporous separators that perform at least as
well as the original inorganic organic concept, the Astropower
separator-	 (Author)
A81-"10805' # Status of commercial phosphoric acid fuel all
system development. M. Warshay, P. R. Prokop us, S. N. Simons, and
R B King (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Phosphoric Acid Fuel
Cell Program Load Center Office. Cleveland, Ohio). American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, 19th, St. Lours, Mo., Jan 12-15, 1981, Paper 81-0396 9 p.
12 refs.
A re4iew of the current commercial phosphorc acid fuel cell
system development efforts is presented. In both the electric utility
and onsite integrated energy system applications, reducing cost and
increasing reliability are important. The barrier to the attainment of
these goals has been materials. The differences in approach among
the three major participants are their technological features, includ
ing electrodes, matrices, intercell cooling, bipolar/separator plates,
electrolyte management. fuel selection and system design philoso-
phy.	 (Author)
A81-23694 • Large wind-turbine projects in the United
States wind energy program. R L Thomas and W. H. Robbins
(NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Chic— Journal of
Industrial Aerodynamics, vol. 5. May 1980, p. 323 335
The technological development of large, horizontal axis wind
turbines ( 100 kW 2500 kW) is surveyed with attention to prototype
projects managed by NASA. Technical feasibility has been demon-
strated in utility service for systems with a rated power of up to 200
kW and a rotor diameter of 125 ft (Mod OA) Current designs of
large wind turbines such as the 2500 kW Mod -2 are projected to be
cost competitive for utility applications when produced in quantity,
with capital costs of 600 to 700 dollars per kW (in 1977 dollars).
L.S.
A81 27174 ' -	 Space solar cells High efficiency and radia-
tion damage H W B r ai(Ihonl, Jr arid T Bernatow cr (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 1, In. Photovoltaic Special
rats Conference, 14th. Sari Diego. Calif., Janusry 710 1980,
Conference Record IA81 27076 11 44) New York, Instittte of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc , 1980, P. 667 673 22 refs.
The proceedings of the Third Solar Cell High Efficiency and
Radiation Damage Meeting are outlined The Jr)pic3 covered included
high efficiency silicon solar cells, silicon solar retl radiation damage,
GaAs solar cell performance, and 30 percent conversion devices The
108
study Of radiation damap • from a fundanental detect centered lsasn
is discussed and evaluated as a tOCUS of hdurr work 18% AMO
efficiency and 0 7 V olentrgrt voltayes air deirgnatsrd W achieve
ble goals for sihcoo solar cells, and the potential tot '0`rt, AMO
efficiencies from monolithic tandem cell designs without sunhghl
concentration is noted to addition to its potential lot 20% AMO
efficiencies, the GaAs cell often the possibility of a radiation
insensitive piuwer supply when opetdletl at lrmpr• iatures near 2000
LS
A81 27204 • Radiation damage in Ii thou m-counterdoped
N/P silicon solar calls A M Hermann, C K Swart;. H W
Brandhoist, Jr„ and I Weinberg (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio), In Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 14th, San
Diego. Calif., January 710, 1980, Conference Record. (A81
2707611-44) New York, Institute of Electr.cal and Electronics
Engineers, Inc , 1980, p 840846 14 refs.
The radiation resistance and low-temperature annealing proper
ties of lithiumtounterdoped n( • ) p silicon solar cells are investigat
Pit Cells fabricated from float zone and Czcschralski grown silicon
were irradiated with 1 MeV electrons and then performance
compared to that of 0 35 ohm cm control cells. The float zone cells
demonstrated superior radiation resistance compared to the control
cells. while no improvement was noted tot the Czochralski grown
cells Annealing kinetics were found to lie between first and second
order for relatively short times, and the most likely annealing
mechanism vies found to be the diffusion of lithium to defects with
the subsequent neutralization of defects by combination with
lithium. Cells with zero lithium gradients exhibited the best radiation
resistance	 L.S.
A81-27231 ' Photovoltaic applications Past and future. H.
L Macomber (Monegon ltd Gaithersburg. MdI, D Faehn (US
Army .
 Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command,
Fort Belvou. Va 1, S I Kaplan (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, Tenn 1, J N Deyo (NASA, Lewis Research Center. Cleveland,
Ohio), M D Pope (MIT, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Mass 1, and
D G Schueler (Sandra Lahrxatories. Albuquerque, N Mex 1 In
Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 14th, San Diego, Calif , January
710, 1980. Conference Record 1481 27016 11 44) New York,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engin e rs. Inc . 1980. p.
1004 1017 25 refs
This paper presents an overview of phntrwoltaic systems
application since the initiation of the U S National Photovoltaic
Program in 1915 Experiences with these applications are summa
rued and some conclusions are drawn. Implications for future
research, technology development and application experiments tie
drawn from the experiences hr date	 (Author)
AS  38063 ' , An experirnental investigation of silicon water
surface roughnea end its effect on the pub-strength of plated motels.
G. D. Spier% (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OHI.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Photovoltaic Spe-
cialists Conference, 15th, Kissimmee, FL, May 12- 15. 1981, P4oec 6
p. 14 refs
Plated silicon wafers with surface roughness ranging from 0.4 to
130 mncrolnches, subjected to tensile pull strength tests, were
analyzed. Results show that the measured pull-strength of plated
metals decrease with increasing sdlcoo surface roughness, effecting a
weakening of the cohesive strength of the water, possibly caused by
mlcfocradss or 'etch pits' to the silicon surface. The mean value of
pull-strength for ali waters plated with the No-CU-CU sequence
exceeded the required 450 g/0.02 sq cm, and at Re - 0.4
microinches, the mean pull strength for the Ni Cu Cu and Ni-Cu
wafers were 2290 and 850 g/0.02 sq cm, respectivOi!. The
development of standardized methods for measuring contact pull
strength is suggested. These results may have some bearing on solar
cell arrays pnohltms. 	 E. B.
N81 10817'# United Technologies Corp. South Windsor Conn.
Power Systems Div
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY
ICTAS) VOLUME 5. ANALYTICAL APPROACH AND
RESULTS Finel Report
Jan 1980 116 1, refs
(Contacts DEN3 30 EC 77-A 31 1062)
INASA CR 159763 DOE/NASA/003080/5 UTC FCR 1333)
Avail NTIS HC A09, MF A01 CSCL 108
Data and mfo(mat •on in the area of advanced energy
conversion systems for industrial cogeneration applications in the
1985 to 2000 time period are provided Six current and thirty six
advanced energy conversion systems were defined and combined
withappropriate balance of plant equipment Twenty six
industnal processes were selected from among the high energy
consuming industries to serve as a framework lot the study.
Each conversion system was analyzed as a —generetor with
each industrial plant Fuel consumption costs and environmen-
tal intrusion were evaluated and compared to corresponding
traditional values Various cogeneration strategies were analyzed
and both topping and bottoming uismg industrial by-product heat)
applications were included The advanced energy conversion
technologies indicated reduced fuel consumption. costs and
emissions Typically fuel energy savings of 10 to 25 percent
were predicted compared to traditional on site furnaces and utility
electricity Gas turbines and combined cycles indicated high overall
annual cost savings Steam turbines and gas turbines produced
high estimated returns In some applications diesels were most
efficient The advanced technologies used coal derived fuels or
coal with advanced fluid bed combustion or on Fite gasification
systems	 R K G
A81 272% e e Analysis of GaAs and Sr solar cell arrays for
earth orbital and orbit transfer misssonit. K S Jefte,.es (NASA.
Lewis Rewarch Center Sl)ace Frnpulsion and Power Div . Cleveland,
Ohio) In Photovoltaic Sleciahsts Conference, 14th, San Diego.
Calif , January 1 10, 1980. Conference Record. IASI 21076 11 44)
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
1980, p 1164 1 168 6 refs
Solar array systems have teen studied and compared ftr earth
Orbital and orbit transfer misssons with the p rincipal objective of
Juantifymg the cost ttarseoNs between gallium arsenide arid silicon
arrav n or specific classes of missions and system characteristics For
the missions eoniideterd, it is found that the purchase coat advantage
of S, arrays Is not overcome by the greater radiation resistance of
GaAs arrays The use of reflectors tot concentration may significant
ly reduce the power system cost However. GaAs arrays benefit
considerab ly more from solar concentration their S, aitays in terms
of mission cost because of their higher allowable temperature In the
use of orbit transfer missions. a cover glass thickness of at least 0 05
cm is norcommended to reduce total mission cost 	 V L.
NS1-12845'# STD Research Corp, Arcadia Calif
ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF CRITICAL PHENOMENA
IN MHD POW'R GENERATORS Final Report
31 Jul 1980 375 n refs
(Contracts OEN3 179 SC 77 AA 012674)
INASA CH 165143 DOE, 'NASA '0179 1 STOR 80 22) Avail
NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Critical phenomena in the Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AFDC) High Performance Demonstration Expertsmant
iHPDE) and the U S U 25 Experiment ere analyzed The
performan:e of a NASA specified 500 MW(th) flow train is
analyzed Critical phenomena analyzed include Hall voltage
overshoots optimal load schedules parametric dependence of
the electrode voltage drops boundary layer behavior near
electrode phenomens with finite electrode segmentation current
distribution in the end regions scale up rules. optimum Mach
number distribution and the effects of alternative cross sectional
shapes	 R C T.
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N91-13465'# Burns and Roe Inc, Woodbury N Y
ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR MAGNETOHvDRODYNAMIC
POWER PLANT ANALYSIS AND DESIGN SYLIDIES
A W Carlson I L Chart G Marchmont. R Rogsh. and D
Shikar Aug 1980 288 p refs
(Contracts DEN3 107 EC 77 A-012614)
(NASA CR 159690, 	 DOE/NASA/0197 . 11	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A13/MF A01 CSCL 108
The motor factors which influence the economic engineering
selection of stack inlet temperatures in combined cycle MHO
powerplants are identified and the range of suitable stack inlet
tempersturrs under typical operating conditions is indicated
Engineering data and cost estimates are provided for four
separately fired high temperature air heater (HTAH) system designs
for HTAH system thermal capacity levels of 100, 250. 500 and
1000 MWt An eng neering survey of coal drying and pulverizing
equipment for MHD powerplant appircation is presented as well
as capital and opsrating cost estimates for varying degrees of
coal pulverization	 A R H
N81-13467'# Burns and Roe Inc Woodbury. N Y
MODIFICATION OF THE ECAS REFERENCE STEAM
POWER GENERATING PLANT TO COMPLY WITH THE EPA
1579 NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS Final
Report
S A Fogelson. I L Chair W J Bradley and W Benson Aug
1980 246 p refs
(Contracts DEN3-107. DE A101 77ET 107691
INASA CR 159853. DOE/NASA/01072)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC All/MF A01 CSCL 108
Detailed capital cost estimates for the ECAS and modified
reference plants in mid 1978 dollars for both 250 and 175 F
1394 and 353 K) stack gas reheat temperatures based on the
cost estimates developed for the ECAS study are presented
The scope of the work included technical assessment of sulfur
dioxide scrubber system design. on site calcination versus
purchased lime reheat of stack gas, effect of sulfur dioxide
scrubber on particulate emission. and control of nitrogen oxides
Author
NOI-14391'# Motorola Inc. Phoenix Ariz
MARKET DEFINITION STUDY OF PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER
FOR REMOTE VILLAGES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Clyde Ragsdale and Prosper Ouashie Oct 1980 208 p refs
(Contracts DEN3 49 DE A101 79ET 20485)
cNASA CR 159880 DOF/NASA/0049 8012 EDR 11101 Avail
NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 108
The potential market of photovoltaic systems in remote village
applications in developing countries is assessed It is indicated
that photovoltaic technology is cost competitive with diesel
generators ci many remote village applications The major b7dners
to development of this market are the limited financial resources
on the part of developing countries and lack of awareness of
photovoltaics as a viable option in rural electrification A
comprehensive information. education and demonstration program
should be established as soon as possible to convince the potential
customer countries and the various financial institutions of the
viability of photovoltaics as an electricity option for developing
countries	 J M S
NS1 16461'/ Little (Arthur D I Inc . Cambridge Mass
STUDY OF COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUEL CELL
ON-SITE INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS Ftrsal Report
W David Lae and Siegfried Mothies Dec 1960 129 p refs
(Contracts DEN3121 DE A103 80ET 112721
(NASA CR 165152 Vol 1 DOE/NASA/0121 80/1 -Vol- 1
ADL-83613) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Hearing ventilation and air conditioning equipment are
integrated with three types of fuel cells System design and
computer simulstont are developed to utilize the thermal energy
discharge of the fuel in the most cost *"active manner The
fuel provides all of the slec'nc needs and a loss of load probability
analysis is used to ensure adequate power plant reliability
Equipment cost is estimated for each of the systems analyzed
A levelized annual cost reflecting owning and operating costs
including the cost of money was used to select the most
promising integrated system configurations Cash bows are
presented for the most promising 16 systems Several systems
for the 96 unit apartment complex (a retail store was also studied)
were cost competitive with both gas and electric based
conventional systems Thermal storage is shown to be beneficial
and the optimum absorption Chiller siting (waste host recovery)
in connection with electric chillers are developed Battery storage
was analyzed since the system is not electric grid connected
Advanced absorption chillers were analyzed as well Recommends
trons covering financing technical development and policy issues
are given to accelerate the commercialization of the fuel tail for
on site power generation in buildings
	 Author
NS: 164520 Little (Arthur D ). Inc. Cambridge. Mau
STUDY OF COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUEL CELL
ON-SITE INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEM. VOLUME 2^
APPENDICES Final Report
W David Lee and Siegfried Mathias Dec 1980 143 p refs
(Contracts DEN3-121. DE-A103-SOET-11272)
(NASA CR 185152-Vol-2. DOE/NASA/0121-80/1-Vo4.2.
ADL-83813) Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 f:SCL IDA
This data base catalogue was compiled in order to facilitate
the analysis of various on site integrated energy system with
fuel call power plants The catalogue is divided into two sections
The first characterizes individual components in terms of their
performance profiles as a function of design parameters The
second characterizes total heating and coding systems in terms
of energy output as a function of input and control variables
The integrated fuel cell systems diagrams and the computer
analysis of systems are included as well as the cash flows series
for baseline systems	 E D K
NBI-164S3 e # Lincoln Lab. Mau Inst of Tech. Lexington
GaAs SHALLOW- HOMOJ UNCTION SOLAR CELLS Final
Report
John C Fan 30 Jun 1980 29 p refs
(NASA Order C-30969-D)
(NASA-CR-165167) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
IDA
With the objective of demonstrating the feasibility of
fabricating 2 x 2 cm Mscrent, shallow homolunction GaAs solar
cells for space applications, this program addresses the basic
problems of material preparation and device fabrication Significant
progress was made and conversion efficiencies close to 16 percent
at AMO were obtained on 2 x 2 cm cells Measurements and
computer analyses on the n1 r )/ p/ p( r 1 shallow homojunctron
cells indicate that such cell configuration should be very resistant
to 1 MsV electron irradiation	 E D K
NS1 . 14679*# Westinghouse Electric Corp. Pittsburgh, Ps
CELL MODULE AND FUEL CONDITIONER DEVELOPMENT
Gsss"Wily Report Jul. - hp. 1SS0
D G Hoover, Jr Oct 1980 68 p
(Contracts DEN3-161. DE A103-79ET-112721
(NASA-CR-166189. DOE/NASA/0161-5.
Rapt-004E6-MARED-R4:	 OR-4)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Measurements of stack height changes with temperature and
cell material characteristics were made Stack 559 was assembled
and components were fabricated for 560. 561 and 562 Stack
425 was transferred from the parellel DOE program and installed
in OS/IES simulation loop fix and electrical testing
Construction and preliminary checkout of the 2 kW lest facility
war completed and design and procurement of the 8 kW lest
facility was initiated The fuel conditioning subsystem design
continued to evolve and the state points for the current design
were calculated at full and pan load conditions Steam reforming
catalyst activity tests were essentially completed and aging tests
and CO shift converter tests were initiated	 Author
110
N81-16682 '# Boeing Aerospace Co.. Sesttle. Wash
ELECTROSTATIC BONDING OF THIN (CYCLE SINE 3 MILL
7070 COVER GLASS TO Ta206 AR-COATED THIN (CYCLE
SINE 2 MIL1 SILICON WAFERS AND SOLAR CELLS
D W Egelkrout Jan 1981 77 p refs
(Contract NAS3-22216)
(NASA -CR-185240.	 0160-28200-1) 
	
Avail:	 NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Electrostatic bonding of thin cover glass to thin solar cells
was researched Silicon solar calls. wafers. and Coming
7070 glass of from about 0.002 to about 0 003' in thickness
were used in the investigation to establish optimum parameters
for producing mechanically acceptable bonds while minimizing
thermal stresses and resultant solar cell electrical parameter
degradation	 E D K
N51- 16652'# Ionics. Inc. Watertown, Mass
ANION PERMSELECTIVE MEMBRANE Summary Report
Russell 8 Hodgdon and Warren A Warts Nov 1980 54 p
refs
(Contracts DEN3-137. DE-A104 -80AL-12728)
INASA-CR-165223. DOE/NASA/01371)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The efforts on the synthesis of polymer anion redox
membranes were mainly concentrated in two areas, membrane
development and membrane fabrication Membrane development
covered the preparation and evaluation of experimental mem
brans systems with improved resistance stability end/or lower
permeability Membrane fabrication covered the laboratory scale
production of prime candidate membranes in quantities of up to
two hundred and sizes up to 18 inches x 18 inches (46 cm x
48 cml These small (10 in x 11 m) and medium sized membranes
were mainly for assembly into muhrcell units Improvements in
processing procedures and techniques for preparing such
membrane sets lifted yields to over 90 percent 	 TM
N81- 17627 "# Stonehart Associates. Inc, Madison, Conn.
PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF ADVANCED
ELECTROCATALYSTS FOR PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL
CELLS Quarterly Report, Jul. - lop. 1950
Paul Stonehart. John Bans. and Peter Pogliaro Sot 1980
30 p refs
(Contract DEN3-176)
(NASA-CR-165179. DOE/NASA/0178-80/3. OR 5) Avail,
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Results are presented for hydrogen oxidation and hydrogen
oxidation poisoned by carbon monoxide at levels between 0 and
30% Due to the high activities that are now being observed for
our platinum based elecirocatatysts. the hydrogen concentrations
were reduced to 10% levels in the gas supplies Perturbation
techniques were used to determine that a mechanism for the
efficient operation of our porous gas diffusion electrodes is
diffusion of the carbon monoxide out of the electrode structure
through the electrolyte film on the electro-catalyst A survey of
the literature on platinum group materials (PGM) was carried
out so that an identification of successful elect rocatelysts could
be made Two PGM electrocatelysis were prepared and
performance data for hydrogen oxidation in hot phosphoric acid
in the presence of high carbon monoxide concentrations showed
that they matched the best platinum on carbon ofectrocstalysts
but with an slectrocatotyst cost that was half of the platinum
catalyst cost	 Author
NB1 . 17SW j Boeing Aerospace Co. Seattle Wash
EVALUATION Of SOLAR CELL COVERS AND ENCAP.
SULANT MATERIALS FOR SPACE APPLICATION
Dennis A Russell In NASA Lewis Research Center Specs
F'hatovoksk Res and Tvchnol 1960 p 293 . 315 ref (For
primary document sae N61 17531 06.44)
(Contract NAS3 22222)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL t0A
The of acts of spate relation (olections and protons). vacuum.
and thermal cycling on a variety of solar cell coven are
investigated Cover materials evaluated include glace resins. 2 mil
glass applied with adhesives or elect rottaticalty bonded, and thin
plastic films of FEP or PFA applied with adhesive Solar cells
were exposed to ervironmental conditions simulating those
encountered in outer space These test conditions include 1 MeV
electrons, 0 5 MeV protons. and thermal cycling in vacuum During
testing the solar calls were monitored for variations in electrical
characteristics and structural changes 	 M G
1151-17555"# Boeing Aerospace Co. Seattle, Wash
ELECTROSTATIC BONDING OF THIN (APPROXIMATELY
3 MIL) 7070 COVER GLASS TO Tra205 AR-COATED THIN
(APPROXIMATELY 2 MIL) SILICON WAFERS AND SOLAR
CELLS
D W Egelkrout and W E Horne In NASA Lewis Research
Center Space Photovoltaic Res and Technol 1980 p 317-336
reh (For pnmary document see NSI-17531 08-441
(Contract NAS3-222161
Avail NTIS HC A17 /MF A01 CSCL IDA
Electrostatic bonding 1E SO) of thin (3 mill Coming 7070 cover
glasses to Ta205 AR-coated thin (2 mill silicon wafers and
solar cells is investigated An experimental program was conducted
to establish the effects of variations in pressure, voltage.
temperature, time. Te205 thickness. and various prebond glass
treatments Flat wafers without contact grids were used to study
the basic sffW.s for bonding to semiconductor surfaces typical
of solar cells Solar cells with three different grid patterns were
used to determine additional requirements caused by the raised
metallic contacts	 M G
NS1-17674"# Spectrolab. Inc. Syfmar. Calif
THE HEWAC PILOT LINE EXPERIENCE
M Gllanders and R Oplorden In NASA Lewis Research
Center Space Photovoltaic Res and Tochnol 1980 p 379-386
(Fes primary document see N81-17531 06.44)
(Contract NAS3-21270)
Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Advanced silicon solar cells with both electrical contacts on
the back side of the cell are described These high etficieri y
wrap around contact solar cells (HEWACS) utdas a screen printed
dielectnc imitation leyer to asolste the 'n' and 'p' contacts from
each other. Development of a device exhibiting high AMO
cionmrsion elficm ciea is addressed along with the proceaeirq
of such cabs to a point where cell fabrication can be carried
out by production personnel under operating production line
conditions	 J.M.S.
NB1-18482 Rensselser Polytechnic Inst . Troy, N Y
A METHODOLOGY FOR YHE DESIGN AND CALIBRATION
OF DATA BASED MODELS OF AGGREGATE LAKE
ECOSYSTEM DYNARIICS Ph.D. TAaels
Glenn Foster Roberts 1980 264 p
Avail Unry Microfi i .ne Order No 8103762
(NASA-CR 1595118. DOE/NASA/0058 . 79/21 Avail. NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 108
The concept •talustion stows that the four cylinder double
acting U type Stifling engine with annular regenerators is the
most suitable engine type for the 15 kW solar application with
respect to design performance and cost Results show that near
term performance for a metallic Stirling engine is 42% efficiency
Further improved components show an impact on efficiency of
the future metallic engine to 45% Increase of heater temperature.
through the in;rrtduction of ceramic components. contribute the
greatest amount to achieve high efficiency goals Future ceramic
Stirling engines for solar applications show an afficienc ir of around
50%	 T M
NS1-15461"# Westinghouse Electric Corp. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Advanced Energy Systems Div
DISK MHO GENERATOR STUDY FMtal Report
F D Retallrck at at Oct 1980 424 p refs
(Contract DEN3 139. DE A101 77ET 10769)
INASA CA-159872 DOE/NASA/01391 AESD-TME 3064)
Avail NTIS HC A18/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Directly fired, sor"ratety-fired, and oxygen-augmented MHD
power plants incorporating a disk geometry for the MHD generator
111
werr studied The base paramsteis defined tot four near optimum
penormance MHD steam power systems of various types are
presented The finally selected systems consisted of (1) two directly
fired uses one C 1920 K (2996F) preheat and Ihe other at
1650 K (2500 F) preheat. (2) a separatsly fired case where the
sir is preheated to the same level n s the higher temperature
directly fired cases and 13) an oxygen n ugmenled care with the
same generator inlet temperature of 2839 14650F) as the high
temperature directly filed and separately fired cases Supersonic
Mach numbers of the generator inlet, gas inlet swirl, and constant
Hall field operation were specified based can disk generator
Optimization System pressures were based rvi Optimization of
MHD net power Supsicntical reheat streerr plants were used
in all cases Open and closed cycle component costs are
summa r ized and compared	 A R H
CELL$ Quarterly Report, Oet - Doc 18810
Paul Stonehart John Bans John Hochmutt. and Peter P69118ro
31 Dec 1980 35 p
(Contracts DEN3 176 DE ALO1 SOET 17088)
(NASA CR 165245 DOE/NASA/0176.90/4. GR-4) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Alloy elect rocatelysi9 on carbon supports were developed
tot hydrogen oxidation on the presence of carbon monoxide These
elect rocstalyst to match the best platinum on carbon catalysts for
performance yet cost half as much The results demonstrate
that a significant reduction in anode electrocstslyst material cwt
can be achieved by replacing the platinum Since surface
characterization of this catalyst is important to explain its
performance several approaches and pitfalls to the elucidation
of the surface cheracloori.i3tion are presented 	 T M
N91 15494'jy Westinghouse Research and Development Center
Pittsburgh. Ps
CELL MODULE AND FUEL CONDITIONER Quarterly Report.
Jul. Sep. 1880
D O Hower Ji Oct 1980 72 p
(Contracts DEN3 10 1 , DE A10379FT 11272)
(NASA CR 165189. DOE/NASA/0161 5.
Rept 80 9E6 MARED R4.	 OR 4)	 Avail	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Measurements of stack height changes with temperature and
cell material characteristics were made Stack 559 was assembled
and components were fabricated for 560 561 and 562 Stack
425 was transferred from the parallel DOE program and installed
in the OS; IES simulation loop for mechanical and electrical testing
Construction and preliminary checkout of the 2 kW test facility
was completed and design and procurement of the 8 kW test
facility was initiated The fuel conditioning subsystem design
continued to evolve and the state points for the current design
were calculated at full and part load conditions Steam reforming
catalyst activity tests were essentially completed and aping tests
and CO shift converter tests were initiated 	 Author
N91 . 19486't Solarex Corp Rockville Md
COFLANAR BACK CONTACTS FOR THIN SILICON SOUR
CELLS Final Report, 24 Jul 1978 - 16 Jul 1980
G Stort; A Schemme D Whitehouse J Wohlgemuth. C Wriglary.
and M Giuliano Jan 1981 38 p refs
(Contract NAS3 712501
(NASA CR 165272) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
IDA
The tyt:s of coplanar back contact solar call described was
cunstructed with mterdigdatad nl • ) and pi • 1 type regions on
the back of the cell such that both contacts are made on the
back with no metallization grid on the front This cell construction
has several potential advantages over conventional cells for
space use namely convenience of interconnects lower operating
temperatures and higher efficiency due to the elimination of
grid shadowing However the processing is more complex and
the cell is inherently more radiation sensitive The letter problem
can be reduced substantially by making the cells very thin
(approximately 50 micrometers) Two types of mterdtg;tated back
contact cells are possible the types being dependent on the
character of the front surface The front surface held cell has a
front surface region that is of the some conductivity type as the
bulk but is more heavily doped This creates an electric field at
the surface which repels the minority carriers The tandem (unction
cell has a front surface regioin of a conductivity type that is
opposite to that of the bulk The junction thus created floats to
open circuit voltage on illumination and injects carriers into the
bulk which then can be collected at the rear j unction For space
use the front surface field cell is potentially more radiation resistant
than the tandem junction cell because the flow of minority cl rne•s
(electrons) into the bulk will be lase sensitive to the product on
of recombination centers particularly in the space charge region
at the front surface	 T M
N81 1948$'11 Stonehart Associates Inc Madison Conn
PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF ADVANCED
ELECTROCATALYSTS FOR PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL
NB1 18487'/ National Bureau of Standards Washington DC
Metallurgy Div
NON-NOBLE CATALYSTS AND CATAL v ST SUPPORTS FOR
PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL CELLS Owresrfy Report. Aug. -
Nov. 1880
A J McAlister Nov 1980 13 p refs
(NASA Order C 462290 Contract DE ALO1 SOET 17068)
(NASA CR 166221 DOE/NASA /62291 OR-1) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL t0A
Tungsten carbide which is known to be active for hydrogen
oxidation and CO tolerant he, a hexagonal structure Titanium
carbide is inactive and has a cubic structure Four different samples
of the cubic allays Wit ITixC wets prepared and found to be
active and CO tolerant These alloys are of interest as powible
phosphoric acid fuel cell caLlysts They also are of interest as
opportunities to study the activity of W in a different crystalline
environment and to correlate the activities of the surface sites
with surface composition 	 Author
Ia81 19573'/ Westinghouse Research and Development Center
Pittsburgh. Pn 	 Research and Development Canter
CELL MODULE AND FUEL CONDITIONER DEVELOPMENT
OsnrMefy Report. Oct. Dee ISM
D 0 Hoover Jr Jan 1981 72 p refs
(ContfWaDEN3 151 DE A101 BOET 17068)
(NASA CR 185190 DOE, NASA/0161 6
Rept 80 9E6 MARE  R5	 OR 5)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The test results of and post last analysis of Stack 559 are
reported The design features and cons • uctron status of Stacks
560 561 662 and 563 are describe_ The measurements of
cell materials compressiblity are rationalized and summarized
and an eylanatron of their uses is grven Preliminary results of
a manifold material/ costing survey are given The resufts of shift
converter catalyst performance tests and reforming utalyot aping
tests are reported State pants for full luad and part bad operation
of the fuel conditioning subsystem tabulated Work on the data
base tot the fuel conditioner ancillary substrotanniii is sum
matured	 T M
N81 . 21633"o Mathtech Inc Arlington Vie
STUDY OF FUEL CELL ON-SITE, INTEGRATED ENERGY
SYBTEMS IN RESIDENTIAL., COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
Fbrsal Report
R A Wakefield S Karamchottv R H Rand W S Ku. and V
Takumslla Oct 1980 310 p refs
(Contracts DEN3 89 DE A103 79ET 11272)
(NASA CR 165144 DOE/NASA 0089 80/1 E FC D02) Avail
NTIS HC A14YMF A01 CSCL IDA
Three building applications were selected for a detailed study
a low rose apartment building a retail store and a hospital
Budding design data were then specif ied for each application
based on the design and construction of typical actual buildings
Finally a computerized budding loads a nalysis program was
used id estimate hou rly and use load profiles to , each budding
Conventional and fuel cell based ene r gy systems were designed
and simulated for each building in each location Based on the
;&mutt@ of a computer simulation of each energy system
lev2sed annual Cosh and annual energy consumptions were
cakuleted for all systems	 T M
i
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NB1 21636* 0 Energy Research Corp Danbury Conn
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR +HO!►HORIC ACID
FUEL CELL POWERPLANT, PHASE 2 Owrserly, Repon
Larry Chrrsinet Mar 1980 74 p
(Contracts DENJ 67 DF AL03-79ET 11272)
INASA CR 165317DOE/NASA/006179-3 ERIC 18 OR 61
Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The technology development for materials cells and reformers
for on site integrated energy systems is deacnbed The carbonize
tnon of 25 cu cm 350 cu cm and 1200 cu cm cell lost hardware
was accomplished and the performance of 25 cu cm fuel calls
was improved Electrochemical corrosion rates of praphde/
phenolic resin composites in phosphoric acrd were determined
Three cells 15 in by 16 in slacks) were operated for longer than
7000 hours Specified endurance stocks completed a total Of
4000 hou rs An electrically heated reformer was tested and is
to provide hydrogen fort 23 cell fuel call stack 	 R C T
N81 . 21547 "M Energy Research Corp Danbury Conn
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR PHOSPMORIC ACID
FUEL CELL POWERPLANT (PHASE 2) Quarterly Report
Larry Chrielner Dec 1979 52 p ref*
(Contracts DE N3 67 DE A103 79E  1 12 721
(NASA CR 165316 DOE/NASA; 0067 79/2. OR 51 Avail
NTIS HC A04, MF A01 CSCL 10A
The status of technology for the manufacturing and testing
of 1200 sq cm cell materials components and stacks for on site
integrated energy systems is assessed Topics covered include
111 preparation of thin layers of silicon carbide (21 defrnitron
and control schemes for volume changes in phosphoric acid
fuel cells 13) preparation of low resin content graphite phenolic
resin composites (4) chemical corrosion of graphite phenolic resin
composites in hot phosphoric acid (6) analysis of electrical
resistance of composite rnatenals for fuel cells and 16) fuel cell
performance and testing	 A R H
NS1 21540'0 Energy Research Corp Danbury Conn
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR PHOSPHORIC ACID
FUEL CELL POWERPLANT (PHASE 2) Quanerly Report
Larry Chrislner Mar 1960 75 p refs
(Contracts DE N3 67 DE A103 79E  11272)
(NASA CR 165317 DOE,'NASA'0067 79/3. OR 61 Avail
NTIS HC A04,MF A01 CSCL 10A
Progress is reported in the development of technology for
materials cell components and reformers for on site integrated
energy systems Carbonization of 25 W cm 350 sq cm and
1200 sq cm cell test hardware was accomplished The
performance of 25 sq cm fuel cells was improved by using this
material Electrochemical corrosion rates of graphite phenolic resin
composites in phosphoric acrd were determined Three cell 5 in
by 15 in sucks operated fo r moq than 7 DOD hours Specified
endurance stacks completed 4 000 hours A electrically hosted
reformer to provide hydrogen for a 23 cell fuel Cell suck was
tested
	
A R H
NB1 22447 *0
 
Thermo Electron Corp n voftham Mass
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE FOR THE STIRLING ENGINE
POWERED AUTOMOBILE Frontal Repon
Dean T Morgan ad Mai 1979 319 p refs Prepered for
Argonne National L.ab
INASA Order C 2325 Contract W 31 1139 38 41351
INASA CR 159561 ANL K7B 4136 1 TE5484 66 791 Avail
NTIS HC A14 MF A01 CSCL IOC
A thermal energy storage (TES) system deveioned lot use
with the Sliding engine as an automotive power system has
gravrmetrK and volumetric storage densities which are competitive
with el*Chit battery storage sysuma most% all operational
requirements for a practical vehicle and can be packaged in
compact sued automobiles with mminnum impact on passenger
and height volume The TE ST:-b r bng system is the only storage
approach for divert use of cot nbuslron hest from f uel sources
not suitable for direct itanspoot and use on the vehicle The
partic or concept described is also useftd too a dual mode
TES, id fuel system in which the TFS (recharged from an
external energy sowcol is used for short duration trips tap
proximately 10 miles or less) and liquid fuel carried on board
the vehicle used for long duration trips The dual mode approach
others the potential of 50 percent savings in the cortsumpbon of
premium liquid fuels for automotive propulsion in the United
States	 A R H
N81 22473 . 0 	 Institute of Gas Technology. Chicago Ill
Engineering Research Div
STABILIZING PLATINUM IN PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL
CELLS Ouansirly Report, Dee 1SB0 - Mar 1N1
Robert J Remick Apr 1961 26 p refs
(Contracts DEN3 206 DE A101 SOET 17068)
INASA CR 165311 DOE/NASA/0208 I Hept 61051 OR-1)
Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The cathode of the phosphoric acid fuel cell uses a high
surface area platinum catalyst supported on a carbon substrate
During operation the small platinum crystell.tes sinter, causing
loss in call performance A support was developed that stabilizes
platinum in the high surface area condition by retarding or
preventing the sintering process The approach is to form etch
pits in the carbon by oxidizing the carbon in the presence of a
metal oxide catalyst remove the metal Oxide by an acid wash
and then deposit platinum in these pits Results confirm the
formation of etch pits in each of the this* supports chosen for
investigation Vulcan XC 72R Vulcan XC 72 that was giaphized
at 2500 C and Shawinigan Acetylene Black 	 T M
NB1 22479• / Energy Research Corp Danbury Conn
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR PHOSPHORIC ACID
FUEL CELL POWERPLANT (PHASE 2) Dallas" Repert
Larry Chrtetnor Jun 1960 49 p refs
(Contract DEN3 . 67 DE A103 . 79ET 112721
(NASA CR 165318 DOE/NASA/3067-79 . 6. OR-7) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF AW CSCL tOA
Progress is reoponed in the development of material cell
components and reformers for on site integrated energy systems
Internet resistance and contact resistance were improved
%solved gases (02 N2 and CO2) were found to have no
effect on the electrochemical corrosion of phenolic compoertas
Stack performance was increased by 100 mV over the average
1979 level	 A RM
All1 15027 ' Moderate temperature sodium calls. I Tonto
lion metal disulhd• cathodes. K M Abraham, L. Pills, and R Schiff
(EIC Corp, Newton. Mass.) Electrochemical Society, Asurnal, tool
127. Dec 1980, p. 2545 2550 19 iris Contract No. NAS321726
T.S2, VS2, and Nh(L11S2 trarsivon metal dnulfrdes were
evaluated as Cathode materials for a moderair temperature recharge-
able Na cell operating at 130 C The 1st discharge of T.S2 results in a
capacity of 0.85 eq/mole. spMoximately halt of the Na m the 1st
phase spanning the No range from zero to 0 30 and almost all the Na
rn the 2nd phase spanning the 0.37 to 0.80 &,,gr are rechargeable
VS2 intercalates up to one mole of No/mote of VS2 in the 1st
discharge, the r esulting Na(x)VS2 ternary consists of 3 phases in the
3 ranges of Na from zero h, 1 Niobium d.sul lnde undergoes a phase
change m the 1st dischargr, the average rechatgruble capacity in
extended cycling of this cathode .s 0 50 eq/mole	 A.T
AS 1 2 7089 ' Silicon sob, cells with high open circuit volt
age J A M.nnuccn, K W Matthr., A H K.r ►pab.ck and A
McCrtxky (Spite Corp., Bedlord. Mass 1 In Photovoltaic Sprc.alrsis
Conference 14th, San D-ew Cali f
 , January 1 '0. 1980. Conference
Record 1A81 27076 11 441 New York, bnhtuir r' Electrical and
Electfonics Engineers, Inc,, 1980 p 9396 Contract No NAS3
20873
Open cordite voltaors as high as 0 645 V (AMO 25 C) have tarn
otilao.trt by a new pt.ncros .levelotwd fine low tesisl.voty silicon The
method utiltrrs high dow phosfnhor,n .mplaotatnon, follow-41 by
lumace annealing and simultaneous oxide growth to form high
efficiency shallow junctions The effect of the the r mally grown
11.3
I 
L;.L
oxides is a rrducton of urrfacr recombniation velocity the ollldf Also
acts at a mmlerstrly ef f icirm AR oialmq Rornn dolt«1 silwon with
rrsistivitr*s from 0 1 tit 3 ohm cm has bran prsic*ssott sccortliig to
ihn +erlrnencr results shoW highrst open cucud voltii it altainrJ
with 0 1 ohm cm slartuiq malrrral The eflects or tandgap narrow
mg. causod by high doping corxVillistons m the Iuncbon. writ Also
ovethga1ml by implanting phosphonn oven a wide range of dosr
lovels.	 (Author 1
A81 27091 '	 High efficiency ultrathin coplanar !sack con
tact cells C. Slott, C Wrigley , J Wohlgomutli D Wlulhouso and
A Schemme (Soiarek Corp., Rockvdlr, Met 	 lit
Slwo.ii , sts C:onlrionce, 14th. Sari Dmwi. Cali f January 1 10, 1980.
Confrrroca Record. (A61 27076 11 441 New 'fork. Irshtute of
Elechrcal aril Electronics Eng ine.'. , Inc, 1980, P 137 140 Con
u act No NAS3 11150
Effort to fabricate high ellooencir. oltrathm coplanar twit
contact cells are dru-rrlwil Irx-hrded is a slru• r.ptron of drsigri
corisutrnabon% . cell labncafion 4r%1 Ihi%u p t-cal and aalirnnmentAl
analvws of lust nvchm, ms The rruilti, of thew efforts has two-vihe
latirication of a 11 8% AMO rfhcient. 50 micron coil when measured
At 25 C Design and pctx-au changrs rrquurit to increase trip
efhc.oncV are indicates! 	 (Author)
A81 27094 '	 Meg#, efficiency wraparound contact solar cells
,HEI i M tirllanitrr% and R C)phir don (Spectrolab Inc
Sylniar Calif.). In Photovoltaic Sprcrabsts Conference, 141h. San
Dii i. Call Januuv 710. 1980 Conference Record IA81
27076 1 1 441 New York. Institute of Elrctneal and Electronics
E g nevi%. Inc,. 1980 p 146 150 Contrasts Nu. NAS3 20065 No
NAS3 21270.
A Coll Iechnotgy, prodtn-mq h-iffi rffic,vncv wrap aniurxt
cNiloct solar cells (HEWACSI with 1-th electrical contocis on the
bask and AMO eonverunn of ficirrx-im of almost 15"N,. is pr esemmi A
flow chisel rridovatnxl the tsawlrrw prticess w1urrice alonq with the
prsicru chongrs a grvrn Tomchilecle,nq for costug drlammaban and
contact uilgrdv (how measuruig contact shongth, and thermal
cycle tests. succr%slulls drnxunlalest that that crll technology is
nvdv to tie nitivrd to the pool ptsxtsntion stage 	 K S
A61 27097 '	 Thin n rp silicon solar cell A Mrulenberg Ji .
J F Allmon , And R A Aindt (COMSAT labor at ones Clarkstxng
Med 1, lit Sppcalrsts Conference 14th, San Diogo
Calif. January 1 10. 1980, Contorrne* Record (A81 27076 11 441
Now York, txlnute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc.
Itltlsl, p. 161 165 Research sponsonetl by the Communications
Satelld• Cor p , Conp act No NAS3 21280
A space solar call collerpt which comb- ps high Cell oullxil *.tit
low diffusion Irrigth damage coefficip rits it im-s*ntod for the vmixne
of (vid icing uilar coil suscrptrbrhiv to degrarlabon from the Udytrun
Mnvironm.Mit High tvsisttv , t , , n i p silicon solar cent ranging from
upwwo of 83 micron cm ware e*MSed to AMO niti pviolrt Mumma
Iran It is shown that high resis t ivity cells act as r%t y msiC dr%ices
under, dark conditions and as intrinsic devrc*s unttri AMO dlummo
bon. Rnmtn* lots*% tit n  p coils are found to he comparahlo to
thew in low r*sghvrt coils Present voltage limitations alili at to tie
ihn* hi iiiii ion And v,vmli ation ni the drffusosl r*gions
	 D K
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45 ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
i Includes an noise thermal and water pollution
'	 envuonment monitoring and contamination controlI
Nil 30667'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
NASA OIOSAI ATM0SIME1IIC SAMPLING PROGRAM
IOASP) DATA I1EIOI1T FOR TAPE VLO016, VLO016, VLOO17.
Vl0OIl. VLO019. AND VL0020
Leonidas C Papthakos and Osmel Stiehl Jun 1981 95 p
refs
(NASA TM 81661 E 8791 Avail NTIS HC A05; MF A01 CSCL 	 +
,3B
This is the twelfth of a series of reports which describes
the data currently evadable from GASP including flight routes
and dotes instrumentation data processing procedures and data
tape specifications In situ measurements of atmospheric ozone
cabin ozone carbon monoxide water vapor particles clouds
condensation nuclei filter samples and related meteorological
and flight information obtained during 1732 flights of aircraft
N533PA N4711U N855PA and VH EBE from January 5
1.978 through October 9 1978 are reported These data ere
now available from the National Climatic Center Asheville NC
22801 In addition to the GASP data tropopause pressures
obtained from time erns space interpolation of National Meteorology
rul Center archnied data for the dates of the flights are
included	 Autnor
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46 GEOPHYSICS
Includes aeronomy upper and lower atmosphere studies.
ionospheric and magnetosphenc physics and geomagnal-
ism
For space radiation see 93 Space Radiation
N91-135""if National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
TABULATIONS Of AMBIENT OZONE DATA OBTAINED BY
GASP AIIILINERS. MAMCM 1975 TO DECEMSER 1577
Gregory D Nastrom (Control Data Crop Minneapolis) and James
0 Holdeman Sep 1980 111 p refs
(Contract 001 FA78WAI 8931
(NASA TM 81528 E 481 FAA EE-43)
	
Avail	 NTIS
4C AOB, MF A01 CSCL 04A
Tabulations are given of GASP ambient ozone mean.
standard deviation median. Both percentile and 9BIh percentile
values by season flight level, and geogupMcal region In addition.
selected empirical probabrbty , t •rialrons are highlighted to illustrate
the types of curves which might be appropriate in specdre analyses
Li t the tabulated data and an example use calculation is presented
to illustrate how the tables can be used to estimate the frequency
of commerical airline flights encountering high cabin ozone
levels	 Author
R-
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4] METEOROLOGY AND
CLIMATOLOGY
Includes weather lorerssling and modification
N91 . 14665'N National Aeronautics and Spec* Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ICING INSTRUMENTATION
William Olsen In NASA Marshall space Flight Center Proc
Fourth Ann Workshop on Meteorol arJ Fnvnon Inputs to Aviation
Systems Mar 1980 p 49 60 refs (For primary document see
NB 1 14555 05 471
Avarl NTIS HC A13;MF A01 CSCL 0,411
The types and usage Lategonef of king instrumentation are
discussed The state of the an for the technology governing the
use of icing instrumentation is reported with particular .,mphosis
on ground based locdmes for icing tests 	 R C T
NS1 21646'/ Nsbonal Aeronautics and Spec* Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERIC OZONE LEVELS AT COM-
MERCIAL AIRPLANE CRUISE ALTITUDES IN WINTSO4 AND
SPRING. 1576 - 1577
James D Haldeman and Gregory D Nastrom (Control Data Corp
Monnespolisl Apr 1981 18 p refs
(Contract DOT FA78WAI 893)
(NASA TP 1807	 FAA EF 51-1,
	
E 468)	 Avert	 NTIS
HC A02!MF A01 CSCL 04B
It was speculated that the ozone sickness experienced by
some airline passengers and crew members during the winter
and spring of 1976 77 were induced by absormallq high
concentrations of ambient atmospheric ozone To investigate the
possibility that 1976 77 was anomalous ozone measurements
from balloons for up to 13 years and from Global Atmospheric
Sampling Program (GASP) equipped aircraft for 3 years were
studied The analyses presented thaw that the winter and spring
seasons of 1976 77 were averaged statistically and no evidence
was found to suggest that there was more than a usual variation
in the frepuency that commercial airplanes encountered high
ambient Drone concentrations	 Author
A81 20742 • Cloud encounter and portico density vanabdi•
tias from GASP data G D N osdorss (Control Dtta Corp Movm•apn
In Minn I J D Hotdeman (NASA Lewis Rrsratch Center,
Cleveland. Ohio), and R E Davis (NASA. Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Vs.l. Amrrcan Instorure of Aeronautics and Asfronsurres.
Arro=saoe Sciences Harting, 19th, St ) ouos. Moo 	 12 15. 1981
Paper 810308 7 to 7 reh
Summary statistics and variability studies air presented for
cloud encounter and particle number density data as pilot of the
NASA Global Atmospheric Samplloq Program (GASP) aboard
commeocial Boeing 747 airliners On the avnage. cloudencounter is
shown on about 15% of the 52.164 data samples available this value
reo pen with season, latitude, synoptic weather situation, and distance
from the liorsovaune The number density of particle Idameter
greater than 3 microns) also varies with lime ant location and
delswnds on the horizontal extent of clouduress
	 (Author)
A81 20810 • a An analytical approacn to airfoil icing M B
Brayq. G M Gregrr­k IOh.0 Slate Un .yvr%.fV Cohrmtxn . Ohio), and
R J Shaw (NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Oh-u)
American Instaure of Ae.ozialurocs and Asfronaufres, Arnslpace
Screncrs Meeting, f9rh. Sr Lours Mop Jan 12 15 1981. Palmer
81 010.7 18 Is 26 er r s Giant Nu N.4G3 78
An analytical procedsne has been devrlopi od to predict time gee
growth on unprotected airfoil wt,om and to evaluate the sera
dynamic performance A time stepping method is used in which (tl
water droplet tr ale'cto o m M* calculated, 12) a rime ice ►mope
determmed. (3) the flowhald around the red airfoil is tecaleulat,d.
and 141 the build up prtxess treated upon unlit the (Inued rUnrl
lime is reached The performance of the iced airfoil shapes o• than
detrimined from existing analytic methods Rome ice shapes deter-
mini-d or the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel on a modified
NACA 64 series airfoil agree well with the shatten predicted by the
analytical method Measured and predicted mcreaset n, doag due to
the time ice also agree f avorably A simplified scalino analysis is also
presented and verified which svovodet the duplication of full scale
results of time ice &ca p tions in small scale model tests 	 (Author)
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52 AEROSPACE MEDICINE
Includes ohysiological fectore, biological effects of
rarp111.01 and werghUNMesa
NB1 27784'0 N-, r ronal Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Heseatch rentar Cleveland Ohio
ION BEAM SPUTTER ETCHED VENTRICULAR CATHETEFI
FOF HVD1lOCE ►HAIUB SHUNT Patent Apglristbn
P r uc i Banks inti—toi Ito NASAI Wed 10 Jun 1991 11 G
iNASA Cale EEW 13107 1 US Patent Appl SN 272407 1 Avail
NTIS HC A02 MF A01 CSCI 080
A cerebluspmal fluid shunt in the form of a ventricular catheter
tot controlling the condition of hydrocephalus by r elieving the
escessrve ceteUrosp,nal thud pressure s described A method
for fabrication of the catheter and shunting the cerebral Ilrud
from the cerebral ventricles to other areas of the body is also
considered Shurl flow failure occurs if the ventricle collapses
due to improper valve function causing overdiarnage The
venv,cutar catheter comprises a multiplicity of inlet microtu
boles Each mtcrotubule has both n large openings at its inlet
end and a mullipltctll n r n c.oscopic openings along its lateral
surfaces The microtubules a r e perforated by art beam sputter
etch technique The holes a r e etched in microtubule by directing
sn ton beem through an electro formed metal mash mask producing
perforations	 NASA
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59 MATHEMATICAL AND
COMPUTER SCIENCES
(GENERAL)
N11- 1762'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
A" CATION OF COMPUTEII GENERATED COLOR
aRAPHIC TECHNIQUES TO THE PROCESSING AND
DISPLAY OF THREE DIMENSIONAL FLUID DYNAMIC
DATA
Bernhard H Anid-eon. C W Putt. and C C Gramati 1981
15 p reh Pr«ea r : at Winter Ann Meeting of ten AM Soc
of Meth Engr. . %%ew. ngton D C 1520 Nov 1981
(NASA TM 82858. E-128) Avail NTIS MC A02/MF A01 CSCL
200
Color coding techniques used in the procesarng of remote
sansrng imagery were adapted and applied to Ilse fluid dynamics
problems associated with turbofen miser nottles The Computer
gensraled color graphw4 were found to be useful in reconstructing
the measured flow field from low resolution experimental date
to give more physical mearnng to this information and in scanmg
and interpreting the large volume of computer genereted data
from the three dimensional viscous computer coda used in the
analycrs	 M G
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61 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
AND SOFTWARE
Includes computer pfop r ems r oultnss and oloiloorahms
N91 . 299N'/ National Aeronautics end Space Administration
Lewis Roseeirch Center. Cleveland. Ohio
KONFIG AND REKONFIG: TWO INTERACTIVE 1 0 11E ►110 -
CESSING TO THE NAVY/NASA ENGINE PROGRAM
INN! /)
Lawrence H Feshbach May 1991 59 p
(NASA TM 4121!,. E SS9) Avail NTIS HC A0, /MF A01 CSCL
099
The NNEP is a computer program ,hat is currently being
used to simulate the thermodynamic cycle performance o! almost
all types of turbine engines by many government industry and
university personnel The NNEP uses Strays of input ditto to set
up the engine simulation and component matching method as
well as to describe the chsrscloristi4 of the components A
preprocessing program IKONFIG) is described in which the user
of a terminal on a time shared computer can interacf'vely, prepare
the Strays of data roguired It is intended to make it easier for
the occasional' it new user to operate NNEP Another preprocess
ing program IREKONFIG) in which the user can modify the
component specifications of a p •eviously configured NNEP dotaset
is also described It is intended to Std in preparing data for
"remetrec studies and/or studies of similar ongues such a mixed
Row turbofens turboithahs etc
	 E O K
N91 33938'0 Natio,ial Aeronautics and Space Adm.nisirstion
L"is Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PULSED THERMOCOUPLES
WITH CORRECTIONS FOR RAOI JITICN EFFECTS
Herbert A Vvdl Sep 1981 42 p refs
NASA TP 1895 E 8151 Avail NTIS HC A03 MF A01 CSCL
090
A pulsed thermocouple was used lot messu • ing gas taotpera-
turn above the meltog point of common the —mouples This
was done by allowing the thermocouple to hest until it app,oachas
its malting point and then turning or the p rotective cooling )Is
This method recluired a Compute r to extrapolate the thermocouple
data to the highe r gas temperatures A method thal inciudes
the effect of r adistion in the extrapolation is describod Cor puts
Mons of gas temperature are p r ovided along r, ith the estimate
of the final thermocouple was te mp7 ratu re Results from tests
on high tempe r atu r e combustor r esea r ch ngs a r e presented
RCT
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62 COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Includes computer networks
N41 . 21900'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Clweland. Ohio
AN APPROACH TO REAL-TIME SIMULATION USING
PARALLEL PROCESSING
Richard A 81ach and Dale J Arposr 1981 9 p refs Proposed
for prosentatr.sn at the 1981 Summer Computer Srmulatwr. Con'
Washrngtorr. UC 15-17 Jul 1981 sponsored by ISA and the
Soc for Computer Simulation
(NASA TM-81731 E 7871 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
098
A preliminary simulator design that uses a oarallel computer
organization to provide accuracy portability. and low cost is
presented The hardware and software for this prototype simulator
are discussed A detailed discussion of the inter computer data
transfer mechanism is also presented
	 M G
A81 446652 ' = An approach to real-time simulation using
parallel processiag. R A. Bitch and D J. Arpas; (NASA. Lewis
Re^e-3rch Center, Cleveland, OH 1, Instrument Society of America and
Society for Computer Simulation, Summer Computer Simulation
Conference, Washington, DC. July 15-17 1981, Paper 7 p. 13 refs.
Current applications of real time simulations to the development
of complex aircraft propulsion system conLols have demonstrated
the need for accurate, portable, and low cost simulators. This paper
presen" a preliminary simulator design that uses a parallel computer
organization W provide these features The hardware and software
for this prototype simulator are discussed. A detailed discussion of
the inter compu ter data transfer mechanism is also presE;r:ac.
(Author(
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64 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Includes rtsaton odfersncs r,luahtins and numerical
approximation
N81 14696'/ National ArronauNS and Soaeo Adnonstiateon
trwrs Heseaich Cemon Cleveland Ohio
AN ELECTROSTATIC ANALOG FOR GENERATING CAS
CAGE GRIDS
John Jay Adamctyk In NASA larigley Ho%ea,ch Center
Nurnencal Grid Geretafion 1980 p 1:9 142 IFor primary
document see N61 14690 05 641
Avail NTIS HC A24/MF A01 CSCL 12A
Accurate and efticrent numerical snnulti of flows through
Lufboneachitlety blade rows depends on the topology of the
computational geed% These geeds roust reflect the periodic nature
of IW tiUnatJ , nery 1 ,1541. row geteltnalrlea and conform to the
Nadi shapes Three tvpes of grids can M• generated that never
tires@ muunlal n ,qunementa Ihsouj;h flow finds 0 type finds
avf C tvp@ girds A procedurr whic h care used to grneute
all throe types of find% is presented The eaultulg grids are
odhogur,al most can fee, %tietched to capture the , P%%enllal physics
of the flow A d •st u%%rnl r % also presented detdd-g the extension
Of the gotlerat,on proceduro to fleeter demensrorial goornetiies
Autnor
061 14706'a National Aeronautics and Space Adnirrrsliation
L r—s HI'lrfl' L it
	
Cleveland Ohio
FAST GENERATION OF BODY CONFORMING GRIDS FOR
3.0
Oloottle Duhkrav,ch In NASA Langley Research Contest Numerical
Geed Gons,atron Tech 1980 &1 252 refs (For primary
doctunrnt see N61 14690 05 641
Avail NTIS HC A24 MF A01 CSCL 12A
A test algorithm was developed fo, accurately genii
Mtunda r y conlonnnng three dtrlonsonal cons@cutrvery rehtad
coneputateonai pals applicable to stbotaty axial lulbomeschnnsry
greirce..,tiy The rtls e rhodt is based on using a single analytic function
to generals , Iwo dimensional gads tire numbs of coaxial
.n—setni atrn surfaces positioned Lelwoen the huh and the shroud
those gads at-@ of the O type and a,@ charactstusd by
quasi orthogonality gOOMIll periodicity and air
• escolutror • t hr oughout the flowheld Due to the built in add,bonal
nonOthognnal luonfitato stretching a,W shooting the geed Imes
leaving the trading of the blade end at downstream rnhndy
Ittrs semphtyunu the nunlsnc'JI Irnatrtlsnt of the three demensronat
leading vortex %hoet	 Author
NB1 14721'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lswrs Research Canter CJ@volsnd Ohio
GENERATION OF C TYPE CASCADE GRIDS FOR VISCOUS
FLOW COMPUTATION
Peter M Sockol In NASA Langley Research Canter Numsrrcal
Geed General inn Tisch 1960 p 437 448 sets (For primary
dmutnent see N61 14690 05 641
Avail NTIS HC A24; MF A01 CSCL 12A
A rap ed peoc@tlura tot generating C type cascade girds suitable
tot ' rscous flow computations in turbomeschiary, blade rows is
ptesented The resulting mesh is periods from tine bled% passage
to the next nostrils orthogonal and continurus across the wake
downstream of a blade The procedure emp'oys a post of conformal
mappings that takes the sstente , of the ca icad@ into IM intent
of an infinite strip with curved boundaeeas This transformation
to a rectangular computational domain is accomplished numbs
collie This values acs obtained him a panel solution
of an integral equestrian and the inleteue vlluess Ley a rapid ADI
solution of Laplaces equation ExampUe of Ctype geed& are
presented for both comprstaor and turbine blades and the
extension of the procedure to three dimensions is breather
twtlenW	 M G
A81 14999 ' is 	 dackward deletion to mmemre prediction
@noes ten models from factoriol experiments with asro to tax center
points. A LeHohn	 w(NASA, Lrn H;%ratch Centel Cleveland,
0hfol Anisncare Sfarisro-0 Assex-lafnlet. Annual Meerut@, 140rh,
Nr lwfon. fox.. Alit; It 14. 1.430. P.tn-- 6' It 	 Iris
Population nnvlel coeffic'e. site chosen to simulate .I
%.Mated 2 In the 4th 1:xed vltm-t% rxpennnrnt havunq eel unfavorable
-,10m oun of wlahve values Llunq nandoni number slutfir,,
deletion stralret— weer compared that wen based tire F
dotnludon, On .air ,,de, stalest,,-% d'O' dMll'on of cochran's and pee a
combination tit the two Thr st,metises wl'lr comrred uncles the
ctrlet,on of minim nnq the maxnnum prediction ee 1t, wher, •vrl it
occucled, anlonq the two I^v ri factor r ise points The strategies weft-
evalu•drd fan each If tit of 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, n 6 center
premix lhri•e classes of it, alryrrl were identified as truly appsopee
ate, depending test the exlenl of the rupees menlrr's prior knowledits-
let ninln%t reel y 1'•111 • 111, • b,-%l stlalegy was found let unrgnl'
accorlhnq to the nunnlr • r of eviller points Amonq the- I111,41 classes of
sllat,'grrs- a se•cuilty Ir411•1 class lit stlalt •gy was tk•nionstlal yd as
Irnlq wslrly useful In that over a larnit • tit ctefheeents of vanstion
hum 4 to 65'1, the maxrnleun predictive root was never mcsrased by
invest- than 12•\• over what it would have teen if the , Irst sttatrgy hsil
lawn used fo p the, partrculal ited.orni of satiation The- n1al,v,-
elfres•ncy tit the- rxielnnent, when uslnve the- security eq,et %irati•gy.
was esannnrd as a funchoo of the number tit center points, and was
found to It- hest when the demon used on . center (runt	 IA,ithor 1
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65 STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY
Inrludrss data saintilrny and uttth)lfuny Motile Carlo
method and alwhashe processes
N61 10776*/ Nahonel Aeronoubcs and Space Admmrstratlon
town Research Center Cleveluxl Ohio
BACKWARD DELETION TO MINIMIZE PREDICTION
11111111101 1 111 IN MODELS FROM FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH ZERO TO SIX CENTER POINTS
Arthur C. Holm 14 Aug 1980 63 to rats Piesrsnlel at the
140' • Annual Maenng of the Am Statist Assam. Houston lease
11 tt Aug 1960
(}1 ASA IM 61524 E 47b) Avail NTIS 1 ;t: A04/Mf A01 CSCL
,!I•
Population nioxieI eoi•fhc1ents we w Chosen to simulate a
taltusled 2 lu the fourth Rower heed effects empeHmcnl having
art dntrrbulxsn of relative values Using isrxfom
number 3tuthes rhIostxxt straleylcil weirs eompairscl that weie
based on the f dial nlwlxsn on an order alatisnCS disinbubon of
Ccxhian s sixf on a cornNnatton of Ihrs two Results of the
comparisons sixl a iecontmeiafeaf strategy are given 	 Au Itxa
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70PHYSICS (GENERAL)
Fo- geophysics see ^6 Gropnysres For asbophysics
sse 90 4shophy sres Forsolar physics see 9: SO4r phi, sic 
NSl-12817'/ National Aeroraulics end Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Uhn
THEORETICAL MODEL APPLICABLE TO THE EXPERIMfN
TAL DETERMINATION OF SURFACE ANCHORING
ENERGIES OF NEMATIC LIQUID C91YSTALS M S TMus
Edwin G Wmtucky Nov 1980 34 p refs
(NASA TM 81828 E 6371 Avail NTIS NC A03/MF A01 CSCL
208
F Or a call configuration consisting of a thin nematic layer
bounded by two parallel plane surfaces with opposing surfaces
suitably treated to produce drssimdar molecular orientations the
elastic continuum theory for nemattc liquid crystals was applied
to derive an expression relating surface anchoring energies to
elastic constants director orientations at the substrate surfaces
and call thickness A numerical comparison with the elastically
isotropic result over a range K sub 3 1 5 K sub 1 to K sub
3 • 10 K sub 1 showed the effect of el astic anisotropy could
be quite significant Surface anchoring energies calculated for
anisotropic of K sub 3	 2 K sub 1 and K sub 3 - 10 K sub
1 were approximately 50% and 500'x respectively than the
isotropic values	 Author
71 ACOUSTICS
Includes sound generation transmission and attenua
lion
For noose pollution see 45 ftovifonrviont Pollufooti
N81 10807'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
NEW INTERPRETATIONS OF SHOCK ASSOCIATED NOISE
WITH AND WITHOUT SCREECH
U vonGlahn 21 Nov 1980 25 p refs To be presented at
the 100th Meeting of the ASA Los Angeles 17 21 Nov 1980
(NASA TM 81590. E-5691 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
Anomalous trends in present convergent nozzle (Mach 11
shock assocated noise analyses and predictions with particular
emphasis on the roles of screech and let temperature are
discussed Experimentally measured values of shock associated
noise are used to reassess data trends including both frequen
cy and sound pressure level The data used includes model scale
nozzles. varying in nominal diameter from 5 cm to 13 cm and
full scale engine nozzles up to 48 cm All data were obtained
at static conditions From this reassessment o r the measured
data new empirical methods for the prediction of shock associated
noise are developed Separate procedures are presented tot
screech free and screech contaminated shock associated noise
In the present approach shock associated noise spectra are
developed from considerations that include the peak sound
pressure level and its frequency the low frequency sourW pressure
level slope and the high frequency sound pressure level slope
or roll off the latter is shown to vary with directivity angle
Author
N61-11769'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland. Ohio Fluid Mechanics and
Acoustics Div
CORE NOISE MEASUREMENTS FROM A SMALL. GENERAL
AVIATION TURBOFAN ENGINE
Meyer 7eshoilio and Allen Karchmer 21 Nov 1980 28 p
refs Presented at the 100th Meeting of the Acoust Soc of
Am Los Angeles 17 21 Nov 1980
(NASA TM 81610 E 6071 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
20A
As part ^' a program to investigate combustor and other
core noises simultaneous ineasu •ements of internal fluctuating
pressure and tar field noise were made with a JT15D turbofan
engine Acoustic waveguide pioces located in the engine at the
combustor at the turbine exit and in the core nozzle wall were
used to measure internal fluctuating pressures Low frequency
acoustic power determined at the core nozzle evil corresponds
in level to the far field acoustic power at engine speer.s below
65% of maximum the approach condition At engine speeds
above 65% of maximum the let noose dominates in the far
field g r estly exceeding that of the core From coherence
measurements it is shown that the combustor is the dominant
source of the low f requency cure noose The results obtained
from the J115D ecgone were compared with those ^)btauned
previously from a YF 102 engine horn engines having reverse
flow annular combustors and being in ir •e some size class
Author
NP1 11770'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleve;_d Ohio
EFFECT OF A SEMI-ANNULAR THERMAL ACOUSTIC
SHIELD ON JET EXHAUST NOISE
J Goodykoontz 11 Nov 1980 21 p refs Presented at the
100th Meeting of the Acoust Soc of Am Los Angeles
17 21 Nov 1980
(NASA TM 81615 E 616) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF AOI CSCL
70A
Reductions in let exhaust noose obtained Lyn the use of an
annular thermal acoustic shield consisting cf a hiCh temperature
low velocity gas stream surrounding a high velocity central let
exhaust oppvar to be limited by mu ltiple •eflect •ons The effect
of a semi annular shield on tot exhaust nrnsa was mveshgted
with the rationale that such a conligurolocin would eliminate or
reduce the multiple reflection mechanism Noise measurements
for a 10 cen conical nozzle with a semi annular acoustic shield
are presented in terms of lossless free held dots at various
angular locations with respect to the nozzle Measurements were
made on both the shielded and unshielded sides of the nozzle
The results are presented parametrically showing the effects of
various shield arid central system velocities and temperatures
Selected results are scaled up to a typical full scale engine size
to determine the perceived noise level reductions
	 A R H
N81-12821 • N Notionel Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ACOUSTIC TRANSMISSION MATRIX OF A VARIABLE
AREA DUCT OR NOZZLE CARRYING A COMPRESSIBLE
SUBSONIC FLOW
J H Miles 1980 39 p refs Presented at the One Hundredth
Meeting of the Acoust Soc of Am. Los Angeles 17 . 21 Nov
'980
(NASA TM 81614. E-613) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
20A
The drNerentral equations governing the proogation of sound
in a variable area duct or nozzle carrying a one dimensional
subsonic compressible fluid flow are derived and put in state
variable form using acoustic pressure and particle `relodt y as
the suite variables The duct or nozzle is divided into a numbe•
of regions The region sue is selected so !hri in each region
the Mach number can be assumed constant and the area variation
can be approximated by an exponential area variation Conse-
quently the state variable equation in each region has constant
coefficients rho transmission matrix for each region is obtauied
by solving the constant coelfrcie.it acoustic state variable
differential equation The transmission matrix for the duct or
nozzle is the product of The md.vidual transmission matrices of
each •egion Solutions are presented for several geometries with
and without mean Raw	 J M S
N81-1876a, x M National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Resea,h Cante r Cleveland Ohio
ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS IM
A DUCTED COMOUSTION SYSTEM Ph.C. Thesis Toledo
Unn.
Jeffrey Hilton Miles Nov 1980 138 p refs
(NASA TM 81583 E 5581 Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL
20A
Combustion noise propsgaLOn in an operating ducted liquid
fuel combustion system is studied in relation to the development
of combustion noise predict on and suppresxron techniques The
presence of combustof er.imilrorls in the duct is proposed as the
primary mechanism producing the attenuation and dispersion of
combustion noise propagating in an operating liquid fuel
combustion system First n complex mathematical model for
calculating attenvalrnn and dispe r sion taking into account mass
transhar heat transfet and viscosity effects due to the presence
of liquid fuel droplets or sold :oot particles is discussed Next
a simpler smgls parameter model for calculating pressure
auto s p ectra and cross spectra which takes into account
dispersion and attenuario.i due to Mat transfer between sold
soot particles and au is oi,veloped Then auto spectra and
cross spectra obtained from internal pressure measurements in
a combustion sysiam consnunp of a J 47 combustor can a
spool piece and a Icng duct aid presented Last analytical results
obtained with the single parameter model are compared with
the experimental measurements The smgie parameter model
results are shown to be in excellent agreement with the
measurements	 J M S
N81-19878'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lrwrs Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
ON THE PROPAGATION OF LONG WAVEI IN ACOUSTI-
CALLY TREATED. CURVED DUCTS
W Rostaf nsko 1981 21 p refs Proposed for preeantatton at
101st Meeting of the Acoust Sic of Am Ottawa 18 22 May
1881
(NASA TM 81712 E-7451 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
A two dimensional study is presented on the behavior of
long waves in lined curved ducts The analysis includes a
125
comparison between the propagation to curved and straight lined
ducts A parametric study was conducted ova( a range of wall
admittance and duct wall separation The complex ergenvolues
of the characteristic equation. which in the case of a curved
duct are also the angular wevenumbers. were obtained by
successive approximations	 Author
Nil /-20831 4 / National Aeronautics and Space Admmtstration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio
HION-FREQUENCY SOUND PROPAGATION IN A SPATIAL-
LY VARYING MEAk FLOW
Y C Cho and E J Rice 1960 29 p refs Presented at the
100th Meeting of ASA. Los Angeles. 17-21 Nov 1980
(NASA TM-81751. E 797) Avail NTIS ML A03/MF A01 CSCL
20A
An equation for acoustic ray paths in a spatially varying
mean flow was examined to determine some of the characterstics
of the flow gradient effects on sound propagation In a potential
flow. the acoustic rays are deflected in the direction of increasing
mean flow, and the gradient of the mean flow speed is the
dominant factor causing the ray deflection In contrast, in a
sheared mean Now, the vorticrty, is the dominant factor in deflectmM
of the acoustic rays.	 Author
NS1 . 26S44'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
NEW TECHNIQUE FOR THE DIRECT MEASUREMkNT OF
CORE NOISE FROM AIRCRAFT ENGINES
Eugene A Krelss 1981 25 p refs Presented at the 17th
Joint Propulsion Conf Colorado Springs 27 29 Jul 1981
cosponsored by the AIAA. SAE. and ASME
(NASA fM 82634 E 859) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
The core noise levels hom has turbine aucrah engines were
measured using a technique which requires that fluctuating
pressures be measured in the for held and at two locations
within the engine :ore The cross spectre of these measurements
are used to determine the levels of the far field noise that
propagated from the engine vore The technique makes it possible
to measure core nose levels even when other nose source>
dominate The technique was applied to signals measured from
an Avco Lycoming YF102 turbofan engine Core noise levcis as
a function of frequency and radiation angle were measured and
are presented over a range of power settings 	 A R H
N61-29922'# National Aeroisubcs and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Clevebind. Ohio
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED ENGINE CORE NOISE WITH
CURRENT AND PROPOSED AIRCRAFT NOISE CERTIFICA-
TION REQUIREMENTS
Ove M vonGlshn and Donald E Groesbeck 1981 15 p refs
Presented at the Seventh Aeroscoustic Conf. Ps'o Alto. Calif,
5-7 Oct 1981 sponsored by AIAA
(NASA-TM-82859. E-927) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
Predicted engine core noise levels are compared with
measured total rrcrah noise levels and with current and proposed
federal not" certification requirements Comparisons are made
at the FAR 36 measuring stations and include consideration of
both full- and cuttack-power operation at takeoff In general,
core nor" provides a barrier to achieving proposed EPA stage
5 noise levels for all types of aircraft More specifically core
note levels will limit further reductions to urcrah noise levels
for current widebody commercial aircraft 	 Author
11181 . 30W6'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
INFLUENCE OF EXIT IMPEDANCE ON FINITE DIFFERENCE
SOLUTIONS OF TRANSIENT ACOUSTIC MODE PROPAGA-
TION IN DUCTS
K J Baumeister 1981 16 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the Winter Ann Meeting of the ASME Washington. D C
15 20 Nov 1981
(NASA-TM- 82666. E-940) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
The time-dependent governing acoustic-difference equations
n rid boundary conditions are developed and solved for sound
propagation in on exisymmetric (cylindrical) hard-wall duct without
flow and with spinning acoustic modes The analysis begins with
a harmonic sound source radiating into n quiescent duct This
expkcit iteration method then calculates stepwise in real time
to obtain the steady solutions of the acoustic field The
transient method did not converge to the steady-state solution
for cutoffacoustic dud nodes This has implications as to its
use in a ":ruble-area duct, whore modes may become cutoM in
the smai-area portion of the duct For single cutoff mode
propagation the steady-state impedance boundary condition
produced acoustic reflections during the initial transient that
caused finite instabilities in the numerical calculations The stability
problem is resolved by reformulating the exit boundary condition
Example calculations show good Pgreement with cxad analyti-
cal and numerical results for forcing frequencies above. below.
and nearly at the cutoff frequency 	 Author
N61-3091 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland. Ohio
NOTE ON REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COEF-
FICIENTS FOR CONVERGING-DIVERGING DUCTS
Paul A Durbin Sep 1981 10 p refs
(NASA-TM-82679. E-984) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
Srmpls formulas for calculating acoustic reflection and
transmission coefficients for converging-diverging ducts are
derived. they extend the method of Cho and Ingard to arbitrary,
slowly varying ducts These formulas involve two parameters
The first is a function of duct shape and the second is the ratio
of the duct radius downstream of the throat to that upstream
of the throat to the upstream of the throat An extension of the
method to include mean flow is made for symmetric ducts M G
N81 . 30P07*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
CONDITIONED PRESSURE SPECTRA AND COHERENCE
MEASUREMENTS IN THE CORE OF A TURBOFAN
ENGINE
Allen KIrthmsr 1981 10 p refs Presented at 7th Aeroelosiic
Conf Palo Alto. Calif. 5 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by AIAA
(NASA-TM 82688. E-970 AIAA Paper-81 20521 Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20A
Multiple and partial coherence functions and the corresponding
conditioned coherent output spectra are computed between
fluctuating pressures measured at two locations within the tailptpe
of a turbofen engine and far-held acoustic pressure The results
are compared with the ordinary coherent output spectrum as
obtained between a single tailpipe pressure measurement and
the for field acoustic pressure The comparison indicates apparent
additional coherent output h a , core norsel beyond that
detectable with an ordinary coherent measurement. thus
suggesting the tailpipe as a core-nose source region Further
evidence suggests however that those differences may be
on..'uted to the presence of transverse acoustic modes in the
tailpipe ;nd that the tailpipe is not, in fact a significant source
region	 Author
N61 . 31988'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
EFFECTS OF SLADE-VANE RATIO AND ROTOR-STATOR
SPACING OF FAN NOISE WITH FORWARD VELOCITY
^.:chard P Woodward and Frederick W Glaser Aug 1981
21 p refs Presented at the 7th Aeroacoustic Conf Palo Alto
Calif 5 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by AIAA
(NASA TM82690 E 9711 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
A research fan stage was acoustically tested in an onechoic
wind tunnel with a 41 m/sec tunnel flow Two stator vane
numbers giving cut on and cut off conditions were tested at
three rotor stator spacings ranging from about 0 5 to 2 0 rotor
chords These two ststors were designed for similar aerodynamic
126
performance Hot film anemometer turbulence measurements
were made at the leading edge of the stator for each spacing
The cutoff criterion strongly c , htrolled the fundamental tone
;evel at NI spacings The trends with spacing of the wake defect
upwesh component at the stator tip showed good agreement
with the cor responding cut on acoustic tone levels 	 Author
N81 . 319570 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
TURDOMACHINERY NOISE STUDIES OF THE AIRS-
SEARCH GCOAT ENGINE WITH INFLOW CONTROL
J G McArdle L Homyok and D D Chrulslu 1981 26 p
refs Presented at the 7th Aeroecoustic Coral Palo Alto Calif.
5 . 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by AIAA
(NASA-TM-82694 E-977) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 ::SCL
20A
The AlReasarcn Quiet Clean General Aviation TurP,fan engine
was tested on an outdoor lost stand to eompa r , the acoustic
performance of two inflow control devices (LCD 0.3f similar design
and this* inlet lips of different external !naps Only small
performance differences wars found Far-field directivity patterns
calculated by applicable existing analyses were compared with
the measured tone and broadband patterns For some of these
comps--sons. tests were made with an ICD to r educe rotor/inflow
disturbance interaction noise or with the ar ousbC suppression
panels in the inlet or bypass duct covered w th aluminum t_,>e
to determine hard wall acoustic performance The comparisons
showed that the analytical expressions used predict many
directivity pattern features and trends but can deviate in shape
from the measured patterns under certain engine opdratmg
conditions Some patterns showed lobes from modes sttributable
to rolor/ellgtne strut interaction sources 	 Author
N81 329&4'# National Aeronautics and Spacc Admrstration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
AN IMPROVED PREDICTION METHOD FOR NOISE
GENERATED B y CONVENTIONAL PROFILE COAXIAL
JETS
James R Stone Donald E Groesbeck and Charles L Zola 1981
32 p refs Presented et Seventh Aeroacoustics Conf Palo
Alto Calif 5 7 Oct 1981 sponsored by AIAA
(NASA TM 82712 E 994 AIAA Paper 811991) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20A
A samoempurcal model lot predicting the noise generated
by conventional velocity profile lets exhausting from coaxial noriles
is presented and compared with small scale static and simulated
flight data Improvements to the basic arcula, let noise prediction
are developed which improve the accuracy especrdlly at high
let velocity and near the let axis 	 R C T
N81 .,2966'# National Aeronautics and Space Admrmst.siron
Lewis Research Corner Cleveland Ohio
A MODEL FOR THE ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE OF LINEAR
SUPPRESSOR MATERIALS BONDED ON PERFCAATEO
PLATE
Edward J Rice 198 1 21 p refs Presented at Seventh Acoustic
Cool Palo Alto Calif 5 7 Oct 1 981 sponsored by AIAA
(NASA TM 82716 F 1014 AIAA 81 1999 1 Avail NTIS HC
A02 MF A01 CSCL 20A
An analytical model is presented which describes the
impedance of a linear suppressor material such as a fine wife
screen bonded to a perforated plate This type of acoustic lining
material has come into use in place Of perforated plates because
of its nominal linear properties The model also describes the
hi.aar and nonlinear resistance of the screen and of the screen
perforated plate composite The effect of the perforated plate
bonded to the screen is derived from basic hydrodynamic
principles Althou7h a fine screen is much mole linea r and thus
less amplitude sensitive than a pe r forated plate without glaring
flow some nonlinearity will always exist for any screen The
nonlineatity in the screen iesistanl,e is shown to depend on the
square of the screen wire diameter When the screen is bonded
to a perforated plate the linear resistance in increased as the
inverse of the pe rforated upen ate& as expected When the
resistance is considered as a function of a pproach velocity the
screen nonlinear term is increased as the inverse of the square
of the perforated open area ratio
	
R C T
N81-32965'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE OF INLET SUPPRESSORS ON
AN ENGINE GENERATING A SINGLE MODE
L J Heidelbe r g I J Rice and L Hornyak 1981 24 p refs
Presented at the 7th Aeroacoustics Conf Palo Alto Calif
5 7 Oct IDS  sponsored by AIAA
(NASA TM 82697 E 980 AIAA Paper 81 19651 Avail NTIS
HC A02; MF A01 CSCL 20A
Three single degree of freedom liners with different open
area ratio face sheets were designed for a single spinning mode
in order to evaluate an inlet suppressor design method based
on mode cutofl ratio This mode was generated by placing 41 rods
in front of the 28 blade fan of a JT 15D turbofan engine At the
liner design this near cutoff mode has a theoretical maximum
attenuation of nearly 200 dB per L/D The data show even
higher attenuations at the design condition than predicted by
the theory for dissipation of a single mode within the Inner This
additional attenuation is large for high open area ratios and
should be accounted tot in the theory the lets show the additional
attenuation to be inversely proportional to acoustic resistance It
was thought that the additional attenuation could be caused by
reflection and modal scattering at the hard to soh wall interface
A reflection model was developed and then modified to fit the
data This model was checked against independent (multiple
pure tone) data with good agreement	 M G
N81 33947'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO PREDICT AIRCRAFT NOISE
LEVELS
Bruce J Clark Sep 1981 146 p
(NASA TP 1913 E 733) Avail NTIS HC A071MF A01 CSCL
:OA
Methods developed at the NASA Lewis Research Center
tot predicting the noise contributions from venous aircraft noise
sources were programmed to p r edict ai r craft noise levels either
in flight or in ground tests The noise sources include fan inlet
and exhaust let flap (for powered lift) core (combustor) turbine
and airframe Norse propagation corrections are available tot
atmospheric attenuation ground reflections extra ground
attenuation and shielding Outputs can include spectra overall
sound pressu r e level perceived noise level tone weighted
perceived noise level and effective perceived noise level at
locations specified by the user Footprint contour coordinates
and approximate footprint areas can also be calculated Inputs
and outputs can be in either System International or U S
customa ry units The sub r outines for each noise source and
propagation correction are described A complete listing is
given	 A R H
A81 21120 • it 	 Nutnatical techniques in linear duct aWlptics
A status report. K. J. Baumeister (NASA. Lewis Research Center.
Cleveland Ohio) Amerrcon Society of Mechanical Erfpureen,, Winter
Annual Meeting. Chicago, NI Nov 16 21, 1980 Paper 80 WA INC 2
16 P 72 nets Members. $2 00. nonmembers, 54 00
A review is presented covering both finite difference and finite
element analysis of small amps ^^. • rle (linear) sound propagation in
straight and vanahle area dui •1 , th flow, as might be found in a
typical turbojet engine duct, mullet. or industrial ventilation system
Both 'steady stair and transient theories are discussed emphasis is
placed on the advantage- and limitations associated with the various
numerical techniques F xamples of practical problems are given for
which the numerical techniques have bl en Apydrrd
	
(Autr-ur !
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A81 22533 ' - Acoustic transmission matrix of a variable or"
duct or nozzle carrying a compressible subsonic flow. J. H Miles
fNASA Lewis Research Cutter Cleveland, Ohiol. Acynistical Society
of America Merririg, 1001h, Los Aixteles Calif., Nov 1721, 1980
Paper 37 p 30 refs
The differential equations governing the pfopagattun of sound in
a variable area duct or nozzle carrying a one-dimensional subsonic
compressible fluid flow are derived and put in state variable form
using acoustic pressure and particle velocity as the state variables
The duct or nozzle is divided into a number of regions. The region
site is selected so that in each region the Mach number can be
assumed constant and the area variation can be, approximab-d by an
exponential area variation Consequently, the state variable equation
in each region has constant coefficients The transmission matrix for
each region is obtained by solving the constant ccefticient acoustic
state variable differential equation The transmission matrix for the
duct on nozzle is the product of the individual transmission matrices
of each region Solutions are presented for several geometries with
and without mean flow.	 (Author)
A81 38080 • x On the propagation of long waves in acousti-
cally treated, curved ducts, W. Rostahnski (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland. CHI. Acoustical Society of America, Meeting,
101st, Ottawa, Canada. May 18-22, 1981, Paper. 19 p. 7 refs.
A two -dimensional, detailed study is presented on the behavior
of long waves in lined, curved ducts, The analysis includes a
comparison between the propagation in curved and straight lined
ducts. A parametric study was conducted over a range of wall
admittance and duct wall separation. The complex eigenvalues of the
characteristic equation, which to the case of a curved duct are also
the angular wavenumb ers, have been obtained by successive approxi-
mations.
	 [Author)
ABI-38061 ' a A theoretical approach to sound propagation
and radiation for ducts with suppressors. E J Rice (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland. OH) and D. T. Sawdy (Boeing Military
Airplane Co„ Wichita. KSI. Acoustical Society of America, Meeting,
f0lst. Oftawe, Canada, May 1822, 1981, Paper 42 p 50 refs.
The several phenomena involved in theoretical prediction of the
far field sound radiation attenuation from an acoustically lined duct
have been studied. These Include absorption by the suppressor,
termination reflection, and far field radiation. Extensive parameteric
studies have shown that the suppressor absorption performance can
be correlated with mcxle cutoff ratio or angle of propagation The
other phenomena can be shown to depend explicitly upon mode
put off ratio. A complete system can thus be generated which can be
used to evaluate aircraft sound suppressors and which can be related
to the sound source through the cutoff ratio-acoustic power
distribution. Although the method is most fully developed for inlet
suppressors, several all radiated noise phenomena will also be
discussed This p aper summanted this simplified suppressor design
and evaluation method, presents the ircent improvements in the
technique and discusses areas where further refinement is necessary
None suppressor data from engine experiments are compared with
the theoretical calculations
	
(Author)
AS 1 38062 ' = Comparison of predicted engrrw core noise
with proposed FAA helicopter now certdtrJtion requrremMn. U
von Glahrn and D Gnxstse : (NASA Lewis Research Genter,
Cleveland, OHI Acoustical . ;uciety of America, Morring, 101st,
Ottawa. Canasta, May 18.22, . Wl Pieper, 17 p 8 refs
Calculated engine core noise Irvels, based on NASA Lewis
prediction procedure, for ':ve representative helicopter engines are
compared with measured total helicopter nose levels and propoud
FAA helicopter noise mfifrcation requirements. Comparison are
made fur level ffyrwrt dot approach procedures T.» measured noise
levels we generally sign .r rcantl y greater than thou predicted for the
core noise levels, except lot The Sikorsky S61 and S-64 helicopters
However, the predicted engine cure noise levels are generally at or
within 3 18 of the proposed FAA noise rules Consequently,
helicopter engine core noise can be a significant contributor to the
overall helicopter noise signasuie and, at this time, will provide a
limiting floor to a further decrease in future reuse regulations
f Author )
AS1 40962 ' , New technique for the direct measurement of
core noise from aircraft engines. E A Kielsa (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Fluid Mechanics and Acoustics Dow , Cleveland. OH).A/AA,
SAE, and ASME, Joint Propuli Conference, 17th, Colorado
Springs, CO, July 2729, 1981, AIAA Paper 81 1587 15 p 19 refs
A new technique is presented for directly measuring the core
noise levels from gas turbine aircraft engines. The technique requires
that fluctuating pressures be measured in the far field and at two
'ocatiom within the engine core The cross spectra of these measure
meats die used to determine the levels of the far field nose that
propagated 'nom the engine core. The technique makes it possible to
measure core noise levels even when other nose sources dominate
The technique was applied to signals measured from an AVCO
Lycoming YF 102 turbofan engine. Core noise levels as a function of
frequency and radiation angle were measured and are presented over
a range of power settings.	 (Author)
A81 48622 '	 Appincattion of 'steady' state finite element
and transient finite difference theory to sound propagation in a
variable duct A comparison with experiment. K. J. Baumeister
(NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. OH). W. Eversman, R. J
Astley (Missouri Rolla. University, Rolla, MO), and J. W While
ITennessee, University. Knoxville, TN) American lrrstrtute of Aero
irautics aril/ AstruilaurKY Aeroacoustics Conference. 7th. Palo Alto
CA, Oct 5 7, 1981 Paper 81 2016 10 p 19 refs
Experimental data are presented for sound propagation in a
simulated infinite hard Nall duct with d large change in duct cross
ses• tional area The data are conveniently tabulated for further use
The steady' state finite element theory of Astley and Eversman
(1981) and the transient finite difference theory of White (1981) are
in good agreetocni with the data for both the axial and transverse
pressure profiles and the anal phase angle Therefore. numerical
finite difference and finite element theories appear to be ideally
suited for handling duct propagation problems which encounter large
axial gradients in acoustic parameters The measured energy reflec
Pon cuelhuent agrees with the values from the Astley Eversman
modal coupling model 	 G R
%81 48639 ' Mixer nozzle aeroacoustic characteristics for
he energy effrnent engine. rh R Gliebe, G. T Sandusky (General
Electra Co. Aircraft Engine Group, Cincinnati OH), and R
Chamberlin (NASA . Lewis Research Center, Transport Propulsion
Office Cleveland, OHI Amer Kan Institute of Aeronatihcs and
Astronaittirs Aern.rc•aistycs Conference 7M. Palo Alto CA Orr
5. 7, 1981, Paper 81 1994 11 p NASA supported research
Aeroacoustic tests are conducted on scale model mixer nozzle
configurations it flow nottle, and a hasefrne conical nozzle
in an anechoic chamber free let facility to inv estigate exhaust system
designs Far field acoustic data and exhaust let plume aerodynamic
data are obtained for vatic s combinations of exhaust let velocity
and simulated fl ight sl'e'd, with coirecteo microphone data at it
constant 12.2 m arc destaner, and scaled acoustir data at a sideline
distance of 457 m It is found that lei plume aerodynamic end
acoustic characteristics of lobed mixer exhaust systems are similar to
those of a comical nozzle operating at the same specific thrust,
although differences occut at high frequencies, where the sound
pressure leml of the mixer nottle is 1 5 dB higher than that of a
coi)ecsf nottle In addition. no direct correlation is found between
exit plsn^ turbulence levels and plume development or acoustic
characteristics for mixer exhaust configurations.
	 O.L.G.
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A81 49913 ' High-frequency sound propagation in a "flat
ly varying mean flow. Y C Chu and E J Rice (NASA l ewes
Research Centel, Cleveland, CHI 4 t oustical Society of Att rrisca,
Journal, vol. 70, Sept. 1981, p 8(30 865 14 refs,
An equation for acoustic nav paths in a spatially varymq mean
flow has been examined lit determine sore of The chatactenstus of
the flow gradient effects urn sound Propagation In a potential flow
the accii rays are deflected on the drection of increasing mean
flow, and the gradient of the mean flow speed is the dominant fartoi
causing the ray deflection. In contrast. in a sheared mean flow, the
vothcov is the domnau , t factor m r3rflection or the .x'OUShc raVS
(Author)
A81 49741 • A model for the acoustic impedance of linear
suppressor materials bonded on perforated plate. E J. Rice iNASA
Lewis Reseaicr ('enter. Acoustics Section, Cleveland, OH) Atttertciin
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Aerrwroustics Conference,
7rh ,
 Pilot Alto CA Oct 5 7 1981 Paper 81 1999 21 p 12 refs
An analytical model is developed fur the acoustic impedance of
a composite made of a fine screen bonded to a for, totaled plate, the
resistance having tweet modi r led using steady flow theory and data,
and including both I-Pai and nonlinear crmponents The model of
the screen resistance alone is cletived first, and it is then extended to
include a povitotated p l ate htmde•d to the screen Cuant,ties such as
effective open ratio and pressure recovery are evaluated Conclusions
are presented. includutg (1) when the screen Is bonded to a
perforated plate, the linear resistance increases as the inverse of the
perfnralr open area, 121 the nonlinear, ty stn the screen resistance
depends net square of the screen wire diameter, and 131 when the
erstslance is considered as a function of approach velocity, the sot en
nonlinr an term increases .n the inverse of the square of the
perforawd plate open area iatoo The general theory can be applied
to any sc reen structure, but final results are limited to a twilled
square weave screen Results can he applied to the study of sound
absorbing materials used for lining the walls Of aircraft engine duct
arppressors
	
K S
A81 49743 ' An improved prediction method for noise
generated by conventional profile coaxial jem J R Stone D E
GiOwbeck and C L Zola tNASA. Lewis Research Center. Cleve
land, OHt American Institure o f Aeronautics and Astronautics
Aervicousties Confernxe, 7M, Palo Alto. CA, Oct. 5. 7. 1981, Paper
81 1991 33 p 13 refs
A semi empirical model for predicting the none generated by
conventional velocity profile led exhausting from coaxial nozzles is
fermented and compa r ed with small scale sta:nc and simulated flight
data The p resent methotf Is all vetsnon Of that part of the
original NASA Arc^alt Noise Prediction (ANOP) Program 119741
relating To let none That method hit been shown to agree
reasonably will with model and hill scale experimental data except
at high let velocities in the region near the let axis Improvements to
the basic circular let none prediction have been developed since that
time which improve the accuracy. especially at high let velocity and
near the let axis and are mcurpo, sled into the coaxial let procedure
in thin paper The new procedure is more theoretically based and has
also teen improved by some empu( al adjustments	 (Author)
N81 16769'/ Pratt and Whdnev Aircraft G roup East Hartford
Conn	 Commercial P r oducts Div
IMPROVED METHODS FOR FAN SOUND FIELD DETER
MINATION
D F Cocon T G Soften and D C Mathews Jan 1981 180 p
,acs
)Contract NAS3 21391)
iNASA CR 165188
	
PWA 5635 43)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC A09 MF A01 CSCL 20A
Several methods lot determining acoustic mode s tr ucture in
airc r aft turbofan engines using wall microphone data were studied
A method for reducing data was devisece and implemented which
makes the definition of descmete coherent sound bolds measured
in the p retence of engine speed RLictuatr'n more accurate For
the analytical methods algorithms were developed to define the
dominant circumferential modes from full and partial nrcumfererr
teal arrays of microphones Axial arrays were explored to define
mode structure as a function of cutoff ratio and the use of
date taken at several constant speeds was also evaluated in an
attempt to reduce instrumentation requirements Sensitivities of
the various methods to microphone density *troy sire -rd
measurement error were evaluated and results of the" studies
showed these now methods to be impractical The date reduction
method used to reduce the effects of engine speed variation
consisted of an electronic circuit which windowed the data so
that • gnel enhancement coull occur only when the speed was
within a narrow range
	
T M
NS1-17648'/ General Electric Co Cescannali Ohio 	 Aircreh
Engine Business Group
AEPOOYNAMiC/'ACOUSMC PERFORMANCE OF YJ101/
DOUBLE	 VCE 1MTH COANNULAR PLUG NOZZLE
FbnW Report
John W Vdovaak. Paul R Knott. and Jon J Ebacker Jan
1961 307 p rate
(Contract NAS3.20662)
(NASA CR 159869,	 R80AEG369)
	
Avail:
	
NT1S
HC A14/MF A01 CSCL 20A
Results of a forward Venable Area Bypaw Infector test and
a CoMnular Nozzle test performed on a YJ101 Double Bypass
Venable Cycle Engine arts reported These components are
intended for use on a Variable Cycle Engine The forward Variable
Area Bypass Injector test demonsbattrd the mode shifting
capability between single and double bypass operation with law
than predicted aerodynamic lose•& it the bypass duct The acoustic
nozzle test demonstrated that coennulsr noise suppression was
between 4 and 6 PNdB on the all quadrant The YJ101 VCE
equipped with the forward VABI and the coannular exhaust reoule
performed as predicted with exhaust !ystem aerodynamic losses
lower than predicted both in single and double bypass modal
Extensive acoustic data were collected including for field. near
field. sound separation' internal probe measu rements as Later
Velocnmeter traverses	 Author
A81 28953 ' An experimental study of transmission, reflec
bon and scattering of sound in a free let flight simulation facility and
comparison with theory. K K Ahula. H K Tanna, and 8 J Tester
iLo:kheed Geonqia Co. Marietta. Gal Joumal of Soiintr and
Vibration, vol 75. Mae 8, 1981, P. 51 85 10 refs Contract No
NAS3 20050
When a It let (or open let) is used as a wind tunnel to simulate
the effects of flight on model noise sources, it is necessary to
cal biale out The effects of the free jet shear layer on the transmitted
sound, since the shear lever, is absent in the teal flight case tit
pape e , a theoretical calibration procedure tot this outp ttse is first
sumnuoired, followtnq this, the results of an exteetunenlal program,
designed to test the vabdtty of the various components of the
calibration procedure. are desctitxd The experiments ate conducted
by using a point sound source located at various axial positions
within the fire let potential core 6v using broadband excitation and
ciouccotividhon methods, the angle changes associated with tav
paths across the shear layer are first established Mr rasurenents ate
Then matte stmultanrously onside and outside The tier let slonq the
profset sty paths to determine the amplitude dnangm across the shear
layer. It is shown that loth the angle and amplitude rhange, can he
predicted arcurairiy by theory It is also found that nlrenal
reflection at the shear layer is significant only for large ray anglrs in
the forward quadrant where total internal reflection orain Finally,
the effects of sound abromptoun and scattering by the shear laver
turbulence are also examined experimentally	 (Author	 )
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72ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR
PHYSICS
Includes atomic structure and molecular spectra
maximum direct noose that would strike the fuselage Wing surface
response to propeller tip vortex induced excitations and the
effectiveness of this respones in rWisting noise to the cabin
interior must be established to sisess the full significance of
these results.
	
A R.H
1 1 81 . 228.19'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
AN EVALUATION OF A SIMPLIFIED NEAR FIELD NOISE
MODEL FOR SUPERSONIC HELICAL TIP NEED PROPEL-
LERS
James H Dittmar Mar 1951 24 p refs
INASA TM 81727 E -7681 Avast NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
Existing propeller noise models are versatile and complex
but require large computational times therefore a simplified noise
model that could De used to obtain quick notes, estimates for
these propellers was evaluated This simplified noose model
compared favorably with a complex model for a straight blade
propeller and lot swept propeller blades when the propeller sweep
was properly considered The simplified model can thus be used
as an approximation to the complex model Comparisons of elther
the complex or simplified noise models with the available noise
data are not good for supersonic propeller helical tip sp*eda By
adjusting various constants on the simplified model the not"
estimates can be brought into the same range as the data at
the propeller design point but the variation of the model with
helical tip Mach ncmber remains different then the data A R H
N81 . 22537'0 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
A THEORETICAL APPROACH TO SOUND PROPAGATION
AND RADIATION FOR DUCTS WITH SUPPRESSORS
Edward u Rice and David T Sawdy (Boeing Military Airplane
Co. Wichita Kos 1 1981 44 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 101st Meeting of the ASA Ottawa Ontario. 15 -22 May
1981
(NASA TM 82612 E-863) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
20A
The several phenomena involved in theoretical prediction of
the ta t field sound radiation stlenwtion from an acoustically lined
duct were studied These include absorption by the suppreascie.
termination reflection&. and for field redetion Extensive parametric
studies show that the suppressor absorption performance can
be correlated weh mode cut-off ratio or angle of propagation
The other phersomens can be shown to depend explicitly upon
mode cut-off ratio A complete system can thus be generated
which can be used to evaluate aircraft sound suppressors ant.'
which can be related to If- sound source through the cut-off
ratio-acoustic power distribu on Atttwugh the method is most
fully developed for inlet suppressors ssverol sh redisted noose
pheesomene •re also discussed This simplified suppressor des.gn
and evaluation method is summarized the recent improvements
in the technique are presented and areas where further refinement
is necessary are discussed Noise supp ressor data from engine
expenments are compared with the theoretical calculations
A R H
NSl-22636*/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewes Research Center Cleveland Ohio
THE PROPELLER TIP VORTEX. A POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTOR
TO AIRCRAFT CABIN NOISE.
Brent A Miller James H Dittmar and Robert J Joracki Apr
1991 11 p refs
(NASA TM-81768 E-821) Aver NTIS HC A02/MF AC1 CSCL
20A
Although the assumption is generally made that cabin noise
levels are govemad by the transmission of propeller generated
noise through the fuselage sedewall it was postulated that the
propeller wake striking the wing in particular pressure disturbances
generated downstream of the propelle r by the action of the
propellor tip vortex could be strong enough to excite the aircraft
structure and contribute to the cabin noise level Tests conduc
ted to measure the strength of the propelle r tip vortex support
this hypothesis It was found that the propeller tip vortex can
produce a fluctuation pressure on a simulated wing surface in
the wake of a propeller that exceods by more then 15 dB the
NSI-2283Se/ National Aeronautics and Space Admmrxtrstion
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland Ohio
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED ENGINE CORE NOISE WITH
PROPOSED FAA HELICOPTER NOISE CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS
U vonGlohn and D Groesbeck 1981 19 p refs Presented
at the 101st Meeting of the ASA. Ottawa Ontario 18 . 22 May
1981
(NASA-TM-81739. E-7911 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
Calculated Borne Cori nos" levels based on NASA Lewis
prediction procedures. for five representetive helicopter engines
are compared with measured total helicopter noise levels and
proposed FAA helicopter noise corttficatio r
 requirements
Comparisons are made for level flyover one a pproach procedures
The measured noise levels are generally significantly greater then
those predicted for the core noise levels except for Sikorsky
S-81 and S-04 helicopter% However th •. oredicted engine core
nose levels are gene r alty at or within 3 rfb of the propoW
FAA noise rules Consequently. helicopte r engine core noise can
be a significant contributor to the overall h*hcoptar noose
signature and at this time will provide a limiting floor to a
further decrease in future now regulations 	 Author
IU91 .2S779*0 Novoner rkermoutia and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
THE SELF - CONSISTENT CALCULATION OF PSEUDO -
MOLECULE ENERGY LEVELS, CONSTRUCTION OF ENERGY
LEVEL CORRELATION WAGRAMS AND AN AUTOMATED
COMPUTATION SYSTEM FOR SCII -MALPHA)•S11V CALCU-
LATION6
Herbert Schlosser (Cleveland State Univ.l Mar 1951 20 p
refs
(NASA-TM-81710. E-740) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20H
The self consistent calculation of the electronic energy levels
of noble gas peoudomoleculea formed when a metal surface is
bombarded by noble gas ions is discussed along with the
construction of energy level Correlation diagrams as a function
of interatomic spacing The sel f consistent field n alpha scat
tend wave (SCF-Xdpha-8W) method is utilized Preliminary results
on the Ne-Mg system are given An interactive x alpha
programming system. implemented on the LeRC rIBM
ABI-27031 • Electron spectroscopy of the diamond surface
S V Pepper (NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveiaul_ Ohiol
Applied Physics Lerrers, vol 38 Mar 1 1981 p. 344 346. W refs.
The diamond surface is studied by inniration loss spectroscopy,
and Auge r electron . spectroscopy. Fo r surfaces heated to tempera
lures nut exceeding 900 C, the hand gap was found to be devoid of
emptv states in the absence o f electron beam effects. The Incident
electron beam generates rmpty states in the band gap and loss of
structure m the valence band lot these surfaces A truss section of
1.4 x 10 10 the 19111 sq cm was obtained for this effect. For surfaces
heated to lemperatutes exceeding 900 C the spectra were identical to
those from surfaces modified by the electron beam_ The diamond
surface undrryoes a thermal conversion in its electronic structure at
alxout 900 C	 (AuthorI
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740PTICS
ii- r , les light phenomena
N61 . 1^900'/ National Aeronautics and Space Admmrsu/uon
Lawns Research Canter, Cleveland, On*
HIGH POWER DENSITIES FROM HIGH- TEMPERATU ME
MATERIALS INTERACTIONS
James F ,Morris 1961 22 C refs Presented at 16th Thermophys
Conf High Tamp Mater Session. Palo Alto. Calif . 23 25 Jun
1961 sponsored by AIAA
(Contract EC 77-A-31 1062)
(NASA TM 61626
	
DOF/NASA; 1062-7)
	
Avad	 NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 201
Thermtontc energy converters and metallic fluid hest pipes
are well suited to serve together synergistically The operating
cycles appear as simple and isolated as their material problems
seem lorabodmgly deceptive and complicated Simplified equations
verity msternal properties and interactions as primary influences
on the operational o"ectrveness of both Each experiences flow
1 •mnations in thermal emission and vaporization because of
temperature restnctwnr redounding from thermophysicochemrcal
stability considerations Topics discussed include (1) successful
limitebon of alkali metal corrosion. 121 piotecloon against external
hot corrosive gases. (3) coping with external and internal
vaporization. 14) controlling interfacial reactions and diffusion.
and (5) meeting other thernophysical challenges, expansion
matches and creep	 A R H
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75 PLASMA PHYSICS
Includes magnetohydrodynamics and plasma fusion
For ionospheric plasmas see 46 Geophysics For space
plasmas see 90 Asrropnv s.cs
is a net increase in the over ell MHD/steam plant efficiency In
addition to the sensitivity of various channel parameters The
trade offs between the level of oxygen enrichment and the
electrical stress on the channel are also discussed 	 A R H
N81-1M20e / National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Ohio
THERMIONIC ENERGY CONVIRSION (TIC) TOPPING
THENMOELBCTRICS
James F Morris 1991 16 p rah Proposed for prser-C•uon
at Intern Conf on Plasma Sci Sents Fe. N Max . 18 20 May
1961 sponsored by IEEE
(Contract EC-77-A 311-1062)
(NASA-TM-81677. E-702. DOE/NASA/1062 . 8) Avast NTIS
HC A07/0011' A01 CSCL 201
Performance expectations for thermronic and thermoslactnc
energy conversion systems are reviewed It is noted that internal
radiation effects diminish thermoelectric figures of mard signdr
c&ntly at ID00 K and substantially at 2000 K. the effeinrve
thermal conductivity contribution of intrathermooloctrrc radiative
disarr, stron increases with the third power of temperature It is
argued that a consideration of thermoelectric ,ewer generation
with high temperature host sources should include utilization of
thermronrc energy conversion ITEC) topping thermoelKtrics
However TEC alone or TEC topping more efficient conversion
systems like steam or gas turbines combined Cycles. or Stirling
engines would be more desirable generally	 M G
N131- 2102111'N National Aeronautics and Space Adrunistraton
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Often
CONCEPTUAL DESION OF THE MHO ENGINEERING TEST
FACILITY
D J Bents R W Bercaw J A 3urkhan T S Mroz. H S
Riga C V Pearson (Argonne National Lab III ). D K Wannnor
!Argonne National LAb III I A M Hatch (MIT Cambridge) M
Borden (Gilbert Associates. Inc Reading Ps 1 D A Giza IGdbert
Alisiociales. Inc Reading. Ps 1 at al 1981 15 p rah Presented
at the 19th Symp on Eng Aspects of Magnetohydrodyn.
Tullahoma. Tenn 15 17 Jun 1981
(Contracts DE A101 77ET 10169 EF 77 A 01 2671)
(NASA TM 82621 DOE/NASA/10769 18 E 872) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 201
The reference conceptual design of the MHD engineering
test facility. a prototype 200 MWe coal hied electric generating
plant designed to demonstrate the commerical feasibility of open
cycle MHD is summarized Main elements of the design are
identified and explained and the rationale behind them is
to rowed Major systems and plant facilities are listed and
discussed Construction cost and schedule estimates are included
and the engineering issues that should be reexamined ere
.dent,fiqrd	 A R H
N81 21927'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
A MHD CHANNEL STUDY FOR THE ETF CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN
S Y Wang P J Staige r and J Marlin Smith 1981 13 p
r ah Presented at the 191h Symp on Eng Aspects of Magnetohy
drOdyn 'ullaMma Tenn 15 17 Jun '9111
IContrac• DE * !r' 1 77E7 10769)
(NASA 'M 6 17 54 DOE/NASA/1 x 7769 14 E 827) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSC( 201
The procedures any computatirns used to identify on MHD
channel for a 610 mW(I) EFT scale plant are presented under
the asarrmeo constraints of maximum flail Ely) Jly) and Beta
results show the bes t plant per/oimance is obtained for active
length l is approximately 12 M whereas in the initial ETF
studies L % approximately 16 M As MHD channel Length is
reduced from 16 M the channel *nth&" extraction falls off
slowly, TN% lend& to reduce the MHD power output however
the Shorter channels result in lower heat losses to the MHJ
channel coding water which allows lot the incorporation of more
low pressure boiler leedwater Maters into the system and an
increase in steam plant effscency The net result of the changes
Ntt-2SBOS'/ National Aeronaut" and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cle,eland, Ohio
GOALS OF '.HERMIONIC PROGRAM FOR SPACE PONR11
Robert E English 1601 11 p rah Presented at the Plasms
Scr Intern Conf Santa Fe N Men.. 18 20 May 1981. sponsored
by IEEE
(NASA-TM-82610 E-869) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
201
1'he thermionic and Brayton reactor concepts were compared
for apphcation to space power For a turbine inlet temperature
of 15000 K the Brayton powerplant weighted 5 to 10% leas
then the thermionic concept The out of core concept separates
the thermionlc converters from their reactor Technical risks are
diminishrad by 11) moving the ineoialot out of the reactor
12) allowing a higher thermal flux for the thormionic converters
than is epuired of the reactor fuel. and 13) eliminating fuel
swellings threat against Ide;rme of the thermicinic converters
Overall performence can be improved by including poets,
processing in system t %limizotion for design end technology o,i
more efficient higher temperature power processors Tie
rhermionic reactors will be larger than those to. compete:rve
systems with higher ca.:crsr_, efficiency and lower reactor
operating temperatures It is conclude' that although the effect
Of reactor Nte on shield weight will be modest for un.nannod
spacecraft the penalty in shield weight will be rarge for
manned or man landed spacecraft
	 E.AA
N81-30073'# National A• • .iouucs and Space Adminrtirsiion
Lewis Research C& • : t Cleveland Ohio
A PROGRAM-MANA13EMENT PLAN WITH CRITICAL- ►ATM
DEFINITION FOR COMBUSTION AUGMENTATION WITH
THERMIONIC ENERGY CONVERSION ICATEC)
James F Morris Owen S Merrill IDOE Washington D C) and
Harsh& K Roddy (The Aerospace Corp Los Angeles) 1901
50 p rah Presented at Intern Cont on Plasma Sci. 6onto
Fe N Men 16 20 May 1981
(Contract EC 77 A 31 1062)
(NASA TM-82670 E-950 DOE/NASA/1062 0) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 201
Thermonic energy conversion ITEC) is discussed In recent
TEC topping analyses overall plant efficiency IOPEI and cost of
electricity (COE) improved slightly with current capadlitres and
substantially with fully matured technologies Enhanced credibility
derives from proven hot corrosion protection lot TEC by
silicon carbide clads in fossil fuel combustion products Combus
lion augmentation with TEC ICATECI affords minimal cost and
pion! perturbation but with smaller OPE and COE improvements
then more conventional topping applications Risk minimization
as woll as comparative simplicity and convenience favor CATEC
lot early market penetration A program management plan is
proposed Inputs cherectotrs s ics outputs and capabihhes era
discussed	 SF
11 1111 32020'/ National Aeronautics and Space Armrnistiatron
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
HIGH B FIELD, LARGE AREA RATIO MHD DUCT tKPERI-
MENTS
J Martin Smith Staih 'ring Wang and J I Moran 1961
14 p refs Presented at the Intern Con! on Plasma Sci Santa
Fe N Me. 18 20 May 1961 Sponsored by IEEE
IConhact Of A101 77ET 107691
(NASA TM 02673 f 956 DOE/NASA/10759 10) Aved
NTIS HC A02'MF A01 CSCL 201
Studies of the effect of area ratio variation on the performance
of a supersonu Nall MHD duct were extended up to area 'alas
of 6 25/ 1 It is shown that lot a given area ratio there is a
combustion p r essu re above which the powe r gene r ating region
of the duct is shock f ree and the powe r output inc r eases lineally
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with the square of the magnetic held Below this pressure a
shot: forms m the duct which moves urstream with increasing
magnetic field strenWh and results in a 'its rapid rise in power
output	 Author
AS14"56 "  a Goals of thermtonic program for span power
R E Eminsh INASA Lrwrs Reusarch Crnlrr, Cleveland, OHI
loll uM of Electrical and Elr'fronKs Engineers Plasma Scrams
International Conference Santa Fe, NM May 1820 1981 Paper 9
p 9 refs
The considered investigation has the two objectives to assess the
feasibility of operating a Brayton power genetatingsystem at 1500 K
and to explore the manner in which changing goals lot the
thermromc program may have resulted in the rise in specific mass
that has tern observed. Concerning the first objective, it is pointed
out that to date no components have teen built arid evaluated for
use in a B r ayton space power system to (operate at 1500 K On the
other nand, the principles in design were successfully demonstrkted
at 1150 K with materials appropriate to that temperature. Long time
creep data for both the tantalum allny ASTAR 811 C and the
molybdenum alloy TZM support the performance predictions made
by Harper 119791 with respect W a Brayton system ptuvidmq a
specific mass value of 21 kg/kWe at 1500 K, For thr thermiomct
program, it is recommenced to conduct in lnvrstigateon of the
original goals of high emitter temperature (18002000 K) and high
power density,	 G R
N81-111133"# Wichita State Univ. Karns Dep; of Mechanical
Engineering
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION OF STRAIGHT TWO
DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSERS Fatal Report
Mahesn S Gteywall :ep 1980 35 p eels
(Contract NsG 3186 Contract DE A101 77ET 10769)
INASA CA 165166 DOE NASA/3186 1 ME MG80 11 Avail
NTIS HC A03!MF A01 CSCL 201
A method based on full viscous calculations 1s presented
to predict performance of straight two dimensional diffusers The
method predicts adequately the experimental pressure recovery
data up to the point of maximum pressure recovery for small
and Inge inlet boundary layer thicknesses It is shown that at
the point of maximum pressure recovery the s tesmwrse velocity
in the very near wall region varies as I to the 022 power
where Z is the distance from the drffuset wall 	 Author
N111111-111934 6 0 Texas Univ Arlington
MHO GENERATOR OFF-DESIGN PERFORMANCE AND NOx
CHEMICAL KINETICS ANALYSIS VOLUME 1 ANALYSIS
O: THE OFF DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF THE ENGINEER
ING TEST FACILITY ETF MHD GENERATOR FLOW TRAIN
Donald R Wilson and Gloyd A Simmons Jun 1980 77 p
refs
IGrant NsG 32551
INASA CA 165187 DOE "NASA/3255 11 Avail NTIS CSCL
201
A computer code lo , performing penametrH_ resign point
calculations and evaluating the off design performance of
mognetohydiodynamoc generators was developed Details of the
computer codes are presented An assessment of the effect of
preheat sloichromatrl and oxygen enrichment on the design
point electrical performance of the generator and the NO n
c.sri :emratron at the anti of the radiant bona are included The
off desig n study included vateteons in nias3 flow r ate and oxygen
enrichment Maximum design point performance was achieved
with a toent)matron of not ion poshest high storchromatry and no
oxygen enrichment The reduction in generator power was found
to scale almost quedisti(ally with the mass flow rate reduction
The power intreased to a maximum leve l fir off design operation
at an oxygen anno.hment value of 60 percent then decreased
with fu, tfet increases in oxygen ennthment The OR design
generator would not run at oxygeri enrichment levels Isis than
the 50 percent design level and simultaneously match the imposed
thermal power rrpui and doorrrilream pre'-ture constraints S F
NS1.12138'/ Dayton Unrsr Ohio
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE AND COM-
MUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE USER EXPE111-
MENTS FOR 1111147-111900 RkFERENCE BOOK. VOLUME A:
ABSTRACTS Fbrsal Report
Nicholas A Engler. John F Nash and Jerry D Stange Aug
1980 677 p refs
(Contract NAS3 21370)
INASA CR 165169 Vol 4 UDR TR 80 102 Vol 4) Avail NTIS
HC A99/MF k01 CSCL 228
The important user a^penments conducted during the fourteen
year period from 1966 to 1980 are summarized A description
of each of the satellites and a tweet summary of each user
experiment is presented A cross index of user •xpenments sorted
by various parameters and s Itil of keywords versus experiment
number is included The experiments are grouped by type of
service offered for example education. wealth services, and dais
transmessan A bibliography of repons by accarseon number an]
by author is also presented User viewpoints of tr.o systems one
presented	 Author
A81 20649 a N The STD/MHD codes Comparison of analyse
with experiments at AEDC/HPDE, Reynolds Metal Co , and Hercu
lei, Inc. A A Vetter, C D Maxwell. T F Swean, Jr , S T
DemetrisOn. D A Oliver, and C D Bangerter (57D Research Corp
Arcadia, Colit I Amerrc'an Instdure of Aeronautics and Astronartia,
Aernpa • ' eaten Meeting, 19th, St Louis. Mo . Jan F2 15 1981.
Paper 81 0t73 16 p 39 refs Research supported by the Reynolds
Metal Ca and U.S Department of Energy. NSF Grant No C 727;
Contracts No DENS 179. No DENS 202
Dais f r om sufficiently well instrumented. short duration expert-
merits at AEDC!HPOE. Reynolds Metal Co. arid Hercules, Inc., are
compared to analyses with mulhCimenslonal and time dependent
simulations with the STD/MHD computer cores Three analysis
reveal detailed features of major transient events, severe loss
mechanisms, and anomalous MHD behavior In particular, these
analyses predicted higher than design voltage drops. Hall voltage
uvrrshoots. and asymmetric voltage drops before the experimental
data were available The predictions obtained with these analyses are
in excellent agreement with the experimental data and the faduie
predictions are consistent with the exp.arime.nts The design of large,
high interaction or advanced MHD experiments will regunr appbts
torn of sophisticated, detailed and comprehensive cumpulatrunal
procedures in order to account for the Critical mechanisms which led
to the observed behavior in these experiments 	 (Author)
A8/ 20698 a or On the mapetoasrothermal instability S T
Ilrmetriades, D A. Oliver, T F 3witan, it , and C D Maxwell (STD
Resiiatch Corp , Arcadia, Calf ) American !nsrvrute of Arroreures
onru Astronautics. Aerospace Sciences Mertrnp. 19th, Sr Louis, Mo..
Jon. 12 15 1981 . Paper 810248 14 p 18 refs Research supported
by . the Northrop Corp, U S Department of the Interior, U S
Department rf Energy, and ERDA ",!SF Grant No C 717. Contracts
No AF 4916381 1160, No 0E N3 179 No DEN3202
A fundamental instshibty in MHD channel flow, hitherto
unknown or unappreciated, is described Lorentz lot or do van sacon
dart' flow Cells ptrferentially couple cote temperature gradient
modes into the teat fields of the anode wall leading to a locally
growing Lorentz force which eventually sepatalas the anode bounde
ry layer The instability is described with both heuristic order of.
magnitude analyses and detailed threedlmens-onml, turbulent. MHD
flow computations This magnetoserotheimal instability will be
manifested in commercial •^._.: MHD generators of moderate MHO
interaction parameter Methods of control and prevention of the
magnetoaar )thermal instability exist
	 (Author 1
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A p t 29Sfin • Glum modr i of r vrna ou ts ide, • hollow
cathode neutraliter 0 E Parks M .) M+ • We and I Kav (Svstpms
Science and Snhwwe. La loll• Calif ' ^14i Japwn tnriefY for
Aeronaiefiral and Srwcv, Sr retires end E)GL.V Imp—arinnal EUrfrrr
Prorsolvan Conference 15Th. Lees Vepaa. .' % . Apr 21 23. 1981
AIAA Peper 81Ol39 B p 12 refs Contract No. NAS3 21762
Thr present studv anafs,tm the capallillov of a fluid model of
rlrctrun Irarespurt to e>,rlain otnPrved proper-.t,% of thr vvtornal
plasma of a — 'ow cathode- nnilraleiev used In nrutiairre bpams
emerging from on thrutNn Calculatrom repented ' -re the v that
wken Ih p effertner collision fregue,ncv i n ouch a rnMM is nra , the
plasma hequmlcif. Ih:' rmoll'ny electric lxetrntial and electron
u-niprfetuir variations air in uualitatrvr agirrment with value
mrauired in the plump mode of thr hollow cathodr Both Iheory and
experiment show strong variatirem of temperature and potential
within a few centimeters of the cathode orifice	 (Author)
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76 SOLID-STATE PHYSICS
includes superconductivity
For related information see also 33 Electronics and
Electrical Enyineerrng and 36 Lacers and Masers
A81 43004 • -a diagram for gadohmum new the Curie
temperature. S rvl Renfnrd and G V Brown (NASA lew.s
Research linter. Cleveland OH' ., t,•wrrcan Insntute of Physics and
r nsoture of Electrical and Elec.romc. engineers. Annual Confereote
.rn Magnetism and Magnetic Mareria ;. 26rn Dallas TX. Nov. It 11.
19801 Journal of Applied Physics vol 52 Mar 1981. pt 2. P.
2110-2112 9 refs
W
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77 THERMODYNAMICS AND
STATIST I CAL PHYSICS
Includes quantum mechanics and Bose and Form
statistics
For related information see also 25 Inorganic and
Ph ysical Chemistry and 34 Fluid Mechanics and Nee:
7"nsler
A81-31375 • Thermodynamics. II - The extended thermo-
dynamic system. F J Zeletrnk (NASA, Lewis Researdr Center,
Cleveland, Ohio). Journal of Mathematical Physics, vol 22, Jan.
1981, p. 161 178 5 refs.
The algebras theory of thermodynamics developed in a previous
paper is extended to include the algebraic structure that at from
the introduction of a physical body into the theory. The extension is
based on very general definitions of both the thermodynamic states
of a body and subsystems of that body The algetxaic analysis, which
Includes bodies in nonuniform states, shows that the set of all
thermodynamic states of a body has the same algebraic structure as
the set of thermodynamic states and that composite systems are
induced by the algehrac structure of thermodyc,.mrc states. The
analysis also µnti r n•s a variational treatment of thermodynamic
bodies in uniform as well as nonuniform states The variational
calculation includes all conventional methods of calculation as
special cases and helps to illuminate the origin and interpretation of
the elect rochemx:al potential	 (Author)
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82 DOCUMENTATION AND
INFORMATION SCIENCE
Includex inlormauon storagir and retnaval technology
micrography end library roan's
For comps 0 doc timer '.,;i,on sae 6 7 Compufee, Fi,o9,.nn
11,1019 and SMhrare
N81 17812'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cornier Cleveland Ohio
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER TECHNI
CAL PUBUCATIONS ANNOUNCED IN 1875
May 1980 376 p
(NASA 1M 81625, E 9119 1) Avail NTIS HC A17/MF A01
CSCL 058
This compilation of over 1100 abstracts describes and
indexes the technical reporting that resuMed from the scientific
and "moor 1,g work pe(famed and managed by the Lewis
Reaeaich Cantu in 1979 All the publications were announced
in the 1979 issues of STAR iScientrfic and Technical Aerospace
Reports) and/en IAA (International Aerospace Abstracts) Research
reports journal articles conference presentations patents and
patent applications and theses are included Subject author.
corporate source contract number and report number indexas
are provided	 A R H
111111111 17943'0 Notional Aeronautics and Specs Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveand Ohio
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER TECHNI
CAL PUBUCATTONS ANNOUNCED IN 1978
May 1979 367 p
(NASA TM 79162. F 9419 31 Avad NTIS HC A16 /MF A01
CSCL 058
All the publications were annoterwesd in the 1978 issues of
STAR (Scientific and Technical Aerospace Heports) and/or IAA
Ilntemationel Aerospace Abstracts) Included are research reports
journal articles conference prsssntations, patents and patent
applrcatans and thews
	
T M
NOT 29025 National Aeronautics and Space Admmnstrattan
Lewis Rswarcf Center Cleveland Ohio
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER TECHRIV
CAL PUBLICATIONS ANNOUNCED IN 1950
May 1981 373 1,
INASA 1 94 82661 ( 9119 51 Avail NTIS HC A 16 MF A01
CSCL 058
This compilation of abstracts describes and indexes over
760 rwwrch reports journal articles conference presentstrons
patents and patent spplicatens end theses resulting from the
scientific and engineering work performed and managed by TM
Lawn Research Centel in 1980 All the pubfrcatios were
announced in Scientific and Technical Aerospace Ropoits
and /of lnternatronal Aerospace Abstracts 	 A R H
NO' 21212'# Bwwch Air craft Corp Boulder Colo
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF AN IN SPACE CRYOGENIC
FLUID MANAGEMENT FACILITY. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Flrxal Report
G S Wdlen D H Hil ri,er and 0 C Hustvotj Ap p 1981
36 p refs
iContrn NAS3 22260)
(NASA CR 165279 E.ec Summ BAB FR 11967 Exec Summ)
Avail NITS HC A03 MF A01 CSCL 21H
The conceptual design of a Spacllab •xporiment to develop
the technology assocraled with low gravity propellant management
is summanted The p alrrmnery facday deluethon conceptual deign
and design analysis and locdnll, dwelopineM {den including
schedule and cost estimates for the facility ere presented J D H
1:17
83 ECONOMICS AND COST
ANALYSIS
Includes cost effectiveness studies
N61 . 27976'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration
LewisResearch Center Cleveland. Ohio
HIGHLIGHTS OF NASA/DOE PHOTOVOLTAIC MARKET
ASSESSMENT VISIT TO MOROCCO
9 Jun 1961 lip refs
(NASA-TM-82288) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CS17 I -
05C
A broad range of agricultural rural development. and other
power applications in venous regions of Morocco were examined
to determine the potential market for photovoltaic products in
Moroccan development The primary focus of the study was the
agriculture sector which accounts for approximately 17% of the
country s GNP The country has a clear need for reliable remote
power systems. but does not have the financial resources to
invest in the relatively high capital cost PV equipment A modest
potential for PV use was identified in nonagricultural rural services
such as refrigerators tot rural clinics and rural radiotelephones
The main potential for PV in Morocco in the next five years Ices
mainly in the telecommunications sector Applications include
rural TV sets. TV repeater stations microwave relay stations
and railroad manna. and airline signalling Market size estimates
were derived from development and expansion plans At an
average customer cost for complete installed systems from
S 18 /Wp to x30/wp the total potential rr.arket value is estimated
in the range of $66 to S11 million over the 1981 1986 period
A R H
N91-32081'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
HIGHLIGHTS OF NASA DOE ►HOTOVOLTAICS MARKET
ASSESSMENT VISIT TO COLOMBIA
119811	 13 p
INASA TM-840111 Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
05C
A NASAiDOE sponsored photovoltaic market assessment
team composed of representatives o' NASA Lewis Research
Center DHR Inc and Associate• in Rural Deve,upmeni Inc
recently conducted a month long study ^^ .,olumbia iJune 28
July 231 The team contacted 4ovelrviienl officials and private
sector representatives in Bogota and Cali and visited rural
development and agricultural sites in the departments of
Cundmamarca Caldas Valle and chaca r o deleunine the potential
market lot American photovoltaic products in the Colombia
agricultural and rural sectots 	 L F M
1.38
84 LAW AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Inchides space law international Is*	 inter-nations)
_vuperalion and patent policy
NB1 22097 s jr National Aeronautics end Spxe >dminisastion
Lewis Resaarch Canter Cleveland Ohio
HIGH-POWER SAC-UNII: AND MOTORING TEST RESULTS
FOR THE GPU-3 STIRLING ENGINE Ffrsal Report
Lanny G Thicme Jun 1981 37 p refs
(Contract DE-A101 77CS- 510401
INASA TM-82646 DOE/NASA-5104031 E902) Avail NTIS
HC A03/%4F A01 CSCL 13F
Test results are given for the full power range of the engine
with both helium and hydrogen working fluids Compansons are
made to previous testing using an alterns:or and resistance load
bank to absorb the engine output Indicated power results are
presented as determined by several methods Motoring tests were
run to aid in determining engine mechanical losses Comparisons
are made between the results of motoring and energy balance
methods for finding mechanical losses
	
T M
N81 . 11952 * 0 Mechanical Technology Inc Latham N Y
Stirling Engine Systems D.v
AUTOMOTIVE STIRLING ENGINE DEVELOPMENT PRO-
GRAM Quarterly Terchrucal Progress Report, 30 Mar 28 Jun
1990
Marton Allen ed Aug 1980 96 p refs
(Contract DEN3 32 EC 77 A 31 10401
(NASA CR 165134 DOE/NASA/0032 80'8
MTI BOASE1440T91 Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
13F
Progress is reported in the Iollowing the Stirling reference
engine system desig •, Lomponents and subsystems F 40 baseline
Stirling engine installation and test The first automotive engine
to be built on the program computer development activities
and Tec hnica l assistance to the Government The overall program
philosophy is outlined and data and results are given	 A R H
N81 11i63'A A Research Mfg Co Phoenix Ariz
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF ADVANCED MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGY CANDIDATES FOR THE 19805. PART 2
Final Report
R E Dennis and H F Maert ns Aug 1980 106 p refs
(Contract NAS3 20073)
(NASA CR 165176 AIRESEARCH 21 3663 PT 2) Avail NTIS
HC A06 MF A01 CSCL 05A
Cost benefit analyses to evaluate advanced material tachnol
ogies projects considered for general aviation and turboprop
comm;.!er aircraft through estimated life cycl e costs direct
operating costs and development costs are discussed Specifically
addressed is the selection of technologies to be evaluated
development of property goals assessment of candidate
technologies on typical engines and aircraft sensitivity analysis
of the changes in property goals on performance and economics
cost and risk analysis for each technology and ranking of each
technology by relative value The cost benefd analysis was applied
to a domestic nonrevenue producing business type let aircraft
configured with two TFE731 3 turbofan engines and to a
domestic nonrevenue producing business t ype turboprop aircraft
configured with two TPE331 10 turboprop engines In addition
a tact benefit analysis was applied to a commercial turboprop
aircraft configured with a growth version of the TPE331 10
MG
1:;9
85 URBAN TECHNOLOGY AND
TRANSPORTATION
Includes applications of space technology to urban
problems technology irens i
 technology assessment and
surface and mass transpot eon
For r elated information see 03 Air Transportation and
Safety. 16 Space Transportation and 04 Energy Production
and Conversion
NS1-1M33'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
A METHODOLOGY FOR FOSTERING COMMERCIAUZA-
TION OF ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLE PROPULSION
SYSTEMS
Pierre A Thollot and Norman T Musiai Oct 1980 14 p refs
(Contract EC-77-A-31-1044)
(NASA-TM-81575. E-545. DOE/NASA/1044-10) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 13F
The rationale behind. and a proposed approach for. applica-
tion of government assistance to accelerate the process of moving
a new electric vehicle propulsion system product from technologi-
cal readiness to profitable marketplace acceptance and utilization
are described Emphannsis is on strategy. applicable incentives.
and an implementation process 	 T.M
NSl-24M4'# Nations Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Cente r . Cleveland, Ohio
SYSTEM SAFETY IN "RUNG ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
H Bankartis 1981 29 p refs Presented at the 5th Intern
Systems Safety Conf. . Donver, 26-31 Jul 1981
(Contract DE-AI01-77CS-51040)
(NASA-TM-82815. DOE/NASA/51040-25. E-887) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 108
The DOE/ NASA Stirling Engine Project Office has required
that contractors make safety conside rations an integral part of
all phases of the Stirling engine developmant program As an
integral part of each engine design subtask, analyses are evolved
to determine possible modes of failure The accepted system
safety analysis techniques (Fault Tree. FMEA. Hazards Analysis.
etc) are applied in various degrees of extent at the system.
subsystem and component levels The primary objectives are to
identify critical failure areas. to enable removal of susceptibilrty
to such failures or their effects from the system and to minimize
risk	 TM
NB1 . 26966 0 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
EFFECT OF VOLTAGE ON THE COST OF AN ELECTRIC
VEHICLE PROPULSION SYSTEM
Richtrd M Schuh and Edward F McBr on 1981 31 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the 91st Nail Meeting of the Am
Inst of Chem Engrs Detroit, 1819 Aug 1981
(Contract DE-AIOI-77CS-51044)
(NASA-TM-82592	 DOE/NASA/510:4-20	 E 839)
Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13F
The life cycle cost and the purchase pr ice of simple do and
sc propuls+oi systems are estimated as a function of battery,
voltage from 50 to 500 V The results show a slight preference
for a battery pack voltage of approximately 100 V Three propulsion
systems are examined one has a aeries motor with a Chopper
controller. anot ier an induction motor with an inverter controller
end the thir a shunt motor using stepped-voltage control
below base speed and field control above base speed Motor
powe r rating is assumed to be 20 kW continuous duty The
cost and the specific ene rgy of a 24 kW-hr battery pack are
estimated from 50 to 500 V by a battery manufacturer The
impact of system voltage variation on the efficiency weight
and cost of The other electrical components is estimated from
basic electrical considerations and informal discussions war,
manufacturert	 Author
N01-130030# Cummins Engine Co. Inc. Columbus, Ind
VEHICLE TESTING OF CUMMINS TURBOCOMPOUND
DIESEL ENGINE Final Report
Michel C Brands. John R Werner. and John L Hoehn@ Jun
1980 64 p refs
(Contracts EM 78-C-02-4938. EC-77-A-31.1011)
INASA-CR-159840. DOE/NASA /4938-80/1.
CTR-0748-80002) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 13F
Two turbocompound diesel engines were installed in pass
VI'I heavy-duty vehicles to determine the fuel consumption
potential and performance characteristics One turbocompound
powered vehicle was evaluated at the Cummins Pilot Center
where drrveability. fuel consumption. torsional vibration, and noise
were evaluated Fuel consumption testing showed a 14 8% benefit
for the turbocompound engine in comparison to a production
NTC-400 used as a baseline The turbocompound engine also
achieved lower noise levels. improved driveabdrty. improved
gradeabil ty, and marginally superior engine retardation The
second turbocompound engine was placed in commercial service
and accumulated 50.000 miles on a cross-country -outs without
malfunction Tank mileage revealed a 15 92% improvement over
a production NTCC 400 which was operating on the some
route	 Author
Ntt- 10030'# Mechanical Technology. Inc. Latham N Y
ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEM CONCEPT FOR
HYBRID VEHICLES
Suresh Bhate, Horn Zhen. and George Dochat Dec 1980
169 p refs
IContrects DEN3-92. EC-77-A-31-1044)
(NASA-CR-159772. DOE/NASA/0092 . 80/1. MTI-80TR25)
Avail NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 13F
A series hybrid system. utilizing a free piston Stirling engine
with a linear alternator, and a parallel hybnd system, incorporating
a kinematic Stirling engine, are analyzed for various specthed
reference missions/ vehicles  ranging from a small two passenger
commuter vehicle to a van Parametric studies for each
configuration, detail tradeoff studier to determine engine. battery
and system definition, short term energy storage evaluation. and
detail life cycle cost studies were performed Results indicate
that the selection of a parallel Stirling engine/ electric. hybrid
propulsion system can significantly reduce petrol-um consump-
tion by 70 percent over present conventional vehicles 	 J M S
NS1-20000'# Gerrtrtt Corp.. Phoenix. Ariz	 Turbine Engine
Co.
ANALYTICAL DESIGN OF AN ADVANCED RADIAL
TURBINE Final Report. 1 Feb. 1070 - 1 Aug. IBM
Gerald D Large. David G Finger, and Charles G Under Feb
1991 100 p rate
(Contracts DEN3 . 106. DE-A101.77CS-51040)
(NASA-CR-195170: DOE/NASA/0100-1. Rpt-31 . 1953) Avail.
NTIS HC A00/MF A01 CSCL 13F
The aerodynamic and mechanical potential of a single stile
ceramic radial inflow turbine was evaluated for a high temperature
single stage automotive engine. The aerodynamic analysis utihzos
a turbine system optimization technique to evaluate both radial
and nonr ldial rotor bleding Selected turbine rotor configura-
tions were evaluated mechanically wrth three dimensional finite
element techniques Resuhs indicate that exceptionally high rotor
tip speeds (2300 ft/sec) and performance potential are feasible
with radial bladed rotors if the projected ceramic material
properties are realized Nonradial rotors reduced tip speed
requirements (at constant turbine efficiency) but resulted in a
lower cumulative
	 of success due to higher blade and
disk airsssM	 R C.T.
140
N81 .22962*/ Ford Motor Co. Dearborn. Mich
CERAMIC REGENERATOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM  Final Report, 1 Oct. 1976 • 31 Dec. 1979
C A Fucinan. C J Rahnke. V D N Rao. and J K Valiance
Oct 1980 264 p .efs Sponsored in part by DOE
(DEN3-8)
(NASA CR 165139 DOE /'NASA/0008 12) Aved. NTIS
HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 106
The DOE/NASA Ceramic Regenerator Design and Reliability
Program aims to develop ceramic regenerator cores that can be
used in passenger car and industrial/ truck gas turbine engines
The major cause of failure of early gas turbine regenerators was
found to be chemical attack of the ceramic material Improved
materials and design concepts aimed at reducing or eliminating
chemical attack were placed on durability test in Ford
707 industrial gas turbine engines late in 1974 Resultri of
53.065 hours of turbine engine durability testing are described
Two materials, aluminum silicate and magnesium aluminum
silicate, show promise Five aluminum silicate cores vitained the
durability objective of 10.000 hours at 800 C ( 1472 F)
Another aluminum silicate core shows minimal evidence of
chemical attack after 8071 hours at 982 C (1800 F) Results
obtained in ceramic material screening tests. serothermodynamic
performance tests. stress analysis. cost studies. and material
specifications are included	 S F
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PROGRESS IN MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES AT LEWIS
RESEARCH CENTER
111811-112978"#
	
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Thomas K	 Glasgow	 Richard W	 Lauver, Gary R	 Helford	 and
Robert	 L	 Davies	 In its Impact far the 80s	 Proc	 of a ConfLewis Research Center 	 Cleveland. Ohio
on Selected Technol for Business and Ind	 Nov	 1980	 p 43 64IMPACT FOR THE SO'S
	 PROCEEDINGS Of- A CONFER- refs (For primary document see N81 12978 03991
ENCE ON SELECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR BUSINESS AND Avail	 NTIS
	
HC All/MF A01	 CSCL IIG
INDUSTRY The development	 power and propulsion system technologyNov	 1980	 238 p	 Coot	 held in Cleveland.	 14 15 May 1980 is discussed	 Specific 
a
empties 4 pieced o	 the following	 high(NASA CP 2149
	
E 489)	 Avail	 NTIS	 HC At I/MF A01	 CSCL temperature materials. composite materials	
a
als, advanced design and
05A life
	
prediction.	 and	 nondestructive evaluation	 Future	 areas ofVarious	 energy technology are discussed aspects of advanced r	
research are also discussed	 RCT.Specific emphasis is given to
	 aircraftpropulsion.	 wind
	 power
commercialization.	 materials	 and	 structures	 lubrication	 and
beatings
	
Stirling	 and	 gas	 turbine	 engines	 and	 electric	 and
hybrid
	 vehicles
	
For	 individual	 tales,	 see	 NB1-12979 through NS1-12983 "# 	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.N81 12991 Lewis Research Center	 Cleveland. Ohio
THIN-FILM COATINGS
Donald H	 Bucirley	 In its Impact of the 80's
	
Proc of a Conf
081 . 12979'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration on Selected Technol for Business and Ind	 Nov 1980
	 p 65-74
(For primary document see 081 12978 03 991Lewis Research Center	 G eveland. Ohio Avail	 NTIS
	
MC A11/MF A01	 CSCL 11FENERGY OVERVIEW Thin, adherentr high density films are discussed with respect
Henry 0
	 Slone	 In its Impact for the 80's
	
Proc of a Coot	 on to their application in two plasma physics techniques (ion platingSelected Technol 	 lot Business and Ind	 Nov	 1980	 p	 1 9Busi
and sputtering)
	
The operation of each technique is described as(For
(For 
primary document seet 
	
12978 03991
well as what surfaces can be coated and what kind of materialsNTIS
	
HC A
	
A01
A01
	 CSCLl0A
IDA
can be applied
	 The effects of these	 films on the mechanicalThe
	 experience.	 capabilities	 end	 facilitiesbeing	 utilized	 at properties of solid surfaces are also discussed 	 R C T. 
NASA Lewis in support of energy programs conducted by the
Department
	
of	 Energy	 and	 other	 agencies	 are	 discussed
Background information is given regarding NASA s involvement
in solving energy problems
	 R C T. N81-12984 *#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland . Ohio
SELF - LUBRICATING COMPOSITE MATERIALS
N81-;2980 . 0 	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Harold E	 Slmey	 In its Impact for the 80s	 Prot
	
of a Coot
Lewis Research Center 	 '.leveland
	 Ohio on Selected Technol for Business and Ind	 Nov	 1980	 p 75-95
NASA RESEARCH IN AEROPROPULSION For primary document see N81 12978 0399)
Warner L	 Stewart	 In its Impact for the 80s
	 Proc	 of a Cool Avail	 NTIS	 HC A11/MF A01	 CSCL 11D
on Selected Technol for Business and Ind	 Nov	 1980	 p	 11 26 The mechanical properties of two types of self lubricating
(For primary document see N81 11978 03 991 composites (polyme • .nalrix composites and inorgam •- composites)
Avail	 NTIS	 HC All/MF AO1	 CSCL 21E are discussed	 Specific emphasis is given to the applicability of
The
	 role	 of	 tl	 Lewis	 Research	 Center	 in	 aeronautical these composites in the aerospace industry 	 R C T
propulsion is described
	 The state of the art in engine systems
and components are discussed and some of the problems that
confront the civil and military aeronautic sectors a.e addressed N81 12986 • # 	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.Some of thr programs that are under way are summarized with Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
emphasis on the future needs and opportunities in aeronautics PROPULSION SYSTEM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENTR C T FOR ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLES
Harvey J	 Schwartz	 In its	 Impact for	 the 80's.
	
Proc	 of	 a
Conf	 on Selected Technol	 for Business and Ind	 Nov	 1980
97 103 (For primary document see N81 12978 03 99)
061 12981 • # 	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration Avail	 NTIS
	
HC All/MF A01	 CSCL 13F
Lewis Research Center	 Cleveland	 Ohio An approach to propulsion subsystem technology is presented
LARGE WIND TURBINES:	 A UTILITY OPTION FOR THE Various	 tests	 of	 component	 reliability	 are described to	 aid	 in
GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY the production of better quality vehicles component charecteriza
William H	 Robbins
	
Ronald L
	 Thomas	 and Darrell H	 Baldwin lion work is described to provide engineering data to manufacturers
In its Impact for the 80"s	 Proc of a Coot on Selided Technol component performance and on	 important	 component
for Business and Ind	 Nov	 1980	 p 27 41	 refs	 Also presented propulsion system interactions
	
R C T
pr
at the Am	 Power Conf	 Chicago 21 23 Apr	 1980 IFor primary
document see N81 12978 03 991
Avail	 NTIS
	
HC A11/MF A01	 CSC . 108
The economic and technical potential of wind energy in the N81-12988•#
	
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
United	 States is discussed	 Particular attention is given to the I -,w,s Research Center	 Cleveland	 Ohio
status	 of	 wind	 turbine	 operational	 axpenence as well	 as the THE FEDERAL ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLE PRO-
eiiviforimental posture of the ;erg„ruiogY	 R C T GRAM
Harvey	 J	 Schwartz	 In its	 Impact	 for	 the	 80s	 Proc	 of a
Cool	 on Selectee Technol	 for Business and Ind	 Nov	 1980
p 105 109 IFof primary document see NOT 12978 03 99)
Avail
	 NTIS
	
HC All/MF A01	 CSCL 13F
The commercial development and use of electric and hybrid
vehicles is discussed with respect to its application as a possible
alternative
	
transportation	 system	 A	 market	 demonstration	 is
described	 that	 seeks	 to place	 10000 electric	 hybrid vehicles
into public and private sector demonstrations
	 R C T.
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Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohio
COAL GASIFIER COGENERATION POWERPLANT PROJ-
ECT
Lloyd I Shure and Harvey S Bloomfield In ors Impact for the
80's Proc of a Conf on Selected Technol for Business and
Ind
	 Nov 1980 p 123 131 IFor primary document see
N81 12978 0399)
Avail NTIS HC All/MF A01 CSCL 21D
Industrial cogeneration and utility pr systems were analyzed
and a conceptual design study was conducted to evaluate the
economic feasibility of a coal gasifier power plant for NASA
Lewis Research Center Site location plant sue. and electric
power demand were considered in criteria developed for screening
and selecting candidates that could use a wide variety of coals.
including that horn Ohio A fluidized bed gasifier concept was
chosen as the baseline design and key components of the
powerplant were technically assessed No barriers to enveonmen
tat acceptability are foreseen ll funded the powerplant will not
only meet the needs of the research center but will reduce the
commercial risk for utilities and industries oy fully verifying and
demonstrating the technology thus acce'erating commercialize
lion	 A R	 H
N81-12980• # National Aeronautics and Space Admnusiration
Lewis Research Center Cleveland Ohij
SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAICS: STAND ALONE APPLICA.
TIONS
James N Deyo In its Impact lot the 80 s Proc of a Conf on
Selected Technol for Business and Ind Nov 1980 p 145 156
IFor primary document sop N81 12978 03 99)
Avail NTIS HC All/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The Lewis Research Center involvement in space photovoltaic
research and development and in using photovoltaics for terrestrial
applications is described with emphasis on applications in which
the normal source of power may be a diesel generator batteries
or other types of power not connected to a utility grid Once an
application is processed technology is developed and demon
strafed with P user who participates in the cost and furnishes
the site Projects completed related to instruments communoca
lion, refrigeration and highways. are described a; well as warning
systems weather stations, fee lookouts and village power
systems A commercially available photovoltaic powered electric
fence charger is the result of Lewis research and development
ARH
Nat-29083'# National Aeronautics and S pace Administration
Lewis Research Canter Cleveland Ohio
AEROSPACE IN THE FUTURE
John F McCarthy Jn May 1980 34 p Presented at CECON.
Cleveland 20 21 May 1980
(NASA TM 82664 E-5751 Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
O5A
National research and technology trends are introduced in
the environment of accelerating change NASA and the laderal
DoJget are discussed The U S energy dependence on foreign
oil the increasing oil costs and the U S petroleum use by
class are presented The $10 billion aerospace industry positive
contribution to the U S bals,ce of trade of 1979 is given as
an indicator of the posrtivn Contribution of NASA in resea r ch to
industry The research work of the NASA Lewis Research Center
on the areas of space aeronautics and energy is discussed as a
team -Icon of government the areas of space aeronautics and
energy is discussed &a team effort of government, industry,
universities and business to maintain U S wo r ld leadership in
advanced technology	 A R H
Nat -12987# Jet Propulsion Lab California Inst of Tech.
Pasadena
JPL'S ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLES PROJECT
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND PRELIMINARY TEST RE
SULTS
Thomas A Barber In NASA Lewis Research Center Impact
for the 80 s Proc of a Conf on Selected Technol lot Business
and Ind Nov 1980 p 111 122 Our primary dt:`ument see
N81 12978 03 991
Avail NTIS HC All/MF A01 CSCL 13F
Efforts to achieve a 100 mile urban range to reduce petroleum
usage 401b to 70% and to cornrnercialize battery technology
are discussed with emphasis on air all plastic body. four passenger
car that is flywheel assisted and battery powered and on an all
instal body. four passenger car with front wheel drive and front
motor For the near term case a parallel hybrid in which the
slectr ­ motor and the internal combustion engine may directly
power the drove wheels is preferred to a series design A five
possenge• car in which the electric motor and the gasoline engine
both feed into the some transmission is discussed Upgraded
demonstration vehicles were tested using advanced lead acid
nickel zinc nickel iron and zinc chloride batteries to determine
maximum acceleration. constant speed and battery behavior The
near term batteries demonstrated significant improvement relative
to .urret- • lead acrd batteries The increase in range was due to
improvec anergy density. and ampere hour capacity, with relatively
1 small weight and volume differences 	 A R H
N81-12989'0
	
Jet Propulsion Lab. California Inst of Tech
Pasadena
THE DOE PHOTOVOL T1oo I CS PROGRAM
Robert R Ferber In NA°.A Lewis Research Center Impact
for the 80 s Proc of a Conf on Selected Technol for Business
and Ind Nov 1980 j:h 133 143 Sponsored in part by DOE
IFor primary document see N81 12978 03 99)
Avail NTIS HC A 1 1 1 MF A01 CSCL 10A
As part of the National Solar Energy program the US
Department of Energy is now engaged in the development of
technically feasible low cost candidate component and system
technologies to the point where technical readiness can be
demonstrated by 1982 The overall strategy is to pursue parallel
options that continue to show promise of meeting the program
goals, thus increasing the probability that at least one technology
will be successful Included in technology development are both
flat plate solar collectors and concentrator solar collectors. as
well as he balance of system components. such rs structures.
power conditioning. power controls protection and storage
Generally these last items are common to both flat plate and
concentrator systems but otherwise there is considerable disparity
on design philosophy photovoltaic cell requirements. and possible
applications between the two systems Objectives for research
activities at NASA Lewis for stand alone applications and at
Sandra Laborato r ies where intermediate load center applications
are addressed are highlighted as well as college projects directed
by Oak Ridg ^ National Laboratory and international applications
managed by the Solar Energy Research Institute Joint DOD/DOE
effects for military applications are also summarized 	 ARH
N81-12991'# TRW Defense and Space Systems Group Redondo
Beech Calif
MATERIALS PROCESSING IN SPACE FUTURE TECHNOL-
OGY TRENDS
Neville J Barter In NASA Lewis Research Center Impact for
the 80 s Proc of a Conf on Selected Technol for Business
and Ind Nov 1980 p 159 177 IFor primary document see
N81 12978 03 99)
Avail NTIS HC 411
1
MF A01 CSCL 22A
NASAs mate.wls processing in space IMPS) program
involves butJh gro-ind and space based research and looks to
frequent and cost effective access to the space environment for
necessary progress The first generation payloads for research
are under active design and development They will be hosted
by the Space Shuttle; Spacelab on Earth orbital flights on the
early 1980 is hose missions will focus on the acquisition of
materials behavior research dolts the potential enhancement of
Earth based technology, and the implemenistion of space based
processing for specialized high value materials Some materials
to be studied on these payloads may provide future breakthroughs
lot st • onger alloys ultropure glasses superior electronic compo
nests and now or better chemicals An otw atonal 25 kW power
system is expected to be operational to support sustained
s/stematic space processing activity beyond shuttle capability
for second generation payload systems for SPACELAB and free
flyer missions to study solidification and crystal growth and to
process metal/alloys glasses; ceramics. and chemicals and
biologicals
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[NASA-CR-159570]	 p0073 V81-19395
ELICT201 IstnACTIo53
O ELECTION SCATTERING
ELECTION IRSADIA2101
Radiation damage in lithium-counterdoped I/P
silicon solar calls-
p0109 A81-27204
Gals shallow-boaojeaction solar calls
(MASA-CA-165167)	 pO110 181-15463
Radiation damage in silicon NIP solar cells
p0099 181-17557
Performance of high resistivity n*pp• Silicon
solar calls under 1 Hof electron irradiation
(MASA-78-82610]
	
p0103 581-23626
RUCTION M052LITI
The effect of minority carrier mobility variations
on solar cell spectral response
(NASA-TS-82604)	 p0103 n81-23625
ILBCTIOI PLASnA
Fluid model of plasma outside a hollow cathode
neutralizer
(AIAA PAPER 81-07391	 pO134 ABI-29560
ELECTION LoIanc n
MT BLECTRON BEANS
ELECTION SCATTERING
Electron reflection and secondary emission
characteristics of spatter-textured pyrolytic
graphite surfaces
p0065 A81-38065
ELECTION SPICTIOSCOPT
Electron spectroscopy of the diamond surface
p0130 AB1-27031
ELECTION TIANSFEI
Fluid model of plasma outside a hollow cathode
neutraliser
[AIAA PAPER 81-0739] 	 pO134 A81-29560
ELECTION tos13
IT KLYSTbONS
MT BICEONAVE TOPES
IT TRAVELING NAVE TUBES
Gyrotros transmitting tube
(NASA-CASE-LEY-13429-1]	 p0071 181-16384
Ion spatter textured graphite --- applications to
electron tube devices
(NASA-CASE-LEM-12919-1] 	 p0046 581-27198
ELECTRONIC AaILIFIBJS
0 ABFLIFIERS
BLECTIoNIC 2001182NT
IT CESIOR DIODES
IT ELECTRONIC NODULES
NT PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
IT SE8ICCMDOCTOH DEVICES
MT THESISTOMS
IT TRANSISTORS
High temperature electronic requirements in
aeropropulsion systems
p0072 A81-32547
Environmental charging effects monitors for
operational satellites
p0037 A81-38057
ELECTRONIC sQOIPSEIT tans
Three-axis electron-beam test facility
(NASA-TP-1836)	 p0071 581-20359
ELRCTNORIC HOMES
Recent developments in lightweight solar cell
modules --- with protective glass cover
p0099 181 -17571
Comparison of photovoltaic call temperatures in
nodules operating with exposed and enclosed bath
surfaces
( NASA-Tm-81769 )	 pO106 h81-28520
1LECTIOIIC 12E4CTORS
0 ►TONIC STRUCTURE
ELECTRONIC SPITCIIS
0 SNITCHING CIRCUITS
ELECTIONS
Faviromaestal charging effects monitors for
operational satellites
(NASA-28-81669]
	
p0037 581-17127
ELICTEO19NESICS
MT ELECTIO-OPTICS
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EL11CIPOPLA:Ira
An experimental investigation of silicon rater
surface roughness and its affect on the
pull-strength of plated metals
P0109 A81-38063
An experimental investigation of silicon wafer
surface roughness mad its effect on the fall
strength of plated metals
(OASA-TH-81763)	 p0100 181-22478
Bathed for depositing an oxide coating ---
producing solar panels
(NASA-CASE-Lim-13131-1]	 p0054 181-24230
Nothod of forming oxide coatings
(NASA-C►SE-LE3-13132-1]	 p0106 181-27616
Catalyst surfaces for the chromona/chromic redol
couple
(NASA-CASE-Ll ►-1:148-2]
	 p0107 181-29524
sLDCTnOSTATIC BONDING
Electrostatic bonding cf thin (cycle sine 3 mil)
7070 cover glass to 2a205 A8-coat. 4 this (cycle
size 2 nil) silicon wafers and sclar cells
(NASA-CR-165240]	 pO111 181-16582
Electrostatic bonding of this (approsimately 3
mil) 7070 cover glass tc Ta205 AR-coated thin
(approximately 2 ail) silicon wafers and solar
cells
pO111 181-17569
ILBCT10STATIC ENGINES
Adapting sagnetoelectrostatic containment to inert
gas thrusters
(AXIS PIPES 81-01403	 p0043 181-20625
Magastoelectrostatic thruster physical geometry
tests
(AIAA PAPER 81-01531	 p0044 A81-29566
ELDCUOSTATIC PIuss
0 ELECTRIC FIELDS
BLDCTZOSTATIC PROBES
Development and design of three monitoring
instruments for spacecraft charging
(NASA-TP-1800)	 p0040 181-31282
ELBCTMOSTATIC PROPULSION
IT I05 FROPOLSION
Free radical propulsion ccacept
(NASA-TN-817701	 p0039 181-20180
31,3112"All PARTICLES
IT ELECTRONS
RLLIPTICITY
Elastobydrodynamic lubrication of elliptical
contacts
(NASA-TN-81647]	 pOOeO 981-13358
Simplified sclation for stresses and deformation
(NASA-TB-82647]	 p0084 181-28444
EMISSION
IT ACOUSTIC RRISSION
IT EXHAUST ENISSIC3
IT 5SCOIDARY EMISbICN
IT SPECTRAL EMISSION
RalTtgas
IT TBERBIONIC CATROM
g1CA PSQ.ATI/a
Evaluation of solar cell covers and escepsmlast
materials for space application
pO111 181-17566
an nalmic PARTICLES
IT ARGON FLASMA
IT ELECTRON PLASMA
IT ELECTRONS
BRIM CON SITA2101
A status repert on the Energy Efficient Engine
Project
[SAE PAPER 801119]	 p0021 A81-34155
Vehicle testing of Cousins torbocompouad diesel
sagime
[NASA-CR-159840]	 p0140 981-13803
Esergy efficient engine. flight propulsion system
preliminary analysis and design
(NASA-CR-159583]	 p0029 181-18056
Ceramic applications in turbiae togimes --- for
improved ccmpozent performance and reduced fuel
usage
(RASA -CY- 159865)	 p0029 181-19118
Esergy efficient engine flight propulsion system:
Aircraft/engine iategratica evaluation
(NASA-CA-159584]	 p0030 381-22051
tassel CONSSM MON
Study of feel cell on-site, integrated energy
systems is residential/ccamercial applications
(NASA-CR-165144]	 p0112 181-21533
signal CONISSSIO n
ET PHOT02,131AL CG9v3RSION
3T SATELLITE SOLAR 23229T CONT183101
IT SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION
Cogeneration Technology Alternatives Study (CTAS)
Volume Ss Analytical approach and results
(NASA-CR-159763)	 pO109 881-10517
Energy overview
pO142 881-12979
Large rind turbines: A utility option for the
generation of electricity
p0142 081-12981
Cell module and feel .oaditioner
[ NASA-CM-165189 )
	
p0112 181-18494
Cell nodule and fuel conditioner development
[NASA-CR-165190]
	 pO112 SE1-19573
Thermionic Energy Conversion (TEC) topping
tbermoelectcics
(NASA-TB-81677)	 pO132 081-19920
Technology development for phosphoric acid fuel
cell powerplant (phase 2)
(NASA-CR-165316]	 pO113 081-21547
The electric :ail gas for space propulsion
(RASA-CS-1t'.312)	 p0042 861-22078
Technology development for phosphoric acid tool
cell posserplast (phase 21 --- oa a!te integrated
energy systems
( NASA-CR-16 5318 ] 	 pO113 181-22475
Coaceptual design study of a coal gasification
combined-cycle poverplant for industrial
cogeneration
[NASA-TN-81687]	 p0105 181-25488
A program-management plan with critical-path
definition for Combustion Augmentation with
Thermicsie Energy Conversion (CATEC)
[NASA-TH-82670]	 pO132 081-30973
13E201 CCITSRSIOn RPFICIgOCI
Silicca solar cells with high open-circuit voltage
pO113 A81-27089
High efficiency wraparound contact solar calls
/B EVAC S/
pO114 A81-27094
Spece solar calls - High efficiency and radiation
damage
pO108 A81-27174
Status of commercial phosphoric acid fuel cell
system development
(N►SA-75-81641]	 p0096 181-13464
GaAs shallow-hosojeaction solar cells
(RASA-C8-165167)	 pO110 981-15463
Off-design analysis of a gas turbine powerplant
augmented by stoma injection asiag various fuels
(NASA-TH-81611]	 p0098 181-16571
Thermionic Energy Conversion (TEC) topping
thermoelectrics
(NASA-TM-81677)	 pO132 981-19920
signal DENSITY
0 FLUX DENSITY
E1226T DISSIPATION
The effect of solar array voltage patterns om
plasma power losses
p0043 A8/-19937
Loss model for off-design performance analysis of
radial turbines with pivoting-vase,
variable-area stators
[SAE PAPER 801135]	 p0021 AS1-34166
Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 2: Data
and perferuaace report for the baseline
configuration
(NASA-C1-159498)	 p0027 181-16051Signal 
MILE
MT MOLECULAR ENERGY LEVEL°
INSMOT LOSSES
U abli4s : SIPATIOS
IIgnat POLICY
Status of commercial phosphoric acid fuel cell
system development
[AIAA PAPER 81-03961 	 p010S A81-20805
Large rind-turbine projects in the United States
vied energy program
p0108 A81-23694
Automotive Stirling engine development program
(NASA-CR-165134]	 pO139 981-11952
Energy overview
P0142 181-12979
JPL's electric and hybrid vehicles project:
Project activities mad preliminary test results
--- power ccaditiosing and battery charge
efficiency W
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p0143 101-12987
Coal gasifier cogesetation povetplast project
P0143 381-12988
The DOE photovoltaic' program I	 p0143 881-12989
Solar pbotovoltaics: Stud alone applications ---
USA Lw is Research Center research and
development
p0143 891-12990
Data acquisitien and analysis is the DOR/NASA Bind
saecgy program
(NASA-19-61603)	 p0O% 881-13463
States of commercial phosphoric acid feel cell
system development
(NASA-TB-81641)	 p0096 881-13464
Vehicle testing of Cummins turbocomposad diesel
engine
(NASA-CS-159840)	 p0140 161-13803
knalytical investigation of efficiency and
performance limits is klystros amplifiers using
multidimensional computer programs; multi-stage
depressed collectors; and thersionic cathode
life studies
p0098 n81-16552
Off-design analysis of a gas turbine powerplamt
augmented by steam injection esiag various fuels
(NASA-T9-81611)	 p0096 $81-16571
Coplanar back contacts for this silicon solar cells
( NASA-Ce-165272 )
	
pO 112 N81-1849S
Cell module aad fuel conditioner development
(NASA-CA-165190)	 p0112 981-19513
Technology develcpseat for phosphatic acid fuel
cell powerplsst (phase 2)
[NASA-CA-165316)	 pO113 881-21547
Thermal energy storage for the Stilling engine
powered automobile
(NASA-CA-159561)	 pO113 581-22467
Assessment of disk ABD generators fox a base load
powerplant
[NASA-TN-82609)	 p0103 581-23611
Tests of as cverranning clutch in a wind turbine
(NASA-TN-82653)	 p0107 181-29528
signal sOODCAS
Photovoltaic applications - Past and future
pO109 181-27231
Bonet SIONAGN
AT ELECTRIC 911161 STOAACI
NT BEAT STOEAGI
laprovement and scale-up of the NASA Bedox storage
system
(NASA-TB-81632)	 p0049 181-13105
Atomic hydrogen storage method and apparatus
[NASA-CASE-LEY-12081-31	 p0066 181-14103
Preparation and eveluaties of advanced
eleetrocatalysts for phosphatic acid feel coils
(NASA-CA-165245)
	 pO112 081-18496
NASA preprototype rodoc storage system for a
photovoltaic stand-alone application
(NASA-18-626071	 p0104 581-24534
Laboratory evaleatica of a pilot cell battery
protection system for phctovoltaic applications
(NASA-Te-81714 )
	
p0104 281-24536
Synthetic battery cycling
[NASA-TA-81757)	 p0049 081-25166
Pumping power considerations in the designs of
NASA-ledot flow calls
(N► SA-TE-82596)	 p0106 081-28519
Preparation and cbaractoriratioa of electrodes for
the NASA React storage system
(NASA-TN-82702)	 p0107 081-30522
Design and assembly considerations fcr Rados cells
and stacks
(NISA-TB-62672)	 p0049 081-31308
A Bedox system design for solar storage applications
(NASA-TN-827201	 p0108 541-32608
Adwaaces in membrane techsology got the NASA redo:
energy storage slates
(NASA-TN-827011	 p0108 561-33601
=not BTORAaa ERVICnS
0 ENERGY STORAGE
Banat twRsoL00y
Aaalytieal investigation of critical phenomena is
AND power generators
(NASA-CA-1651431
	
p0109 981-12546
Impact for the 80 6 5: Ptviceediags of a Conference
on Selected Technology fox Busiaeas and Imdestry
(NASA-CP-2149)	 p0142 981-12978
Eaergy overview
p0142 081-12979
States of cosss:eial phosphoric acid feel cell
system developsat
(sasA-13-81641)	 p0096 181-13464
3arket defiaitiom study of photovoltaic poser for
tomato villages in developing countries
(1ASa-Ca-159880)
	
p0110 581-14391
Reliability and quality assurance on the NOD
visa slates
(NASA-T3-62717)	 p0090 561-33492Swiss as"nL75
Effect of tiro-depeadent flight leads on tarbofas
engine performance deterioration
(ANIS RAPID 81-OT-2031	 p0030 ant-30093
Nodular inattessatation slates tot real-time
meamarements aad control as reciptceatiag engines
(NASA-TP-1757) 	p0071 561-11315
swiss CORTSOL
At 10190isT 35411E CONTROL
Simplified power supplies got ion thrusters(ells MAN 61-06931	 p0040 AS1-29542
Future challenges is V/STOL flight propulsion
control integtation
(Sag
 PAPSn 801140)	 p0022 481-34170
Turbomachiaery molse studies of the Ailesearch
QCGA2 engine with inflow control --- acoustic
performance
( M& PAPER 81-2049 ) 	 p0023 AB1-46621
Propulsion Controls, 1979 --- air breathing engine
control
( NASA-CP-2137 1
	
p0014 581-12090
Bultivariable identification using centralised
fixed 'odes
pOO10 181-12091
Performance soaking controls
p0014 901-12092
7100 n ultivariable costtol synthesis program: a
review of fall scale engine altitude tests ---
7100 engine
pOO 14 361-12093
Design of a maltivariable integrated control for a
supersonic propulsion system --- variable streas
control engine
p0025 381-12094
Propalsica controls
p0025 $81-12095
Future Air force aircraft propulsion control
systems: The extended summary paper
p0025 181-12096
Should we attempt global (ialet engine airframe)
control design?
p0025 181-12097
Road sap to adaptive optimal control --- jet
engine control
p0025 181-12098
Propulsion control and control theory: I new
research faces
P0014 N81-12099
Neltivariable synthesis with transfer fewticas
--- applications to gas turbine engines
p0026 581-12102
Apparatus for sensor failure detection and
correction in a gas turbine ongine control system
[NASA-CASE-LEN-12907-21
	
p0015 181-19115
ENGINE COOLASTS
Beat tcaasfer from a row of impinging jets to
concave cylindrical surfaces
p0076 ABI-24924
Isaias DESIGN
IT NOCNI2 MIND DESIGN
Design, datability and low cost processing
technology for composite fns exit quids vases
p0089 AS1-22664
The future of aerosautical propulsion
p0001 101-29052
Development of a low 00/x/ leas premixed assalar
combustor
[&SHE PAPER 81-GT-401	 p0020 181-29954
Low 10/s/ aad fuel flexible gas turbine combustors
( ►SIB PAPER 81-GT-991	 p0020 161-30006
Desigs and prelisimary results of a fuel flexible
industrial gas tatbioe combustor
(ASSN PAPER s1-GT-1081 	 p0087 ASI-30013
Low NO/x/ combustion .^ystems for becaimg heavy
residual fuels and high-fool-bo nd sitroges fuels
[AS11 PAPES 81-6T-1091 	 pO089 ASI-30014
Evalmatios of advanced combustors for dry NO/s/
suppression with sitrogmm bearisq fuels in
utility aad industrial gas turbines
(&SRI PAPER 81-6T-1251	 p0087 AB1-30029
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Design and development of the combustor inlet
diffuser for the NASA/G1 energy efficient engine
(ASNE PAP2a 81-02-1291
	 p0020 AB1-30033
Improved cospoaemts for engise foal savings
[SAE PAPER 8011161
	 p0021 181-34152
A states report on the Eaergy Efficient Engine
Project
(SAN Pa pal 801119]	 p0021 AB1-34155
Composite wall cobeept for bigb-temperatere
turbine shrouds - Neat transfer analysis
[SAE PAPER 801139] 	 p0021 A81-34169
Selected results from combustion research at the
Invis Research Center
[AIAA PAPBS 81-1392	 p0022 AB1-40859
The 93 combustors - States and challenges
[AIAA PAPER 81-13533	 p0023 A81-42176
Low and high speed proFelleca for general aviation
- Performance potential and recent wind tunnel
test results
p0023 A51-42158
An overview of general aviation pzopalsioa
research programs at NASA-Lewis Research Center
[SAE PAPER 810624]	 p0023 AB1-42776
automotive Stirling engine development program
(NASA-CB-165134]p0139 981-11952
Cost/besefit analysis of advanced materials
technology candidates for the 1980 4 s, part 2
(RASA-CR-165176]	 p0139 981-11953
Road map to adaptive oFtinal coatzol --- jet
engine control
p0025 981-12098
NASA contributions to radial turbine aerodynamic
analyses
(NASA-TN-81644 ] 	 p00O3 381-13019
Electric propulsion - characteristics,
applications, and states
[NASA-TN-81630)	 p0033 981-13079
Advanced Technology Spdrk-Igaition Aircraft Piston
Engine Design Study
(MASA-CA-165162]	 p0026 981-13963
la overview of general aviation propulsion
research programs at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TN-81666]	 p0015 981-16052
Propulsion system mathematical model for a
lift/cruise fan 1/STOL aircraft
(NASA-TN-81663)	 p0015 ''81-16055
High-density fuel combustion and cooling
investigation --- kengine design
[NASA-CR-165177]	 p0050 981-16177
JTBD-15/17 high Fressare turbine root discharged
blade performance infLovesent --- engine design
($AS ►-Ca-165220]	 p0028 081-17080
Variable stream control engine for advanced
supersonic aircraft design update
p00O1 981-17996
Progress with variable cycle engines
p0001 981-17997
ESOC97 efficient engine: Plight PLOFulszoa system
preliminary amalyals azd design
[NASA-C1-159583]	 p0029 981-18056
Simplified pcwer supplies for ion thrusters
[NASA-TN-81725]	 p0039 081-20177
Analytical design of an advanced rodsal turbine
--- automobile enginoi:
[NASA-ca-165170)	 p0140 N81-20958
Electric vehicle motors and coatzolltrs
[N ► S►-?8-81760]	 pOJ71 081-221281
Quiet Clews Geseral Aviation "urbafan (QCGAT)
technology study, •close 1
(NASA-C8-164222]	 p0030 981-220t2
Design concepts for low-cost composite ;urbofas
engise frame
(NASA-CS-165217]	 p0030 081-22053
System safety in stir?ing engine develope,?at
(NASA-T2-82615]	 !0149 081-24994
Advanced subsonic transport propulsicn
(NASA-TN-82696]	 p0019 981-31195
An introduction to NA5A'a turbine eagime hot
section technology (MOST) project
p0019 981-31206
390118 rAILNRN
Nigh-cesponae measurements cf a turbofan engine
during nonrecoverable all
[OAS►-Ta-61759]	 p0017 381-250f4
WMBB INLM
Optimum subscaic, high-angle-of-attack aaceller
p0005 A81-11646
Three-disensional turbulent boundary layer
developsent and xapa-atioa is 1/1STOL engine
inlets at incidence with small-cross flow Bad
curvature tafloences
(AIAA PAPER 81-02541 	 p0O05 181-20703
Design and development of the combustor inlet
diffuser for the NASa/0E energy efficient engine
(ASIR PAPER B1-OT-1291 	 p0020 A81-30033
Effect of a part-spas variable inlet guide vase on
the performance of a high-bypass turbofim engine
[AIAA PAPER 81-13621
	 p0022 ►81-40842
Some aspects of calculating flows about
three-dimensional subsonic inlets
[AIAA PAPER 81-13611	 p0O07 AB1-42177
Low-speed aezodynasic performance of
50.8-ceatisater-diameter noise-suppressing
inlets for the Quiet, Class, Short-haul
s:perisental Engine (OCSRR) --- Lewis 9- by
15-foot low speed wind tanael teats
(NASA-?P-1178) 	 p0013 281-11037
Some aspects of calculating flown about
three-dimensional subsonic inlets
(N ►SA-TN-82678)	 p0004 081-28054
fiber optics for aircraft engine/inlet control
[NASA-22-82654]	 p0012 281-31190
Acoustic perforsanc, of inlet suppressors on an
engine generating a single &ode
(NASA-2E-82697)
	 p0127 081-32968
22OI2s MONITORING I13120821l2
Experimental analysis of INIP in a rotary
combustion engine --- Indicated mean Effective
Pressure
(SAE PAPER 810150) 	 pO079 181-41732
Nodular instrumentation system for real-time
measurements and control on reciprocating engines
( NASA-TP-1757 )	 p0071 181-11315
Engine diagnostics, program: Cr6-50 engine
performance deterioration
INASA-CR-1598671	 p0024 081-12085
aircraft Engine Diagnostics
[NASA-CP-2190)	 pO019 181-31196
210222 MOISR
Core noise measurements from a small, general
aviation turbofan engine
p0019 ►81-22531
A theoretical approach to sound propagation and
radiation for ducts with suppressors
p0128 AB1-38061
Comparison of predicted engine core noise with
proposed FAA helicopter noise certification
requirements
p0128 181-38062
Neu technique for the direct measurement of core
noise from aircraft engines
(AIAA PAPER 81-15871	 p0128 ►81-40962
Turbomacb'sery noise studies of the AiResearch
QCGAT engine Nith inflow control --- acoustic
pertorsasct.
(AIAA PAPIA 81-20491	 p0023 181-46621
Effects of blade-vase ratio and rotor-stator
spacing on fan no i se with forward velocity
[ ►IAA PAPER 81-20321	 p0024 AB1-48628
Comparison of predicted engine core noise with
current and proposed aircraft noise
certification requirements
[AIAA PAPER 81-20531	 p0024 A81-48635
si' ^r nozzle aeroacoustic characteristics for the
energy efficient engin6
[AIAA PAPER 01-19941	 p0128 AB1-48639
A model for the -acoustic impedance of linear
suppressor sateri-Is bonded on perfozated plate
[AIAA PAPER 81-19991	 p0129 AB1-49741
Core noise seasoresents from a small, general
aviation turbofan engine
[VAS!-2N^81610]
	 p0125 581-11769
Analysis of Fressore spectra measurements it a
ducted combustion system
[NASA-TN-815b3]p0125 181-15168
improved methods for fan sound field determination
(NASA-CR-165188)	 F0129 081-15769
1::E early acoustic test results of General
fletAric's high-radius ratio coanaular plug nozzle
p0029 N81-17999
Desi gn of an exhaust miser nozzle for the
►vco-Lycoming Quirt Clean General Aviation
Turbofan (QCGAT)
[NASA-CM-159426)	 p0029 081-19120
A theoretical approach to sound propagation and
radiation fur ducts with suppressors
(NASA-TN-82612)
	 p0130 181-22837
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Comparison of predicted /Olive coca sois& with
propoa*d FAA helicopter noise certification
ragoireseats
(NASA-15-81739]	 p0130 881-22839
Bev technique for the direct measexamemt of core
noise from aircraft engines --- 2E 102 totbofam
angia*
(RASA-TA-82634]	 p0126 881-26844
Comparison of predicted engine cote noise with
current end proposed aircraft noise
certification cequirememts
(NASA-TM-82659]	 pO126 881-29922
Effects of blade-vaae ratio and totot-stator
spacing of fns noise with forward Velocity
(RASA-TA-82690]	 pO126 181-31956
Acoustic performance of inlet suppressors on an
engise generating a single mode
(NASA-TA-82697)	 p0127 181-32968
gneiss PARTS
Thermal barrier coatings for beat eagles components
p0956 &81-12920
Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
tecbsologies for future aircraft totbise engines
(2ASA-CA-165225 ]	 p0027 101-15006
Beat pipes to reduce engine exhaust emissions
(NASA-CASE-LIO-12590-1)	 p0049 881-19245
Traction drive for ccycgenic boots pomp ---
hydrogen oxygen rocket engines
(RASA-TB-81704]	 p0101 181-23188
Hostile environmental cenditioas facing candidate
alloys for the automotive Stirliaq eagiae
(NASA-TA-826321	 p0054 581-26236
smells slants"
An experimental evaluatica of the performance
deficit of&a aircraft engine starter turbine
(SAE PAPER 801137)	 p0021 A81-34168
Sanariun cobalt (SBCO) gemeratox/eagize
integration study
(AD-AO92904]	 p0029 081-17087
Reasons for low aerodynamic performance of
13.S-centimeter-tip-diameter aircraft engine
starter totbine
(NASA-TP-1810]
	 pa016 281-20076
Elelss tans
IT SPACE ELECTRIC DOC91T TESTS
Results of the Bissioa Pccfil* Life Teat first
test segment - Throster J1
( ►IA ►
 PAPES 81-0116)
	 p0043 ABI-29552
Magmetoelectrostatic thruster physical geometry
tests
(AIAA PAPS5 81-0753)	 pOO44 AOI-29566
Evaluation of advanced ecobastots for dry ao/x/
suppression with nitroges beating fuels in
utility and industrial gas turbines
(&SHE PAPBS 81-ST-12S]	 p0007 ABi-30029
An astusated proeedere fat developing hybrid
computer simulations of torbafan engines
p0020 ►81-32544
High temperature electtoaic requirements in
aetopropulsicn systems
p0072 ►81-32S47
Description of the ears con totbine facility and
the ware annular cascade facility recently
installed at NASA Lewis Research Center
(SAE PAPER 8011221
	 p0031 AS1-34158
Characteristics of 30-centiaetet mercury ion
thrusters
(AIAA PAPEA 81-0715)	 p0041 AB1-37569
Particle and field mmasoreaeato on too J-series
30-centimeter thrusters
(AI&A P►PEP 81-07281	 p0042 A81-38072
JT90, performance deterioration results from a
simulated aerodynamic load test
( ►IA► PAP1N 81-1588]	 p0022 AB1-40963
Turbine bypass eagiae - A sew superscnic cruise
Propulsion, eeseept
(&I&& PAPE& 81-1596]	 p0023 ASI-40971
Experimental analysis of 39IP is a rotary
combustics engine --- Indicated Bean Effective
Prearwre
[SAE PAP" 810150]
	
p0079 AB1-41732
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;0113 181-22475
DE-AI03-BORT-11272
p0110 981-15461
pO110 981-15462
DE-A404-80AL-12726
;0049 181-13105
p0111 581-16583
pO106 181-28519
pO107 181-30522
;0049 $81-31308
pO108 981-32608
pO108 581-33601
DE-AL01-80IT-17088
pO112 581-18496
pO112 $81-18497
DE-AL03 -79ET-11272
;0113 981-21536
DE-AT04-81AL-16228
pO107 181-28524
DE-A101-77CS-51040
pO104 181-24533
DE-A101-77CS-51044
p0088 181-15366
pO080 981-15367
p0108 981-31627
DE-A 101 -77 ET-1076 9
p0098 $81-16570
;0111 981-18491
DE-1101-79ET-20305
;0106 581-27606
DE-A101 - 79ET-20485
pO110 181-14391
D393-8 p0141 581-22982
DE13-17
p0079 181-17906
p0089 481-30060
p0029 981-191113
DE53-22
p0088 581-13359
DE 113-30
pO109 081-10517
Dr13-32
p0139 181-11952
DE53-43
;0089 181-1869"
DE53-49
p0110 581-1439
DE53-67
;0113 981-215:1
p0113 n 81-215•.7
p0113 161-224':S
DE53-89
pO112 581-21533
DE53-92
;0140 N81-1693i
DE13-106
p0140 581-20950
DE 53-107
p0110 581-13466
p0110 581-13467
DE53-119
p0088 581-21355
DE53-lit
;0110 181-15461
p0110 581-15462
D-1
DE53-124
pO088 181-15366
DE53-137
pO111 181-16583
DS93-139
;0111 Idl-18491
D203-146
p0020 A81-30006
DE53-161
p0112 181-18494
pO112 181-19573
D813-167
;0089 A81-30060
DE03-168
poo89 A61-30060
DE13-176
p4111 181-17527
pO112 281-18496
D933-179
p0133 A81-20649
pO133 A81-20698
pO109 181-12546
DENS-202
p0133 A61-20649
pO133 A81-20698
DE53-208
pO113 181-22473
DE9}226
p0078 181-22313
DOT-EA781AI-893
p0010 ►81-20740
;0116 181-13568
p0117 181-21685
EC-77-A -01-2674
;0110 981-13466
EC-77-A-31-1011
pO140 981-13803
p0065 181-14082
p0004 581-28053
EC-77-1-31-1040
p0139 981-11952
p0088 181-13359
p0051 181-15068
p0029 181-19118
p0088 081-21355
EC-77-A-31-1044
p0080 081-13357
;0088 181-15366
p0079 181-16429
-1140 181-18933
;0140 081-18935
EC-77-A-31-1062
p0070 181-39144
pO109 981-10517
pO131 981-16900
pO132 181-19920
p0132 181-30973
EC-77-1-31-1101
p0097 581-14398
EC-77-1 ►-01-2674
;0109 981-12546
RE-A-01-2593
p0063 A81-12630
Er-77-A-01-2593
p0051 581-15069
p0052 181-16211
p0101 981-23243
p0054 081-25191
p0055 981-27258
;0055 181-28231
EI-77-1-01-2674
pO132 181-24926
E9-78-C-02-4936
pO140 581-13803
EX-76-1-29-1060
pOO97 581-14397
ES-76-I-01-1028
p0096 181-11448
p0096 181-13463
;0091 981-16494
Y19628-80-C-0001
p0070 181-10242
Y33615-72-C-1739
p0093 181-14162
!33615-77-C-2018
p0029 181-17087
m&G3-25
p 0059 181- 2024 4
9AG3-28
AG3-55 
;0117 A81-20810
l 
pO063 181-27524
NASA ORDER C-2325
pO113 181-22467
NASA ORDER C-30969-D
pO110 N81-15463
NASA ORDER C-46229-D
pO112 981-18497
BAS1-15810
p0075 981-18331
nS3-71
p0011 981-25065
9AS3-11175
p0078 A81-24924
91S3-14336
p0078 181-15537
9AS3-14377
p0078 A81-18021
nAS3-17522
p0008 181-21199
NAS3-17760
p0093 A81-14162
9AS3-19429
p0030 581-22052
!AS3-19698
;0065 181-14082
RAS3-19699
p0033 981-12135
pOJ33 n81-12136
p0033 181-12137
NAS 3-198 56
;0008 181-21199
9AS3-20048
p 0 001 381-17997
NAS3-20050
;0129 181-28943
NAS3-20054
p0088 081-17434
9153-20055
p0007 581-14976
NAS3-20061
p0026 981-13057
p0028 981-17081
;0028 181-17082
p0028 081-17083
;0028 981-17084
p0028 181-17085
p0028 081-17086
p0001 981-17997
NAS3-20065
p0114 A81-27094
!AS3-20070
p0024 581-12086
P0027 181-16051
RAS3-20072
p0059 181-10706
p0027 081-15006
EAS3-20073
p0088 181-10707
p0139 961-11953
p0024 981-12088
0AS3-20084
p0047 581-10112
9AS3-20091
p0030 A81-29987
NAS3-20096
p0073 981-19395
9AS3-20102
p0073 A81-21675
p0072 981-10301
p0072 081-11314
NAS3-20380
p0088 181-15796
9AS3-20382
p0092 181-19479
p0093 081-19480
p0093 161-19481
p 0093 181-19482
p0093 181-19483
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w/:uc: INDU
MAS3-20392 MAS3-1:726 137 C-727 P 181-20275
p0033 181-12135 pO113 A81-15027 pO133 181-20649
OO82
p0033 081-12136 MAS3-11735 50133 181-20698 p0053 81-21193
MAS3-20399 p0077 581-20383 MSG-3073 10102 n81-23462
p0043 AB1-29552 MAS3-21761 006 A81-29114 pOO54 581-26235
0AS3-20577 50073 181-16389 150-3077
7
50063 181-27277
50048 A81-11336 MAS3-21762 p0085 AB1-18647 p0084 081-27526
NAS3-20582 p0043 A81-19937 NSG-3119 P008 581-29438
pO129 581-17846 p0134 AB1-29560 p0025 181-12100 500855 181-31550
50029 181-17999 50043 181-29561 MSG-3139 505-32-52
NAs3-20584 181-27169
/SG-31850091
181-26492 50001 181-22012
50029 181-19120 NW-21836 50004 581-25036
MAS3-20585 50027 181-17079 50048 081-12172 p0005 M81-31129
50029 N81-19119 MAS3-21837 NSG-3186 505-32-62
MAS3-20591 p0048 181-21130 pO133 981-11833 N81-31190 
p0024 181-12087 NAS3-21844 NSG-3188 505-32-62
NAS3-20599 50048 981-19233 p0083 181-26459 50017 101-25000
p0027 981-15005 MAS3-21924 NSG-3189 505-32-82
MAS3-20602 p0095 181 -33539 50005 A81-17952 P0071 181-16388 
p0001 N81-17997 MAS3-21940 ISG-3252 P0079 181-16428
NAS3-20630 p0043 A81-18363 p0059 181-22158 50066 581-29246
p0028 081-17080 p0042 181-21122 NSG-3255 50120 181-33838
NAS3-20631 NAS3-21941 pO133 181-11834 505-32-92
p0024 381-12065 50042 181-21125 PROJ. AGRIS2ARS p0018 181-27094
NAS3-20632 MAS3-21958 p0094 981-13425 505-33 00091 181-11417
pG030 A81-30093 p0088 181-17437 p 0094 981-13426 505-33-02 
NAS3-20643 NAS3-21960 p0094 181-13427 50127 581-32968
p0020 ►81-30033 50043 A81-18363 50094 081-13428 505-33-12
p0029 081-18056 MA53-21971 50094 981-13429 50052 181-16212
p0030 M81-22051 p0020 A81-30057 p0095 581-13430 p0045 581-25148
MAS3-20646 0AS3-21999 p0095 981-13431 50055 981-27259
50008 A81-30094 p0027 181-17078 181-33273
p0026 181-15002 MAS3-22014 50095 181 -73433 505-33-220
56
MA53-20755 p0007 181-16976 SRI PROJ. 5413 20091 181-16492
p0029 081-19117 MAS3-22019 p0073 181-19395 505-33-32
NAS3-20823 p0065 981-10169 9-31- 109-38-4135 50045 081-17174
pO113 A81-27089 NAS3-22025 50113 181-22467 50090 381-28458
N►S3-20831 p('%165 181-17263 146-40-06 50046 N81-32194
p0059 n81-19277 NAS3-22045 p0095 M81 -33539 505-33-52
NA53-20836 p0067 581-19316 500-32-12 50091 181-26492
p0007 A81-11628 MAS3-22105-AB pO119 181-29782 50092 081-33497
50001 381-22012 50105 181-25488 505-04 P0013 M81-11039 505-33-62
MA53-21013 11153-22117 50013 981-12089 P 381-16132
P0048 981-19229 p0075 M81-18331 505-04-42 50O046
O"
981-25149
BAS3-21020 9AS3-22160 p0062 981-21198 50046 381-25151
P0093 181-14162 p0030 $81-22053 505-04-82 505-33-82
MAS3-21030 NAS3-1s186 p0003 M81-14977 p0091 M81-16494
p0050 581-16177 p0010 981-19079 505-05 p0013 081-11037 505-41-22
NAS3-21037 1►S3-22216 505-05-92 P0015 181-16052 
pCO89 A81-22664 p0111 M81-16582 ,0120 N81-25698 50075 981-16054
MAS3-21042 50111 381-17569 505-23-61 505-41-52
50073 M81-22278 NAS3-22222 p0018 981-27095 p0003 581-21028
9AS3-21052 p0117 N81-17568 505-31-02 505-42-13-08
p0042 981-20174 MAS3-22260 p0130 181-22837 50003 181-21027
NAS3-21250 p0137 981-21212 505-32 P0015 181-16050 505-42-62
pO114 A81-27092 p0067 581-21213 p0075 181-21313 50017 181-25079
50112 081-18495 NAS3-22264 505-32-28 50017 081-25081
MAS3-21259 p0037 ►81-42207 P0004 181-28053 50004 981-28054
p0027 n81-15004 NAS3-22270 505-32-6A 505-44-12
N►S3-21269 p0033 N81-21106 p0017 181-25084 10009 081-19078 
p0030 A81-20767 0AS3-22475 505-32-02 20010 981-19079
MAS3-21270 50042 01-22078 50015 081-16053 505-44-22
50114 A81-27094 MAS3-30192 pO126 081-20831 50067 581-19316
p0111 981-17574 p0033 087-12137 pO126 581-26844 50117 181-21685
MAS3-21272 9AS5-25759 p0126 181-29922 p0115 981-30657
p0026 981-13963 p0033 581-12139 50019 181-30130 545-53-12
MAS3-21280 9157-100 pO126 381-30905 50044 181-16123
pO114 A81-27097 50107 981-28524 pO126 581-30906 50054 181-26234
MAS3-21288 BASS-32255 P0126 081-30907 505-55 20040 981-37282
p0026 081-15003 P0098 181-16564 P0126 981-31956 505-55-22
MAS3-21345 1AS8-32999
O
p127 191-31957 p0049 981-17189
P0043 A81-20625 p OOr'4 181-18363 50O127 981-32965 506-16 50080 081-14322
p0044 181-29566 MASS-33574 p0127 081-33947 506-23-42
NA53-21370 pOO43 A81-18363 505-32-12 10033 081-27169
P 0033 $81-12135 MAS9-14689 50074 081-15239 506-52-12
p0033 581-12136 p0094 181-13425 p0075 581-16421 50038 181-20176
p0033 581-12137 MA59-15800 pO127 181-32964 506-53 50060 581-14079
P0133 081-12138 p0094 981-13426 505-32-28 50052 181-16210
9AS3-21389 p0094 181-13427 p0074 981-13301 506-53-12
P0001 981-17996 p0094 981-13428 p0076 181-29384 20061 181 -19304 
NA53-21391 p0094 161-13429 505-32-32 P0 381-20424
P0129 N81-15769 p0095 N81-13430 p0075 081-16417 P0110022
NAS3-21593 50095 081-13431 50016 081-19121 50102
16 1-23417
581-23418
p0047 981-12255 p0095 081- 13432 pOO16 181-24065 50076 n81-24387
NA53-216G3 p0095 081- +3433 p0017 081-25083 P0046 581-25150
P)092 A81-29095 AGN-15-005-162 p0018 081-26146 P0 54 n81-25189
NA33-216 7 P0006 A81-21212 505-32-42 501130
30
 081-25779
P0030 981-20078 MGB-15-005-191 p0081 081-16474 50083 581-27523
M1,53-21608 p0036 ► 81-21212 P0081 M81-18391 P0055 N81-28233 
p0029 181-17999 MGR-43-003-015 p0082 081-19458 10084 181 -28443 
P0050 081-16176 p0053 981-20245 50077 981-30391
ORIGINAL PAS-£ ISD-2
OF POOR QUALITY
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p0063 $81-32269
p0063 181-33293
506-54-42
p0071 581-20359
506-55-7A
p0132 981-25808
506-55-71
p0036 181-32187
506-55-22
p0039 981-20178
p0039 181-21121
p0076 *81-24388
p0O40 281-301182
506-55-32
p0062 l'1-22193
p0040 581-26114
506-55-42
p0098 *81-17531
p0103 $81-23625
p0103 981-23626
p0 104 581-23627
p0040 181-26173
pOtJ5 181-27605
506-55-52
p0049 261-25168
p0108 181-30563
506-55-72
p0038 281-20173
506-61-32
p0072 *81-30360
506-505-22
p0076 *81-30390
510-55-12
p0004 981-31126
511-58-12
p0081 *81-17436
p0083 981-26459
p0083 081-27524
p0083 181-27525
p0085 *81-33484
515-58-12
p0085 581-29440
530-05-12
p0014 381-13056
p0018 981-26145
532-05-12
p0015 581-16055
535-01-12
p0018 581-28095
P0019 981-31195
535-02-12
p0026 581-13057
535-03-12
p0130 581-22836
p0130 081-22838
p0004 081-27041
p0004 581-27042
535-04-12
p0017 981-25082
542-05-12
p0037 981-20172
646-22-60
p0033 581-12135
p0033 181-12136
p0033 181-12137
650-16-18
p0035 181-30172
776-31-41
p0106 381-27606
776-33-41
p0104 181-24535
p0105 581-24539
776-52-41
p0104 081-24!36
776-54-06
p0100 181-22477
776-71-43
p0113 581-22467
776-72-41
P0049 181-13105
p0104 581-24534
p0049 581-31308
776-81-41
p0097 M81-14397
776-81-62
p0107 181-28524
778-11-05
p0098 081-16570
p0132 081-14926
p0132 581-24927
p0132 181-3202f
778-11-G6
p6097 181-14396
p0054 181-25191
p0055 181-27258
778-11-08
p0055 181-28231
778-14-10
p0132 181-30973
778-17-01
p0096 181-13464
778-32-01
P0096 181-13465
p0104 281-24533
p0107 181-30562
778-35-03
p0078 181-22313
p0140 181-24994
p0105 181-25487
p0054 181-26236
p0139 181-32087
778-36-06
p0O80 181-13357
p0080 181-15367
p0079 081-16429
P0140 181-18933
p0071 381-21281
p0140 181-26986
p0108 181-31627
778-46-12
p0098 081-16571
p0105 181-25488
p0106 M81-28522
927-76-31
p0100 M81-21537
947-48-32
p0097 181-14398
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►&S PAPER 80-206 .................. p0069 181-3353206
AD-1092904 ........................ p0029 081-17C87 1
LOL-83613 ......................... p0110 181-1:46101
ADL-83613 ......................... p0110 181-1546206
IESD-Till-3064 ..................... RO HR 181-1849108
APN►L-TS-eO-2022 .................. pOC29 181-17087 1
IIAA PAPS*# 81-0140 ................ P0043 181-2062501
AI►& PARIS81-0165 ................ F0032 ►81-2064201
1211 PAPER 81-0173 ................ p0133 181-2064901
►Il► PAPER 81-0208 ................ p0006 ► 8/-2083001
lI1A PAPER 61-0248 ................ F0133 ► 81-2069801
IIAA PAPER 81-0254 ................ pOCO5 181-2070301
AIAA PAPER 81-0274 ................ p0021 A81-3254901
AIAA PAPER81-0276 ................ FCCC6 181-2083101
IIAA PAPER 81-0305 ................ ROM 181-2074001
IIAA PAPEI81-0308 ................ ROM 181-2074201
&IAA PAPER 81-0327 ................ ROM 181-2063401
AI&A PARSE 81-0345 ................ F0030 A81-2076701
AILA RAPES 81-0363 ................ p0005 181-2078201
AIAA RAPID 81-0396 ................ F0108 181-2080501
&ILA RAPES 81-0403 ................ F0117 181-2081001
AI&A PAPER 81-0405 ................ P6011 ► 81-2013701
AIAA PAPER 81-0665 ................ p0040 181-2952801
AIR& PAPAL61-0666 ................ ROW 181-3807001
AM PIPES 81-0669 ................ ROW A81-3806806
AM RAPID 81-0670 ................ FOC86 181-2953101
ALAI PARES81-0671 ................ ROM ABA-3806901
&IAA PAPER 81-0672 ................ p0086 &81-2953201
IIAA PAPER 81-0676 ................ p0041 ASR-3290506
AM TAPIR 81-0678 ................ p0041 &81-3562501
AIAA PAPER 81-0692 ................ p0040 A81-3289701
IIAA PAPER 81-0693 ................ p0040 ►81-2954201
AIAA PAPER 81-0115 ................ p0041 A81-3756901
IIAA RAPES 81-0716 ................ F04043 A81-2955201
AIU :APES 81-0728 ................ p0042 ABA-3807201
AIAA PAPER 81-0739 ................ F0134 181-2956001
AM PAPER 81-0740 ................ P0043 181-2956101
LIAA PARIS81-0745 ................ p0041 ABA-3807101
11I
►A PIPES 81-0753 ................ p0044 181-2956601
ARIA PAPER 81-0754 F0044 ABA-2956701
AIAA PAPEE81-1161 ................ pGC70 A81-3914401
AIAA PAPER 61-1353 ................ p0023 ABA-4217601
AIAA PAPER 81-1361 ................ p0007 ASI-4211701
AIR. PIPSI 81-1362 ................ P0022 A81-4084201
&IAA RAPID 81-1?92 ................ P0022 A81-4085901
1IA& PAPER 81-1453 ................ P0042 181-4219801
&ILA PAPER 81-1495 ................ p0023 &81-4422501
AIAA PAPS281-1509	 p0037 A81-4220701
AIAA PARES 81-1539 p0042 181-4093401
IIAA PAPER 81-1564 ................ p0007 181-4221006
AIAA PARES 81-1568 ................ p0007 181-4221101
AIAA PAPEE 81-1587 ................ p0128 181-4096201
1211 PAPS& 81-1588 ................ p0022 181-4096306
AIU PARIS81-1596 ................ p0023 181-4097101
&IAA RAPES 81-1599 ................ p0023 181-409730•
AIAA PAPER 81-1991 ................ ROM 181-4974301
AI11 PAPER 81-1994 ................ p0128 181-48639!8
1211 PARES 81-1999 pO129 181-4974106
►IAA P1PE2 81-2016 ................ p0128 181-4862201
AIAA PAPER 81-2032 ................ p0024 161-48628.6
AM PAPER 81-2049 ................ ROM A81-4862101
AIAA PAPER 81-2053 ................ p0024 181-4863501
IIAA 81-0579 ...................... p0046 181-2941101
lit► 81-0602 ...................... p0092 181-2946501
AIAA-PIPED-81-1564 ................ ROM 081-2704206
lilt-PAPER-01-1965 ................ pO127 081-3296801
III►-PAPER-81-1991 ................ p0127 081-3296406
1Ii&-PAPER-81-2052 ................ p0126 581-3090701
AI&A-81-1999 ...................... p0127 081-32965*#
AIRSS U RCO-21-2861 ................ p0029 NBA-1911901
IIRESIARCN-21-2953-2-TOL-2 ........ p0024 581-12088.8
►IRESE►RCH-21-2997 ................ p0029 081-19117*#
lISESE&ICB-21-3663-•PT-2 ........... pO139 081-1195306
AIL-978-4135-1 .................... pO113 181-2246706
ASIR PRZPSIBT 81-16-5E-2 .......... p0090 181-338670
ISLE PREPRINT 81-1E-5D-1 .......... 70064 181-338590
ASIR PREPRINT 81-1R-5D-3 .......... p0064 181-338600
&SHE PACER SO-C2/ARAO-9 ........... ROM A61-1863606
ASIR PAM 80-C2/01-13 ........... p0068 A81-18667*#
&SHEPAPER 80-C2/LOB-14 ........... p0085 ►81-1866801
&SRI PAPER 80-C2/LOB-35 ........... ROM &81-1868306
ABBE PIPES 80-C2/LOB-49 ........... p0089 ABA-1869301
ASHE PARIS 80-C2/LOB-53 ........... p00B6 ASR-1869501
ASIR RAPISS0-ORT-76 .............. p0085 181-1864701
&SRI PAPER 80-GT-20 ............... p0005 A81-1795201
ASHE PAPE280-111 ►/IC-2 ............. p0127 181-2112004
ASIR PAPER 81-GT-24 ............... p0020 A81-2994001
ASHE PAVED 81-GT-40 ............... p0020 461-2995401
ASHEPARES 811-0-44 ............... p0086 A81-299580•
ASHE PAPER 81-GT-63 ............... ROM ABA-2997301
1SNE RAPES 81-GT-70 ............... p0006 A81-2997906
ASHE PARRS 81-GI-75 ............... p0077 181-2998301
&SHE PAPER 01-GT-79 ............... P0030 ABA-2998701
ASIR PARES61-OT-89 ............... ROM 181-2999601
ASHE PARES 81-GS-91 ............... p0077 181-2999801
ASNE PAPER 81-GT-93 ............... P0079 181-3000001
ASIR PAPER 61-GT-56 ............... p0001 W-300030:
1SNE PARES 81-GT-99 ............... p0020 &81-3000601
ASIR P►PEA 81-GT-108 .............. ROM A81-3001301
&SHE RAPID 61-GT-109 .............. p0089 A81-3001401
&SHE PARES 81-GT-125 .............. p0087 ►81-3002906
ASHE PARES 81-GT-129 .............. P0020 &81-3003301
ASIR PAPER 81-GT-157 .............. p0067 181-3005601
ASHE PARES 81-GT-158 .............. p0020 181-3005701
ASIR PAPER 81-OT-161 .............. p0089 ABA-3006001
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281-10075 ......................... P0095 081-13431.1
261-10076 ......................... P009S 861-1343240
281-10077 ......................... p0095 881-1343300
3833 .............................. P0054 881-2623400
I&A-23-43 ......................... P0116 001-1356000
IAA-32-81-1	 P0117 081-21685*#
PC-LO-00423
	 P0095 081-1343248
42-1 .............................. p0033 281-1213900
12-80-42/65 ....................... P0065 081-17263*#
72• e0-76-952	 P0973 381-2227808
12 .13983 .......................... pOu30 881-20078*#
G2-4 .............................. P0112 POI-1849600
IAA PAP22 80-7-253 ................ P0043 ►a1-183634
1331-0340-7608 .................... p0072 081-14227 0
JPL-PUB-81-39	 P0107 381-28524*0
JSC-16339 ......................... p0095 281-13432*#
JSC-16373 ......................... p009S u 1-1343340
JSC-16374 ......................... P0094 081-1342640
JSC-16375 ......................... p0094 081-1342900
J3C-16377 ......................... pOD94 381-1342701
JSC-16382 ......................... -'.095 181-1343041
JSC-16813 ......................... p0095 381-1343100
JSC-16814 ......................... p0094 381-13426*#
90- i'3L-464-2 ...................... p0011 381-2SO64*0
L2aSC0-14386 ...................... p009S 181-1343208
1E2SCO-1.033 ...................... p009S 181-1343100
LINSCO-15034 ...................... p0094 081-1342600
LINSCO-15115 ...................... P0094 181-13427*1
LLaSCO-15325 ...................... p009S 101-1343301
LINSCO-15326	 ; oI094 181-1342800
LEaSCO-15327	 po0'34 381-1342900
LINSCJ-IS357 ...................... P0095 581-1343000
LIC-78-36 ......................... p0029 081-1912009
2E-OiSO-1 ......................... p0133 581-11833*1
87I-80&52144929 ................... P013) 381-11952*1
a1I-80T125 ........................ pow Yb1-189!541
87I-81723 ......................... 90088 381-2135500
572-8164 .......................... p0070 181-1024200
SA-81-110 ......................... 90010 081-19079*#
NASA-CASE-LEY-12081-3 ............. P0066 881-141030
NASA-CASE-LEN-12119-2 ............. P0083 881-264470
NASA-CASE-LEN-122'_3-1 ............. p0076 081-2231000
NASA-CASE-LEN-12441-3 ............. 90104 1'81-245190
NASA-CASE-LIN-12443-1	 90099 881- 1956100
NASA-CAST-1EN-12445-1 ............. P0083 081-2236000
NASA-CASE-LIN-1:493-1 ............. 90045 881-171700
NASA-CASE-LEY-12493-2 ............. P0046 181-26179•
4&SA-CASE-1"9-12590 -1 ............. 90049 881-19245*0
NASA-CASE-LEN-12594-2 ............. pools 881-19116•
NASA-CASE-LEN-12806-2 ............. 90096 881-125420
NASA-CASE-LEN-120192-1 ............. PONS 181-2759801
NASA-CASE-LEN-12907-2 ............. 90015 181-1911SS
NASA-CASE-LE1-12918-1 ............. 90104 881-24521•
nASA-CASE-LLN-12919-1 ............. P0046 081-27198*0
NASA-CASE-LES-12933-1 ............. P0061 181-192960
NASA-CASE-LNN-12941-1 ............. P0060 891-1632900
MASA-CISI-LEe-12982-1 	 P0081 DOI-194550
NASA-CAST-LE8-12990-1 ............. 90018 881-29129•
p0010 881-2614540
V0103 881-2362641
p0076 881-3039001
p0126 881-26444*#
p0004 881-2SC36*1
p0130 881-2283740
p0003 861-2752449
P0140 881-2499400
p0132 081-2580801
p0017 001-ISOSIOO
F0040 001-3019208
pG132 881-24926*0
p0083 081-2645900
p0104 161-2453341
pOOSS 801-2725940
poo17 881-25001*1poo4 3 081-27277.1
p0046 081-3219400
V0054 061-2518900
00091 181-26492*0
P:054 861-26236*#
p01'0 801-25698-0
p010b 081-2540701
pO916 ►?1-2614600
p0100 881-30S6344
p0084 881-27526*0
p0017 161-2508240
p0040 081-26173.1
p0003 081-27523*4
p0139 881-32C1741
p0018 081-28095*0
pOO84 881-26444*4
p0106 081-2052240
p0084 101-2844304
pOC90 581-2845801
p0017 181-2508001
p0107 181-2952000
pCO12 181-31140*4
p0004 881-31126*0
p0105 801-2760S*1pool$ 081-2709441
p0119 081-29782*0
p0126 881-2952200
p008S 081-29440*0
p00S5 181-29206*0
p0018 001-2709S*1
p0126 081-3090541
p0004 081-2805401
pG:04 081-2704209
p0004 081-2704100
p01C8 181-31627*4
p0132 081-30973*9
p0049 181-31308*#
P0132 081-3202640
p0066 181-3138001
V0092 181-33497*1
pOS77 081-30391*6
p0126 081-3090601
p0106 081-2766604
p0035 081-3017201
pOG56 081-3327301
p0126 081-3090760
p0126 081-3195600
p0036 081-32187*1
p0127 081-3195700
p0019 001-31195*1
90127 581-32968*#
pCCBS 061-33484*4
POOLS n 81-3013001
90127 181-32964*#
90063 181-3226900
POW 081-3296544
p0090 081-3349201
p0108 881-3260801
90003 y81-1301901
p0096 181-1346541
90015 081-1520!101
90137 081-17943*1
POW 081-1794200
PG 137 181-290260
90013 081-1103704
pOO60 181-1017040
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BkEA-CISL-L2Y-12991-1 	 FOOb3 001.24442•
YISE-C►St-ELY-/3088-1 ............. F00:4 Yet-251884
YESI-CASS-ts0-13101-2
	
p0044 001-29160•
VASA-CASE-L p1-13102-1 ............. F01C7 061-2953100
5ASA-CASE-LEO-13107-1 ............. F0118 081-2776601
VISA-LASS-LEY-13120-1 ............. FOC68 281-163270#
NASA-CASE-LBO-13131-1 ............. $0054 191-2423001
NESS-CASE-L2N-13132-1 ............. p0106 881-2761601
NASA-CABS-LIV-13135-2 ............. F0062 881-24257•
7ASA-CASE-LYY-13148-2 ............. p0107 081-295240
MASa-CAST-LEY-13171-1 ............. p0100 881-2246601
11ASA-CAS2-LEN-13174-1 ............. F0014 161-1236304
VISA-CASE-LSV-13201-1 ............. F0014 081-149990
NASA-CASt-LEI-13226-1 ............. F0060 101-172600
NASA-CASE-LYY-13246-1 	 F0049 161-2620301
VASA-CA32-L1Y-13269-1 ............. p0062 181-2219004
NASA-CASE-LEY-13286-1 ............. F0105 181-2759700
NASA-CASt-LN-13339-1 ............. p0051 081-1221101
NASA-CASE-LIV-13359-1 ............. 00062 N 1-242650#
VISA-CASE-LEY-13400-1 ............. pCCSS 981-16S2#01
NASA-CASE-LEY-13401-1 ............. FCC99 181-1642901
NASA-CASE-L2N-13429-1 	 p0671 861-1638401
OA3► -CIS1-LEY-13504-1 ............. FOOE3 161-2727900
9ASA-CASI-LEY-13556-1 ............. p0106 881-27610-06
MASS •C ►SS-LBO-13570-1FO071 261-2434801
NASA-CASE-LEY-23169-2 ............. p00`2 181-1620901
NASA-CP-2137 ...................... P0014 161-1209001
NASA-CP-2149 ...................... pCi42 081-12S7906
VASA-CP-1159 ...................... F0037 181-1611906
BISA-CF-2169 ...................... FCC98 981-1753104
YASI-CP-2176 ...................... p0016 881-2406301
EAST-CP-2190
	
F0019 981-3119601
DISA-C2-3388 ..................... F0007 901-1697604
NASA-C2-3399	
.	
FC077 981-2038301
MASA-CA-3425 ...................... F0001 161-2201201
VASE-C1-135386 .................... F0029 081-1911901
MAST-CS-159426 .................... p0029 581-1912001
MASA-CY-159462 .................... p0029 081-19117*0
ILSA-CA-159498 .................... F0027 181-1605100
NASA-CA-159499	 p0024 MB1-1206601
NASA-Ca-159501 .................... F0073 N 1-22278*6
943► -CI-159561 .................... F0113 M91-22467*1
VASA-CM-159562 .................... p0024 081-1204801
NASA-CM-159570 .................... FCC73 981-1939501
YAS► -C2-159583 .................... F0029 591-18056*6
VASA-CS-159584 .................... p0030 101-2205101
BAS ► -CA-159643 .................... P0050 381-1617601
MESA-CA-159678 .................... p0065 081-1408201
MIS►-C/-15%90 ... t ................ Folio 061.1346601
MAST-Ct-159720	 V0647 081-1011206
VASA-Cl-159728	 p0092 581-1947901
PISA-CA-159163 .................. . FC169 061-1051701
MASA-CA-159772 .................... FO U0 101-18i3S06
SASA-CA-1S9818 .................... p0026 381-1305701
NASA-C2-159819-TOL-1 .............. F0028 061-17CSISO
N►SA-CA-15!:19-TCL-2-09-1 ......... P0028 081-17082Q6
NASA-CA-159819-TCL-2-09-2 ......... F0028 181-1708306
MASH-C1-159819-VOL-2-SS-3 ......... F0028 101-1708401
NASA-CM-159819-11CL-3-99-1 ......... p0028 181-1708501
VISA-C1-159819-TOL-3-11-2 ......... F0028 181-1706601
MAST-Cl-159823	 FC093 961-1940006
MASA-CA-159824 .................... p0093 661-1948101
AISI-C2-159825 .................... FOC93 001-1948201
NASA-C2-159626 .................... FC093 181-1948301
31ISA-Ct-159840 .................... F0140 191-1380304
9ASa -ca- 159853 .................... F0110 081-1346704
NASA •-C3-1SS965 .................... p0029 191-1911601
VLSI-Cl-159067 .................... &0024 N61-1208501
NASA-Cl-IS9969 .................... F0129 181-1794606
NASA-C2-159672 .................... F0111 101-1849101
VISA-CA-1S9879 .................... FOO24 101-1'208701
NAS► -C1-159880 .................... F0110 Mel-1439101
Z:ol-C1-159884 .................... 60048 981-1217204
NI3I-C2-159079 .................... F0027 081-1500501
SASA-Cl-160865 .................... F0094 181-1342704
110A-CA-160666 .................... F0094 981-1342001
r,.: ► -C1-160667	 F0094 881-1342601
VIS1-C2-160666 .................... tGC9s 561-1343101
9131,-C1-160869 .................... FCC95 181-1343001
SASA-CA-160970 .................... p0094 461-1342901
NOSA-CA-160871 .................... FCC95 581-1343301
SASA-Cl-160873 .................... FOC95 161-1343206
NISI-CA-160861 .................... p0094 461-1342s*o
NASA-CA-164222 .................... F0030 061-2201201
9ASa-Cl-165126 .................... F00S9 M-2215001
PISA-CS-165134 .................... p0139 941-1191.206
11ASa-CE►165139 .................... F0141 561-2298200
YESI-CB-165141 .................... p0027 gel-1500400
YESE-CB-163143 .................... p0109 161-12546*9
2AWCA-165144 .-.o ................ P0112 N 1-215330#
NASA-CS-165145 .................... P0033 161-1213900
NASA-CS-• 165147 .................... p0065 181-101690/
NASA-CA-163152-VOL-1 .............. p0110 091-1546100
SASA-C2-16Sl52-#0L-2 .............. p0110 W-15"206
NASA-CA-165155 .................... p0070 991.1024200
2ASI-C2-165157 .................... p0026 001-1S00200
NASA-CI-165158 .................... p00N 581-1335900
NASA-U-165159 ........... -........ p0073 101-1638940
NASA-CA-165162 .................... p0026 181-1396301
NASA-CN-16516S .................... p0067 161-1225SOI
NASA-CA-165166 .................... P0007 501-1497601
NASA-C2-16S167 .................... p0110 181-1S46300
NASA-CA-165169-TOL-1 .............. V0033 181-1213506
NASA-Cl-165169-TOL-2 .............. P0033 Ne1-1213600
NASA-CA-165169-TOL-3 .............. p0033 081-1213700
NASA-CA-165169-VOL-4 .............. V0133 181-12139*0
NA3A-Cl-165170 .................... p0140 001-2095806
NASA-C1-165172 .................... p0072 891-1030108
NASA-CA-163173 .................... P0072 381-1131400
NASA-CA-16S176 .................... p0139 981-1195300
NASA-CA-163177 .................... p00So Net-1617706
NASA-CE-165179 .................... p0111 NI-1752709
3ASA-CS-165190 .................... P0065 381-1726306
N ►SA-C2-165181 .................... p00e9 N i- 1536600
MASA-CA-165104 .................... p004e 081-1922900
NASA-C/-165166 .................... p0133 181-liO3306
VASA-CA•-165187 .................... P0133 261-1193400
USA-Ci-165188 .................... p0129 181-1576900
MASL-Cl-165169 .................... P0112 Nei-1649400
NASA-C2-165190 .................... P0112 0081-1957301
NASA-C2-165195 .................... P0048 081-1923300
MAST-CS-165200 .................... p0026 001-1500300
NASA-CA-165201 .................... pOO59 081-1927700
NV A-CA-165210 .................... p0068 181-1743706
NASA-C2-165217 .................... P0030 501-2205300
NASA-CS-IGS220 .................... p0028 581-1708006
NASA-C2-165221 .................... P0112 081-1649700
NASA-C2-165223 .................... p0111 N t-1659300
NASI-C2-165225 .................... p0027 081-1500600
M ►SA-C1-165226 .................... P0048 W-2113006
OASI-CI-165233 .................... P0042 191-20174•"
SASA-CE-165237 .................... P0088 181-1743406
NIS&-CA-165238 .................... p0033 181-2110606
NASA-CA-165240 .................... P0111 061-1658206
SASA-CA-165244 .................... P0027 081-1707800
SISA-C2-165243 .................... P0112 Set-1849600
IASA-CS-165250 .................... P0027 081-1707906
NASA-CS-165256 .................... V0067 001-1931606
NASA-CA-16S261	 P0030 081-2007806
NASA-CA-165262 .................... p0070 081-2231306
NISA-C2-165271 .................... p0089 581-2135506
SASA-CA-165272 .................... P0112 181-1849506
NASA-CS-165275 .................... P0042 181-2112506
SASA--A-165276 .................... p0042 1181-2112200
PASA-CS-165279 .................... p0067 081-2121306
NASA-CE-165279-111C-S03N .......... P0137 0091-2121:16
U SI-CA-165290 .................... P0010 101-1907906
USA-CS-165292 .................... p00S9 181-2024406
NASA-Cl-165311 .................... P0113 101-2247306
NASA-CS-165312 .................... P0042 261-2207806
NASA-CS-145316 .................... P0113 001-2154706
S►SA-CS-16S317 .................... p0113 101-2153606
MAST-CA-165319 .................... P0113 181.22475*•
VASA-Ce-165335 .................... P009S 001-3353901
USA-C2-165346 .................... p0033 581-2716906
NASA-TS-79162 ..................... p0137 181-1794301
NASA-T0-81476 ..................... p0069 581-1023906
NASA-TA-61524 ..................... pu123 081-1077601
Mast-TN-61525 ..................... p0137 981-1794206
9ASk-11-S1S20 ..................... p0116 181-1356801
NASA-TN-81540 ..................... p0051 N 1-1117801
MISI-TN-81545 ..................... p0079 061-164290#
RASA-TO-81547	 . p0060 001-1139400
NISA-T3-61563 ..................... P0060 181-1222606
NAWTN-61570 ..................... poosl Net-1221001
NASA-T0-61573 ..................... p00s1 N 1-111110#
NASA-Te-61575 ..................... p0140 581-1893306
NASS-10-81576 ..................... P0069 501-1024000
NASA-TN-81578 ..................... P0051 201-1506000
n ASA-18-81563 ..................... p012S MOI-1576606
SaSA-T8-e1SO4 ..................... P0013 "1-1006701
PASA-22-81Se0 ..................... P0096 N t-1144800
NASA-TN-81589 ..................... P0003 081-1497900
YASI-i6-81590 ..................... p0125 081-1040706
Mask-28-81591 ..................... p004S 681-1217100
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SASA-TO-01592
NASa^rs-ets94
5&s&-Th8t595
BAS A-T8-81S%
SASA-TB-81S97
NASA-Tf-81600
NASA-fK-81601
NASA-TS-81602
N&S ► -T0-61603
BASA-28-81605
NASA-70-81606
BABA-!-81600
NAU-Th 81609
RASA-T"1610
NASA-28-81611
NASA -T1-81612
NASA-TO-81613
1688-T0-81614
NAS&-T1-81615
5688 -Tn-61617
NAU -TB-81618
BAST-TI-81619
NASA-T0-81620
ma-TS-61621
NaS►d n-81622
NASA-TS-81623
SASA-TB-e162S
NASA-TS-01626
[ASA-Ttl-81628
NASAiB-81630
NASA-T0-81632
3ASA-71-81633
NASA-TB-81634
NASA-TB-81636
SaSA-TS81639
NASA-2N-81640
BAS► -TI-81641
NASA-TO-81642
S AWT0- 81644
OAS►-T0-81645
NASA -T 9- 81647
NASA-TN-81648
NASA-TO-81650
NASA-TB-81652
NASA-TB-91654
Naw"-81656
NASA-15-61657
NASA-TN-81658
NASA-TS-81659
NASA-TN-81660
A►SA-TB-81661
RASA-T/-81662
oks&- S-81663
BASA-18-81664
NASA-TI-81665
NASA-22-81666
NASA-TO-8 t 667
IM-18-81660
NUA-Te-81669
RASA-TN-81670
NASA-TN-81671
NASA-11-81672
BABA-T9-81673
RASA-16-81674
NASA-TS-81675
NASA-T8-61676
NASA-TS-81677
NASA-T9-81676
BASH-Ttl-81679
NASA-22-8168C
NASA-TN-81601
NASA-T1-81602
mas&-?@-81663
NASA-TB-61604
SASA -T8-81685
NASA -TB- 61666
AASS-16-81667
NASA-T8-0168C
NASA-T8-81609
NASA-22-61490
NASA-TB-91691
RASA-TN-81732
SASA-Th 81703
BAS&-TB-81704
NASA-11-01705
NASA-TS-01706
van-TI-61707
visa-TB-81709
1an-T1-81710
nIOST,*ACCUBION gone Nast
pOi02 181-23435. 1 BASA-T0-81711 ..................... P0082 181-21356.1
pttS7 1e1-1439641 BASA-T1-81712 ..................... P0125 eel-19e7301
;9060 881-1017040 NA3A-T0-81713 ..................... P0103 981-2360849
p0074 591-1330249 SABA-TN-81714 ..................... P0104 581-2453640
00091 S81-1141240 NASA-TN-81715 ..................... 00101 181-2324546
00069 881-1024140 nABA-28-81717 ..................... p007S NS/-913104/
pOC61 181-1126540 NABA-78-81718 ..................... 00062 501-1?45941
pOO60 881-1316641 NASA-10-81719 ..................... 00104 881-245x541
pCCS6 181-134634 1 SASA-28-81720 ......	 .............. P0039 181-1922041
00037 181-11689.4 NASA-T0-81721 ..................... P0044 881-2112948
POO96 181-1144946 NASA-TN-@1722 ..................... P0038 881-1922141
pOCS0 881-1139541 NASA-24-81724 ..................... p003 181-2216140
p0049 881-1310641 SA SA- TB-8172to ....................• p0039 181-2017746
p0125 091-1176944 NASA-20-81726 ..................... P0082 881-20424.1
pCC99 n 81-16571. 1 NASA-TB-81727 ..................... P0130 161-22636.8
pCC97 881-1439948 NASA-19-81728 ..................... 00082 But-2231746
P0003 181-1497904 BABA-TN-81729 ..................... p0039 881-2017940
p012S 881-12621 . 6 NASA-75-81;31 ..................... P0121 881-21803.1
p012S 181-1177040 P&SA-72-81732 ..................... P0062 881-2119944
pOCSS 181-292054 4 9ASA-TN-81734 ..................... p0039 181-2017049
p0045 881-161324 4 SASA-75-81735 ..................... pOGS3 181-2117340
pOC49 181-1718944 SASA-18-81737 ..................... 00100 881-2153740
00014 831-1330141 NASA-28-61738 ..................... p0100 881-2247740
FOC74 881-123SB4 1 WA-TI-81739 ..................... 00130 181-22639 40
pOO61 181-1726641 SASA-TO-01740 ..................... 00101 881-2324440
p0091 181-1244646 1ASA-TS-81741 ..................... 00039 181-2208440
p0081 881-1743640 NASA-T9-81742 ..................... 00102 881-2341741
p0t31 061-169004 0 NASA-TB-81743 ..................... P0102 881-23416.6
00124 881-12817.6 NASA-24-81744 ..................... P0100 181-22472.1
00033 181-130794 1 SASA-TS-81745 ..................... P0003 881-2102846
p0049 881-131054 1 SABA-28-81747 ..................... p0045 081-2117409
00014 181-130S640 WA-TI-81748 ..................... 00103 881-2360941
p00S1 eel-1506941 NASA-TS-81749 ..................... P0016 181-2205641
p0001 881-17435 4 / BASA-28-81751 ..................... p0126 101-2083140
p005 881-213134 6 NASA-TB-617S2 ..................... p0101 181-2324346
pCC97 181-1439041 $ASA-T1-d1754 ..................... p0105 161-2760446
p0096 881-1346444 NASA-TN-81755 ..................... P0062 881-2219340
pOC80 081-1335746 MA-15-61756 ..................... p0103 881-2361049
P0003 861-130194 0 USA-TN-61757 ..................... 00049 181-2516840
FC096 181-1346541 PASS-T9-81759 ..................... p0017 181-2508440
pCCSO 881-1335846 NASA-TB-61760 ..................... p0071 Ne11-21281.1
F007S 181-15241 • 1 NASA-TB-81761 ..................... 00017 181-2507941
p0003 N81-149774 0 NASA-11-61762 ..................... p0103 181-2349046
pCCSO 181-1536741 AASA-11-81763 ..................... p0100 881-2247841
p0097 NS1-154644 6 NASA-28-81764 ..................... 00132 181-249274'
00016 881-210784 RASA-13-61765 ..................... 00102 881-2327541
p0015 181-160534 1 NASA-TB-81768 ..................... p01'0 081-2283041
pC(S7 Set-1438741 3A3A-TN-81169 ..................... 00106 881-2852041
FOGS) 181-164744 1 RASA-TN-81770 ..................... 00039 N81-2018048
P0107 N81- 1 05624 1 MA-U-81771 ..................... 00106 081-2852346
pC11S 161-3065741 NASA-TO-81772 ..................... 00068 881-2526341
pGOIS 181-1605441 NASA-TN-01473 ..................... p0054 081-2623046
Foots 161-160SS41 NASA-T0-81774 ..................... P0040 Set-2617441
pCCS7 581-154654 8 PASA-TB-81775 ..................... P0100 981-2247641
00091 081-16492 4 1 NASA-24-81956 ..................... 00003 081-2102741
p0G15 181-1605241 USa-TS-02289 ..................... p0138 081-2797641
pCC98 181-165704 1 nAS►-TN-82163 ..................... P0011 981-2506541
p0074 181-15240 4 1 NASA-TN-82.171 ..................... 40107 Net-2852441
00437 SOI-171274 1 NASA-TB-8239! ..................... p0090 181-1658441
p004 881-161234 1 NASA-TN-82589 ..................... p0102 181-234.5241
p0009 NS1-16021 4 1 SASS-111-82590 ..................... P004S S81-25/4841
p0076 181-IS2394 1 NASA-TR-82591 ..................... 00054 Nei-2519141
p0075 881-16421 4 4 NASA-15-02592 ..................... P0140 181-2696641
P0091 861-164944 1 SASA-TS-82593 ..................... 00046 181-25/5146
FCC92 081-174804 1 NASA-T0-82596 ..................... p0046 161-2514940
p0052 n81-16712 4 1 NASA-IM-82597 ...................... 00104 081-2362741
F0132 081-195204 1 NASA-TS-82S98 ..................... 00106 181-2651940
p0052 08.-1621141 NASA-T1-82599 ..................... 00046 081 2515041
;0053 0S1-192784 1 AAU-18-82600 ..................... POW B8`:-2308544
VOC79 881-164284 1 NASA-TS-92601 .......	 ............. 0105 idl-2453941
p0075 581-2131444 SASA-16-82603 ..................... 00066 1181-2523246
p0071 1e1-163864 1 NASA-S8-62604 ..................... p0103 591-2362541
p0O61 $81 - 17264 4 1 VISA-td-82605 ..................... p005S 161- 2823341
p005S 181-28231 4 :SSA-TB-82607 ..................... P0104 581-2453446
pO038 091-19222 4 1 NASA-28-62608 ..................... p0018 191-2614541
p00S5 881-272584 6 NASA-TN-82609 ..................... pu103 081-2361140
p010S 081-254084 1 BASS-T0-82610 ..................... 00103 181-2362641
000:2 881-191654 1 9ASA-TS-62611 ..................... 00004 061-2503640
p00B1 101-10391 4 0 RASA-70-62612 ..................... p0130 101-2283741
pOC61 $61-18392 4 1 ASS&-TS-82614 ..................... p0083 161-27!2446
p006S 581-31SSOO O SASA-T0.62615 ...	 ................. 00140 101-2499446
FCG37 561-201724 1 1ASA-28-62616 ..................... p0132 181-2580946
pOC30 981-192194 1 NASA-T0-82617 ..................... P0017 881-2508141
00101 181-231884 1 NASA-78-82618 ..................... P0040 581-3018241
P0045 S61-171744 1 USA-TI-02619 ...................... 00101 981-232CS66
00039 941-21121 4 6 NASA-TS-82621 ..................... 00132 061-2492646
P0009 N1-1907640 NASA-TB-82621 ..................... p0083 181-264594:
00062 481-2027S4 f BASA-TS-82623 ..................... P0063 081-2752540
p0130 581-2577941 S&Sa-18-82424 ..................... p01u4 581-2453340
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NASA-T8-82625 ..................... 10046 181-32 194*0
B►SA-?2-82626 ..................... p0055 rot-27259-0
NASA-?r-82627 ..................... 10017 281-2SO83t:
NASA-75-82628 ..................... po063 881-272774
NASA-T5-82630 ..................... 18054 801-2518908
YlU-22-02631 ..................... 10091 281-2649200
NASA-T5-82632 ..................... 10054 881-26236.0
its A-T8-82633 ..................... 10054 841-2623SO0
9Aa-TN-82634 ..................... 10126 281-2684400
NASA-TB-82635 ..................... 10076 281-3039040
NASA-Tr-82636 ..................... 10120 961-2565841n►SA-TO-82637 ..................... p010S 181-2540700
NASA-l8-82638 ..................... pC108 881-3056340
NASA-TB-82639 ..................... POC64 381-2752640
NASA-TB-82640 ..................... 10017 881-25082.8
NASA-20-62641 ..................... 10018 281-2614640
USA-Tr-82643 ..................... 10040 881-26173+0
NASA-Te-82645 ..................... 10083 581-2752340
NASA-18-82646 ..................... 10139 981-3208740
NAU-?8-82647 ..................... 10084 881-28444.0
NASA-TE-82648 
..................•.. PO1C6 581-2852208
NASA-T8-82649 ..................... 10084 881-2844344
NASA-TN-82650 ..................... POC94 881-2851740
NASA-28-82651 ..................... 10090 581-2845840
nAS1-TB-82652 ..................... 10017 881-2508040
NASA-TB-82653 ..................... PO1C7 081-29528.0
91U-28-82654 ..................... 10012 081-3119048
USA-Tr-82655 ..................... 10004 381-3112600
NASA-28-82656 ..................... 10105 381-2760540
NASA-T8-82657 ..................... 10018 881-2709440
n►SA-T5-82658 ..................... 10119 581-2978248
USA-25-82659 ..................... PC126 381-2992244
NASA-TE-82660 ..................... p008S 581-2944040
NASA-T8-82661 ..................... 10137 081-290264
NASA-TB-82662 ..................... 10055 281-2920640
BAST-TE-82663 ..................... 10018 281-2709540
NASA-TS-82664 ..................... 10143 081-2906340
NASA-T8-82666 ..................... 10126 981-3090540
NASA-TB-82667 ..................... F0108 881-3162748
NASA-TS-42668 ..................... pCCE4 581-2943840
n ASA -TE- 82669 ..................... 10084 881-2943940
9ASAJTB-82670 ..................... FO132 081-3097349
NASA-TB-82672 ..................... 10049 581-3130040
NASA-TE-82673 ..................... 10132 881-3202640
NASA-T8-82674 ..................... pO966 581-3138040
PASS-TB-82675 ..................... 10092 281-3349740
NASA-10-82676 ..................... PC604 881-2704240
NASA-T5-02677 ..................... F0004 501-27C4140
NASA-TE-82678 ..................... 10004 881-2805440
NASA-TB-62679 ..................... P0126 581-3090640
NASA-2E-82680 ..................... 10077 301-3039140
NASA-TB-82681 ..................... p0106 581-2760640
NASA-20-82682 ..................... 10004 581-2805340
NASA-TB-82683 ..................... p0835 881-3017240
RASA-20-92684 ..................... pCC18 581-28C9540
PAU-TS-82687 ..................... p0056 581-3327340
NASA-26-82688 ..................... 10126 881-3090740
NASA-"-82690 ..................... p0126 581-3195640
PAS1-TE- 82693 ..................... p0036 381-3218744
NASA-TB-82694 ..................... F0127 381-3195740
USA-TE-82696 ..................... p0019 581-3119540
NASA-28-62697 ..................... p0127 981-3296840
PAS&-Tr-82700 ..................... pOCAS 181-33484.0
BAST-TB-82701 ..................... F0 108 581-3360140
NASA-TE-82702 ..................... F0107 581-3052240
NASA-TB-82703 ..................... 10019 001-3013040
BASA-25-82712 ..................... p0127 581-3296440
BASIL-TO-82714 ..................... p0063 n81-3226940
USA -T0-82716 ..................... p0127 N81-3256540
RASA-T5-82717 ..................... p0090 881-3349240
USA-TM-82720 ..................... 10108 581-3260840
NASA-TB-64011 ..................... F0138 081-3208140
NASA-W-1170 ...................... 10013 981-1103740
NASA-TP-1706 ...................... 10013 B8/-1103840
NASA-?P-1710 ...................... PCC82 581-2042308
NASA-Tp-1716 ...................... P0013 181-1208908
NASA-TV-1722 ...................... 10016 581-19121.8
USA-"-172# ...................... PCC60 581-1121440
NASA-TP-1731 ...................... p0060 281-1432240
915&-?P-17S3 ...................... F0091 1181-1141708
USA-TP-17S4 ...................... p0013 581-1103940
BiSA-?P-1755 ...................... 10052 581-1621008
USA-TP-1756 ...................... PCC60 181-1407908
USA-TP-1757 ...................... p0071 081-11315*#
NASA-?P-1769 ...................... POC66 181-2429340
UU-TP-1772 ...................... 10004 161-2201708
NASA-IM-1780 ...................... 10015 881-160S0O8
NASA-?P-1781 ...................... 10013 381-1927308
NASA-TP-1791 ...................... P0075 281-1641708
USA-SP-1792 ...................... p0076 22 h2438700
NASA-TP-1800 ...................... 10040 28x3138260
BAST-TP-l"7 ...................... P0117 561-216854
U3A-TP-1808 ...................... 10082 Ul- 1945860
USA-IF-1909 ...................... 10182 281-2340600
USA-TP-1810 ...................... 10016 201-20076.8
8151-TP-1811 ...................... 10038 281-2017300
USA-TV-1612 ...................... p00S3 281-21193 8
USA-Tp-1813 ...................... p0061 Nei-1930048
USA-TP-1631 ...................... P0072 581-28824
NASA-TP-1832 ...................... 10072 881-30360.0
UZA-TIP-1834 ...................... 10038 381-2017640
USA-TP-1835 ...................... 10053 281-20245*#
NASA-TP-1836 ...................... 10071 581-2035948
NASA-TP-1839 ...................... 10076 581-2838908
NASA-TP-1841 ...................... 10076 981-2438860
NASA-Tp-1842 ...................... 10016 401-2406540
NASA-TI-18. ...................... 10005 381-3112906
USA-Tp-1883 ...................... 10063 581-3329300
BASA-TP-1091 ...................... 10063 281-2728240
USA-TP-1894 ...................... p0076 581-2938440
NASA-TP-1995 ...................... 10120 581-3383808
USA-TP-1896 ...................... p8066 381-2924608
USA-TP-1899 ...................... 10063 381-3136600
USA-TP-1913 ...................... 10127 281-3394760
USA-?P-1920 ...................... p000S 581-31128•
3Eir-T8-227 ....................... p0001 581-2201200
P-3970-p .......................... p0095 581-33539=0
PSA-5515-138 ...................... 10028 381-170004
PNA-5523-92 ....................... 10024 201-1206740
PRA-5550-5-TOL-2-88-3 ............. P0028 281-1708440
PRA-SSSO-37 ....................... 10026 881-13057*#
PRA-5550-SO-VOL-1 ................. 10028 401-1708108
PRA-5550-50-TCL-2-B9-1 ............ p0028 581-1706240
PRA-5550-50-VOL-2-B9-2 ............ p0028 581-1708340
PRA-5550-SO-TCL-3-E9-1 ............ 10028 981-1708540
PRA-S550-50-TCL-3-BE-2 ............ p0028 981-1708640
PBA-5594-122 ...................... p0026 581-1500240
RU-5604-31 ....................... p00S9 581-1927740
PRA-5635-43 ....................... p0129 881-1576940
PRA-5684-19 ....................... 10027 101-1707940
PNA-5697-29 ....................... p0067 081-1931648
PRA-5755 .......................... p0027 081-1500640
QR-1 .............................. p0112 581-18497*#
92-1 .............................. 10113 581-2247340
02-3 .............................. p0111 381-1752740
9x-4 .............................. 10112 081-18494*#
QE-5 .............................. 10112 981-19573*#
02-5 .............................. p0113 581-2154740
92-6 .............................. 10113 401-2153608
Q2-7 .............................. p0113 981-2247540
2EP2-2-53020/02-52578 ............. p0033 581-2110608
BEET-31-1653 ...................... 10140 281-20958*#
KEPT-80-926-NAM-24 .............. p0112 981-1849440
REFT-80-926-EARED-95 .............. 10112 581-1957340
BEP2-34037 ........................ p0073 581-16399*0
BEPT-61051 ........................ 10113 281-22473*#
22/RD80-222 ....................... p0068 081-17437*#
RI/BD80-237 ....................... 10042 581-2112508
BSC-3697-6 ........................ p0048 581-2113008
x75AE0026-VOL-1 ................... p0030 581-2205200
278AEO612 ......................... p0027 801-15005*#
279/29123 ......................... p0029 581-17087 9
2791X0274 ......................... 10030 981-22051*#
279AE0623 ......................... p0029 581-180S640
280-900007-12 ..................... p0007 N81-1697608
x80-954440-17 ..................... p0067 181-1225540
280126312-TOL-2 ................... p0027 381-16051*#
280AE0313-TOL-3 ................... p0024 101-1208608
BBOAR0369 ......................... p0129 181-1764608
880AN0429 ......................... p0027 161-1500440
180/20458 ......................... p0068 181-1743408
x81120219 ......................... p0027 581-1707840
BSIABQ311 ......................... p0030 181-2205308
SAE PAPER 601116 .................. 10021 101-341524
SAE PAP2x 801118 .................. 10021 A81-341544
SAE PAPE2 801119 .................. 10021 18 a 34155•
SAE FAPU 801120 10021 ASP-341500
SAE PAPE2 801122 .................. 10031 A81-341584
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SAE PAPE5 801136
SAE PAPEE 801137
SAS PaP1S 801136
SaoPatna 001140
Sao POP22 84:1s4
SAE PAPS. 810150
SIR Push 810624
.................. $0021 181-34166•
.................. pOS21 a81-341684
.................. $0021 AS1-341694
.................. pOO22 A81-341704
.................. $0022 AS1-341774
.................. POC79 a81-417324
.................. $0023 A01-427784
05-PATE11T-APPL•3I-915050
88-PaTENI-APPL-55-916654
OS-PATHT-LPPL-S5-929004
00-PATENT-APPL-811-961832
13-212552-APPL-35-9647S4
110-PATE11T-APPL-30-971473
83-PAlER-APPL-S"71475
.......... $0096 581-125420
.......... pools IS1-291294
.......... pOOSI W1-194554
$0083 501-244424
.......... $0107 1181-295244
.......... $0044 581-291604
.......... $0062 1181-242574
SOL-80-2122-131P ................... $0026 581-1500340
38-8342-P ......................... p0065 081-1016948
58-80-00477 ....................... p0094 881-1342548
38-LO-00476 ....................... p0094 081-13427+6
38-LC-00484 ....................... pO095 081-1343148
SE-LO-00485 ....................... pOC94 581-1342640
SEC-SO-TE-62 ...................... pCC86 081-1335940
SOI-5413 .......................... $0073 981-1939548
555-2-81-4798 ..................... $0033 981-2716946
SIDE-80-22 ........................ $0109 081-1254648
TES480-66-79 ...................... $0113 081-2246741
TS-2 .............................. POC70 581-1024241
TE2-22-8135 ....................... $0047 561-1011241
TES-29922-6001-20-01	 .............. pOO72 981-1030141
TU-29922-6001-20-01-1OL-2 ........ pOC72 581-1131440
OD2-22-80-99-t01-1 	 ................ $0033 581-1213541
ODE-12-80-100-9OL-2	 ............... p0033 981-1213641
ODE-T2-80-101-TOL-3	 ............... po033 581-1213741
002-92-80-102-TCL-4 	 ............... $0133 281-1213841
09-PATENT-APPL-36*-009887 .......... $0066 201-141034
OS-PA2ENT-APPL-S1-027557 .......... $0061 281-192564
OS-PAIE02-APPL-33-032307 .......... p0104 981-245194
69-PATENT-AppL-89-038980 .......... $0014 881-149994
93-PATENT-APPL-32-061555 .......... $0107 261-295244
00-PATZNT-APPL-32-065676 .......... p00% 28 1-12 54 24
03-YATENT-APPL-S6*-070771 .......... pOC60 081-172604
03-PATENT-APPL-SN-OSS779 .......... $0054 281-251684
83-PA2ENT-APPL-39-102004 .......... $0083 561-264474
03-PATENT-APPL-SO-113014 .......... p0062 061-242574
WPATENT-APPL-51-122967 .......... $0046 $81-261794
63-PATE82-APPL-35-134855 .......... $0104 981-245210
09-PATENT`APPL-SE-145271 .......... $0044 381-2°1604
03-PATENT-APPL-S2-191746 .......... $0052 581-1620941
03-PATENT-APPL-81-199769 .......... $0051 581-1221141
02-PATSNT-APPL-SN-200634 .......... p0074 081-1236340
OS-P►TENS-APPL-35-210632 .......... $0068 281-1632940
03-PATENT-APPL-S1-218587 .......... PCC68 501-1632741
93-PATENT-APPL-35-219677 .......... $0098 981-1652840
08-PATEET-APPL-51-219678 .......... pOCSS 581-1652940
03-PATENT-APPL-SN-220212 .......... p0071 581-1638448
99-PATENT-APPL-30-229233 .......... p0062 581-2426541
03-PATEN2-APPL-39-229693 .......... $0049 181-1924540
OS-PATE52-APPL-311-235757 .......... p0099 Ib1-1956141
OS-PATENT-APPL-32-236790 .......... $0100 281-2246641
8S-PATENT-APPL-39-238887 .......... pC083 581-2236040
09-PITNIT-APPL-33-242 795 .......... $0062 281-2219041
03-PATENT-APPL-SI-243682 .......... POC76 281-2231041
OS-PATSST-APPL-51-246772 .......... pOO54 501-2423041
03-PATENT-APPL-30-251009 .......... pOO71 581-2434840
03-P&2222-APPL-55-264370 .......... $0046 081-2719841
08-PATENT-APPL-55-264380 .......... p010S 881-2759841
OS-PATENT-APPL-SI-266255 .......... $0049 281-2620341
08-PATSST-APPL-311-272152 .......... $0106 191-2761641
09-PATENT-APPL-35-272233 .......... $0106 581-2761540
93-PATENT-APPL-35-272234 .......... $0063 381-2727941
09-PATENT-APPL-30-272406 .......... p010S 201-2749740
0E-PAINIT-APPL-55-272407 .......... polio 581-2776640
05-PAT25T-APPL-32-242298 .......... $0107 561-2953140
90-PAIl112-APPL-55-672219 .......... $0083 501-264474
93-PITSIT-APPL-82-676432 .......... $0066 881-141034
03-P►I25T-APPL-31-741056 .......... pools 101-19116*
0s-PATE91-APPL-511-752050 .......... pools 181-191154
98-PA2E112-APPL-S5-837794 .......... $0066 101-141034
09-paust-APPL-811-856462 .......... $0104 181-245194
OS-PAIENT-APPL-20-893057 .......... $0045 081-171704
0S-PA22NI-APPL-SN-893157 .......... $0046 861-261794
OS•PATE22-APPL-55-909235 .......... $0015 851-191154
9S-PIIE8"PPL-31-909608 .......... pOO15 181-191164
ON-PaTEOT-CLASS-44-78
	
............. $0066 081-141034
OS-PATENT-CLASS-55-2	 .............. $0066 081-141034
0S-PITEOT-CLASS-60-39.06 	 .......... pools 881-291294
OS-PATENT-CLASS-i0-39.24	 .......... pools 081-191154
08-PATUT-CLA33-60-204	 ............ pOIM 081-24619•
03-PATENT-CLASS-60-2262 	 ...........
Pools
661-191160
03-Pa2EOT-CLASS-60-236 	 ............
Pools
561-191160
OS-PATENT-CLASS-60-238 	 ............
Pools
581-19116*
09-PATER-CLASS-60-239	 ............ pools 081-191164
OS-PATRI-CLASS-60-267	 ............ $0104 561-245194
O3-PATENT-CLASS-60-726 	 ............ Poole 581-291294
63-PATER-CLASS-60-737	 ............ p001S 281-291294
03-PATENT-CLASS-62-12
	 ............. $0066 081-141034
IS-PATENT-CLASS-62-18	 ............. POO" 981-141034
03-PATENT-CLASS-62-40
	
............. $0066 561-141034
113-PATENT-CLASS-62-47	 ............. $0066 261-141034
03-PATUT-CLASS-136-249 	 ........... $0096 081-125424
65-PATENT-CLASS-1316-291 	 ........... $0096 921-125424
OS-PATEET-CLASS-137-15.1	 .......... $0014 341-149994
05-PATS22-CLA83-149-1 	 ............. $0066 S81-141034
6S-tAT252-CLASS-lS6-292 	 ........... $0045 081-171704
05-P►T22T-CLASS-ISO-344 	 ........... $0066 281-141034
OS-PATEOT-CLA88-1S1-214 	 ........... $0014 081-149994
OS-PLTINT-CLASS-204-2.1	 ........... $0107 501-295244
03-PATENT-CLASS-204-1922	 .......... po081 281-194554
05-PATENT-CLASS-228-116 	 ........... $0081 081-194554
OS-PlTE821-CLASS-228-118	 ........... $0045 N1-171704
03-PATENT-CLASS-228-118	 ........... $0046 581-261794
95-PA2ER-CLASS-228-170 	 ........... $0045 081-171704
05-PATENT-CLASS-228-174 	 ........... $0045 "1-171704
03-PATENT-CLASS-228-190 	 ........... p0045 881-171704
CS-PARENT-CLASS-228-190 	 ........... $0046 281-261794
O3-PATEOT-CLA93-228-205 	 ........... $0081 N81-194554
04-PATSNT-CLASS-239-127.1	 ......... p0104 581-2451"
05-PATENT-CLASS-260-17.400 	 ........ $0044 $61-291604
09-PATENT-CLASS-260-33.42 	 ......... $0061 281-192964
83-PATENT-CLASS-260-372P 	 .......... $0060 581-172604
OS-PATENT-CLASS-260-3262
	 .......... p0060 281-172604
OS-PATENT-CLASS-260-3265 	 .......... p0060 281-172604
OS-PATS112-CLASS-261-28 	 ............ pools 5s1-291294
OS-PATE92-CLASS-264-104 	 ........... $0062 501-242574
43-PATENT-CLASS-264-104 	 ........... $0044 N81-291604
63-PATENT-CLASS-264-105
	
........... $0062 561-242570
03-PATEN2-CLAS3-277-96	 ............ $0083 281-244424
CS-PATENT-CLASS-277-153	 ........... $0083 901-264474
03-PATE92-CLASS-277-193 	 ........... $0083 081-264474
63-PARIS-CLASS-363-27	 ............ $0096 281-125424
OS-PATENT-CLASS-363-60	 ............ po096 881-125424
OS-PATENT-CLASS-363-147 	 ........... pOO96 501-125424
OS-PL2E02-CLASS-364-106
	
........... $0015 081-191154
OS-PATENT-CLASS-364-431	 ........... pools 501-191154
OS-PATER-CLASS-423-6482	 .......... $0066 081-141034
0S-PATENT-C4AS3-427-221	 ........... p0061 181-192964
03-PATENT-CLA33-427-379 	 ........... $0061 581-192964
83-PATER-CLASS-428-139 	 ........... $0044 161-291604
Os-PATENT-CLASS-428-471	 ........... $0054 581-251804
93-PATENT-CUSS-428-632
	
........... p0054 381-2S1884
03-PAT2IT-CLASS-428-678	 ........... p0054 081-251684
05-PHINT-CLASS-428-679
	 ........... $0054 581-25 US*
03-PATENT-CLASS-420-680 	 ........... p00S4 ns1-251884
CS-PATER-CLASS-429-27	 ............ p0062 961-242574
68-PAISNT-CLASS-429-27 	 ............ p0044 501-291604
03-PATENT-CLA88-429-28	 ............ p0062 561-24257•
63-PATE52-CLASS-429-28 	 ............ p0044 581-291604
03-PAIEIT-CLASS-429-94 	 ............ p0104 191-245214
93-PATENT-CLASS-429-120	 ........... p0104 561-245214
03-PATENT-CLASS-429-139	 ........... $0062 581-242574
49-PATENT-CLASS-429-160	 ........... $0104 961-245214
03-PATE111-CLASS-429-164 	 ........... polo4 181-245214
08-PATENT-CLASS-429-249 	 ........... p0062 281-242574
68-PATSIT-CLASS-429-249	 ........... $0044 281-291604
08-PATEOT-CLASS-429-253
	
........... p0062 /81-242574
08-PATE92-CLASS-429-253
	 ........... p0044 581-291604
tS-PATENT-CLASS-431-2
	 ............. pool$ 081-291294
OS-PATENT-CLASS-S2S-56 	 ............ $0044 $81-291604
08-PATENT-CLASS-S25-61	 ............ $0062 281-242574
OS-PATENT-CLASS-S25-61
	 ............ $0044 181-291604
03-PATENT-CLASS-S28-118 	 ........... $0060 381-172604
63-P►22NT-CLASS-528-322 	 ........... p0060 561-172604
OS-PATENT-CLAS3-S2$-3S3	 ........... $0061 881-192964
LS-PI229T-CLA33-S38-117 	 ........... $0060 Net-172604
a-8
i
c
n
i
1
error! ACM8sor seam hors
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY08-pats!!-4,077,71 ............... pOO66 841.14103000•PaTrM!-4,109,914 ............... pools " 1-29128000-ralse"' 192,910 ............... 10107 r01-295240
Os-!alrmT-49 1930 427 ............... 10466 n41-141030
Os-Palrrl-4,199,937 ............... !0104 1101.2451"
08-!arse!-4,211.334 ............... 10046 rat-171700
os•laterT-4.:11,364 ............... 10046 !e1-2611•
0s-raMrl-4.212.477 ............... P0003 ref-264476
Os-l►le91-4.217,633 ............... p0096 841- 125420
as-Paler!-4,220,171 ............... 00014 as1-14999
4e-1Pa:srl-40229 0 196 ............... 10066 001- 141030
os-Pa!!r1-40 242 0 664 ............... po015 ref-19116009-Pa2e112-4,244,eS3 ............... 10061 901-192966OS-1parer!-4,244,47 ............... pOC60 941-172680
Os-1paler!-4,245,469 ............... 90104 1141-245190
03-rarer!-4,246,760 ............... POCal ref-1945s•
OS-Paler!-4,2490 230 ............... Pools ref-191150
43-Paler!-4,235,495 ............... p00S4 5e1-251480
o3-Pale52-4 0260,166 ............... 10063 841-244420OS- Palm!-4,262,064 ............... 10104 941-245210
03-pal0mT-4 0 262 0 C67 ............... 10062 ref-242570
03-PalrrT-4,266046 ............... pOt43 1141- 264470
03-Paler1-4,267,953 ............... IOC46 881-261720 
0s-rale9!-4,270,5 N ............... 10147 061- 29:240
03-pals!!-4,272,470 ............... pOO44 041-291600
OSaatU 0009-Se-01-9-1 ............. $0003 1141- 2102709
OTC-PCs-1333 ...................... p0109 milt-1031701
